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balanced federal budget will have on the
State of Minnesota. Moe said that
Senators needed to adopt the resolution
promptly because discussions at the
federal level are expected to result in
passage of a balanced budget amendment
within the next week. In addition, Moe
said that Legislature needs to have as
much information as possible as the state
budget process advances. Johnson also
emphasized the need for the state to have
the necessary financial information in
going about the budget development
process. The resolution was passed
unanimously 63-0.

Legislative gopher
Now there is a new way to get

information about the Minnesota
Legislature. In a joint effort, the
Legislative Reference Library, the Office
of the Revisor of Statues, the Senate and
the House of Representatives have
established a "gopher" information server.
Information about weekly meeting
schedules, member biographies, the full
text of bills, House Journals and
information on the legislative process may
all be found on the Legislative Gopher.
The Legislative Gopher is a dynamic
entity and more information items are
being added. The Legislative Gopher
makes an incredible amount of
information instantly available to anyone
who has computer on-line capabilities.

There are several ways to access the
Legislative Gopher. For gopher
administrators: point you gopher to
URLgopher://
gopher.revisor.leg.state.mn.us:70/1. This
is the root server for the House and
Senate Legislative Gopher. For
individuals or systems with gopher client
software: Point your gopher client to
gopher.revisor.leg.state.mn.us (Port 70).
For users without gopher client software:
Telnet to consultant.micro.umn.edu (the
University of Minnesota Gopher), login:
gopher. Or, via dial access, 612-626-2400
(also the U of M Gopher),
access>consultant.micro.umn.edu, login:
gopher. Follow this path through the
menus: Other Gopher and Information
Servers/North America/U.S./Minnesota/
Minnesota Legislature. Users with
subscriptions to commercial on-line
services should check with your service to
see if gopher access is supported.

The Senate also met briefly Weds.,
Jan. 4, for the purpose of introducing bills
and assigning bills to committees.

Senators sworn in
The Senate convened briefly on Mon.,

Jan. 9, to address mostly procedural
matters. New Senators Dave Kleis from
the 16th District and Don Kramer from
the 47th District took the oath of office.

Kleis, an Independent Republican from
St. Cloud, replaces Joanne Benson.
Benson, who had served in the Senate
since 1990, was elected Minnesota
Lieutenant Governor in November.

Another Independent Republican,
Kramer of Brooklyn Center, prevailed in
the race for the seat previously held by
William Luther. Luther stepped down
from his District 47 seat after he won the
Sixth Congressional District race.

In other floor action, the Senate passed
S.R. 16. The resolution permits the
reimbursement of Senate interns up to
$300 per month for lodging. The funding
is intended to pay for costs incurred by
students from Greater Minnesota during
internships at the State Capitol.

Sen. Martha Robertson (IR
Minnetonka) opposed the resolution,
questioning the need for reimbursement.
Internships are intended to enhance a
student's education while they are taking
classes, and the resolution does not deal
with this issue, Robertson said. In support
of the resolution, Sen. LeRoy Stumpf
(DFL-Thief River Falls) explained that
the purpose is to enable students from
Greater Minnesota to participate in the
Senate along with Metropolian Area
students. The resolution was approved by
a vote of 53 to 7.

Resolutions adopted
The Thurs., Jan. 12, Senate floor

session was dominated by discussion of
two resolutions. The first, sponsored by
Sen. Linda Berglin (DFL-Mpls.),
commemorates the life and work of Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr.

The second resolution, directed at the
United States Congress, generated more
discussion. S.F. 66, co-sponsored by
Majority Leader Roger Moe (DFL
Erskine) and Minority Leader Dean
Johnson (IR-Willmar), memorializes
Congress to continue its progress at
reducing the federal deficit and provide to
the state information on the impact that a
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Back to business
One of the Senate's own, former IR

member and newly inaugurated Lt. Gov.
Joanne Benson, opened the 79th
Legislative Session Tues'" Jan. 3.

Turning promptly to the inaugurations
at hand, Sen. Mark Ourada (IR-Buffalo)
was sworn in by ChiefJustice A.M.
"Sandy" Keith. Ourada comes to the
Senate along with three other newcomers,
including Sen. Kenric Scheevel (IR
Preston), Senator-elect David Kleis (IR
St. Cloud), and Senator-elect Don
Kramer (IR-Brooklyn Center). A special
election will be held on Feb. 2 to fill the
seat recently held by Sen. Patrick
McGowan (IR-Maple Grove).

Senate officers, including President of
the Senate, Allen Spear (DFL-Mpls.),
were also elected during the opening
procedures. Spear, who has presided over
the Senate since 1993, thanked his
}olleagues for their unanimous vote of
confidence. "I promise to perform my
duties to the best of my ability," Spear
said.

Sen. Roger D. Moe (DFL-Erskine)
remains Majority Leader, while Sen. Dean
Johnson (IR-Willmar) continues on as
Minority Leader. Serving as Assistant
Majority Leader, is Sen. Ember Reichgott
Junge (DFL-New Hope), the first woman
to hold the position.

Moe, the longest-standing Majority
Leader, said that he hopes to see
improvements in programs and services.
He added that he expects changes to
come quickly, and that he does not
foresee tax increases.

In other action, Senators approved
several routine opening day resolutions
including endorsement of the standing
committees and okaying provisions for
postage, parking, and expenses.
Additionally, members authorized
reimbursement of $50 to volunteer interns
for each week of service during the
Legislative Session.

Discussion concerning the stipend paid
to interns ensued, and Sen. Leroy Stumpf
(DFL-Thief River Falls) alerted members
to his plans to ask for a housing allowance
for Senate interns. Stumpf said that

)'tudents from Greater Minnesota are less
likely to participate in the program
because they have the added financial
burden of paying for housing in the
Metropolitan Area.
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Committee update
'Education
Funding projections given

Status reports on education funding
were presented to the Senate Education
Committee, co-chaired by Sen. Larry
Pogemiller (DFL-Mpls.) and Sen. LeRoy
Stumpf (DFL-ThiefRiver Falls), Wed.
afternoon, Jan. 11.

Members of the Senate's fiscal and
research staff gave reports on the current
levels of funding for both K-12 and post
secondary education funding. While
budget discussions will not begin until the
governor presents his proposal, Pogemiller
said he wanted to take an opportunity for
the members to "get the numbers down so
that we know what we're dealing with."

Mark Misukanis, the Senate's Fiscal
Analyst for K-12 education, reviewed the
state's budget forecasts and how it applies
to education. He said that while general
revenue is expected to grow by 5.9
percent from the last biennial budget, for
fiscal years (FY) 1994 and 1995, general
fund expenditures are projected to
increase by 6.6 percent.

He said that K-12 education funding as
projected will increase by 8.9 percent.
That projection, Misukanis said, is largely
driven by two factors - growth in the

, number of students and increases in the
amounts of both compensatory and
training and experience revenue districts
will receive.

If current law remains in effect, he said
that K-12 education would receive about
$450 million more in the FY 96/FY 97
budget than was made available in the
previous budget.

Misukanis said that caps enacted in
1993 limit how much additional funding
can be made available for K-12 education
due to increasing entollments. Pogemiller
said that while budget projections show
an increase in revenue for K-12 educa
tion, that amount is still shortof what
current law requires. "It will take $770
million for us to do what we say we will do
(in current law)," he said.

He said that even an additional $770
million would not provide for any
adjustment in amounts for inflation. "If
we can't come up with $770 million,"
Pogemiller said, "maybe we need to
change the law, and start telling people
the truth about what we are spending for
education."

Like K-12 education, the public post
secondary systems also are subject to a
spending cap, Dave Buelow, the Senate
Fiscal Analyst for higher education, told
the committee. He said that higher
education funding is capped in current
law at $2.04 billion for the biennial
budget. He added that the base amount
of funding for the four higher education
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systems, (the University of Minnesota, as
well as the State University, Community
College and Technical College Systems)
as approved by the Legislature for the FY
94 and FY 95, is slightly higher than the
cap, at $2.115 billion.

Adding an inflationary increase of
about three percent would raise that
amount to $2.2 billion. Buelow added
that the budget requests for the coming
biennium from the four systems totals just
more than $2.3 billion.

Funding for post-secondary education is
largely enrollment driven, according to
Maja Weidmann of Senate Counsel and
Research. She said the trends indicate
that enrollment at the University of
Minnesota and in the State University
System have remained fairly flat, while
both the Technical College and Commu
nity College Systems continue to grow.

The relationship-between state funding
and enrollment levels affects tuition
levels, Buelow explained. He said that
the typical relationship has been that the
state make more funding available for
financial aid during those times when
tuition amounts increase.

Budget discussions will begin in earnest
after the governor's budget proposal is
presented to the Legislature on Jan. 24.

MnSeU statutes proposed
At a Thurs., Jan. 12 division meeting,

members of the Higher Education
Division heard a proposal for recodifying
statutes dealing with the three post
secondary education systems.

John Ostrem, vice chancellor of the
Technical College System, gave an
overview of how statutes will apply to the
three systems that will merge July 1, 1995
into one system, the Minnesota State
Colleges and Universities (MnSCU).
When the higher education merger law
was approved by the Legislature in 1991
the law did not define which of the
existing laws would apply to the new
system.

The goals of the Statutory
Recodification Project were to prepare
legislation to transfer sections of state
university, technical college and commu
nity college law into the MnSCU Statute,
and to organize the MnSCU Statutes for
efficient use by the system and the public,
Ostrem said. The MnSCU Board of
Trustees approved the project in Decem
ber; Ostrem expects the project to be
finalized by July 1995.

Ostrem said the new statutes were
rewritten, but not changed in meaning;
however, in some cases, existing statutes
which deal only with one system are
expanded to include all three systems. He
said none of the proposed statutes
expands the power of the MnSCU Board

beyond the power of what at least one
system has currently.

Some committee members asked if, in
those instances where the statutes were
expanded to include all systems, the new
law could identify where the statute
originated.

The recodification process also attempts
to simplify and reorganize the statutes
dealing with the three systems, repeal
obsolete language, change statutory
references to the three systems to "Minne
sota State Colleges and Universities," re
write state laws related to federal statutes,
and organize statutes and MnSCU
policies with identical chapters.

At the meeting, Greg Braxton-Brown,
interim-chancellor of the Community
College System, objected to one of the
proposed codes which specifically refers to
the Fond du Lac campus of the commu
nity college system. He was concerned the
proposed new language would alter the
unique relationship the college has
between the federal government and local
tribal authorities.

Sen. LeRoy Stumpf (DFL-ThiefRiver
Falls), chair of the Higher Education
Division, said discussion will continue
regarding specific statutes. A bill regard
ing the recodification of statutes has been
drafted but not introduced.

A summary of 11 reports related to the
merger of the three higher education
systems as required by 1993 legislation
also was presented at the meeting.

Jobs, Energy and
Community Development
Affordable housing issues reviewed

The issues surrounding affordable
housing received extensive discussion and
testimony at the Jobs, Energy and Com
munity Development Subcommittee on
Economic Development and Housing
meeting, Weds., Jan. 11.

The subcommittee, chaired by Sen.
Ellen Anderson (DFL-St. Paul), heard
from the Dept. of Trade and Economic
Development, the Minnesota Housing
Finance Agency (MHFA), The Minne
sota Right to Housing Campaign, and
representatives from several regional
housing advocacy groups.

Peter Gillette, commissioner of trade
and economic development, said he has
traveled to many communities around the
state, and has heard repeatedly from
businesses in small communities that they
are experiencing an economic resurgence
but are hindered because there is nowhere
for new workers to live. Gillette said
businesses have difficulty recruiting
workers because there are either no
housing units available or the units
available are not affordable for entry-level
workers.



The gap between entry-level wages and
the cost of entry-level housing emerged as
,a recurrent theme among the testifiers.
billette said that workers making $8 an
hour and taking home $1,000 per month
cannot afford rent in many communities.
Diana Faiella of the Minneapolis
Lutheran Social Services Housing
Resource Center said many working
families are spending the majority of their
incomes on housing, leaving little money
for food and other necessities.

Kathy Kremer of the Southeast Minne
sota Housing Network urged Senators to
recognize that though the issues of lack of
affordable housing and homelessness are
often thought of as Metropolitan Area
problems, they are present and increasing
dramatically in Greater Minnesota.
Kremer said the majority of rural homeless
people agencies are seeing are women and
children.

Kremer urged additional funding for the
MHFA Family Homeless Prevention and
Assistance Program and the Emergency
Mortgage and Rental Assistance Program,
saying that both have been effective in
keeping families in housing and respond
ing to emergency housing needs in
Greater Minnesota.

Chip Halbach of the Right to Housing
Campaign said that the agency proposes a
$31.5 million increase in appropriations

)to MHFA, bringing its budget to $68.5
million. Halbach said the proposed
budget increase would permit MHFA to
provide approximately 1,860 opportuni
ties for low-income families to buy homes,
1,400 affordable rental apartments and
transitional housing for 8,640 homeless or
about-to-be-homeless families.

Workers' comp discussions begin
The Employment Subcommittee of the

Jobs, Energy, and Community Develop
ment Committee began its discussions of
workers' compensation Thurs. morning,
Jan. 12, by hearing presentations on how
the changes the Legislature made in 1992
have affected workers' compensations
costs in Minnesota.

"The changes that were made in 1992
were largely focused on medical cost
containments," said the subcommittee's
chair, Sen. Kevin Chandler (DFL-White
Bear Lake). "It makes sense that we find
out whether those reforms have made any
difference before we begin to talk about
changing other aspects of workers'
compensation."

Bob Johnson of the Insurance Federa
tion of Minnesota told the division that
the reforms enacted in 1992 are beginning

) to work. Citing a rate-making report for
1995 distributed to all licensed insurance
providers in Minnesota, Johnson said that
for the first time in four years, the report
recommends that insurance providers
reduce their workers' compensation rates

by 5.6 percent.
"This is the first meaningful report that

reflects all of law and state rule changes
that came from the 1992 legislation,"
Johnson said, "I directly attribute this
drop in rate to the changes, especially in
medical cost containment."

He said that other provisions of the
1992 law, particularly a mandated rate
reduction of 16.7 percent followed by a
one-year freeze on rates also had an effect.
He added that not all employers may have
recognized that drop in rate because of
various factors, such as wage increases,
new hires or increased benefit spending.

Pat Johnson, president of State Fund
Mutual Insurance Co., one of the state's
largest workers' compensation providers,
said that rates are about 10 percent less
costly for employers. She also attributed
the rate reductions to medical cost
containment.

She added that workers' compensation
is a changing environment, which also has
had effects on rates since 1992. "We've
seen a slight increase in the number of
claims," she said, "as well as higher initial
costs but lower long-term cost. The kinds
of claims have also been less severe."

Elizabeth Houlding of the Dept. of
Employee Relations, discussed the impact
that the 1992 changes has had on
workers' compensation for public employ
ees. She said that the total costs have
declined by nearly 10 percent, from $23.4
million in fiscal year (FY) 1993 to $21.8
million the next year.

The reduction in state costs occurred in
the areas of medical and rehabilitation
benefits and in employee attorney fees,
she said.

Kevin Wilkens, assistant commissioner
in the Dept. of Labor and Industry, said
that he does not yet have a clear picture
of whether insurance companies did, in
fact, reduce their rates as required by law,
but that there has been a decline in the
amounts of medical benefit pay-outs.
"We are seeing about a $13 million drop
in pay-outs during the first six months of
1994 in comparison to the same period in
1993," he said.

Rules and Administration
Opening resolutions okayed

The first day of the new legislative
session Tues., Jan. 3, began with a
traditional meeting of the Rules and
Adminsitration Committee. The panel,
chaired by Majority Leader Roger Moe
(DFL-Erskine), considered and adopted a
number of resolutions needed to begin the
work of the Senate. The committee
approved resolutions naming the majority
and minority leaders, setting mileage and
per diem allowances, establishing Senate
committees, allocating postage, and·
naming committees to notify the other

body and the governor that the Senate
was organized and ready to commence the
session.

The panel also adopted temporary rules
and temporary joint rules under which the
Senate will operate until permanent rules
and permanent joint rules are adopted.
The only change to the Senate rules,
other than changes in the committee
roster, was a change to allow the use of
the electric voting board, rather than
voice roll call, for votes on overriding a
governor's veto.

Personnel matters heard
The Rules and Administration Subcom

mittee on Personnel, chaired by Sen.
Roger D. Moe (DFL-Erskine), met Mon.,
Jan. 9, in order to approve the roster of
temporary employees and the roster of
permanent employees. Members also
authorized a study to be conducted on
staff classification and compensation.

Immediately following the subcommit
tee meeting, the full Rules and Adminis
tration Committee, chaired by Moe, met
to adopt the report of the subcommittee.

Panel reviews computerization
The Rules and Administration Ad Hoc

Subcommittee on Senate Information
Systems met Mon., Jan. 9, to review issues
relating to further computerization in the
Senate. The subcommittee, chaired by
Sen. Len Price (DFL-Woodbury), also
heard an update on the computer systems
being implemented in the other body.

Members approved several action items
to recommend to the full Rules and

.Administration Committee for further
consideration. Among the action items
approved by the members were proposals
to upgrade computer workstations in
Senators' offices, to provide Senators with
dial-in access from their own personal
home computers and to provide Internet
e-mail addresses for Senators.

Taxes and Tax Laws
Financial picture presented

The Senate Tax and Tax Laws Com
mittee, chaired by Sen. Douglas Johnson
(DFL-Cook), began its work for the 1995
session Wed. afternoon, Jan. 11, with a
review of the state's most recent revenue
forecast, a report on the first Price of
Government forecast, and an update on
the Cambridge Bank refunds case.

Reporting that state revenues are
projected to grow by 5.9 percent while
expenditures will increase by 6.6 percent,
Commissioner Laura King of the Dept. of
Finance, told the committee that the
November budget forecast indicates that
there will be just less than $1 billion in
additional revenue available for the

Continued on page 6
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1995 Senate Committee Assignments
Agriculture and Rural Development (11)
Chair: Bertram Vice Chair: Hanson
Office: 323 Telephone: 296-7405
Meets: M, W; 12 noon-2 p.m.; Room 107

Environment and Natural Resources (18)
Chair: Lessard Vice Chair: Chandler
Office: 111 Telephone: 296-1113
Meets: T 2-4 p.m., F 10-2 p.m.; Room 107

Berg
Dille
Lesewski

Morse
Murphy
Sams

Scheevel
Stevens
Vickerman

Anderson
Berg
Dille
Finn

Frederickson
Johnson, J.B.
Laidig
Merriam

Mondale
Morse
Novak
Olson

Pariseau
Price
Riveness
Stevens

Commerce and Consumer Protection (15)
Chair: Solon Vice Chair: Wiener
Office: 303 Telephone: 296-4158
Meets: M, W; 12 noon-2 p.m.; Room 112

Environment and Natural Resources Finance Division (12)
Chair: Morse
Office: G-24 Telephone: 296-5649

Anderson
Belanger
Chandler
Day

Hottinger
Janezich
Johnston
Kroening

Larson
Metzen
Oliver
Price

Samuelson
Berg
Finn
Frederickson

Johnson, J.B.
Laidig
Lessard

Merriam
Olson
Pariseau

Price
Riveness

Crime Prevention (12)
Chair: Spear Vice Chair: Anderson
Office: G-27 Telephone: 296-4191
Meets: M, W, Th; 2-4 p.m.; Room 15

Ethics and Campaign Reform (11)
Chair: Marty Vice Chair: Reichgott Junge
Office: G-9 Telephone: 296-8866
Meets: T, Th; 12 noon-2 p.m.; Room 107

Beckman
Belanger
Cohen

Kelly
Knutson
Laidig

Marty
Merriam
Neuville

Ranum Cohen
Day
Johnson, D.E.

Johnson, D.J.
Laidig
Moe,R.D.

Pariseau
Pogemiller
Sams

Crime Prevention Finance Division (9)
Chair: Beckman
Office: 306 Telephone: 296-5713

Family Services (14)
Chair: Piper Vice Chair: Betzold
Office: G-9 Telephone: 296-9248
Meets: T, Th; 12 noon-2 p.m.; Room 15

Education (23)
Co-Chair: Pogemiller Co-Vice Chair: Krentz
Co-Chair: Stumpf Co-Vice Chair: Price
Office: 235 Telephone: 296-4185
Meets: T, W, Th; 10 a.m.-12 noon; Room 112

Olson Robertson
Ourada Scheevel
Pappas Solon
Ranum Wiener
Reichgott Junge

Finance (21)
Chair: Merriam Vice Chair: Kelly
Office: 122 Telephone: 296-4157
Meets: M, T, W, Th; 4-6 p.m.; Room 123

Beckman Johnston Morse Samuelson
Cohen Kroening Neuville Spear
Frederickson Laidig Piper Stumpf
Johnson, D.E. Langseth Ranum Terwilliger
Johnson, J.B. Larson Riveness

Samuelson
Solon
Stevens

Ourada
Riveness
Robertson

Kiscaden
Kramer
Krentz

Berglin
Chandler
Johnson, J.B.

Ranum
Spear

Merriam
Neuville

Knutson
Laidig

Langseth
Larson
Moe,R.D.
Murphy
Neuville

Cohen
Kelly

Beckman
Hanson
Janezich
Kleis
Knutson

Education Funding Division (15)
Chair: Pogemiller Vice Chair: Krentz
Office: 235 Telephone: 296-7809

Finance State Government Division (12)
Chair: Cohen Vice Chair: Riveness
Office: 317 Telephone: 296-5931

Beckman
Hanson
Janezich
Knutson

Langseth
Larson
Olson
Pappas

Ranum Stumpf
Reichgott Junge
Robertson
Scheevel

Frederickson
Johnston
Kelly

Kroening
Langseth
Merriam

Morse
Neuville
Piper

Terwilliger
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Gaming Regulation (9)
Chair: Berg Vice Chair: Janezich
Office: 328 Telephone: 296-5539
Meets: T, W, F; 8-10 a.m.; Room 107

Judiciary (12)
Chair: Flynn Vice Chair: Finn
Office: G-29 Telephone: 296-4274
Meets: M, W; 12 noon-2 p.m.; Room 15

Johnson, D.E.
Lessard

Marty
Mondale

Neuville
Scheevel

Spear Berglin
Betzold
Cohen

Kiscaden
Kleis
Knutson

Krentz Spear
Reichgott Junge
Robertson

Higher Education Division (11)
Chair: Stumpf Vice Chair: Price
Office: G-24 Telephone: 296-8660

Health Care and Family Services Finance Division (12)
Chair: Samuelson
Office: 124 Telephone: 296-4875

Health Care (11)
Chair: Berglin Vice Chair: Sams
Office: G-9 Telephone: 296-4151
Meets: T, W, Th; 10 a.m.-12 noon; Room 15

Governmental Operations and Veterans (14)
Chair: Metzen Vice Chair: Riveness
Office: 303 Telephone: 296-4175
Meets: T, W, F; 8-10 a.m.; Room 15

Solon
Spear
Stumpf
Terwilliger
Vickerman

Pappas Wiener
Pariseau
Robertson
Runbeck

Merriam
Metzen
Neuville
Novak
Olson
Piper
Pogemiller

Janezich
Langseth
Lessard
Oliver

Johnson, D.E.
Johnson, D.J.
Knutson
Laidig
Larson
Lessard
Marty

Betzold
Day
Flynn
Hottinger

Belanger
Berg
Berglin
Bertram
Chmielewski
Flynn
Frederickson

Belanger Flynn Novak Price
Berglin Hottinger Oliver Reichgott Junge
Bertram Marty Olson Runbeck
Day Mondale Pariseau Sams
Dille Murphy Pogemiller

Taxes and Tax Laws (21)
Chair: Johnson, D.J. Vice Chair: Pappas
Office: 205 Telephone: 296-4839
Meets: M, T, W, Th; 4-6 p.m.; Room 15

Metropolitan and Local Government (15)
Chair: Vickerman Vice Chair: Mondale
Office: 226 Telephone: 296-4150
Meets: M, W, Thj 2-4 p.m.j Room 107

Rules and Administration (28)
Chair: Moe, R.D. Vice Chair: Reichgott Junge
Office: 208 Telephone: 296-4196
Meets: On call

Terwilliger
Vickerman

Pogemiller Stumpf
Runbeck Terwilliger
Stevens Wiener

Pogemiller
Solon
Wiener

Samuelson
Terwilliger
Vickerman

Sams
Solon
Stevens

Kleis
Kramer
Morse

Kramer
Oliver
Piper

Murphy
Neuville
Ourada

Kramer
Piper
Riveness

Beckman
Bertram
Hottinger

Kleis
Larson
Moe, R.D.

Betzold
Finn
Kiscaden

Berglin
Betzold
Kiscaden

)

Jobs, Energy and Community Development (13)
Chair: Novak Vice Chair: Johnson, J.B.
Office: 322 Telephone: 296-1767
Meets: T, W, Th; 10 a.m.-12 noonj Room 107

Jobs, Energy and Community Development Finance
Division (10)
Chair: Kroening
Office: 124 Telephone: 296-4302

Transportation and Public Transit Finance Division (8)
Chair: Langseth
Office: G-24 Telephone: 296-3205

Transportation and Public Transit (14)
Chair: Chmielewski Vice Chair: Ranum
Office: 325 Telephone: 296-4186
Meets: T, W, F; 8-10 a.m.; Room 112

Ourada
Pappas
Vickerman

Langseth
Lesewski
Murphy

Hanson Vickerman
Johnston

Day
Flynn

Hanson
Johnston
Krentz

Belanger
Day
Flynn

Belanger
Chmielewski

Metzen
Runbeck

Kelly
Kroening
Lesewski

Lesewski
Metzen
Novak

Dille
Frederickson
Johnson, D.J.

Dille
Frederickson
Johnson, J.B.

Anderson
Chandler
Chmielewski

Anderson
Chandler
Chmielewski)
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Committee update
Continued from page 3
state's budget for fiscal years (FY) 1996
and 1997.

She said that the state's revenue for FY
94 and FY 95 totaled $16.74 billion and
an increase of $17.73 for the coming
biennium is forecast. King said that state
expenditures for FY 94-95 came to $16.85
billion and based on current law, expendi
tures are projected to grow to $17.96
billion.

King said that the projected expendi
ture increases are driven by three areas 
funding for the areas of education, health
and human services, and corrections.

While she said she recognizes that a gap
exists between the percentages of in
creases in revenue and spending, King
said, "This is the closest that Minnesota
has been to structural balance in a budget
as we have been in a long time."

That gap between general fund rev
enues and general fund expenditures, she
said, is largely attributable to changes in
population, with fewer workers entering
the work force and increasing numbers of
older Minnesotans. King said that
projections indicate an accelerating
difference between revenues and expendi
tures in years ahead because of this shift in
population.

Even though the it would appear
additional funds are available, Johnson
said, "The forecast doesn't point out that
we have a budget problem."

"With our robust economy, I don't
think that the public is aware of what is
happening. They assume that we have
the money," he said.

King also discussed a new portion of the
forecast, projecting for the first time, the
amount of state and local revenue used to
support government. The new forecast,
required by a Price of Government law
the Legislature adopted in 1994, identifies
public revenue for all levels of govern
ment and requires that a revenue goal be
set to guide state and local governments
in the spending decisions. That revenue
is then shown in relationship to the
amount of personal income earned by all
Minnesotans.

"This gives us a lot of opportunity to
show the connection between state
spending and what the state takes in,"
King said, "It is not intended to measure
all forms of funding at all levels, and it is
just a revenue forecast, not an expendi
ture forecast."

She said that the forecast indicates that
for calendar year (CY) 1994/FY 95,
Minnesota's personal income amounts to
about $101 billion. State and local
revenue will amount to 18.4 percent of
that total. Personal income is projected
to be about $122 billion in CY 98/FY 99
and revenue amounts will represent about
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17.4 percent of that total.
How much revenue state and local

governments will need will depend on a
variety of factors, particularly any impact
that reductions in the federal budget
would have on state and local spending,
King said. She added that any federal
level reductions would not necessarily
mean higher local taxes. "They won't
have an effect unless local governments
decide to raise revenue to replace the
funding that was cut," she said.

The committee also heard a report on
the impact of a recent State Supreme
Court decision that requires the state to
repay more than $327 million to many of
the state financial institutions.

The court ruling ends a 10-year
litigation process, Pat Leehan, assistant
commissioner for the Dept. of Revenue,
told the committee. A lawsuit was
originally filed in 1984, when a number of
institutions sought repayment of a tax
that had been imposed on certain kinds of
municipal bonds. The original law that
led to the suit had been adopted in 1957,
amended in the 1960's and was finally
corrected in 1984. After several rounds of
appeal through the state and U.S. Courts,
the case was resolved in December.

King told the committee that the court
ruling allows the state to repay the
amount over a four-year period, but that
the funds needed to do so were not
included in the budget forecast. She
added that repayment provisions will be
incorporated into the governor's budget
proposal and included as part of future
forecasts.

Transportation and Public
Transit
STIP, rural transit needs presented

Officials from the Department of
Transportation presented updates of the
Statewide Transportation Improvement
Program (STIP) and Greater Minnesota
needs assessments to members of the
Transportation and Public Transit
Committee at a Tues., Jan. 10 meeting.

Al Schenkelberg of MnDOT presented
an overview of the 1996-98 STIP which is
required by the federal Intermodal Surface
Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA).
Enacted in 1991, the act focuses on the
preservation and operational improve
ments of roads by giving states more
authority and responsibility, along with
funding. One of the goals of ISTEA is to
improve local level transportation
decisions.

As part of the state's improvement
program, eight Areawide Transportation
Partnerships (ATPs) were established
throughout the state to implement local
and regional planning with a mixture of

state and federal funds.
Senators questioned the possible impact

on the program from unfunded federal
mandates, President Clinton's proposal to
reorganize the U.S. Dept. ofTransporta
tion, and the federal gas tax.

Committee members also heard a
presentation from Donna Allan, director
of the Office of Transit, regarding the
Greater Minnesota Needs Assessment
which provides guidance for creating
public transit systems in counties outside
of the Metro Area.

As directed by 1991 legislation, the
office conducted a study determining how
many counties offer public transit and
how to improve the systems in place. Half
of the 80 counties outside the Metro Area
have limited or no public transportation,
Allan said. Allan explained the Greater
Minnesota Transit Plan helps set up
networks of public transportation within
10 Regional Development Commissions.

The transit plan received $20.6 million
in state funds for the '94-'95 biennium,
$2.1 million of which was appropriated for
setting up new public transit systems.
Counties are required to provide between
35 percent and 55 percent of the total
capital and operational funds; federal aid
makes up about 15 percent of the funding,
Allan said.

State transportation plan discussed
Department of Transportation officials

presented the Minnesota Statewide
Transportation Plan and a preliminary
look at development of an intermodal
terminal in the Metro Area to members of
the Transportation and Public Transit
Committee at the Wed., Jan. 11 meeting.

According to Randy Halvorson of
MnDOT, the statewide transportation
plan meets goals of both the state Legisla
ture and the federal Intermodal Surface
Transportation Efficiency Act. The plan
serves as a framework to make effective
use of resources, to integrate different
modes of transportation, and to advance
the strategic goals and objectives for
transportation in the state.

The preliminary draft of the plan was
released in November 1994. After two
months of public review and comment,
the final draft is expected to be completed
by the end of January. Completion of the
final statewide plan is expected by January
1996.

Steve Alderson, an author of the plan,
presented some of the demographic trends
that affect transportation throughout the
state, including changes in population,
jobs, households and vehicle miles
traveled. State exporting and how
commodities are transported within and
outside of the state also are considered in
the plan.



Sen. Florian Chmielewski(DFL-
Sturgeon Lake), committee chair, asked

\ whether the planning involved people
) who used the state's transportation
. system, such as truck drivers or represen

tatives from the shipping industry.
Halvorson said more than 850 people are
on a mailing list and some 3,000 bro~

chures explaining the plan were mailed to
various transportation-related groups
throughout the state/He added there
could be a move to Dring more representa
tives to the planning table.

The committee also heard preliminary

plans for developing an intermodal
terminal in the Metro Area which would
accommodate various forms of transporta
tion in the shipping industry, such as rail
and trucking. The facility would allow
businesses to move commodities more
efficiently throughout the state and
region, as well as internationally.

Cecil Selness, MnDOT, said that as the
state's commodity and export businesses
grow, the need for a central, multi-user
facility increases. The Canadian-Pacific
and Burlington-Northern railroad yards in
the Metro Area are serving current needs,

\

but some improvements will be needed to
fulfill future transportation needs, he said.

Possible sites for the terminal are
located generally in a corridor running
from the northwest to the southeast
corners of the Metro Area, according to
Selness. He said public comments will be
considered throughout the planning
process, including where a terminal would
be located.

The planning process will continue
with representatives of both public and
private sectors of the transportation
system.

Preview
The Minnesota Senate Week at a Glance

Monday, January 16

Martin Luther King, Jr. Day.
No meetings scheduled.

Tuesday, January 17

) Transportation and Public
Transit Committee
Chair: Sen. Florian Chmielewski
8 a.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: Discussion on the Traffic Escort
Services report, Major Glenn Gramse,
Public Safety. Discussion on the digitized
drivers license system, Katherine Burke
Moore, Public Safety. Discussion on
motor vehicle safety, Kevin Walli, Motor
Vehicle Safety Coalition.

Jobs, Energy and Community
Development Subcommittee on
Energy and Public Utilities
Chair: Sen. Janet B. Johnson
10 a.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: Not available.

The Senate will meet at 10 a.m.

Jobs, Energy and Community

)
Development Subcommittee on
Energy and Public Utilities
Chair: Sen. Janet B. Johnson
After Senate session Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: Not available.

Ethics and Campaign Reform
Committee
Chair: Sen. John Marty
12 noon Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: Discussion on the Growe
Commission recommendations.
Discussion on S.F. 35-Marty: Absentee
ballot bill.

Family Services Committee
Chair: Sen. Pat Piper
12 noon Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Continuation of Jan. 12 DHS
overview, if necessary. Presentation and
public testimony on S.F. I-Samuelson:
Welfare reform.

Finance Committee
Chair: Sen. Gene Merriam
4 p.m. Room 123 Capitol
Agenda: Discussion on the Minnesota
Planning report on long-term budget
problems.

Legislative Commission on
Minnesota Resources
Chair: Rep. Phyllis Kahn
7:30 p.m. Room 5 SOB
Agenda: Review of corrected December
1994 revenue forecast involving the
Environment and Natural Resources Trust
Fund and the Minnesota Future Resources
Fund. Discussion on the LCMR 1995
recommendations for appropriation
language as drafted and with changes
offered by staff. Discussion on the
planning and design portion of ML 94,
Chapter 643, Section 34, Subdivision
28(h) - Prarie Woods Environmental
Learning Center bonding work program
$34,500, Wayne Sames, DNR.

Wednesday, January 18

Environment and Natural
Resources Committee and
Environment and Natural
Resources Finance Division
Co-Chairs: Sen. Bob Lessard and Sen.
Steven Morse
8 a.m. PCA Buildingf520 Lafayette Road
Agenda: A Tour of PCA facilities. A bus
will pick up Senate and House members
at 8 a.m. in front of the Capitol and
return to State Office Building at 11 :30
a.m. in time for governor's State of the

'State address.

Governmental Operations and
Veterans Committee
Chair: Sen. James P. Metzen
8 a.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Discussion on results from last
year's reform legislation. Presentations
from Human Resource Innovations
Labor-Management Committee co-chairs
Pete Benner, director, AFSCME Council
6, and Martha Watson, Human Resources
director, Department of Human Services;
Gene Jensen, MAPE; Jackie Lind, DOER.

Transportation and Public
Transit Committee
Chair: Sen. Florian Chmielewski
8 a.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: Discussion on the Road Powered
Electric Vehicle Technology study, Bob
Works, MNDOT. Discussion on the E
Trans Saints Road Project report, Thomas
Harens, director, Saints Road Project. E
Tran electric bus demonstration (outside
in front of the Capitol steps).
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Higher Education Division
Chair: Sen. LeRoy A. Stumpf
10 a.m. In front of Capitol
Agenda: Senators will take a tour of the
St. Paul campus of Metro State
University. They will return in time for
session.

The Senate will meet at 11 :30 a.m.

The Senate will meet in joint
convention with the House of
Representatives at 12 noon.

Thursday, January 19

Education Funding Division
Chair: Sen. Lawrence]. Pogemiller
10 a.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: Not available.

Health Care Committee
Chair: Sen. Linda Berglin
10 a.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Discussion on Minnesota Health
Care Commission recommendations, Tom
Swain, chair. Discussion on Mega Waiver,
Trish McTaggert, Department of Human
Services. Discussion on MinnesotaCare
enrollment and budget projections, Kathy
Lamp, Department of Human Services.

Jobs, Energy and Community
Development Subcommittee on
Economic Development and
Housing
Chair: Sen. Ellen R. Anderson
10 a.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: Not available.
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Ethics and Campaign Reform
Committee
Chair: Sen. John Marty
12 noon Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: Discussion on S.F. 36-Marty:
Campaign finance clean-up bill.

Family Services Committee
Chair: Sen. Pat Piper
12 noon Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Continuation of discussion on
S.F.I-Samuelson: Welfare reform.

Metropolitan and Local
Government Committee
Chair: Sen. Jim Vickerman
2 p.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: Metropolitan Council overview
including reorganization update, regional
blueprint and legislative update.

Friday, January 20

Legislative Commission to
Review Administrative Rules
Chair: Sen. John C. Hottinger
1:30 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Preliminary assessment of
Polution Control Agency administrative
pentalty orders for asbestos removal
violations. Report from Dept. of Human
Services: Interpretive memoranda study
and pilot projects.
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Governor addresses joint session
The Senate and the House met jointly

Weds., Jan. 18 for Governor Arne
Carlson's State of the State address.
Speaking to both bodies in the House
chambers, Carlson outlined objectives of
his upcoming second term. Carlson
pledged to work with the Legislature,
stating that Minnesotans had given a
clear message at the polls in November.
This is the "year of the taxpayer," declared
Carlson, and vowed no increase in general
taxes for Minnesotans. Carlson called for
an end to federal unfunded mandates,
stating that they unduly burden
Minnesota taxpayers.

The governor called for discussion this
session on term limits. Barriers must be
broken down between government and
the people, Carlson stated. Carlson
encouraged the Legislature to approve

Jignificant welfare reform this session and
cited the Minnesota Family Investment
Program as an exemplary initiative.
Promoting responsibility and allowing
recipients to work will increase the
effectiveness of assistance, Carlson said.
Repeating his campaign pledges, the
governor highlighted the importance of
educational programs, stating that
technical knowledge will be essential in
the future. Apprenticeships are an
excellent way to educate and train youth,
Carlson said.

Addressing concerns on crime, Carlson
encouraged legislators and citizens to
invest in the community. Through
community pride, business support, and
citizen action, Carlson said that real
improvements can be made.

New TV show to air
Senate Media Services, in cooperation

with Greater Minnesota public
broadcasting stations, is producing
Capitol Report Live, a new interactive
television program.

On the new program, state lawmakers
from Greater Minnesota will answer
questions concerning rural issues. The
program will air live every Tuesday
evening, beginning February 7, from 9

)
. p.m. until 10 p.m. The channels are
KWCM 10 (Appleton), KSMQ 25
(Austin), KAWE 9 (Bemidji), KAWB 22
(Brainerd), and WDSE 8 (Duluth).

Viewers will be able to ask questions via
fax, telephone and internet e-mail. The

telephone number is 1-800-657-3635.
The internet e-mail address is
studio@lakes.senate.leg.state.mn.us.

Affordable housing testimony
Members of the Jobs, Energy and

Community Development Subcommittee
on Economic Development and Housing
convened Thurs., Jan. 19, to listen to
testimony about the supply of affordable
housing in three of Minnesota's largest
communities.

The subcommittee, chaired by Sen.
Ellen Anderson (DFL-St. Paul), heard the
testimony of representatives from Duluth,
Minneapolis, and St. Paul about the
housing issues and challenges those
communities face and the approaches
they are taking to deal with them.

Katie Lindblad, city of St. Paul, said St.
Paul is focusing on encouraging home
ownership and rehabilitating properties
that are older but sound. The
representative from Duluth, Pam Cramer,
said that city is attempting to address its
low vacancy rate without overbuilding.
Daryl Stokesbary, city of Minneapolis,
said the city is attempting to continue to
serve populations who live in
Minneapolis, but is not necessarily aiming
to increase the city's the stock of
affordable housing.

Much of the discussion centered around
the issue of communities' willingness and
ability to provide housing for very low
income households -- those earning less
than $12,000 per year. That income level
is one-third of the $36,000 median
household income in the Metro Area.
Several testifiers pointed to the shortage
of such housing in the three cities.

Several of the testifiers highlighted the
need for housing assistance by noting that
waiting lists for federal Section 8 housing
subsidies and other housing assistance
programs are very long, sometimes
involving waits of more than two years.

The subcommittee also heard from
several other groups concerned with
housing needs in the three cities, taking
testimony from the Dept. of Economic
Security, the Urban Coalition, and Legal
Aid of Minneapolis.

Members also heard a presentation by
Pat Bugenstein, League of Women Voters
of Minnesota. Bugenstein urged Senators
to pay particular attention to the housing
needs of people with mental illness.

Welfare testimony heard
In anticipation of welfare reform

legislation this session, the Family
Services Committee, chaired by Sen. Pat
Piper (DFL-Austin), heard public
testimony from several women receiving
assistance.

At the committee meeting Tues., Jan.
17, Eileen Benton, a welfare recipient,
explained that the current welfare system
contains too many barriers for
employment, resulting in a system that
punishes participants for improving their
situation. For example, Benton said,
benefits were denied to her upon
enrollment in school. Benton asked the
committee to consider the effect that
reforms would have on families
particularly those with a parent working
at several jobs to survive. Others agreed,
noting that the current system forces
recipients to choose between necessities,
such as food and health insurance, for
their families.

The committee also heard the
continued overview of the Dept. of
Human Services. Anne Damon, assistant
commissioner, outlined the children's
initiatives, designed to ensure that welfare
reform is coordinated with other programs
that help families maximize the
effectiveness of agency resources. The
initiatives attempt to balance the
protection of children with the
preservation of families, Damon said.
Programs include the children's trust fund,
family and children's services, and social
service information systems. Designed to
develop and improve the system's
response to families, programs provide
crisis services, foster care and grants
administration, referrals, and data
analysis.

Deborah Huskins, assistant
commissioner, presented the services
offered by the Family Self-Sufficiency
Administration in the department. The
administration supervises the state's
public assistance programs, including Aid
to Families with Dependent Children
(AFDC), food stamps, and the Minnesota
Investment Program (MFIP).

MFIP, Huskins explained, is a very
successful pilot program rewarding work,
emphasizing responsibility and
strengthening families and communities.
MFIP cases show a higher percentage of
employment, Huskins noted.



Committee update
Education
Metro State tour

Members of the Higher Education
Division, chaired by Sen. LeRoy Stumpf
(DFL-ThiefRiver Falls) toured the St.
Paul campus of Metro State University on
Weds., Jan. 18.

Working plan discussed
The Education Funding Division of the

Senate Education Committee reviewed a
proposal defining an organizational
framework for their work at the first
meeting of the session, Thurs., Jan. 19.

Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller (DFL-Mpls.),
chair of the division, presented a docu
ment identifying a goal statement and
eight objectives that he proposes the
division use as it makes its funding
decisions during the course of the session.

"This is an attempt to communicate to
people around the state what it is that we
think we are doing," Pogemiller said. "If
we get a consensus on an objective, which
I hope to do, that objective sets a frame
work for our discussions."

The plan, which Pogemiller said is
being distributed to school board mem
bers and administrators across the state,
presents a goal that the division, as it sets
state policy, ensure each student reach
their highest potential and attain the
educational achievement needed to be an
informed and productive citizen.

To reach that goal, the plan identifies
objectives to: provide personalized
instruction; establish and maintain high
standards with fair, measurable and
understandable outcomes; support a well
trained and prepared faculty and staff; and
hold both faculty and staff accountable for
student achievement.

Other objectives in the work plan
suggest the division members work to:
provide and maintain a nurturing and safe
learning environment; optimize parental
involvement and provide support to
families in helping children be successful
learners; provide adequate and equitable
funding; and maintain a system adaptable
to societal and student changes.

Telling the division members that the
goal and objectives are offered as a way to
make them be rigorous in their decision
making, Pogemiller said "I will be held
accountable, this committee will be held
accountable for our decisions, but I need
to know what it is that I am being held
accountable for."

The proposal sparked a wide-ranging
discussion, including comments about the
role of the state in public education.
Expressing concern about the language of
the objectives, Sen. Gen Olson OR
Minnetrista) said the plan requires the
division to be responsible for elements
beyond its control.
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Citing the State Constitution, which
requires the Legislature to "establish a
general and uniform system of public
schools", Olson said the Legislature has a
framework in place. "We have a powerful
statement as the basis for our decisions in
the State Constitution," she said, "If we
lock ourselves into a framework, my
concern is that we limit ourselves to what
we can do."

The division's work plan, Pogemiller
said, will continue to be revised as
suggestions from members and the general
public are presented.

Environment and Natural
Resources
peA facilities tour

Members of the Environment and
Natural Resources Committee and its
finance division, co-chaired by Sen. Bob
Lessard (DFL-Int'l. Falls) and Sen. Steven
Morse (DFL-Dakota), were joined by their
House counterparts for a morning tour of
the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
facility, Weds., Jan. 18.

Ethics and Campaign
Reform
Ethical Practices Board bill
The Senate Ethics and Campaign Reform

Committee began review of S.F. 36 at the
first meeting Thurs., Jan. 12. The bill,
authored by the committee's chair, Sen.
John Marty (DFL-Roseville), incorporates
changes recommended by the Ethical
Practices Board. "What is before you is
identical to S.P. 943, which was passed
out of this committee last year," Marty
told the members. Marty presented an
overview of the bill, and along with
Jeanne Olson, a representative of the
Ethical Practices Board, answered
questions from Senators regarding S.P. 36.
The bill provides for increases in both
civil fines and criminal penalties for
failure to comply with filing procedures.
In the past, the board has had difficulty
enforcing policies, and the bill's intent is
to strengthen the board's powers.

Senators Gary Laidig OR- Stillwater)
and Pat Pariseau OR-Farmington)
expressed concerns regarding provisions
that make non-compliance with regula
tions a criminal offense. Laidig argued
that criminal penalties were too harsh for
such offenses, and that civil action, rather
than criminal penalties should apply.
Marty pointed out that the criminal
penalty provision is not new, and that it
has been in place for 20 years. Sen.
Lawrence Pogemiller (DFL-Mpls.)
suggested removal of the lobbyist's
registration number instead of imposing
criminal penalties.

John Knapp, of Winthrop and
Weinstine, expressed concerns about a
provision in the bill that requires support
staff to register as lobbyists. Marty
proposed an amendment specifying that
only those who directly communicate
with officials need to comply with
registration mandates. The committee
approved the amendment.

Another amendment, offered by Marty
and adopted by members, increases the
amount an individual must spend before
being required to register as a lobbyist
from $250 to $1000. "This spending limit
hasn't been adjusted since 1976," Marty
said, "and it's not a realistic dollar
amount," he added, referring to the $250
figure.

Sen. Ember Reichgott Junge (DFL-New
Hope) raised concerns about a proposed
provision that treats requests for opinions,
and the opinions themselves, as public
information. Presently the board handles
the matters confidentially. Reichgott
Junge said that a change in the procedure
would discourage persons from seeking
opinions and moved to strike the provi
sion. The motion passed, retaining
current confidentiality measures.

No final action was taken on the bill.

Absentee ballot bill heard
The Senate Ethics and Campaign

Reform Committee met Tues., Jan. 17, to
begin review of the absentee ballot bill,
S.P. 35. The committee, chaired by Sen.
John Marty (DFL-Roseville), also listened
to recommendations of the Growe
Commission aimed at increasing voter
participation.

Secretary of State Joan Growe pre
sented an overview of the commission's
recommendations. "Our main concern is
that too few participate in the political
process," Growe said. "From the first step
of attending party caucuses, right on
through to election day, we are seeing a
steady decline in voter participation. We
hope to reverse that trend."

Growe said that the commission
adopted three basic principles to guide its
action: the first was to recognize the
importance of political parties in the
process, while at the same time acknowl
edging a need to generate greater interest
in the community at large, and finally,
making the entire process more "user
friendly."

Growe outlined the major conclusions
of the commission, beginning with date
changes for both precinct caucuses and
primary elections. In a draft distributed to
members, the commission recommended
that the first weekend in April be desig
nated for daytime precinct caucuses.
Secondly, state primary elections be held
sometime during the first two weeks of
August, either on a Saturday or Tuesday.



Responding to a question raised by Sen.
Dallas Sams (DFL-Staples) regarding the
conflict between daylight hours for

) caucuses and the spring planting season,
Growe answered, "There is no perfect
answer." She added that what is good for
one, is often inconvenient for another.
"The goal is to have a process which
doesn't keep you away," Growe said.

Another recommended change is to
restrict ballot access to those candidates
who have demonstrated party support. To
be placed on the ballot, a candidate must
have received at least 20 percent of the
party vote.

Voter information and education is
crucial to improved citizen participation,
Growe said, particularly when changes are
made. In an attempt to encourage
community involvement, a voter's guide,
prepared by the Secretary of State's office,
would be distributed to households
statewide.

The committee plans to take action on
the commission's recommendations at a
later date.

Turning to other election issues, the
committee began review of S.F.35, the
absentee ballot bill. Authored by Marty,
the bill attempts to encourage greater
voter participation by making it easier to
vote by absentee ballot. Various provi-

)
sions prompted concerns from different
members.

The elimination of the witness require
ment was questioned by Sen. Pat Pariseau
(IR-Farmington). Marty said that 21
states have done so thus far, and that
verifying the voter's name, address,
signature and date of birth guards against
voter fraud.

An amendment, offered by Marty, that
allows "basically any eligible voter to vote
absentee without having to give a reason,"
sparked discussion among members. Sen.
Ember Reichgott Junge (DFL-New Hope)
voiced strong concerns about the amend
ment. "An unrestricted absentee ballot
opens the door to special interest groups
and allows for manipulation of votes,"
Reichgott Junge said. The amendment
passed, 4-3.

A provision that allows for voting by
fax was challenged by Pariseau. Joe
Mansky, director of the Election Division
of the Secretary of State's office, said that
the provision grew out of the Persian Gulf
conflict, when the voting venue available
to military personnel was the fax ma
chine. "By making it easier and easier for
people, we are placing our freedoms at
stake," Pariseau said. "There is too much
tinkering and we're practically lifting the

)
pencil for them," she continued.

Marty disagreed, saying that the voter
incurs cost, inconvenience and loss of
privacy when voting via fax. "The purpose
is to allow citizens to access their rights,"
Marty countered.

S.P. 35 was laid over, and discussion of
the bill will continue at a later date.

Family Services
Human Services overview

In its first meeting of the 1995 session,
the Family Services Committee, chaired
by Sen. Pat Piper (DFL-Austin), heard an
overview by the Dept. of Human Services.
John Petraborg, deputy commissioner,
enumerated the department's priorities for
families, children, older Minnesotans and
Minnesotans with disabilities.

The departmental priorities include
increasing access and flexibility in the
health care system, improving department
infrastructure, and providing appropriate
and affordable housing to Minnesotans.
Other objectives encompass welfare
reform and the implementation of reforms
that reward families for working, reinforce
responsibility and maximize support from
community, family and other institutions
outside the welfare system.

Anne Damon, assistant commissioner,
described the department's children's
initiatives. Damon explained that the
reforms needed include ensuring eco
nomic security for families, mobilizing
communities and resources, and protect
ing vulnerable populations.

Sen. Linda Berglin (DFL-Mpls.)
expressed concern regarding the availabil
ity of services for children with disabilities
in the educational system. Other com
mittee members said that they are
concerned about the effects of violent
situations on children, and hope to
increase mechanisms for the protection of
these children.

Finance
Long~term budget outlook given

A report, warning that tough budget
choices lay ahead, was presented to the
Senate Finance Committee, chaired by
Sen. Gene Merriam (DFL-Coon Rapids),
Tues. afternoon, Jan. 17.

"The issue here is that we get some
sense of what expenditure growth will be
in relationship to revenue growth,"
Merriam said. "Some of us have been
saying that we keep patching things up
from one year to the next, and that what
we need to do is to take a longer view."

The report, "Within Our Means," was
prepared by Minnesota Planning as a way
to provide legislators and the governor
with a long-term lO-year view of the
state's financial condition, Linda Kohl,
Minnesota Planning Director, told the
committee.

She told the members that the key
finding of the report is that there will "a
structural gap" in each biennial budget
over the next 10 years.

The gap, Kohl said, is caused by the

difference in what the state will receive in
revenue and what current law requires be
spent. Projection for each of the next
four biennial budget cycles indicate that
the Legislature will face an average
shortfall of about $625 million in each
biennia through the year 2005.

"Assuming that the Legislature balances
the state budget in each biennium and
that there are no new spending or tax
initiatives in addition to what is now in
law," she said, "there is a $2.5 billion
cumulative effect on the budget that will
need to be reduced over that period of
time."

Kohl, along with State Demographer
Tom Gillaspy and State Economist Tom
Stinson, told the members that several
forces drive the gap between revenue and
expenditures: increasing numbers of older
Minnesotans; eligibility for and levels of
services, particularly in the area of health
care; standards and regulations set by
federal and state government for public
services; the increasing costs of labor and
materials; and the need for investment in
the state's infrastructure, such as highways
and public schools.

The aging of the work force was the
most significant of these forces, Gillaspy
said. "Most of our economic growth has
been due to the greater number of workers
that have entered the work force since the
1970s," he said. "We are reaching a point
in the next 10 years where most of those
workers will be reaching their peak
earning years."

Stinson agreed. He said that econo
mists look at growth by considering two
factors, the amount of machinery and
equipment used and how many people are
available to run that equipment. "The
situation is that we're not going to have a
huge kick in the numbers of people
entering the work force," he said. He
added that having fewer people entering
the work force does not necessarily
indicate a decline in the state's economic
health. He told the committee that
worker productivity will continue to
increase due to new equipment that
allows people to be more efficient in their
work. Stinson said that the difference will
be in the rate of growth that will be seen
in Minnesotan's personal income.
"Assuming that Minnesota maintains its
share of economic growth, we're just not
going to see the rates of growth in
personal income as we have in the past,"
Stinson said.

John Hustad, MN Planning deputy
director, told the committee that several
options are offered in the report for
legislators to consider. Those options, he
said, call for targeting the types, levels and
delivery of services, as well as the eligibil
ity for services.

Hustad also said that lawmakers should
redefine the state's standards used in
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Committee update
funding programs, and control input costs
while moving to invest in technology.
Another option, he said, would be to
target government infrastructure invest
ments.

Kohl and State Budget Director Judith
Johnson told the committee that they
expect these recommendations to be
reflected in the budget proposal that the
governor will present to the Legislature
next week.

Governmental Operations
and Veterans
Reform efforts reported

Changes in the state government
employment practices are in the works the
Governmental Operations and Veterans
Committee learned during presentations
at the committee's first meeting of the
1995 session, Wed. morning, Jan. 18.

In opening the meeting, chair James
Metzen (DFL-South St. Paul), told the
members that one of their primary tasks in
the months ahead will be to look at how
state government is working and at efforts
to make it more efficient.

To that end, the committee heard a
presentation from the Human Resource
Innovations Labor-Management Commit
tee (HRILMC), a group made up by
representatives of the state employee
labor unions, state agency management,
and human resource professionals.

Bruce Johnson, commissioner of the
Dept. of Employee Relations (DOER),
said that this committee is made up by
individuals who have often found them
selves in adversarial positions. But those
people, he said, "have worked very hard to
build a trust relationship."

The work of the HRILMC is essential
to any efforts to reform state government,
Johnson said. "As we approach govern
ment reform," he said, "any effort must
include sound human resources reforms.
The committee has given us the seeds of a
remarkable new era of reform."

Peter Brenner, executive director of
AFSCME Council 6 and HRILMC co
chair, said the group's work focused on
Minnesota's current system of civil
service. 'The system has been seen as
becoming less and less responsive," he
said.

The HRILMC's first hurdle, Brenner
explained, was in determining what the
system's purpose is and who are its
stakeholders. Once it was agreed that the
system should create a work force with
skills and support needed to provide
quality public services to the people of the
state, Brenner said the group was able to
move ahead.

Martha Watson, who also co-chairs the
HRILMC and serves as human resources
director for the Dept. of Human Services,
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told the members that the committee has
begun to think of the state's employment
system in a different way. "We have
tended to think that the human resource
management system is just that, a man
agement system," she said. "We never
thought of employment and employees as
an essential outcome of that system."

By changing the thinking and approach
to human resources, Watson said, efforts
are being made to looking at issues such
as worker dislocation and retraining in a
different light.

Jackie Lind, DOER training manager,
told the committee that several state
agencies received grants to run pilot
projects that will help determine how to
best approach retraining state employees.
She said the HRILMC distributed
$200,000 that had been appropriated to
DOER in 1993 to run the pilot projects,
and that early returns show it is more
cost-effective to retrain state workers who
will be dislocated, rather than simply lay
them off when their positions are elimi
nated.

Citing one project, run by the Dept. of
Military Affairs, she said that a $38,000
grant to the agency is being used to assist
20 employees whose positions are at-risk.
Lind said the agency has been able to
successfully retrain and place seven of the
employees in other positions in state
government. "Given the costs that would
go with laying those employees off," she
said, "we have seen a savings to the state
of about $58,000."

The HRILMC has also looked at
performance management issues and
Gene Jensen, representing the Minnesota
Association of Professional Employees,
said the group "is taking incremental
steps" in developing a new approach to
management. He said performance
management principles are intended to
develop a culture that supports good
performance.

Brenner told the committee that his
group is now beginning to get at the heart
of the issues. One of their goals by the
start of the 1997 session, he said, is to
develop a proposal that will streamline
the state's human resources system,
making it more accessible for both the
users and for those who seek state employ
ment.

Another issue, Watson said, will be in
re-examining the state's job classification
system. "There are more than 2,200 job
classifications in the state employment
system," she said. "In the past, we have
added new classifications without getting
rid of some of the old ones. Many
classifications have different titles but do
essentially the same thing, and we need to
look at reducing that number."

The most positive result of the
HRILMC's work, Brenner said, was the

discussion that has grown out of their
work. "There is dialogue about the
human resource system taking place at the
leadership level that I haven't seen in 20
years," he said. "I hope that when local
bargaining units and management see
what is going on at the state level, they
will follow that leadership."

Jobs, Energy and
Community Development
Prairie Island update heard

The Jobs, Energy and Community
Development Subcommittee on Energy
and Public Utilities met Tues., Jan. 17, to
hear an update on last year's legislation
allowing NSP to store spent nuclear waste
above ground at its Prairie Island facility.
Panel members, chaired by Sen. Janet
Johnson (DFL-North Branch), questioned
NSP representative, Jim Alders, manager
of regulatory projects, about the various
provisions of the law and the ways in
which NSP was implementing those
provisions.

Alders briefed members on the status of
the federal government's establishment of
a permanent storage site, the status of the
implementation of wind and biomass
alternative energy production provisions
of the law, the status of the search for an
alternative site for storage of the nuclear
waste and of the status of NSP's negotia
tions for a storage site with the Mescalero
Indian Tribe and local government
officials in New Mexico.

Transportation and Public
Transit
Changes in archaeology program

Members of the Transportation and
Public Transit Finance Division heard
testimony Fri., Jan. 13, regarding the
Department of Transportation's change in
contracting for its archeological program.

In early 1993, MnDOT changed the
contracting process for archaeological
projects from using only archaeologists at
the Minnesota Historical Society (MHS)
to allowing private contractors to bid on
individual projects.

Sen. Keith Langseth (DFL-Glyndon),
chair of the division, said he arranged the
hearing because he had received numer
ous calls on the issue and because 18
archaeologists were laid off from the
Historical Society in December.

For some 25 years, archaeologists with
MHS had worked with MnDOT on road
reconstruction projects to determine
whether archaeological sites or historic
properties were present and/or would be
affected by a proposed project. In 1994,
MnDOT began using T-contracting, a
consulting process in which seven firms



are used, including MHS, and each work
assignment is processed as a single
contract.

) According to John Sandahl, division
director/assistant chief engineer with
MnDOT, the department changed to T
contracting to allow for more flexibility
and accountability of the work, and
timely delivery.

According to Sandahl, some of the
problems with the previous agreement
with MHS included lack of on-time
delivery of needed reports, lack of
accounting for project costs and sched
ules, and failure of principal investigators
to meet federal requirements. With T
contracting, those problems were cor
rected, he said.

Although in the last year, costs for
completing archeological projects have
increased, Sandahl said they were due to a
backlog of projects and should level off.

Among several people who testified
against the changes was Bob Clouse, head
of the archeology department at MHS,
who disputed some of the concerns
Sandahl presented. He said on the issue of
timeliness, any delays were authorized by
MnDOT officials. "To my knowledge, no
project was delayed due to the historical
society," he said.

He said Sandahl's claims of lack of

)
qualified personnel were unfounded
because federal standards were not
requirements, but simply guidelines, and
that MHS had exceeded those guidelines.

Clouse also said when MnDOT
changed its requirements for tracking
scheduling and costs of individual projects
in 1993, MHS complied.

Joe Day, executive director of the
Indian Affairs Council, testified support
ing the work done by MHS and the
relationship the society has with Native
American groups. The Indian Affairs
Council's main concern is protection and
preservation and if there is any investiga
tion, it should be the least intrusive, he
said. Archaeologists at MHS "helped
ensure the protection of the ancient
resting places of our ancestors," Day said.

Sen. Florian Chmielewski (DFL
Sturgeon Lake) asked whether communi
cation about various projects had changed
since MHS was not the sole archeological
contractor. Day said communication
could get more complicated if citizens
don't know exactly who to contact with
questions regarding a project.

Elisse Aune, of the Mille Lacs Band of
Chippewa Indians, also testified against
the change, asking why the state would
want to spend more money to implement

)
a program when the MHS program
worked well for so long.

Les Peterson, of MHS, outlined the
strengths and weaknesses of both pro
grams and suggested a hybrid program as a
replacement.

After nearly three hours of testimony,
Langseth said members of the division
would continue to discuss the issue.

Troubles in licensing
At a Tues., Jan. 17, Transportation and

Public Transit Committee meeting,
chaired by Sen. Florian Chmielewski
(DFL-Sturgeon Lake), officials from the
Department of Public Safety outlined
some of the problems citizens are having
because of a transition to a digitized
drivers licensing system.

Alice Gonzalo, assistant director of
Driver and Vehicle Services, said the
problems of late or defective driver's
licenses stem from a change to a digitized
system in July 1994. The department was
forced to begin operation without
adequate testing because of disputes in the
bidding process for the new system last
spring, she said. Also, not all of the offices
had the new cameras installed when the
program began.

Gonzalo said about 30,000 of the
350,000 applications received since July
were defective or lost. Some applicants
still have not received a license after six
months; the typical wait is about two
months. The department notified law
enforcement and rental car agencies
throughout the country because of the
problems some residents are encountering.

According to Gonzalo, all of the costs
associated with the transition are being
covered by the company that installed the
system.

Sen. Arlene Lesewski (IR-Marshall)
said that during hearings last year, the
department indicated the transition to the
new system would be easy. "I'm happy
they're doing it, but discouraged it's
taking so long," she said.

Gonzalo said the department is trying
to catch up on a back-log of applications;
she did not estimate when they would be
completed.

In other business, the committee heard
testimony supporting regular safety
inspections in conjunction with the state's
emissions testing.

Ron Lischeid, owner and operator of
two service stations and president of the
Automotive Service Association of
Minnesota, last year had suggested
legislation to establish a vehicle safety
inspection program. He is seeking
legislation this year as well and suggested
the state offer voluntary, free safety
inspection lanes at all emissions testing
sites to determine whether a mandatory
program is needed.

Lischeid also encouraged committee
members to keep the current emissions
testing but base participation on mileage
instead of years. Sen. Pat Pariseau (IR
Farmington) has introduced S.P. 71, a bill
which would exempt some newer cars
from emissions inspection and eventually
repeal the testing requirement.

E~Tran project proposal
Members of the Transportation and

Public Transit Committee, chaired by
Sen. Florian Chmielewski (DFL-Sturgeon
Lake) got to see and ride on the first step
in new technology for a road powered
electric vehicle (RPEV) being developed
by a Minnesota-based company.

At the Weds., Jan. 18, meeting, E-Tran
Inc. President Nick Musachio and Vice
president Thomas Harens presented the
latest findings in the technology study and
a proposal for additional funding for the
project. Committee members also were
shown a demonstration of an electric
powered bus on the E-T ran rail in front of
the Capitol.

The unique E-Tran concept for electric
powered vehicles uses a small, electric rail
which is attached to the road surface. The
rail is divided into sections which are
~urned alternately off and on to power a
battery-equipped car or bus. According to
Harens, as part of the Saints Road Project,
the E-Tran concept could be developed
into a safe, environment-friendly trans
portation system connecting Greater
Minnesota to the Metro Area.

In 1994, Harens said, the group
received $200,000 in a legislative grant
and $250,000 in private funds for safety
and winter testing. Snow and ice testing is
expected to be completed by February.

Harens presented a request for $1.2
million for the next two years through the
Dept. of Transportation, some of which is
contingent upon matching of private
funds.

Some committee members asked
whether extensive testing with snow and
icy conditions was done, and whether the
rail system could withstand salt and sand.
Others were concerned about plowing
around or on top of the rubber and steel
rail.

According to Harens and Musachio,
the system should be able to handle
application of salt. Also, the rails are
heated to prevent snow and ice build-up.
In an evaluation report, the group suggests
snow plows designed to clear snow
without damaging the strips, possibly
rotating brush plows.

Musachio also assured members the
system was safe to pedestrians or bicy
clists. The rails are "on" only if a vehicle
is traveling on them. To get shocked, a
person would have to touch two sections
of the rails at the same time within about
100 feet of a traveling vehicle. And most
of the rails would be used on freeways
which are fenced in, he said.

E-Tran representatives also presented
future plans for the project, including a
45-mile mass-transit loop in the Metro
Area connecting St. Paul, Minneapolis,
Bloomington and the airport.

Discussion for possible introduction of a
bill will continue.
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Preview
The Minnesota Senate Week at a Glance

Monday, January 23

The Senate will meet at 11 a.m.

Agriculture and Rural
Development Committee
Chair: Sen. Joe Bertram, Sr.
12 noon Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 106-Morse: Relating to
ethanol, modifying provisions relating to
the ethanol producer payments.

Judiciary and Crime Prevention
Joint Subcommittee on Privacy
Co-Chairs: Sen. Jane Ranum and Sen.
Harold "Skip" Finn
12 Room 15, Capitol
Agenda: Discussion on the Information
Policy Office's history, mission and vision
for information and data practices policy
in Minnesota, Beverly Schuft, asst.
commissioner, Department of
Administration. Discussion on the
activities of the Government Access
Council, Tom Satre, director,
Government Access Council.

Crime Prevention Committee
Chair: Sen. Allan Spear
2 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Juvenile programming
evaluation and planning task force report,
Task Force Chair Richard Mulcrone,
deputy commissioner, Corrections for
Community Services. Probation
Standards Task Force report, Task Force
Co-chairs Mark Carey, Dakota County
Community Corrections and Steve
Holmquist, Stearns County Community
Corrections.

Metropolitan and Local
Government Committee
Chair: Sen. Jim Vickerman
2 p.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: Presentations by the League of
Minnesota Cities and the Association of
Minnesota Counties.
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Legislative Commission on Waste
Management
Co-Chairs: Sen. Janet Johnson and Rep.
Jean Wagenius
6 p.m. Room 10 SOB
Agenda: Biennial report on the State
Resource Recovery Program, Department
of Administration. Report on mercury in
products, Polution Control Agency.
Update on landfill assessments, Polution
Control Agency.

Tuesday, January 24

Gaming Regulation Committee
Chair: Sen. Charles Berg
8 a.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 91-Finn: Providing
eligibility for participation as a provider in
the state compulsive gambling program.
S.F. 92-Bertram: Reducing the minimum
age to participate in bingo games in
certain circumstances. S.F. 46-Metzen:
Increasing the percentage of gross profit
that may be expended for allowable
expenses.

Jobs, Energy and Community
Development Committee
Chair: Sen. Steven Novak
10 a.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Ethics and Campaign Reform
Committee
Chair: Sen. John Marty
12 noon Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.P. XXX-Sams: School board
elections. S.P. 100-Janezich: Polling place
in Makinen.

Family Services Committee
Chair: Sen. Pat Piper
12 noon Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Continuation of testimony on
S.F.1-Samuelson: Welfare reform.

Environment and Natural
Resources Committee
Chair: Sen. Bob Lessard
2 p.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.P. l02-Morse: Appropriating
bill for Minnesota critical habitat

matching account, expanding the
availability of money in the Minnesota
environment and natural resources trust
fund for certain purposes.

Family Services Committee
Chair: Sen. Pat Piper
6 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.P. I-Samuelson: Welfare
reform - continuation of afternoon
agenda.

Wednesday, January 25

Governmental Operations and
Veterans Committee
Chair: Sen. James Metzen
8 a.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Report on civil service reform,
Kit Hadley, commissioner, Minnesota
Housing Finance Agency. Presentations
from Rick Hokanson, MN Quality
Initiative and Greg Hubinger, Legislative
Commission on Employee Relations.

Transportation and Public
Transit Committee
Chair: Sen. Florian Chmielewski
8 a.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: Discussion on Metropolitan
Council transit operations, Jim Solem,
regional administrator; Tom Sather,
director of operations; Natalio Diaz,
director of planning. A demonstration of
inter-city electric vehicle transportation,
Michael Hambrock and Dave Johnson,
Minnesota Power; Ken Nicholls, Schott
Power Systems.

Education Funding Division
Chair: Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller
10 a.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: Overview of the governor's K-12
funding recommendations. Department of
Education annual performance report for
1994. Discussion on the governor's budget
recommendations for the Department of
Education.



Health Care Committee
~'~hair: Sen. Linda Berglin

;10 a.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Introduction of the new assistant
commissioners, organization and
priorities: Maria Gomez, commissioner,
Human Services Department. Discussion
of medical assistance forecasts: George
Hoffman, division director, Reports and
Forecasts, Department of Human
Services. Discussion of the Long Term
Care Options Project waiver: Pamela
Parker, director of project, Department of
Human Services.

.1obs, Energy and Community
bevelopment Committee
Chair: Sen. Steven Novak
10 a.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Judiciary and Crime Prevention
Joint Subcommittee on Privacy
Co-Chairs: Sen. Jane Ranum and Sen.
Harold "S/<ip" Finn
12 noon Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Report on the commissioner's

'ppinion, Don Gemberling, director,
/Public Information Policy Analysis
Division, Dept. of Administration.
Overview of the Health Data Institute's
work, Dale Schaller, director, Health Data
Institute.

Metropolitan and Local
Government Committee
Chair: Sen. Jim Vickerman
2 p.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: Presentations by the Minnesota
Association of Townships. Other agenda
items.

Crime Prevention Finance
Division
Chair: Sen. Tracy L. Beckman
2 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Discussion of Department of
Corrections priorities.

Finance Committee
Chair: Sen. Gene Merriam
4 p.m. Room 123 Capitol

),Agenda: Overview of the governor's
budget, Department of Finance.

Taxes and Tax Laws Committee
Chair: Sen. Douglas Johnson
4 pm Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 87-Price: Tax technical
corrections bill. S.F. 94-Morse: Solid
waste assessment technical corrections
bill.

Thursday, January 26

Rules and Administration
Committee
Chair: Sen. D. Roger Moe
8 a.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Discussion on personnel issues.
A report from the Audit Subcommittee.
A report from the Subcommittee on
Senate Information Systems.

The Senate will meet at 9 a.m.

Health Care Committee
Chair: Sen. Linda Berglin
10 a.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Discussion of the anesthesia
study: Lynn Blewett, Ph.D., Health
Economics Program and Mary Kennedy,
acting director Health Care Delivery,
Minnesota Department of Health. S.F.
95-Piper: Board of Medical Practice
housekeeping bill. S.F. 73-Piper:
Requiring reporting of insurance
settlements to the Board of Medical
Practice.

Higher Education Division
Chair: Sen. LeRoy Stumpf
10 a.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: Budget overview. Discussion on
future HECB functions, roles and
responsibilities.

Jobs, Energy and Community
Development Committee
Chair: Sen. Steven Novak
10 a.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Crime Prevention Committee
Chair: Sen. Allan Spear
2 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 39-Knutson: Limiting court
stays of drug sentences. S.F. 64-Betzold:
Community notice prior to DOC
delinquent foster care facility licensure.

Metropolitan and Local
Government
Chair: Sen. Jim Vickerman
2 p.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: Presentations by the Coalition of
Greater Minnesota Cities and the
Association of Metropolitan
Municipalities.

Legislative Commission on Waste
Management
Co-Chairs: Sen. Janet B. Johnson and Rep.
Jean Wagenius
6 p.m. Room 10 SOB
Agenda: Salvage yard study, Polution
Control Agency. Panel discussion on
loose form packing materials. Overview of
1995 Waste Management Act
amendments (draft available at meeting).

Friday, January 27

Governmental Operations and
Veterans Committee
Chair: Sen. James Metzen
9 a.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Joint meeting of Senate
Governmental Operations and Veterans
Committee and House Governmental
Operations Committee. Special
presentation by visiting Professor
Bonfield, expert on the subject of
administrative rulemaking.

Environment and Natural
Resources Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Steven Morse
10 a.m. Department of Agriculture,
90 W Plato Blvd.
Agenda: On-site tour of the Department
of Agriculture.
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Girls, women in sports noted
During a brief floor session on Mon.,

Jan. 23, the Senate concurred with a
House resolution marking Thurs., Feb. 2,
as Girls and Women in Sports Day in
Minnesota.

The resolution, presented by Sen. Jane
Krentz (DFL-May Township) and adopted
on a voice vote, recognizes the work being
done by amateur sports groups in
developing opportunities for girls and
women to be involved in sports activities.

The Senate also met briefly on Thurs.,
Jan. 26, adopting committee reports on
four bills passed by the Ethics and
Campaign Reform Committee. Those
proposals will be taken up later.

Governor's budget outlined
The governor's proposal for $18 billion

in state spending in the next biennium
\ras outlined to the members of the
,senate Finance Committee, chaired by
Sen. Gene Merriam (DFL-Coon Rapids),
Weds. afternoon, Jan. 25.

Laura King, commissioner of the Dept.
of Finance, presented the governor's
budget recommendations for fiscal year
(FY) 1996 and FY 1997 to the committee
and told the members that the proposal
represents just more than $1 billion in
new spending above the previous biennial
budget.

King told the members the proposal is
based on no new tax or annual fee
increases and maintaining a $350 million
budget reserve. She said the governor
also required that existing budgets be used
to pay for the state Supreme Court
judgement against the state in the
Cambridge bank case.

That ruling requires the state to repay
as much as $327 million to those financial
institutions that had been subject to an
excise tax between 1957 and 1981. King
said the governor is recommending that
about $160 million from the FY 96-97
budget be taken from existing funds to
begin making that reimbursement.

Reviewing the amount of revenue that
is available for state expenditures, King
said the state will begin FY 96-97 with a

)balance of $765 million and that $17.8
billion in revenue will come in during the
biennium. The total revenue that will be
available for the budget, reduced by $160
million for the Cambridge bank

settlement and $25 million from other
changes, amounts to about $18.35 billion.

The commissioner said some
uncertainties exist in the revenue
amounts. "First, we don't know what the
final total will be on the Cambridge
judgement and that we probably won't
know until Mayor June," she said. "We
also don't know what kind of budget
reductions may occur at the federal level
and what kind of federal tax code changes
there may be."

Under the governor's budget proposal,
most of the state's spending would occur
in four major areas, King said. Those
areas - K-12 education, health and human
services, post-secondary education, and
local government aids and credits 
account for nearly 85 percent of the
budget. .

The commissioner said the
recommendations include a K-12
education budget of $5.457 billion for the
next biennium and just under $5.1 billion
for health and human services programs.
Another $2.36 billion has been
designated for local aids and credits while
a $2.119 billion budget is proposed for
post-secondary education. All other
state-funded programs, including criminal
justice and state agency funding, accounts
for the remaining $2.9 billion in the
budget proposal.

Along with the new funding, she said
the governor recommends eliminating a
number of programs and redirecting funds
into several major initiatives. Among
those proposals is creation of a County
Homestead Block Grant Program. That
program, King said, would take about 60
percent of the local government aid now
in four categories and combine them into
one program. How that aid is spent will
be left up to a committee, made up by
representatives of the local units of
government in each county.

The proposal includes a $440 million
increase for K-12 education to support
increasing entollments, elimination of a
number of education categorical grant
programs, and additional money to help
implement a statewide graduation rule.
Post-secondary education would receive
an additional $79 million under the
governor's budget, including a $61 million
funds to the U?:iversity of Minnesota.

An additional $169 million is

recommended to expand the criminal
justice system. King said that this
recommendation would restore most of
the appropriation the governor vetoed in
1994.

Other proposals include a $21 million
increase in child care funding, $15 million
towards a rural revitalization program, and
$20 million more to support Metro Area
transit services.

Several of the governor's initiatives,
most notably the County Block Grant
Program, sparked some discussion.
Calling the program "an abdication of our
responsibility," Sen. Phil Riveness (DFL
Bloomington) said that he does not
believe the program gets at the need to
reform how local units of government
make their spending decisions. But the
program would encourage local
governments to work together, Sen. Cal
Larson (IR-Fergus Falls) argued. "I think
that this would be the best thing that has
come out of here since we got electric
lights in the country," he said.

Merriam said that because state
spending is projected to exceed the
amounts of available revenue, the
Legislature should consider their spending
decisions. "Given the amount of dollars
we're spending and the drivers that we've
put into the system, I think it's clear that
we need to do something this year," he
said. Various funding divisions will
examine the budget proposal in detail.

Ethanol bill advances
The ethanol bill, sponsored by Sen.

Steven Morse (DFL-Dakota) was
approved by the Agriculture and Rural
Development Committee Wed., Jan 25.
Following lengthy debate surrounding the
provision that phases out the blenders
credit, the committee, chaired by Sen. Joe
Bertram, Sr. (DFL-Paynesville), re
referred S.F.106 to the Environment and
Natural Resources Committee.

The bill raises the present $10 million
cap to $30 million, clarifies payment
procedures, and expands the definition of
closed loop biomass. "Our intentions are
to nurture the industry, get everyone up
and running, and send a clear message,"
said Morse. "We're making a long term
commitment to the ethanol market, but
we're not going to fund this program
forever," he added.

\



Committee update
Agriculture and Rural
Development
Ethanol bill heard

A bill that would raise the funding
available for ethanol programs to $30
million per year, was heard in the Senate
Agriculture and Rural Development
Committee Mon., Jan. 23. Authored by
Sen. Steven Morse (DFL-Dakota), S.P.
106 changes certain provisions of the
1994 legislation.

Besides raising the annual cap of
funding from the existing $10 million to
$30 million, the bill phases out the
blenders credit, clarifies payment proce
dures, and expands the definition of
closed-loop biomass to include organic
material planted for multiple purposes.
"We in Minnesota are on the cusp of a
major expansion in a major industry,"
Morse said, "and this is a roadmap to take
us into the future, to keep our state and
rural regions thriving."

The committee, chaired by Sen. Joe
Bertram, Sr. (DFL-Paynesville), heard
testimony from several citizens involved
in the ethanol industry. Speaking in
support of the bill was Jerry Jacoby,
president of the Minnesota Ethanol
Coalition and chairman of the board of
Minnesota Corn Processors. "We don't
have a lot of choices when speaking about
rural development," Jacoby said, "but
there is a prairie fire out in Southwestern
Minnesota and the buzzword is ethanol."
Jacoby said that MCP has contributed to
the community and state by creating jobs
and broadening the tax base. He urged
committee members to view the bill as an
investment, rather than a subsidy. "We
have returned much more to the state
than we have received," Jacoby said, "and
this industry will continue to return a
thousandfold on what it receives."

Sen. Arlene Lesewski OR-Marshall)
agreed with Jacoby, saying that the
presence of the Marshall based plant has
greatly contributed to the well-being and
growth of her district. Built in 1987 as a
10 million gallon facility, MCP has grown
significantly, and currently produces 30
million barrels of ethanol a year.

As part of an effort to end importation
of out-oF-state ethanol, the bill has a
defined goal of producing 100 percent of
all ethanol needed to comply with
upcoming mandates. Morse said that in
Oct. of 1995 the Metro region moves to
year round requirements for using oxygen
ates, and in Oct. of 1997, those require
ments will be in place statewide.

Sen. Charles Berg (DFL-Chokio)
expressed concern over the blenders tax
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credit phase out. Beginning Oct. 1, 1995,
the bill reduces the tax credit from 15
cents per gallon to 5 cents per gallon
ending Oct. 1, 1997. Berg opposed the
graduated reduction, saying that the tax
credit should be removed entirely and at a
much faster pace than the bill provides
for.

Several other farmers, co-op members,
producers and concerned citizens testified
in favor of S.F. 106. No opposing testi
mony was heard. The committee agreed
to lay the bill over.

Crime Prevention
Task force reports heard

In its first meeting of the session, Mon.,
Jan 23, the Crime Prevention Committee,
chaired by Sen. Allan Spear (DFL-Mpls.),
heard the findings of two task forces.

As co-chairs of the Probation Standards
Task Force, Mark Carey and Steve
Holmquist presented the results of the
task force. Established by the Legislature
last year to study probation services, the
task force recommended several improve
ments to the probation system.

The primary reform calls for an increase
in the number of probation officers by
adding 564 officers around the state at a
cost of $41 million. 'The effectiveness of
the probation system has been eroded" by
the enormous caseload of officers,
Holmquist said. Carey explained that
caseloads have doubled in the past ten
years, while the offenders are more violent
and dangerous than they have ever been.
The situation has compromised public
safety, Carey said. Casey continued,
"Unless changes are made, the system is
and will continue to be crisis driven."

Sen. Jane Ranum (DFL-Mpls.) ques
tioned the task force solution of solely
increasing the number of officers to make
the community safer. There are many
components in the community which
contribute to public safety that are "so
entwined that it's like half of the solution
is missing," Ranum said. Carey agreed,
but noted that the probation system is
under such severe stress that it needs to be
improved to meet minimum standards.

Other recommendations include
funding of the Correctional Authority
Responsible for Delivering Services
organizations (CARDS) through a single
state funding formula. The intent is to
equalize and simplify the system, Carey
explained. The task force encouraged the
Legislature to require CARDS to develop
a system to target the use of resources and
to report specific outcome results. Carey
noted that this would create funding

mechanisms linked to outcomes. Also,
the report stated that local jurisdictions \
should continue to determine the methOd
of offender accountability standards. The
task force expects the changes will create
state-wide standards, simplify funding
mechanisms and distribute funds more
equally based on need, and provide
temporary county funding relief.

Members also heard the Juvenile
Programming Evaluation and Planning
Task Force Report. Charged with
identifying service needs and planning
processes for extended jurisdiction
juveniles (EJ]), Task Force Chair Richard
Mulcrone explained the need for im
provements, citing that half of all serious
crimes in 1993 were committed by youths
under 18. Mulcrone provided guideline
recommendations for all juvenile justice
programming. Programs should be based
on the concept of restorative justice, offer
a continuum of services with a family
focus, be culturally sensitive, and provide
a balanced approach including the
community as integral to the rehabilita
tion process.

Recommendations were forwarded by
three sub-committees of the task force.
The program committee suggested
establishing an educational program abou
the juvenile justice system for youth and
families involved in the system, providing
gender-specific programming, developing
crime prevention pilot projects, and
requiring offenders to attend school. The
sub-committee also recommended the
establishment of a committee to develop
licensing and programming rules and
standards for facilities.

The rules and licensing sub-committee
advised the creation of statewide advisory
rules, which are to be considered prior to
post-adjudication secure placement. The
legislature should require the adoption of
rules regarding policies and procedures of
the facilities, Mulcrone explained.
Licensing rules need to be amended to
admit 18 and 19 year old EJJs in juvenile
facilities, the report states. The report
also calls for a clarification of the termina
tion of the juvenile status of the EJJ.

Suggestions of the funding subcommit
tee include the shared responsibility of the
state and local government for the care
and treatment of the EJJ, a minimum level
of intensive supervision and programming
for EJJs by counties, and funding of the
task force's recommendations.

Mulcrone also presented the results of
the juvenile programming survey.
Mulcrone noted that most of the 340
statewide programs were over-capacity.
Discussion of the findings will continue.



Corrections priorities heard
Members of the Crime Prevention

,Finance Division met Weds" Jan. 25, to
hear Deputy Commissioner Jim Bruton, of
the Dept. of Corrections, give an over
view of the department's priorities.
Bruton's comments emphasized the rapid
growth in prison populations and the fact
that, despite completion of currently
funded expansions, the population growth
rates is exceeding capacity.

Bruton also commented on the impact
of sentencing law changes enacted in
recent years on the growth of prison
populations. Increases in the volume of
offenders committed to the corrections
department from the courts and increases
in sentence lengths are the primary
reasons for prison population growth,
according to materials furnished by
Bruton.

The panel, chaired by Sen. Tracy
Beckman (DFL-Bricelyn), will begin in
depth discussions of the budget needs of
the department in the next few weeks.

Education
MnSCU statutes

Members of the Higher Education
Division met with their House counter
parts ThL!1:s.,JaI;l.19, for ajointh~,aring
on merging the post-secondary education
systems.

Chaired by LeRoy Stumpf (DFL-Thief
River Falls), the p~nerconsideredchanges
in the statutes governing the state
universities, and the technical and
community colleges. The three systems
will merge July 1, 1995 to form the
Minnesota State Colleges and Universi
ties (MnSCU).

John Ostrem, vice-chancellor of the
Technical College System, presented a
proposal for recodifying the statutes that
will apply to the merged system. Accord
ing to Ostrem, the revised statutes were
rewritten but not altered in meaning,
however in some cases, existing statutes
that deal with only one system are
expanded to include all three systems. An
updated version of the proposal dated Jan.
19, outlines where each statute originated.

As part of the recodification process,
Ostrem said many statutes that are
obsolete would be repealed. Rep. Lyndon
Carlson (DFL-Crystal) said many of the
laws to be repealed are historical and the
committee may want to consider keeping
them in the statutes for future reference.

)
Governor's budget proposal

Marking the beginning of their budget
setting work, the Education Funding
Division of the Senate Education Com-

mittee, chaired by Sen. Lawrence
Pogemiller (DFL-Mpls.), was given a
presentation on the governor's proposal
for the state's K-12 education budget,
Weds., Jan. 25.

Telling the members that "new fiscal
realities require new fiscal thinking,"
Linda Powell, commissioner of the Dept.
of Education, presented the major
elements of the governor's budget
proposal.

Powell said the budget recommenda
tions are based on several principles. She
said the governor asked that the proposal
be consistent with appropriation limits set
in 1993 and that it continue efforts to
move K-12 education towards a results
based system. The proposal was to also
give school districts more flexibility in
deciding how they use their revenue and
that there be no changes in the total
school property tax.

Along with adhering to those prin
ciples, Powell said the costs associated
with the Cambridge Bank court decision
also were added to the budget proposal.
Late last year, the state Supreme Court
ruled the state had wrongfully assessed an
excise tax on financial institutions
between 1957 and 1981. The court order
requires the state to reimburse effected
financial institutions about $327 million
over the next four years. The governor is
recommending that $160 million be set
aside towards that settlement by calling
for a one-percent reduction in each area
of the state budget. About $26.4 million
represents K-12 education's share of that
reduction, Powell said.

The governor is recommending
increasing the amont of state aid for K-12
education by $449 million, from a total of
$5.2 billion for fiscal year (FY) 1994 and
1995 to $5.6 billion for FY 96 and FY 97.

The amount of total eduction revenue,
made up by state aid and local tax levy,
increases at a lower rate over the next two
fiscal years in comparison to FY 95,
Powell said. She said that for the current
fiscal year, districts are receiving $5,994
per pupil in total education revenue.
Under the governor's proposal, the total
amount of education revenue, on a per
pupil basis, grows by about 2.9 percent for
FY 96 over the previous year and by
another 1.3 percent for FY 97.

Outlining several major initiatives in
the budget proposal, Powell said the
governor recommends an appropriation of
$15 million over the biennium to acceler
ate development and implementation of
statewide gradation standards, and
establishing an incentive program that
provides $7 per pupil in FY 97 for districts
to use in moving towards results-based
system. Another $7.5 million from the

education budget, along with a like
amount from the human services budget,
is recommended for use in strengthening
inter-agency family collaboration efforts.

Along with that program, Powell said
the governor is recommending abolishing
the the Dept. of Education in FY 97, and
replacing it with a Dept. of Children and
Education Services. "This is an effort to
get programs that serve children in four
different agencies all in one
agency," she said.

Included in the governor's recommen
dations were proposals to eliminate as
many as 20 categorical aid programs,
repeal a number of mandates on how
revenue is used, and reallocate those funds
in other areas, Powell said. "We need to
give districts more flexibility and control
over the resources they have," she said.
By reallocating existing resources, the
general education formula amount, which
districts receive on a per pupil basis,
would increase from its current level of
$3,150 to $3,220 for FY 96 and $3,240 for
FY97.

By using a combination of new re
sources and additional reallocated funds,
the commissioner said the governor is
recommending use of $244 million as
Learning Gap Revenue, providing
districts with $60 per pupil as Learner
Improvement Revenue, and creating an
Instructional Technology Program with
$9.6 million available over the biennium.

As a way to increase accountability for
education costs, Powell said the governor
is recommending changes in the Truth-in
Taxation laws, requiring property tax
notice to identify a statewide uniform
education levy amount on a separate line.
The change would allow taxpayers to
know which property taxes are set by the
state and which are set by the local
district.

The governor is also recommending
changes to current law, maintaining
teachers' right to strike unless they refuse
enter into arbitration when a school board
has already agreed to do so, changing the
formula to reduce the amount school
district contribute to the Teachers
Retirement Association, and that the
special education funding formula be tied
to pupil unit growth. The state's share of
special education funding would also be
set at 60 percent of the formula.

The commissioner told the members
that throughout the process of developing
the budget, "I've been looking for that pot
of gold that we can use, but I can't find

"one.
"Weare facing fiscal difficulties and this

is not a situation that can be solved in
two years," she said. "It is a long-term
problem."
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Committee update
Bob Wedl, assistant commissioner, and

Tom Melcher, the Dept. of Education's
Director of Finance, provided the Sena
tors with additional detail about the
recommendations. The division's
discussion of the governor's proposal will
continue in upcoming meetings.

HECB's new role discussed
At a Thurs., Jan. 26 meeting, the

Higher Education Division, chaired by
Sen. LeRoy Stumpf (DFL-ThiefRiver
Falls), discussed the future and changing
role of the Higher Education Coordinat
ing Board (HECB).

According to Vern Long, HECB
president, the HECB formed a task force
in late 1993 to examine the board's role
and mission and how those might change
with the merger of the state universities,
and community and technical colleges,
scheduled to occur July 1. The board also
conducted a study, as directed by the 1994
Legislature, to determine the board's
future functions and responsibilities.

Out of that process, in which some 51
policy-makers, students, and higher
education and community leaders were
interviewed, the board created a new
mission statement and several strategies to
implement it.

The board's current role is to provide
leadership in the areas of student financ
ing and telecommunications, to conduct
policy and data research and analysis, to
regulate some functions of private
institutions, and to oversee.a variety of
services and programs, such as student aid
and grant programs.

The proposed new HECB mi~sion

reduces the focus on coordinating
functions and gives greater emphasis to
policy leadership for public and private
higher education systems throughout the
state, according to Vice President of the
Board Buzz Cummings. The board is not
seeking budget increases, but plans to
reallocate some 20 percent of its operating
budget to several different areas, he said.

Some members questioned the proposed
changes in the HECB's function, asking if
the responsibilities are being met through
different boards or state departments. Sen.
Lawrence Pogemiller (DFL-Mpls.) said
the majority of the HECB's responsibili
ties are not policy-making and asked if the
HECB was needed at all.

Cummings said the HECB has devel
oped some creative ideas for serving the
higher education systems that have not
come out of the traditional systems, like
the University of Minnesota. He said the
new role of the HECB could provide a
structure for long-range planning for the
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future of higher education in the state. He
added that 50 of the 51 people who were
interviewed said the HECB was needed.

In other business, the division was
presented an overview of the governor's
proposed budget for higher education. A
meeting of the Finance Committee is
scheduled for next week to discuss the
higher education budget in detail.

Environment and Natural
Resources
LCMR grants

The Environment and Natural Re
sources Finance Division convened with a
discussion on S.F. 102, a bill that appro
priates nearly $35 million for 86 environ
ment-related projects.

Although Sen. Steven Morse (DFL
Dakota), chair of the division and sponsor
of the bill, said he had hoped the division
would approve the bill at the Fri., Jan. 20,
meeting, other members wanted more
discussion on the individual project
proposals. Sen. Phil Riveness (DFL
Bloomington) said he wanted to see the
governor's budget first.

The bill is a summary of how to spend
money overseen by the Legislative
Commission on Minnesota Resources
(LCMR) that is dedicated to environment
education, management and preservation
projects. Most of the funds are proceeds
from the state lottery and cigarette tax,
according to Morse, who also is a member
of the LCMR. The grant program was
designed to give local control over various
environmental issues, while meeting state,
regional and local environmental goals.
The funds are available to any public or
private organization through a yearly
application process through the LCMR.

If the bill is approved, projects dealing
with parks and trails would receive more
than $12 million, including $4.5 million
for the Metropolitan Regional Park
System. Nearly $5 million would go to
environment management initiatives and
some $4 million would go toward educa
tional projects.

About 60 percent of the projects are
processed through a state agency, such as
the Departments of Natural Resources or
Agriculture, Morse said, because an
agency is needed for appropriation of the
grants.

Riveness said he wanted to wait before
approving the bill until he sees the
governor's budget proposal as well as
agency budgets since some of the grant
projects may affect agency programs.
"Maybe we shouldn't see these issues as
separated out from the other state

agencies," he said.
Morse said the other agencies, like the

DNR, have reviewed the LCMR grant
proposals during the application process;
the grants are used to pursue priorities of
specific agencies as well as to provide
opportunities for private citizens or other
local governments to participate. But he
added the LCMR funds shouldn't be
considered as part of any agency's budget.

Morse agreed that any member's
questions should be answered and
comments considered before the division
votes on the bill.

Ethics and Campaign
Reform
Two election bills approved

The Senate Ethics and Campaign
Reform Committee, chaired by Sen. John
Marty (DFL-Roseville), made quick work
of two bills at its meeting, Thurs., Jan. 19.

The absentee ballot bill, S.F. 35, which
is authored by Marty, was unanimously
approved by the committee after adopting
an amendment that permits certain
individuals to vote by fax. The amend
ment, offered by Sen. Richard Cohen
(DFL-St. Paul), allows a voter who is
hospitalized or confined to a health care I

facility during the seven days immediately
preceding an election, or a voter who
resides temporarily outside the U.S., to
vote by fax. The bill was sent to the floor.

Also approved and sent to the Senate
floor was Marty's campaign clean-up bill,
S.F. 36. Various amendments were
incorporated into the measure.

The first amendment, offered by Sen.
Lawrence Pogemiller (DFL-Mpls.), affects
lobbyists who fail to comply with filing
policies and procedures of the Ethical
Practices Board. "It removes criminal
penalties, but increases civil fines,"
explained Pogemiller. The change allows
the Ethical Practices Board to impose a
late filing fee of $25 per day, totaling not
more than $500, on a lobbyist who fails to
file.

Another change incorporated into the
bill was offered by Sen. Pat Pariseau (IR
Farmington). The committee deleted the
section that extends the ban on contribu
tions to a candidate for constitutional
office during the 14 days immediately
following the adjournment of the Legisla
tive session.

Sen. Roger Moe (DFL-Erskine) success
fully offered an amendment that permits
political parties to solicit dues from their
members during the Legislative session.
Under the Moe amendment, a member's
campaign committee can pay party dues.



School Board elections bill
approved

A bill that requires school boards to
prepare a plan for the orderly reduction of
board-seats to no more than seven
members was heard by the Senate Ethics
and Campaign Reform Committee Tues.,
Jan. 24. Authored by Sen. Dallas Sams
(DFL-Staples), the bill also stipulates that
a plan for the establishment or dissolution
of election districts be developed. In turn,
the plans must be submitted to the
secretary of state for review and comment.

The committee, chaired by Sen. John
Marty (DFL-Roseville) listened to
testimony supporting S.P. 141. Joe
Mansky, from the Secretary of State's
Office, said "currently there are a number
of 21-member boards out there, and we'd
like to see that reduced." Also on hand to
support the bill, was Anne Higgins from
the League of Minnesota Cities.

Another provision of the bill is that
county auditors may retain materials from
school district elections. Marty pointed
out, however, that they are not required
to do so.

A Marty amendment allows school
districts that had been using combined
polling places to continue doing so during
the transition period. The provision,
which was approved by the committee,

) states that no other elections can be held
on such date.

Bob Meeks, from the School Board
Association urged the committee to
approve the bill. "We have March
elections coming up and without this bill
we'll really have a mess to face," said
Meeks.

The committee unanimously approved
the bill, which now proceeds to the floor.

)

Fami!y Services
Welfare reform bill introduced

As anticipated, Sen. Don Samuelson
(DFL-Brainerd) introduced a welfare
reform bill, S.F. 1, at the Family Services
Committee meeting Thurs., Jan. 19.

As sponsor of the bill, Samuelson
explained the need for reform and noted
several misconceptions about the welfare
system. The majority, about 58 percent,
of recipients stay on AFDC (Aid to
Families with Dependent Children) less
that two years, Samuelson said. Of the
children on AFDC, 46 percent of their
mothers are under 20 years old.

The bill permits AFDC recipients to
work in excess of 99 hours per month and
remain eligible for assistance. Samuelson
explained that many people are discour
aged from working because of the current
system's restrictions.

In addition, the bill requires written

agreements between the county agency
and the recipient that sets time lines for
personal employability plans. For
participants in work and training pro
grams such as STRIDE, the provision
confirms that there is a market for the
recipient's training and that the training
will provide an improvement over their
current wages.

The bill also requires AFDC recipients
who have received AFDC for at least 36
months out of the last 60 months to
participate in a job search program. Sen.
Phil Riveness (DFL-Bloomington)
questioned the length of time of the
provision, stating that job searches should
start earlier, soon after a person's situation
has stabilized. Samuelson explained that
the provision permits flexibility, which is
needed in some situations.

To continue reform efforts, the bill
requires reports by the Dept. of Human
Services on restructuring plans for public
assistance and STRIDE programs.

In another section, the bill requires
pregnant or parenting teens to live with
the teen's parent or guardian in order to
receive AFDC. There are some excep
tions to the requirement. Samuelson
noted that in the past 12 years, Minnesota
has experienced a 150 percent increase in
the number of births to teens under15
years old. The requirement would provide
stability, Samuelson said.

The committee, chaired by Sen. Pat
Piper (DFL-Austin), also heard public
testimony on the bill. Martha Larson,
resident of Winona, objected to the
provision requiring a teen to live at home
in order to receive AFDC benefits.
Larson said that there are many situations
in which the provision would be inappro
priate. For example, a teen is not as likely
to take responsibility and develop
mothering skills while living with her own
mother, Larson said. Larson also stated
that the living situation also discourages
the child's father to connect with the
child and establish early contact and
parenting skills.

Sanford Schram of Macalaster College
testified that experimenting with the
welfare system continues to have danger
ous consequences on the lives of the
participants. Schram encouraged mem
bers to follow the results of past research
and successes. Public testimony and
discussion will continue.

Welfare testimony given
Public testimony on the welfare reform

bill, S.F. 1, continued at the Family
Services Committee meeting Tues., Jan.
24. Representatives from state and local
service agencies commented on several
provisions of the bill, sponsored by Sen.

Don Samuelson (DFL-Brainerd).
Mark Andrew, Hennepin County

Commissioner, urged the committee not
to eliminate work readiness programs,
saying that the programs discourage
welfare dependency and have been quite
effective in Hennepin County. Andrew
strongly supported the Minnesota Family
Investment Program (MFIP) as significant
welfare reform, noting that employment
of MFIP participants is three times higher
than AFDC recipients not in the pro
gram. The employment component
within the welfare structure gives "an
assurance to the people on AFDC that
the government won't pull the rug out
from underneath their feet," Andrew said.

Chair Sen. Pat Piper (DFL-Austin) and
the committee also heard testimony from
Aviva Breen, Director of the Legislative
Commission on the Economic Status of
Women. Breen supported the bill's
package of waivers, including the car
value increase waiver and the start work
waiver. Breen also favored a study of
STRIDE (Success Through Reaching
Individual Development and Employ
ment) restructuring, however, Breen
cautioned against implementation
without knowing what upcoming federal
legislation may require.

Regarding the sliding fee scale for child
care, Breen said that there are currently
7,700 people waiting for the service. To
provide services for this population on the
waiting list would cost $38 million, she
said. Sen. Martha Robertson (IR
Minnetonka) requested clarification of
current spending on the sliding fee and
the unmet need. Breen explained that
the program currently costs $29 million,
of which $9.8 million is state funded. The
$38 million additional cost for the waiting
list would be entirely state funded, due to
federal funding limits.

Gary Sorenson of the Department of
Economic Security also testified before
the committee. Sorenson stated that all
welfare recipients should have the
opportunity to alleviate their poverty,
and, if they have the opportunity to work,
must do so. Sorenson stated that last
month there were over 24,000 unfilled job
openings available through the depart
ment. A balance must be struck between
taking care of recipient needs and
allowing supplementation of their
income.

"It is perfectly acceptable for people to
take the wages at a lower salary,"
Sorenson said, noting that participating in
the labor market is productive and
supplements the work force as well as
economic development.

The committee adjourned until the
evening.
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Welfare testimony continues
The Family Services Committee,

chaired by Sen. Pat Piper (DFL-Austin),
reconvened Tues. evening, Jan. 24, to
resume testimony on S.P. 1, the welfare
reform bill sponsored by Sen. Don
Samuelson (DFL-Brainerd).

Among the numerous testifiers was
Brian Rusche of the Joint Religious
Legislative Coalition. Rusche encouraged
members to keep reforms flexible to
respond to various needs of recipients.
Rusche supported the waivers and the
child care programs in the bill as examples
of built-in flexibility. The work first
program, however, "wrongly assumes
people need a kick to get started. People
do want to work," Rusche explained.

Both Eunice Collette and Mary Devitt
testified about the unrecognized value of
mothers in society, in the economy, and
in the current welfare legislation. Devitt,
of the Mothers Union, said that a full
time mother provides essential services to
the community as well as to her children
that are not taken into account.

"The well-being of a child depends on
the well-being of the mother," Collette
stated. Collette urged members to
carefully consider the bill's effects on the
lives of the children.

Choua Vang and several other members
of the Hmong community commented on
the work components of the welfare
system. Choua expressed a strong desire to
work and contribute to society, but has
found that current programs such as
STRIDE are unsuccessful. The restric
tions on education defeat the long-term
goal of self-sufficiency and improvement,
Choua said.

Another testifier, Linden Gawboy,
echoed the criticism of STRIDE. Gawboy
said that the bill changes the focus from a
program promoting higher education to a
program concerned with placing recipi
ents in jobs quickly.

Gawboy added, "it is impossible to
work, go to school, be a full-time parent,"
and complete required welfare paperwork.
Gawboy also commented on the provision
requiring teens to live at home in order to
receive AFDC, saying that the provision
"buys into the myths about AFDC
mothers", and that teens should have
several living options.

Gaming Regulation
Lawful gambling bill to floor

The Senate Gaming Regulation
Committee approved one bill, referred a
second to another committe, and laid
over a third at its meeting Tues., Jan 24.
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The committee, chaired by Sen.
Charles Berg (DFL-Chokio) approved S.F.
46, a bill that increases the gross profit
percentage allowable for expenses
incurred by lawful gambling organizations.
The five percent increase comes after
approximately eight years of no adjust
ments to the amount operators are
allowed to claim for expenses, said the
bill's author, Sen. James Metzen (DFL
South St. Paul).

In response to Berg's concern that
increasing the dollar amount for expenses
results in less revenue for the charity,
Metzen responded, "If they can't pay their
expenses, and we put them out of busi
ness, both the state and the charity lose."
The bill proceeds to the floor.

S.F. 91, a bill that widens the circle of
services and providers with whom the
commissioner of Human Services may
contract to provide services in the state's
compulsive gambling program, was
approved by members and re-referred to
the Health Care Committee. Sen. Harold
"Skip" Finn (DFL-Cass Lake), the bill's
author, said that there are presently just
six centers in the state that provide
counseling for compulsive gamblers. For
various reasons--distance, expense, time
away from work--those who need help are
not able to avail themselves of the
programs. Finn emphasized that S.F. 91
does not allocate additional funding, but
only allows additional facilities to be
eligible for the monies presently available.

A bill, sponsored by Sen. Joe Bertram,
Sr. (DFL-Payneville), that allows a person
under the age of 18 to play Bingo in a
church or school if accompanied by a
parent or guardian, was laid over by the
committee. Sen. Allen Spear (DFL-Mpls.)
raised concerns about contributing further
to the already existing problem of teenage
gambling, saying that the language of the
bill in its present form is too broad. "The
intentions are fine, but the language is too
broad, and I don't think this is a good
idea," said Spear. "We have a lot of
problems in this state with kids gambling
and this bill just opens up more options
for kids to gamble at an earlier age."

Governmental Operations
and Veterans
Government reform reviewed

A new appr,oach to how one state
agency is being reorganized was laid out to
the Governmental Operations and
Veterans Committee, Wed., Jan. 25.

The committee, chaired by Sen. James
Metzen (DFL-South St. Paul), also heard
a presentation on a initiative to focus

Minnesota state agencies on quality
management and reviewed the recom
mendations from a study conducted by
the Legislative Commission on Employee
Relations at the meeting.

A law passed in 1993 required the
Minnesota Housing Finance Agency
(MHFA) to review its organizational
structure and propose changes that will
make it more efficient. Commissioner Kit
Hadley and other MHFA staff members
told members that while more work
remains, the agency is ready to implement
a new structure on July 1, 1995.

Hadley said after the law took effect, a
committee made up of MHFA staff,
representatives of various state bargaining
units and members of the Dept. of
Employee Relations began to discuss the
issues that affect the agency organization.
Terry Schwartz of the MHFA said the
group focused on employee classification,
training and development, promotional
opportunities, hiring and recruitment,
compensation and performance evalua
tion.

From those areas, Schwartz said the
agency's committee began using a broad
banding concept by considering its
employees as groups of paraprofessionals,
professional staff,. and IT,l<lr<lgemeJ,1~, rather
than considering them as being members
of particular classifications. "The point is
that we want to look at the jobs that are
being done, not at what the classification
is," he said.

The resulting plan, named "Promoting
Growth and Recognizing Experiences",
will place agency staff into tracks, enable
them to advance in those tracks, and be
recognized for their performance, Renee
Dickenson of the MHFA said.

Judy Marter, the MHFA's human
resources director, said the proposal will
reduce the number of classifications that
apply to the 165 members of the staff
down to seven categories, based on the
skills of the employees.

Hadley said the agency will be seeking
an exemption from current state law
which requires the Dept. of Employee
Relations to establish a uniform system of
employee classification in order to allow
the agency to reorganize it human
resources system.

"I had said that this was a pilot project
and that it was not about compensation,"
Haldey said. "But I realize that I was not
entirely right. This is not about increas
ing compensation, but awarding compen
sation to employees in different ways and
using a different set of values."

The Senators also heard a report on the
Minnesota Quality Initiative (MQI) and



efforts to implement the principles of
Total Quality Management (TQM) in
state government.

Rick Hokanson, former co-chair of the
MQI steering committee, explained the
MQI was created more than six years ago
when a group of state employees voluntar
ily began meeting to discuss how quality
principles could be applied to public
service. The MQI has since developed a
series of rules that are based on those
concepts, he said. Among those rules are
the recognition that quality is everyone's
job, that it comes from prevention, not
inspection, and that it means meeting the
needs of the customer, Hokanson said.

While it may take several years for the
concepts of quality to take effect in all
agencies, Hokanson said "we are seeing
immediate results in many areas. They
are an opportunity to improve service to
the state and service within the system."

The preliminary findings and recom
mendations from a study on the use of
arbitration in contract negotiations were
presented by Greg Hubinger, director of
the Legislative Commission on Employee
Relations (LCER).

Hubinger said the commission, which
reviews public employee contracts and
negotiating processes, studied various
types of arbitration and how they were

) used in settling public employee con
tracts. The preliminary recommendations
call for removing some groups from the
list of "essential" employees, those who
are prevented from going on strike during
contract negotiations, and to prohibit
school districts from adding days to the
school year to make up for time lost
because of a teacher's strike.

Hubinger said the LCER will be
considering the recommendations in the
near future. Once the commission acts,
those recommendations will again be
presented for the committee's consider
ation and action.

Health Care
Commission recommendations

The Health Care Committee, chaired
by Sen. Linda Berglin (DFL-Mpls.),
convened Thurs., Jan. 19, to hear recom
mendations of the Minnesota Health
Care Commission.

Tom Swain, chair of the commission,
presented the suggestions to members,
citing the positive results that have
already been achieved. "Rate increases
have subsided, market forces are working,

) and private coverage is more affordable,"
Swain stated. The commission reiterated
its goal of universal coverage in the state,
where every Minnesotan has a source of
payment for health care, and where all

Minnesotans pay into the system accord
ing to their ability.

One recommendation of the commis
sion provides for a freeloader penalty for
voluntarily uninsured persons, to serve as
an incentive to buy health coverage.
Swain explained that of the uninsured
population in Minnesota, 70 percent is
single, 63 percent is male, and 48 percent
is between the ages of 18 and 34. The
statistics concur with the perception that
some young, single males have the belief
that they are indestructible, said Swain.
Funds retrieved from the penalty would be
pooled into the Community Health
Insurance Pool (CHIP) to help defray
unreimbursed costs to providers of
treating uninsured persons.

Insurance reforms that have been
implemented so far have been successful,
Swain noted, but community ratings need
to be reviewed. The commission also
recommended an increase in tobacco
taxes and allocating the revenues for
existing access, information, and preven
tion programs. Sen. Harold "Skip" Finn
(DFL-Cass Lake) questioned the tax,
asking how many already-insured smokers
will be paying twice for their habit. The
tax, estimated by Swain at about 40 cents,
is "not a fair approach to financing," Finn
said.

Committee members also heard an
explanation of the health care reform
waiver. T rish McTaggart of the Dept. of
Human Services explained that the
proposed waiver is a partnership between
the state and the federal governments to
integrate Medical Assistance (MA),
General Assistance Medical Care
(GAMC), and MinnesotaCare. The
waiver would link Medicaid and Medicare
rate setting and data collection to
Minnesota's health care system reform
efforts as well as expand managed care
under Medicaid using Community
Integrated Service Networks (CISNs) and
ISNs. The integration would add
MinnesotaCare children and families with
incomes up to 275 percent of the poverty
level to MA and eliminate mandatory
county referrals for MA. The reforms
would be more efficient and provide
continuity of care, McTaggart said.
Discussion of the waiver will continue at a
later meeting.

Department presents plans
In order to reacquaint committee

members, Commissioner of the Dept. of
Human Services Maria Gomez outlined
the department's priorities for the Health
Care Committee, Weds., Jan. 25.

An innovative project introduced by
the department is the Long Term Care
Options Project (LTCOP). Pamela

Parker explained that the program
integrates Medicare and Medicaid funds
for the elderly enrolling in the Prepaid
Medical Assistance Program (PMAP) in
the Metropolitan Area. The first of its
kind in the nation to be reviewed by the
federal government, LTCOP "demon
strates a new way of doing business," by
reorganizing the delivery system and
controlling cost growth, Parker stated.
The current policies create "a fragmented
clinical system, poor clinical incentives,
and duplicative administration," Parker
explained, resulting in confused providers
and consumers.

LTCOP would provide geriatrically
focused health plan options through
health plans and long term care provider
networks. In addition, PMAP contractors
are expected to participate. LTCOP
increases the elements required by clinics,
including patient and family input and a
cross-disciplinary approach. The Office of
Management and Budget is currently
reviewing the proposal and implementa
tion is expected by January 1996.

Gomez outlined departmental objec
tives including increasing access and
flexibility in the health care system,
improving department infrastructure, and
providing appropriate and affordable
housing to Minnesotans. Gomez stated
that increasing access to quality health
care and simplifying Medical Assistance
(MA), General Assistance Medical Care
(GAMC) and MinnesotaCare will assist
many low and middle income people.

Focusing on health care concerns,
Helen Yates, assistant commissioner,
explained to Chair Linda Berglin (DFL
Mpls.) and members that the Health Care
Administration division is responsible for
overseeing the administration of
MinnesotaCare, maintaining and admin
istering long term care services, and
processing call claims in Minnesota.

The department provided members
with projections of MinnesotaCare costs.
George Hoffman, of the Reports and
Forecasts Division, told the committee
that MinnesotaCare costs increased
annually by approximately ten percent.
The increase in expenditures is due to
both an increase in the number of people
enrolled in the program and an increase
in the average cost of delivery per person,
Hoffman said.

Jobs, Energy and
Community Development
Workers' comp testimony

The Jobs, Energy and Community
Development Subcommittee on Employ
ment continued to hear testimony
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Committee update
regarding workers' compensation at the
Tues., Jan. 24, meeting.

The subcommittee, chaired by Sen.
Kevin Chandler (DFL-White Bear Lake),
heard first from Jay Benanav, of the
Workers' Compensation Reinsurance
Association (WCRA). Benanav testified
that the WCRA's rates have declined 40
to 60 percent since 1992. The number of
claims seen by the WCRA is constant, he
said, but claim costs have dropped.
Benanav attributed the decline to the
changes in workers' comp law made in
1992, particularly the lowering of the cap
on cost of living adjustments for wage
replacement from 6 to 4 percent, and to
favorable returns on WCRA investments.
He said the WCRA expects further
declines in its rates as the cases affected by
the law changes go through the process
and reach the WCRA. The WCRA is the
agency that re-insures insurance compa
nies and self-insured employers against
large workers' comp claims.

An injured worker and the husband of
an injured worker, both affected by
catastrophic work-related injuries,
testified about the numerous difficulties
injured workers face. One of the testifiers
said that despite six favorable court
rulings, including a Minnesota Supreme
Court ruling, his wife's employer has
avoided financial responsibility for
treatment and rehabilitation for a severe
injury.

Joe Wild of the Injured Workers
Alliance, said that many of the changes
made to workers' comp law in the past few
years have made the system worse for
injured workers. Wild said that the
problems with workers' compensation are
so complex that no one piece of legisla
tion is going to solve them. He urged
legislators to make no further changes for
the next several years and suggested that
instead, they spend the time talking to
affected people, identifying problems with
the system, and then setting out to solve
them one at a time.

The subcommittee also heard an
overview from Mort Bostrom, Dept. of
Labor and Industry, describing the
department's workers' compensation fraud
unit. Bostrom said that since the unit
began operating in January 1993,31
independent contractors, insurance
agents, employers and individuals have
been charged with felony crimes, and six
convictions have been obtained.

Biomass options discussed
The topic of discussion at the Weds.,

Jan. 25, meeting of the Jobs, Energy and
Community Development Committee
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was biomass energy production and
Senators heard from several potential
producers of plant-based energy.

The committee, chaired by Sen. Steven
Novak (DFL-New Brighton), first heard a
presentation by Chris Hanson, Center for
Alternative Plant and Animal Products at
the University of Minnesota. Hanson
outlined the program's evaluation of a
process that creates electricity by burning
gas produced from alfalfa stems. Hanson
said his group calculates that the process
produces three units of energy for every
unit that is put into it. Currently, he said,
electricity can be produced for 6.5 cents
per kilowatt, and the group hopes to

approach 5 cents. Hanson stressed that in
terms of legislation, it is important that
the definition of biomass specify that the
raw materials be farm-grown, rather than
allowing waste products to be used.

L. David Velde, a farmer and board
member of Minnesota Valley Alfalfa
Producers, said that moving toward
biomass energy production will increase
the market for agricultural products and
control the migration of farmers off the
land.

Mike Holly, Sorgo Fuels and Chemi
cals, testified that his company's process,
which produces ethanol and electricity
from sweet sorghum plants, is cheaper and
cleaner than traditional processes used by
utilities. Holly called for changes in the
regulation structure of the energy industry
to allow for free market production and
sales of energy.

Finally, Rick Peterson, an NSP engi
neer, presented a report on the utility's
progress toward acquiring the biomass
resources mandated by the legislature in
last year's Prairie Island nuclear storage
law. Peterson said that NSP has filed its
Request for Proposals with the Public
Utilities Commission and expects to
complete negotiations with vendors by
the end of 1995.

Judiciary
Information policy overviews

Members of the Joint Judiciary and
Crime Prevention Subcommittee on
Privacy met for the first time this session
Mon., Jan. 23, to hear an overview of the
Information Policy Office and an update
on the activities of the Government
Access Council.

Assistant Commissioner Beverly Schuft
of the Dept. of Administration briefed
members on the history and objectives of
the Information Policy Office. According
to Schuft, the office was created in 1987
to ensure that the state's information

resources are well managed to avoid
duplication and waste of resources,
developed and operated to maximize
technology benefit for citizens and
responsive to requirement of public polciy
related to information. The mission
statement of the office provides that the
Information Policy Office is to assert
leadership in the management of informa
tion resources through the development
and advocacy of policies that support
effective government and ensure citizens'
rights to access and privacy.

Tom Satre, director of the Government
Access Council, provided the panel with
an update on the council's activities.
According to Satre, the council is part of
the Information Policy Office structure
and is charged with improving public
access to government information and the
democratic process through information
technology while, at the same time,
helping government become more
efficient, effective and responsive to the
public through the use of information
technology. Much of the discussion
during Satre's presentation focused on the
size of the council and the composition of
its membership. Satre agreed that at first
glance the 29 member board may seem
unwieldy but he said the number of
interests represented by the 29 members
ensured a broad spectrum of views in the
board's activities.

Commissioner's opinions discussed
The Weds., Jan. 25, meeting of the

Joint Judiciary and Crime Prevention
Subcommittee on Privacy was devoted to
a report on the issuance of commissioner's
opinions in data privacy matters and an
overview of the Minnesota Health Data
Institute's work.

The panel, co-chaired by Sen. Jane
Ranum (DFL-Mpls.) and Sen. Harold
"Skip" Finn (DFL-Cass Lake), began by
hearing a history of the issuance of
commissioner's opinions on data privacy
matters. Don Gemberling, director of the
Public Information Policy Analysis
Division of the Dept. of Administration,
outlined the process involved in providing
commissioner's opinions on questions
relating to public access to government
data, rights of subjects of data, or classifi
cation of data. Gemberling said that to
date, most of the feedback the division
has received on the issuance of opinions
has been positive. Gemberling gave a
brief synopsis of some of the 75 opinions
the division has written thus far and
outlined the legislative recommendations
he would be bringing to the finance
division this year. Gemberling said that



the recommendations included removing
the sunset date of the authority to give
opinions, removing the $200 fee charged
}o governmental entities that requested a
fee, specifying that data transmitted to the
commissioner keep its classification and
clarifying the treatment of data sent by
citizens to the commissioner for an
opinion.

The subcommittee also heard a presen
tation by Dale Shaller, executive director
of the Minnesota Health Data Institute.
Shaller said that the institute was created
as a public-private partnership to gather
and analyze data necessary for reforming
the health care system. Shaller outlined
the data privacy and disclosure policy of
the institute and emphasized that the
policy included protections to guard
against publication of patient identifiable
data, provisions for a secure database and
network environment and accountability
to the Legislature.

Metropolitan and Local
Government
Met Council overview

The first meeting of the Senate Metro
politan and Local Government Commit
tee, chaired by Sen. Jim Vickerman (DFL

\Tracy) convened Thurs., Jan. 19. On
/hand to present an overview of the
Metropolitan Council were outgoing
Chairperson Dottie Rietow and Regional
Administrator Jim Solem.

Rietow briefly summarized the process
that transformed the Metropolitan
Council from a planning board to the
group responsible for operation and
management of the region's public transit
and wastewater control systems. "Because
of the excellent teams, their willingness to
work and meld together, we were able to
have a smooth transition with no disrup
tions of service to our customers," said
Rietow.

The transformation, which resulted
from legislation signed into law during
1994, eliminated the governing boards of
the Regional Transit Board, the Metro
politan Transit Commission and the
Metropolitan Waste Control Commis
sion, placing them under the direction of
the newly-established Transportation
Division and Environment Division.
Solem praised the legislators for the
outcome of their efforts, saying "the law
you passed works."

Turning to the regional blueprint, "an

)
action plan which will take us into the
next century," Rietow and Solem re
sponded to various questions from the
committee.

Sen. Carol Flynn (DFL-Mpls.) con
gratulated Rietow and Solem for being

instrumental in the transition. "This is a
drastic change by putting planning and
operations together," Flynn said, "and as a
former member of the Met Council, I'm
pleased to see the right hand talking to
the left." She added, however, that she
had concerns about certain positions that
remain vacant. Solem acknowledged that
staffing transitions have been challenging,
but emphasized the council's commitment
to retaining personnel. "We are trying to
find places in the new organization for
those who held similar jobs under the old
Met Council, and to retain as many
people as we can," said Solem.

Questions regarding economic develop
ment were raised by Sen. Linda Runbeck
OR-Circle Pines). Solem said that the
council is committed to helping existing
businesses, along with courting emerging
businesses. Rietow added that a regional
economic strategy is imperative, if
Minnesota is to compete in the global
market.

Looking at the priorities of the council
for the 1995 Legislative Session, Rietow
pointed to the 800 megahertz radio system
and transit funding. In addition to safety
considerations, the council urges action
on the emergency communications matter
because the opportunity to share the 800
megahertz channel through a regional
system expires in June.

The other priority item Rietow said, is
transit funding. She told members that
the council is asking for $103.3 million
for upcoming projects.

Overviews presented
The League of Minnesota Cities and

the Association of Minnesota Counties
presented overviews of 1995 legislation
policies and goals to the Metropolitan and

. Local Government Committee Mon., Jan.
23. On hand making the presentation
were Mayor Chuck Winkelman of St.
Cloud, League President; Mayor Karen
Anderson of Minnetonka, League Vice
President; and Gary Carlson, Director of
Intergovernmental Relations for the
League.

The committee, chaired by Sen. Jim
Vickerman (DFL-Tracy), heard the
League's positions on major issues,
including its opposition to unfunded
mandates and urban sprawl. Anderson
said that the League hopes to see legisla
tion passed that reinstates the Homestead
Agricultural Credit Aid growth adjust
ment factor, and an inflationary adjust
ment factor similar to the Local Govern
ment Aid index. Furthermore, "we
support workers comp initiatives which
will make Minnesota competitive with
neighboring states," Anderson added.

Sen. Deanna Wiener (DFL-Eagan)

asked for clarification concerning the
League's support of an increase in the gas
tax. Anderson said that the revenues
would be targeted for road improvements,
as well as transit programs. "For example,
it could either be spent on an additional
traffic light at a certain intersection, or
perhaps on extra bus stops or shelters,"
Anderson explained.

Colleen Landkamer, President of the
Association of Minnesota Counties,
presented a slide program that outlined
the operation of AMC. "County govern
ment is first and foremost an administra
tive arm of the state that delivers state
authorized services," said Landkamer.

Previously, funding for state and federal
programs has accompanied mandates,
Landkamer said. As of late, however,
counties are receiving less revenue to
provide more services. Additionally, the
shift toward administering human services
has made the job of county government
even more difficult in recent years,
Landkamer added.

While acknowledging that the purview
of counties has expanded, Sen. Carol
Flynn (DFL-Mpls.) pointed out that
counties asked for many of the responsi
bilities that they currently handle. "We're
all going to have to learn to get along
with less," Vickerman said.

Town, small cities priorities
At a Weds., Jan. 25 meeting, members

of the Metropolitan and Local Govern
ment Committee, chaired by Sen. Jim
Vickerman (DFL-Tracy), heard presenta
tions by three municipal government
organizations outlining their issues and
priorities for the legislative session.

Dave Fricke, executive director of the
Minnesota Association of Townships,
presented a list of legislative issues they
would like to see addressed, including
continued promotion of fairness in the
annexation process.

Bob Orth, representative of the
Metropolitan Inter-County Association
(MICA), said its top legislative issues are
intergovernmental finance reform which
would more clearly link funding with
responsibility, and dealing with out-of
home placement of children in the 10
member counties.

According to Nancy Larson, executive
director of the Minnesota Association of
Small Cities, changes are needed in the
distribution of Local Government Aid
and the Homestead and Agricultural
Credit Aid to benefit smaller cities.

Group representatives also expressed
some concern with a gubernatorial
proposal designed to streamline funding
going to local governments and counties.
Fricke of the township association and
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Committee update
Larson of the small cities group both said

the communities they represent may find

it harder to compete for the funding.

Vickerman said he would meet with

Sen. John Hottinger (DFL-Mankato) to

sponsor a bill addressing some of the

groups' concerns as soon as possible.

Rules and Administration

Infonnation system policy discussed
The Rules and Administration Com

mittee, chaired by Sen. Roger Moe (DFL

Erskine), met Thurs., Jan. 26, to consider

several items relating to the internal

operations of the Senate. Senators

adopted the recommendations of an Ad

Hoc Subcommittee on Senate Informa

tion Systems relating to computer backup

tapes and electronic mail backup. In

addition, the Senators also approved a

series of Internet policy recommendations

based on policy recommendations used by

the Library of Congress.
Finally, the panel approved an action

plan to upgrade computer workstations for

those Senators who have requested the

upgrades. The action plan includes

directions to the Senate Information

Systems Department to investigate the

costs of implementing an 800 number for

constituents to call the capitol and to

implement several other technological

improvements for Senate operations.

Members also approved additions to the

temporary employee roster and began

discussions of a charter outlining the

responsibilities of the Rules and Adminis

tration Audit Subcommittee.

Taxes and Tax Laws

Technical bills okayed
Two technical tax bills were advanced

to the full Senate at the Weds., Jan. 25,

meeting of the Taxes and Tax Laws

Committee. The panel, chaired by Sen.

Douglas Johnson (DFL-Cook), approved

both measures with little debate. S.F. 94,

authored by Sen. Steven Morse (DFL

Dakota), merges two conflicting amend

ments to the solid waste generator
assessment law that were enacted in 1994.

Morse said that the bill was necessary

because of the timing of two bills passed

last year.
The bill corrects and clarifies terminol

ogy in the statutes dealing with the
assessment of solid waste. S.F. 87, carried

by Sen. Len Price (DFL-Woodbury),

makes a variety of technical corrections to

a number of tax laws. Both measures were

approved and sent to the Senate floor.
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Transportation and Public
Transit
Transit system update

One of the challenges facing the
Metropolitan Council Transit Operations

is a shortfall of more than $20 million if

the governor's budget for the department

is adopted, according to Jim Solem,

regional administrator for the council.

Solem presented the Met Council's

transit planning and budget projections to

members of the Transportation and Public

Transit Committee, chaired by Florian

Chmielewski (DFL-Sturgeon Lake) at a

Weds., Jan. 25, meeting.

In 1994, the Met Council replaced the

Metropolitan Transit Commission and

began planning and operating the transit

system for the seven-county Metro Area.

Some of the services the council oversees

are regular route and express bus service,

suburban "opt-outs," small urban and rural

bus services, Metro Mobility services for

persons with disabilities, and ride share

programs.
The council had requested $93.9

million for the next biennium to maintain

current services, plus $16.5 million for an

improvements project. According to

Solem, the governor's proposed budget,

introduced Tues., Jan. 24, allocates $89

million without the additional funding for

improvements; it is a $20 million increase

over the current budget. Because of

legislation prohibiting the council to lay

off transit employees in FY 1995, Solem

said the council may have to consider

reducing transit services if more funding is

not approved.
One of the major transportation issues

of the metro transit system is an increased

demand for travel, said Natalio Diaz,

director of Planning. From 1970 to 1990,

the population of the Metro Area

increased about 20 percent, while the

number of vehicle miles traveled in

creased 130 percent.
Diaz said other issues are an increased

reliance on cars resulting in traffic
congestion, a decline in the use of mass

transit services, increasingly limited

funding for transportation, and airport

capacity and its impacts on surrounding

communities.
Tom Sather, director of operations for

the council, outlined some of the cus

tomer-driven challenges the metro transit

system faces, including heightened .

customer expectations for more improve

ment over this year's improvements, and

additional actions taken to ensure safety

for both drivers and passengers.
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The Minnesota Senate Week at a Glance

Monday, January 30

The Senate will meet at 11 :30 a.m.

Agriculture and Rural Development
Committee
Chair: Sen. Joe Bertram, Sr.
12 noon Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: Presentation on the Minnesota
Education in Agriculture Leadership
Council. Report and recommendations of
the Commission on Agriculture Policy.

Judiciary Committee
Chair: Sen. Carol Flynn
12 noon Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 75-Betzold: Filing of notice of
mechanics' liens. S.F. 77-Betzold: Clarifying
the limitation on actions after a dispute
settlement. S.F. 57-Marty: Statute of
limitations for certain human rights act
violations. S.F. 74-Reichgott Junge:
Revisor's bill of 1994.

Crime Prevention Committee
)Chair: Sen. Allan Spear

2 p.m. Room 15 State Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 114-Merriam: Jail credit
restrictions. S.F. 146-Hanson: DOC
standards for county work crews.

Tuesday, January 31

Gaming Regulation Committee
Chair: Sen. Charles Berg
8 a.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: Confirmation hearings to the
Gambling Control Board: Allan Fonfara,
Peggy Moon and Howard Register.
Overview of the lottery budget.

Governmental Operations and
Veterans Committee
Chair: Sen. James Metzen
8 a.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Presentation on the Board of
Government Innovation and Cooperation,
Jim Gelbmann, executive director; Audrey
Krebs, commissioner, Wilkin County;
Roberta Anderson, administrator, Norwood
City; Cheri Merritt, Hennepin County
Elderly and Disabled Assistance Division;
Ellen Larson, county auditor, Lake of the
Woods.

Transportation and Public Transit
Committee

)
Chair: Sen. Florian Chmielews/<i
8 a.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 33-Bertram: Permitting certain
licensees to wear headwear in drivers'
license and I.D. card photographs. S.F. 132
Bertram: Prohibiting headwalls in highway

rights-of-way. S.F. 42-Vickerman: Repealing
sunset provision concerning recreational
vehicle combinations. S.F. 50-Ourada:
Designating a bridge as the Betty Adkins
Bridge.

Education Funding Division
Chair: Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller
10 a.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: Performance report for the
Department of Education. Discussion on the
governor's budget recommendations for
Department of Education.

.Tobs, Energy and Community
bevelopment Subcommittee on
Economic Development and
Housing
Chair: Sen. Ellen Anderson
10 a.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Ethics and Campaign Reform
Chair: John Marty
12 noon Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.F.168-Solon: Relating to mock
elections for minors. S.F. 181-Cohen:
Allowing time off for special elctions. S.F. 3
Cohen: Election judges not members of a
major party.

Family Services Committee
Chair: Sen. Pat Piper
12 noon Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. I-Samuelson: Welfare reform
continuation if necessary.

Environment and Natural Resources
Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Steven Morse
2 p.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 106-Morse: Relating to
ethanol, modifying provisions relating to
producer payments.

Finance Committee
Chair: Sen. Gene Merriam
4 p.m. Room 123 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 188-Samuelson: Brainerd
College bonding authorization Amendment.
Presentation on performance budgeting:
Legislative Auditor's Office, Dept. of
Finance.

Joint Legislative Committee on
Merging Post~SecondaryEducation
Systems
Chairs: Sen. LeRoy Stumpf and Rep. Gene
Pelows1<i
4 p.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: Continuation of discussion on
consolidation, reorganization and
recodification of higher education statutes.
Presentation, John Ostrem, Technical
College System.

Taxes and Tax Laws Committee
Chair: Sen. Douglas Johnson
4 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Overview of governor's budget
recommendations, Department of Finance
and Department of Revenue.

Wednesday, February 1

Governmental Operations and
Veterans Committee
Chair: Sen. James Metzen
8 a.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Transportation and Public Transit
Committee
Chair: Sen. Florian Chmielewshi
8 a.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: Survey results on public attitudes
regarding the Minnesota State Patrol, Col.
Mike Chabries, chief, Minnesota State
Patrol. Discussion on telecommuting, John
Sanger, president, Tele-Commuters
Resources Inc. Discussion on administration
of the annnual alternative fuel permit, Jack
Wildes, Motor and Vehicle Services
Division; Lary Trimbe, Department of
Revenue.

Health Care Committee
Chair: Sen. Linda Berglin
10 a.m. Room 15 Caoitol
Agenda: Overview of the governor's health
care budget, Department of Health and
Department of Human Services.

Higher Education Division
Chair: Sen. LeRoy Stumpf
10 a.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: Presentation on the budget for
higher education, representatives of student
organizations. Presentation on the
governor's budget for higher education,
Department of Finance.

.Tobs, Energy and Community
bevelopment Committee
Chair: Sen. Steven Novak
10 a.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 44-Novak: Extending the
deadline on a report from the legislative
Electric Energy Task Force. S.F. 65-Kelly:
Abolishing sunset provisions relating to area
development rate plans. S.F. 213-Johnson,
D.J.: Abolishing sunset provisons related to
competitive rates for electric utilities.
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Agriculture and Rural Development
Committee
Chair: Sen. Joe Bertram, Sr.
12 noon Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: 1995 federal farm bill, Bob
Bergland, former U.S. Secretary of
Agriculture.

Judiciary and Crime Prevention
Joint Subcommittee on Privacy
Co-Chairs: Sen. Jane Ranum and Sen. Harold
"Skip" Finn
12 noon Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Update on the Children's
Information Management Redesign Project,
Eileen McCormick, project director. Update
on the Information Policy Training and
Professional Development Plan, Kent
Eckland, Cincinnatus Group.

Crime Prevention Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Tracy Beckman
2 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Budget review for Ombudsman for
Corrections, Private Detective and
Protective Agent Services Board, Board of
Peace Officer Standards and Training, and
the Sentencing Guidelines Commission.

Health Care and Family Services
Funding Division
Chair: Sen. Don Samuelson
4 p.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: Performance review, Department
of Health. Overview of the governor's
budget, Department of Health.

Finance State Government Division
Chair: Sen. Richard Cohen
4 p.m. Room 318 Capitol
Agenda: Overview of budgets for the
Investment Board, State Treasurer, and
State Auditor.
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Thursday, February 2

Rules and Administration
Committee
Chair: Sen. Roger Moe
8 a.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Discussion on personnel issues.
Report of the Audit Subcommittee. Other
agenda items.

The Senate will meet at 9:30 a.m.

Education Funding Division
Chair: Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller
10 a.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: Update on the graduation
standards rule, State Board of Education.

Health Care Committee
Chair: Sen. Linda Berglin
10 a.m. Room 15 Caoitol
Agenda: Presentation on risk adjustment,
Lynn Blewett, director, Health Economics
Program of the Department of Health. S.F.
16-Betzold: Neuroleptic medication.

Jobs, Energy and Community
Development Subcommittee on
Energy and Public Utilities
Chair: Sen. Janet Johnson
10 a.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Crime Prevention Committee
Chair: Sen. Allan Spear
2 p.m. Room 15 State Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 214-Spear: Religious and
cultural exemption to the crime of
concealing identity. Special report to the
legislature on sentencing guideline
modifications, Sentencing Guidelines
Commission.

Metropolitan and Local Government
Committee
Chair: Sen. Jim Vickerman
2 p.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 54-Finn: Authorize local
government financing of the nonstate share

of the Northwestern Minnesota
Juv~ingCenter. S.F. 93-Bertram:
Re. arns county to refund money
pal ty of Melrose for acquisition of
cer ty.

HI p and Family Services
Fuvision
Ch n Samuelson
4 p 12 Capitol
Ag view of the governor's budget
for ity Council, Board of
Ch ~aminers. Board of Dentistry,
Bo tic and Nutrition Practice
Bo age and Family Thearapy,'
Bo cal Practices, Board of
Nu of Nursing Home
Ad , Board of Optometry, Board
of oard of Podiatry, Board of
Ps '-l~rd ofSocial Work, Board of
Ve flicine, Ombudsman for
Fa udsman for Mental Health
an tardatiorL. and the Veterans
He

Fi e Government Division
Ch hard Cohen
4 I 18 Capitol
A! ~iew of the budgets for
01 lea Veterans, Military Order
of eart, Veterans of Foreign
W Departmen.t of Military
A

F ruary 3

T on and Public Transit
F'sion
C hLangseth
8 2 Capitol
A iew of the budget for
M ouncil trarlsit operations.
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Elections bills gain
The highlight of the Thurs., Feb. 2,

floor session was the consideration of bills
on the General Orders Calendar. Bills on
General Orders are considered by the
Senate acting as one large committee
known as the Committee of the Whole.
Each bill on General Orders has had two
readings and has been reported out of one
or more standing committees. Bills on
General Orders may be debated and
amendments may be offered.

S.P. 35, authored by Sen. John Marty
(DFL-Roseville), makes several changes in
procedures for voter registration and
absentee voting. The bill eliminates the
witness requirement in voter registration,
allows absentee voting for convenience,
allows absentee ballots to be delivered to
health care facilities and allows military
'personnel and individuals unexpectedly
'hospitalized to vote via fax machine. An
amendment, offered by Sen. Dennis
Frederickson OR-New Ulm), deletes the
provision allowing voting via fax
machine. The amendment was defeated
on a 25-36 roll call vote. Frederickson
offered a second amendment, deleting a
provision allowing a person to collect
ballots from a health care facility, that was
also defeated. Sen. Sheila Kiscaden (IR
Rochester) asked that the bill be
temporarily progressed in order to have
time to draft an amendment and no
further action was taken.

S.P. 141, authored by Sen. Dallas Sams
(DFL-Staples), makes a number of
changes in laws relating to school board
elections. The measure changes the
allocation of some election expenses,
provides for the retention of election
materials, clarifies terms of office and
election frequency in some cities,
authorizes the use of more than one
combined polling place in school board
elections and provides for dissolution of
some election districts. The measure was
given preliminary passage on a voice vote.

A bill dealing with lawful gambling also
)gained preliminary passage. S.F. 46,

~ authored by Sen. James Metzen (DFL
South St. Paul), increases the percentage
of gross profit that may be expended for
allowable expenses. The bill specifies that

the percentage for expenses for bingo is
increased from 60 to 65 percent and that
for other types of lawful gambling the
percentage is increased from 50 to 55
percent.

Welfare amendments okayed
Responding to public concerns, Sen.

Don Samuelson (DFL-Brainerd)
introduced several amendments to his
welfare reform bill, S.F. 1. Samuelson
addressed several provisions, including the
requirement of teen mothers to live at
home in order to receive AFDC (Aid to

. Families with Dependent Children). The
Family Services Committee, chaired by
Sen. Pat Piper (DFL-Austin), has heard
public testimony regarding the provisions
over the past several weeks.

The author's amendments were
considered and approved by the
committee Thurs., Jan. 26. Samuelson
presented an amendment permitting more
exceptions to the teen parent
requirement. In mandating teen mothers
to live at home, many people in previous
meetings had testified to the damaging
effects that may occur. The amendment
expands the definition of a living
arrangement to include any non-public
situation providing.supervision,
counseling, guidance, and independent
living skills training. Sen. Sheila
Kiscaden OR-Rochester) requested
clarification of permitted living situations
by adding adult supervision "in a family
like setting" to the amendment.

Another amendment modifies the
obligation to seek full-time employment
as specified under the Minnesota Family
Investment Program (MFIP). Under the
family support agreement in the MFIP
overall plan, a caregiver may be expected
to seek and accept full-time employment.
The amendment defines full-time as 30
hours per week, or 20 hours per week if
the caregiver is single with a child under
six years old. The amendment also
requires a caregiver enrolled in MFIP who
voluntarily quits employment to notify
the case manager within 10 days.

In addition, the amendment specifies
that a caregiver's job search is limited to
three months to find a job related to their

overall employment goal. After three
months, the participant must accept any
suitable employment. Piper expressed
concern about the parameters of
"suitable" employment, which includes
jobs providing low wages and no child
care. Samuelson clarified that child care
would be available through the MFIP
program.

Samuelson offered another an
amendment permitting AFDC recipients
to withhold rent to uphold the recipient's
rights when faced with problems with the
landlord or housing. Another addition to
the bill is the classification of a
participant working in a temporary public
service job for more than 67 days as a
public employee. The provision is "trying
to be flexible for local governments,"
Samuelson said.

Regarding STRIDE participants,
Samuelson presented an amendment
specifying educational requirements. A
re'cipient selected for a high school
equivalency program must make
satisfactory progress, and work at least 64
hours per month. For individuals
participating in full-time post-secondary
education, the amendment has no work
requirement. The amendments were
incorporated into S.P. 1.

New TV show to air
Senate Media Services, in cooperation

with Greater Minnesota public
broadcasting stations, is producing
Capitol Report Live, a new interactive
television program.

On the new program, state lawmakers
from Greater Minnesota will answer
questions concerning rural issues. The
program will air live every Tuesday
evening, beginning February 7th, from 9
p.m. until 10 p.m. The channels are
KWCM 10 (Appleton), KSMQ 25
(Austin), KAWE 9 (Bemidji), KAWB 22
(Brainerd), and WDSE 8 (Duluth).

Viewers will be able to ask questions via
fax, telephone and internet e-mail. The
telephone number is 1-800-657-3635.

The internet e-mail address is
studio@lakes.senate.leg.state.mn.us
and the fax machine number is
1-800-366-2588.



Committee update
Agriculture and Rural
Development
Ed goals reviewed

The Agriculture and Rural Develop
ment Committee, chaired by Sen. Joe
Bertram, Sr. (DFL-Paynesville) listened to
presentations from both the Minnesota
Education in Agriculture Leadership
Council, and the Commission on Agricul
ture Policy Mon., Jan. 30.

Edgar Persons, from the University of
Minnesota's Agriculture Dept., outlined
the objectives of the Minnesota Educa
tion in Agriculture Leadership Council.
"Our intent is to take a broad look at
agriculture and education in the state,"
said Persons, "to go beyond the notion of
Ag in the Classroom.".

With its 1992 publication, The Status
of Education In and About Agriculture,
the council provided the first overview of
not only what students are learning about
agriculture, but also how they are learning
it. The study cites trends in agricultural
education, from elementary school
through adult education. "It's difficult to
get your arms around what is happening
in agricultural education," said Sen.
Arlene Lesewski OR-Marshall), "and it's
important to have this coordination and
leadership. I commend the council for
what they have done thus far."

The 12 member council of gubernato
rial appointees is the product of 1990
legislation. Funds totaling $50,000 were
allocated through the K-12 education bill
for the biennium. "If there isn't a bill for
this council, then it just disappears at
year's end?" asked Bertram.

"That is correct," Persons confirmed.
Harlan Anderson, a farmer from

Cokato, represented the Commission on
Agriculture Policy. Compiled from
informal discussions with farmers,
educators, and concerned citizens around
the state, Anderson said that the goal of
the commission was to determine com
mon problems faced by the agricultural
sector and suggest methods to remedy
trouble spots. The group came up with 19
recommendations. .

A prevalent sentiment that the com
mission identified concerns the clean up
of the Minnesota River. Agricultural
groups said that they have been treated
unfairly. "What we've been doing, farmers
have been doing for many years," said
Anderson, "but nobody ever told us we
were doing wrong. The economies of
agriculture don't permit overnight
changes," Anderson continued.
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The group is asking for three to five
more years to voluntarily address the
reduction of nonpoint source pollution of
the Minnesota River watershed. After this
period, the project is to be turned over to
state regulatory units, including the
Pollution Control Agency, for further
clean-up.

Sen. Charles Berg (DFL-Chokio)
objected to a recommendation that
corporate farm laws should be abolished
and replaced with limitations on the size
of livestock units per site. Berg is a
proponent oflivestock expansion.

The commission also recommended
freezing the present level of gross real
estate taxes on bare farmland, and
increasing income taxes to fund education
in rural areas. T ownshipand county taxes
are not included in the freeze. Sen. Dan
Stevens OR-Mora) said, "buildings and
land don't require services, people do."

Agriculture overview
Committee members listened to

lobbyists, farmers, and interested citizens
voice comments and concerns about the
1995 federal farm bill. Sen. Joe Bertram,
Sr. (DFL-Paynesville) apologized to
members on behalf of Bob Bergland,
former U.S. Secretary of Agriculture;
whose planned visit was postponed.
Rather than cancel the meeting, Bertram
opened the time to discussion surrounding
the federal farm bill.

Recently returned from Washington
D.C., Gerald Lacey, a farmer from
Western Minnesota and president of the
National Barley Growers Association said,
"I see more unity on the federal level than
I see in the state." He urged farmers to
present a united front and to work with
environmentalists. "The big guns in
Washington are the environmentalists,"
said Lacey. "We need to work with them
and educate them."

Myron Halvorson, a farmer and vice
president of the Minnesota Agri-Growers
Council said that there are two main
concerns that must be addressed: prop
erty tax reform, and private property
rights. "These are the grassroots issues
which are important to farmers,"
Halvorson said. "We don't represent
Democrats or Republicans--we represent
farmers."

Halvorson said that there has been a
significant change in the government's
attitude toward farmers, and that overlap
ping of agencies and their policies and
duties has negatively impacted farmers
nationwide. "We are tired of being

harassed by state and federal agencies,"
Halvorson said. "Many agencies could be
done away with and the environment
would not suffer for their absence,"
Halvorson continued.

"As we look to the 1995 farm bill
debate, the only certain factor is that
there'll be less dollars," said Al
Christopherson, a farmer from Kandyohi
County and president of the Minnesota .
Farm Bureau, "and it's completely
uncertain where those dollars will go."
Christopherson echoed concerns about
property tax reform, and added wetland
issues to the agenda. "If there is an area
that will get farmers to sit up and take
notice," he said, "it is wetlands."

Bruce Kleven, a lawyer and farmer from
Chippewa County, spoke on behalf of the
Minnesota Wheat, Barley and Sugar Beet
Growers. Besides looking for continued
funding for scab research, growers want
roads and bridges "at least maintained,"
said Kleven. He added that workers camp
reform is also a growing concern for sugar
beet growers.

Lastly, Tom Cochran, executive
director of the Agri-Growth Council
echoed Lacey's thoughts about working
with environmentalists. "Comments from
environmentalists are extremely compli
mentary toward agriculture;" Cochran
said, "and it used to be that you couldn't

,use the two words ih the same sentence."

Crime Prevention

Foster home licensing
The ·first two bills to be heard by the

Crime Prevention Committee, chaired by
Allan Spear (DFL-Minneapolis), were laid
over after more than two hours of discus
sion Thurs., Jan. 26.

Sen. Don Betzold (DFL-Fridley)
presented S.F. 64, a bill which would
require the Department of Corrections to
notify municipalities 30 days before
licensing a foster home for juvenile
delinquents. An amendment was added
that would require a license applicant to
meet with the municipality and would
allow the municipality to submit written
comments to the commissioner of
corrections. The bill would not prohibit
the DOC from issuing a license.

The bill is in response to concerns from
the Coon Rapids City Council about a
home licensed for foster care of six youths,
Betzold said. The council was notified
only because the DOC was seeking
approval for up to 12 girls which required
a special use permit from the city.



Coon Rapids Mayor William Thomp
son who testified at the meeting said the
council would like to be notified of any
application for a foster home license if a
'eighborhood will be affected. It is not

Lbat the city does not want such foster
homes in the community, Thompson said,
but he would like the DOC to meet with
local officials before licensing. Local
officials often have to react to neighbors
who may oppose a foster home. "We're
not saying they (juveniles) don't belong
in our community, but we would like to
try to find a location to work for the best,"
he said. "These kids are maybe not getting
the best experience because the neighbor
hood is up in arms."

William Guelker, of the DOC, said he
didn't object to simply notifying the
municipality but he thought the require
ment to "meet and confer" with local
officials went too far. He believed cities
have been notified of foster care licensing
since current statute requires an applicant
receive approval from the local zoning
and planning board.

Guelker cautioned the committee
against making the rules too cumbersome
and consequently discouraging people
from operating foster homes. "I'm con
cerned a number of these well-meaning
people may just choose not to go throughye process," he said.

He added that DOC officials simply
respond to applications for foster care
licensing and are not involved with
locating sites. "We would not be able to
place a foster home somewhere else in the
community," he said.

Sen. Gene Merriam (DFL-Coon
Rapids) agreed that the amendment
asking the DOC to meet with local
officials implied a municipality could
change the location of a foster home.
Public policy has been that any group of
six people or less can live in any neighbor
hood, he said.

Sens. Tracy Beckman (DFL-Bricelyn)
and Jane Ranum (DFL-Minneapolis) also
were concerned about affecting the
operation of foster homes for non
delinquent juveniles. Beckman, who is a
foster parent, said he would not want to
possibly get involved in a public hearing
type process. "It's hard enough to get
foster care," Beckman said. "If these kids
are that big a thorn in the side of a
community, we have to start looking at
our communities. This would be going in
the opposite direction."

Sen. Randy Kelly (DFL-St. Paul) moved
;hd the committee unanimously voted to
withdraw the amendment. The bill then
was laid over until a later meeting.

In other business, the committee
considered a bill that clarifies laws
regarding eligibility for stays of adjudica
tion.

Sen. David Knutson (IR-Burnsville)
presented S.F. 39 restricting the con
trolled substance possession crimes a
person can be found guilty of while still
being eligible for stays of adjudication.
The bill also restricts eligibility for
deferment or dismissal to first-time
controlled substance offenders.

Proponent of the bill, First Assistant
Washington County Attorney Richard
Hodsdon said the bill clarifies current
legislation that allows some offenders to
be put into diversionary programs instead
of serving a sentence. The bill ensures
individuals involved in sales of drugs or
repeat offenders are exempted from
diversion programs, he said.

Hodsdon said the original legislation
was designed to keep some drug criminals
out of the prisons, however over the years
more individuals with prior drug crime
convictions were benefitting from the law.

John Stuart of the state public
defender's office disagreed with the
proposed bill, saying the goal of legislation
should be to find creative ways to deal
with repeat drug offenders and to reduce
the number of offenders going to prison.

Scott Swanson, also of the state public
defender's office, disagreed as well, and
said the bill would further tighten drug
related crimes while the nation is moving
toward more diversionary rriethods.

Sen. Ellen Anderson (DFL-St. Paul)
was concerned the bill takes away a
judge's discretion. Others expressed
concern on how the bill would affect jail
capacity.

The bill was set aside for further
discussion.

Program budgets heard
At the Weds., Feb. 1, meeting, mem

bers of the Crime Prevention Finance
Division heard budget reviews from the
Ombudsman for Corrections, Private
Detectives and Protective Agent Services
Board, and the Board of Peace Officer
Standards and Training (POST).

Patricia Seleen, ombudsman for
corrections, is requesting an additional
$63,000 for the next biennium to pay for
another field investigator and cover
overhead costs associated with hiring two
investigators last year. The annual budget
for the program is $530,000 and Seleen
heads a staff of 10.

Members also discussed the budget of
the Private Detectives and Protective
Agent Services Board which is anticipat-

ing revenues of $90,000 for each of FY 96
and FY 97, and expenditures of $102,000
and $115,000 for those years respectively.

Executive Director of the POST Board
John Laux is requesting a deficiency
allocation of more than $80,000 for FY 95
to cover litigation costs.

Discussion of the budgets will continue.
The budget review of the Sentencing
Guidelines Commission is expected to be
heard at a future meeting. .

Education
New education agency proposed

The Education Funding Division,
chaired by Sen. Lawrence Pagemiller
(DFL-Mpls.), reviewed a proposal to
abolish the Dept. of Education and
replace it with another at the Tues., Jan.
31, hearing.

In the budget proposal, the governor
recommended abolishing the Dept. of
Education and replacing it with the Dept.
of Children and Education Services,
effective on July 1, 1996. In addition to
carrying out the responsibilities of the
Dept. of Education, other service pro
grams aimed at children and families
currently provided by other state agencies
would be rolled into the new agency.

The purpose for establishing the new
department, Minnesota Planning Director
Linda Kohl said, is to improve the
delivery of children and family services by
placing the state's programs into one
organization. She said the current
organizational system is seen as a barrier,
to. the efficient delivery of those services.

Kohl said the new agency would be
responsible for three functions - providing
family and community services, basic
education, and career preparation
programs. To perform those functions,
the governor is recommending the
transfer of more than 30 programs to the
new department. Among those programs
are Head Start and other early childhood
education initiatives, child care funding .
programs, several health-related services,
violence prevention efforts, and youth
and training employment initiatives.

In general, most of the funding pro
vided through those programs is now
awarded as grants, Kohl said. By shifting
the programs from several agencies to one,
distributing the funds could be better
coordinated at both the state and local
levels, she said.

Several Senators expressed concerns
that not all of the state-funded programs
that serve children and families, such as
Aid For Dependent Children (AFDC),
were included among those that would be
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Committee update
shifted to the new department. Maria
Gomez, commissioner of the Dept. of
Human Services, said two issues may
prevent those programs from being
included. "Unlike the other programs,
AFDC is awarded as an individual
entitlement," she said, "It must be
uniform in how it is handled, and it
couldn't be tailored by local communities
to fit their programs." She added that the
uncertain status of welfare reform at the
state and national levels also was an issue.

The division was also given a brief
overview of the Dept. of Education's 1994
Performance Report. The report, required
by a state law adopted in 1993, is to be
linked to the agency's budget document
and provide information about the
agency's performance in carrying out its
mission. The report, presented by Deputy
Commissioner John Mercer and Bob
Wedl, assistant commissioner, sparked
discussion on the nature of the Dept. of
Education's mission. Additional discus
sion of the report is expected at coming
meetings.

Graduation rule discussed
The State Board of Education's efforts

to adopt and implement a statewide
graduation requirements rule was re
viewed by the Education Funding Divi
sion, chaired by Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller
(DFL-Mpls.), Thurs. morning, Feb. 2.

Current state rules require students to
attend a specified number of courses and
for a certain number of hours in order to
graduate, state board member Tom
Lindquist, explained. A state board
proposal would change the requirement.
Expectations are that students entering
ninth grade in the fall of 1996 will be the
first class that will be required to meet
new graduation requirements.

The conditions that applied when the
older rules were first adopted have
changed, said Lindquist. Because today's
students will be working in a global
economy, he said the schools must do a
better job of preparing them to do so.
"We need to focus on results rather than
seat time," he said. "The new rules will
provide a safety net, that all students will
graduate with the skills they need to be
productive members of society. They will
also establish higher academic standards
that students will need to achieve."

Iris McGinnis, the director of assess
ment for the Dept. of Education, likened
the graduation rule to a jigsaw puzzle. She
said under the older requirements, schools
districts were given individual pieces and
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told to have their students assemble them
into a complete picture. With the new
requirements, she said the graduations
standards represent whole pictures and
that the districts will create the jigsaw
puzzle their students will need to assemble
in order to graduate.

McGinnis said that 60 graduation
standards have been developed and in
order for a student to graduate from high
school, they will be required to meet 23 of
those standards. She added that all
students will be required to show that
they have mastered seven basic skills.

She said the requirements will create an
educational system where the focus is on
the schools and their efforts to teach
students, and will serve as a way for the
state to pull back on the mandates it has
placed on school districts.

McGinnis said the rules also reflect a
national effort to update the assumptions
that were used to determine how curricu
lum is prepared and delivered. "The
curriculum we use today is basically the
same we have used since 1920," she said,
"All we have done since then is add more
information. We need to adapt to
changed conditions and teach our
students how to apply the information we
provide."

In 1993, the Legislature appropriated
$10 million to the department to test how
the graduation requirements would be
implemented using 14 pilot sites. Reports
on that work were presented by Dave
Greve of the Annandale School District,
Don Karlgaard from the Brainerd Schools
District, and Linda Calendar from Anoka
Hennepin.

The governor has recommended a $15
million appropriation for further develop
ment and implementation of the gradua
tion rule. The division is expected to
discuss the requirements as it continues
budget discussions.

Students react to budget
Students representing each post

secondary education system presented
their views on how proposed budgets will
affect higher education to members of the
Higher Education Division at its Weds.,
Feb. 1, meeting.

The students showed statistics on
higher education spending rates to
support their request that Legislators
increase funds to post-secondary institu
tions and depend less on yearly tuition
increases.

Andrea Ruesch of the Minnesota State
University Student Association said the

state has decreased higher education
spending from 15.5 percent in 1987 to
11.5 percent in the next biennium as
proposed by the governor. She said that
represents a decline in investment in one
of Minnesota's valuable resources and the
future of the state.

Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller (DFL
Minneapolis) asked if the students
thought closing an institution and laying
off staff would be a viable alternative to
increasing tuition. Ruesch and the others
agreed that tough choices exist but
creative ways should be considered in
order to continue to provide quality
higher education. Ruesch said much
depends on the effectiveness of the merger
of the state universities and community
and technical colleges.

In other business, the committee,
chaired by LeRoy Stumpf (DFL-Thief
River Falls), heard a report from the
Department of Finance on the higher
education budget. Detailed discussion will
continue.

Environment and Natural
Resources
LCMR budget advances

At a Thurs., Jan. 26, meeting, members
of the Environment and Natural Re
sources Finance Division unanimously
approved a bill that appropriates more
than $33 million for 86 projects related to
environment management, education and
preservation.

The funds, overseen by the Legislative
Commission on Minnesota Resources
(LCMR), allow municipalities and
organizations to apply for grants to fund
various environment-related projects. The
grants are provided mostly through state
lottery proceeds and the cigarette tax,
according to author of the bill, Sen.
Steven Morse (DFL-Dakota). The
program is designed to give local control
over various environmental issues while
meeting state, regional and local environ
mental goals.

Sen. Phil Riveness (DFL-Bloomington)
asked if there are any restrictions in the
application process that considers how
critical the projects are, and whether a
state agency may be able to or should fund
a particular project. He suggested the
LCMR look at a project as something that
would not be done but for the availability
of the grants.

A section of the bill that divides any
excess appropriations to various project
areas was struck. The bill advances to the
full Committee.



Ethanol payments discussed
A bill that changes provisions of the

state subsidies for ethanol production was
"fard during a Tues., Jan. 31, meeting of
lle Environment and Natural Resources

Finance Division.
Sen. Steven Morse (DFL-Dakota)

presented S.F. 106, a bill that phases out
the blenders' credit and increases produc
ers' credits. Morse said the bill benefits
Minnesota producers instead of subsidiz
ing out-of-state producers as the blenders'
credit does.

The bill supports the state's goal that
ethanol production plants in the state
produce 100 percent of the ethanol
needed for blending with gasoline, he
said. It also limits how much the state will
subsidize a producer in both funding and
quantity. The latest the program will run
is the year 2010 and the state will not
subsidize more than $30 million in a fiscal
year, Morse said. The subsidy cap of $30
million is increased from the current $10
million, he said, to help producers in
long-range planning.

Members debated the merits of subsidiz
ing the state's ethanol industry and
whether more restrictions to subsidies
should be included in the bill.

The bill had advanced to the division
'rom the Agriculture and Rural Develop
l~ent Committee; discussion will con

tinue.

Ethics and Campaign
Reform
Three bills to floor

The Ethics and Campaign Reform
Committee made quick work out of three
bills relating to elections at its meeting
Tues., Jan. 31. The committee, chaired by
Sen. John Marty (DFL-Roseville) ap
proved Senate Files 168, 181, and 3,
sending them onto the full Senate.

The first, S.P. 168, authored by Sen.
Sam Solon (DFL-Duluth), allows minors
to participate in simulated elections. "The
bill is permissive," Solon said, "and does
not mandate participation."

Deputy Secretary of State Elaine Voss
testified in support of the bill, saying that
it is an educational program that increases
awareness, particularly in the age group
that shows the least amount of voter
participation: 18-24. "We're losing a
whole generation of voters," Voss said,
"and this is an educationally sound
program, that will stimulate voting."
) Two bills sponsored by Sen. Richard
Cohen (DFL-St. Paul) were also referred
to the floor. S.F. 181, a bill that allows
time off to vote in state legislative

elections, was unanimously approved by
members.

S.P. 3, a bill that allows persons who are
not registered members of either major
political party to participate in elections
as judges, was also sent to the floor. "The
bill opens up the process significantly,"
Cohen said, "by allowing somebody who
is not a Democrat or Republican to serve
as an election judge."

Finance
Performance reports discussed

A new process to indicate state agen
cies' performance was reviewed by the
Senate Finance Committee, chaired by
Sen. Gene Merriam (DFL-Coon Rapids),
at the Tues., Jan. 31, hearing.

Legislative Auditor James Nobles
presented the committee with an over
view of Performance Reporting, an effort
that was required of state agencies by
legislation adopted in 1993.

The intent of that legislation, Nobles
said, is to separate an agency's perfor
mance from the biennial budgeting
process. In doing so, agencies are required
to identify their mission, the goals of the
programs they operate and manage, and
the objectives that agencies intend to
achieve through their programs.

Nobles said 21 agencies are required to
complete a performance report each year.
The reports are submitted to the legisla
tive auditor, who then comments on their
content.

One of the primary purposes for
developing the reports, Nobles said, is to
provide legislators with basic information
about the programs that they are being
asked to support through the budget
process. He said that, by identifying
specific program measurements, lawmak
ers and the public will be able to deter
mine if a program actually does what it
was intended to do.

He said many agencies have been
frustrated by the process, and are having
difficulty in identifying measurable
objectives for their programs. "And many
agencies are skeptical," he said. "They are
waiting to see if [the Legislature] actually
uses the reports in the budget process."

Some members commented that the
report is just one of many that agencies
issue, and they questioned the value of
the information. Nobles agreed that
agencies do provide ample amounts of
information. "You don't need more data
and more reports," he said, "What you
need is better data and better reports."

The committee also heard a brief report
from Assistant Commissioner Judy

Johnson and Kurt Richberg of the Dept.
of Finance, who told the members that
the department has developed and is
testing a computer software system that
will assist state agencies with their
performance reports. Richberg said the
software will maintain a database of all
information, matched with program goals
and objectives, from each of the agencies.
That information, he said, is expected to
be available through Internet in the early
fall of 1995.

In other business, the committee also
approved S.F. 188, authored by Sen. Don
Samuelson (DFL-Brainerd), allowing an
appropriation made by the Legislature in
1992 to be used to relocate athletic fields
near the new Brainerd college campus.
A provision in the 1992 capital budget
bill prohibited the use of state funds to
relocate the athletic fields as part of a
project to build a joint technical and
community college campus in Brainerd.
Samuelson said that when funding was
approved for the project in the 1994
bonding bill, the intent was to repeal the
provision, but in the final version of the
bill, the repealer was omitted. With
construction of the new campus now
begun, he said passage of the bill will
allow the contractors to complete site
preparation work while they are still on
the site.

Sen. LeRoy Stumpf (DFL-Thief River
Falls) offered an amendment, modifying
portions of the language contained in the
1994 bonding bill, allowing the Commu
nity College System additional flexibility
in how they may use the appropriations
they were given to plan and design several
projects. The Stumpf amendment was
adopted and S.F. 188 was approved. The
measure now goes to the Senate floor.

Agency budget review begins
The State Government Division of the

Senate Finance Committee, chaired by
Sen. Richard Cohen (DFL-St. Paul),
began its review of the governor's recom
mendations for the budgets of state
agencies at the Weds., Feb. 1, meeting;

The division began its review of the
budget proposals with presentations from
the State Board of Investment, the Office
of the State Treasurer, and the Office of
the State Auditor.

Howard Becker, executive director of
the State Board of Investment, told the
division the governor is recommending
the board receive a general fund appro
priation of $407,000 for fiscal year (FY)
1996 and 1997. The board's total budget
request is just more than $4 million for
the biennium and Becker explained that
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Committee update
most of the revenue the board receives
comes from assessments billed against the
statewide retirement and non-general
fund accounts for the investments it
manages.

Becker explained that the state board is
responsible for investment management of
various public employee retirement and
trust funds, and cash accounts. The total
assets managed by the board amount to
more than $23 billion.

State Treasurer Mike McGrath pre
sented a budget request of $4.95 million
for the coming biennium to the division.
McGrath said the State Treasurer's Office
is responsible for monitoring and verifica
tion of all money that goes in and out of
state government, as well as monitoring
the receipt and disbursement of state
funding.

He said one of the challenges facing the
office is monitoring electronic banking
transactions, particular in how welfare
payments are disbursed. McGrath said
there are proposals to permit recipients to
use automatic teller machines to get their
payments.

The division also began their review of
the budget proposal from the Office of the
State Auditor. Judy Dutcher, State
Auditor, joined by Deputy Commissioners
Deno Howard and Paul Almirall, pre
sented a budget request of $14.2 million
for the coming biennium and outlined the
agency's responsibilities.

The responsibility of the State Auditor,
Howard said, is to serve as the state's
"watchdog," monitoring how county and
local governments are using their funds.
"When we do an audit," she said, "We feel
that we are there on behalf of the taxpay
ers to see how their dollars are being
used."

Howard also discussed the office's
responsibility to investigate allegations of
theft or fraud involving public funds, the
oversight they provide to the state's police
and fire relief associations, as well as
research and informational duties. The
division will continue to review the State
Auditor's budget request at a later
meeting.

Gaming Regulation
Lottery overview

The Gaming Regulation Committee,
chaired by Sen. Charles Berg (DFL
Chokio), reviewed the status of the state
lottery Tues., Jan. 31. George Anderson,
director of the Minnesota State Lottery,
briefed members on details surrounding
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the operation. "Our hope here today is to
highlight for you what was in 1994, and
falling short of having a crystal ball, show
you where we're going in 1995."

According to Anderson, fiscal year
1994 lottery sales reached $331.5 million,
due in large part to two record powerball
jackpots. Of that figure, almost $81
million was returned to the state, 60
percent going to the general fund, and the
remaining 40 percent allocated to the
environment and natural resources truSt
fund.

Sen. Bob Lessard (DFL-Int'!' Falls) told
members that citizens in his district are
concerned about the projects that lottery
proceeds pay for. "People are tired of
seeing this money put into the general
fund, when it was intended to go for game
and wildlife programs," Lessard said. He
alerted members that he will offer an
amendment to recoup half of the 6.5
percent that is presently allocated to the
in-lieu-of-sales tax portion. "We're talking
about somewhere around $10 million
dollars a year that should be going to fish
and game programs," Lessard added.

Highlighting merits of the lottery,
which is self-supporting, Anderson said
that it collects monies owed to the state
by withholding prize dollars from winners
who have outstanding debts. Specifically,
$150,654 was collected in back taxes and
child support.

Anderson said that the projected
budget for next year is $41 million dollars,
and pointed out that the self-imposed
figure is less than the $44 million dollars
that it is allowed. "It is a matter of fiscal
prudence," he said, "which lets us cover
the increasing cost of doing business,
absorb any mandated salary increases, and
respond to new legislation--such as
funding the study of compulsive gam
bling," Anderson said.

Turning to the issue of video gaming,
Senators asked questions surrounding the
security of the endeavor, the costs and the
benefits. Berg asked how long it would
take to get video gaming on-line, in the
event that a test period and area were to
be designated. "It would depend on the
number of counties involved," Anderson
said, "but somewhere between six to eight
months."

Sen. Kenric Scheevel OR-Preston) .
raised questions about the security
breeches, especially with the prevalence
of creative computer hackers. Anderson
said that there are numerous checks in
place to insure the machine's safety and
the game's integrity. "It is a priority to

maintain public confidence at all times,"
Anderson said.

The confirmation hearings of appoin
tees to the Gambling Control Board were
postponed until further notice.

Governmental Operations
and Veterans
Rule~makingprocess discussed

Two views of the process used to
develop state rules were presented to the
Senate Governmental Operations and
Veterans Committee, chaired by Sen.
James Metzen (DFL-South St. Paul) and
the House Governmental Operations
Committee,chaired by Rep. Phyllis Kahn
(DFL-Mpls.), during a joint meeting of
the two legislative panels, Fri., Jan. 27.

In recent sessions, several proposals
have been introduced to alter the state's
rule-making process. The members of the
committees learned that new proposals
are being prepared for introduction this
session.

One expert recommended wholesale
changes to the process. "The Minnesota
system is one of the most technical, rock
strewn, complicated schemes for rule
making in the entire country," said
Arthur Bonfield, an administrative law
professor at the University of Iowa.

Bonfield said that the system that the
state uses for establishing its rules is "over
judicialized." He argued that because all
rule-making hearings are required to be
on-the-record, public comment on the
proposed rules is impeded. "You tend to
want to conduct hearings like judicial
hearings when they should be more like
legislative hearings," he said.

He said the current rule-making process
seems to place more reliance on the views
of "technocrats," state agency officials
who specialize in an area of expertise.
While arguing that state rules must have
input from experts, it is the wishes of the
"body politic," the general public as
represented by its elected officials, that
should determine if a rule is adopted.

State rules most often delineate how
agencies will implement the programs and
policies that are directed by legislative
action. There are practical reasons why
legislatures should leave some policy
making abilities up to agencies through
rule-making, Bonfield said. "You don't
have the time and staff to make all the
decisions," he said, "and you don't have
the expertise for specificity." .

He said that when lawmakers require
agencies to adopt rules needed to imple-



ment specific programs, they should

clearly specify the objectives the program

is intended to meet.

) Melvin Goldberg, a professor at the

'William Mitchell College of Law, told the

members that he agreed the Minnesota

rule-making process was unique. But he

argued that wholesale changes to the

system are not necessarily needed.

"The current system is much more

reflective oflegislative intent," he said, "It

does indeed provide an opportunity for

everyone to see a rule before it takes effect

and to comment on it."

Having served as an administrative law

judge for a number of rule-making

hearings, Goldberg said the process does

encourage public input. "An interesting

thing occurs at a rule hearing," he said,

"The public does come forth and has

exchanges with agency staff about the

rules. What happens at these hearings

gives the public a greater sense that there

is openness in government processes."

Goldberg encouraged legislators to

consider avoiding changes to the process

that may inadvertently increase the

potential for litigation in how rules are

established. "There is a better chance for

catching mistakes in our system by

allowing on-the-record hearings to take

)lace," Goldberg said.

, Further discussion of proposals to

change the rule-making process is

expected later this session.

Innovation reports given

The work of a state board charged with

improving local government service

delivery was reviewed by the Governmen

tal Operations and Veterans Committee,

chaired by Sen. James Metzen (DFL

South St. Paul), at their hearing Tues.,

Jan. 31.
The committee heard a report on the

activities of the Board of Government

Innovation and Cooperation from Jim

Gelbmann, the board's executive director.

He said that the main purposes of the

board are to provide incentives to help

local governments to be innovative and

cooperative in the delivery of their

services and to remove state-imposed

barriers that local governments may face

in providing services.

The board, created by the Legislature

two years ago, represents "a bold initia

tive," Gelbmann said. "It showed that the

state was willing to enter into partnerships

with local governments in an effort to

Amprove the quality of services," he said.

Since its inception, Gelbmann said the

board has awarded more than $3.2 million

in grants to local governments for pilot

projects that alter how those local

governments do business. The state's

involvement has been crucial, he said. "It

is unfair for local governments to assume

all of the risks for trying to implement

new ideas," Gelbmann said. "By provid

ing some incentives, the state assumes

part of the responsibility for those new

ideas."
Two projects that were funded by the

board were featured at the hearing.

Wilkin County Commissioner Audrey

Krebs told of their county-wide project

involving county government, the nine

cities and two school districts in her

county. She said the county received a

$25,000 grant for a program involving

high school students who provide public

services that local governments cannot

afford.
Krebs said the students, who earn

academic credit for their efforts, have

provided programs for children, worked

with elderly residents, helped run a crisis

intervention line, and identified wells

that need to be sealed. Five students

involved in the program - Dana

Miranowski, Jared Miller, Amy Byars,

Heather Zimmerman and Jodi Harrington

- told the members of their projects.

Roberta Anderson, Norwood city

administrator, said her city has begun

efforts to combine their public services

with those offered by the adjoining

community of Young America. The effort

was awarded a $48,000 grant to support

the planning that has begun. Anderson

said this effort is being guided by a

steering committee and several issue area

committees who are addressing the

concerns that caused earlier merger efforts

to fail. She said the grant is being used to

help cover the costs for legal and planning

assistance throughout the process.

The incentives program is an important

part of the board's work, Gelbmann said,

but he felt their most important responsi

bility is to help local governments get

around procedural barriers by granting

waivers to rules.

Cheri Merritt of the Hennepin County

Elderly and Disabled Assistance Division

told the committee of a waiver the county

received from an income reporting

requirement. Under Medical Assistance

rules, individuals are required to report

any changes to their income every six

months. She said the waiver exempts

individuals on fixed incomes from having

to file a report, which simplifies the

process for those individuals.

Ellen Larson, Lake of the Woods

County Auditor, told of two waivers her

county received. The first allows the

county auditor and county treasurer to

eliminate duplication of delinquent taxes

information. The other waiver, she said,

exempts the county from having to

publish its financial report in two newspa

pers, and specifies that competitive

bidding be used in designating which is

the legal newspaper. Because the county

only has two papers, the waiver requires

that when the statement is run, the other

paper contain an advertisement noting

the publication. The waiver saved the

county about $5,000 in costs, Larson said.

Customer service profiled

The Governmental Operations and

Veterans Committee, chaired by Sen.

James Metzen (DFL-South St. Paul),

completed its review of state government

innovation, Weds., Feb. 2, with a report

on the efforts of the Dept. of Revenue to

improve customer services.

Assistant Commissioner Dwight Lahti

told the committee the Dept. of Revenue

has been talking about service levels for

some time. "We began to find that we

were talking about service out of one

corner of our mouths," he said, "but the

results of our outcomes were not indicat

ing that we were doing customer service."

He said several efforts have begun over

the past five years that are improving how

the agency serves its customers.

Stan Marchio, a Taxpayer Service

Representative, said that before 1994,

only about 47 percent of all calls being

made by people with questions about their

state income ta.'{es were actually being

answered.
He said the department started asking

customers what they wanted and found

that most are calling to request tax forms,

check on the status of their refund, or ask

a specific question. Marchio said that by

implementing a voice mail system, callers

could automatically order forms or check

on refunds. Additional agency staff from

the department's audit division were then

trained to handle the other calls during

peak periods of the year. "We were able to

get our response rate up to 89 percent," he

said. Additional changes, based on .

customer suggestions, have been made

such as clarifying details on the tax forms

and by extending the availability of

service representatives by adding evening

and weekend hours, Marchio said.

Diane Nelsen of the department's Audit

Division explained efforts to instill a

customer focus in the division. She said a

customer survey was first conducted in

1991, despite the resistance from the

continued on page 10
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1995 Senate Committee Assignments

Agriculture and Rural Development (11)
Chair: Bertram Vice Chair: Hanson
Office: 323 Telephone: 296-7405
Meets: M, W; 12 noon-2 p.m.; Room 107

Environment and Natural Resources (18)
Chair: Lessard Vice Chair: Chandler
Office: 111 Telephone: 296-1113
Meets: T 2-4 p.m., F 10-2 p.m.; Room 107

Berg
Dille
Lesewski

Morse
Murphy
Sams

Scheevel
Stevens
Vickerman

Anderson
Berg
Dille
Finn

Frederickson
Johnson, J.B.
Laidig
Merriam

Mondale
Morse
Novak
Olson

Pariseau
Price
Riveness
Stevens

Commerce and Consumer Protection (15)
Chair: Solon Vice Chair: Wiener
Office: 303 Telephone: 296-4158
Meets: M, W; 12 noon-2 p.m.; Room 112

Environment and Natural Resources Finance Division (12)
Chair: Morse
Office: 0-24 Telephone: 296-5649Anderson

Belanger
Chandler
Day

Hottinger
Janezich
Johnston
Kroening

Larson
Metzen
Oliver
Price

Samuelson
Berg
Finn
Frederickson

Johnson, J.B.
Laidig
Lessard

Merriam
Olson
Pariseau

Price
Riveness

Crime Prevention (12)
Chair: Spear Vice Chair: Anderson
Office: 0-27 Telephone: 296-4191
Meets: M, W, Th; 2-4 p.m.; Room 15

Ethics and Campaign Reform (11)
Chair: Marty Vice Chair: Reichgott Junge
Office: 0-9 Telephone: 296-8866
Meets: T, Th; 12 noon-2 p.m.; Room 107

Beckman
Belanger
Cohen

Kelly
Knutson
Laidig

Marty
Merriam
Neuville

Ranum Cohen
Day
Johnson, D.E.

Johnson,D.J.
Laidig
Moe, R.D.

Pariseau
Pogemiller
Sams

Crime Prevention Finance Division (9)
Chair: Beckman
Office: 306 Telephone: 296-5713

Education Funding Division (15)
Chair: Pogemiller Vice Chair: Krentz
Office: 235 Telephone: 296-7809

Education (23)
Co-Chair: Pogemiller Co-Vice Chair: Krentz
Co-Chair: Stumpf Co-Vice Chair: Price
Office: 235 Telephone: 296-4185
Meets: T, W, Th; 10 a.m.-12 noon; Room 112

Ranum Stumpf
Reichgott Junge
Robertson
Scheevel

Samuelson
Solon
Stevens

Terwilliger

Ourada
Riveness
Robertson

Morse
Neuville
Piper

Kiscaden
Kramer
Krentz

Kroening
Langseth
Merriam

Finance (21)
Chair: Merriam Vice Chair: Kelly
Office: 122 Telephone: 296-4157
Meets: M, T, W, Th; 4-6 p.m.; Room 123

Berglin
Chandler
Johnson, J.B.

Family Services (14)
Chair: Piper Vice Chair: Betzold
Office: 0-9 Telephone: 296-9248
Meets: T, Th; 12 noon-2 p.m.; Room 15

Finance State Government Division (12)
Chair: Cohen Vice Chair: Riveness
Office: 317 Telephone: 296-5931

Beckman Johnston Morse Samuelson
Cohen Kroening Neuville Spear
Frederickson Laidig Piper Stumpf
Johnson, D.E. Langseth Ranum Terwilliger
Johnson, J.B. Larson Riveness

Frederickson
Johnston
Kelly

Ranum
Spear

Merriam
Neuville

Olson Robertson
Ourada Scheevel
Pappas Solon
Ranum Wiener
Reichgott Junge

Knutson
Laidig

Langseth
Larson
Moe, R.D.
Murphy
Neuville

Langseth
Larson
Olson
Pappas

Cohen
Kelly

Beckman
Hanson
Janezich
Kleis
Knutson

Beckman
Hanson
Janezich
Knutson
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Gaming Regulation (9)
)Chair: Berg Vice Chair: Janezich
. Office: 328 Telephone: 296-5539
Meets: T, W, F; 8-10 a.m.; Room 107

Judiciary (12)
Chair: Flynn Vice Chair: Finn
Office: G-29 Telephone: 296-4274
Meets: M, W; 12 noon-2 p.m.; Room 15

Johnson, D.E.
Lessard

Marty
Mondale

Neuville
Scheevel

Spear Berglin
Betzold
Cohen

Kiscaden
Kleis
Knutson

Krentz Spear
Reichgott Junge
Robertson

Higher Education Division (11)
Chair: Stumpf Vice Chair: Price
Office: G-24 Telephone: 296-8660

Health Care and Family Services Finance Division (12)
Chair: Samuelson
Office: 124 Telephone: 296-4875

Health Care (11)
Chair: Berglin Vice Chair: Sams
Office: G-9 Telephone: 296-4151
Meets: T, W, Th; 10 a.m.-12 noon; Room 15

Governmental Operations and Veterans (14)
Chair: Metzen Vice Chair: Riveness
Office: 303 Telephone: 296-4175
Meets: T, W, F; 8-10 a.m.; Room 15

Solon
Spear
Stumpf
Terwilliger
Vickerman

Pappas Wiener
Pariseau
Robertson
Runbeck

Merriam
Metzen
Neuville
Novak
Olson
Piper
Pogemiller

Janezich
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Committee update
continued from page 7

auditors in the agency. "We found that
people are more reasonable than we
expected," she said, "and that we thought
the audits were educational for taxpayers.
But the results showed we were much
weaker in that area than we thought." As
a result, she said more effort is being
placed on providing service to the
customers throughout the audit process.

Lahti also discussed the on-site inspec
tions of the agency's customer service
efforts performed by individuals from
outside the department. "Weare not in
pursuit of any award," he said, "That takes
some of the pressure off during these
inspections."

He added that the atmosphere in the
department has changed because of their
efforts. "Five years ago you would never
hear anyone even whisper the word
"customer"," he said. "Today you hear it
throughout the department."

"We still have a long ways to go," he
concluded, "This doesn't happen over
night, and it has taken some time to get
the notion of customer into the organiza
tion, but it is happening.?'

Health Care
Medical Practice Board bill heard

Responding to the need for mostly
technical changes regarding the Board of
Medical Practice, Sen. Pat Piper (DFL
Austin) explained S.F. 95, a housekeeping
bill, in the Health Care Committee
Thurs., Jan. 26.

The bill contains several provisions,
including changes in the licensing
requirements for foreign applicants and
allowing the board to approve the
cancellation of credentials. Provisions
also add to the grounds for disciplinary
actions, allow the board to suspend
credentials and to require a mental or
physical examination of regulated persons.
In addition, the bill extends civil immu
nity and makes changes in the registration
of physical therapists.

Sen. Jim Vickerman (DFL-Tracy)
expressed concern about the licensing
requirements for foreign applicants, saying
that the changes may exclude foreign
doctors from practicing. The proposed
changes require that a foreign medical
graduate must complete a two year
accredited graduate training program in
the United States, U.S. territories or
Canada, or must complete one year of the
training program and must have practiced
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for five years without disciplinary action
in the U.S., U.S. terrritories or Canada.
Sen. Sheila Kiscaden OR-Rochester)
concurred with Vickerman, stating that
the bill defines a qualified physician too
narrowly, and is "not in the best interest
of rural health access."

Leonard Boche, director of the Medical
Practices Board, explained that the
requirements area response to situations
in which a physician's qualifications
cannot be judged and training and
disciplinary actions cannot be verified.
"There is a very delicate balance" between
assuring minimum requirements and the
need for providing service in rural areas,
Boche acknowledged, but "this is the only
mechanism we have to determine
minimum standards." The bill was laid
over.

The committee, chaired by Sen. Linda
Berglin (DFL-Mpls.) also heard the
Department of Health's presentation on
the anesthesia practices study. Mary
Kennedy explained that services are
provided by both an anesthesiologist and
a certified registered nurse anesthetist,
generally in a team care approach. The
study found that the team approach is the
most cost effective and provides the
highest quality of service, as shown by the
very low patient risk factor.

Governor's budget presented
The Health Care Committee, chaired

by Sen. Linda Berglin (DFL-Mpls.), heard
the governor's budget recommendations
for the Dept. of Health and Human
Services on Weds., Feb. 1.

The Dept. of Health recommendations
for the upcoming biennium total $76
million from the general fund and $32
million from the state government special
revenue fund. The agency's plan includes
improvements to health quality assurance,
health protection, support services, and
the development of health systems.

Elizabeth Quam, assistant commissioner
of the Dept. of Health, outlined the
proposals within the department. Quam
described plans fora home care licensure
program increase and the health facilities
licensure program. The program increase
of $115,000 in 1996 and $125,000 in
1997 would allow for compliance activi
ties without a fee increase. Quam
explained that home care providers are
"the fastest growing segment in the health
care industry," and that currently the
department administers the licensing for
55 percent more providers than projected.
The increase is needed in order to offer

appropriate assistance and inspections in a
field where there are many inexperienced
providers, Quam said.

The requested funds for health care
facility license fees decreased by $2.7
million for 1996 and $3.7 million for
1997. The decrease is in response to a
1993 fee increase used to recover a deficit.
Quam explained that the deficit has been
reduced, and that the requested funds will
support regulatory activity through new
staff positions.

Christine Rice of the Health Protection
Program explained the role of the
program to members, noting that the
program oversees disease prevention,
environmental health and public health.
Among the governor's recommendations
in the program are a fee increase in the
food, beverage and lodging inspection
program, generating $175,000 annually.
Rice said that the new fee schedule would
better reflect the risk assessments and
time devoted to a particular facility. Rice
also noted that the Health Protection
Program, which monitors infectious
diseases in the state, is discussing payment
options for the meningitis vaccinations
given recently in Mankato, but no policy
has been determined.

Committee members heard recommen
dations for the Dept. of Human Services,
outlined by Shirley Patterson. Patterson
described the Life Skills Self Sufficiency
Initiative, which provides a variety of
social and long term support services.
The purpose of the initiative is to improve
access, increase consumer choice and
allow more tailoring to individual needs
and abilities, Patterson said. The initia
tive includes an increased appropriation
of $335,000 in 1996 to test and imple
ment alternative quality assurance
approaches for persons requiring ongoing
care. The approaches will include peer
review models, client feedback, local
quality assurance and service planning
approaches.

Patterson explained that the recom
mendations also include an appropriation
of $2 million to establish developmental
disabilities pilots to streamline require
ments, shift purchasing of services to the
local level, and provide increased con
sumer choice in nontraditional services.
The pilots focus on integration and the
establishment of a single set of standards
and procedures for developmental
disability services, said Patterson. Berglin
expressed concern about the cost of the
programs and the expected outcomes.
Discussion will continue.



Health budget discussed
Convening to consider the governor's

budget recommendations, the Health
Care and Family Services Finance
Division met Weds., Feb. 1. Biennial
budget recommendations total $190.9
million annually for the Dept. of Health.
Ann Barry of the Dept. of Health outlined
the agency's strategies, focusing on
assessment of the health of populations,
policy development and planning, and
assurance that appropriate activities are
carried out.

Tom Maloy, director of the
department's finance and administration
area, explained that currently 54 percent
of the department's $190.6 million
resources come from the federal govern
ment. The department allocates 53
percent of its total expenditures to grants,
Maloy said.

Elizabeth Quam, assistant commis
sioner, outlined the proposals within the
health systems development area. Within
the area are three services in which
recommendations are made by the
governor, including the family health
activities. Quam noted that 87 percent of
the family health activity resources are
allocated to special project grants.
Currently a grant is requested for
\$300,000 for a women's health initiative
~o promote and improve the health status
of women through health advocacy,
research and dissemination of informa
tion. Another request is a transfer of
services to a newly created Dept. of
Children and Education Services. Quam
said that the transfer would improve
coordination and integration of services
for children and their families.

Regarding community health services,
an increase of $590,000 over the next two
years is recommended for reengineering
the state's records system. The develop
ment.of a computer network system
enhances efficiency and customer service,
Quam said.

The health care delivery policy activity
exists to monitor the rate of growth of
health care spending, and improve the
quality and access of health care services.
Recommendations within this activity
include the suspension of the regulated
all-payer option (RAPO) fee schedule
development. The suspension reduces
expenditures by $348,000 annually.
RAPO provides a standardized uniform
reimbursement system to control spending
for all health care services outside
'community Integrated Service Networks
(CISN) and ISNs. Quam explained that
since few Minnesotans are likely to
participate in RAPO in the near future

and statewide cost containment goals are
currently being met, that the rate setting
component should be suspended.

Jobs, Energy and
Community Development
Wind equipment tax exemption

The Thurs., Jan. 26, meeting of the
Jobs, Energy and Community Develop
ment Subcommittee on Energy and Public
Utilities provided an opportunity to air
the arguments on both sides of the
controversy surrounding the property tax
exemption for wind conversion equip
ment. No bill was before the Senators.

The subcommittee, chaired by Sen.
Janet Johnson (DFL-North Branch),
heard first from Tim Seck of Kenetech
Windpower, Inc. Seck testified that the
company is not in a position to absorb tax
on the existing 25 megawatt Buffalo Ridge
wind conversion plant near Lake Benton
in Lincoln County. Seck said that
Kenetech's bid for the plant assumed that
no taxes would be applied to the plant
because of the 1991 law that exempted
such facilities from taxation. He also said
that under the current agreement, his
company, not NSP or rate payers, would
be responsible for paying any taxes
assessed on the plant. Seck said that the
bidding process forNSP's current request
for 100 additional megawatts is compli
cated by the uncertainty about whether
the exemption will be continued.

Mary Peterson, Lincoln County
Commissioner, and Jack Keers, Pipestone
County Commissioner, testified in favor
of taxing parts of the equipment. Peterson
pointed out that Lincoln County provides
services such as roads, emergency services
and services of the county engineer to the
existing plant and should receive some
tax revenue from it. Peterson outlined a
proposal under which, for the first five
years, the tax would be based on the pads
or foundations on which wind conversion
equipment is placed, and from the sixth
year on, the tax would be based on the
pad or foundation and the towers.

Keers testified that taxing only a
portion of the present and future wind
plants would have an impact on taxes in
the rest of the county and could affect the
county's ability to attract economic
development.

Representatives from the New World
Power Corporation, the Sustainable
Resources Center, the American Wind
Energy Association, and the Institute for
Local Self Reliance also testified on wind
energy-related matters.

Housing issues discussed
The issue of providing affordable

housing provided the focus for the Tues.,
Jan. 31, meeting of the Jobs, Energy and
Community Development Subcommittee
on Economic Development and Housing.
The panel, chaired by Sen. Ellen Ander
son (DFL-St. Paul), heard an overview, by
Commissioner Kit Hadley, of the Minne
sota Housing Finance Agency and heard
summaries of two reports dealing with
affordable housing.

Hadley said that the two main objec
tives of the agency are to enable Minneso
tans to have decent affordable housing
and to aid in building communities.
Hadley said that the agency is one of the
top five financial institutions in the state
and that for the 1994-95 biennium, the
agency's Affordable Housing Plan
includes funding for nearly 50 programs
totaling $911.6 million. The agency is
governed by a seven member board of
directors and is organized in two major
program divisions and three major support
divisions. The program divisions are
Single Family and Multi-Family. Hadley
also pointed out that although the agency
is a state agency, most of the funds used to
operation the agency and to provide loans
come from sources other than state
appropriations.

Hadley also provided an outline of the
governor's housing initiative. The
initiative provides for an addition $15
million to be used in four existing
programs to meet the housing needs
associated with economic development.
The initiative earmarks $4 million for the
Homeownership Assistance Fund; $7.8
million for the Affordable Rental Invest
ment Fund; $3 million for the Commu
nity Rehabilitation Fund; and, $200,000
for the Capacity Building Grant Program.
Hadley said that job creation in Greater
Minnesota is handicapped by the lack of
affordable housing in Greater Minnesota.

Hadley also said that the agency is
emphasizing the creation of affordable
housing in the suburbs and Greater
Minnesota and emphasizing the rehabili
tation of housing stock in the central
cities in an effort to lessen the concentra
tio~of low income housing in the central
cirles.

Members also heard brief summaries of
two reports relating to low-income and
affordable housing in suburban areas.
Barbara Lukermann, of the Humphrey
Institute, outlined conclusions in a recent
land use practices and low-income
housing study. Lukermann said that the
report concluded that the communities
studied did not deliberately discriminate
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against people needing low-income
housing but that the communities did not
go out of their way to provide low and
moderate income housing. The study also
found that families base housing location
choices on several factors, such as family
relationships, in addition to availability of
housing stock. Lukermann said that
zoning and regulatory policies, while not
deliberately discriminatory, do restrict
access to housing. Other factors that may
act as barriers include high property taxes,
tight municipal budgets, demographics,
higher land prices and concern over
maintaining quality, said Lukermann.

Mayor Joy Tierney, of Plymouth, along
with Bob Renner and Cindy Thomas
representing the Municipal Legislative
Commission, presented a summary of
another study on affordable housing.
According to Thomas the debate over
suburban low and moderate income
housing has not examined what's driving
the need for affordable housing. In
addition, Thomas said that the debate has
also failed to examine the differing kinds
of needs for housing and the resulting
mass transit needs. Tierney said that the
major barrier in her community was the
cost of land. Discussion of affordable
housing issues will continue.

Utility rate bills advance
Three bills were advanced during the

Weds., Feb. 1, meeting of the Jobs, Energy
and Community Development Commit
tee. The committee, chaired by Sen.
Steven Novak (DFL-New Brighton),
approved all three measures. Most of the
debate centered on a provision in S.F. 65,
authored by Sen. Randy Kelly (DFL-St.
Paul). The bill eliminates the sunset on
the authority for the approval of area
development rate plans for new and
expanding business customers in a defined
development area. In addition, the
measure expands the definition of utility
to include gas utilities, includes the Iron
Range Resources and Rehabilitation
Board under the definition of authority
and allows a utility to recover the costs of
the area development discount rate in
the setting of general rates by the Public
Utilities Commission. Debate focused on
the provision allowing the utility to
recover the costs of the discount from all
ratepayers. For the five years the program
has been in operation, recovery of costs
was limited to the customers who
benefitted from the plans. Sen. Janet
Johnson (DFL-North Branch) and Sen.
Ellen Anderson (DFL-St. Paul) said that
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they were concerned that residential
customers would end up bearing the
burden of the discount. Ken Stabler,
representing NSP, said that over the
course of the last year the plan would
have only added 2 cents to the average
residential bill. However, Johnson said
that the potential for increasing the
burden on residential customers could
come in the future. After considerable
debate, Sen. Kevin Chandler (DFL-White
Bear Lake), offered an amendment that
prohibits the recovery of costs from
residential customers. The amendment
was adopted. The bill was approved and
sent to the Senate floor.

S.F. 44, authored by Novak, extends
the deadline for a report from the Legisla
tive Electric Energy Task Force from Feb.
1,1995 to Sept. 15, 1995. Novak said
that the report is required by the Prairie
Island legislation enacted last year, but
because the task force had not yet hired
an executive director, it was necessary to
delay the report. The bill was approved
and sent to the Consent Calendar.

The third measure gaining committee
approval was S.F. 213, abolishing the
sunset provisions related to competitive
rates for electric utilities. The measure,
sponsored by Sen. Douglas Johnson (DFL
Cook), makes permanent the PUC's
authority to approve plans for competitive
electric utility rates when a regulated
utility is trying to retain a large customer.
Sen. Janet Johnson questioned whether
the approval of competitive rates was
effectively preventing the development of
cogeneration. Scott Bracket, of the Dept.
of Public Service, agreed that the devel
opment of cogeneration might be delayed
but said that the it would still be develop
ment. The bill was approved and sent to
the full Senate.

Cold Weather Rule discussed
The Jobs, Energy and Community

Development Subcommittee on Energy
and Public Utilities met Thurs., Feb. 2, to
hear testimony regarding Minnesota's
Cold Weather Rule. The rule provides
protection against utilities' shutting off
customers main heat source during the
winter. The panel, chaired by Sen. Janet
Johnson (DFL-North Branch), heard
testimony from representatives of con
sumers and utilities.

Pam Marshall, representing the Energy
Cents Coalition, testified that protection
against utility shut-offs should be the first
priority. Instead, she said, the Cold
Weather Rule, places the entire burden of

applying for protection on the customer.
Marshall pointed to Wisconsin's Cold
Weather Rule legislation as a model that
Minnesota should emulate in protecting
low income customers from utility
disconnections. Deb Smith, representing
the Public Utilities Commission, said that
the goal of the rule is provide options to
protect households from shut-offs of their
primary heat source. She also pointed out
that the rule only applies to regulated
utilities in Minnesota. According to
Smith, there are four types of protection a
customer may apply for: the setting up of
payment plans, a 10 percent plan, an
inability to pay plan and a reconnection
plan. In order to participate in the 10
percent plan and the inability to pay plan,
customers must agree to participate in a
budget counseling program. In addition,
customers may also designate a third party
to help in applying for protection. Smith
said that the PUC has recently partici
pated in the initiation of low income rates
to make utility costs more affordable for
low income users. Finally, Smith said that
most of the 5,000 customers who were
disconnected had not applied for protec
tion under the Cold Weather Rule.

Several representatives of utility
companies that are not covered by the
Cold Weather Rule also testified before
the subcommittee. Most testified that,
although they were not covered by the
rule, they had taken steps to initiate
budget plans or other plans to help
customers avoid disconnections.

Judiciary
Human rights

A proposal to extend the statute of
limitations for filing a unfair discrimina
tory practice claim was presented to the
Senate Judiciary Committee, chaired by
Sen. Carol Flynn (DFL-Mpls.), at a Mon.,
Jan. 30, meeting.

The committee, meeting for the first
time this session, also approved three
other bills and sent them to the Senate
floor for further consideration.

Under the provisions of S.F. 57,
sponsored by Sen. John Marty (DFL
Roseville), an individual who may have
been subject to an unfair discriminatory
practice would have up to two years from
when that practice occurred to file a claim
under the state's Human Rights Act.
Current law limits the filing of claims to
up to one year from when the unfair
practice allegedly occurred.

The bill, Marty told the committee,



would also prohibit an employer from
asking a prospective employee for infor
mation about any complaints or charges
of unfair discrimination that have been
)iled. The measure also limits the
discovery and admission of certain
evidence in sexual harassment claims,
requiring that evidence is admissible only
after a substantial showing is made that
the evidence is material and relevant.

Marty said the statute of limitations
change allows those who feel they have
been subject to discrimination more time
to file a claim than the law now provides.
In some instances, employees may feel
that they cannot file a claim, out of fear
that doing so would cost them their job,
Marty said. Other times, he added,
individuals are unable to file a claim for
some time after the incident has taken
place because it was a traumatic experi
ence. "Extending the statute of limita
tions would give them a chance to have
their day in court," Marty said.

Robert Reinhart of the Minnesota
Employment Law Council expressed his
group's opposition to the bill and to
extending the statute of limitations in
particular. "Because of the unique nature
of these complaints, employers need to
know about the claims on the condition
of their work places as quickly as pos
)ible," he said, adding that extending the
statute of limitations is inconsistent with
the intent of the rest of the human rights
laws.

Ken N ikoli of the Dept. of Human
Rights also expressed concerns on the
Marty proposal. He told the committee
that extending the statute of limitations
may open the door for an increase in the
number of claims filed. He said the
department would need additional
resources to handle the added load. The
committee set aside the proposal until
their Feb. 6 meeting.

In other action, the committee ap
proved S.F. 75, authored by Sen. Don
Betzold (DFL-Fridley), clarifying that a
mechanics' lien, filed against registered
land by a contractor seeking payment for
improvements made to that property, is to
be filed with the county's registrar of
titles.

Betzold said the bill is based on a recent
Appellate Court ruling that overturned a
lower court decision awarding a payment
to a contractor for their work on a
property. While the contractor followed
state lawby filing a lien for payment
against the certificate of title with the
Jounty recorder, the court ruled that
because there was a certificate of title, and
not an abstract title, the lien should have

been filed with registrar of titles. By
specifying where mechanic's liens are to
be filed, Betzold said this situation should
not occur again. The bill was approved
and sent to the Consent Calendar.

S.P. 77, clarifying the time limits for
court action to be taken under the new
motor vehicle warranties law, was also
approved and sent to the Senate floor.
Current law allows a consumer who
purchases a new vehicle from a dealer to
file a complaint against the dealer in the
event of a problem with the vehicle.
Betzold, the bill's author, said the con
sumer can seek to settle the complaint
with the dealer through arbitration, but if
that settlement is unsatisfactory to either
party, they may seek to have the settle
ment removed in court.

Betzold said the bill specifies that if the
consumer prevailed in the settlement, the
dealer has 30 days from the date of the
decision to file a claim in court seeking to
have the settlement overturned. If the
the consumer does not prevail, the
consumer has six months to file a claim.

After some discussion, the bill was
amended to specify which of the parties
would be aggrieved by the decision. The
committee adopted the amendment and
approved the bill.

In other action, the committee also
approved S.P. 74, sponsored by Sen.
Ember Reichgott Junge (DFL-New Hope),
sending it to the Consent Calendar. The
measure, Reichgott Junge explained,
makes technical corrections to several
laws that were adopted in 1994.

Information policy discussed
The Joint Judiciary and Crime Preven

tion Subcommittee on Privacy met
Weds., Feb. 1, to hear two reports dealing
with information policy.

The first report, required by legislation
that was enacted in 1993, was an update
on the Children's Information Manage
ment Redesign Project. Eileen
McCormack, project director, began by
outlining the general information resource
needs that had to be met in order to
integrate children's services data. How
ever, the panel, co-chaired by Sen. Harold
"Skip" Finn (DFL-Cass Lake) and Sen.
Jane Ranum (DFL-Mpls.), questioned
whether the report was actually the report
required by the legislation. Sen. Gene
Merriam (DFL-Coon Rapids), said that
the draft report simply restated the
problem that the legislation had already
identified. Sen. Sheila Kiscaden OR
Rochester) agreed and said "There is no
sense of what has been accomplished and
what the timelines are in this report."

Kiscaden also said, "This report is not a
list of what we need to have for a data
base; it is a list of reasons why we don't
have a database."

The subcommittee then heard an
Information Policy Training and Profes
sional Development Plan, presented by
Kent Eklund, of the Cincinnatus Group.
The plan was requested by the Dept. of
Administrations Information Policy
Office, in order to determine the training
needs of state and local government
employees in the implementation of laws
relating to public information policy.
According to Eklund, the report has two
major recommendations: initiate a
comprehensive data practices training and
professional development plan and
appoint a legislative study commission to
review and modify data practices laws.

Metropolitan and Local
Government

Overviews continue
The Coalition of Greater Minnesota

Cities and the Association of Metropoli
tan Municipalities presented overviews to
the Metropolitan and Local Government
Committee Thurs., Jan. 26. The commit
tee, chaired by Sen. Jim Vickerman (DFL
Tracy), listened while representatives of
each group outlined their agendas for the
1995 Legislative Session.

Diane Koebele, of Flaherty & Koebele,
highlighted the goals and policies of the
Association. Besides opposing cuts in
Local Government Aid and Homestead
and Agricultural Credit Aid, the Associa
tion wants limits placed on MPCA water
permit fees, annexation reform and
changes in the municipal board process.

Mayor Larry Buboltz of Detroit Lakes
said that certain issues and cuts in
financial aid that may go unnoticed in
larger regions can present big problems in
rural Minnesota due to the small size of
communities. Pointing to annexation
difficulties he said, "it pits friends against
friends, neighbors against neighbors."
Buboltz said that reductions in funding
are hard felt in a community like Detroit
Lakes. "For us, that $59,000 cut means
that we have to close our library, or we
can't hire the extra police that we take on
during the summer."

Sen. Martha Robertson (IR
Minnetonka) acknowledged that cities
will be facing financial challenges as a
result of fiscal policy tightening, but she
pointed out that it is not just one city
being affected. "Every city gets some
money from LGA and HACA,"
Robertson said, "and everybody lost some
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this year." Instead, Robertson urged cities
to look forward with a positive and
creative attitude. "Fear doesn't help get us
anywhere."

Sen. Keith Langseth (DFL-Glyndon)
said that every entity has to look at the
big picture, not just its specific corner.
"The pie was shrunk, and everybody's
going to have to take a little bit less," he
said.

"Hopefully as a state, we'll all be
winners," said Sen. Deanna Wiener (DFL
Eagan).

Roger Peterson, executive director of
the Association of Metropolitan Munici
palities, briefly outlined the organization's
priorities. Along with opposition to LGA
and HACA cuts, urban revitalization and
transportation top the list of 1995
concerns. Saying that transportation
issues are paramount, Peterson said, "we
can't just keep adding more ribbons of
highways or twenty years from now we'll
be scratching our heads wondering how
we're going to get to the Capitol to do our
business."

Taxes and Tax Laws
Budget overview heard

The Taxes and Tax Laws Committee
devoted the entire Tues., Jan. 31, meeting
to discussion of the governor's proposed
budget for the next biennium. The panel,
chaired by Sen. Douglas Johnson (DFL
Cook), heard presentations from Finance
Commissioner Laura King and Revenue
Commissioner Matt Smith. King empha
sized that the budget proposal contains no
state taxes increases and no non-property
local tax increases. She said that the
proposal also contains a $1 7 million net
reduction in fee~ and other revenues.
King also emphasized that the proposal
advances the governor's priorities in the
areas of K-12 education, corrections and
children and families. King said, "We
have taken a lot of steam from state
spending," and that spending will increase
at a slower rate than in the past. How
ever, King said there will be increases in
education finance, criminal justice,
human development and higher educa
tion to reflect the high priority given
those areas.

King and Smith also detailed the plan
to eliminate and combine numerous aids
and credits into County Homestead Block
Grants. The budget proposal outlines a
mechanism by which local government
Aid Distribution Councils would allocate
the block grants to the various levels of
government. Committee members
questioned the equity of the proposal,
citing the disparate sizes and powers of
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various local government entities.
Members raised questions about the

effect of federal actions on the state
budget. King said that there were two
major areas of uncertainty in the budget
proposal; the impact of federal actions on
the state and the exact size of the Cam
bridge bank settlement. The federal
actions that could affect the budget
include not only the balanced budget
amendment and welfare reform but the
latest raise in interest rates, King said.

Johnson, in his remarks, also pointed
out that the current budget proposal will
result in a budget deficit in the 1998-99
biennium and called for a bipartisan effort
to address the root causes of the problems
in the next biennial budget.

Transportation and Public
Transit
Bills advanced

The Transportation and Public Transit
Committee, chaired by Sen. Florian
Chmielewski (DFL-Sturgeon Lake)
convened Tues., Jan. 31, and heard
presentations of four bills.

Sen. Joe Bertram (DFL-Paynesville)
authored S.F. 33, a bill that allows some
people applying for drivers licenses to
wear headwear in photographs. The bill
permits people with hair loss due to illness
or injury to wear headwear, such as wigs
or turbans, in a drivers license or identifi
cation card, as long as the headwear does
not obscure the face. The bill advanced to
the Senate.

Bertram also presented a bill that makes
it unlawful to erect or maintain a drive
way headwall in a highway right-of-way,
except as allowed by permit. The bill
specifically addresses permanent walls
constructed around culverts in drainage
ditches. According to Bertram, some
headwalls are considered a hazard if a
vehicle would run off the road and into a
ditch. No action was taken on the bill.

Sen. Jim Vickerman (DFL-Tracy)
sponsored S.F. 42, a bill that removes the
sunset provision on a law that defines a
recreational vehicle combination as a
pickup truck attached to a camper-trailer,
which tows a trailer carrying a watercraft.
The sunset provision was included in the
originalstatute to allow for review, he
said. The bill was sent to the floor.

Sen. Mark Ourada OR-Buffalo) offered
a bill designating a bridge near Elk River
connecting Highway 101 in Wright
County to Highway 169 in Sherburne
County over the Mississippi River as the
Betty Adkins Bridge.

According to Ourada, the communities
had sought replacement of the bridge for

several years, and eventually raised
$100,000 to fund the project. Adkins, a
state senator at the time, had supported
the community effort for the project.

Some members questioned the naming
of a bridge after a person who is still alive;
and others wondered if there were
political aspects to be considered.

After amending the bill to ensure the
cost of the name plaque is paid for by the
communities, it was advanced to the
Senate.

Telecommuting discussed
Members of the Transportation and

Public Transit Committee heard a
presentation on encouraging
telecommuting as a way to reduce traffic
congestion and transit costs, increase the
quality of the environment, and restruc
ture a community's economic base.

At the Weds., Feb. 1, meeting, Presi
dent of Tele-Commuters Resources Inc.
John Sanger presented a report on
developing a telecommuting deployment
strategy in Minnesota.

The role of telecommuting touches on a
variety of issues facing many communities,
Sanger said, including environment,
economics, and quality of life. Currently,
some 20 percent of the state's work force·
conducts their work in their home using
home computers, modems and fax
machines at least some of the time; 17
percent telecommute at least two days a
week.

Sanger said to encourage more
telecommuters, communities need to
lower the zoning restrictions present in
most cities that prohibit businesses in
residential areas.

The committee, chaired by Sen. Florian
_Chmielewski (DFL-Sturgeon Lake) also
heard testimony from the administration
of the Annual Alternative Fuel Permit
Program supporting restructuring ofthe
permitting process.

Jack Wildes of the Motor and Vehicle
Services Division explained that some qf
the users of alternative fuel, such as
propane or natural gas, are complaining
about the law. He said 1994 legislation
changed the fee structure and makes some
user fees excessive, especially for individu
als who use alternative fuel pickup trucks
or vans. Wildes also said enforcement of
the permits is difficult.

David and Diana Leivestad, who have
been in the alternative fueL business since
the 1970s, suggested changing the law so
it wouldn't negatively target individual
users of alternative fuel vehicles. A system
that charged by mileage would be more
fair thanthe flat rate permit fees, Diana
Leivestad said.
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Monday, February 6

The Senate will meet at 11 a.m.

Agriculture and Rural Development
Committee
Chair: Sen. Joe Bertram, Sr.
12 noon Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: The PCA, DNR, and the
Department of Agriculture will discuss
department policy and procedures on
agriculture-related areas of oversight.

Judiciary Committee
Chair: Sen. Carol Flynn
12 noon Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 57-Marty: Statute of
limitations for certain human rights act
violations. S.P. 7-Cohen: Raising tort
liability limits for claims against Metro
Council transit operations. S.P. 230-Kelly:
Increasing limits of tort liability on
governmental units.

Crime Prevention Committee
Chair: Sen. Allan Spear

'p.m. Room 15 Capitol
.Lgenda: Report on the Violence
Prevention Advisory Task Force.
Presentation on a survey of Minnesota
prison inmates entitled "Risk and
Protective Factors in Adolescence."

Legislative Commission on Waste
Management
Co-Chairs: Sen. Janet Johnson and Rep. Jean
Wagenius
6 p.m. Room 10 SOB
Agenda: 1995 Waste Management Act
amendments, testimony and LCWM
recommendations.

Legislative Water Commission
Chair: Sen. Leonard Price
6 p.m. Room 5 SOB
Agenda: Repgrt on the proposed Lewis and
Clark Rural Water Project. Continuation
of briefings and discussion on 1995
legislative initiatives related to water.
LWC administrative items.

Tuesday, February 7

Governmental Operations and
Veterans Committee
Chair: Sen. James Metzen
8 a.m. Room 15 Capitol
A.genda: Discussion on veterans issues,

]
frey Olson, deputy commissioner, MN

.epartment of Veterans' Affairs; Richard
Zierdt, executive director, Veterans' Home
Board; James Connolly, state commander,
VFW; Les Orton, state adjutant/

quartermaster, VFWj Lyle Foltz,
department adjutant, Americal Legion;
Roy Hansen, department adjutant,
Disabled American Veterans; and Bob
Conner, department adjutant, Military
Order of the Purple Heart.

Health Care Committee
Chair: Sen. Linda Berglin
10 a.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Continuation of discussion and
testimony on the governor's health care
budget recommenaations, Department of
Human Services.

Higher Education Division
Chair: Sen. leRoy Stumpf
10 a.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: Presentation on the budget,
Minnesota State Colleges and Universities.

Jobs, Energy and Community
Development Subcommittee on
Energy ahd Public Utilities
Chair: Sen. Janet Johnson
10 a.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: Discussion on Conservation
Improvement Programs (CIP).

Environment and Natural Resources
Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Steven Morse
12 noon Room 123 Capitol
Agenda: Overview of the budget for the
Department of Agriculture, Elton Redalen,
commissioner, Department of Agriculture;
William L. Oemichen, deputy
commissioner, Department of Agriculture.

Environment and Natural Resources
Committee
Chair: Sen. Bob Lessard
2 p.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 102-Morse: LCMR
recommendations. Presentation on the
PCA strategic plan. Presentation on the
U.S./Asia partnership, former Sen. Don
Moe; Minnesota DTED.

Legislative Oversight Commission
on Health Care Access
Co-Chairs: Sen. Linda Berglin and Rep. Lee
Greenfield
2:30 p.m. Room 10 SOB
Agenda: Discussion of a staff position for
the commission and a contract for the 24
hour coverage study. Report on small
employer coverage and the Robert Wood
Johnson survey, Dept. of Health. Report
and overview of the ISN RAPO
implementation plan, Dept. of Health.
Overview of standard benefit
recommendations, Dept. ofHealth. Report
on Community Rating Study, Dept. of
Commerce.

Finance State Government Division
Chair: Sen. Richard Cohen
4 p.m. Room 318 Capitol
Agenda: Discussion and explanation of
budget books, Department of Finance.
Overview of budgets for the Gambling
Control Board, Lottery Board, and the
Racing Commission.

Taxes and Tax Laws Subcommittee
on Property Taxes
Chair: Sen. John Hottinger
4 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Discussion on local government
response to the governor's budget
proposals.

Legislative Commission on Children,
Youth and Their Families
Chair: Sen. Jane Ranum
6:30 p.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: Discussion on proposed changes
to the Community Social Services Act,
Education Code, Community Health Act,
and the Community Corrections Act to
encourage collaboration as a means of
providing a continuum of services to
children and families.

Wednesday, February 8

Governmental Operations and
Veterans Committee
Chair: Sen. James Metzen
8 a.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.P.23-Hanson: Resolution to the
U.S. government regarding the tenth
amendment. S.P. 55-Bertram:
Compensation to national guard members
for service at funerals for veterans. S.P.
134-Metzen: Alternate member of
Advisory Council on Gambling.

Education Funding Division
Chair: Lawrence Pogemiller
10 a.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: Governor's budget
recommendations. Discussion on working
document.

Health Care Committee
Chair: Sen. Linda Berglin
10 a.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Report on the Medical Assistance
Committee, Department of Human
Services. S.P. 95-Piper: Board of Medical
Practice housekeeping bill. S.P. 242
Berglin: Trusts. S.F.147-Sams: Variance
criteria for developmental achievement
centers (DACs).
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Jobs, Energy and Community
Development Committee
Chair: Sen. Steven Novak
10 a.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Agriculture and Rural Development
Committee
Chair: Sen. Joe Bertram, Sr.
12 noon Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: Discussion on the 1995 federal
farm bill, Bob Bergland, former U.S.
Secretary of Agriculture - rescheduled from
Feb. 1.

Commerce and Consumer
Protection Committee
Chair: Sen. Sam Solon
12 noon Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: Overview of the Department of
Commerce and issues of interest to the
committee, Jim Ulland, commissioner,
Department of Commerce. Briefing on
Minnesota's options under the new federal
interstate banking act. Review of HMO
reserves. Piper Jaffray investment issues.

Judiciary and Crime Prevention
Joint Subcommittee on Privacy
Chair: Sen. Jane Ranum and Sen. Harold
"Skip" Finn
12 noon Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Continuation of discussion on the
Minnesota Health Data Institute, Dale
Schaller, director. S.F. 56-Finn: A bill
relating to taxation, providing that certain
information is reclassifed as public
information. S.P. 1I2-Betzold: Relating to
child abuse reporting; records retention;
requiring a specified period for records of
cases in which no maltreatment is found.

Crime Prevention Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Tracy Beckman
2 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Overview of the budget for the
Sentencing Guidelines Commission and
the Board of Public Defense.
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Metropolitan and Local Government
Committee
Chair: Sen. Jim Vickerman
2 p.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: Overview by the Metropolitan
Mosquito Control Commission.

Finance State Government Division
Chair: Sen. Richard Cohen
4 p.m. Room 318 Capitol
Agenda: Overview of the budget for the
office of Attorney General.

Legislative Commission on
Minnesota Resources
Chair: Rep. Phyllis Kahn
7:30 p.m. Room 5 SOB
Agenda: Consideration of a workprogram
amendment to allow the use of classified
part-time staff extensions for DNR park
and trail workprograms. Consideration of a
workprogram amendment for additional
allocations from Critical Habitat Match,
Jay Rendall, DNR. Review of the DNR
bonding workprogram update, Bill Becker,
DNR. Status of LCMR appropriation
recommendations, LCMR staff.

Thursday, February 9

The Senate will meet at 9 a.m.

Health Care and Family Services
Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Don Samuelson
10 a.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Continuation of budget reviews
started at the Feb. 2 meeting - if necessary.
Performance review, Department of
Human Services. Overview of the
governor's budget, Department of Human
Services.

Higher Education Division
Chair: Sen. leRoy Stumpf
10 a.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: Presentation on the budget,
University of Minnesota.

Jobs, Energy and Community
Development Subcommittee on
Employment
Chair: Sen. Kevin Chandler
10 a.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: Workers' compensation.

Crime Prevention Committee
Chair: Sen. Allan Spear
2 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.P. 160-Reichgott Junge: Work
release for mothers of special needs
children. S.P. 163-Piper: Crime Victim ai,
Witness Advisory Council extension.
Progress report on implementation of the
1994 "Grant Hussey" legislation.

Finance State Government Division
Chair: Sen. Richard Cohen
4 p.m. Room 318 Capitol
Agenda: Overview of the budget for the
offices of Governor and Secretary of State.

Health Care and Family Services
Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Don Samuelson
4 p.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: Continuation of the budget
overview, Department of Human Services.

Friday, February 10

Transportation and Public Transit
Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Keith Langseth
8 a.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: Overview of the budget for the
Department of Public Safety.

Legislative .Commission to Review
Administrative Rules
Chair: Sen. John Hottinger
1:30 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Administrative penalty orders for
asbestos removal violations, Polution I

Control Agency. Discussion on the
LCRAR budget. Staff presentation and
discussion on the LCRAR biennial report.
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Responses to budget heard

Representatives oflocal units of
government appeared before the Taxes
and Tax Laws Subcommittee on Property
Tax, Tues., Feb. 7, to air their concerns
about the impact of the governor's budget
proposal on local governments. The
panel, chaired by Sen. John Hottinger
(DFL-Mankato), heard from
spokespersons from the Association of
Minnesota Counties, the Coalition of
Greater Minnesota Cities, the
Association of Metropolitan
Municipalities and elected officials.

Jim Mulder, executive director,
Association of Minnesota Counties, said
that the governor's budget proposal is
causing particular concern amolfg cqunty
governments because counties would face
$22 million in cuts in 1995. Mulder said
tha,t making such cuts this year
"undermines the good faith commitments
counties have already made."

Jim Asplund and Tim Flaherty,
speaking on behalf of the Coalition of
Greater Minnesota Cities, said the cities
view the proposal to cut aid now as an
outrageous act and that reductions in aid
will force cuts in basic services provided
by cities.

Roger Peterson, director of legislative
affairs for the Association of Metropolitan
Municipaliti~s,said" I will say flat out
that the governor's proposal to
consolidate aids and credits for
distribution through county aid
distribution councils just won't work
because of the conflicting priorities of
local units. '

Ramsey County Commissioner Dick
Wedell also spoke to the panel. Wedell
said that Ramsey County is already ,
working in a collaborative effort with the
f=ity of St. Paul and the St. Paul School
District to develop ideas and
recommendations for change to create a
better system for financing local
government.

Several Senators commented that there
were intrigued by the governor's proposals
for local governments but that the
implementation posed numerous
questions. Hottinger aS,sured members
that the panel would be hol~ing

additional hearings on the subject.

Week in Review
the department and must ,contain
standards such as a job placement rate,
wage rate, average cost per placement and
average length of time participants are on
AFDC. Samuelson explained that the
provision will ensure statewide
performance standards as well as provide
flexibility around the state.

Berglin introduced an amendment
raising the overall standard of need for
AFDC (Aid to Families with Dep~ndent
Children) by 25 percent. However, in
order to keep the provision cost neutral,
the maximum cash grant which can be
paid to a family remains constant. Berglin
explained that this will be l'a stepping
stone out of welfare and poverty" by
providing work experience and permitting
families to keep more income. The
standard increase will help families
already receiving AFDC and ensure that
recipients "won't end up worse off for
working", Berglin noted. '

Berglin sponsored another amendment
permitting counties to coordinate
transportation for child care services with
school districts and youth centers.
Hopefully, Berglin said, the assistance will
help families with transportation concerns
stay off welfare. '

Another provision offered by Berglin,
relating to child support assurance, was
not approved. The amendment enables
the department to operate a project of
child support assurance as prescribed in
the report to the Legislature. Members
commented that adequate time was
needed to review the report.

Regarding employment programs, Sen. '
Martha Robertson (IR-Minnetonka)
presented an amendment eliminating
work readiness and cash payments while
preserving food stamp employment and
training programs. The amendment
includes early transition to work
requirements. Sen. Phil Riveness (DFL
Bloomington) and other members
opposed the provision; stating that
elimination of cash grants would create
greater homelessness. The impact would
be "staggering" on counw shelters,
Riveness said. The measure was not
adopted. The bill, as amended, advances
to the Health Care and Family Services
Funding Division.

The Minnesota Senate
Welfare reform approved

After considerable discussion, the
Family Services Committee, chaired by
Sen. Pat Piper (DFL-Austin), approved
S.F. 1 on Thurs., Feb. 2. Sponsored by
Sen. Don Samuelson (DFL-Brainerd), the
approved version of the welfare reform
bill incorporated several amendments.

Samuelson offered a number of
amendments which were approved by the
committee. One amendment provides
federal earned income tax credits on a
monthly basis to families in the
Community Work Experience Program,
work readiness and fair share programs.
Deborah Huskins, assistant commissioner
in the Dept. of Human Services, stated
that the provision is "a very helpful
amount which will increase the monthly
income of families." It is "one of the most
)mportant strategies" in a non-welfare
solution for families, Huskins said.

In response to requests by the
department,· Samuelson presented an
amendment requiring a recipient to meet
the terms of their employability plan and
stating that failure to comply with the
plan will result in sanctions. The current
system is not working well enough,
Samuelson said, the bill attempts to
successfully combine education and work
to achieve self-sufficiency. The
amendment requires a recipient enrolled
in a high school equivalency program to
participate for at least six hours per week
and concurrent!y work no less that 64
hours a, month. For individuals attending
a full-time post-secondary educational
program, there is no work requirement.
However, if an individual participates on
a part-time basis, up to eight hours work
weekly is required. The provisions are
adjusted during school vacation periods.
Sen. Linda Berglin (DFL-Mpls.) stated
that the requirements "take a program
which works fairly well and adds things
that could make it unattractive." Berglin
suggested th\lt the work participation be
offered on a vqluntary basis.

)
Sam,uelson introduced an amendment

requiring STRIDE (Success Through
Reaching Individual Development and
Employment) service providers to develop
specific employment-related performance
standards. The plan will be reviewed by



Committee update
Agriculture and Rural
Development
Agency commissioners speak

Commissioners from the Department of
Agriculture, the Pollution Control
Agency, and the Department of Natural
Resources met with Senators Mon., Feb.
6, to discuss agency policies and proce
dures. Of pahicular concern to the
committee are efforts to stream line
regulations of the three agencies and their
inter-dependant operations, said commit
tee chair, Sen. Joe Bertram, Sr. (DFL
Paynesville). "We want to create a one
stop shop this year," Bertram said, "and to
make the whole process more user
friendly."

Department of Agriculture Commis
sioner Elton Redalen told members 'that
because of the ground water bill of 1989,
the agronomy services division has
experienced considerable growth. Sen.
Steve Dille '(IR-Dassel) said that the
division, which oversees the disposal of
toxic pesticides, needs to look at ways 'to
become more cost effective, "Perhaps you
need to redesign the program to get more
bang for the buck," Dille said.

Redalen acknowledged the costs of the
program, but added that he supports
removal of outdated pestieides from
farmlands. "This is one of the most
successful programs we've implemented
and yes, it costs money, but because of it
we don't have as many empty pestiCide
containers sitting in sheds around the,
state," Redalen said. '

Sen. Steven Morse (DFL-Dakota) and
Sen. Jim Vickerman (DFL-Tracy) both
asked about fee increases. Redalen told
the committee that there were no
increases planned.

Commissioner Charles Williams, from
the PCA, echoed Redalen's comments'
about striving for efficiency and cost
effectiveness. He said that the overall
operating method of the PCA has
changed, and in recent years the agency
has become less prescriptive. "We reached
a fork in the road and saw an opportunity
to work with people, ;md we'Ve chosen to
march down the fork where we're going to
be a lot more user friendly," Williams said.

Highlighting improvements the PCA
has made, Williams pointed out that
staffing in the field has increased, time
spent processing papers has decreased, and
authority to act has been given to regional
representatives. "We're trying to get closer
to the local operation," added Willams.

Lastly, the committee heard from
Commissioner Rodn'ey Sando from the
Department of Natural Resources. He
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reaffirmed the department's commitment
to clarifying rules and regulations,
particularly those applying to wetlands.

"We're going to be reviewing the
wetlands legislation," Bertram said, "and
do you agree that there should be some
changes made?" Sando acknowledged
that certain change~ are in order, and told
members that the DNR is taking an
aggressive look at how to better serve the
community.

"I have an ag policy coordinator, good
working relationships with the other
agencies, and technological resources-
computer access--'to help make this
operation run more effectively and
efficiently," Sando said. "Resources are
local," Sando continued, "and we need to
get the money and power out there wher~

they can work."

Bergland: Farm bill '95
"This year Congress will be required to

deal with the farm bill differently than it
has in all the 30 years I've been in
Washington," said former Secretary of
Agriculture Bob Bergland at the Wed.,
Feb. 8 meeting of the Agriculture and
Rural Development Committee. Bergland
went onto to say that programs are based
on outdated principles of the 1930s,
calling them "cumbersome and expen
sive," and in need of major reform. "They
have to make big time changes," Bergland
said.

Bergland, a native and current resident
of Roseau, said that the family farm of
times past can't survive in today's highly
competitive global market. He' called for
an overhaul of antiquated policies,
elimination of various programs, a push
forward in experimental cropping,
productive coalition building, and finally
aggressive'expansion into new markets,
both geographically and product-wise.

Sen. Steve Dille (IR-Dassel) raised
questions about vertical integration. "The
vertically integrated model dominates
perishable'production," said Bergland.
"The big companies have tremendous
economic power--they're very sophisti
cated food machines." Bergland cautioned
that for small operations, the levels
between farm and grocery shelf can be
treacherous territory, and advocated
paying top dollar for good management.

Sen. Steven Morse (DFL-Dakota) asked
the former secretary what his position on
the export enhancement program is. "We
should junk the export subsidy, the EEP,"
said Bergland, "it undercuts traditional
market prices." '

Committee chair, Sen. Joe Bertram, Sr.
(DFL-Paynesville) expressed concerns

about the morass of new federal legisla
tion, particularly mandates fueled by
environmentalists. Bergland said that the
groups are well-heeled and urged working
with them, rather than against them.
"There have been, shall we say, allies in
the past, and we need to recognize the
green coalition."
, He also encouraged a cooperative
attitude with certain countries, specifi
cally Canada. "Canada has been a good
trading partner," Bergland said, "and our
exports will go South. We have to go
where they want what we have, but can't
grow it."

Commerce and Consumer
Protection
Commmerce Dept. overview

The Commerce and Consumer Protec
tion Committee, chaired by Sen. Sam
Solon (DFL-Duluth), spent the Weds.,
Feb. 8, meeting hearing an overview of
Dept. of Commerce's duties presented by
Commissioner James Ulland.

Among the changes the department
will propose in this year's commerce bill,
Ulland said, is a proposal to eliminate the
requirement that banks publish their
quarterly financial statements in newspa
pers. Ulland said that even if the require
ment is lifted, banks will still be required
to have the information available to
customers.

Ulland also outlined the department's
duties in regulating the insurance indus
try. Those duties include licensing
insurance companies to operate in the
state, and reviewing each kind of policy
that companies sell. Overall, Ulland said,
the insurance industry in the state [s
healthy.

The commissioner presented an
explanation of the state's top valued
companies. In terms of market capitaliza
tion, Ulland said, 3M is top and United
Health Care is second.

Representatives from United Health
Care then briefly outlined the company's
activities in the state.

Crime Prevention
Violence prevention is key

Two reports presented to the Crime
Prevention Committee, chaired by Sen.
Allan Spear (DFL-Mpls.), focused on
prevention efforts as ways to curb vio
lence and associated costs in Minnesota
communities.

Sen. Ellen Anderson (DFL-St. Pau!), as
co-chair of the Vicilence Prevention
Advisory Task Force, presented the task



force findings and recommendations to
the committee, Mon., Feb. 6. The 1994

,Legislature established the task force to
,define and evaluate violence prevention
programs, develop a state policy and
funding plan, and make recommendations
to the Legislature and state agencies.

The task force interviewed some 600
individuals from across the state, repre
senting various groups, to understand how
they view violence and how violence can
be stopped, according to Vivian Jenkins
Nelsen, co-chair of the task force. "One
thing that became crystal clear was that
violence touches everyone," she said,
adding that violence knows no cultural,
educational, or economical boundaries.

The violence prevention policy adopted
by the task force urges state government
to work with citizens to "create safe,
healthy and nurturing communities and
improve the quality of life for all Minne
sotans." Anderson outlined a number of
recommendations the Legislature could
adopt to help meet those goals.

One task will be to convince citizens,
through the media and community
programs, that prevention efforts are the
most cost-effective ways to lower crime
and violence, Nelsen said.

Anderson said the task force did not

)
have enough time or resources to recom
mend funding options, but that the
Legislature and governor could look at
shifting dollars from other corrections
programs. A comprehensive prevention
effort also requires cooperation from other
levels of government and community
organizations, she said. "We decided we
can't afford not to invest in prevention
efforts," she said.

The committee also heard results from a
survey of state prison inmates about their
childhood and adolescent experiences.

The Minnesota Citizens Council on
Crime andJustice and the Department of
Corrections conducted the study at the
direction of the 1993 Legislature. The
goal was to collect data on which to base
public policy, the report states.

Richard Ericson, director of the council,
said the study shows inmates had more
risks and fewer protective factors while
growing up compared to non-inmates.
Protective factors, such as being accepted
within families and social groups or
having close, on-going positive relation
ships, can shield an individual from poor
developmental outcomes, he said.

The report states that the findings of

)
the study do not excuse antisocial
behavior or suggest people should not be
held accountable for their actions. The
findings do point to a more efficient use of
public funds if focused at the "front end"
or on prevention measures, Ericson said.

Public defenders budget heard
The Public Defenders Office is request

ing deficiency appropriations of some
$2.65 million to make up for money lost
through a governor's veto in the1994
Legislative Session. Members of the
Crime Prevention Finance Division,
chaired by Sen. Tracy Beckman (DFL
Bricelyn), discussed the matter at a
Weds., Feb. 8, meeting.

According to Dick Sherman, chief
administrator for Public Defenders, the
$2.65 million is part of the Juvenile
Justice Act which went into effect Jan. 1.
The money is designated to provide
counsel for juveniles charged with
delinquency and continue the state take
over of juvenile proceedings.

The 1994 Legislature approved the
Public Defenders budget, however the
governor vetoed the portion of the budget
dealing with the Juvenile Justice Act,
leaving the office more than $2 million
short from January to July 1, 1995.
Sherman said the office is providing the
required services by using contingency
funds and delaying filling some positions.
He said five public defenders in the Third
Judicial District have quit because of too
many cases. "We anticipate by March we
will not be able to provide services in
some (judicial) districts," he said.

John Stuart, state public defender, said
four major policy changes contribute to
the budget problems, including the right
of every juvenile to have an attorney
which increases the annual case load by
13,000 to 15,000, and the right for '
juveniles to have counsel for appeal cases.

"This is the ultimate unfunded mandate
from the governor," said Sen. Jane Ranum
(DFL-Mpls.). She said she supports the
public defenders request but also asked
why Sherman's office did not look into'
their legal obligations if the programs
were not funded. Sherman said he has met
with officials from the governor's office
and decided to present the matter to the
crime division to try to find a solution.

Sen. Randy Kelly (DFL-St. Paul)
questioned the office's decision to move
ahead without funding and come back for
deficiency appropriations, suggesting it
negated the governor's line-item veto.

The division is expected to schedule
another budget hearing with Sherman's
office to further discuss the deficiency
request and additional annual funding.

Education
Mayo Foundation budget heard

Officials from the Mayo Foundation are
requesting an increase in the amount of
funding each Minnesota student will
receive for attending the Mayo Medical

School. Martha Carey, of the Mayo
Foundation, presented a budget overview
to members of the Higher Education
Division, chaired by Sen. LeRoy Stumpf
(DFL-ThiefRiver Falls), at a Tues., Feb.
7, meeting.

Students of the medical school, who are
Minnesota residents, currently receive
$10,270 a year in grants to help ease the
anticipated after-school debt load, Carey
said. Non-residents do not receive the
grants and pay $19,800 a year to attend
the school.

The foundation is seeking an increase of
$466 per student per year, or $10,736 in
annual grants. Total capitation for the
next biennium is $429,440 to cover grants
for an average of 40 students per year.

The Mayo'Foundation also is seeking
funding for students enrolled in the Mayo
Family Practice Residency Program, a
three-year graduate medical program
located in Kasson, in Dodge County.

According to Carey, the foundation
wants to expand the program and enroll
30 residents by 1996, up from the current
26, at about $15,000 per student per year.
Total capitation is $395,760 for each
fiscal year of the coming biennium.

The' governor's proposed budget
concurs with the foundation's requests.

Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller (DFL-Mpls.)
questioned the foundation's practice of
subsidizing non-Minnesota residents in
the Family Practice Residency Program.
Carey said the foundation would like to
increase the number of residents enrolled
in the program and believes subsidizing is
necessary to attract students to the rural
program. She added that some 57 percent
of the residents end up staying in Minne
sota to practice.

Sens. Deanna Wiener (DFL-Eagan) and
Mark Ourada (IR-Buffalo) agreed with
Pogemiller that they wanted to keep state
funding reserved for Minnesota students.
Wiener suggested that the foundation
develop some way for residency members
to repay the grants if they don't stay in
the State.

One of the goals, Carey said, is to
reduce tuition for medical students and
those enrolled in residency programs so
they have less debt and remain in family
medical practice. A trend in the medical
field is for students to go into specialties,
which tend to pay better, to payoff loans
sooner.

In other business, the division heard a
budget presentation from officials of the
Higher Education Coordinating Board
(HECB).

The board is seeking $150,000 a year in
new funding and $130,000 a year in
reallocations to provide information to
students and parents for academic and
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financial planning for post-secondary
education.

According to Phil Lewenstein, of the
HECB, research shows families of color,
low-income families, and families with no
previous post-secondary education
experience need more information about
preparing for studies after high scho91.

Learning Gap Program reviewed
The Education FundingDivision of the

Senate Education Committee, chaired by
Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller (DFL-Mpls.),
reviewed the changes being recommended
in the general education funding program,
Weds., Feb. 8.

Tom Melcher, Director of Finance at
the Dept. of Education, presented the
governor's recommendation to create a
Learning Gap Program. The program, he
said, would combine the revenue school
districts currently receive in separate
formulas into a single block grant pro
gram.

Under the proposal, Melcher said,
districts will receive compensatory,
Limited English Proficiency (LEP) and
Assurance of Mastery (AOM) revenue on
a formula basis in fiscal year (FY) 1996.
He said the governqr is recommending a
slight increase in compensatory revenue,
which is based on the number of students
whose parents receive Aid For Dependent
Children (AFDC), and to base the
amount of LEP funds that districts receive
in FY 96 on thenumber of pupils in
volved. The AOM formula, which
provides districts with $22.50 per pupil
unit in grades K-8 and requires an equal
local match, would not be changed for FY
96, Melcher said. The combination of aid
for compensatory, LEP and AOM revenue
totals about $150 million under the
governor's FY 96 budget.

For FY 97, the three formulas will be
combined to form the Learning Gap
Program, Melcher said. Under the
program, districts will get $4 for each
pupil unit in K-12 along with aid based on
their AFDC and LEP pupil counts. The
governor is recommending $155.7 million
in total state aid for the Learning Gap
Program.

Assistant Commissioner Bob Wedl said
the new program does not change how
the funds are used, only in how the funds
are delivered. "Setting up the AFDC,
LEP and AOM programs with their own
eligibility requirements is how kids who
need special services fall through the
cracks," Wedl said, "What the block
grants do is eliminate those cracks."

He said that districts will be required to
apply for the grants and in those applica
tions, they are to identify the measures
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they will use to show students are making
progress.

Melcher then discussed the governor's
recommendation to set an referendum
levy equalizing factor for levies that are
based on a district's market value. The
factor will generate a comparable amount
of equalization aid on those levies as does
the equalization factor used for levies
based on tax capacity. He also said the
governor has proposed adding a statement
to property tax noti\"=es that indicates how
much districts will levy, based on both the
rates set by the Legislature and on how
much local voters have authorized.

The governor also proposes setting the
property tax shift rate at 48 percent,
Melcher said. Under the shift, which the
Legislature lowered to 37 percent last
session, a district's property tax receipts
are levied in one fiscal year, but a percent
age of that the revenue is not recognized
by the districts until the next fiscal year.
Raising the percentage, Melcher said, has
the net effect of reducing the amount of
state aid needed for general education
funding by $169 million.

Environment and Natural
Resources
LCMR grants approved

Members of the Environment and
Natural Resources Committee, chaired by
Sen. Bob Lessard (DFL-Int'l. Falls), met
for the first time this session and approved
a bill appropriating more than $33 million
for environment-related community
project~.

At the Tues., Feb. 7, meeting, Sen.
Steven Morse (DFL-Dakota) presented
the bill that designates funds for 86
projects related to environment manage
ment, education and preserv;ation. The
money, overseenby the Legislative
Commission on Minnesota Resources
allows municipalities and organizations to
apply for grants that are provided mostly
through state lottery proceeds and the
cigarette tax. The program is designed to
give local control over environmental
issues while meeting state, regional and
local environmental goals.

S.F. 102 advances to the Finance
Committee.

In other business, the committee heard
a presentation of the long-term and
biennial operational plan for the Minne
sota Pollution Control Agency (PCA).
Charles Williams, commissioner of the
agency, outlined the report, saying it was
a customer- and employee-driven docu
ment that helpsfulfill the agency's
mission to protect Minnesota's environ
ment.

Paul Hoff, director of Environmental
Planning and Review, said development
of the plan involved more staff, field
representatives and citizens than in the
past. The strategic plan is a framework on
which to make tough choices with a long
term vision, he said.

Sen. Janet Johnson (DFL-North
Branch) asked how many years consti
tuted long-term planning. She suggested
the agency look beyond the constraints of
regulations and funding, and create a
vision of where Minnesota should be in
15 or more years.

Williams said several sections of the
planning document address Johnson's
concerns. He added the report is a "work
in progress," and will be revisited.

Sen. Gene Merriam (DFL-Coon
Rapids) said he was concerned about who
the PCA describes as its customers. He
said he believes all Minnesota citizens are
so-called customers of the PCA's actions.
He referred to the agency's new definition
outlined in the report.

Hoff said the definition of a PCA
customer changes depending upon the
situation and that staff need to identify
the affected parties of individual proje,cts.

The committee also heard a presenta
tion from the United States-Asia Envi
ronmental Partnership (US-AEP), a
group with the MimlesoraTrade'OfffCe'"
that helps Minnesota companies involved
in the environmental industry to cooper
ate and work with Asian and Pacific
nations and territories.

Agriculture budget heard
At a Tues., Feb. 7, meeting, members of

the Environment and Natural Resources
Finance Division heard presentations
from the Office of the Legislative Auditor
and the Department of Agriculture.

Roger Brooks, deputy legislative
auditor, presented the annual perfor
mance report on the Depqrtment of
Agriculture, outlining the department's
mission and goals for individual programs.

The department did not propose any
changes in statutes in the report, but.
instead will wait a year before assessing
any changes.

Some Senators asked how the perfor
mance report could be used to determine
budget needs for the next biennium. Sen.
Gene Merriam (DFL-Coon Rapids) said
ideally the report would contain informa
tion on how to relate the budget to the
performance goals.

Elton Redalen, commissioner of the
Dept. of Agriculture, gave an overview of
the department's biennial budget request
and answered questions regarding the
performance report. .



The department is proposing to
reallocate $466,000 in General Funds in
FY 96 and FY 97 for a variety of purposes,

) including additional computer support,
laboratory support, implementation of the
Statewide Systems Project, marketing and
promotions, and other programs. The
agency also plans to increase the food
license fee totaling some $507,000 in each
fiscal year.

Finance

Gambling board budget revie~ed
The State Government Division of the

Finance Committee, chaired by Sen.
Richard Cohen (DFL-St. Paul), met
Tues., Feb. 7, to review the budget
proposals for the state agencies respon
sible for regulating legalized gambling.

Each year since 1991, the charitable
gambling industry in Minnesota has
handled about $1.2 billion, and it is the
Lawful Gambling Control Board's
responsibility to regulate that industry,
said Harry Baltzer, executive director of
the board.

Baltzer said the board's major activities
are to educate the lawful gambling
industry about the state's gaming laws, to
license those manufacturers, distributors

)
and non-profit organizations that wish to
operate'in the'state, and ensure that all
organizations involved in the lawful
gambling industry comply with state laws
and rules. About 1,600 non-profit
organizations are licensed to conduct a
lawful gambling activity in the state,
Baltzer said.

The state received about $58 million in
tax revenue last year from the charitable
gambling industry, Baltzer said. He also
said that about half of the appropriations
the Gambling Control Board receives is
returned to the state budget from license
fees.

The governor has recommended a FY
96 and FY 97 operating budget of $5.3
million for the board, Baltzer said. In
addition, an appropriation of $1.2 million
has also been recommended in support of
the board's information systems project.
Steve Pedersen of the Gambling Control
Board explained the project will take
advantage of current technology to create
a resource management system.

The governor has also recommended
merging the Gambling Control Board
with the Minnesota Racing Commission
and the State Lottery into one agency. "I
would support anything that would
produce cost-savings when we face a
budget crunch, and it also may give us a
chance to bring the expertise from the
three boards to one table," Baltzer said.

The division also heard a presentation

from Charlie Bieleck of the Dept. of
Finance, who discussed the process used
in developing the agency budget proposals
now before the Legislature.

Budget presentations from the Minne
sota Lottery and Racing Commission will
be heard at a later date.

A.G. requests presented
A review of the budget requests from

the Office of the Attorney General was
begun by the State Government Division
of the Finance Committee, chaired by
Sen. Richard Cohen (DFL-St. Paul),
Weds., Feb. 8.

Based on the state constitution and
state law, the Office of the Attorney
General is, responsible for enforcing and
defending state laws, and for providing a
wide range of legal services to more than
100 state agencies, boards and commis
sions, said Attorney General Hubert H.
Humphrey III.

The budget proposal, Humphrey said,
reflects his office's focus on the need to
stay in close contact with the state
agencies they serve while retaining a
strong, independent role. "We are also
continually looking for ways to improve,"
he said, "but do so thrpugh pragmatic use
of the resources we have."

Deputy Attorney General Jack
Tunheim described the activities of the
Attorney General's Government Services
and Public and Human Resources
Sections. The Government Services
Section is made up of seven divisions that
work in collections litigation, health
related areas, licensing and litigation,
public finance issues, and both transporta
tion and public safety. Tunheim said the
Public and Human Resources Section
handles legal services in the areas of
agriculture, natural resources and environ
mental protection, human services, and
labor law. '

The members focused muchof their
attention on the continuing lawsuits
brought by the Mille Lacs and Fond du
Lac Bands of Chippewa over their treaty
rights. About $1.8 million has been spent
in defending the state over the last two
years said Peggy Willens, director of
finance, and another $1.5 l,llillion is
included as part of the budget request for
the next two years.

Humphrey said two initiatives are of
prime importance to his office. The first
is a request for $3.7 million to set up a
fund to manage attorney costs. "We
attract many of the best YQung attorneys
in the country, but we cannot compete
with the other public legal offices,"
Humphrey said. "We need a new struc
ture so that we will have the ability to
retain those people." Another $3.2

million is being requested for the upgrade
and enhancement of the information
systems.

The division will continue its review of
the attorney general's budget requests at a
later meeting.

Governmental Operations
and Veterans
Vets issues presented

The Senate Governmental Operations
and Veterans Committee heard the
concerns of the state's veterans service
groups at the committee's Tues., Feb. 7,
hearing. The panel, chaired bySen,.
James Metzen (DFL-South St. Paul), also
heard presentations on the activities of
the Dept. of Veterans Affairs (MnDVA),
and the Veterans' Home Board during the
meeting.

Representatives of several of the
veterans groups discussed components of
the legislative agenda prepared by the
Commanders' Task Force, a group
composed of the leaders of nine veterans
organizations.

Jim Connolly, State Commander of the
Veterans of Foreign Wars, outlined the
agenda which asks that the Legislature
provide additionalfunding for the
MnDVA, reject proposals to merge the
agency into another, and provide funding
for the state veterans cemetery. He said
the task force is also asking the Legislature
to amend current law to include the
University of Minnesota under veterans
preference provisions that other state
agencies use in their hiring practices and
to set a statewide referendum as to
whether the state should pay a bonus to
Persian Gulf veterans.

Connolly said veterans groups are 3,lso
asking that veterans organizations be
allowed to pay their entire property tax
bills with funds generated by charitable
gambling activities. Current law limits
the amount from those receipts, at
$15,000, that 3,n organization can use
toward its property taxes. Connolly said
many veterans clubs will be forced to
close if the limit is left in place.

Representatives of the American ,
Legion, the Disabled American Veterans,
and the Military Order of the Purple heart
also expressed their support for the task
force's agenda.

MnDVA Deputy Commissioner Jeffrey
Olson described the activities of the
department to the committee. H,e said his
agency is seeking a budget of$3;1 million
for both FY 96 and FY 97 to support those
activities.

Olson said a major function of the
agency is in operating the State Soldiers
Assistance Program, which provides
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short-term grants to veterans who need
emergency assistance. Many grants are
used to pay for housing or medical
expenses, he said. "The average rime a
veteran is involved in the program is two
months," Olson said, "If we can help
someone for two months, we feel that is a
better use of tax dollars than having them
enter into a long-term program."

Richard Zierdt, executive director of
the Veterans' Homes Board, said the
board manages four veterans homes, all of
which are licensed to provide long-term
care. He said that, on average, a resident
at the facilities has been in four failed
stays at private care facilities. The
veterans' homes are located in Minneapo
lis, Hastings, Silver Bay and Luverne and
a fifth facility will open in Fergus Falls
next year, Zierdt said.

I

States' rights proposal tabled
A resolution calling on Congress to

conform to the 10th Amendment of U.S.
Constitution was tabled by the Govern
mental Operations and Veterans Commit
tee, Weds., Feb. 8. The committee,
chaired by Sen. James Metzen (DFL
South St. Paul), also approved a measure
adding a member to Advisory Council on
Gambling and heard a report of National
Guard activities.

Sen. Paula Hanson (DFL-Ham Lake)
said her bill, S.F. 23, is a joint resolution
to instruct Congress to conform to the
limits contained in the 10th Amendment,
which reads, "The powers not delegated
to the United States by the Constitution,
nor prohibited by it to the States, are
reserved to the States respectively, or to
the people." The resolution, she said,
calls on the federal government to cancel
existing mandates and not impose further
mandates beyond this constitutional
scope.

"In the last election, people were crying
out for this limit," Hanson said. "We're
asking the federal government to follow
the law as it is in the Constitution." She
added that 10 states have adopted the
resolution and 36 others were considering
it. "If we join all the other states, we will
be sending a message to Congress," she
said.

Byron Dale of the United Actions
Council, joined by two other private
citizens, Thomas Moorhouse and Bill Lee,
supported the proposal. "We need to pick
up the original blueprint for our govern
ment," said Dale, "Thereason our
Founding Fathers added the 1Oth Amend
ment was to not let government get out of
hand."

In the discussion that followed, some
Senators questioned the approach. Sen.
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Deanna Wiener (DFL-Eagan) said her
concern was how it would be viewed in
light of federal mandates that most agree
are necessary. "My first reaction to this is
that this makes sense," she said, "But then
I think about mandates like civil rights,
the American Disabilities Act, orthe
clean air act and I wonder how removing
all mandates would affect those."

"I'm sure the common good would be
looked after here in Minnesota in those
areas," Sen. John Hottinger (DFL
Mankato) said. "I'm not so sure that
would happen in every state. My concern
is this is another way for us to say we're
doing something when we're really not."

Speaking in support of the bill, Sen.
Dan Stevens (IR-Mora) said, "There
comes a time when enough is enough.
There has to be some limits placed on
what Congress does."

Stevens moved that the committee
approve the bill. Sen. Linda Runbeck
(IR-Circles Pines) superseded the motion
by moving to table the proposal. "I think
this is a good idea," Runbeck said, "But
there are other ideas we ought to pursue
before we act on this." The Runbeck
motion was approved.

The committee also heard a presenta
tion about the National Guard Associa
tion. Mike Schwab of St. Paul, represent
ing the Officers' Association said more
than 11,000 people are in the Air Guard
and Army Guard in Minnesota. The
activities of the National Guard, he said,
have included their involvement in the
Somalia and Bo~nia airlifts, responding to
recent natural disasters, \lnd supporting
local drug enforcement efforts.

Representing the Enlisted Association,
Tony Nathe of New Hope said the
National Guard is also involved in local
communities by providing educational
programs and in providing the use of their
facilities for community activities. He
said $156.3 million in federal funds and
$10.2 million in state funding support~

the National Guard.
The committee also approved H.F. 98

to allow the chair of the. House of
Representative's Gambling Policy
Division to serve on the Advisory
Council on Gambling. Metzen, the
author of the Senate companion, said the
measure adds that member as an alternate
on the council. The bill now goes to the
Senate floor.

Health Care
Neuroleptic medications okayed

Neuroleptic medications, administered
to treat mental illness, were the focus of
discussion at the Health Care Committee

meeting Thurs., Feb. 2. Sen. Don Betzold
(DFL-Fridley) introduced S.F. 16, a bill
modifying procedures relating to the
administering of neuroleptic medications
to persons committed as mentally ill or
mentally ill and dangerous.

Betzold explained to the committee,
chaired by Sen. Linda Berglin (DFL
Mpls.), that doctors need the authority to
require the prescriptions against the
wishes of committed patients. In general,
the complaint process is a lengthy court
procedure taking up to two months,
usually resulting in the authorization of
doctors. Betzold noted that this process is
inefficient and costly. The bill permits
the civil commitment hearings and
medication authorization to occur
simultaneously at one hearing.

William Erickson of the Dept. of
Human Services supported the bill,
stating that it brings together what is now
dealt with in two separate hearings over
the course of two months. This policy of
prompt decision-making has a "real and
practical benefit to the patient," Erickson
said, and that to do otherwise "is ex
tremely unfair" by interrupting essential
medication.

Opposing one sentence in the bill, Bill
Conley of the Mental Health Association
expressed concern about a provision that
does not require a hearing if a patient
occasionally refuses to take the prescribed
neuroleptic medication. Conley said that
the patient's rights must be protected and
that the irreversible effects of medication
must be considered. Betzold explained
that a one-time refusal, often reversed by
the patient within hours, should not
trigger the lengthy hearing process. The
bill advances to the Judiciary Committee.

The committee also heard the Dept. of
Health findings on risk adjustment. Lynn
Blewett of the Health Economics Program
explained that the risk adjustment
mechanism is used to reduce the effect of
selection on health insurance premiums
by making appropriate transfers among
health plan companies serving popula
tions with different levels of risk. Blewett
said that there is a market tendency of
enrollees to move to one certain plan and
that risk adjustment accounts for the
imbalances. Companies are therefore
allowed to compete based on their
efficiency, rather than on the risk status of
their insurance pool.

Through this health care reform, a more
equitable, efficient system of health care
financing will be achieved, and current
disincentives in the system will be
removed, providing access for high risk
and special needs populations, Blewett
said. 'The goal is for the risk adjustment



mechanism to be transparent to indi
vidual enrollees," stated Blewett.

)Budget overview continues
Continuing to examine the Dept. of

Human Services budget changes for FY
1996 and 1997, the Health Care Commit
tee convened Tues., Feb. 7. The
governor's proposals amount to almost $5
billion for the biennium from the general
fund. A total of $245 million is recom
mended for health care access.

Helen Yates, assistant commissioner,
explained that the health care items of
the budget are forecast to grow 85
percent. A portion of the increases are
due to General Assistance Medical Care
(GAMC) costs. Yates noted that in the
past five years, total annual payments
have almost doubled. ~'This is due to the
heavy use of hospital care," Yates said, but
in the future, GAMC recipients "will be
directed increasingly to preventative
services."

Sen. Harold "Skip" Finn (DFL-Cass
Lake) expressed concern about the
increase in capitation costs for GAMC.
Cost projections increased from $59
million in 1994 to $82 million in 1995.
Finn said that federal and state regulations
have pushed up the cost of good service.

')"We'ye created a monster," Finn said, and
encouraged members to make funding
more effective through preventative care
and individual responsibility. Sen. Sheila
Kiscaden (IR-Rochester) concurred with
Finn, saying that it is necessary to "reduce
regulations to create alternative ways to
provide service and ensure that consumers
are protected."

Yates also explained to Chair Linda
Berglin (DFL-Mpls.) and members that
group residential housing is one of the
fastest growing programs in the depart
ment. With over 10,000 residents, there
is a substantial need to coordinate a
system of housing supports for very low
income persons who are unable to live
independently. The budget changes
remove the group residential housing
moratorium on board and lodging beds
and changes the funding source for
difficulty of care person to waivered
services for developmentally disabled
persons living in family foster care and
receiving waivered services. Tom Moss of
the Department of Human Services
explained that although the recipients are
not vulnerable enough to be placed in
intermediate care facilities for the

, mentally retard~d, they are eligible for
)waivered services.

Kiscaden asked the department to
consider the application process of
programs and encouraged the establish
ment of a procedure that provided for

several types of placement. Policy should
be targeting "the needs of the people in
the state, not just the first application in
gets the first project," Kiscaden said.

Elaine Timmer, assistant commissioner
of community mental health and state
operated services, outlined recommenda
tions for mental health programs. Propos
als include an annual increase of $50,000
for mental illness housing crisis assistance
providing up to 90 days of housing
assistance, improvements to the regional
adult mental health service system, and
the development of community based
services for adolescents with serious
emotional disturbances. The adolescent ,
services project is part of the department's
children initiative, Timmer said.

Bills, report considered
The Health Care Committee, chaired

by Sen. Linda Berglin (DFL-Mpls.)"
approved a bill relating to variance
criteria for developmental achievement
centers at the meeting Weds., Feb. 8.
Sponsored by Sen. Dallas Sams (DFL
Staples), the bill expands the circum
stances under which a day training service
may be granted a rate variance. The bill
also allows the Dept. of Human Services
to reimburse a vendor for up to 15 days for
clients who are absent from the facility in
order to receive medical care.

Shirley Hokanson of the Minnesota
Developmental Achievement Center
Association explained that the provision
facilitates vendor funding. The variance
will provide "a true safety net for day
training facilities," greatly assisting their
clients with developmental disabilities.
Currently facilities experience a high
absentee rate due to extensive travel time
to doctors' and dentists' offices. The
absentee penalties "are very harmful",
Hokanson said. The bill was approved
and advances to the Health Care and
Family Services Funding Division.

The committee continued consider
ation ofS.F. 95, a Board of Medical
Practice housekeeping bill sponsored by
Sen. Pat Piper (DFL-Austin). At issue is
a section of the bill allowing the board to
automatically suspend the credentials of a
person who receives a felony conviction
reasonably related to their practice, until
the person can demonstrate that he or she
is rehabilitated. Notification of suspen
sion by the board must be within ten days
of receipt of the judgement.

Leonard Boche of the Board of Medical
Practice explained that the immediate
suspension greatly expedites the process
and places the burden of proof on the
person to demonstrate that they are
qualified to be reinstated. Mary Hartman,
former board member, supported the

provision, stating that the bill fills a hole
in rules by prohibiting a person from
public contact and promotes public safety.
If anything, Hartman said, "we must err
on the side of the consumer."

Expressing concerns about the measure,
Sen. Don Betzold (DFL-Fridley) said that
the provision doesn't explicitly provide
for a board hearing and review after a
court decision. Betzold's amendment
clarifying the board's role was adopted.
Due to extensive discussion, the bill was
laid over.

Members also heard a report by the
Dept. of Human Services on the Consoli
dated Chemical Dependency Treatment
Fund. Pooling a variety of funding
streams to facilitate assessment and access
to treatment for persons with low in
comes, the fund is comprised of federal
block grant funds, federal Medicaid
support, legislative appropriations, and a
county match. Patricia Harrison of the
Dept. of Human Services explained that
through the growth of prepaid plans for
public pay clients, the role of the Consoli
dated Fund will decrease.

Boards' budgets reviewed
The Health Care and Family Service

Funding Division, chaired by Sen. Don
Samuelson (DFL-Brainerd), heard the
governor's, budget proposal for numerous
health related boards and the Veteran's
Home Board at its meeting Thurs., Feb. 2.

Richard Zie,rdt, executive director of
the Veteran's Home Board explained that
the agency faces the challenges of
increasing medical and health care costs
and delivery requirements. Zierdt said
that the quality assurance programs are
essential to providing feedback on the
quality of care in the homes, and identify
ing alternative care options that are
available to veterans through other health
care institutions.

In addition, Kathy Nelson of the board
noted that the needs of home residents
are changing due to a shifting veteran
population. Two-thi~ds of residents are
younger veterans of the Korean and
Vietnam wars and many suffer from
chemical dependency or mental illness,
Nelson said. Many of the residents that
experience these problems "will return to
the community after a year or so of
assistance in the homes," Nelson, said,
adding that the average length of stay is
1.9 years.

Established by the Legislature in 1994,
the Board of Dietetics and Nutrition
Practice monitors public health and safety
in the two fields. Executive Director
Maureen Rippleson said that the board
expects to license 550 persons initially,
and that up to 1,000 professionals could
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be licensed.

Leonard Boche of the Board of Medical
Practices explained to the committee that
the responsibility of the board is to ensure
that all physicians meet the necessary
qualifications through licensing, investi
gation and disciplinary action of com
plaints. Boche clarified a change in the
board's relationship with the Attorney
General's Office, noting that funds for
service will be appropriated directly to the
board and the Attorney General's Office
will invoice the board for services
rendered.

Jobs, Energy and
Community Development
elP discussed

The Tues., Feb. 7, meeting of the Jobs,
Energy and Community Development
Subcommittee on Energy and Public
Utilities was devoted to a discussion of
conservation improvement programs
(CIP). The programs are the result of
legislation requiring public utilities
operating in the state to invest in pro
grams supporting reduction of natural gas
and electric consumption and methods
improving energy efficiency. According
to Susan Landwehr, assistant commis
sioner, Dept. of Public Service, the goals
of CIP include helping delay or eliminate
the need to build new power plants,
promoting consumer and industry
awareness of conservation and its positive
effect on the environment, provide total
utility bill cost reduction for homes and
businesses, generate innovations in
developing energy efficient products and
technologies and promote innovations in
developing new energy sources.

The panel, chaired by Sen. Janet
Johnson (DFL-North Branch), heard from
representatives of the Minnesota Munici
pal Utility Association, the Minnesota
Rural Electric Association, Minnegasco
and Utilicorp on the various programs the
utility companies are using to comply with
the legislation:

In addition, representatives of several
energy advocacy groups also spoke orr the
CIP efforts. Bruce Stahlberg, energy
programs coordinator and Denise
DeVaan, executive director, of the
Minnesota Community Action Associa
tion, Inc., outlined the types oflow
income programs currently funded under
the conservation improvement program.

Minimum wage hike discussed
The first salvos in the debate over

raising the minimum wage were fired at
the Weds., Feb. 8, meeting of the Jobs,
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Energy and Community Development
Committee. At the outset, Chair Steven
Novak (DFL-New Brighton), said that the
committee would hear testimony on two
bills that would increase the minimum
wage but that no action would be taken.
"We are setting the framework of the
debate today," Novak said.

Two bills were on the agenda for
purposes of discussion. S.P. 81, authored
by Sen. Sam Solon (DFL-Duluth),
provides for increasing the minimum wage
in three annual steps, beginning Jan. 1,
1996. Under the measure, separate
minimum wages are set for small and large
employers. The bill specifies that the rate
for large employers would go from the
current $4.25 per hour to $4.50 on Jan. 1,
1996 and would increase $ .25 in each of
the next two years. For small employers,
the rate would go from the current $4.00
per hour to $4.25 on Jan. 1, 1996 and·
would increase $ .25 in each of the next
two years.

S.P. 302, authored by Sen. Randy Kelly
(DFL-St.Paul), provides for a two step
increase and then provides for the
minimum wage to be adjusted by the
percentage growth of the Twin Cities area
Consumer Price Index each Oct. 1
beginning in 1997. Under the Kelly bill,
the minimum wage for large employers
would increase from the current $4.25 per
hour to $4.75 on'Oct. 1, 1995 and to
$5.25 on Oct. 1, 1996. For small employ
ers, the rate would go from the current
$4.00 per hour to $4.50 on Oct. 1, 1995
and to $5.00 on Oct. 1, 1996. S.P. 302
specifies that subsequently, adjustments
would be made each Oct. 1.

In his remarks, Solon pointed out that
there has been no change in the minimum
wage since 1991. "I hope we can pass
something the governor will sign to help
the people who need it most," Solon said.
He then said that he would defer his bill
in favor of the Kelly proposal.

Kelly, in his remarks, said, "We must
address the festering economic problems
of our nation. Weare becoming increas
ingly a nation of haves and have nots."
The bill is a small step in addressing the
problem of people trying to rise above
poverty, Kelly said.

The committee then heard from both
proponents and opponents of increasing
the minimum wage. Proponents argued
that the minimum wage is exceedingly
difficulty to live on and that the increase
is long overdue. Opponents argued that
increasing the minimum wage has an
adverse effect on job creation and
depresses economic growth. The debate
will continue at further hearings.

Judiciary
Human rights changes passed

A bill extending the length of time a
person has to file an unfair discrimination
claim was amended and approved by the
Senate Judiciary Committee, chaired by
Sen. Carol Flynn (DFLMpls.), on Mon.,
Feb. 6. The measure now goes to the
Senate floor.

Under S.F. 57, Sen. John Marty (DFL
Roseville), the bill's author, proposed to
extend the statute of limitations for
claims of unfair discrimination under the
Human Rights Act from one year to two
years.

The bill also prohibits employers from
asking prospective employees for any
information about unfair discrimination
complaints or charges they may have
filed. In addition, the measure limits the
discovery and admission of certain pieces
of evidence that may be used during
actions or hearings on claims of alleged
sexual harassment.

An amendment, offered,by Sen. David
Knutson OR-Burnsville), maintains the
one-year limit on claims filed with a local
human rights commission or with the
state Dept. of Human Rights, but extends
the statute of limitations on bringing a
civil action to two years.

The committee adopted the Knutson
amendment before approving the bill.

The committee's action came after the
members heard testimony in support and
opposition of the bill.

Ken N ikoli of the Dept. of Human
Rights expressed the agency's concerns
about extending the statute of limitations.
"Public policy should favor quick identifi
cation of incidents of discrimination," he
said, "so that there is quick resolution of
those problems in the work place." He
projected that there would be an addi
tional 80 new claims filed if the statute of
limitations were extended.

Eight other people, including several
attorneys who specialize in discrimination
claims, encouraged the members to
support the bill. Theresa Patton spoke in
favor of a longer statute of limitations.
"In these types of cases, people are in
shock," she said. "For many of my clients,
it takes a long time for them to gather the
emotional resources that are necessary to
bring a suit."

"Sexual harassment is sometimes very
insidious," said Diane Novotny Young as
she told the committee of the events that
led her to file a claim against a former
employer. "Clearly, I knew that if I was
too vocal, I would be on the way out," she
said. "Many of the things that occurred to



me couldn't have been used because of
the statute of limitations."

!Health Data Institute discussed
The Joint Crime Prevention and

Judiciary Subcommittee on Privacy met
Weds., Feb. 8, to continue the update on
the activities of the Health Data Institute.
In addition, the panel, co-chaired by Sen.
Jane Ranum (DFL-Mpls.) and Sen;
Harold "Skip" Finn (DFL-Cass Lake),
advanced one bill to the Judiciary
Committee and discussed a second
measure.

The executive director of the Minne
sota Health Data Institute, Dale Schaller,
continued his presentation on the
progress the institute has made in devel
oping and implementing policies and
procedures in gathering health data to aid
in health policy formation. Schaller
detailed the implementation timeline for
the data institute to complete several key
functions such as data collection and
maintenance, analysis and dissemination
of data and the design and implementa
tion of a communications network. Sally
Anderberg, chair of the institute's ethics
and confidentiality committee, spoke on
the institute's guiding principles regarding
data privacy. Anderberg said that privacy
'protection will be addressed in all
/projects, and that in data collection and
access the data are private or non-public
unless otherwise classified. In addition,
she said that patient-identifiable data will
be collected only if absolutely necessary
and that patient-identifiable data will not
be published. Daniel J. Kramer, chair of
the technical systems administration
committee, also spoke, outlining the
requirements for establishing a secure
electronic data interchange system.

In other action, the panel approved a
bill to allow medical examiner data to be
shared with a state or federal agency
charged with investigating a death. S.F.
229, sponsored by Sen. Sheila Kiscaden
(IR-Rochester), addresses situations in
which coroners or medical examiners
cannot share data with other government
agencies, such as the Dept.ofPublci
Safety or OSHA, that are supposed to be
investigating the case. Current law allows
sharing the data with law enforcement
agencies only. The measure was re
referred to the Judiciary Committee.

Senators also discussed, but took no
action on, a bill that reclassifies informa
tion on returns required to be filed under

. the sales tax law by local governments,
)Currently, the data is nonpublic data.
Under the bill, S.P. 56, the data is
classified as "public data not on individu
als." However, testimony from the Dept.
of Revenue indicated that the change in

classification specified in the bill would
be difficult to implement. Finn, the chief
author of the measure, suggested that the
bill be laid over in order to allow time to
work with the department and find a way
to make the change in classification easier
to implement.

Metropolitan and Local
Government
Two bills advance

The Metropolitan and Local Govern
ment Committee, chaired by Sen. Jim
Vickerman (DFL-Tracy), approved two
bills at a brief meeting Thurs., 'Feb. 2.

The first, S.P. 93, sponsored by Sen. Joe
Bertram, Sr. (DFL-Paynesville) authorizes
the Stearns County Board to refund to the
city of Melrose the 1990 and 1991 taxes
paid on a property purchased by the city.
"The county, the city attorney, the city
council and everybody who's involved
with this is in favor of it," Bertram said.
"We've worked hard to insure that the bill
is acceptable to everyone."

On hand to support and a.nswer
questions regarding S.F. 93 was Gary
Walz, Melrose economic development
coordinator, and city council'member,
Melvin Klasen. Senators approved the bill
and re-referred it to the Taxes and Tax
Law Committee.

A bill that clarifies procedures for filling
office vacancies of town supervisors, S.F.
182, carried by Vickerman was approved
to the floor.

Presently, same towns have been using
the remaining supervisors and town clerk
to fill the duties of the vacant office,
rather than appointing a new person to
fill the vacancy. The bill specifies that the
vacancy is to be filled by appointment of a
committee comprised of the remaining
supervisors and the town clerk.

Mosquito Control District debated
The entire Wed., Feb. 8, meeting of the

Metropolitan and Local Government
Committee was devoted to a discussion of
the Metropolitan Mosquito Control
Commission. The panel, chaired by Sen.
Jim Vickerman (DFL-Tracy), first heard
an overview of the commission's opera
tions from Joseph Sanzone, director, and
Dennis Hegberg, chair. The goal of the
commission, according to Sanzone, is the
surveillance and control of annoyance
causing and disease transmitting mosqui
toes. The commission monitors mosquito
breeding areas and the adult population of
mosquitoes to determine when treatments
are necessary to measure control effective
ness. Sen. Ted Mondale (DFL-St. Louis
Park) raised several questions about the
effectiveness of the commission's mos-

quito control efforts. Sanzone and
commission staff said that many factors
are involved in actual mosquito popula
tions including the amount of rainfall and
other weather conditions. Commission
staff emphasized that the commission
implements a control program and not an
eradication program.

Representatives from other state
agencies also commented on the Metro
politan Mosquito Control Commission's
activities. Michael Sullivan, executive
director of the Environment Quality
Board, outlined a report the EQB had
done to determine whether to hold
hearings on the topics of the efficacy and
environmental impacts of mosquito
control operations. Ultimately, the
recommendation of the work group
charged with determining whether to hold
hearings concluded that the hearings
would not be useful. However, the work
group did recommend that the Metropoli
tan Mosquito Control District Commis
sion warn people via a comprehensive
system that specific areas are going to be
sprayed in order to minimize inhalation
exposures, that the Dept. of Health be
consulted with regard to reassessing
health risks, that on-going Scientific Peer
Review Panel research be evaluated with
regard to the environmental impact on
non-target species and that a literature
review of available information on the
impact of the chemicals on non-target
species be conducted.

Representatives from the Minnesota
Dept. of Natural Resources, the Minne
apolis Park and Recreation Board and
several concerned citizens also raised
questions about the methods used to spray
on private property and on the environ
mental consequences of mosquito control
efforts.

Transportation and Public
Transit
MCTa budget needs grow

Metropolitan Council Transit Opera
tions (MCTO) will need more than $109
million over the next biennium if it is to
continue to provide responsive and
reliable transit services, according toa
report from MCTO presented to members
of the Transportation and Public Transit
Finance Division, Fri., Feb. 3.

Jim Solem, regional administrator for
the Met Council, said inflation and two
one-time losses of revenue contributes to
a need for an increase of more than $24
million over the current budget. MCTO is
asking for $93.3 million in the 1996-97
biennium to maintain current levels of
transit. In addition, the council wants
$16.5 million to invest in new transit
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Committee update
services as outlined in its "Vision for
Transit."

The $93.3 million includes $52.8
million for regular route bus service and
$31.7 million for Metro Mobility service
for persons with disabilities.

Of the four main sources of revenue for
transit operations, state funding is the
only one that can be increased to cover
rising operating costs, Solem said. Federal
funding is expected to decrease, property
taxes have remained virtually flat, and
ever-increasing fares tend to cause a drop
in the number of riders, he said.

MCTO continues to restructure.and
work within the confines of a tightening
budget, Solem said, including cutting
800,000 miles of service. But more
funding is needed to improve and prepare
for future transit needs.

Solem said MCTO also is seeking
authority from the Legislature to sell $82
million in bonds over the next three years
for capital improvements. If given: the
bonding approval, $32.5 million would go
toward the purchase of buses, and $28.4
million would be spent on public facilities
such as park and ride lots.

Natalio Diaz, director of transportation
and transit development with the Met
Council, said the Metro Mobility program
continues to improve, albeit slowly, from
the service and management problems
experienced a year and a half ago. He
outlined a number challenges the program
will continue to deal with, including
increasing passenger demand, a large
service area, a complex scheduling
process, and funding limitations.

Sen. Keith Langseth (DFL-Glyndon),
chair of the division, asked Solem what
MCTO planned to do if it did not receive
the additional funding.

Solem said transit officials would have
to decide where to cut and will bring
suggestions back to the divison. "There
would be some very major reductions in
all services, including Metro Mobility," he
said.

Langseth said he did not expect to
support any increase in funding for transit
without an increase in service. Sen. Dick
Day (IR-Owatonna) agreed, saying the
request for $24 million more in funding
for less service bothered him.

Ridership of fixed-route service in the
Metro Area has continued to drop since a
high of nearly 95 million riders during the
oil embargo of the late '70s.

School bus safety discussed
Major Glenn Gramse of the Depart

ment of Public Safety presented recom
mendations of the School Bus Safety
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Advisory Committee to members of the
Transportation and Public Transit
Committee at the Weds., Feb. 8, meeting.

The advisory committee, made up of 17
citizens and public employees, recom
mended several changes to statutes related
to school bus safety, outlineclin the
committee's 1994 Annual Report.

The changes include: increasing student
training for children in grades kindergar
ten through five; some changes regarding
bus equipment and inspection; a slight
lessening of some licensing and training
requirementsj increasing a school district's
reserved revenue safety funds; and,
authorizing school districts to assess local
levies to pay for an adult bus monitor, but
not requiring districts to do so.

The report also noted committee
concern about a shortage of bus drivers in
many school districts, both in the Metro
Area and Greater Minnesota. The
advisory committee supports compensat
ing drivers for their high level of responsi
bility. Ray Kroll, assistant director of the
Minnesota Association for Pupil Trans
portation, said the average pay for bus
drivers throughout the state is about $9
an hour.

Sen. William Belanger (IR
Bloomington) asked if the shortage of
drivers was exacerbated by the slow turn
around on drivers' background checks by
the Bureau of Criminal Apprehension and
the FBI. Gramse said the department is
working within the industry to issue
interim licenses until the checks are
completed.

Sen. Mark Ourada (IR-Buffalo) asked if
the department had any alternatives to
paying higher salaries to compensate for
the low number of drivers. The depart
ment has considered some options,
Gramse said, knowing the budget con
straints of other areas in education.

Lyle Hicks, president of the Minnesota
School Bus Operators Association,
questioned some of the advisory
committee's recommendations, specifi
cally the requirement to hp.ve CPR
training before being able to drive. He
said that training takes much ionger to
complete. He also asked the committee to
address whether drivers are legally
obligated to use first-aid and CPR
training,and if so, are they protected
under the Good Samaritan laws. He also
asked if blood-borne pathogen testing
necessary.

Floor action
Bills processed

The Mon., Feb. 6, floor session was
devoted to processing several relatively

non-controversial bills. Members granted
final passage to two measures given
preliminary approval last week. S.F. 46,
authored by Sen. James Metzen (DFL
South St. Paul), provides for increasing
the percentage of gross profit that may be
expended by lawful gambling operations
for allowable expenses. S.F. 141, carried
by Sen. Dallas Sams (DFL-Staples), makes
several changes to election laws governing
school board elections.

Members also granted final passage to
one bill on the Consent Calendar. Bills
on the Consent Calendar are placed there
by recommendation of a standing com
mittee that considered the bill to be
noncontroversial. S.P. 75, authored by
Sen. Don Betzold (DFL-Fridley), clarifies
the requirements relating to the filing of
notice of mechanics' liens. Under the
bill, the notice may be filed with either
the county recorder or the registrar of
titles, depending on the type of title the
property has.

Five bills were granted preliminary
approval on the General Orders Calendar.
H.P. 45, carried by Sen. Len Price (DFL
Woodbury), makes technical corrections
and clarifications to several laws govern
ing taxation. S.F. 77, authored by I

Betzold, clarifies the limitation on actions
after informal dispute settlement mecha
nism decisions under the lemon car law.
S.P. 42, sponsored by Sen. Jim Vickerman
(DFL-Tracy), repeals the sunset provision
concerning recreation vehicle combina
tions. S.F. 33, authored by Sen. Joe
Bertram, Sr., (DFL-Paynesville), permits
drivers license applicants who have
experienced hair loss because of illness or
chemotherapy to wear headwear in
driver's license and identification card
photographs. S.F. 188, authored by Sen.
Don Samuelson (DFL-Brainerd), permits
the use of an appropriation to relocate
athletic fields and facilities at Brainerd
Technical College, authorizes additional
design and construction of space at
specific community college campuses and
authorizes additional construction using
nonstate resources.

Ethics bill advanced
Much of the debate at the Thurs., Feb.

9, floor session focused on S.F. 36, a bill
relating to the Ethical Practices Board.
The measure, authored by Sen. John
Marty (DFL-Roseville), was up for
preliminary passage on the General
Orders Calendar. The bill clarifies
definitions,· strengthens Ethical Practices
Board enforcement powers, requires
additional disclosure of lobbyist activities,
clarifies campaign finance requirements,



requires the return of public subsidies
under specific conditions and provides

\ penalties. Debate on the measure
)centered on a series of amendments. An
. amendment, offered by Sen. Dallas Sams

(DFL-Staples), deleting sections of the
bill relating to independent expenditures,
was adopted by the members. Marty said
that the amendment was appropriate
because of court cases overturning related
sections of the law. An amendment,
offered by Sen. Sheila Kiscaden OR
Rochester), that includes labor organiza
tions under the definition of corporation
for purposes of reporting contributions,
sparked considerable debate. Opponents
of the amendment argued that labor
organization could not be compared to
corporations because they have com
pletely different structures. The amend
ment failed on a 24-41 roll call vote. A
second amendment offered by Kiscaden,
allowing the transfer of voluntary associa
tion dues and fees from the association's
political activities funds, also failed.

Two amendments offered by Syn.
Thomas Neuville OR-Northfield) also
sparked debate. The first, limiting the

amount incumbents may spend in each
year of an election cycle, failed on a 27-39
roll call vote. The second, repealing the
section of law dealing with opponents not
signing the publiC subsidy agreement, also
failed to gain approval.

Marty successfully offered an amend
ment that extends the ban on fundraising
for fourteen days after the end of the
legislative session. The bill then gained
preliminary passage on a voice vote.

Senators also granted preliminary
passage to S.P. 35. The bill, sponsored by
Marty, changes requirements and proce
dures for voter registration and absentee
voting. The measure had been discussed
at an earlier floor session and then
progressed to allow time for an amend
ment to be drafted. The amendment,
sponsored by Kiscaden, sets guidelines for
who can be allowed to carry ballots to
individuals in hospitals and nursing
homes. The amendment was adopted.

The Senate also granted final passage to
two bills on the Consent Calendar. S.F.
182, authored by Sen. Jim Vickerman
(DFL-Tracy), clarifies the procedure to fill
a vacancy in the office;of town supervisor.

S.F. 44, authored by Sen. Steven Novak
(DFL-New Brighton), extends the
deadline for the initial report of the
Legislative Electric Energy Task Force.

Four measures were given final passage
on the Senate Calendar. H.F. 45, carried
by Sen. Leonard Price (DFL-Woodbury),
makes several noncontroversial technical
corrections and clarifications in laws
governing taxation. S.F. 77, sponsored by
Sen. Don Betzold (DFL-Fridley), clarifies
the limitation on actions after informal
dispute settlement mechanism decisions
under the lemon car law. S.F.33,
authored by Sen. Joe Bertram, Sr. (DFL
Paynesville), permits applicants who have
suffered hair loss because of illness or
chemotherapy to wear headwear in
driver's license and identification card
photographs. S.P. 188, authored by Sen.
Don Samuelson (DFL-Brainerd), permits
the use of an appropriation to relocate
athletic fields and facilities at Brainerd
Technical College, authorizes additional
design and construction of space at
specific community college campuses and
authorizes addition construction using
nonstate resources.

lPreview
The Minnesota Senate Week at a Glance

Monday, February 13

Environment and Natural Resources
Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Steven Morse
8 a.m. Room 123 Capitol
Agenda: Overview of the DNR budget.

Finance State Government Division
Chair: Sen. Richard Cohen
8 a.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: Attorney General budget.

The Senate will meet at 11 a.m.

Agriculture and Rural Development
Committee
Chair: Sen. Joe Bertram, Sr.
12 noon Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 201-Stumpf: Appropriating
money for wheat and barley scab research.
Discussion on wetlands issues, DNR and
BOWSR.

Judiciary Committee
)Chair: Sen. Carol Flynn

12 noon Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 7-Cohen: Raising tort liability
limits for claims against Metro Council
ttansit operations. S.F. 230-Kelly: Increasing
limits of tort liability on governmental units.

Crime Prevention Committee
Chair: Sen. Allan Spear
2 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Overview Police Officer Standards
and Training (POST) Board: Peace officer
education, Peace officer standards of
conduct.

Combined House and Senate Joint
Subcommittee on Privacy
Co-Chairs: Sen. Jane Ranum, Sen. Hqro/d
"Skip" Finn, Rep. Mary Jo McGuire
4 p.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: Overview on what states are doing
in the area of Information Policy, Richard
Yarn, University of Northern Iowa.

Commission on the Economic Status
of Women
Chair: Sen. Janet Johnson
6 p.m. Room 300N SOB
Agenda: Discussion on the commission's
biennial budget and legislative proposals.

Legislative Commission on Children,
Youth and Their Families
Chair: Sen. Jane Ranum
6:36 p.m. Room 5 SbB
Agenda: Discussion on the draft Family
ImJ?act ~heckli.st. ]oir:t meeting wit~ the
Children s Cabmet, Llltda Kohl, chaIr.

Tuesday, February 14

Governmental Operations and
Veterans Committee
Chair: Sen. James Metzen
8 a.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 5-Cohen: Extending coverage
of requirements and prohibitions to cover
the legislative branch. S.F. 322-Hottinger:
Authorizing the governor to veto rules and
terminate rule proceedings.

Transportation and Public Transit
Committee
Chair: Sen. Florian Chmielewski
8 a.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 132-Bertram: Prohibiting
headwalls in highway rights;of-way. S.F.
194-Bertram: Designating a bridge as Bridge
of Hope. S.F. 190-Bertram: Extending the
length and easing restrictions for trucks ,
hauling milk. S.F. 144-Hanson: Allowing
holders of disabled parking certificates to
make their address or name and address
private. S.F. 145-Hanson: Refunding motor
vehicle registration tax overpayments.

Education Funding Division
Chair: Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller
10 a.m. Room 112 Capitol .
Agenda: Governor's budget.
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Health Care Committee
Chair: Sen. Linda Berglin
10 a.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Discussion on the governor's health
care budget recommendations, DHS.

Jobs, Energy and Community
Development Committee
Subcommittee on Employment
Chair: Sen. Kevin Chandler
10 a.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: Overview on reducing attorney
fees and litigation.

Environment and Natural Resources
Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Steven Morse
12 noon Room 123 Capitol
Agenda: Overview DNR budget.

Ethics and Campaign Reform
Committee
Chair: Sen. John Mqrty
12 noon Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 339-Marty: Extending the
authority of the Ethical Practices Board.

Health Care and Family Services
Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Don Samuelson
12 noon Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Budget overview, DHS.

Environment and Natural Resources
Subcommittee on Public Lands and
Water
Chair: Sen. Harold "Skip" Finn
2 p.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 239-Johnson, D.E.: Sale of tax
forfeited land in Kandiyohi County. S.F.
31O-Morse: Extension of the, blufflands trail
system in Winona County. S.F. 273-Price:
Classification of water supply systems and
wastewater treatment facilities.

Legislative Coordinating
Commission Revisor Subcommittee
Chair: Sen. Randy Kelly
3 p.m. Room 125 Capitol
Agenda: The Revisor's Office budget.
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Finance State Government Division
Chair: Sen. Richard Cohen
4 p.m. Room 318 Capitol
Agenda: Overview of budget for public
broadcasting.

Taxes and Tax Laws Subcommittee
on Property Tax
Chair: Sen. John Hottinger
4 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Local government response to the
governor's budget proposals.

Wednesday, February 15

Transportation and Public Transit
Committee
Chair: Sen. Florian Chmielewski
8 a.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: Report on the Advisory Council on
Major Transportation Projects, Sen. Carol
Flynn. A presentation on effective transit,
Lyle Wray, executive director, Citizens
League.

Health Care Committee
Chair: Sen. Linda Berglin
10 a.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 242-Berglin: Trusts. S.F. 91
Finn: Treatment of compulsive gamblers.
S.F. 95-Pipet: Board of Medical Practice
housekeeping bill. S.F. 258-Piper:
Registration of physician assistants.

Higher Education Division
Chair: Sen. LeRoy Stumpf
10 a.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: Presentation on the budget,
Minnesota State Colleges and Universities.

Agriculture and Rural Development
Committee -
Chair: Sen. Joe Bertram, Sr. '
12 noon Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: Review and discussion on the
Corporate Farm Task Force report.

Judiciary Subcommittee on Fatllily
Law
Chair: Sen. Don Betzold
12 noon Room 15 Capitol

Agenda: S.F. 217-Cohen: Child support
obligations. S.F. 218-Robertson: Child cate.

Crime Prevention Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Tracy Beckman
2 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Board of Public Defense budget.

Metropolitan and Local Government
Committee
Chair: Sen. Jim Vickerman
2 p.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 203-Hanson: Allowing awards
of contracts to resident bidders in Anoka
County. S.F. 266-Bertram: Authorizing town
boards to set up petty cash funds. S.F. 311
Lesewski: Authorizing the issuance of bonds
for the Pipestone County courthouse and
annex. S.F. 317-Betzold: Permitting cities to
close unlawful businesses.

Finance State Government Division
Chair: Sen. Richard Cohen
4 p.m. Room 318 Capitol
Agenda: Budgets for the Minnesota Racing
Commission, Minnesota State Lottery
Board, and the State Auditor's Office.

Thursday, February 16

The Senate will meet at 9 a.m.

Education Funding Division
Chair: Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller
10 a.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: Discussion on the governor's
budget.

Health Care and Family Services
Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Don Samuelson
10 a,m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Crime Prevention Committee
Chair: Sen. Allan Spear
2 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 197-Beckman: Correctional
inmate name change limitation. S.F.320
Hottinger: Probable cause arrests for certain
misdemeanors in school zones. S.F. 395
Spear: Child gun safety amendments.



Brie

DNR budget heard
The Deparunent of Natural Resources

will have to absorb some $13.3 million in
inflationary increases over the next
biennium, according to Deputy
Commissioner Ron Nargang.

Nargang presented the department's

Planning for projects
Sen. Carol Flynn (DFL-Mpls.)

presented to the Transportation and
Public Transit Committee a report
outlining recommendations to fund major
transportation projects, including
legislation for an increased gas tax. The
committee, chaired by Sen. Florian
Chtnielewski (DFL-Sturgeon Lake)
considered the recommendations at its
Weds., Feb. 15, meeting.

Flynn said members of the Advisory
Council on Major Transportation Projects
realized early on in its meetings that the
state faces a difficulty in maintaining the
existing transit system, let alone providing
funding for major additions to the system
such as bridges or extra freeway lanes.

"The intent is in breaking the log jam
which is the inability to pay for either
transit or for highways," Flynn explained.

The recommendations include: a five
cent gas tax increase imposed July 1, and
adjusted annually at the rate of inflation;
authority given to the Metropolitan
Council to levy a sales tax in the Metro
Area of not more than one-half of 1
percent on all sales in order to maintain,
coordinate and improve transit services in
the Metro Area; and, the continued study
of road pricing to fund major projects.

The increase in sales tax would replace
the council's current authority to levy a
property tax for transit operations in the
Metro Area, Flynn said.

In other business, the committee heard
a presentation from Lyle Wray, executive
director of the CitizensLeague, regarding
the league's most recent policy statement
entitled, "Effective Transit: Invest in
access to jobs and services."

The report considers moving from
society's focus on transportationmodes, to
discussing how accessibility to jobs,
services, and entertainment can help ease
the demand for more and improved
transit services.

The Min n e sot a Sen ate We e k in Rev i e w

Simulated elections bill gains
A bill providing for simulated elections

in which children may participate
generated considerable debate at the
Thurs., Feb. 16, floor session. S.P. 168,
authored by Sen. Sam Solon (DFL
Duluth), allows children to vote in mock
elections at regular polling places. The
measure authorizes the Secretary of State's
Office to set rules regarding the hours of
the mock elections. According to Solon,
the bill is designed to spark interest in
"the most important civic action we take
-voting." Members approved an
amendment, offered by Sen. Linda
Runbeck (IR-Circle Pines), clarifies that
the Office of the Secretary of State is not
to add staff or spend money for the
simulated elections and stresses that the
mock elections are a volunteer effort.

) ,Sen. Edw~rd Oliver OR-Minnetonka}
.raised questions about the hours for the
simulated elections. Oliver said that the
proposed hours for having the mock
elections coincide with the busiest hours
at the polls, and that conducting the
mock elections would disrupt regular
voting. Solon responded that he hoped
the mock elections would generate more
interest among adult voters and that, in
light of declining voter turnout, the
possibility for disruption isn't likely.

Sen. Dick Day OR-Owatonna} said that
he supports the measure as a way of
instilling interest in the election process
in young people. The bill was granted
preliminary passage on the General
Orders Calendar.

In other action, Senators granted final
passage to several bills on the Calendar.
H.F. 29, authored by Sen. Jim Vick~rman

(DFL-Tracy), repeals a sunset provision
regarding recreational vehicle
combinations. H.F. 47, carried by Sen.
Steven Morse (DFL-Dakota), merges two
conflicting amendments to the solid waste
generator assessment statute that were
enacted in 1994. S.F. 50, authored by
Sen. Mark Ourada OR-Buffalo},

)
designates a bridge as the Betty Adkins
Bridge. S.F. 181, sponsored by Sen. '
Richard Cohen (DFL-St. PauO, allows
citizens to take time off to vote in
elections to fill avacancy in the
Legislature.
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budget overview to members of the
Environment and Natural Resources
Finance Division, chaired by Sen. Steven
Morse (DFL-Dakota), during meetings
held Mon., Feb. 13, and Tues., Feb. 14.

Inflationary increases, including
salaries, will total $4.4 million for FY 96
and $8.9 million for FY 97, he said.
According to Nargang, the department
plans to offset those increases by reducing
or eliminating programs, and reducing
staff through attrition and/or reducing the
number of work hours provided by part
time or seasonal staff.

Sen. Gene Merriam (DFL-Coon
Rapids) expressed concern over the
department's plans to solve inflationary
shortfalls through attrition, calling it a
reliance on "serendipity."

The agency is requesting $164.3 million
for its general fund for the biennium
which is some $5 million short of what
the governor recommends.

The governor's proposal includes $2.4
million for strategies contained in the
Generic Environmental Impact
Statement, and $1 for litigation expenses
incurred in the Mille Lacs and Fond du
Lac cases. The governor also recommends
an increase in funding for state park
operations, some $1.6 million, which is
equal to increased entrance receipts
generated from more visitors to state
parks.

The governor also recommends
increases in the department's Natural
Resources and Game and Fish funds for a
variety of projects.

Nargang said several challenges face the
department, including increased and
changing demands on the state's
recreational resources. Changing
demographics of the population, a need
for more facilities, and requirements of
the 1990 Americans with Disabilities Act,
all are putting pressure on the DNR's
recreation programs, he said.

Throughout the hearing, division
members spent some time discussing the
budget document itself and its relation to
the earnings and performance reports.
Because the documents are created on
different time-lines, some of the data,
such as staffing levels and expenditures,
are inconsistent between the reports.
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Committee update
Agriculture and Rural
Development
Grain funding okayed

A bill appropriating $1 million dollars
for research of wheat and barley diseases
was approved by the Agriculture and
Rural Development Committee Mon.,
Feb. 13, and re-referred to the Education
Committee. Carried by Sen. Leroy Stumpf
(DFL-ThiefRiver Falls), S.F. 201 allo
cates funds to the University of Minne
sota to search for solutions to scab
diseases in small grain crops. Stumpf told
members that last year's appropriation of
$477,000 was not enough to stem the tide
of the scab epidemic. "To research and
develop a resistant variety takes at least
four to five years, if not seven to eight
years," Stumpf said.

Testifying in support of the bill was
Bruce Kleven of the Wheat and Barley
Growers Association. Kleven said that
coupled with the 1993 disaster, last year's
scab outbreak cost Minnesota wheat
growers $600 million. Normally, the
wheat industry generates $1.6 billion in
annual revenue to the state's economy,
paying $49 million of that total in taxes.
And although Minnesota is not perceived
as a big wheat growing state, Kleven
noted that in fact, Minnesota is the fourth
largest producer of wheat in the nation.

Also on hand to support the bill was
Phil Larson, coordinator of the Scab
Research Program at the University of
Minnesota. He told members that the
program is aimed at dual ends. "We are
directing our long term efforts to develop
disease-resistent varieties of wheat and
barley," Larson said. "But we are looking
at the short-term too, specifically tillage
practices, crop rotation, seed treatment,
and foliar fungicides."

Committee Chair Sen. Joe Bertram, Sf.
(DFL-Paynesville) expressed concern
about the funds being diverted to other
educational projects. "We want to make
certain that this is earmarked for scab
research," Bertram said, "and that it
doesn't get lost in the higher ed budget."
Half of the appropriation, which comes
from the general fund, is available June
30, 1996, while the remainder becomes
available one year later.

BSWR recommendations
The Agriculture and Rural Develop

ment Committee, chaired by Sen. Joe
Bertram, Sr. (DFL-Paynesville), listened
to testimony surrounding the Wetlands
Conservation Act Weds., Feb. 15. Ron
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Harnack from the Board of Water and
Soil Resources outlined the board's
suggested changes to the WCA of 1991.
"We still maintain, in the purest sense,
the concept of no net loss," Harnack said,
"but these adjustments are going to make
a big difference in how we do business."

Topping the list of recommendations is
a push to increase deminimus factors,
while providing for more local flexibility.
"All wetlands are not created equal,"
Harnack said. On hand to demonstrate
that principle were county and city
officials from around the state.

Mayor Tinklenberg of Blaine said that
people are afraid to speak against the
WCA because they will be viewed as anti
environmentalists. Developers can easily
mitigate when they fill wetlands,
Tinklenberg said, "but for the small
landowner who just wants to build a 500
foot driveway, the rules don't make sense.
The devils are in the details," Tinklenberg
added.

Joel Maggert, a county commissioner
from Koochiching County agreed.
"There's a young man who has taken over
the 80-acre family farmstead, but he can't
build a house on it because it's considered
a number one wetland," Maggert said.

Adding to the list of complaints was
Sharon Stumpf, a commissioner from
Lake County. "Our concern is that we'll
lose even more of our tax base than we
have already lost," Stumpf said, "because
people won't buy land that they can't do
anything with."

Harnack acknowledged that there are
glitches in the program, particularly
regarding local governments and the
Wetland Heritage Advisory Committee.
"Still we've had some successes," Harnack
said, "and in 1994 we avoided changes to
75 percent of wetland acreage, modified
18 percent, and mitigated 7 percent."

Another proposed change is to elimi
nate the 30-day waiting period presently
required when applying for a wetland
replacement plan. "This is totally unrea
sonable," Harnack said, "but you should
still have 30 days to appeal."

BSWR also recommended increasing
the eligibility relating to banking and
replacement plans. "We believe this is
providing an incentive to the landowner
to preserve the integrity of wetlands," said
Harnack.

Looking specifically at the Metro Area,
Anoka County Commissioner Dan Erhart
said, "Since 1994, we've gained more
wetlands than we've lost."

Sen. Steven Morse (DFL-Dakota)

disputed Erhart's claim, asking for
substantiation of the statement. "There is
a big problem in the seven-county Metro
Area," Morse said, "and the loss is there.
It doesn't take much to see that every bit
of land which can be built upon, is being
built upon," he said.

Harnack said, "we are still seeing
greater losses of wetland in the Metro
Area than we are seeing gains," but told
members that management is a compli
cated matter. "How do we balance storm
waters and wetlands in the metro re
gions?" he asked.

Sen. Dan Stevens OR-Mora) said that
the alphabet soup of land use regulations
creates considerable confusion for farmers
and landowners. "There's the DNR, the
Corps of Engineers, BSWR--who's in
control out there?" Stevens asked.

"We need more flexibility and less
bureaucracy," said Sen. Steve Dille OR
Dassel). "We're at a point where the
political will is such that we're ready to
make some changes."

Crime Prevention
Foster home bill okayed

The Department of Corrections must
give 30 days' notice to communities
before granting licenses to "institutional"
foster homes of more than six delinquent
children, according to a bill approved by
the Crime Prevention Committee, Thurs.,
Feb. 9.

The committee, chaired by Sen. Allan
Spear (DFL-Mpls.), heard testimony in
support of S.F. 64, authored by Sen. Don
Betzold (DFL-Fridley). Coon Rapids
Mayor William Thompson said a city
council should be notified if delinquent
teenagers are to be housed in a foster
home "unless the facility has a licensed
capacity of six or fewer persons and is
occupied by either the licensee or the
group foster home parents," as outlined in
an amendment to the bill.

"It's an environmental shock to a
peaceful neighborhood to be told they're
going to have a group home next door
and the local officials didn't know
anything about it," Thompson said. The
bill as amended advances to the floor.

Sen. Ember Reichgott-Junge (DFL-New
Hope) presented an overview of the
implementation of the 1994 Grant Hussey
bill with the development of the Minne
sota Crime Alert Network.

As part of the bill, the Legislature
directed the commissioners of Public
Safety and Administration to develop a



plan for an integrated criminal alert
network among state agencies, law
enforcement officials and the private

)sector, according to a project report.
Fifteen agencies in the Metro Area will
participate in a pilot project that uses fax
machines as a means to communicate
information regarding a crime or criminal.

Eight other laws also were included in
the '94 bill designed to aid law enforce
ment and law officials in crimes involving
missing children or victims of sexual
abuse. The bill was in response to the
kidnapping and murder of Eden Prairie
teenager Grant Hussey.

The committee approved an amended
version of S.F. 163, a bill that repeals the
sunset provision of the Minnesota Crime
Victim and Witness Advisory Council.
The bill advances to the Governmental
Operations and Reform Committee.

POST Board update
At a Mon., Feb. 13, meeting, members

of the Crime PreventionCommittee
heard a presentation from John Laux,
executive director of the Board of Peace
Officer Standards and Training (POST),
which outlined a proposal for revised
Standards of Conduct Rules.

) The POST Board's Standards Commit
tee studied the possibility of revising the
administrative rules on peace officers
standards of conduct in response to
concerns raised from the public, the
media, and the l.aw enforcement commu
nity, Laux said. "The board has made
some really significant advances dealing
with office!s who have demonstrated
unpi:of~al conduct," he said.

The>proposed revisions would allow the
POST Board to impose licensing sanc
tions, including license revocation, to law
enforcement officers involved in non
felony situations. The proposed changes
include the addition of gross misdemeanor
convictions, sexual harassment, and
convictions imposed in another jurisdic
tion. "We needed to ensure those (peace
officers) who have crossed the line don't
serve anywhere in the state," Laux said.

Laux said the Standards Committee
received input for a wide variety of
interested groups and deliberated over
many of the issues. However, representa
tives from several citizens groups testifted
at the committee hearing with concerns
that the POST Board recommendations

) do not go far enough.
Michael Dees of the Supreme Court

Task Force on Race Bias said the POST
Board rules only affect the convicted
offender and don't address patterns of

unprofessional conduct. "What it boils
down to is obvious convictions are
difficult to get, but the behavior is still
there," he said.

Julie Tilley of the Minnesota Coalition
for Battered Women agreed the revised
rules don't cover all situations of unpro
fessional conduct, including misdemeanor
domestic abuse cases. The coalition
offered several additions to the standards
of conduct changes, including a recom
mendation to screen out officer candi
dates who have a history of domestic
abuse.

Public Defense funds debated
A Board of Public Defense request for

deficiency appropriations of some $2.65
million raised concerns from members of
the Crime Prevention Finance Division
during a second hearing on the matter
held Weds., Feb. 15.

Chairman Sen. Tracy Beckman (DFL
Bricelyn) asked agency officials back to
the division to explain what would
happen if the full request was not met; the
governor recommends a deficiency
appropriation of $1.5 million. Later in the
hearing, officials suggested several
consequences of the shortfall.

The money is part of the Juvenile
Justice Act that'went into effect Jan. 1,
and is designated to provide counsel for
juvenile delinquents and continue the
state take-over of juvenile court proceed
ings. The 1994 Legislature approved the
public defense budget, however the
governor vetoed the portion of the bill
dealing with the Juvenile Justice Act,
leaving the office with a shortfall from
January to July 1,1995.

Dick Sherman, chief administrator for
the public defenders office, told division
members the office could get by on the
$1.5 million but it would be a struggle for
many judicial districts. Some districts
already are feeling the effects of the
shortage, he said.

He said another question is how much
the Legislature plans to annualize to cover
increased costs due to policy changes
enacted in the juvenile law. According to
the '94 law, every juvenile has a right to
an attorney which increases the annual
case load by nearly 15,000. Juveniles also
have a right to counsel for appeal cases.

Sen. Randy Kelly (DFL-St. Paul) said
the decision is fairly simple given the
tight budget year. He supports the
governor's recommendation to give the
office $1.5 million for the remainder of FY
95. But, Kelly added, the money taken
from the counties for the state take-over,

some $5.4 million annually, should be
given back to the counties or redirected to
the public defenders office.

"In a perfect world, we would give them
what they feel they need, but we don't
live in a perfect world," he said. When the
Legislature approved the request, the
Cambridge Bank court decision, which
costs the state some $324 million, was not
known, he said. He said members have to
keep in mind that every dollar spent is
another dollar that can't be spent on
education.

"The other alternative is to raise taxes,"
he said, "but if the parameters are no new
taxes, than we've got to reprioritize our
responsibilities."

After some discussion, State Public
Defender John Stuart suggested the office
would have to resort to "triage" to deal
with the shortage. The office no longer
would provide counsel for juvenile appeal
cases, stop ordering transcripts for adult
appeal cases beginning March 1, and
request continuances until after July in
cases where juveniles are out of custody,
he said.

Education
University budget heard

The University of Minnesota needs
$143.7 million from the state over the
next two years or student tuition will
increase at higher annual rates and
program cuts will occur, according to
University President Nils Hasselmo.

Hasselmo presented the University's
biennial budget ata Thurs., Feb. 9,
meeting of the Higher Education Divi
sion, chaired by Sen. LeRoy Stumpf
(DFL-ThiefRiver Falls). The budget
includes $87.7 million in state funds,
$26.3 million in tuition increases, and
$28.2 million in reallocated funds.

Hasselmo encouraged division members
to approve the state partnership with the
University in the reinvestment in
Minnesota. He outlined several ways the
system contributes to the state in areas
such as business, medical research,
education, agriculture and public policy.

One of the biggest challenges facing the
University is the decline in the state's
investment in post-secondary education,
he said, adding it is urgent that the trend
be reversed. Other challenges are chang
ing demographics of students, an in
creased need for a trained work force,
preparing for a global economy, and
demands for efficiency.

The University is preparing for the
changing future through development of
its University 2000 Project, Hasselmo
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Committee update
said. The 96-97 budget provides money
for four critical initiatives of U2000: the
learning community, student services,
educational and systems infrastructure,
and the Cancer Center.

The governor's proposal provides $61
million for FY 96-97; of that $53.8 million
is in one-time funding. Hasselmo said the
University would like the Legislature to
make a sizeable portion of that perma
nent. Personnel decisions, as well as the
purchase of equipment and supplies, must
be based on reliable funding, he said.

Sen. Leonard Price (DFL-Woodbury)
asked what the University would do if the
state would not agree to the budget
proposal. "Where's the limit of the tuition
hike?" he asked. Hasselmo said if the
governor's budget was adopted, the
University most likely would seek annual
tuition increases of more than 4.8
percent, and begin cutting programs. "We
probably would exclude some students if
we continue to raise tuition," he said.
"And the ability to pay shouldn't bea
determinant of whether a student can
attend the U or not."

Sen. Deanna Wiener (DFL-Eagan)
asked what the mood Of the students was
regarding the budget proposal, specifically
the tuition increases. Hasselmo said the
University of Minnesota Student Associa
tion voted in support of the proposal,
which was "an extraordinary act on the
part of the association."

Discussion on the budget proposal will
continue, however Sen:. Lawrence
Pogemiller (DFL-Mpls.) said the matter
was clear: "The University put before us a
simple proposition: either we partner with
them or they'll make other decisions."

Recommendations discussed
The governor's budget recommenda

tions sparked a discussion at the Tues.,
Feb. 14, meeting of the Education
Funding Division on the approach the
Legislature should take in funding K"12
education.

The panel, chaired by Sen. Lawrence
Pogemiller (DFL-Mpls.), continued to
review the budget proposal for general
education, pupil transportation and
special education with a presentation
from the Dept. of Education's Director of
Finance, Tom Melcher.

Melcher said the governor is recom
mending that school boards be required to
hold one public hearing each spring
focused on student performance. "Even
though they do not make their budget
decisions until December, this hearing is a
chance for districts to discuss student
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performance and connect it with fund
ing," he said. He added that the governor
is proposing a change in open entollment
funding when AFDC students use the
program, simplifying the computation for
pre-kindergarten students with disabili
ties, and adjusting the schedule to year
round schools so that they receive 90
percent of their general education
payments.

The overall approach to the governor's
proposal, Assistant Commissioner Bob
Wedl said, is to give districts more
flexibility in their funding decisions while
creating more accountability. "Several
accountability measures are built into the
general education program," he said.
"Under the block grants, districts will
detail how progress is made, and imple
menting the graduation rule will be at).
important accountability measure."

While he was concerned that the
governor did not include class-size
reductions or staff development in the
recommendations, Pogemiller said a
greater issue faces the division. "The real
issue is that we need to decide what the
conditions are that we'll be putting on
general education funding," he said.

"We should be building expectations in
the foundation," Sen. Oen Olson (IR
Minnetrista) said. "If we are going to be
results-oriented, we ought to be open
enough to face up to the fact that those
measures may not be there before we
begin to pour millions into the system."

"It may be that one of the flaws is we're
looking at outcomes at the end of the
process," said Sen. Kenric Scheevel (IR
Preston), "but it takes just one weak link
in instruction to break down the entire
chain for a child. There is a tremendous
opportunity for us to put flexibility into
the funding and we need to not only look
at the entire structure, but at each brick
in that structure."

"I think it's clear that we need to let go
of some things that we can no longer
afford," Pogemiller added. "We need to
call into question what is most important
and I'm willing to give total flexibility on
everything as long as we can make some
progress on staff development and class
size reductions."

Melcher also discussed the governor's
proposal for special education funding,
which recommends special education
revenue; the combination of state aid and
local levy, amounting to $321.8 million in
FY 96 and another $327.6 million for FY
97. The recommendation includes state
appropriations of $193 million in FY 96
and $196.6 million in FY 97:

The proposal, Melcher said, represents a
2.1 percent increase in revenue for FY 96
over what was used in FY 95, and a 1.8
percent increase between FY 96 and FY
97. He said, the governor's recommenda
tion is to fund special education based on
population growth, rather than being
driven by teacher salaries.

For pupil transportation, Melcher said
the budget proposal includes $119 million
in state aid for FY 96 and $132 million in
FY 97. He also said the governor is
proposing to eliminate the levy used to
fund activity buses and excess transporta
tion costs inFY 97.

Budget impact detailed
The Weds., Feb. 15, meeting of the

Higher Education Division was devoted to
a budget presentation on Minnesota State
Colleges and Universities (MnSCU). Jay
Noren, chancellor, began the presentation
by describing .the impact the governor's
budget proposal will have on the consoli
dation of Minnesota's state universities,
community colleges and technical
colleges. According to Noren, the budget
recommendations will reduce higher
education opportunityfor the 1,63,000
Minnesota students currently served by 62
campuses. The budget decreases funding
for Minnesota State Colleges and Univer
sities by $8.9 million below current FY 95
funding, Noren said. According to Noren,
"the budget proposal falls $94 million
short of the amount required to maintain
current programs while carrying outthe
mandate to bring technical colleges into
the state system and offers no new '
program money."

Noren outlined four items needed to
maintain current services: $42 million to
fund a conservative employees' compel1sa~
tion package, $17 million to recognize
enrollment increases, $9 million to restore
the full amount lost to the artificially set
budget caps, and approximately $26
million to cover the cost of converting
technical college employees to state
employment.

Noren said that the Dept. of Finance
offered several suggestions for dealing
with the shortfall, including reduction in
programs and course duplication, consoli
dations of administrations'at co-located
campuses, closing programs with low
enrollment rates, retirements of senior
staff and consolidation of the three
central offices. However, Noren said, "we
have already committed to do all of these
things but the saving from'these ap- ,
proaches cannot occur instantaneously on
July 1,1995."



A page-by-page review of the budget
proposal was presented by Vice Chancelor
Ed McMahon and Judy Borgen. Borgen

) said that the current budget document is
the first combined budget for the three
systems and that each system was asked to
develop priorities and initiatives. The
governor recommends a biennial appro
priation of $905 million for MnSCU.

Environment and Natural
Resources

AURI budget request heard
The Agriculture Utilization Research

Institute (AURI), which was established
to strengthen rural Minnesota's economy,
is seeking a continuation of current
funding for the next biennium. Tom
Jorgens, interim executive director,
presented AURI's budget and annual
report to members of the Environment
and Natural Resources Finance Division,
Thurs., Feb. 9.

Established through 1987 legislation,
AURI helps businesses and farmers
develop new and value-added uses of
agricultural goods by providing technical
expertise to clients and financial assis
tance for marketing new products.

) According to Jorgens, AURI has
. collaborated on more than 200 projects,

with about 87 new products developed
and marketed. Committee members
sampled and inspected several products
developed with AURI's assistance,
including African cookies, non-homog
enized milk, and wheat-based, dust-free
kitty litter.

The state's general fund appropriation
for FY 96-97 would continue at $3.9
million a year; federal and other private
revenues are expected to increase.

Sen. Steven Morse (DFL-Dakota) , who
chairs the division, questioned some issues
highlighted in a September 1994 audit of
AURI, including a substantial fund
balance and AURI's investment policy.
Jorgens said the fund balance is from a
one-time transfer of money several years
ago and is expected to decrease over the
next two years. AURI also has developed
a detailed policy regarding investments,
he said.

Sen. Janet Johnson (DFL-North
Branch) said she was concerned about
spending money.on research development
and marketing of Minnesota products that

)
are sold off to larger companies in other
states. Jorgens said AURI tries to work
with companies that have the best
intentions for Minnesota, and that any
financial assistance comes with the

provision the product stays in the state.
Some of the Senators questioned some

products developed through AURI
projects, saying many already exist. Sen.
Pat Pariseau (IR-Farmington) asked why
some of these smaller entrepreneurs are
receiving loans and grants in order to
enter the market place to compete with
existing industries.

The committee also heard the budget
request of the Board of Animal Health,
which includes an increase of $92,000 for
FY 96 and $144,000 for FY 97.

Ag budget revisited
Debate over how indirect costs have

been calculated for various programs in
the Department of Agriculture consumed
nearly three hours of an Environment and
Natural Resources Finance Division
meeting held FJ;i., Feb. 10.

The division, chaired by Sen. Steven
Morse (DFL-Dakota), had called depart
ment officials to a second division hearing
for a detailed explanation of why indirect
costs have been underestimated for the
past several years.

Hours into the discussion, Sen. Harold
"Skip" Finn (DFL-Cass La~e) offered a
summary o( what had happened. The
"breakdown" between the departments of
Agriculture and Finance resulted in more
of the department's general fund being
spent than was actually needed because
less money was collected through license
and fee accounts, he said.

William Oemichen, deputy agriculture
commissioner, said the department had
applied the federal rate of indirect costs,
but that it was lower than what it should
have been in recent years. Doug
Watnemo, executive budget officer for
the Dept. of Finance, explained that the'
fees for certain programs are not set as
high as they should be; therefore, the
general fund is subsidizing those activities
at a higher rate.

Sen. Gene Merriam (DFL-Coon
Rapids) questioned how both departments
could miss the incorrect computation.
"Either someone was asleep at the switch
or was manipulating the system," he said.
"I don't know why, unless someone
thought the fees are already too high, in
which case they should have come to the
Legislature."

Joseph Komro, financial director for
agriculture, gave an overview of the
department's biennial budget, which
includes a request for annual reallocation
of some $466,000 fromthegeneral fund
to various program activities. Komro
explained the funds were from the

adjustment of the indirect cost accounts.
Morse said the division may ask the

departments back for more discussion on
the matter.

In other business, the division heard a
progress update from the Commission on
Reform and Efficiency (CORE) which was
established in 1991 to recommend long
term actions for improving government
efficiency and effectiveness.

Ethics and Campaign
Reform

Two bills advance
The Senate Ethics and Campaign

Reform Committee okayed two bills at its
meeting Thurs., Feb. 9. The Secretary of
State's housekeeping bill, S.P. 315, was
approved by members and referred to the
floor. Carried by Sen. Dallas Sams (DFL
Staples), the measure changes and
clarifies certain provisions of Minnesota's
election laws.

The bill contained a provision repealing
election day prohibitions on campaigning
which the committee deleted. Sen. Gary
Laidig OR-Stillwater) objected to election
day campaigning, and said that voters
should be entitled to one day free of
advertising. "Voters should be given at
least one day for reflection," Laidig said,
"and are entitled to some quiet on the day
that they cast their ballots."

Concerns were raised about the
appointment of election judges by non
profit organizations. Sen. Pat Pariseau
(IR-Farmington) pointed out that there
are different types of nonprofit organiza
tions. Her amendment, which limits the
provision to charitable nonprofit groups,
was incorporated into the bill.

Sen. John Marty (DFL-Roseville),
committee chair, asked about the provi
sion that allows a candidate to file by fax.
Citing travel distance as a barrier t~' .
citizen participation in elections, Joe
Mansky, of the Election Review Board,
said that the change makes it easier for
candidates in Greater Minnesota to file.

S.P. 257, carried by Sen. Steven Morse
(DFL-Dakota), allows a district supervisor
of the office of soil and water conserva
tion to simultaneously serve as mayor,
clerk, clerk-treasurer or council member
in a town of less than 2,500 inhabitants.
"This bill is targeted at small towns,"
Morse said, "small entities where it's
sometimes tough to get anyone to serve in
these offices."

Pariseau raised questions about possible
conflicts of interest. Morse said that
safeguards prohibit such individual from
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voting on matters that have a substantial
effect on both the soil and water conser
vation district and the city or town. "It
only makes sense to let them serve in
both capacities," Morse said.

S.F. 257 was unanimously approved and
re-referred to the Agriculture and Rural
Development Committee.

Ethics bill opens
The Ethics and Campaign Reform

Committee began review of S.F. 339, a
bill that extends the authority of the
Ethical Practices Board, at its meeting
Tues., Feb. 14. "S.F. 339 is an attempt to
address concerns stemming from last
year's ethics bill, to make some clarifica
tions and do some fine tuning," said
committee chair and chief author Sen.
John Marty (DFL-Roseville).

Under last year's law, Legislators were
prohibited from accepting anything other
than "plaques or trinkets of insignificant
value." S.F. 339 expands the scope of this
provision, allowing lawmakers to have a
cup of coffee or other similar refreshment,
as long as the value of such is less than $3.

Another change is the deletion of last
year's provision that makes board advisory
opinions nonpublic data. Marty said that
the change prompted more difficulties
than it did benefits. "The previous
method of dealing with opinions has
worked effectively for 20 years," said
Marty, adding that the suggestion to
return to the former practice was a request
of the Ethical Practices Board.

Sen. Ember Reichgott Junge (DFL-New
Hope) objected to the deletion of the
provision and offered an amendment that
would keep opinions private. "I think it
would have a chilling effect on whether or
not people will come forward for advisory
opinions," she said. The committee
rejected the amendment.

Members also rejected an amendment
offered by Marty that holds school
officials to the same standard of beha~ior.
The provision was amended out last year
as well.

Additionally, the bill authorizes the
Ethical Practices Board to issue opinions
on the ban of gifts to local officials. Steve
Hunter, political action director for the
American Federation of State, City and
Municipal Employees praised the move,
saying that the current lack of statewide
authority on the law causes confusion for
many parties. Hunter went onto explain
that presently county attorneys are
charged with enforcing the law, and that
sometimes they issue conflicting interpre-
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tations.
Executive Director of Common Cause,

Joan Higinbotham, spoke in favor of the
bill. "We supported it last year, and we
continue to support it," Higinbotham
said. "We think it fosters a positive
opinion of officials, and that it diminishes
the public perception that officials are
being unduly influenced."

Several Senators expressed .concerns
about interpreting the law. Sen. Roger
Moe (DFL-Erskine) posed questions about
definitions. "Let's use examples we've all
participated in--if the Minnesota Nurses
Association is down in the Great Hall
serving orange juice and bran muffins at
7:30 a.m., is this a meeting or a recep
tion?" he asked.

Sen. Douglas J. Johnson (DFL-Cook)
agreed. "Most of us want to abide by the
law, but we don't know how the law
works," Johnson said.

Sen. Dean E. Johnson (IR-Willmar)
said that the law has contributed to an
overall attitude of uneasiness and tension
between Legislators and constituents.
"The environment is one of distrust,"
Johnson said, "and it's not good."

The bill was laid over for further
consideration.

Family Services
Empowerment zones approved

In an effort to re-energize pockets of
poverty and deteriorating tax bases, the
Family Services Committee, chaired by
Sen. Pat Piper (DFL-Austin), approved
S.F. 301 on Thurs., Feb. 9. Sponsored by
Sen. Linda Berglin (DFL-Mpls.), the bill
calls for the design of cooperative models
to attract private business development
and provide public service jobs for the
community.

The empowerment zones are a collabo
ration of local units of government, park
boards and school districts. Mark
Andrew, Hennepin County commis
sioner, stated that "instead of a drain, the
zones will transform these areas into
income generators." The results will not
be confined to economic development,
Andrew said, but will simultaneously
address different problems in the commu
nities including housing, crime and
welfare. Through the use of market
forces, new investment in the communi
ties will increase property values, employ
residents and link neighborhoods. The
zones, "are an opportunity to be investing
in something that may payoff in the
future," Berglin stated.

Minimal state funding totaling
$240,000 is earmarked for staffing to
investigate grant resources and implemant
preliminary planning and development,
Berglin explained. Andrew noted that
state involvement is needed to provide
funding streams and direction not
available at the local level. Members
approved the bill, which advances to the
Taxes and Tax Laws Committee.

Finance
Sec'y of State budget reviewed

A $2.5 millon request for new informa
tion management systems was examined
by the State Government Division of the
Finance Committee, Thurs., Feb. 9, as the
panel, chaired by Sen. Richard Cohen
(DFL-St. Paul), heard the biennial budget
proposal from the Secretary of State.

Secretary of State Joan Growe pre
sented several initiatives as part of her
office's budget request of about $13.5
million for fiscal year (FY) 96 and FY 97.
Included as part of the request is $1.3
million for optical imaging equipment and
another $1.2 million to replace the
equipment in the Secretary of State's 87
county computer network.

Growe said the Uniform Commercial
Code Division, which maintains docu
ments of incorporation, will run out of
storage space by the end ofJune. The use
of optical imaging equipment would solve
that problem, she said. Lew Palmer of
United Communications explained that
the system, which is much like a CD
ROM computer system, allows documents
to be copied onto disks that have large
amounts ofstorage space and that are
more accessible for reference purposes.

In 1987, the Secretary of State received
an appropriation to buy a computer and
printer for each county recorder's office in
the state. Growe said their $1.2 million
request will be used to replace that 87
county system with more efficient
hardware.

The amount requested is necessary for
the office to maintain its level and quality
of service, Growe maintained. "We
forecast that we will take in $15 million
in fees in the next biennium," she said.
"All of that is returned to the general
fund. If we cannot continue to maintain
our level of service, that will affect the
amount of fees we take in."

A.G. budget reviewed
The State Government Division of the

Finance Committee, chaired by Sen.



Richard Cohen (DFL-St.Paul), completed
the review of the budget requests from the
Office of the Attorney General, Mon.,

) Feb. 13.
Deputy Attorney General Jack

Tunheim highlighted two of the office's
key initiatives during the presentation.
Included in the budget request is a $3.6
million initiative for FY 96 and FY 97 to
set up a salary support program. The
initiative, Tunheim said, will support the
ability of the Attorney General's Office to
retain younger staff members.

While the office has had little trouble
recruiting new attorneys, T unheim said
the problem has been in the ability to
retain those attorneys. The initiative is to
be used to provide salary increases to
those attorneys who have served in the
office for three to 10 years. "We are well
below the average of what other public
law offices are able to pay," Tunheim said.
"People are motivated to come to work at
the Attorney General's Office, but the
problem is in retaining those people after
we have invested in training them and
they gain some experience." Tunheim
added that attorneys with the Attorney
General's office average as much as
$15,000 a year less than do their counter
parts in the u.s. Attorney's Office.

) The second major initiative is a $3.2
million request for information systems
enhancement in the next biennium,
Tunheim said. The request would support
the acquisition of a computer network
that Tunheim said would make the office
more efficient.

T unheim also discussed the services
provided by the Law Enforcement,
Business Regulation and Solicitor General
Sections of the office.

Public broadcasting requests
State support for public broadcasting

was the focus of discussion for the State
Government Division of the Finance
Committee, chaired by Sen. Richard
Cohen (DFL-St. Paul), Tues., Feb. 14.

Under the governor's budget proposal,
$5 million in state funding is designated
for public broadcasting. Officials of the
state's public television, radio and cable
systems appeared before the division to
discuss the recommendations.

Representing the state's public televi
sion stations, Bill Strusinki said the
governor is recommending an appropria
tion of $1.87 million in both years of the

)
biennium. Jack Willis, president of Twin
Cities Public Television, said the appro
priation is used to support a matching
grant program, which requires public
television to raise matching amounts in

order to receive the state funding.
Along with the recommended appro

priation, Strusinki said the budget
proposal submitted to the governor
included a $500,000 per year initiative
under the matching grant program. The
additional funding would be used to
expand a pre-school education program.
The program, which was developed for
day care providers and early childhood
teachers, links the broadcasts of Sesame
Street and Mr. Rogers' Neighborhood to
an educational program.

Willis said that for each dollar in
government money public television
receives, it is matched by $5 from private
sources. "While we do not get a lot of
money from government sources, it is the
oil that makes it all go,'! he said. "We use
the government funding to buy the
national schedule and that allows us to
develop quality programming at a local
level."

The governor's budget proposal also
includes a biennial appropriation of $1.2
million. Dennis Hamilton, Minnesota
Public Radio's vice president of finance,
told the division the funds are used to
allow the state's 34 public radio stations
to upgrade their equipment. He added
that an additional request of $2.4 million
for the biennium is being sought as part of
an extensive effort to convert current
equipment to digital technology.

The division also heard the budget
request from the Metro Cable Network,
which shows the broadcasts produced by
the Legislature. Chuck Slocum from the
regional channel is seeking $150,000,
which would combine the governor's
recommended appropriation of $100,000
for the biennium with an amount cover
ing the hourly rate the Legislature is
charged.

Rod Pearson of the Minnesota Satellite
Public Affairs Network also presented a
request of $275,000 for the biennium. He
said the funding would be used to send
the Legislature's broadcasts statewide via
satellite.

Budget reviews continue
Biennial budget proposals for the

Minnesota Racing Commission, the State
Lottery, and the Office of the State
Auditor were reviewed, Weds., Feb. 15, at
a meeting of the Finance State Govern
ment Division, chaired by Sen. Richard
Cohen (DFL-St. Paul).

Richard Krueger, executive director of
the Minnesota Racing Commission
(MRC), presented the organization's
budget plan for the next biennium. He
said the commission is seeking a $370,000

general fund appropriation for FY 96 and
FY 97. The funding makes up a portion of
the MRC's total budget proposal of just
more than $2 million. The other portions
of the budget, he said, come from licens
ing and other fees the MRC receives in
carrying out its responsibilities to oversee
horse racing in the state.

Krueger said the MRC also faces a
$77,000 deficiency for the current year.
That deficiency, he said, is due to ex
penses caused by the sale and reopening of
Canterbury Downs and the commission's
work during the races held last year at the
Traverse County Fair.

Projections indicate that the lottery will
provide more than $146 million in total
revenue for the state in the next bien
nium, George Anderson, executive
director of the state lottery, said in
presenting the agency's budget plan for
the next biennium.

State law requires that 40 percent of all
lottery proceeds go into the Environmen
tal Trust Fund and the remainder go into
the general fund. Anderson said projec
tions indicate about the trust fund will
receive about $42 million in FY 96 and
FY 97 while about $62 million will be
available for the general fund. In addi
tion, a tax in lieu of a sales tax is assessed
against all lottery tickets, he said, which
will generate about $42 million more for
the state.

Anderson said the agency receives no
state funding and is supported entirely by
lottery proceeds. He said state law limits
the amounts available for administrative
purposes to 15 percent of the gross
proceeds, and that his agency has set an
operating budget of $41 million.

The division also completed is review of
the budget requests from the Office of the
State Auditor. Deno Howard said the
State Auditor's Office is requesting a state
appropriation of $1.9 million for the
biennium. She said the total operating
budget for the office amounts to $14.3
million, and that mosrof the revenue is
generated by audit fees. Assistant Auditor
Greg Hurlinger said fees are the result of a
rate charge of between $29 and $49 per
hour for the audits performed of state,
county and local governments.

Governmental Operations
and Veterans
Rulemaking change passed

A bill allowing the governor to halt the
rulemaking process and suspend certain
state rules was approved by the Govern
mental Operations and Veterans Commit
tee, Tues., Feb. 14.
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Committee update
The committee, chaired by Sen. James

Metzen (DFL-South St. Paul), amended
and approved S.F. 322, authorizing the
governor to terminate a state agency's
rulemaking proceedings and to veto a
state rule if the rule was enacted without
specific legislative authority. Under the
proposal, the governor submits a bill to
repeal the rules said the author, Sen. John
Hottinger (DFL-Mankato), and if the
Legislature agrees, they can pass the bill.
He added that if no action is taken, the
rule is reinstated.

"Many people believe that, all too
often, state agencies have become a fourth
branch of government in setting state
policy," Hottinger said, "The intent of the
bill is to give the Legislature and the
governor more accountability over the
agencies and to exercise clear authority
for policy decisions."

Duane Benson, executive director of
the Minnesota Business Partnership,
testified in favor of the bill. He said the
organization's interest in the proposal
stems from the impact that state rules
have on the business community. "Of the
businesses that have left the state, over 60
percent say they did so because of a
morass of rules," he said. "If the Legisla
ture does its job well in limiting what are
the rules agencies can adopt, you should
have no problem with a governor's veto."

Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller (DFL-Mpls.)
offered an amendment to specify that the
rulemaking process or a state rule was
being suspended rather than vetoed. He
also proposed amendments limiting
suspension ofproceedings to discretionary
rulemaking and clarifying when the
governor's action takes effect. The
amendments were adopted and the
committee approved the bill. The
measure now goes to the Senate floor for
consideration.

In other action, the committee also
amended and approved S.F. 5, extending
certain laws applied to state agencies to
the Legislature. Sen. Richard Cohen
(DFL-St. Paul), the author, said the bill
prohibits Legislative employees from
buying state-owned merchandise except
when public bids are taken or a public
auction is held and requires the use the
Open Appointments Act to select public
representatives to Legislatively-controlled
groups.

He said, the bill also makes the Legisla
ture subject to the state law requiring
prompt payment, competitive bidding,
preference for American-made goods and
Minnesota-grown agricultural products,
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and both resident and small-business
preferences.

The committee adopted Cohen's
technical amendment, specifying the
distinction of the Legislative Branch from
the rest of state government, and recom
mended the passage of S.F. 5 to the full
Senate.

Health Care
Human service budget review

In a continuation of budget reviews, the
Health Care and Family Services Funding
Division, chaired by Sen. Don Samuelson,
met Thurs., Feb., 9 to discuss funding for
the Dept. of Human Services.

Commissioner Maria Gomez presented
the initiatives and priorities of the
department, including an increased focus
on children throughout all department
services. For the next biennium, Gomez
outlined two major goals: to identify ways
to reprioritize current dollars or find
savings to fund new initiatives this
biennium, and to identify longer-term
ways to introduce more competition,
consumer options, and efficiency to help
slow growth in health care costs. The
projected budget increase from the growth
in health care related costs, including
long-term care and inflation totals 96
percent, Gomez said.

Gomez cited examples of reprioritizing,
including revenue projects which entail
seeking federal and other dollars owed to
clients who are eligible for other programs
and whose care has been paid for by the
state. The elimination of work readiness
would also "yield about $19 million in
savings and can be re-invested in pro
grams that more effectively support work,
responsibility and family," Gomez said.

Sen. Phil Riveness (DFL-Bloomington)
and others expressed concern about the
size and growth of the department's
budget. Accounting for roughly 26
percent of the state budget, the
department's 1994-1995 budget totaled
$9.2 billion. Of this amount, n percent
was allocated to health care costs.
Departmental spending "has gotten out of
hand...we cannot afford what we have,"
Riveness said, noting that two-thirds of
state budget growth is within the depart
ment. Gomez said that the state has made
a decision to provide generous entitle
ment services, including residential 
treatment programs and long-term care
services, and that controls need to be
instituted. "Until the state becomes a
sophisticated purchaser of health care, it

won't change," Gomez explained.
The committee also heard the

department's perforlIlance report. Dennis
Erickson explained the breakdown in
costs, noting that extensive staff is often
required in regional treatment centers,
contributing to high costs. Riveness
cautioned members on requests for
additional reports and supported an
examination of the precise Legislative
need for information. "Provide the best
feedback with statistics for Legislators to
make policy," Riveness said.

Budget overviews heard
Continuing to review the governor's

budget, the Health Care and Family
Services Funding Division, chaired by
Sen. Don Samuelson (DFL-Brainerd),
held a second meeting, Thurs., Feb. 9.
Clell Hemphill, executive director of the
Disability Council, presented the
council's objectives and plan. The
council promotes the independence and
rights of all disabled persons in ~he state.
The Disability Council serves up to 20
percent of the state's population,
Hemphill noted, including the elderly and
persons with learning disabilities. The
greatest problems faced by people are poor
access to housing and to health care,
Hemphill said. The council works to
increase the accessibility of all aspects of
society for people with disabilities;
including the availability of appropriate
transportation and employment.
Hemphill explained that the council's
efforts also include public education and
dissemination of information in an effort
to integrate services and facilities.

Members also reviewed the budget
request from the Board of Nursing.
Executive Director Joyce Schowalter
explained the only major budget change,
the conversion of systems toa computer
network. Upgrading the technol9gy will
improve the data collection and the
complaints process, Schowalter said. The
improvements will be funded through
unused funds from previous years as well
as a fee increase.

Dept. review continues
Resuming discussion of the Dept. of

Human Services 1996-1997 budget
recommendations, the Health Care and
Family Services Committee, chaired by
Sen. Don Samuelson (DFL-Brainerd), met
Tues., Feb., 14.

The department recommends a total of
$3.2 million annually for developmental
disability (DD) services, including DD



pilots to increase flexibility for local issues
and consumer needs. Shirley Patterson of
the department explained that the

) initiative will provide a grassroots effort to
develop a system responding to consumer
complaints about the system. Consumers
note that the numerous resources and
agencies providing service could be
streamlined by integrating multiple
funding sources, Patterson said.

Another DD initiative is the implemen
tation of the DD waiver alternative
allocation structure. The funds would be
used to develop a new allocation structure
for the Home and Community-Based
Services (HCBS) waiver for mentally
retarded persons. The structure will
provide a more equitable allocation of
resources tegardless of previous living
arrangements. Patterson explained that
the structure is "very close to leveling the
playing field between the private sector
and the public sector."

Members considered requests from the
Deaf and Hard of Hearing Services
Division of the department. Through
regional service centers, the division
ensures access to human services for
persons who are deaf or hard of hearing.
Dwight Maxa, director of the division,
explained that access to these services

) promotes self-sufficiency and economic
independence for clients and their
families. Over 250,000 persons are served
in the state, 40 percent of whom reside in
Greater Minnesota. Samuelson expressed
concern about the ac~essibilityof inter
preters in rural areas, an essential compo
nent of self-sufficiency. Maxa noted that
the budget calls for an increase in state
wide interpreters to comply with state and
federal mandates.

The department also requests $2.7
million in FY 96 for the Quality Services
Division, developing departmental
priority areas such as improved county
relationships and quality improvement
and relying on client-based outcome
goals. Patterson noted that the division
focuses on the planning and evaluation ~f
services as well as the expansion of the
quality assurance approach. As an
example of quality assurance, Patterson
said that medical case management will
be provided to individuals in conjunction
with socia~ serviceagencies. The service
will address concerns of medical oversight
and assure treatment is appropriate. Sen.
Linda Berglin (DFL-Mpls.) expressed

)concern that much of the biennial budget
increase is devoted to administrative
changes instead of allocations to client .
services"

A new initiative this biennium is the
option for individuals to use a consumer
grant to purchase goods or services which
support living in their own home. Persons
on MA programs would receive a cash
amount of state funds to be applied
toward services. Patterson said that the
option provides more flexibility in choice
and promotes self-sufficiency. Berglin
stated that the flexibility should be
available to individuals within the MA
program, and that the consumer supports
should reflect a savings for the depart
ment instead of neutrality.

Jobs, Energy and
Community Development
Workers comp testimony continues

The Jobs, Energy and Community
Development Subcommittee on Employ
ment, chaired by Sen. Kevin Chandler
(DFL-White Bear Lake), began hearing
testimony Thurs. morning, Feb. 9, on
efforts to reduce litigation costs associated
with workers compensation claims.

Acting Assistant Commissioner Kevin
Wilkins and Mike McGowan of the Dept.
of Labor and Industry described their
agency's efforts to redesign the system
used in handling workers compensation
claims. Wilkens said an effort has begun
to streamline the claims process, so that
problems with claims may be mitigated
when they are first identified. McGowan
said, "The vast majority of our resources
were spent on non-customer services."
He added that a $5 million appropriation
made to the department in 1993 has been
used to develop and implement.a com
puter-based system that will give those
who deal with claims immediate access to
information. That system will be
switched on in March, Wilkens said.

Steve Hawn, speaking on behalf of a
workers compensation attorneys commit
tee, called the state's workers compensa
tion system the most complex in the
nation. "The average employee, em
ployer, or insurer cannot go through the
system without an attorney," he said. He
said the system needs to be simplified, the
discussion of workers compensation
"needs to be depoliticized," and that a
discussion on what is the Dept. of Labor
and Industry's proper role needs to take
place. Hawn said that role should be to
work at reducing conflict and preventing
litigation. He also said the department's
customer service representatives should be
better trained to respond to inquiries and
to deal with claims. "The advice the
department has given to employees,

employers and insurers has often been
flat-out wrong," Hawn said.

The subcommittee will continue to
hear testimony on the issue of litigation in
workers compensation at a later hearing.

Workers comp testimony heard
The Jobs, Energy and Community

Development Subcommittee on Employ
ment, chaired by Sen. Kevin Chandler
(DFL-White Bear Lake), spent the Tues.,
Feb. 14, meeting discussing ways to
control litigation costs related to workers
compensation claims.

The committee heard testimony from
Pat Johnson, president of State Fund
Mutual, calling for a more effective system
used in handling workers compensation
claims. She stressed the need for a system
that both protects workers and reduces
litigation costs for employers and employ
ees. Johnson urged members to examine
what drives litigation, in order to redesign
a system that cuts down on overusers of
the system.

Bernard Brommer, president of the
AFL-CIO, also testified, praising the
committee· for its methodical examina
tion of workers compensation issues.

"This has·not always been the case,"
Brommer stated. Legislation in the past,
Brommer said, "was usually a knee-jerk
reaction, based more on belief than fact."
Brommer also urged members not to
consider the workers compensation
system a no-fault system. "This term is
simply not accurate," Brommer said. The
explosion of rules concerning workers
compensation claims has made the system
very complex, and left workers with very
few options short of seeking legal help, he
said.

The subcommittee will continue to
hear testimony on the reduction of
attorney fees and litigation in workers
compensation at a later date.

Four bills approved
The Jobs, Energy and Community

Development Committee, chaired by Sen.
Steven Novak (DFL-New Brighton),
recommended four bills for passage on
Wed., Feb. 15..

Sen. Cal Larson (IR-Fergus Falls)
presented S.F. 299, a bill making techni
cal and housekeeping changes to refer
ences addressing visually handicapped
people. The bill was recommended for
passage and re-referred to the Govern
mental Operations and Veterans Commit
tee.

Sen. Arlene Lesewski (IR-Marshall)
authored S.F. 306, a bill establishing the
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governor's workforce development
council to replace the governor's job
training council. The bill also expands
representation and management of the
council. The committee approved S.F.
306 and re-referred it to the Government
Operations and Veterans Committee.

Sen. Ellen Anderson (DFL-St. Paul)
outlined S.F. 350, a bill modifying
eligibility for transitional housing services.
The bill allows transitional housing
services to provide up to six months of
follow-up support services for persons who
complete transitional housing as they
stabilize in permanent housing. S.F. 350
was recommended for passage and sent to
the full Senate.

Anderson also presented S.F. 352, a bill
modifying provisions relating to commu
nity action agencies. The bill was
approved and sent to the Senate floor.

Judiciary
Liability changes presented

The Senate Judiciary Committee,
chaired by Sen. Carol Flynn (DFL-Mpls.),
discussed the state's tort liability provi
sions and heard two proposals raising that
level of liability, Mon., Feb. 13.

Assistant Attorney General David
Schultz detailed the history of tort
liability and placed the issue in context.
He said that while the state could be
immune from liability, the Legislature has
chosen to allow liability claims against
state and local governments.

Schultz said current law, enacted in
1983, limits the amount an individual
may receive to $200,000. An amount of
$600,000 is set limiting the total amount
that can be awarded as the result of a
multiple tort liability claim, he said.

The caps, Schultz said, prevent state
funding from being imperiled by a
catastrophic judgement. Limiting the
potential exposure to liability, he said, in
turn protects state and local budgets.
Schultz said the constitutionality of the
caps has been challenged and upheld in
the State Supreme Court because the
Legislature has periodically reviewed the
liability caps.

He also said the challenges have come
from opponents who argue the caps are
inherently unfair to plaintiffs and that the
government can spread large judgements
out throughout their budgets to minimize
the impact of those decisions.

The committee then heard two propos
als to raise the tort liability caps. S.F. 7,
authored by Sen. Richard Cohen (DFL-
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St. Paul), increases the tort liability limits
applied to the Metropolitan Council's
transit operations. The bill, Cohen said,
allows individuals to receive up to
$500,000 as the result of a claim and sets
an aggregate limit of $1.5 million. The
bill is the result of a 1993 accident in
which a St. Paul resident was struck and
killed by a Metropolitan Transit Commis
sion bus, Cohen said. The subsequent
lawsuit was settled out-of-court, he added,
but the family's hardship exceeded what
they could have received because of the
cap on liability.

Phil McDonald, whose wife was killed
in the accident, testified in support of the
proposal. He said the driver had been
involved in a fatal accident earlier.
"MCTO would take a closer look at how
they handle their drivers if they faced a
potential $500,000 claim," he said.

Ed Williams, of the Metropolitan
Council Transit Organization (MCTO),
opposed the bill. He said raising the caps
for only the MCTO would increase the
risk of claims. "The potential for a loss
because of a bus is no greater than it is for
a snowplow," he said.

The members also heard a proposal to
raise the liability limits based on inflation.
S.F. 230, sponsored by Sen. Randy Kelly
(DFL-St. Paul), increases the liability
limits starting in 1996 and then raising
the limits again in the year 2000.

The committee adopted an amendment
offered by Sen. Don Betzold (DFL
Fridley), raising the limit for individual
claims to $250,000 and setting a limit of
$750,000 for multiple claims. The
amendment increases the multiple claim
limit to $1 million for the year 2000.

"This is an important issue," Kelly said,
"We haven't raised the limit since 1983
and I think that if we did not take some
action this year, the courts may overrule
the limits."

Bill Foster, a St. Paul attorney, shared
his support for the Kelly proposal but
expressed Concerns about the liability
caps. "Any increase is movement in the
right direction," he said, "but the caps will
prevent the most grievously injured from
receiving a fair settlement."

Ali Artoli, a victim of a 1993 St. Paul
explosion, said his medical expenses and
the costs of reopening the business he lost
in the explosion exceed what the limits
allow. "What I am asking is for all of us to
be treated fairly," he said.

The committee will take further
testimony and consider both bills at a
later hearing.

Child support
Failure to pay child support could lead

to suspension of a driver's license under a
bill presented at the Weds., Feb. 15,
hearing of the Judiciary Committee's
Family Law Subcommittee. The subcom
mittee, chaired by Sen. Don Betzold
(DFL-Fridley) also amended and approved
a proposal allowing noncustodial parents
to provide child care services in certain
situations.

Under the provisions of S.P. 217,
sponsored by Sen. Richard Cohen (DFL
St. Paul), noncustodial parents who owe
more than $1,000 in child support
payments and who refuse to agree to a
payrtent plan would be subject to
suspension of the driver's license. In
addition, the measure provides for
suspension of any occupational licenses
that an obligor may hold, and sets up an
employment registry system that the
Dept. of Human Services will use to
identify obligors that have recently been
hired by a Minnesota employer.

Also, the bill allows a lien to be placed
against a motor vehicle certificate of title
as a means to recoup child support, and
adds an enforcement provision to a 1994
law that requires obligors who are unable
to make child support payments to
perform community service.

Cohen said the bill, which was devel
oped by the Office of the Attorney
General, is an effort to enforce child
support orders through those mechanisms
that are within the state's administration.
"A driver's license is a privilege, not a
right," Cohen said, "If we assume the state
should give that privilege, then the
residents of the state should agree with
the rules of law that govern that privi
lege."

The subcommittee heard testimony in
support of the proposal from Mary
Rekuski, whose ex-husband is more than
$10,000 behind in making court-ordered
payments. "There are too many loopholes
that can leave orders unenforceable," she
said. Mary Beth Johnson and Phyllis
Walker, representing ACES, a child
support enforcement advocacy group, also
backed the measure. "It isn't necessarily
an issue of income, whether or not child
support can be paid, for defaulting on
payments," Johnson said, "It is more an
attitude towards the children or the
custodial parent." "Some think that
government is too big and we need to
overhaul welfare," said Walker, "but if
more people pay their child support, that



will do more to relieve those costs by
getting more custodial parents off of
welfare."

) Additional testimony on the proposal
will be taken when the subcommittee
takes up the bill at a later hearing.

The subcommittee also amended and
approved S.F. 218, a proposal allowing
noncustodial parents to care for a child
while the custodial parent is working, if
doing so would be reasonable and in the
best interests of the child. Sen. Martha
Robertson (IR-Minnetonka), the bill's
author, said the measure is identical to
proposals passed by the Senate in 1993
and 1994. "It seems that the courts will
not allow this to occur unless it is speci
fied in law," she said.

Mark Nygard of R-Kids said courts are
presently reluctant to allow noncustodial
parents to provide child care. "But this
makes sense, since child care payments
are now used in determining support
awards," he said, "and because the vast
majority of noncustodial parents are more
than capable of providing care."

But Shawn Frestad of the Legal Services
Advocacy Project opposed the proposal.
He argued the bill could order
noncustodial child care to occur, which

) would have a negative impact on the
amounts of support awarded. "There is
the scenario where parents are uncoopera
tive," he said, "and it doesn't take into
account those cases where domestic abuse
may have occurred."

Sen. Linda Berglin (DFL-Mpls.) offered
an amendment to require that courts
consider the willingness to cooperate, the
method for resolving disputes between the
parties, and domestic abuse before
allowing child care by non-custodial
parents. The amendment also required
the court to report its findings on those
factors. Sen. Jane Krentz (DFL-May
Twp.) then moved to delete the reporting
requirement in the Berglin amendment.
Both amendments were adopted before
the subcommittee approved the bill. S.F.
218 now goes to the full Judiciary Com
mittee for further consideration.

Metropolitan and Local
Government
Local bills approved

Three bills gained the approval of the
Metropolitan and Local Government

) Committee at a hearing Weds., Feb. 15.
The panel, chaired by Sen. Jim
Vickerman (DFL-Tracy), also heard, but
took no action, on a fourth measure.

S.P. 311, authored by Sen. Arlene

Lesewski (IR-Marshall), authorizes the
issuance of bonds for the repair and
renovation of the Pipestone County
Courthouse and annex. The bill is
needed because, even though voters
approved a referendum on the matter,
bond counsel would not allow the bonds
to be sold since there was a defect in the
ballot language. The bill was approved
and re-referred to the Committee on
Finance.

The second bill, S.F. 266, authorizes
town boards to set up petw cash funds.
The measure, sponsored by Sen. Joe
Bertram, Sr. (DFL-Paynesville), was
approved and sent to the full Senate.
S.F. 317, carried by Sen. Don Betzold
(DFL-Fridley), specifies that cities may
order that a place of business be closed if
the city determines that the business
conducted at the place was in violation of
a city's zoning or licensing ordinances at
the time the business was established.
The bill was approved and re-referred to
the Judiciary Committee.

A bill allowing Anoka County to award
contracts for printed material to resident
bidders sparked considerable discussion;
S.F. 203, sponsored by Sen. Paula Hanson
(DFL-Ham Lake), further specifies that
the resident bidder awarded the contract
may not be more than five percent higher
than the lowest bid, and that the resident
bidder must agree to reduce the bid to a
level equal to the lowest bid. Discussion
centered on whether the measure serves
to stifle competition. The bill was laid
over for further review.

Taxes and Tax Laws

Local reactions to budget heard
The Taxes and Tax Laws Subcommit

tee on Property Tax, chaired by Sen. John
Hottinger (DFL-Mankato), met Tues.,
Feb. 14, to continue hearing testimony on
the effects of the governor's budget
proposal on local governments.

Gary Carlson, from the League of
Minnesota Cities, said that the League "is
extremely displeased with the direction
and the impact of the governor's 1996-97
biennial budget recommendations."
Carlson said that the cities are particularly
distressed because the governor's budget
requires cutting city aid programs for the
fourth time in six years. In addition,
Carlson said that the proposed Aid
Distribution Councils might increase
competition among local units of govern
ment. Carlson concluded by saying that
the cities are also disappointed that the
Board of Government Innovation and
Cooperation all but disappears under the

governor's proposal.
Nancy Larson, executive director,

Minnesota Association of Small Cities,
also testified before the panel. Larson said
that small cities are particularly hard hit
under the governor's budget proposal.
"Small cities have few employees, offer
few services and have few places to cut,
particularly in the middle of their budget
year," Larson said. Dave Fricke, of the
Minnesota Township Association, also
spoke to the subcommittee. Fricke said
that the governor's proposal would result
in significant cuts for townships. How
ever, Fricke also said that a proposal to
freeze property taxes would also place
townships in a tough position.

Representatives from several education
associations also detailed the effects of the
governor's budget proposal. Bob Meeks of
the Minnesota School Boards Association
said that if education were to be fully
funded more than $1 billion in additional
funding would be needed. Meeks said,
"the governor's budget provides and
additional $400 million, which leaves
quite a gap." The upside of the governor's
budget is flexibility, Meeks said, but we
still need additional revenue. Rose
Hermodson, Minnesota Federation of
Teachers and Cheryl Furrer, Minnesota
Education Association also voiced
concerns about the level of funding for
education in the governor's proposed
budget.

Transportation and Public
Transit

Agency budgets heard
Representatives of the Department of

Public Safety presented the biennial
budget request to members of the Trans
portation and Public Transit Finance
Division, chaired by Sen. Keith Langseth
(DFL-Glyndon), at a meeting held Fri.,
Feb. 10.

Frank Ahrens, finance director for the
department, outlined the agency's general
fund request, which is some $5.1 million
less than what the governor recommends
for FY 96-97. The department is seeking
$585,000 in new appropriations over the
two years for a total biennial request of
$60.9 million.

The governor recommends a funding
level of more than $66 million which
includes $2.6 million for the criminal
justice communications network,
$719,000 for flood relief projects for
hazardous mitigation, and $1. 7 million for
improvements to the Bureau of Criminal
Apprehension's DNA laboratory.

The governor also recommends $131.7
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Committee update
million for the Trunk Highway Fund
which is $1.6 million more than the
agency's request. Initiatives covered in the
governor's proposal are the criminal
justice communications network, depart
ment diversity, safety and training
programs, and a school bus safety pro
gram.

State Patrol Chief Mike Chabries
presented his program's budget plan
which calls for $654,000 in FY 96 and
$802,000 in FY 97 to provide 24-hour
coverage at the new Moorhead Weigh
Scale and maintain the current number of
state troopers. Revenues are expected to
increase by $456,000 annually with the
addition of 11 commercial vehicle
inspectors at the Moorhead weigh station,
he said.

The governor's recommendation of
$102.189 million for the State Patrol
budget provides for an additional $40,000
over the biennium for the school bus
safety program.

Sen. Carol Flynn (DFL-Mpls.) said she
continues to receive complaints from '
constituents about the lack of enforce
ment of speeding in the Metro Area.
Chabries said adequate speed limit
enforcement takes troopers, voluntary
compliance by drivers, and consequences
for violating speed limits. He said since
1985 trooper staffing levels have been 20
to 60 positions short, while the numbers
of drivers and miles driven have increased
11 percent and 31 percent respectively.

Some Senators had concerns about the
difference between trooper staffing in the
Metro Area and Greater Minnesota.
Flynn supported moving more state patrol
coverage to the seven-county area,
specifically the freeways.

Milk truck bill advances
A bill that increases the allowable

length of milk hauling trucks and exempts
milk trucks from local highway weight
restrictions received considerable discus
sion among members of the T ransj:lOrta
tion and Public Transit Committee during
a meeting held Tues., Feb. 14.

S.F. 190, authored by Sen. Joe Bertram
(DFL-Paynesville), is a bill designed to
help fix two problems facing the state's
dairy industry according to Allen Gerber,
executive director of the Minnesota
Association of Cooperatives.

Gerber explained that the bill increases
the length of milk trucks from 40 feet to
50 feet. The change in length would allow
trucks from North Dakota that are longer
than 40 feet to come to Minnesota
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processing plants located in the western
part of the state. The longer trucks also
would allow the axles to be placed further
apart, thereby easing stress on the roads,
he said.

The second part of the bill gives milk
trucks the same exemption from seasonal
weight restrictions given school buses,
allowing trucks to haul when the gross ,
weight on a single axle of does not exceed
14,000 pounds. Road authorities, how
ever, could restrict the weight to a lesser
amount if the milk plants are notified, he
said.

Sen. Jim Vickerman (DFL-Tracy) was
concerned that the exemption from
weight restrictions would draw fire from
constituents who were involved in other
trucking industries.

The committee, chaired by Sen. Florian
Chmielewski (DFL-Sturgeon Lake)
approved the bill and it advances to the
floor.

In other business, the committee' also
approved four other bills. S.F. 144,
authored by Sen. Paula Hanson (DFL
Ham Lake), classifies names and addresses
of people with disabled parking certifi
cates as private data. S.P. 194, authored
by Bertram, designates the Highway 15
bridge over the Mississippi River at St.
Cloud as the "Bridge of Hope." S.P. 132,
also authored by Bertram, makes it
unlawful to erect driveway headwalls in a
highway right-of-way. S.P. 145, authored
by Hanson, provides a time limit of three
and a half years from the date of overpay
ment of motor vehicle registration tax in
which to claim a refund.

Floor action
Rate review repealed

A highlight of the Mon., Feb. 13, floor
session was the swearing in of newly
elected Sen. Warren Limmer (IR-Maple
Grove). Limmer waselected to take the
seat of Patrick McGowan who was elected
Hennepin County Sheriff in the Novem
ber elections. District Court Judge
Kathleen Blatz administered the oath of
office.

Sen<).tors also unanimously approved a
resqltition honoring Senate Assistant
Sergeant at Arms Ralph C. Graham for
his many years of service to the Senate.
Graham began working in the Senate as a
Sergeant in 1965 and was first elected to
the position of Assistant Sergeant at
Arms in 1981. Recently, Graham was
honored with an award by the Council on
Black Minnesotans at the Council's

Celebration of African American Lobby
D~. '

In other action, two bills were granted
final passage on the Senate Calendar.
S.F. 35, authored by Sen. John Marty
(DFL-Roseville), eases restrictions on
absentee voting and changes procedures
for voter registration. The measure was
passed on a vote of 42-22. S.F. 36, also
sponsored by Marty, makes several
changes to the laws governing the Ethical
Practices Board, clarifies campaign
finance requirements, and strengthens the
enforcement powers of the board.

One measure was granted final passage
on the Consent Calendar. H.P. 98,
authored by Sen. James Metzen (DFL
South St. Paul), provides for an alternate
member of the Advisory Council on
Gambling.

Several bills were considered for
preliminary passage on the General
Orders Calendar. The Senate granted
preliminary approval to a bill abolishing
the sunset provision related to competi
tive rates for electric utilities. Sponsored
by Sen. Douglas Johnson (DFL-Cook),
S.P. 213 eliminates the requirement for
the Legislature to review competitive
rates of electric utility companies every
five years.

Johnson explained that consumer
interests are currently safeguarded by the
Public Utilities Commission, which
oversees the companies; "The law is
working," Johnson stated, noting that no
problems have occurred since the original
bill was passed in 1990. There is signifi
cant oversight, continued Johnson,
through various citizen protection groups
and the Attorney General's Office, which
has supported the bill. ,

Sen. Steven Morse (DFL-Dakota)
expressed concern about the abolishment,
noting the danger in removing state ,
oversight. Without the sunset provision,
"predatory pricing" will occur, resulting in
higher rates for ratepayers, Morse said. In
addition, Morse said, the provision will
discourage the use of efficient, alternative
energy sources. Sen. GeneMerriam
(DFL-Coon Rapids) commented that the
bill appeared to be "corporate welfare at
its worst," and would affect private
citizens most without their knowledge.
Morse introduced an amendment reinstat
ing the five-year sunset provision, which
failed by a vote of 23-38. The bill was
approved and placed on the Senate
Calendar.

Morse sponsored H.P. 47, correcting
and clarifying statutes relating to solid



waste. Morse explained that the bill
would not require any additional fees or

)
new mandates.. Sen. John Marty (DFL
Roseville) offered an amendment exempt
ing non-profit organizations such as
Goodwill from a solid-waste generator
tax. The bill passed as amended.

Members also granted preliminary
passage to S.F. 50, authored by Sen. Mark
Ourada (IR-Buffalo). The measure
designates a bridge as the Betty Adkins
Bridge in honor of former District 19 Sen.
Betty Adkins.

The final measure to gain approval, S.F.
181, authored by Sen. Richard Cohen
(DFL-St. Paul), allows citizens time off to
vote in elections to fill a vacancy in the
Legislature.

Legislative gopher
Now there is a new way to get informa

tion about the Minnesota Legislature. In
a joint effort, the Legislative Reference
Library, the Office ofthe Revisor of
Statutes,· the Senate and the House of
Representatives have established a
"gopher" information server.

Information abollt weekly meeting
schedules, member biographies, the full
text of bills, House Journals and informa-

) tion on the legislative process may all be
found on the Legislative Gopher. The
Legislative Gopher is a dynamic entity
and more information items are being
added. The Legislative Gopher makes an
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incredible amount of information in- _
stantly available to anyone who has
computer on-line capabilities.

There are several ways to access the
Legislative Gopher. For gopher adminis
trators: Point your gopher to
URL:gopher://
gopher.revisor.leg.state.mn.us (Port 70).
This is the root server for the House and
Senate Legislative Gopher. For individu
als or systems with gopher client software:
Point your gopher client to
gopher.revisor.leg.state.mn.us (Port 70).
For users without gopher client software:
Telnet to consultant.micro.umn.edu (the
University of Minnesota Gopher), login:
gopher. Or, via dial access, 612-626-2400
(also the U of M gopher),
access>consultant.micro.umn.edu, login:
gopher. Follow this path through the
menus: Other Gopher and Information
Servers/North America/U.S./Minnesota/
Minnesota Legislature. Users with
subscriptions to commercial on-line
services should check with your service to
see if gopher access is supported.

New TV show to air
Senate MediaServices, in cooperation
with Greater Minnesota public broadcast
ing stations, is producing Capitol Report
Live, a new interactive television pro
gram.

On the new program, state lawmakers
from Greater Minnesota will answer .

questions concerning rural issues. The
program will air live every Tuesday
evening from 9 p.m. until 10 p.m. The
channels are KWCM 10 (Appleton),
KSMQ 25 (Austin), KAWE 9 (Bemidji),
KAWB 22 (Brainerd), and WDSE 8
(Duluth).

Viewers will be able to ask questions via
fax, telephone and internet e-mail. The
telephone number is 1-800-657-3635.
The internet e-mail address is
studio@lakes.senate.leg.state.mn.us
and the fax machine number is 1-800
366-2588.

Information Office services
The Senate Information Office and the

Office of the Secretary of the Senate are
located in Room 231 of the Capitol.
These offices distribute all public printed
materials and hand inquiries about Senate
committee meetings, Senate districts,
Senate telephone numbers, bill reference
numbers and status, and bill sponsorship.
Interested citizens may also request copies
of bills or ask to be put on the mailing list
for Senate publications. If you want to
know the name of your Senator or have
any other questions about the Minnesota
Senate, call 296-0504. Staff members are
available to answer questions about the
Senate and the legislative process. For
daily updates on committee meetings, call
the Senate Hotline at 296-8088.

The Minnesota Senate Week at a Glance

Monday, February 20

No meetings scheduled.

Tuesday, February 21

Transportation and Public
Transit Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Keith Langseth
8 a.m.'Room 112 Capitol

)Agenda:' Overviews of the budget,
Minnesota Safety CounCil;
Transportation Regulation Board. S.F.
537-Murphy: Requiring drivers license fee
refunds.

Health Care Committee
Chair: Sen. Linda Berglin _
10 a.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 566-Vickerman: Lakeview
Public School for students with
disabilities. S.F. 161-Berglin: Authorize
appeals by vendors of DACs~iS.F.373
Berglin: Waivers sub-acute care. S.F. 417
Berglin: Long term care payment service
system.

Jobs, Energy and Community
Development Subcommittee on
Employment
Chair: Sen. Kevin Chandler
10 a.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

The Senate will meet at 12 noon.

Environment and Natural
Resources Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Steven Morse
Following session Room 123 Capitol
Agenda: Budget review for the Academy
of Science, Susan Kafka, executive
director. Budget review for Voyageurs
National Park, Milton Knoll, chair.
Budget review for the Science Museum of
Minnesota, Jim Peterson, president.

Environment and Natural
Resources Committee
Chair: Sen. Bob Lessard
2 p.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 239-Johnson, D.E.:
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Authorizing private sale of tax forfeited
land in Kandiyohi County. S.F. 310
Morse: Authorizing extension of the
Blufflands trail system in Winona County.

Finance Committee
Chair: Sen. Gene Merriam
5 p.m. Room 123 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 102-Morse: LCMR bill
relating to Environmental Trust Fund and
Future Resources Fund appropriations.
S.F. 335-Frederickson: Deficiency bill.
Presentation on the Dept. of Finance cash
flow analysis, Laura King, commissioner.
Presentation on funding for the Polluted
Lands Program, Jenny Engh, deputy
commissioner, Dept. of Trade and
Economic Development.

Commission on the Economic
Status of Women
Chair: Sen. Janet Johnson
6 p.m. Room 300N SOB
Agenda: Approval of the commission's
budget.

.ludiciary Subcommittee on
Family Law
Chair: Sen. Don BetzoU:1
7 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Continuation - S.F. 217-Cohen:
Child support.

Wednesday, February 22

Gaming Regulation Committee
Chair: Sen. Charles Berg
8 a.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 92-Bertram: Relating to
gambling, reducing the minimum age to
participate in bingo games in certain
circumstances. S.F. 304-Marty: Relating
to the state lottery, prohibiting
advertising in connection with the
lottery.

Governmental Operations and
Veterans Committee
Chair: Sen. James Metzen
8 a.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 72-Piper: Relating to the
Board of Medical Practice; reinstating
certain advisory councils. S.F. 163-Piper:
Exempting crime victim and witness
advisory council from expiration. S.F.
538-Murphy: Refund of license fees to
applicants if licenses are not issued within
six weeks.

Transportation and Public
Transit Committee
Chair: Sen. Florian Chmielewski
8 a.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: Update on the status of light-rail
transit in the Metropolitan Area,
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Commissioner John Finley, chair, Metro
LRT Joint Powers Board and Ramsey
County Regional Railroad Authority;
Commissioner Peter McLaughlin, vice
chair, Metro LRT Joint Powers Board and
chair, Hennepin County Regional
Railroad Authority; Bill Peterson,
president emeritus, Minnesota Building
Trades; Chuck Armstrong, assistant to the
mayor, St. Paul.

Education Funding Division
Chair: Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller
10:00 a.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: Overview on the governor's
budget recommendations.

Health Care Committee
Chair: Sen. Linda Berglin
10 a.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Presentation on Interagency
Board recommendations on nursing home
moratorium modifications, Dept. of
Human Services; Dept. of Health. S.F.
212-Sams: Reimbursement for home care
services of nursing, home health aide,
physical therapy, occupational therapy,
and speech therapy, as well as home care
service of respiratory therapy. S.F. 47
Samuelson: MA allowance deduction.
S.F. 307-Sams: Acupuncture.

.lobs, Energy and Community
bevelopment Committee
Chair: Sen. Steven Novak
10 a.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Agriculture and Rural
Development Committee
Chair: Sen. Joe Bertram, Sr.
12 noon Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 167-Beckman: Modifying
provisions relating to ethanol producer
payments. Review and discussion on the
Corporate Farm Task Force report
(rescheduled from Feb. 15).

Commerce and Consumer
Protection Subcommittee on
Insurance
Chair: Sen. John Hottinger
12 noon Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 34-Wiener: Medicare
supplement insurance policies coverage
for diabetic equipment and supplies. S.F.
121-Sams: Insurance claims payment
refusal remedies.

Judiciary Committee
Chair: Sen. Carol Flynn
12 noon Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 7-Cohen: Raising tort
liability limits for claims against the

Metro Council transit operations. S.F.
230-Kelly: Increasing limits of tort
liability on governmental units. S.F. 218
Robertson: Providing for care of children
by noncustodial parents in certain cases.
S.F. 229-Kiscaden: Data practices;
allowing the sharing of medical data with
state and federal agencies.

Crime Prevention Finance
Division
Chair: Sen. Tracy Beckman
2 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Overview of the budget for the
Board of Public Defense and
Dept. of Public Safety.

Environment and Natural
Resources Subcommittee on
Public Lands and Waters
Chair: Sen. HaroU:1 "Skip" Finn
2 p.m. Room 118 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 127-Terwilliger:
Authorizing the conveyance of tax
forfeited land in Hennepin County. S.F.
548-Morse: Additions and deletions to
state park system.

.lobs, Energy and Community
bevelopment Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Carl Kroening
2 p.m. St. Paul Stamp Works Company
Agenda: Tour of the St. Paul Stamp Works
Company. (Senators will meet in front of
the Capitol between 2 and 2:15 p.m.)

Metropolitan and Local
Government Committee
Chair: Sen. Jim Vickerman
2 p.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 265-Sams: Clarifying
provisions for financial audits in certain
circumstances. S.F. 281-Flynn: Clarifying
language and changing obsolete references
relating to metropolitan government.

Finance State Government
Division
Chair: Sen. Richard Cohen
4 p.m. Room 318 Capitol
Agenda: Overview of the budget for the
Dept. of Finance.

Taxes and Tax Laws
Subcommittee on Property Tax
Chair: Sen. John Hottinger
4 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 301-Berglin: Empowerment
zones initiative, planning and funding.
S.F. 93-Bertram: Stearns County property
purchase price refund to City of Melrose.
S.F. 514-Price: Dept. of Revenue
technical bill. S.F. 513-Hottinger: Dept.
of Revenue policy bill.



Legislative Commission on Waste
,,,Management Executive
;Committee Hearing
Co-Chairs: Sen. Janet Johnson and Rep.
Jean Wagenius
4:30 p.m. Room 400S SOB
Agenda: Review and approval of the FY
1996-97 budget for the LCWM. Review
and approval of the 1995 staff report and
recommendations regarding
appropriations from the Superfund.

Legislative Commission on
Pensions and Retirement
Chair: Rep. RichardJefferson
5:30 p.m. Room 10 SOB
Agenda: Summary of the 1994 Actuarial
Valuations for the Statewide and Major
Local Public Pension Plans. Overview of
likely public pension issues for the 1995
legislative session. Consideration of the
commission's FY 1996-97 budget requests.
Review of proposed legislation - H.F. 48
Bertram: Increase in fire state aid funding;
H.F. 134-Bertram: Increase in fire state
aid funding; H.F. ISS-Cooper: Increase in
fire state aid funding; H.F. 163-Leighton:
Increase in fire state aid funding; H.F.
165-Schumacher: Increase in fire state aid
funding; H.F. 424-Hasskamp: Increase in
fire state aid funding; S.F. 338-Krentz:
Employer contribution obligation for
certain part-time teachers; S.F. 361
Metzen: Forfeiture of survivor benefits if
survivor caused member death; H.F. 493
Jefferson: MERF, authorization of
insurance deduction from benefit
payments.

Health Care and Family Services
Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Don Samuelson
6:30 p.m. Room 123 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. I-Samuelson: Welfare
reform.

Legislative Commission on
Cllildren, Youth and Their
Families
Chair: Sen. Jane Ranum
6:30 p.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: Discussion on the future of the
commission.

Thursday, February 23, 1995

The Senate will meet at 9 a.m.

Health Care and Family Services
Finance Division
,Chair: Sen. Don Samuelson
10 a.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Continuation - overview of the
governor's budget for the Dept. of Human
Services.

Higher Education Division
Chair: Sen. LeRoy Stumpf
10 a.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: Continuation - presentations on
the budget, University of Minnesota;
Higher Education Coordinating Board.

Ethics and Campaign Reform
Committee
Chair: Sen. John Marty
12 noon Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: Continuation - S.F. 339-Marty:
Extending the authority of the Ethical
Practices Board.

Crime Prevention Committee
Chair: Sen. Allan Spear
2 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 39-Knutson: Court stays of
drug sentences. S.F. 308-Marty: OWl
license plate impoundment. S.F. 413
Johnson, J.B.: OWl alcohol electronic
monitoring pilot program. S.F. 292
Reichgott Junge: McGruff program.

Jobs, Energy and Community
Development Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Carl Kroening
2 p.m. Room 123 Capitol
Agenda: Overview of the budget for the
Minnesota Historical Society.

Metropolitan and Local
Government Committee
Chair: Sen. Jim Vickerman
2 p.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 467-Mondale: Metropolitan
public safety radio communications
system.

Environment and Natural
Resources Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Steven Morse
4 p.m. Room 123 Capitol
Agenda: Review of the budget for the
Office of Environmental Assistance, Ed
Gorman, director; Art Dunn, deputy
director.

Finance State Government
Division
Chair: Sen. Richard Cohen
4 p.m. Room 318 Capitol
Agenda: Continuation - overview of the
budget for the Dept. of Finance. Update
on the Statewide Systems Project.

Taxes and Tax Laws
Subcommittee on Income and
Sales Tax
Chair: Sen. Len Price
4 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 514-Price: Relating to
taxation, making technical and
administrative changes, corrections and
clarifications. S.F. 513-Hottinger:

Relating to taxation; making tax policy,
collection and administrative changes;
imposing penalties.

Friday, February 24

Environment and Natural
Resources Subcommittee on Fish
and Wildlife
Chair: Sen. Charles Berg
8 a.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. ISS-Stumpf: Relating to wild
animals; authorizing turkey farmers to trap
great horned owls. S.F. 174-Lessard:
Relating to game and fish; continuing the
authorization for residents under the age
of 16 to take deer of either sex. S.F. 343
Olson: Relating to game and fish;
requiring financial security in connection
with certain fishing contests.

Governmental Operations and
Veterans Committee
Chair: Sen. James Metzen
8 a.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 477-Price: Higher education
statute consolidation and restructuring.

Transportation and Public
Transit Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Keith Langseth
8 a.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: Overview of the budget, Dept. of
Transportation.

Environment and Natural
Resources Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Steven Morse
10 a.m. Room 123 Capitol
Agenda: Continuation - review of the
budget for the Dept. of Agriculture, Elton
Redalen, commissioner; William
Oemichen, assistant commissioner.

Jobs, Energy and Community
Development Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Carl Kroening
Noon Out of Capitol
Agenda: Luncheon and informal
discussion with City of Minneapolis
officials regarding job and community
development issues.

Legislative Commission to
Review Administrative Rules
Chair: Sen. John Hottinger
1:30 p.m. Room 123 Capitol
Agenda: Public hearing - administrative
penalty orders for asbestos removal
violations, Pollution Control Agency.
Election of chair and vice-chair. Staff
presentation and discussion on the
LCRAR FY 1995-96 budget. Staff
presentation and discussion on the
LCRAR biennial report.
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extends an exception for people dressed
according to religious custom. In
addition, Spear said that committee
discussion led to an amendment providing
for an exception for clothing, such as ski
masks, worn as protection against the
severe cold of Minnesota's winters. Spear
also gave some of the history of the
current law. He said that the original law
was passed in 1923 by one of Minnesota's
first women legislators in order to try and
control the activities of vigilante groups
like the Ku Klux Klan.

In other action, members granted
preliminary passage to two additional
bills. S.P. 3, authored by Sen. Richard
Cohen (DFL-St. Paul), provides for
election judges who are not members of a
major political party. Sen. Pat Pariseau
OR-Farmington) successfully offered an
amendment specifying that no two judges
from the same political party are to assist
a voter at the same time. The
amendment was adopted and the bill was
given preliminary passage. H.F. 164,
sponsored by Sen. Randy Kelly (DFL-St.
Paul), abolishes a sunset provision related
to area development rate plans and allows
electric public utilities to offer area
development rates. The bill was also
given preliminary passage.

Final passage was granted to one bill on
the Senate Calendar. H.F. 137, carried by
Sen. Douglas Johnson (DFL-Cook),
abolishes a sunset provision related to
competitive rates for electric utilities.

Information Office services
The Senate Information Office and the

Office of the Secretary of the Senate are
located in Room 231 of the CapitoL.
These offices distribute all public printed
materials and hand inquiries about Senate
committee meetings, Senate districts,
Senate telephone numbers, bill reference
numbers and status, and bill sponsorship.
Interested citizens may also request copies
of bills or ask to be put on the mailing list
for Senate publications.

If you want to know the name of your
Senator or have any other questions about
the Minnesota Senate, caLL 296-0504.
Staff members are available to answer
questions about the Senate and the
legislative process. For daily updates on
committee meetings, call the Senate
Hotline at 296-8088.

programs for first-time AFDC applicants.
The provision will "let the counties get in
and help shape welfare reform,"
Samuelson said, as well as allow flexibility
in the system for counties. Berglin stated
that an assessment of an individual should
be made initially by the counties, and
offered language which allows counties to
determine what services may be needed by
an applicant before beginning work. The
measure was incorporated into the bill.

In a move to increase flexibility for the
Dept. of Human Services, Berglin offered
an amendment requiring the department
to seek a waiver of the requirement that
child care be guaranteed to an AFDC
recipient and directing the department to
examine other options. Sen. Sheila
Kiscaden OR-Rochester) supported the
amendment, stating that it "positions us
for flexibility in the future." The
amendment was adopted.

Both Berglin and Sen. Pat Piper (DFL
Austin) presented amendments allowing
post-secondary education over two-years
to be supported through the STRIDE
family support agreement. Members
discussed whether to support programs
designed to be longer than two years, or
programs that are intended to be
completed in two years but which, due to
extenuating circumstances, are not.
Members adopted an amendment
permitting flexibility to persons who for
certain reasons couldn'tfinish within the
allotted time. The bill, as amended, was
sent to the full Family Services
Committee.

Religious dress exception approved
A bill providing an exception to the

prohibition on concealing identity on the
basis of religious belief gained preliminary
passage at the Thurs., Feb. 23, floor
session. According to chief author, Sen.
Allan Spear (DFL-Mpls.), S.P. 214 arises
out of an incident in which police
arrested a woman for violating a rather
obscure law involving a prohibition on
concealing identity by means of clothing.

The case sparked a lot of discussion,
Spear said, because the woman was
dressed according to her beliefs as a
Muslim. Spear said that the current law
already provides an exception for people
wearing masks and costumes for
Halloween and that the biLL simply

Brie
The Minnesota Senate Week in Review

Welfare reform approved
The Health Care and Family Services

Committee, chaired by Sen. Don
Samuelson (DFL-Brainerd), amended and
approved S.F. 1 at the evening meeting
Weds., Feb. 22. Authored by Samuelson,
the bill makes several changes to the
welfare system in Minnesota, including
work requirements for STRIDE recipients.
The bill creates a job search program for
STRIDE recipients who have received
AFDC at least 36 months out of the last
60 months. A start-work offset is
included in the bill, prohibiting the
county from collecting a public assistance
overpayment when a recipient goes back
to work. The provision is designed to
allow people to become self-sufficient.

In a move to address fiscal
responsibility, Samuelson eliminated
certain portions of the biLL. The
expansion of the Minnesota Family
}tvestment Program (MFIP) will be

Belayed six months until July 1996, as will
the job search component. In addition,
work readiness programs will be reduced
to one month of funding, saving $13
million, Samuelson noted. Samuelson
eliminated translation services, eliminated
studies mandated by the bill, and reduced
the income limit for disability income to
200 percent of the poverty leveL.
Samuelson explained that the cuts were
"simply a dollars question" and the best
solution to strict budget restraints.

Samuelson introduced an amendment
relating to STRIDE provider performance
standards. The provision requires the
Dept. of Human Services to evaluate
counties' performance annually. It also
deletes the "fill the gap" provision which
raised the standard of need by 25 percent
but kept maximum cash grants at current
levels to allow families to work part time
and earn income without jeopardizing
AFDC eligibility. Sen. Linda Berglin
(DFL-Mpls.) expressed concern about
several deletions, saying that a priority
should be placed on helping people who
are working and trying to stay off welfare,
"so people aren't sliding off.. .and end up
getting back on welfare."
) The amendment was incorporated into
.the bilL.

The committee adopted another
amendment, offered by Samuelson,
requesting county-designed work-focused
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Committee update
Agriculture and Rural
Development

Task force review
Assistant Commissioner of Agriculture

Bill Oemichen outlined recommendations
of the Minnesota Corporate Farm Law
Task Force Weds., Feb. 22, at a meeting
of the Agriculture and Rural Develop
ment Committee. "The group was charged
with examining current and projected
impacts of corporate, partnership, and
limited liability company farming enter
prises on the economic, social, and
environmental conditions and structures
of rural Minnesota," said Oemichen.

Besides· studying the corporate farm law,
the ten-member panel reviewed a number
of other issues including surface and
ground water contamination, zoning
authority, feedlot proposals, and limited
liability companies. Committee Chair Joe
Bertram, Sr. (DFL-Paynesville) served on
the task force along with Sen. Charles
Berg (DFL-Chokio), Sen. Steve Dille OR
Dassel), and Sen. Steven Morse (DFL
Dakota).

Bertram asked about the status of the
~oup's unused funds. "We were allocated
$40,000," Bertram said, "and we came in
way below that figure, spending just
$4000 to cover some travel and meal
expenses." He said that the remaining
funds should be earmarked for agriculture,
rather than returned to the general fund.
Oemichen reported that the $36,000 is
available to the task force until June 30,
1995, and can be set aside exclusively for
agriculture.

Commenting on the recommendations,
Oemichen said that testimony was taken
from both sides, and with the exception of
including the dairy industry, allowing for
limited liability companies, and creating
an exception for a feedlot to be built by
Minnesota Corn Processors, no other
changes to the farm law were advised.

"Frankly, there is a lot of uncertainty
out there," Morse told committee mem
bers, "and for now, we should just leave it
alone."

Dille objected to the length of the
statute itself, calling for a major reduction
of the laws length, along with simplifica
tion of the language contained within it.
"I'd like to see this reduced to five, better
yet, two pages," Dille said.

Sen. Jim Vickerman (DFL-Tracy)
objected to zoning regulations. "Town
ships are the greatest form of government
in this state today," Vickerman said, "and
I can tell you right now that I'm going to
push to get this zoning authority at the
local level."

Morse agreed with Vickerman that
local units of government should be able
to determine certain zoning issues, rather
than the state. He added that he is in the
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process of writing a bill to address the
problem. "I'm all for putting those options
at the local level, rather than letting these
kinds of decisions be made here in St.
Paul," said Morse.

Discussion regarding spending patterns
of small farming operations, versus larger
entities, ensued. Morse said that small
farmers tend to spend in the local commu
nity, while large operators leapfrog the
immediate commercial center, opting for
larger outlets with more favorable pricing.

Sen. Arlene Lesewski (IR-Marshall)
countered that larger operations contrib
ute to a broader population base, more
jobs, more taxes collected, and greater
spending. "Whereas before, you had just
one person contributing to the
community's wealth, you now have two or
more spending," Lesewski said.

Commerce and Consumer
Protection
Bad faith insurers bill heard
A controversial bill permitting consumers
to recover damages against insurance
companies was heard by the Commerce
and Consumer Protection Subcommittee
on Insurance Weds., Feb. 22.

The bill, S.F. 121, is sponsored by Sen.
Dallas Sams (DFL~Staples). Under the
measure, consumers may recover compen
satory and punitive damages when an
insurer, in bad faith, refuses to payor
settle a claim. Bad faith conduct could
include failing to conduct a reasonably
thorough investigation before denying an
insured's claim, unreasonable delay in the
handling of a claim, and several deceptive
practices.

As the bill was written, the remedy
applies to any type of insurance. The
panel, however, approved an amendment
by Sen. William Belanger, (IR
Bloomington) that removes life, health,
and workers' compensation insurance
from the bill's scope. The amendment was
approved over the objections of Sen.
Edward Oliver OR-Deephaven), who
spoke in favor of further narrowing the
bill to include only fire and property
liability insurance.

The committee, chaired by Sen. John
Hottinger (DFL-Mankato), began taking
testimony on S.F. 121, hearing from
several consumers whose claims were
denied, delayed, or subject to alleged poor
handling by insurance company investiga
tors. One witness, whose home suffered
serious fire damage, said her insurance
company offered a settlement that
included only modest funds for cleaning,
even though five general contractors have
said that the damaged areas cannot be
salvaged by cleaning.

Other testifiers said that poorly quali
fied insurance company investigators have

declared claimants' fires to be caused by
arson, and refused to pay claims, even
though no charges have been filed. One (
business owner said "If they thought I was
guilty, they should prosecute. They are
just trying to stall it out." He added,
"They are going to keep doing it as long as
they can get away with it."

A Superior, Wisconsin attorney
cautioned Senators to carefully consider
insurance companies' upcoming testi
mony. Although insurers may claim that
opening up the area of punitive damages
would lead to a logjam of litigation, he
said, in Wisconsin, the opposite seems to
be true. Insurance companies know that
insureds have recourse, he said, and "We
don't see many of these suits." He added
that insurers must pay interest on claims
when they lose a judgment in a "bad
faith" cases, making delay tactics unat
tractive to the companies.

The panel will hear further testimony
on S.F. 121 at a future meeting.

In other business, the panel approved
S.P. 34, a bill that corrects an oversight in
last year's law requiring all health plans to
cover physician-prescribed equipment and
supplies for diabetes. The bill, sponsored
by Sen. Deanna Wiener (DFL-Eagan),
extends the coverage requirement to
Medicare supplement plans, which were
unintentionally excluded because they are
not included in the legal definition of
"health plan." The bill goes now to the
full committee.

Crime Prevention

Warrantless arrest discussed
A bill that authorizes peace officers to

make probable cause arrests for certain
misdemeanors on school property ad
vanced through the Crime Prevention
Committee at the Thurs., Feb. 16,
meeting.

The committee, chaired by Sen. Allan
Spear (DFL-Mpls.), heard testimony in
favor of S.F. 320, authored by Sen. John
Hqttinger (DFL-Mankato). The bill
authorizes a peace officer, acting without
a warrant, to arrest a person within four
hours of the offense, if the officer has
probable cause to believe the person
committed a fifth-degree assault on school
property.

Glenn Gabriel, director of Mankato
Public Safety, said the bill was needed to
deal with increasing juvenile crimes and
make consequences of criminal activity
immediate. "If someone with violent
tendencies doesn't see the consequences,
the violence tends to escalate," Gabriel
said. A clear message sent early on can
discourage juvenile crimes beyond the
fifth-degree level, he said.

Currently, if a juvenile assaults a
teacher or student, law enforcement



responds, collects statements and contacts
the county or city attorney, Gabriel
'\xplained. The juvenile is later sent a
.1rmal complaint or petition. It may be

four to eight weeks before the juvenile
begins.the process of punishment. "They'll
think they got away with it, that the
police, or anyone, didn't care," he said.

Under the bill, the juvenile would be
arrested and then released to the custody
of their guardians, he said, which has an
immediate cause and effect impact.

The bill advances to the Senate floor.
S.P. 395, a bill that expands the scope

of child endangerment by firearm access
by including more people protected under
the law, was laid over to fine tune the
definitions outlined in the bill.

The bill, authored by Spear, changes
the current law and finds a person guilty
of child endangerment if the person
intentionally or recklessly causes any
child under 14 to be placed in a situation
likely to injure or kill the child or another
as a result of the child's access to a loaded
firearm. The change includes children
other than those of the owner of the
firearm, Spear explained.

Committee members debated over
whether the bill should apply to situations
outside of the firearm owner's residence
and whether adults should be protected as
well. Sen. Gene Merriam (DFL-Coon
\.apids) and Sen. John Marty (DFL
A.oseville) wanted the bill expanded so
the owner of a gun is responsible for a
child's action no matter who is injured or
where an incident takes place.

Sen. Thomas Neuville OR-Northfield),
who co-authored the bill, wanted the bill
clarified to refer only to incidents com
mitted in the person's residence and
affecting other children. He asked, what if
a gun was removed from a person's home,
passed around to different children, and
someone was injured. "I'm not sure if
that's a situation where that person should
be held accountable," he said. He also
believes only children should be protected
under the child endangerment laws and
that any incident injuring or killing an
adult should be covered in another
section of statute.

In other business, Sen. Tracy Beckman
(DFL-Bricelyn) presented S.P. 197, a bill
allowing an inmate to request a name
change only once. Since 1990, more than
300 prison inmates have changed their
names, some three different times.
Beckman said most are to preserve
anonymity or for religious reasons, but
some are changed to more frivolous names .
like Harley Davidson or Punisher X.

According to Jim Bruton, deputy
yommissioner of Corrections, each request
costs $400 to $500 in county staff time.
The $142 filing fee usually is waived.

Sen. Randy Kelly (DFL-St. Paul) asked
why the county should cover even one
name change. Spear said inmates should

have the right to change their name at
least once, especially for religious reasons.

The bill advances to the floor.

Public defense budget
At the Weds., Feb. 22, meeting, Crime

Prevention Finance Division members
continued review of the Public Defense
Board's biennial budget request of $47.7
million for FY 96 and $47.5 million for FY
97, some $20 million more than the
governor's recommendation.

The division, chaired by Sen. Tracy
Beckman (DFL-Bricelyn), focused
discussion on the board's request to
restore vetoed funding for the 1994
Juvenile Justice Act and provide money
for additional attorneys to relieve a
backlog of juvenile cases. The board also
is seeking funding for equalization of
salaries among public defenders through
out the state and to reduce case loads to
statewide standards.

According to Kevin Kajer, fiscal
director, the governor is recommending
just $2.3 million more than the current
year's expenditures, which is not enough
to coyer increasing costs due to new
statutory requirements. The '94 Juvenile
Justice Act provides public defenders for
any juvenile delinquents, including
appeals cases.

Sen. Gene Merriam (DFL-Coon
Rapids) asked what the board would do if
it did not receive its full request for the
biennium. Dick Sherman, chief adminis
trator for State Public Defenders, said the
board would set priorities, focusing on the
salary equity proposal and reducing case
loads. However, he added, some program
requirements, such as juvenile appeals
cases, may not be met.

The division also began a review of the
Public Safety Department budget which
oversees a variety of programs. Frank
Ahrens, director of fiscal services,
presented an overview of Emergency
Management, which is responsible for
coordination of emergency services during
a natural or man-made disaster. The
request is for just more than $3 million to
continue disaster prevention measures.
Discussion of the budget will continue.

Education

Special ed reviewed
The Education Funding Division,

chaired by Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller
(DFL-Mpls.), continued to review the
governor's budget proposal Thurs., Feb.
16, focusing their attention on the
recommendations for special education.

Under the governor's budget plan, $648
million in revenue is slated for special
education in the next biennium. How
ever, another $48 million in revenue
above what the governor has proposed is
needed to meet the funding requirements
now in current law.

Tom Melcher, director of finance for
the Dept. of Education, discussed the
governor's proposal to appropriate $9.8
million in FY 96 and another $13.9
million for FY 97 for excess costs districts
will have to make up in special education
funding in the next biennium.

Due to the difference between current
law and the governor's proposal, Melcher
said school districts will probably transfer
general education funds to cover the
excess costs of special education. He said
the initiative to be a safety net in easing
the impact of those transfers for districts
with the greatest amounts of excess costs.

Melcher said it is difficult to determine
the amount that there will be in excess
costs statewide withourknowing how
teacher contract settlements effect overall
funding. "A three percent increase for
inflation is built into the budget pro
posal," Melcher said, "It's hard to say what
districts will do when their per pupil
revenue is only increasing by less than
one percent each year."

The proposal led the division into a
discussion of special education funding in
general. Melcher said the rule of thumb
in funding special education is that
distt'kts receive two-thirds of their
fundtng through categorical formulas.
"We -assume districts receive the other
third through general education funding,"
he said.

Assistant Commissioner Bob W edl
cautioned against singling out the special
education program in taking funds from
general education. "Certainly, we're
talking about a program that has high
costs, but we want to keep in mind that
they get more funding to cover those
costs," he said, "But other programs, like
the International Baccalaureate program,
also have high costs and districts transfer
funding into those programs to keep them
going."

As part of the recommendations, the
governor is proposing to extend an
alternative funding method now used by
the St. Paul School District to all special
education funding. The formula gives
school districts more flexibility in how the
special education funds and program are
managed.

The St. Paul schools were given
legislative authority to use the alternative
approach in 1991. That approach has not
necessarily produced actual cost-savings,
said Wayne Erickson,director of special
education for the Dept. of Education, but
the district has served more children with
the same amount of revenue.

"There are some revenue increases built
into the governor's proposal," Wedl said.
"There are also some efficiencies that can
be done under current law. But I don't
know if those efficiencies will produce the
savings that will be needed."

The division will continue to review and
discuss the governor's budget proposal.
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Committee update
Spending reductions reviewed

The governor's recommendations to
phase out categorical aid for secondary
vocational education and to reduce school
districts' contribution rates to teacher's
retirement funds were presented Weds.,
Feb. 22, to the Education Funding
Division, chaired by Sen. Lawrence
Pogemiller (DFL-Mpls.).

Tom Melcher, the Dept. Of Education's
director of Finance, said the governor is
recommending an $11 million appropria
tion for secondary vocational programs in
FY 96. He said that under the governor's
plan, the categorical appropriation for the
program would then be eliminated for FY
97. Melcher said the FY 97 aid for
secondary vocational programs will be
included as part of the funding for the
Learner Improvement Program.

The governor's intent, said Melcher, is
to give districts more flexibility in
deciding how their funds will be used..
"We are assuming that districts will decide
to continue those programs," he said.

Sen. Gen Olson (DFL-Minnetrista) said
she was concerned that districts might
choose to not continue those programs.
"Secondary vocational programs are
expensive to maintain and they are
generally underfunded now," she said, "If
we don't put money in the pot, they may
not continue them at a time when we are
saying that providing school-to-work
transition programs is important."

Ron Hackett of the Dept. of Finance
discussed the recommendation to reduce
the rate used to determine the amounts
that school districts contribute towards
teacher retirement funds. He said
actuarial analysis has determined the
contribution rate is about 0.8 percent
higher than is needed to support the
current pension benefits required by law.

Reducing the rate, Hackett said, would
lower the amount that school districts
contribute by about $26 million. He said
the governor is also recommending that
the savings realized by the rate reduction
be left at the district level.

The division also discussed an analysis
comparing FY 95 funding levels to the
governor's budget proposal on a district
by-district basis. Further review of the
governor's proposal will continue in the
coming week.

Environment and Natural
Resources
Bills advance

A bill that extends the Blufflands Trail
System into Winona County was ap
proved by the Environment and Natural
Resources Committee, chaired by Sen.
Bob Lessard (DFL-Int'l. Falls), at its Tues.,
Feb. 21, meeting.
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S.F. 310, authored by Sen. Steven
Morse (DFL-Dakota), authorizes seven
communities in Winona County to pursue
rights-of-way for the development of a
biking and walking trail.

The committee also approved a bill that
allows the sale of tax-forfeited land
bordering Lake Elizabeth in Kandiyohi
County to an adjacent landowner. The
bill, authored by Sen. Dean Johnson OR
Willmar), is necessary because the land
borders public waters.

In other business, the committee heard
an overview of the federal "Beyond
Compliance" legislation presented by
Darril Wegscheid of 3M Company. The
legislation offers an alternative to the
Clean Air and Water acts and other
federal environmental regulations,
Wegsheid said.

The program, if enacted, would be
voluntary and implemented through the
states, instead of a federal orgahization.
The legislation sets environmental
standards and allows companies to decide
how to meet them, he said, thus reducing
the amount of reporting and paperwork
often required with federal regulations.

Budget overviews
At a Tues., Feb. 21, meeting, members

of the Environment and Natural Re
sources Finance Division, chaired by Sen.
Steven Morse (DFL-Dakota), heard
presentations of several agency budgets for
the coming biennium,

Susan Kafka, executive director of the
Academy of Science, presented the
academy's request of $36,000 for each
fiscal year, which is the same as in FY 95.
The money represents about 31 percent of
the program's funding. According to
Kafka, the academy's mission is to involve
Minnesota students in the scientific
inquiry process with the help of scientists
from industry, government and academia.

Milton Knoll, chair of the Citizens
Council on Voyageurs National Park,
outlined the council's budget request of
$60,000 for FY 96 and $62,000 for FY 97,
that includes a 3 percent inflationary
increase. The council's purpose is to study
issues and make recommendations to
federal and state agencies that oversee the
operation of the national park.

David Dille, city administrator for Orr,
Minn., updated division members on an
international study of the impacts of water
level on fisheries and other industries.
The water level of lakes in and around
Voyageurs Park has been controversial in
recent years because of its effect on the
region's two main industries, logging and
tourism, Dille said.

Members also heard a budget report
from Jim Peterson, president of the
Science Museum of Minnesota (SMM).
The museum is requesting an inflationary

increase of 3 percent each fiscal year for a
total of $2.3 million for the biennium.

SMM budget overview will continue at
coming division meetings.

Park boundary bill approved
The Environmental and Natural

Resources Subcommittee on Public Land
and Water, chaired by Sen. Harold "Skip"
Finn (DFL-Cass Lake), approved a bill,
Weds., Feb. 22, adding a total of about
500 acres to three state parks.

S.P. 548, sponsored by Sen. Steve
Morse (DFL-Dakota), adds land to and
deletes two sites from the holdings
managed by the Dept. of Natural Re
sources (DNR) State Parks Division.
Morse said that because the boundaries of
each of the state parks are defined in: law,
any changes to the boundaries must be
brought to the Legislature for approval.

Bill Morrissey of the DNR discussed the
land acquisitions in the Morse bill. Under
the measure, he said, the boundaries of
Forestville Park in Fillmore County will
extend to the north and south incorporat
ing 350 acres of new woodland. Morrissey
said the area is now managed by the
DNR's Forestry Division and adding it to
the state park will protect the existing
watershed and several threatened species
in that area. He also noted the bill alloWf
the DNR to sell 5.5 acres of timberland
now held as part of the part to a neighbor
ing landowner.

The bill also changes the boundaries at
Gooseberry Falls State Park, in Lake
County, to include a 30-acre tract of land
just north and east of the park. Express
ing a desire to preserve that land from
development, Morrissey said the private
owners had contacted the DNR about
the potential purchase.

In addition to the boundary change, the
members also learned of plans to con
struct a new rest stop and visitor's center
at Gooseberry Falls. The construction
will be done in conjunction with the work
to done on the Highway 61 bridge that
spans the falls. To accommodate visitors
who wish to use the rest stop and visitor's
center, the bill specifies a park permit will
not be needed to gain admittance to those
facilities.

William O'Brien State Park in Wash
ington County will gain another 125 acres
under S.F. 548, Morrissey said. The new
land is located on the southern end of the
park, he said.

Other provisions in the bill formally
change the designation of the John Latsch
State Wayside to a state park, and
removes the Pine Tree State Wayside in
Beltrami County from the DNR's author
ity. Morrissey said the wayside will
become a county park..

The land acquisitions total about
$700,000, Morse said, and the funds in



existing accounts will be sufficient to
cover them. The bill was approved and

\now goes to the full Environment and
.Natural Resources Committee for
consideration.

Family Services
Child abuse modifications

In response to false accusations and
inconsistent procedural requirements,
Sen. Allan Spear (DFL-Mpls.) sponsored
S.F. 342, a bill modifying the Child Abuse
Reporting Act and increasing protection
of the accused in child abuse investiga
tions. Spear explained that the bill,
included in the 1994 human services
omnibus bill vetoed by the governor,
originated from people falsely accused of
child abuse who had experienced "bureau
cratic and legal nightmares".

The Family Services Committee,
chaired by Sen. Pat Piper (DFL-Austin),
considered the bill at its meeting Thurs.,
Feb. 16. The bill tightens statewide
protocols for investigations, including
extending immunity provisions to persons
investigating abuse. The bill permits the
accused to access documentation of
mistreatment, requires a preponderance of
evidence for conviction, and adds a
conflict of interest provision for persons
making assessments. The bill also entitles
)m alleged perpetrator who prevails in a
civil action to recover attorney fees and
other costs in the action. The provisions
will "strengthen the due process rights of
those accused and make the system work
better," said Spear.

Several witnesses testified to the
devastation due to the inconsistent
process and lack of accountability in
investigations. Greg Olson of the
Minnesota Foster Care Association said
that thorough state investigation proce
dures will save children and their families
from unnecessary anguish. Discussion and
testimony on the bill will continue.

Members also received an overview of
federal human service reforms by John
Petraborg, deputy commissioner of the
Dept. of Human Services. Petraborg
explained that federal initiatives may
include block grants for states for tempo
rary assistance to needy families. The
program, Petraborg said, is a capped
entitlement program designed to end
government dependency and promote
work and marriage. Cash benefits would
not be available to children born out of
wedlock to minor mothers, and a work
requirement may be established. Personal
responsibility will be a focus of legislation,
Petraborg said. Petraborg explained that
~uch of the current discussion at the
federal level will affect Minnesota as soon
as this Oct. In addition, he added, the
balanced budget amendment may force
difficult funding decisions which could
seriously affect human service reforms.

Finance
Deficiency bill approved

The Finance Committee met Tues.,
Feb. 21, and approved a proposal to
appropriate $2.17 million to cover budget
deficiencies facing three state agencies in
FY 95.

The committee, chaired by Sen. Gene
Merriam (DFL-Coon Rapids), also began
its review of a bill appropriating more
than $34 million for environmental and
natural resources project. The members
also heard presentations on the funding
problem facing the Polluted Lands
Program and on the management of the
state's budget reserve.

S.F. 335, authored by Sen. Dennis
Frederickson (IR-New Vlm), proposed
supplemental appropriations of $3.2
million in the current fiscal year to seven
state agencies to cover unplanned
program costs. Along with the appropria
tions, the Dept. of Human Services and
the Dept. of Agriculture would be allowed
to transfer funds from special accounts to
other programs.

Frederickson offered an amendment
deleting a portion of the appropriations
and both fund transfers, leaving $2.17
million for programs run by the Board of .
Public Defense, the Minnesota Racing
Commission and the Dept. of Veterans
Affairs. Merriam said the amendment
eliminates those appropriations that are
less urgent and that can dealt with in the
regular budget process.

The Public Defense Board will receive
$1.5 million to support the agency's work
in a juvenile justice program created by
the 1994 Legislature. Sen. Tracy
Beckman (DFL-Bricelyn) said the funding
replaces part of the $2.6 million that had
been vetoed last session. Another
$600,000 will go to the Dept. of Veterans
Affairs to supplement the State Soldiers
Assistance Program, and $77,000 is
earmarked for the Racing Commission to
cover its costs associated with the
reopening of Canterbury Downs.

Both the amendment and bill were
approved. The measure now goes to the
Senate floor.

The committee also began discussion of
S.F. 102, a bill providing appropriations of
more than $34 million to 80 separate
environment and natural resources
initiatives. The measure, sponsored by
Sen. Steve Morse (DFL-Dakota), is the
result of the work done by the Legislative
Commission on Minnesota Resources
(LCMR) since 1993. Morse said the
LCMR received more than 500 funding
requests, reviewed about 170 of those
proposals and appropriated money for the
projects in the bill.

Morse said funding for these projects
comes from four sources - the Environ
mental Trust Fund, the Future Resources

Fund, an oil overcharge revenue account,
and the Great Lakes Protection account.
No general fund appropriations are
included in the bill, Morse said. The
committee did not act on the measure and
will take it up again Mar. 2.

A pollution clean-up grant program set
up in 1993 will not have the resources it
needs to operate, Jenny Engh, deputy
commissioner of the Dept. of Trade and
Economic Development, told the com
mittee. She said the funding mechanism
created in 1993 has generated only
$58,000 and that more than $7 million in
grant requests have been received. Engh
said the program was to have been
supported by a special assessment based
on the difference in a property's value
before and after it was cleaned up. That
assessment was expected to have gener
ated about $2 million each year.

"The situation is we find ourselves with
a critical, fundamental issue," said Sen.
Randy Kelly (DFL-St.Paul), "Our cities
have sites that can be developed and that
in turn will create jobs. But first, we need
to clean up those sites and we need to
make it a priority to decide how this can
be funded."

In other business, Commissioner Laura
King of the Dept. of Finance discussed
how the state's budget reserve is managed.
The account, she said, alleviates the need
for the state to borrow funds on a short
term basis. But she noted that as expendi
tures begin to exceed revenues, there will
be more pressure on how those funds are
managed. "It's important, in the mini
mum, that we maintain a $350 million
reserve," King said, "Even with this
reserve, we are going to be challenged to
avoid short-term borrowing to meet our
obligations." King also said additional
information will be available when the
next revenue forecast is issued on Feb. 28.

Revenue budget heard
The state's tax collection agency

presented its proposed budget for the next
biennium to the State Government
Division of the Finance Committee,
chaired by Sen. Richard Cohen (DFL-St.
Paul), Weds., Feb. 22.

The Dept. of Revenue is proposing a
total $156.8 million budget for the next
two fiscal years, said Deputy Commis
sioner John Lally. In that spending plan,
he said the department is seeking general
fund appropriations of $146.4 million.

Lally said the governor is also recom
mending a $2 million appropriation for a
business process initiative that will allow
the department replace several manual
filing systems with an automated one in
the department's Document Processing
Division. The division processes all
payments and nearly all tax returns and
the initiative will help the department
reduce processing costs and errors.

Commissioner Matt Smith said the
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Committee update
governor may recommend that the
department receive additional resources
to cover the department's costs associated
with the $327 million Cambridge bank
settlement. Smith said more than 700
claims have been submi.tted to the
department, some seeking as little as $1,
that must be processed. "It's hard to
estimate the total (cost) impact at this
point," Smith said. "Settling the claims
could tie up a significant portion of our
tax staff for a few years. That could affect
our ability to deal with other claims."

Gaming Regulation
Advertising ban expanded

A last minute amendment that prohib
its advertising of all forms of gambling,
except at two exempted locations--Indian
lands and licensed racetracks--was added
onto S.F. 304 by the Gaming Regulation
Committee Weds., Feb. 22.

The bill's author, Sen. John Marty
(DFL-Roseville), strongly objected to the;
amendment made by Sen. Thomas
Neuville OR-Northfield), saying that
Neuville's language significantly alters the
original intent of S.F. 304.

Marty's proposal is to prohibit advertis
ing of the state lottery with public funds;
Neuville's amendment expands the ban
on all advertising of gamimg, whether it
be with public or private dollars, except
on Indian lands or regulated racetracks.

"The intent of S.F. 304 is to prohibit
the use of public money to promote
gambling," Marty said, emphasizing that it
is the use of tax dollars to promote
gambling that he objects to. He said that
the bill was drafted specifiaclly to address
this problem and suggested that Nueville's
ammendment stand as a separate bill.

In a close vote of 5-4, members adopted
the amendment, and laid the bill over for
further consideration.

S.F. 92, a bill that allows minors to play
bingo for cash at specified church events,
when accompanied by a parent or
grandparent was presented by Sen. Joe
Bertram, Sr. (DFL-Paynesville). "This is
not about expanding gambling," Bertram
said, "it's about families."

Several Senators aired concerns about
the message sent by such a policy, and
claimed that it can be viewed as an
expansion of gambling. "I think we can
say that we agree with the goals of such
events--to raise money for schools and
such, but it's the end result, the message,
that I object to," said Seh. Dean Johnson
OR-Willmar).

Sen. Kenric Scheevel OR-Preston)
agreed, saying "Bingo per se, it not the
problem. But providing a very innocent
vehicle that legitimizes gambling for kids
under 18, is a problem."

Committee Chair, Sen. Charles Berg
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(DFL-Chokio) suggested that the bill be
laid over for further study, saying that as it
stood, he believed the bill would fail. "I
don't think you have the votes," Berg
said.

But Bertram pointed out that he had
presented the bill once before to mem
bers, and rather than put it off further, he
opted for a vote. The bill failed.

Governmental Operations
and Veterans
License refunds proposed

A bill requiring a fee refund if a license
is not issued within six weeks was pre
sented to the Governmental Operations
and Veterans Committee, Weds., Feb. 22.

The committee, chaired by Sen. James
Metzen (DFL-Smith St. Paul), also laid
over bills exempting one advisory council
from expiration and reinstating three
others.

S.F. 538, authored by Sen. Steve
Murphy (DFL-Red Wing), requires state
agencies refund the costs of a license to an
applicant if that license is not received
within six weeks after an application is
received. The bill, he said, is intended to
hold the agencies accountable for re
sponding more efficiently to license
applications. "The bill offers the public a
money-back guarantee," Murphy said,
"My hope is that the agencies will get a
handle on the paper tiger that's been
created."

Murphy admitted that some problems
have yet to be addressed related to those
licenses that require more work than just
processing an application. He said the
proposal was presented to get it before the
committee and asked that the members
lay the bill over for further discussion.
Sen. John Hottinger (DFL-Mankato)
moved to do so, and the committee
adopted the motion. Further discussion
on the bill is expected next week.

The panel also discussed two bills
sponsored by Sen. Pat Piper (DFL
Austin), but delayed action on both
measures for further consideration.

Piper first presented S.F. 163, to exempt
the Crime Victim and Witness Advisory
Council from a state law that requires the
council to cease operations in 1997. She
said the bill is in response to a 1994 law
that terminates a number of commissions
and councils on June 30, 1995.

Mary Ellingson, assistant commissioner
of the Dept. of Public Safety, said the
department could continue the council
without statutory authorization. But
placing the council in law, she argued,
validates such a council at the local level.

"Because something is in statute, people
tend to build jobs around it," Sen. Phil
Riveness (DFL-Bloomington) said, "I'm
not challenging the need for this group,

but many groups are running on autopilot
because they are in law. He said the
committee needs to consider whether or
not to continue an advisory council when
the council's responsibilities should be an
agency's responsibility. Riveness then
moved to lay the bill over and his motion
was approved.

S.F. 72 reinstates three advisory
councils under the State Board of Medical
Practice - the Physical Therapy Council,
the Physician Assistant Advisory Council
and the Respiratory Care Practitioners'
Advisory Council. Piper, the author, said
all three were eliminated by action taken
in the 1994 session.

Leonard Boche, executive director of
the Board of Medical Practice, said the
councils are "an efficient method to
regulate those practices that state law and
rule require to be regulated." He said the
board licenses those medical practitioners
and the fees from those licenses support
the costs of maintaining the councils.

Health Care
Budget review continues

Funding of chemical dependency
treatment was the focus of the Health
Care and Family Services Funding
Division meeting on Thurs., Feb. 16.
Chaired by Sen. Don Samuelson (DFL
Brainerd), the committee continued to
review budget requests for the 1996-1997
biennium.

Shirley Patterson of the Dept. of
Human Services explained that the
Chemical Dependency Division promotes
the availability and quality of chemical
dependency prevention, intervention, and
treatment services. Activities of the
division include management of the
Consolidated Chemical Dependency
Treatment Fund, which funds treatment
services for low-income, chemically
dependent Minnesotans. Through a
single source with one set of eligibility
criteria, the fund combines numerous
funding sources such as Medicaid/Medical
Assistance (MA), General Assistance
Medical Care, state appropriations and
federal block grant funds. Patterson noted
that there are three tiers of eligibility,
depending on individual income levels.

A decrease in funding for the Tier II
classification is recommended by the
governor. Tier II is a category of services
for clients who exceed MA income limits
but who have an income less that 60
percent of the state median income,
Patterson explained. Cindy Turner of the
department noted thanhe decrease is an i

effort to adjust imprecise funding distribu
tion among the tiers as mandated by
administrative rules. Tier II services, not
utilized as often as projections had
indicated, experienced a surplus. Turner



said that the rules mandating specific
targeting of resources had created more

) administrative problems for the depart
ment. Sen. Sheila Kiscaden (IR-Roches
ter) expressed concern about reducing
treatment services because of administra
tive difficulty, and wanted to ensure that
all clients in need are receiving treatment.

Budget recommendations for the
department extend to the Finance and
Management Division. Responsible for
developing and maintaining information
management systems, many division
requests include the updating of statewide
data management computer programs to
respond to federal and state initiatives.
Samuelson encouraged the division to
revisit computer systems, including the
department's billing procedures. "The
billing system has gone from bad to
worse," Samuelson said, and suggested the
possiblity of privatizing the process. Sen.
Linda Berglin (DFL-Mpls.) concurred,
noting that the high cost of changing
systems is "frustrating." Dennis Erickson
of the department explained the difficul
ties are due to increasing intricacy of
programs, the management of
MinnesotaCare, and policy changes which
require new systems.

Erickson highlighted one program
designed to consolidate the accounts
receivable throughout the department.

)Erickson explained that approximately
$30 million in bad debt toward the state is
expected to be recovered.

Discussion of the budget will continue.

Several bills advanced
The Health Care Committee, chaired

by Sen. Linda Berglin (DFL-Mpls.)
approved several bills at the Tues., Feb.
21 meeting. S.P. 373, relating to subacute
care, was sponsored by Berglin. The bill
defines subacute care and requires the
commissioners of health and human
services to apply for federal waivers and
pursue state law changes to remove
obstructions to providing subacute care in
nursing facilities. This will "create more
incentives to moving people out of
hospitals and into subacute care stays,"
Berglin stated. Subacute care costs can be
as much as 40 to 60 percent lower than
hospital costs, added Berglin.

Gary Hanson of Beverly Enterprises
testified that the bill promotes consis
tency within the field and removes
barriers which may prevent efficiency of
service delivery.

The bill advances to the floor.
Berglin sponsored another bill, S.P. 417,

authorizing the development of long-term
. care demonstration projects. Looking at
) models of change for the long-term care
delivery system will provide valuable
information and evaluation tools, Berglin
stated. Helen Frampton of the Even Tide
Lutheran Home supported the bill, noting
that finding different models will provide

new approaches to payments, increased
choices for consumers, and increased
flexibility for providers. Frampton said
that the long-term care system needs to
operate under a combination of systems
through a managed care entity. Berglin
concurred, adding that current service
structures originated from rigid funding
streams, and that the models will combine
sources resulting in a system that is "less
compartmentalized."

The bill advances to the floor.
In other committee action, S.F. 566 was

approved and sent to the floor. Authored
by Sen. Jim Vickerman (DFL-Tracy), the
bill allows Independent School District
518 to continue operating the Lakeview
residential program serving children with
disabilities at its present location until
July 1,1996. Under the bill, the con
struction of five cottages is permitted,
which is an expansion of the three
cottages that were approved in 1994.

Director of the residential program,
Mike Donohue explained that the
program serves "very unique students with
very significant needs" in a 24-hour
comprehensive setting.

S.P. 161 was also okayed and sent to the
Health Care and Family Services Funding
Division. The bill, sponsored by Berglin,
authorizes vendors of day training and
habilitation services to appeal a decision
denying a rate variance request or denying
a rate recommended by the county.

Reimbursement rate discussion
Responding to the lack of adequate

Medical Assistance (MA) reimbursement
for home care services, Sen. Dallas Sams
(DFL-Staples) presented S.F. 212 to the
Health Care Committee Weds., Feb. 22.

Beth Krehbiel of the Minnesota
HomeCare Association testified that the
lack of increases for nursing and home
health aide service reimbursement has
resulted in a system in which MA home
care reimbursement is 25 to 75 percent
less that provider costs. "In response to
the current situation," Krehbiel said,
"although not highly publicized, some
home care providers have been limiting
their number of MA clients."

Pat Jump of Shamrock In-Home
Nursing Care, Inc. concurred that there is
problematic situation faced by providers.
Jump stated, "the result of this severe
shortfall in reimbursement is that care to
MA clients is placed in jeopardy." In
addition, Jump added that the "problem
riddled billing system" further causes
difficulties in serving MA clients.

The bill establishes a new payment
method for health care services including
home nurses, health aides, and physical,
occupational, and speech therapy.
Services must be reimbursed at the rate
established by Medicare for an agency
providing that service in the region. The
established limits must be adjusted

annually to reflect Medicare reimburse
ment increases. Sams noted that home
health services are currently being
reimbursed at 1984 rates. The bill was
laid over for further discussion.

Sams also sponsored S.P. 307, relating
to acupuncture practitioner licensure.
The bill, similar to a provision vetoed last
year in the omnibus human services bill,
establishes the licensure procedure for the
practice of acupuncture, establishes rules
of professional conduct for acupuncturists,
and provides oversight by the Board of
Medical Practice. Deah Cain, president
of the Acupuncture Association of
Minnesota, said that the association has
been seeking regulation for over 10 years
in order to establish standards of compe
tence to protect the public and provide a
method of recourse to the public if
necessary. Two amendments were offered
and approved clarifying the scope of
practice for acupuncturists.

The bill was approved and advances to
the Governmental Operations and
Veterans Committee.

In response to a constituent's unusual
situation, Sen. Don Samuelson (DFL
Brainerd) presented S.F. 47, expanding
income deductions for institutionalized
MA recipients. Samuelson explained that
the bill deletes the requirement that in
order to qualify for the allowance, a
recipient who has children under 18 must
have resided with the children immedi
ately prior to admission. The client
becomes eligible for MA despite an
income level which is elevated,
Samuelson explained. Samuelson
believes the situation is the only one of its
kind. The bill was approved and goes to
the funding division.

Members also heard recommendations
from the Interagency Board on Nursing
Home Moratorium Modifications about
the distribution of nursing home beds
throughout the state.

Tom Moss, of the Long Term Care
Management Division in the Dept. of
Human Services, explained that the
shifting bed supply in regions can be
solved by non-institutional alternatives as
well as bed transfers. The current bed
supply is adequate and will be until at
least the year 2000, Moss said. However,
Moss recommended establishing a policy
on bed transfers that permits the redistri
bution of services from overbedded to
underbedded areas of the state. A policy
should be instituted that also requires the
closure of whole facilities before any
transfer of beds is permitted, Moss stated.
He said that this procedure is more cost
effective. In addition, the board recom
mended coordinating the development of
improved information about seniors'
housing options and other alternatives.

Continued on page 10
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1995 Senate Committee Assignments

Agriculture and Rural Development (11)
Chair: Bertram Vice Chair: Hanson
Office: 323 Telephone: 296-7405
Meets: M, W; 12 noon-2 p.m.; Room 107

Higher Education Division (11)
Chair: Stumpf Vice Chair: Price
Office: G-24 Telephone: 296-8660

Berg
Dille
Lesewski

Morse
Murphy
Sams

Scheevel
Stevens
Vickerman

Kleis
Larson
Moe, R.D.

Murphy
Neuville
Ourada

Pogemiller
Solon
Wiener

Commerce and Consumer Protection (15)
Chair: Solon Vice Chair: Wiener
Office: 303 Telephone: 296-4158
Meets: M, W; 12 noon-2 p.m.; Room 112

Environment and Natural Resources (19)
Chair: Lessard Vice Chair: Chandler
Office: 111 Telephone: 296-1113
Meets: T 2-4 p.m., F 10-2 p.m.; Room 107

Crime Prevention (13)
Chair: Spear Vice Chair: Anderson
Office: G-27 Telephone: 296-4191
Meets: M, W, Th; 2-4 p.m.; Room 15

Environment and Natural Resources Finance Division (12)
Chair: Morse
Office: G-24 Telephone: 296-5649

Anderson
Belanger
Chandler
Day

Beckman
Belanger
Cohen

Hottinger
Janezich
Kroening
Larson

Kelly
Knutson
Laidig

Limmer
Metzen
Oliver
Price

Limmer
Marty
Merriam

Samuelson

Neuville
Ranum

Anderson
Berg
Dille
Finn
Frederickson

Berg
Finn
Frederickson

Johnson, J.B.
Laidig
Lesewski
Merriam
Mondale

Johnson, J.B.
Laidig
Lessard

Morse
Novak
Olson
Pariseau·
Price

Merriam
Olson
Pariseau

Riveness
Stevens

Price
Riveness

Crime Prevention Finance Division (9)
Chair: Beckman
Office: 306 Telephone: 296-5713

Ethics and Campaign Reform (11)
Chair: Marty Vice Chair: Reichgott Junge
Office: G-9 Telephone: 296-8866
Meets: T, Th; 12 noon-2 p.m.; Room 107

Cohen
Kelly·

Knutson
Laidig

Merriam
Neuville

Ranum
Spear

Cohen
Day
Johnson, D.E.

Johnson, D.J.
Laidig
Moe, R.D.

Pariseau
Pogemiller
Sams

Education (23)
Co-Chair: Pogemiller Co-Vice Chair: Krentz
Co-Chair: Stumpf Co-Vice Chair: Price
Office: 235 Telephone: 296-4185
Meets: T, W, Th; 10 a.m.-12 noon; Room 112

Family Services (14)
Chair: Piper Vice Chair: Betzold
Office: G-9 Telephone: 296-9248
Meets: T, Th; 12 noon-2 p.m.; Room 15

Education Funding Division (15)
Chair: Pogemiller Vice Chair: Krentz
Office: 235 Telephone: 296-7809

Finance (21)
Chair: Merriam Vice Chair: Kelly
Office: 122 Telephone: 296-4157
Meets: M, T, W, Th; 4-6 p.m.; Room 123

Beckman
Hanson
]anezich
Kleis
Knutson

Beckman
Hanson
Janezich
Knutson
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Langseth
Larson
Moe,RD.
Murphy
Neuville

Langseth
Larson
Olson
Pappas

Olson Robertson
Ourada Scheevel
Pappas Solon
Ranum Wiener
Reichgott Junge

Ranum Stumpf
Reichgott Junge
Robertson
Scheevel

Berglin
Chandler
Johnson, J.B.

Beckman
Cohen
Frederickson
Johnson, D.E.
Johnson, J.B.

Kiscaden
Kramer
Krentz

Johnston
Kroening
Laidig
Langseth
Larson

Ourada
Riveness
Robertson

Morse
Neuville
Piper
Ranum
Riveness

Samuelson
Solon
Stevens

Samuelson
Spear
Stumpf
Terwilliger



)
Finance State Government Division (12)

Chair: Cohen Vice Chair: Riveness

Office: 317 Telephone: 296,5931

Judiciary (12)
Chair: Flynn Vice Chair: Finn

Office: G-29 Telephone: 296-4274

Meets: M, Wj 12 noon-2 p.m.j Room 15

Frederickson
Johnston
Kelly

Kroening
Langseth
Merriam

Morse Terwilliger
Neuville
Piper

Berglin
Betzold
Cohen

Kiscaden
Kleis
Knutson

Krentz Spear
Reichgott Junge
Robertson

Governmental Operations and Veterans (14)

Chair: Metzen Vice Chair: Riveness

Office: 303 Telephone: 296-4175

Meets: T, W, Fj 8-10 a.m.; Room 15

Gaming Regulation (9)

Chair: Berg Vice Chair: Janezich

Office: 328 Telephone: 296-5539

Meets: T, W, F; 8,10 a.m.; Room 107

Rules and Administration (28)

Chair: Moe, R.D. Vice Chair: Reichgott Junge

Office: 208 Telephone: 296-4196

Meets: On call

Metropolitan and Local Government (16)

Chair: Vickerman Vice Chair: Mondale

Office: 226 Telephone: 296-4150

Meets: M, W, Thj 2-4 p.m.j Room 107

Runbeck
Wiener

Oliver
Pappas
Pariseau
Robertson

Janezich
Johnston
Langseth
Lessard

Betzold
Day
Flynn
Hottinger

Spear

Stumpf
Terwilliger
Wiener

Neuville
Scheevel

Pogemiller
Runbeck
Stevens

Marty
Mondale

Kleis
Kramer
Morse

Johnson, D.E.
Lessard

Beckman
Bertram
Hottinger

Health Care and Family Services Finance Division (12)

Chair: Samuelson
Office: 124 Telephone: 296-4875

Health Care (11)
Chair: Berglin Vice Chair: Sams

) Office: G-9 Telephone: 296-4151

Meets: T, W, Th; 10 a.m.-12 noonj Room 15

Taxes and Tax Laws (21)

Chair: Johnson, D.J. Vice Chair: Pappas

Office: 205 Telephone: 296-4839

Meets: M, T, W, Th; 4-6 p.m.j Room 15

Betzold
Finn
Kiscaden

Kramer
Oliver
Piper

Samuelson
Terwilliger
Vickerman

Belanger
Berg
Berglin
Bertram
Chmielewski
Flynn
Frederickson

Johnson, D.E.
Johnson, D.J.
Knutson
Laidig
Larson
Lessard
Marty

Merriam
Metzen
Neuville
Novak
Olson
Piper
Pogemiller

Solon
Spear
Stumpf
Terwilliger
Vickerman

Belanger Flynn Novak Price

Berglin Kramer Sams Terwilliger Berglin Hottinger Oliver Reichgott Junge

Betzold Piper Solon Vickerman Bertram Marty Olson Runbeck

Kiscaden Riveness Stevens Day Mondale Pariseau Sams

Dille Murphy Pogemiller

Jobs, Energy and Community Development (14)

Chair: Novak Vice Chair: Johnson, J.B.

Office: 322 Telephone: 296-1767

Meets: T,W, Th; 10 a.m.-12 noonj Room 107

Transportation and Public Transit (4)

Chair: Chmielewski Vice Chair: Ranum

Office: 325 Telephone: 296-4186

Meets: T, W, Fj 8-10 a.m.j Room 112

Anderson
Chandler
Chmielewski

Dille
Frederickson
Johnson, D.J.

Kelly
Kroening
Lesewski

Limmer
Metzen
Runbeck Belanger

Day
Flynn

Hanson
Johnston
Krentz

Langseth
Lesewski
Murphy

Ourada
Pappas
Vickerman

Jobs, Energy and Community Development Finance

Division (ll)
Chair: Kroening
Office: 124 Telephone: 296-4302

Transportation and Public Transit Finance Division (8)

Chair: Langseth
Office: G-24 Telephone: 296-3205

) Anderson
Chandler
Chmielewski

Dille
Frederickson
Johnson, J.B.

Lesewski
Limmer
Metzen

Novak
Belanger
Chmielewski

Day
Flynn

Hanson Vickerman
Johnston
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Committee update
Jobs, Energy and
Community Development
Affordable housing bill approved

The Economic Development and
Housing Subcommittee, chaired by Sen.
Ellen Anderson (DFL-St. Paul), recom
mended S.P. 334 for passage at a Thurs.,
Feb. 16, meeting. The bill proposes a
comprehensive strategy intended to
revitalize declining residential neighbor
hoods. A presentation on mortgage
interest deduction was also given by Mary
Anderson and Lyle Wray, of the Minne
sota Citizen's League.

Sen. Randy Kelly (DFL-St. Paul),
authored S.F. 334 and called it "an effort
by many people to meet Minnesota's
housing needs." The bill provides
assistance to contract for deed home
buyers, requires a community impact
statement before construction of low
income rental housing in targeted
neighborhoods, and establishes a rental
tax equity pilot project. Sr. Paul Mayor
Norm Coleman, also spoke on behalf of
the bill. Coleman called S.F. 334 "a
workable bill," and urged members to
break the negative cycles in Minnesota's
declining neighborhoods by renovating
and revitalizing them. Coleman stated, "I
have met with people of various economic
backgrounds, and all are extremely
supportive."

Joan Archer, executive vice president
of the Builders Association of Minnesota,
testified against the bill stating that, "from
an industry standpoint this bill may
actually take away help and,add confu
sion." Archer agreed that funding is
needed to rectify Minnesota's critical
housing problems, but urged members to
streamline their efforts by first consulting
builders. Kelly stated that the bill "merely
takes the successes of housing programs
already in place and adds funding." The
subcommittee approved the bill and
referred it to the funding division.

Mary Anderson and Lyle Wray, of the
Minnesota Citizen's League, offered an
informal presentation on mortgage
interest deductibility as it relates to
regional housing challenges. The
Citizen's League proposed that the
Legislature designate housing in the
Metropolitan Area as a regional system
and charge the Metropolitan Council
with taking the leadership to propose
housing policy objectives and implemen
tation strategies. They also suggested that
the state cut across-the-board subsidies
provided to homeowners, regardless of
their incomes.

Workers comp testimony continues
The Jobs, Energy and Community

Development Subcommittee on Employ-
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ment, chaired by Sen. Kevin Chandler
(DFL-White Bear Lake), met Tues., Feb.
21, to hear testimony from the Minnesota
Employer-Employee Attorneys Commit
tee. The group introduced a 16-point
plan for workers compensation reform,
addressing such issues as reducing litiga
tion, and creating a balanced benefit
structure for employers and employees.

Steve Hawn, co-chair of the Minnesota
Trial Lawyers Workers Comp Committee,
testified with Peter Pustorino, chair of the
Minnesota Defense Lawyers Workers
Comp Committee. The 16-point plan
introduced by Hawn and Pustorino, aims
to reduce litigation by creating a perma
nent partial disability payment based on
percentage of disability to the whole body.
This permanent pay schedule differs from
the current system of compensation.
Under the current system, companies
which are unable to place injured workers
in alternate positions are forced to pay
large compensation fees, while companies
with more diverse placement resources
pay less. Settling on one payment
schedule, the attorneys committee argued,
would provide physically capable employ
ees with an incentive to return to work.

The attorneys committee also suggested
that members consider repealing many of
the rules recently introduced by the
Department of Labor and Industry. They
also urged members to consider merging
the litigation functions of the Department
of Labor and Industry into the Office of
Administrative Hearings.

The subcommittee will continue to
hear testimony on the issue of litigation in
workers compensation at a later date.

Landlord utility bill okayed
A bill aimed at stopping alleged abuses

and inaccuracies in some renters' utility
billings cleared the Jobs, Energy and
Community Development Committee at
the Weds., Feb. 22, meeting.

S.F. 249, authored by Sen. Janet
Johnson (DFL-North Branch), requires
owners of multi-unit residential buildings
with a single meter to be the customer of
record in the service contract with the
utility. Johnson said that when there is
only one meter, tenants are sometimes
charged for utilities used by other tenants
and by commercial enterprises in their
buildings. She said that the issue is raised
every year by the state's 36 legal aid
offices, and that the Attorney General's
Office receives many calls from people
who believe they are being charged for
other tenants' utility usage. The bill,
Johnson said, is supported by the PUC
and the Attorney General's Office. S.P.
249 goes next to the Judiciary Committee.

The committee also approved H.F. 435,
sponsored by committee chair Sen.
Steven Novak (DFL-New Brighton). The

bill allows gas utilities, given the approval
of the Public Utilities Commission
(PUC), to adopt a competitive rate plan
using a framework of market factor
benchmarked rates.

The bill, according to Betsy Engelking
of the PUC, is the result of a two-year
consensus building process with utilities
that was initiated by the Puc. Engelking
said the bill provides incentives to buy gas
at the lowest price. Under the measure,
utilities must share the cost savings with
customers, including residential custom
ers. The amount of the shared portion is
determined by the PUC on a case by case
basis. The bill also requires that the
competitive rate plan include a penalty if
the requirements of the plan are not met,
effectively penalizing participating
utilities for purchasing gas at too high a
price.

H.P. 435 now goes to the Senate floor.

Judiciary
Child support bill discussed

The Judiciary Family Law Subcommit
tee, chaired by Sen. Don Betzold (DFL
Fridley), held an evening hearing Tues.,
Feb. 21, to consider a bill providing for
enforcement of child support obligations.
The bill, S.F. 21 7, authored by Sen.
Richard Cohen (DFL-St. Paul), contains
seven initiatives designed to aid in the
collection of child support.

The measure provides for a streamlined
employment reporting program to aid in
garnishing wages from paychecks for child
support; authorizes the revocation of
drivers licenses from parents who refuse to
pay child support and places liens on their
vehicles; provides for a pilot program for
parents who cannot pay child support
because they are unemployed to do
community service instead; provides for a
visitation mediation pilot program; sets up
an on-going public education campaign to
change public attitudes about child
support; and provides for a child support
assurance welfare reform initiative.

Debate during the hearing centered '
primarily on the provisions dealing with
the employment reporting program and
drivers license suspensions. The bill sets
forth a more streamlined procedure for
employers to report hiring new workers by
simply requiring that the employers send a
copy of each new hire's W-4 form or W-9
form to an employment registry main
tained by the Dept. of Human Services.
The department than cross-references the
data against the registry's database of child
support obligors and automatically
generate an income withholding order.

An amendment, offered by Cohen,
changed the term "employee" to "worker."
According to Tammy L. Pust of the
Attorney General's Office, the change is



designed to eliminate confusion and yet
be broad enough to include both employ-

\) ees and independent contractors. The
amendment also allows employers to
report by filing any hiring document in
addition to a W -4 or W -9 form. Another
provision of the amendment adds an
exemption for household workers. The
amendment was adopted.

Joseph Mariano, testifying on behalf of
the Direct Sellers Association, objected to
the inclusion of independent contractors
in the reporting requirements. According
to Mariano, the majority of individuals
who do direct sales, such as Amway or
Mary Kay Cosmetics salespeople, are in
the business because of the independence
the business offers. Mariano said requir
ing businesses to collect information and
report on independent contractors would
have a chilling effect on recruiting and
that the burden would far outweigh the
benefit.

Mark Nygaard, testifying on behalf of
R-KIDS, said the provisions for employ
ment reporting and drivers license
suspension exemplify a hostile and
retributive attitude that appears to be
counterproductive to the enforcement of
child support obligations. Nygaard also
argued that the bill does not take into
account computer errors or the time lag
between when the employer withholds

)
the child support and the actual payment.

Jean Holloway representing the
Childrens Defense Fund argued, however,
that the provisions were not unduly
burdensome. "Even if it were a burden, it
would be worth the effort in terms of
reducing child poverty," she said.

The bill provided for covering the cost
of employee reporting by allowing
employers to deduct a one-time charge of
$2 from the employee's initial earnings,
Sen. Sheila Kiscaden OR-Rochester)
offered an amendment, which was
subsequently adopted, to delete the $2
charge provision.

Members also discussed the provision
authorizing suspension of drivers licenses
for nonpayment of support. Discussion
centered on the notion that depriving an
obligor of a license may prevent the
obligor from working and paying child
support. Members considered several
alternatives but took no action. The
measure was laid over.

Gov liability limits bill okayed
A bill raising tort liability limits for

claims against governmental units was
approved by the Judiciary Committee at a
meeting Wed., Feb. 22. The bill, S.F.
230, increases the limits for individual
claims and for multiple claims stemming
from a single occurrence. Much of the
discussion on the measure, sponsored by
Sen. Randy Kelly (DFL-St. Paul), re
volved around the actual amounts of the
increase.

The bill originally increased the limit
for individual claims from $200,000 to
$250,000 and raised the limit for multiple
claims arising out of single occurrence
from $600,000 to $750,000 for claims
arising on or after Jan. 1, 1996. In
addition, the measure raised the limit for
multiple claims to $1 million for claims
arising on or after Jan. 1,2000. Several
individuals, representing local govern
mental units, testified that liability limits
are necessary in order to strike a balance
between the interest of the taxpayers and
an individual seeking damages. Joel
Jamnik of the League of Minnesota Cities
said cities realize the limits must be
reviewed periodically for fairness. St. Paul
City Attorney Tim Marx said liability
caps are a reasonable balance of interests.

An amendment, offered by Sen.
Richard Cohen (DFL-St. Paul), set
different dollar amounts for the limits.
Under the amendment, the limit for a
single claim is $500,000 and the limit for
multiple claims from one occurrence is
$1.5 million. However, the amendment
was amended to set the limit for a single
claim at $300,000 and to delete the $1.5
million figure. The Cohen amendment
was adopted. Thus, the bill specifies that
the liability limit for a single claim is
$300,000 and for multiple claims arising
from a single occurrence is $750,000 for
claims arising on or after Jan. 1, 1996.
The limit for multiple claims is increased
to $1 million for claims arising on or after
Jan. 1, 2000. The bill was approved and
sent to the full Senate.

In other action, the committee, chaired
by Sen. Carol Flynn (DFL-Mpls.), also
approved a bill allowing medical examin
ers to share data with a state or federal
agency investigating a death. The
measure, S.F. 229, authored by Sen.
Sheila Kiscaden OR-Rochester, was sent
to the Senate floor.

Metropolitan and Local
Government
Financial audit bill okayed

Members of the Metropolitan and
Local Government Committee, chaired
by Sen. Jim Vickerman (DFL-Tracy), met
Wed., Feb. 22, and advanced two billsto
the full Senate.

S.F. 265, authored by Sen. Dallas Sams
(DFL-Staples), clarifies the requirements
for financial audits in cities and towns in
which the offices of clerk and treasurer are
combined. Under the bill, in cities and
towns that have less than $100,000
annual revenue, the financial audit must
only be performed once every five years
and need only be for one year. The
measure also clarifies that for cities
operating litlder Optional Plan A, the
audit shall be for a one-year period, the
actual year to be determined by the
person performing the audit. Optional

Plan A cities are those cities that provide
for the appointment of the clerk-treasurer.
The bill was advanced to the Senate floor.

In other action, the committee also
approved a bill making numerous techni
cal changes to laws relating to metropoli
tan government. S.F. 281, authored by
Sen. Carol Flynn (DFL-Mpls.), primarily
clarifies language and removes obsolete
references. The measure was recom
mended for passage and placement on the
Consent Calendar.

Taxes and Tax Laws
Empowerment zones discussed

A bill providing for empowerment
zones in areas with declining property
values was the focus of debate at the
Wed., Feb. 22, meeting of the Taxes and
Tax Laws Subcommittee on Property Tax.
S.F. 301, authored by Sen. Linda Berglin
(DFL-Mpls.), provides for streamlining
and simplifying county administrative
procedures in order to fund the empower
ment zone initiative.

Hennepin County Commissioner Mark
Andrew, testifying in support of the bill,
said the measure is designed to aid
economic development by creating jobs to
work on land reclamation projects in
distressed neighborhoods. The resulting
greenways and park-like areas would then
act as a magnet for attracting business
development and help raise adjacent
property values.

Subcommittee members, chaired by
Sen. John Hottinger (DFL-Mankato),
generally applauded the innovative
concepts contained in the bill but
expressed some concerns about the details
of implementation. Hottinger said that
the bill would lie over in order for
members to further study the measure.

In other action the panel advanced two
bills to the Subcommittee on Income and
Sales Tax and sent one measure to the full
committee. S.F. 93, authored by Sen. Joe
Bertram, Sr. (DFL-Paynesville), authorizes
Stearns County to refund the money paid
by the city of Melrose for the acquisition
of a building. The measure was approved
and advanced to the full committee.

S.F. 514, sponsored by Sen. Len Price
(DFL-Woodbury), is a Revenue Depart
ment technical bill. The measure makes
numerous changes of a technical nature in
provisions relating to property, sales and
income taxes. Subcommittee members
reviewed the sections of the bill relating
to property taxes, approved the measure
and referred it to the Subcommittee on
Income and Sales Tax.

A similar process occurred for S.F. 513,
sponsored by Hottinger. The measure is a
departmental bill outlining tax policy in
several areas including the treatment of
park trailers, the frequency of mailing
valuation notices, the treatment of
cooperatives and leasehold cooperatives,
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Committee update

Floor action
Mock election bill passed

The Senate met for a brief floor session
Tues., Feb. 21, and granted final passage
to two bills. S.F. 168, authored by Sen.
Sam Solon (DFL~Duluth),provides for
simulated elections for minors to be held
in regular polling places. The measure
gained final passage on a vote of 46-20.'

Members also granted final passage to
one bill on the Consent Calendar. S.F.
91, sponsored by Sen. Harold "Skip" Finn
(DFL-Cass Lakes), expands eligibility for
participation as a provider in the state
compulsive gambling program.

Senators also granted concurrence and
repassage to a bill, S.F. 75, clarifying the
requirements relating to filing notices of
mechanics' liens. The measure was
sponsored by Sen. Don Betzold (DFL
Fridley).

Frequently called numbers

Metro Area for several years from a
citizen's perspective and supports the
developmeilt. "I am willing to pay higher
taxes to get it," she said. "We can't afford
not to."

Lyle Wray, executive director of the
Citizens League, however, does not agree
that integrating LRT in a metropolitan
transit plan will solve the anticipated
traffic problems of the future. The issue is
urban sprawl, he said, and the solution lies
in creative land use planning and increas
ing the density of urban areas, thereby
putting less emphasis on transportation.

In other business, the committee agreed
to layover S,F. 537, a bill authored by
Sen. SteveMurphy (DFL-Red Wing) that
allows refunds of license fees if an appli
cant does not receive a license within six
weeks.

Katherine Burke-Moore of the Depart
ment of Public Safety testified on the
matter, saying she would like to see some
changes in the bill's language. She added
the department expects to be responding
within six weeks of all license applications
by July.

Members questioned the financial
impact of the bill. Others also asked if the
bill could address situations beyond the
department's control that caused licenses
to be delayed. The bill is expected to
return to the committee next week.

the treatment of fraudulent homesteads,
the ceiling and floor for delinquent tax
interest rates, the penalties for failure to
issue certificate of rent paid statements
and the timing of local government aid
payments. The measure was approved
and sent to the Subcommittee on Income
and Sales tax for further review.

Transportation and Public
Transit
License fee refund bill

People applying for Minnesota drivers
licenses will get their money back if their
license is not received within six weeks,
according to a bill authored by Sen. Steve
Murphy (DFL-Red Wing).

Murphy presented the bill to members
of the Transportation and Public Transit
Finance Division, chaired by Sen. Keith
Langseth (DFL-Glyndon), at a meeting
held Tues., Feb. 21. Members approved
the bill, which advances to the full
committee.

The bill requires the Department of
Public Safety to refund the fee paid by an
applicant who does not receive a drivers
license, permit or identification card
within six weeks of application. The
refunds are valid for applications submit
ted on or after July 1.

The refunds are in response to constitu
ent concerns heard by many Legislators
over the last few months, Murphy said.
Because of problems with switching to a
digitized licensing process, about 30,000
of 350,000 applications, were lost or
defective. Some applicants still have not
received licenses after six months.

It is an attempt to "hold our own feet to
the fire," Murphy said, adding the bill is
submitted in conjunction with another
that ensures all state license and permit
applications are dealt with promptly.

Sen. William Belanger, Jr. OR
Bloomington) opposed the bill, saying it
did not address the real problem of
correcting the contracting process at the
department level. He suggested 'a legisla
tive audit of the procedures to determine
why the "fiasco" happened in the first
place. He also asked how the refunds
would affect the department's budget.

Murphy said he has not estimated the
budget impact, but added the department
should be nearly caught up with the
backlog of applications by July. He said he
believed the bill does deal with the
problem from a citizen's perspective, by
making government pay for its mistakes.
"I know of no better way to make a
department solve a problem than to take
money away," he said.

Sen. Terry Johnston OR-Prior Lake)
also opposed the bill, stating the reason
the bill was written was because of the
public outcry. She cautioned the Senators
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against a knee-jerk reaction, especially
with another bill proposed to deal with all
state licensing.

In other business, the committee heard
budget reports from the Transportation
Regulation Board (TRB) and the Minne
sota Safety Council. AccOl:ding to
Commissioner Richard Helgeson, the
TRB is proposing to sunset itself after a
year of studying how to deal with the
federal de-regulation of the· trucking
industry.

LRT plans continue
Some 73 percent of car owners in the

seven-county Metro Area believe devel
opment of light rail transit (LRT) is a
good idea, according to a survey done in
August 1994 by the Metro LRT Joint
Powers Board.

At a Weds., Feb. 22, meeting, Commis
sioner John Finley, chair of the board,
presented an update on the status of LRT
to members of the Transportation and
Public Transit Committee, chaired by
Sen. Florian Chmielewski (DFL-Sturgeon
Lake).

Planning is underway on three elements
of a central corridor LRT line, according
to Finley, including alignment in down~

town Minneapolis, economic develop
ment and land use, and low-floor vehicle
technology. The first-priority central
corridor involves an ll-mile route
running from Union Depot in downtown
St. Paul, to the Convention Center in
downtown Minneapolis. The 20 stations
in between would include the State
Capitol, the Westgate business district,
the Metrodome, and the University of
Minnesota. Estimated ridership is 33,700
per day by the year 2010..

Finley said fares for LRT would be
consistent with bus fares. LRT would
replace existing express bus services in the
corridor, and will be integrated with
improved bus service and linked to other
transit modes throughout the area.

Finley and others who testified at the
meeting pointed to the success ofLRT in
St. Louis, Mo., which opened an 18-mile
line in July 1993. Daily ridership exceeds
projections by some 200 percent, and 79
percent of the people using the new LRT
line are new to public transit.

Bill Beyer of the American Institute of
Architects, Minneapolis Chapter; was
among seven others who testified in favor
of LRT. Beyer said studies of cities
throughout the world showed LRT helped
create a higher quality of living. He and
others ticked off a variety of benefits,
including lowered traffic congestion,
improved air quality, increased viability of
the downtown areas, and better use of
land.

Barb Thoman, a citizen of St. Paul, has
been studying the feasibility ofLRT in the
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The Minnesota Senate Week at a Glance

Monday, February 27

Environment and Natural
Resources Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Steven Morse
8 a.m. Room 123 Capitol
Agenda: Continuation - budget review for
the Dept. of Natural Resources.

The Senate will meet at 11 a.m.

Agriculture and Rural
Development Committee
Chair: Sen. Joe Bertram, Sr.
12 noon Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.P. 327-Lessard: Requiring
drainage authorities to maintain town
road bridges and culverts located on a
drainage system. S.F. 404-Berg: Increasing
the maximum increment for ethanol
projects exempt from state aid reductions.

) S.P. 257-Morse: Soil and water
conservation district boards.

Commerce and Consumer
Protection Subcommittee on
Insurance
Chair: Sen. John Hottinger
12 noon Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: Continuation - S.F. 12l-Sams:
Insurance claims payment refusal
remedies.

Judiciary Committee
Chair: Sen. Carol Flynn
12 noon Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.P. 218-Robertson: Providing
for care of children by noncustodial
parents. S.P. 206-Merriam: Eliminating a
sunset on computer matching agreement
requirements. S.P. 293-Betzold: Providing
for prompt payment of subcontractors of
municipal contractors. S.F. 303-Finn:
Providing for the form and record of
certain assignments. Report of the
Legislative Auditor on Guardians Ad
Litem.

) Crime Prevention Committee
Chair: Sen. Allan Spear
2 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 512-Spear: Vulnerable
Adults Act revision.

.lobs, Energy and Community
bevelopment Funding Division
Chair: Sen. Carl Kroening
2 p.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: Overview of the budget for the
Dept. of Trade and Economic
Development (DTED). Presentation,
representatives of women's business
groups.

Legislative Commission on
. Employee Relations

7 p.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: Election of officers. Adoption of
rules. Adoption of the proposed FY 1996
97 budget. Presentation on interest
arbitration.

Tuesday, February 28

Gaming Regulation Committee
Chair: Sen. Charles Berg
8 a.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 304-Marty: Prohibits
advertising in connection wlth the lottery
(as amended). S.P. 618-Berg: Resolution
amending the Indian Gaming Regulatory
Act.

Governmental Operations and
Veterans Committee
Chair: Sen. James Metzen
8 a.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.P. 459-Novak: Resolution,
Taiwan, United Nations. S.P. 359
Metzen: Reimbursement for bomb squad,
hazardous response teams. S.F. 557-Flynn:
Ratifying certain labor agreements. S.F.
306-Lesewski: Governor's work force
development council.

Transportation and Public
Transit Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Keith Langseth
8 a.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: Overview of the budget, Dept. of
Transportation.

Education Funding Division
Chair: Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller
10 a.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: Review of the governor's budget

recommendations for community and
family education, education facilities and
equipment, education organization and
cooperation, and Access to Excellence.

Health Care Committee
Chair: Sen. Linda Berglin
10 a.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.P. 577-]anezich: Nursing home
administrators. Testimony - governor's
budget recommendations.

Environment and Natural
Resources Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Steven Morse
12 noon Room 123 Capitol
Agenda: Budget review for the Pollution
Control Agency.

Ethics and Campaign Reform
Committee
Chair: Sen. John Marty
12 noon Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: Presentation on S.F. lIS-Flynn:
Growe Commission recommendations.
Presentation on S.P. 2-Larson: Election
changes.

Environment and Natural
Resources Committee
Chair: Sen. Bob Lessard
2 p.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 548-Morse: Additions and
deletions to state park system. Possible
additions - S.F. 174-Lessard: Continuing
the authorization for residents under age
16 to take deer of either sex; S.F. 343
Olson: Requiring financial security for
certain fishing contests.,

Finance State Government
Division
Chair: Sen. Richard Cohen
4 p.m. Room 318 Capitol
Agenda: Overview of the budget for the
Dept. of Administration.

Tax and Tax Laws Committee
Chair: Sen. Douglas Johnson
4 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Review of the February forecast.
Review of the governor's supplemental
budget recommendations. Discussion on
the price of government. S.P. 513-
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Hottinger: Dept. of Revenue policy bill.
S.F. 514-Price: Dept. of Revenue
technical bill.

Health Care and Family Services
Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Don Samuelson
6 p.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: Continuation - governor's
budget recommendations, Dept. of
Human Services.

Wednesday, March 1

Transportation and Public
Transit Committee
Chair: Sen. Florian Chmielews1<i
8 a.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: S.P. 573-Murphy: Requiring
drivers license fee refunds. S.F. 224
Samuelson: Allowing the option to
register recreational trailers for three
years. S.F. 522-Stumpf: Allowing school
authorities to appoint non-pupil adults to
school safety patrols. S.P. 264-Lesewski:
Abolishing a separate review process for
commercial drivers license
disqualification. S.F. 341-0urada:
Limiting license plate impoundment
provisions to self-propelled motor
vehicles. H.P. 383-0urada: Traffic
regulations. S.F. 348-Johnston: Clarifying
power to appoint motor vehicle deputy
registrars. S.F. 358-Johnston: Applying
odometer disclosure laws to motor
vehicles regardless of age. S.F. 528
Johnston: Requiring adult motorcycle,
riders to wear eye protection device.

Health Care Committee
Chair: Sen. Linda Berglin
10 a.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 337-Krentz: ENABL. S.P.
486-Hottinger: Nursing facility rental per
diem. S.P. SIS-Hottinger: State agency
hearings, MA prior authorization. S.F.
386-Berglin: Nursing home moratorium
exceptions.

Higher Education Division
Chair: Sen. LeRoy Stumpf
10 a.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: Discussion on University of
Minnesota Health Sciences, Mayo, and
Higher Education Coordinating Board
(HECB) programs. Continuation - budget
presentation, Minnesota State Colleges
and Universities (MNSCU).
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Agriculture and Rural
Development Committee
Chair: Sen. Joe Bertram, Sr.
12 noon Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 443-Frederickson:
Exempting districts established for the
purpose of constructing or expanding an
agriculture processing facility from aid
reductions. S.F. 368-Lesewski: Clarifying
the employment status of certain farm
crisis assistance personnel. S.F. 429
Morse: Eliminating the sunset date for the
Farmer-Lender Mediation Act.

Commerce and Consumer
Protection Committee
Chair: Sen. Sam Solon
12 noon Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: Presentation on genetic testing,
Dr. Paul Billings, Stanford University
School of Medicinej Dr. Chambers,
Lincoln National Life Insurance
Company. S.F. 34-Wiener: Medicare
supplement insurance policies coverage
for diabetic equipment and supplies. S.P.
139-S010n: Viatical bill. S.P. 318
Lesewski: Crop hail insurance rates filing
date modification. S.F. 353-Bertram: Dice
in licensed liquor establishments.

Judiciary Committee
Chair: Sen. Carol Flynn
12 noon Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Permanent and Joint Rules
Subcommittee of Rules
Chair: Sen. Ember ReichgottJunge
12 noon Room 237 Capitol
Agenda: Discussion on proposals to
amend Senate Rules and Joint Rules.

Environment and Natural
Resources Subcommittee on
Public Lands and Water
Chair: Sen. Harold "Skip" Finn
2 p.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 127-Terwilliger:
Authorizing conveyance of tax-forfeited
land in Hennepin County. S.P. 273-Price:
Providing for the classification of water
supply systems and wastewater treatment
facilities. S.F. 406-Price: Appropriating
money to the DNR for exploration of
groundwater supplies. S.F. 407-Price:
Providing penalties for misrepresentations
regarding environmental matters. S.P.
496-Price: Requiring analysis of water
quality and quantity data.

Crime Prevention Finance
Division
Chair: Sen. Tracy Beckman
2 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Budget review for the Dept. of
Public Safety.

Finance State Government
Division
Chair: Sen. Richard Cohen
4 p.m. Room 318 Capitol
Agenda: Continuation - overview of the
budget for the Dept. of Administration.
Information Policy Office
recommendations. Energy efficiency
issues.

Taxes and Tax Laws
Subcommittee on Property Tax
Chair: Sen. John Hottinger
4 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Continuation - S.F. 301-Berglin:
Empowerment zones initiative, planning,
and funding.

Legislative Commission on
Pensions and Retirement
Chair: Rep. RichardJefferson
5:30 p.m. Room 10 SOB
Agenda: Consideration of the
commission's FY 1996-97 budget request.
H.F. 119-Greiling, S.F. 338-Krentz:
Employer contribution obligations for
certain part-time teachers. HP. 669-Pugh,
S.F. 361-Metzen: Forfeiture of survivor
benefits if survivor caused member death.
H.F. 465-Pugh, S.F. 422-Metzen-Early
retirement incentive for West St. Paul
city official. HP. 689-Pugh, S.P. 460
Metzen: PERA-P&Fj benefit for West St.
Paul Police survivor. H.P. 99-Brown:
Service credit purchase by Swift County
employee. H.F. 116-Rukavina, S.F. 177
Janezich: Eveleth Police and Fire, Retiree
Benefit Increase. H.F. 152-Mares, S.P.
101-Chandler: Purchase of Sabbatical
Leave Service Credit. H.F. 189-Jaros, S.F.
148-S010n: Early retirement incentive
eligibility for certain technical college
teacher. HF. 293-Jaros, S.P. 234-Solon:
Military service credit purchase by St.
Louis County employee. H.P. 271-Dorn,
S.P. 187-Hottinger: Subsidized
bounceback feature for term certain
optional annuities. Increase in Fire State
Aid appointments; H.P. 48;Bertram, S.P.
17-Bertramj HP. 134-Bertramj H.P. 155
Cooper; H.F. 163-Leighton; H.F. 165
Schumacher; H.F. 313-Hackbarth, S.F.
256-Runbeck; H.F. 424-Hasskamp; H.F.



7SS-Johnson, R. Increase in Police State
Aid appointments - H.P. 746-Jefferson,
S.P. 617-Solon: Police penswion plans;

) reportin~ by domestic mutual insurance
compames.

Health Care and Family Services
Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Don Samuelson
6 p.m. Room 123 Capitol
Agenda: Continuation - governor's
budget proposals, Dept. of Human
Services.

Joint House and Senate
Subcommittee on Claims
Co-Chairs: Sen. Randy Kelly and Rep.
Edgar Olson
6 p.m. Room SOON SOB
Agenda: Property and injury claims
against the Dept. of Corrections.

Judiciary Subcommittee on
Family Law
Chair: Sen. Don Betzold
6 p.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: S.P. 217-Cohen: Child support.

\

)Legislative Commission on
Employee Relations
7 p.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: Presentation, testimony, and
adoption of a commission bill
implementing recommendations on
interest arbitration.

Thursday, March 2

Rules and Administration
Committee
Chair: Sen. Roger Moe
8 a.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Personnel issues. Update on the
NCSL Study of the Senate personnel
system.

The Senate will meet at 9 a.m.

Education Funding Division
Chair: Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller

)10 a.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: S.P. 601-Robertson: School bus
safety.

Health Care Committee
Chair: Sen. Linda Berglin
10 a.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Presentation of reports on
hospital studies, Ann Damon, assistant
commissioner, Dept. of Health; Donna
Peterson, director, Maternal and Child
Health, Dept. of Human Services. S.F.
41O-Marty: Statewide drug formulary.

Legislative Commission on
Planning and Fiscal Policy
Chair: Sen. Roger Moe
12 noon Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Discussion on the price of
government resolution.

Ethics and Campaign Reform
Chair: Sen. John Marty
12 noon Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: Presentation of election bills 
S.P. 269-Betzold; S.P. 291-Novak; S.F.
37-Laidig.

Crime Prevention Committee
Chair: Sen. Allan Spear
2 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 287-Lesewski: Video
arraignments. S.P. 632-Betzold: Fleeing a
peace officer.

Jobs, Energy and Community
bevelopment Funding Division
Chair: Sen. Carl Kroening
2 p.m. Room 123 Capitol
Agenda: Overview of the budget for
Minnesota Technology, Inc. Presentations
from the Natural Resources Research
Institute, Minnesota Project Innovation,
Minnesota Inventors Congress, Cold
Weather Resource Center, Minnesota
Technology Corridor Corporation, and
the Minnesota Council for Quality.

Metropolitan and Local
Government Committee
Chair: Sen. Jim Vickerman
2 p.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.P. 387-Berg: Authorizing Swift
County to establish a rural development
finance authority. S.F. 494-Morse:
Authorizing Winona County to enter into
a contract for deed with a county
developmental achievement center. H.F.
37-Chmielewski: Allowing the towns of
Glen and Kimberly in Aitkin County to
have an alternative annual meeting day.

Finance Committee
Chair: Sen. Gene Merriam
4 p.m. Room 123 Capitol
Agenda: Budget forecasts and the
governor's supplemental
recommendations, Laura King,
commissioner, Dept. of Finance.
Confirmation hearing - Laura King,
commissioner, Dept. of Finance.
Continuation - S.P. 102-Morse: LCMR
bill on Environmental Trust Fund and
Future Resources Fund appropriations.

Education Funding Division
Chair: Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller
6 p.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: S.P. 276-Novak: School
enrichment partnership program. S.F.
4S0-Hottinger: LeSueur-Henderson
school district levy adjustment.

Friday, March 3

Transportation and Public
Transit Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Keith Langseth
8 a.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: Overview of the budget, Dept. of
Transportation.

Environment and Natural
Resources Committee
Subcommittee on Environmental
Protection
Chair: Sen. Kevin Chandler
10 a.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 290-Kelly: Contamination
cleanup grant. S.P. 34S-Stumpf:
Wastewater infrastructure funding
program. S.P. 44S-Lesewski: Requiring the
PCA to permit operation of waste
combustors. S.P. 507-Novak: Petroleum
tank release cleanup fund. S.F. 638
Runbeck: Requiring the PCA to meet
with parties before issuing a penalty.

Legislative Commission on
Planning and Fiscal Policy
Chair: Sen. Roger Moe
10 a.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Discussion on the price of
government resolution.

Environment and Natural
Resources Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Steven Morse
12 noon Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: Continuation - budget review for
the Dept. of Natural Resources.
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divided the rest of Neuville's amendment.
The Senate then rejected the part of the
amendment that would delete what
information employers could ask of potential
employees by a 28-38 vote. Neuville's .
amendment was then adopted on a voice
vote. Marty progressed the bill and no
further action was taken.

Deficiency appropriations okayed
A bill providing $2.177 million in

deficiency appropriations to three programs
advances to the Senate Calendar after
approval by the Senate Committee of the
Whole during an hour-long floor session
held Thurs., Mar. 2.

S.F. 335 was acted on because of the
urgency of the funding, according to Sen.
Dennis Frederickson OR-New Ulm), author
of the bill. The bill appropriates $1.5
million to the Board of Public Defense to
cover a deficit incurred through changes in
the 1994 Juvenile Justice Act, he said. The
'94 Legislature had designated some $2.65
million through the act for increased public
defense services, but the governor vetoed
the item.

Sen. Charles Berg (DFL-Chokio) asked
Frederickson whether the Crime Prevention
Finance Division had looked into the Public
Defense budget to see if the deficiency was
really needed. Frederickson said the division
spent more than three hours on the matter
and emphasized that the deficit was caused
from legislative action last year.

Sen. Tracy Beckman (DFL-Bricelyn)
clarified the Juvenile Justice Act approved
by the '94 Legislature, adding that members
are voting on a bill that appropriates less
than what was originally approved.

The remaining portion of deficiency
appropriations is directed to the Racing
Commission ($77,000) and Veterans Affairs
($600,000).
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about the Minnesota Senate, call 296-0504.
Staff members are available to answer
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committee meetings, call the Senate Hotline
at 296-8088.
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Human rights bill considered
A bill allowing claims of harassment to be

filed up to two years after the incident
occurred sparked discussion during the
Mon., Feb. 27, floor session.

Meeting as the Committee of the Whole
to consider bills on General Orders, the
Senate took up S.P. 57, a bill extending the
statute of limitations, from one to two years,
for discrimination violationsunder the
Human Rights Act to be brought to court.
The measure, sponsored by Sen. John Marty
(DFL-Roseville), also prohibits employers
from asking employees to furnish
information about unlawful discrimination
complaints or charges they have made, and
limits discovery and admission of some
evidence that may be used in actions on
claims of alleged sexual harassment:

Sen. Thomas Neuville OR-Northfield)
offered an amendment deleting all of the
bill's provisions except the section limiting
the discovery and admission of evidence.

)
HiS amendment modifies that provision,
allowing some discovery and admission of
medical or psychological history if good
cause is shown. .

Neuville said his main objection to the
bill was in extending the statute of
limitations. "We are one of only eight states
that now have a statute of limitations longer
than 300 days," he said. "What the bill will
do is put an additional strain on the District
Courts. These are the types oEclaims that
should be brought to an employer's
attention and that need to be resolved as
quickly as possible."

Sen. Randy Kelly (DFL-St. Paul) moved
to divide the Neuville amendment so that
the Senate could consider whether the
statute of limitations extension should
remain in the original bill. Sen. Ember
Reichgott Junge (DFL-New Hope) and
others urged the members to oppose
Neuville's attempt to delete that extension.
"Studies have shown that two~thirdsof the
people who have been subjected to
discrimination are so fearful that they don't
come forward," she said, "This is a very
special kind of action. A person is not going
to say "this happened to me yesterday, so I'm
going to file a claim tomorrow"."

Sen. Martha Robertson OR-Minnetonka)
said she opposed efforts to extend the statute
of limitations. "There is the responsibility
on the part of a victim to come forward as
soon as possible," she said, "There is an
obligation on the part of the employer to fix

) the situation as quickly as possible."
. The portion of the Neuville amendment

removing the statute of limitations
extension from the bill was approved on a
roll call vote, 36-30.

Another motion by Sen. John Hottinger

March 3, 1995

License refund bill advances
A bill requiring the Department of Public

Safety to refund the application fee for a
drivers license if the license is not received
within six weeks was advanced to the
Senate floor., The bill was approved by the
Transportation and Public Transit
Committee, chaired by Sen. Florian
Chmielewski (DFL-Sturgeon Lake), during a
Weds., Mar. 1, meeting.

The amended version of S.P. 537, carried
by Sen. Steve Murphy (DFL-Red Wing),
contai~e~ a requ~st to the Le&islative Audit
CommiSSIOn to direct the auditor to conduct
an evaluation of the improved security
drivers license program and report to the
Legislature by January 1996.

Murphy said he included the audit request
in the bill because of the importance of
getting the matter investigated. "I believe
this is a major priority to find out why this
went on," he said, adding that members
should be able to tell their constituents what
really happened.

The amendment arose from Senators'
concerns about the process leading up to the
transition to a digitized licensing system.
According to officials, the department was
forced to begin operating the new system in
July 1994 without adequate testing or
equipment. The result has been extended
delays for residents applying for drivers
licenses or identification cards.

The audit provision in the bill outlines
the focus of the investigation, including the
bidding process leading to the award of the
contract, the authorization to begin work
under contract, the costs incurred before
execution of contract, and the roles of the
departments of Public Safety and
Administration.

The committee also advanced seven other
bills. S.P. 528, authored by Sen. Terry
Johnston (IR-Prior Lake), requires adult
motorcycle riders to wear eye protection.
S.F. 224, authored by Sen. Don Samuelson
(DFL-Brainerd), allows the option to
register recreational trailers for three years.
S.F. 522, carried by Sen. LeRoy Stumpf
(DFL-Thief River Falls), allows school
authorities to appoint non-pupil adults as
safety patrols. S.P. 264, carried by Sen.
Arlene Lesewski OR-Marshall), abolishes
separate review processes for commercial
drivers license disqualification. H.P. 464,
which limits license plate impoundment
provisions to self-propelled motor vehicles,
was carried by Sen. Mark Ourada OR
Buffalo). H.F. 383, relating to minor traffic
regulations, also was carried by Ourada. S.P.
348, authored by Johnston, clarifies the
power to appoint motor vehicle deputy
registrars.



Committee update
Agriculture and Rural
Development
Two bills advance

The Agriculture and Rural Development,
chaired by Sen. Joe Bertram, Sr. (DFL
Paynesville) approved two bills at a brief
meeting Mon., Feb. 27. S.F. 404, carried by
Sen. Charles Berg (DFL-Chokio), was
approved and re-referred to the Tax
Committee, while S.F. 257, authored by
Sen. Steven Morse (DFL-Dakota) was sent
to the full Senate.

Morse said that the bill allows for an
individual who holds the office of soil and
water conservation district supervisor to also
serve in the office of mayor, clerk, clerk
treasurer or council member if the town's
population is less than 2,500. Brought to
him by a Rolling Stone resident wno was
forced to chose between the two offices,
Morse said that it didn't make sense to
prohibit the individual from serving in both
positions. "Small towns frequently have
aifficulties in getting indiviauals to serve in
local government, and if people are willing
to serve, we should let them," Morse
continued.

In the event that a person holds both
offices, the bill contains a provision
prohibiting him or her from voting on issues
that come before both bodies, and that have
a substantial effect on both.

S.F. 404, a bill related to tax increment
financing for ethanol plants in rural
Minnesota, increases the exemption amount
from $1 million to $1.5 million. Addition
ally, the bill stipulates that the county
auditor must notify the commissioners of
revenue and education of the expiration of
the exemption. The bill proceeds to the
Taxes and Tax Laws Committee.

Processing plants exempted
At a Weds., Mar. 1 meeting of the

Agriculture and Rural Development
Committee, Senators approved S.F. 443.
The measure exempts agricultural processing
facilities from a reduction in state tax
increment financing aid. Author Sen.
Dennis Frederickson (IR-New Ulm) said the
bill "falls in line with what TIF was origi
nally intended for."

Sen. Charles Berg (DFL-Chokio) offered
an amendment expanding the scope of the
facilities to include livestock, wood, and
poultryprodUcing facilities. Members
adopted the amendment, along with
increasing the amount of the increment cap
to $1.5 million for the district.

The bill also requires that the district be
outside of the seven-county Metro Area,
and that the county board approve, by
resolution, the TIF plan. The next goes to
the Taxes and Tax Laws Committee.

S.F. 368, a bill that clarifies the employ
ment status of farm crisis advocates, was
presented by Sen. Arlene Lesewski (IR
Marshall). "This bill simply clarifies that
those who work at the at the farm crisis
centers are independent contractors, not
state employees."

The members approved the bill and re
referred it to the Governmental Operations
and Reform Committee.

2

S.F. 429, authored by Sen. Steven Morse
(DFL-Dakota), prompted debate amongst
members. The bill eliminates the sunset date
for the Farmer-Lender Mediation Act passed
in 1986.

"Mediation is a cost-effective dispute
resolution tooL" Morse said, "and it gets
people to the table earlier, before all
communication has broken down."

Berg argued that the program has been
extended five times already. Noting that the
state kicks in 50 percent of the program's
annual cost, he said, "I think it's time to cut
it off."

Committee Chair Sen. Joe Bertram, Sr.
(DFL-Paynesville) said "I have met with
lenders, and they tell me there is no reason
to continue it."

Testifying in support of the measure was
Dr. Kathleen Mangum from the University
of Minnesota's Extension Service. Mangum
said that mediation provides a unique
opportunity for debtors and creditors to
meet as a group to resolve financial issues.

In addition to saving both time and
money, mediator Mary Alton said that
mediation is a respectful process that allows
both parties to retain their dignity.

Discussion of S.F. 429 will continue at a
later date.

Commerce and Consumer
Protection
Insurance remedy bill advances

A bill to permit consumers to recover
punitive damages from insurance companies
that refuse to pay cleared the Commerce and
Consumer Protection Subcommittee on
Insurance at the Mon., Feb. 27, meeting.

S.F. 121, authored by Sen. Dallas Sams
(DFL-Staples), allows policyholders to
recover punitive damages when an insurer,
acting in bad faith, refuses to pay a claim.

The subcommittee, chaired by Sen. John
Hottinger (DFL-Mankato), took testimony
from the state fire marshal, insurance
industry representatives and the Department
of Commerce

Gary LaVasseur, Dept. of Commerce,
testified that the department is opposed to
the bill, based on die belief that it would
not significantly increase insurance compa
nies' regulatory compliance. LaVasseur said
the department believes that there are
already adequate forms of consumer recourse
in this area.

Tom Brace of the Minnesota Fire
Marshal's Office also spoke against the bill,
cautioning Senators that encouraging
insurance companies to pay more quickly
could seriously hinder the fight against
arson. Brace said that arson is the second
leading cause of fire in Minnesota, after
home heating, and is by far the number one
cause of dollar loss in fires. "We do not want
to be in a position to hammer insurance
companies to settle claims on fires that have
been deliberately set by the policyholder,"
Brace said.

Also testifying against the bill was Bob
Johnson, Insurance Federation of Minne
sota. Johnson said that the law already
directs companies to make a thorough and
effective investigation, and that representa-

tives of the insurance industry and the Dept.
of Commerce have invested a great deal of
effort to make handling consumer com
plaints an administrative function rather
.than a court function.

Hottinger presented and received the
subcommittee's approval of four amend
ments to the bill. The first removes a
provision that would have allowed consum
ers to recover attorney's fees and costs when
they prevail in actions against their insurers
to recover benefits owed under the policy.
The provision allowed recovery whether or
not the insurers acted in bad faith.

The second amendment to the bill
provides that the need for punitive damages
be proven to the court, rather than being
determined at the start of the proceeding.
The third excludes pending litigation from
the bill. The fourth amendment changes the
standard for determining bad faith benavior
to the standard used by Wisconsin and
several other states.

Although subcommittee members were
divided on whether the S.F. 121 should be
approved, the Senators who favored
aavancing it to the full committee prevailed,
and the bill was approved.

Genetic testing briefing
The future uses of genetic testing and the

compelling,social and ethical issues it raises
were the topics of discussion at the Weds.,
Mar. 1, meeting of the Commerce and
Consumer Protection Committee.

Much of the testimony heard by the .
committee focused on the impact of genetic
testing breakthroughs on insurance consum
ers and the insurance industry.

Dr. Paul Billings, acting associate
professor of medicine at Stanford University,
said that laboratory tests for all medically
associated genes may become feasible within
the next ten years, raising a host of ethical
and social issues.

Billings said that a group he is involved
with, working under the jurisdiction of the
federal Human Genome Project, has
identified several hundred cases in which
people have been discriminated against on
the basis of their genetic makeup.

In one case, he testified, a young child
was found to have the gene for a disorder
that causes sudden death in young adult
hood. Billings said that even though there is
an effective medication for preventing the
disorder, and the potentially affected family
members were taking it, the child's whole
family was excluded from a group health
insurance policy.

Billings spoke in support of a bill that
Sen. Gene Merriam (DFL-Coon Rapids),
expects to introduce this session, saying that
states need to outlaw discrimination on the
basis of inborn characteristics.

Dr. Don Chambers of the Lincoln
National Life Insurance Company testified
at the request of the Insurance Federation of
Minnesota. Chambers, who limited his
testimony to issues surrounding life insur
ance, said "Weare in the business of selling
life insurance at the lowest rate we can sell
it. We offer standard rates to well over 95
percent of the population." Chambers said
that only 2 to 3 percent of applicants are

\



such bad risks that they are denied coverage.
Chambers said that for the insurance risk

) process to be fair, insurers must have access
to all relevant information about the
applicant. Sen. Carl Kroening (DFL-Mpls),
aSKed Chambers whether the insurance
interests he represents oppose the forthcom
ing genetic discrimination bill. "We're
against being precluded from having access
to genetic information," Chambers said. He
added that the insurance industry's handling
of HIV test results has demonstrated its
ability to handle privacy issues well.
"Nobody could be more sensitive to the
ethics of this issue than we are," Chambers
added.

Discussion ensued about the issue of anti
selection -- situations in which people, after
learning that they have the likelihood of
genetically-based disease, purchase large
insurance policies. Insurance industry
representatives contend that denying
insurers access to the same genetic informa
tion puts insurers at a disadvantage in the
risk assessment process.

The genetic discrimination legislation is
expected by be heard by the subcommittee
on insurance at a future meeting.

The committee also heard S.F. 139, a bill
to regulate living benefits settlements for life
insurance policyholders. The measure,
sponsored by Solon, provides several
regulatory requirements for viatical brokers
-- people who purchase the right to receive
life insurance death benefits from policy
holders who are terminally ill.

)
S.P. 139 establishes minimum permitted

discounts for viatical purchases. Also
included in the bill are requirements that
viatical brokers be licensed, that licensees
file an annual statement with the commis
sioner of commerce, and that advertising for
viatical services be truthful. In addition, the
measure specifies that viatical brokers must
disclose certain information to clients,
including alternatives to the viatical
settlement, possible tax implications of
receiving the settlement, possible impact on
Medicaid and other government benefits,
and the right to rescind the contract and
receive a refund within 30 days after the
contract is made.

Senators heard testimony from a
Adrienna Bloch, a social worker at Ramsey
Hospital. Block testified that some clients
of the services have been given inflated
estimates of their potential settlements, only
to receive less. "I've never had a patient Eet
the highest amount" that was mentioned,
Block said. Block stressed that legal controls
are needed because the viatical transactions
are made when patients are most vulnerable.

That concern was reinforced by Bob
Tracy, public policy director for the
Minnesota AIDS Project. Tracy stressed that
although the organization supports the
option of people with HIV to choose
viatical settlements, the consumer protec
tions in the bill are very much needed to
encourage above-board operations in a
growing, high-profit business. The Minne

)sota AIDS Project estimates that viatical
companies are earning approximately 25
percent on their investments.

The panel then voted on S.P. 139,
~proving irand sending it to the Senate
floor.

The Senators also approved and sent to
the floor two other bills. The first, S.P. 34,
sponsored by Sen. Deanna Wiener (DFL
Eagan), corrects an oversight in the 1994
bill requirinE health plans to cover physi
cian-prescribed equipment and supplies for
diabetes. The bill extends the coverage
requirement to medicare supplement plans.

The second, S.P. 318, sponsored by Sen.
Arlene Lesewski OR-Marshall), requires hail
insurance companies to file their insurance
rates with the commissioner on March 1 of
the year in which a policy is issued.

Crime Prevention
Alcohol use monitoring

A bill establishing a three-year program
testing the effectiveness of electronic
monitoring of multiple DUI offenders was
approved by the Crime Prevention Commit
tee, chaired by Sen. Allan Spear (DFL
Mpls.), at a meeting held Thurs., Feb. 23.

The bill, authored by Sen. Janet Johnson
(DFL-North Branch), appropriates $1
million to the commissioner of corrections
to reimburse two l'udicial districts chosen to
implement the pi ot program.

Judge Jim Dehn of the 10th Judicial
District, who testified at the meeting, has
been offering the electronic alcohol-use
testing since January 1993 as an alternative
to an offender posting bond and as part of
some sentences. According to Dehn, the
device is similar to an alcohol breath
analyzer but includes a television monitor to
guarantee the offender is actually using the
analyzer. A central monitoring office
provides the units and oversees the testing.
The DUI offender must test three times a
day, seven days a week. If he or she fails or
misses a test, the police are called and a
warrant is issued for an arrest.

Dehn said the monitoring ensures DUI
offenders are not using alcohol or drinking
while driving prior to sentencing. If used as
a sentencing measure, electronic monitoring
uses less jail space and offers more protec
tion for the Fublic. The program also
provides a "kick-start" toward an effective
treatment plan for those offenders who have
a drinking problem.

Sen. Tracy Beckman (DFL-Bricelyn) said
the committee had supported the unique
prevention effort and approved a similar bill
but it was vetoed. He asKed for data to
quantify expected savings. The bill advances
to the finance division.

The committee also advanced a bill that
limits the situations in which the commis
sioner of corrections can rescind the
impoundment order of license plates that are
registered to someone other than the
violator. S.P. 308, authored by Sen. John
Marty (DFL-Roseville), specifically distin
guishes between violators who had a valid
drivers license at the time of the violation
and violators who did not.

Marty said many times people who have
numerous driving violations purposely drive
vehicles that are registered in someone else's
name so if the license plates are impounded
due to another driving violation, the owner
of the vehicle can retrieve them. Under the
bill, if the violator did not have a valid
drivers license, the person (who is not the
violator) seeking to have the impoundment

order rescinded must have filed a police
report before the violation occurred stating
that the vehicle had been stolen or was
being used without permission.

The bill also provides $22,000 for
improving the department's driving records
computer system, and for training regarding
enforcement of the statute. The bill
advances to Crime Prevention Finance
Division.

The committee also advanced two
additional bills. S.P. 292, authored by Sen.
Ember ReichgottJunge (DFL-New Hope),
changes the name of the McGruff Safe
House Program to the MeGruff House
Program. S.P. 39, carried by David Knutson
OR-Burnsville), relating to controlled
substance crimes, limits stays of adjudication
to possession crimes and first-time offenders.

VAA revision bill discussed
A bill carried by Sen. Allan Spear (DFL

Mpls.) that revises the 15-year-old Vulner
able Adults Act (VAA) was debated during
a Mon., Feb. 27, meeting of the Crime
Prevention Committee. After taking
testimony, the committee, chaired by Spear,
laid the bill over for more discussion.

Spear outlined the major changes
included in the bill which originate from a
two-year study of the current act by the
Attorney General's Office. Spear said the
bill has a broad-base of support from a
variety of interested parties, but some
representatives of the provider community
who testified at the meeting suggested
improvements.

The goals of the reform are precision,
simplicity, efficiency and fairness, Spear
said. Those goals are accomplished through
changes in four main areas of the act;
definitions, reporting and initial response,
investigations, and consequences. As
outlined in a report, the new definitions
clarify key terms in the law to help eliminate
confusion over what to report and how to
respond. The new VAA is streamlined to
allow reporters of abuse or neglect to call
one place which will then dispatch the
information to the agency best suited to
respond. The bill designates one lead
investigative agency to eliminate problems
associated with multiple-agency investiga
tions. The bill also specifies consequences
for perpetrators that range from training, to
disqualification from employment, to
criminal prosecution in rare cases.

S.F. 512 also includes a new provision to
protect vulnerable adults from financial
exploitation, Spear said, which will improve
reporting, investigation and provide
aPIJropriate consequences.

Several people testified in favor of the
bill, including representatives from health
care facilities, the Minnesota Nurses
Association, and the Minnesota Senior
Federation. Mamie Segall, assistant attorney
general, said the bill represents a positive
product created by a unique partnerships of
various interested groups. She highlighted
significant areas of improvement, including
the fairness aspect of the bill. The revised
act recoEnizes room for innocent human
errors, she said, while also penalizing those
caregivers who purposely set out to cause
harm to a vulnerable adult.

Julian Zweber, attorney, testified in
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support of improvements to the bill, saying
he and others in the Probate Court system
did not have an opportunity for input to the
bill before the hearing. While the bill is a
definite improvement over the current law,
Zweber said, it still will not correct all the
problems. He specifically noted the areas of
simplifying investigations and respecting the
rignts of vulnerable adults to control their
own lives. The bill has far-reaching effects,
he said, and should be looked at further.
"We want a bill, but not at the expense of a
bill that only takes care of half the prob
lem," Zweber said.

Spear said the bill does not attempt to
deal with every aspect of the law covering
vulnerable adults, adding that the VAA is a
reporting law. He asked that people come
back when the bill is heard on March 2 with
specific suggestions, particularly in the
criminal section since the bill will be heard
by five committees and divisions.

Education
U of M budget presented

The University of Minnesota's Biennial
Budget PartnershipProposal was laid out
before the Higher Education Division of the
Education Committee, chaired by Sen.
LeRoy Stumpf (DFL-ThiefRiver Falls),
Thurs., Feb. 23.

Jean Keffelet of the Board of Regents said
a two-year $143 million effort is planned to
invest in high priority programs and quality
improvements at the University. The effort,
named the Budget Partnership Proposal,
combines state funds, tuition and realloca
tions to make up that investment.

Associate Vice President Richard
Pfutzenreuter said the University submitted
an $87.7 million request for state aid in
support of the effort. He said the governor
recommended a state appropriation of $61
million to support the Partnership Proposal.

Senior Vice President Ettore Infante
outlined the components of the budget plan.
He said portions of the $143 million will be
directed towards the components of the
U2000 program, to support salary increases,
and to address the university's utilities and
building maintenance needs.

Even though the governor is not recom
mending the amount that the University
had requested, Keffeler said the Board of
Regents is exploring ways to generate the
$143 million. "We are committed to
carrying out this plan," she said.

Mary Galen O'Connor, a university
employee, asked that the division require
the institution to examine how current
procedures are managed before any appro
priations are made.

ECFE proposal heard
The governor's budget proposals for Early

Childhood Family Education and other
community education programs were
presented Tues., Feb. 28, to the Education
Funding Division of the Education Commit
tee, chaired by Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller
(DFL-Mpls.).

The governor recommends that the Early
Childhood and Family Education (ECFE)
program be fully funded as current law
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requires, Tom Melcher of the Dept. of
Education said. Under the budget proposal,
he said ECFE revenue would total :j)32.1
million for FY 96 and $32.8 million in FY
97. The amount of state aid for ECFE would
equal $13.9 million in each fiscal year under
the governor's,budget.

Melcher said the governor's proposal for
generalcommunity education programs calls
for a state aid entitlement of $2.737 in FY
96 and $512,000 in FY 97. The amount of
community education aid is reduced in FY
97 to coincide with a reduction in the
community education formula rate, he said.
Currently, districts receive community
education revenue at a rate of $5.95 per
pupil and that rate is reduced to $4.95 per
pupil under the governor's plan. In
adaition, said Melcher, revenue for youth
service, amounting to $1.00 per pupil, is
eliminated in FY 97.

Along with the changes to the general
community education program, the gover
nor is recommending elimination of the tax
levies for extended day programs and
community service. Melcher said that while
the recommendations reduce tax levies by
$2.6 million statewide, "it isn't net property
tax relief."

"In general the levies that are eliminated
for these programs are used for the general
education program, where a school district
has the most flexibility," Melcher said.

State aid for Adult Basic Education
programs is set at $8.37 million for both FY
96 and FY 97 under the governor's proposal,
Melcher said, while Adult Graduation Aid
increases slightly in the next biennium from
$1.86 m in FY 96 to $2 million for FY 97.

Bonding bills approved
The Education Funding Division, chaired

by Sen. Lawrence Pagemiller (DFL-Mpls.),
heard and approved three bills Tues.
evening, Feb. 28., all of which authorize
state bonds for construction of new schools.

Each of the three bills presented to the
division request funding under the Maxi
mum Effort School Loan Program. Under
the program, state funds, generated through
the sale of capital bonds, are loaned to local
schools for tne construction of new build
ings. Dan Bryan of the Dept. of Education
said schools districts qualify for the program
if they are unable to generate the amount of
revenue needed for a construction project
because of low property values. Lee
Mehrkens of the Dept. of Finance said a
capital bonding budget has not been
proposed this year and that the governor
plans to make bonding recommendations in
1996.

The first of the bills, S.F. 278, approves a
$6.9 million capital loan for the Kelliher
School District. Sen. Roger D. Moe (DFL
Erskine), the bill's author, said the loan will
be used to construct a new K-12 facility.
Larry Phillips, superintendent of the district,
said the new facility will replace a K-12
school built in 1929. The total cost of the
project will be $9 million and district voters
have approved a $2.1 million bond issue in
support of the project, Phillips said.

S.F. 331, sponsored by Sen. Bob Lessard
(DFL-Int'l. Falls), authorizes a $7 million
loan to the Littlefork-Big Falls School

District. Rod Bergstrom, a member of the
local school board, said the funding will be
used to build a new facility for grades 7-12.
The building, he added, will be connected
to the current elementary school.

Sen. Mark Ourada OR-Buffalo} presented
S.F. 727, a bill authorizing a $9.7 million
capital loan to the Big Lake School District.
In 1994, the Senate nad included the Big
Lake project in its capital budget proposal,
but Bob Lageson, district superintendent,
said the loan was not included in the final
bonding bill. Lageson said enrollment is
growing in his district while property values
remain low, which continues to limit the,
district's ability to generate the revenue
needed for new facilities.

All three bills were approved. Pogemiller
said it is unclear whether the Senate will
approve any capital budget this session, but
all three bills will be re-referred to .the
Finance Committee.

Budget reviews continue
Discussion of the budget for the Minne

sota State Colleges and Universities
(MnSCU) continued at the Weds., March
1, meeting of the Higher Education·
Division.

Representatives of each of the community
colleges, state colleges and technical
colleges encouraged the division, chaired by
Sen. LeRoy Stumpf (DFL-Thief River Falls),
to support MnSCU's request for appropria
tions that will capitalize on opportunities
provided by the merger of the three
institutions. The merger of the 60 campuses
of colleges and universities across the state
will take place July 1.

According to the budget report, unique
opportunities arose as a result of the merger
and the system is seeking more than $11.7
million in direct general fund appropriations
to help cover the initiatives. The system
would reallocate some $16.3 million and
seek an additional $4.6 million in tuition.

Some of the initiatives proposed are
expanding Metro State into a comprehen
sive university for the Metro Area, improv
ing instructional equipment including
telecommunication technology, bringing the
technical colleges on-line to the automated
library access system, and staff development.

Dr. Susan Cole, president of Metro State
University, said despite the governor's
budget proposal for higher education, the
demographics of the state's post-secondaty
population will not change. Growing
numbers of citizens want greater access to
higher education. She echoed presidents
from other institutions, saying the systems
have continued to reallocate, cut back, and
become more efficient. But more of the same
will not solve the problems that exist, she
said.

Division members spent some time
discussing the Developmental Education
initiative that requires students to complete
developmental courses before enrolling in
college-level courses. Sen. Cal Larson OR
Fergus Falls} questioned the practice of
providing preparatory courses in college
when the high schools should be getting
students ready for post-secondary education.
Sen. Leonard Price (DFL-Woodbury)
suggested a policy that reduces developmen-



tal courses would essentially reduce access to
higher education. Price said a reduction in
college developmental courses should

) correspond to an increase in funding at the
K-12 levels in order to provide that extra
preparation.

The division also continued discussion of
the Minnesota Higher Education Coordinat
ing Board's budget.

Environment and Natural
Resources
Budget proposals heard

Officials of the Office of Environmental
Assistance (OEA) presented an overview of
the agencYJ including a biennial budget
request of :»41 million, to members of the
Environment and Natural Resources
Finance Division during a Thurs., Feb. 23,
meeting.

The OEA is organized into five technical
areas to deliverits services: Waste Preven
tion, Market Development, Research and
Planning, Environmental Education and
Information, and Local Government
Assistance. Some OEA activities are
commercial recycling promotional efforts
and grants, pollution prevention confer
ences, and educational campaigns encourag
ing consumer waste reduction and recycling.

According to Deputy Director Art D.unn,
the agency is seeking the same level of
funding for the biennium, as well as some
$1.6 million from the Legislative Commis
sion on Minnesota Resources (LCMR) for

) specific projects. The agency plans to
allocate more than $28 million to county
block grants.

In other business, the division continued
review of the budget for the Science
Museum of Minnesota. The museum is
requesting an inflationary increase of 3
percent each fiscal year for a total. of $2.3
million for the biennium. According to
President Jim Peterson, the museum
continues to investigate plans to move to a
riverfront site along Kellogg Boulevard.
Peterson said a development agreement with
St. Paul is expected by early next year.

Owl~trapping bill advances
Owners or operators of poultry farms are

allowed to trap great horned owls according
to a bill approved by the Environment and
Natural Resources Subcommittee on Fish
and Wildlife, chaired by Sen. Charles Berg
(DFL-Chokio). Members discussed the bill
and two others at the Fri., Feb. 24 meeting.

S.P. 155, authored by Sen. LeRoy Stumpf
(DFL-Thief River Falls), expands current
law which allows licensed game farmers to
trap great horned owls.

Stumpf explained that smaller turkey
farms suffer economic losses from the owls.
Many of the 15 turkey farms in Northern
Minnesota are open or partially open
facilities, making the birds vulnerable to the
big owls, he said. Direct kills from owls are
fairly rare, however the presence of the owls

)
often causes severe stampeding. and smother
ing. One farmer who testified at the meeting
said he recently lost 400 turkeys because an
owl got trapped inside the barn.

According to the bill, the trap must be a
padded jaw trap and mounted at a height so

the trapped owl may rest on the ground.
Mike Doncarlos of the Dept. of Natural
Resources said the DNR is not opposed to
the bill but has some concerns, including
the possibility of capturing other birds or
animals.

Sen. Steven Morse (DFL-Dakota) asked
how much damage the padded trap could
cause to an owl. He also questioned using
traps when other methods might be more
effective at keeping owls away from turkeys.
He suggested adding an amendment limiting
trapping to free-range turkey farms but
withdrew itfor lack of support.

Sen. Harold "Skip" Finn (DFL-Cass Lake)
added an amendment that states the traps
must be tended at least twice a day. The bill
advances to the full committee.

The subcommittee also approved a bill
that ,requires proof of financial security in
connection with fishing contests with entry
fees of more than $10 per person and total
prizes valued at more than $2,000. The bill
is in response to a recent fishing contest in
which the prize checks bounced.

According to S.P. 343, authored by Sen.
Gen Olson (lR-Minnetrista), applicants for
a contest permit must provide a surety bond,
insurance policy, cash or cash equivalent
deposit in an amount not less than the total
prizes. The requirement is limited to first
time applicants and those who previously
had defaulted on prize awards. The bill also
allows the DNR to charge a permit fee of up
to $50.

S.P. 174, authored by Sen. Bob Lessard
(DFL-Int'l. Falls), also advanced to the full
committee. The bill repeals the sunset
provision on a law allowing residents under
age 16 to take deer of either sex. An
amendment to include hunters over age 70
in the law may be added at the full commit
tee level.

Ag budget heard
At a Fri., Feb. 24, meeting of the Environ

ment and Natural Resources Finance
Division, the matter of indirect costs and
how they are calculated arose again during
another budget overview of the Department
of Agriculture.

Members of the division, chaired by Sen.
Steven Morse (DFL-Dakota), reviewed
specific activities and questioned how each
was being subsidized with agency general
funds instead of being completely covered
by fees.

After continued discussion on how the
agency and the Department of Finance have
been calculating die fees for the seed
programs, Deputy Commissioner William
Oemichen said he could not justify subsidiz
ing the program at the hearing and would
attempt to do so at a future meeting.

Sen. Gene Merriam (DFL-Coon Rapids)
said he thought there was a growing
credibility problem with the agency reports.
Oemichen responded, saying there has been
some confusion within the Agriculture
Department, and among committee
members and the Finance Department, but
that the department is not deliberately
trying to mislead anyone. "In no way are we
attempting to snow any member of this
committee," he said.

In other business, the division also heard
testimony against continuing the

department's grain inspection program.
The agency is seeking $1 million in

deficiency appropriation to cover cash-flow
needs in FY 95, as well as $360,000 in direct
appropriations for each year of the bien
nium. According to the budget report, the
mission of the program is to facilitate fair
and equitable marketing of grain by
providing official grain grades, and to
monitor the accuracy of grain quality
measuring equipment. Program officials
point to the '93 floods and problems with
recent train delays as causes for the deficit in
the activity budget.

Steve Dewey, president of Southern
Minnesota Grain Inspection Inc. in North
Mankato, testified in favor of privatizing the
grain inspection program for reasons of
efficiency and cost savings.

He said despite agency claims, he believes
the reason the agency is in deficit is because
it is losing business. "The market went
around them because their fees are too
high," he said, referring to a comparison of
fee ranges among neighboring inspection
companies.

DNR budget continues
Members of the Environment and Natural

Resources Finance Division, chaired by Sen.
Steven Morse (DFL-Dakota), continued
review of the Department of Natural
Resources (DNR) budget with discussion on
the Forest Management Program.

At the Mon., Feb. 27, meeting, Ron
Nargang, DNR deputy commissioner,
reviewed the three activities of the program,
including Forest Management, Firefighting
and Youth Programs.

Some members questioned whether the
nursery operations were recovering all costs
through fees as specified in statute. The
matter has been discussed by division
members during other agency budget
reviews.

Sen. Harold "Skip" Finn (DFL-Cass Lake)
asked why the problems with fees and
indirect costs were arising in several
agencies when the laws have been in effect
for a number of years.

"I think we haven't been paying good
attention," Morse said. "I think it's sloppy
management and sloppy overSight."

Senators discussed the philosophy behind
fee-run programs and whether agencies
should be able to use general fund money to
subsidize them. Sen. Gene Merriam (DFL
Coon Rapids) said it may not always be
appropriate that fees cover program costs,
but that the agency and Legislature should
know to what extent the program is
subsidized. "There should be some account
ability as to how the fees are set and why,"
he said.

Members also discussed the Firefighting
activity and questioned the open appropria
tion revenue account which projects a
$2,000 appropriation for each fiscal year of
the coming biennium. Morse said that
account should be mostly "zeros" and
otherwise reserved for unanticipated events.

Discussion of the DNR budget will
continue.

Antlerless deer bill approved
A bill that makes permanent the law that

gives people under age 16 the right to take
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deer of either sex was approved by the
Environment and Natural Resources
Committee during a hearing held Tues.,
Feb. 28.

S.F. 174, carried by Sen. Bob Lessard
(DFL-Int'l. Falls), removes a sunset provi
sion of the current law. "It's one of the most
popular pieces of legislation we've done for
our young people," Lessard said in his
presentation to the committee.

Sen. Dennis Frederickson OR-New Ulm)
offered an amendment that would allow
citizens over the age of74 to benefit from
the antlerless deer provision. He withdrew
the amendment after some discussion during
which Lessard said he would oppose the
amendment.

The bill advances to the Senate floor.
After somewhat extensive debate, S.F.

343 was approved and sent to the full
Finance Committee. The bill, authored by
Sen. Gen Olson OR-Minnetrista), requires
proof of financial security for organizations
running certain fishing contests. The bill
specifically applies to first-time permit
applicants and those that have failed to
make required prize awards.

Sen. Leonard Price (DFL-Woodbury)
asked why the provisions did not cover all
permit applicants since the bill is designed
to prevent fraud. According to the bill, Price
argued, an applicant could hold a good
contest the first time but could run a bad
contest a second time.

Olson said the original bill was written to
require security for every applicant but was
changed after discussion with various
interested groups. The intent, she said, is
not to make reputable non-profit groups to
jump through hoops or prevent them from
conducting contests with costly insurance
requirements.

The committee also approved S.F. 548,
authored by Sen. Steven Morse (DFL
Dakota), which provides for several
additions to and deletions from state parks,
establishes a new state park, and deletes two
state waysides. The bill advances to the
floor.

Subcommittee bills advance
A bill that originates from the Legislative

Water Commission requiring analysis of
water quality and quantity and appropriates
funds to do so, was laid over for further
discussion by members of the Environment
and Natural Resources Subcommittee on
Public Lands and Waters, chaired by Sen.
Harold "Skip" Finn (DFL-Cass Lake).

At a Weds., Mar. 1, meeting, Sen.
Leonard Price (DFL-Woodbury) presented
S.F. 496, a bill relating to groundwater
protection. The bill includes provisions
concerning water assessments and reports,
water appropriations fees, evaluation of Best
Management Practices for groundwater
protection, well sealing cost-share program,
and additional appropriations of $2.95
million.

Much of the discussion focused on the
appropriations portion of the bill, specifi
cally $102,000 appropriated from several
agencies for coordination among agencies
that regulate groundwater protection
programs. Sen. Steve Dille OR-Dassel}
wanted to delete that appropriation from the
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bill, saying the agencies should be able to
coordinate without taking money away from
their budgets.

Several members wanted to continue
discussion on that and other issues con
tained in the bill before sending the bill to
the full committee. Finn agreed more work
needed to be done on the bill and scheduled
another hearing for next week.

In other business, the subcommittee
advanced three other bills. S.F. 127, carried
by Sen. Roy Terwilliger OR-Edina),
authorizes the conveyance of certain tax
forfeited land in Hennepin County. S.F.
273, authored by Price, provides for the
classification of water supply systems and
wasterwater treatment facilities. And S.F.
407, also authored by Price, provides
penalties for misrepresentations regarding
environmental matters.

Ethics and Campaign
Reform
Ethics bill upset

At a meeting of the Ethics and Campaign
Reform Committee Thurs., Feb. 23, .
members approved a controversial amend
ment to S.F. 339 that deletes the ban on
gifts, meals, and entertainment to local
officials. The action is a reversal of last
year's legislation, and the bill's author, Sen.
John Marty (DFL-Roseville) called the
move "a massive step backwards."

After a series of amendments, including a
failed attempt to include school board
members under last year's legislation, what
remained as S.F. 339 was a significant
departure from the original bill Committee
Cnair Marty hoped Senators would approve,
but which members laid over instead.

Discussion came from both sides of the
issue. Concerning Marty's attempt to
broaden the ban to include local officials,
Sen. Dean Johnson OR-Willmar) asked why
the state should be "micro-managing" the
affairs of local governments. "If there are any
sweetheart deals being made out there, then
the county and city attorneys have some
work to do." He argued that the net effect of
the amendment would be to discourage
people from serving at the local level.
"Thetll say it's too much hassle," Johnson
said, 'and this just sets up one more barrier."

An attempt to include school board
members under the ban, offered by Sen.
Lawrence Pogemiller (DFL-Mpls.) was also
defeated. Prompted by controversy sur
rounding the sale of class rings to Minne
apolis high school students by a city jeweler,
both Marty and Pogemiller said that
excluding school board members from the
bill allows ample opportunity for unfair
influence.

"There's enough evidence out there to
show that when you do something nice for
someone, they feel obligated to repay the
favor," Marty said. School boards deal with
millions of dollars of tax payer money he
continued, and "to allow them to be wined
and dined is just plain wrong."

Sen. Roger Moe (DFL-Erskine) asked,
"how many school board members do we
know of who have been influenced this way?
Where's the problem?"

Sen. Dallas Sams (DFL-Staples) said "we
degrade the local institutions and the
individuals themselves by suggesting that
they can be bought off--it's time for some
common sense."

Caucus system review
The Ethics and Campaign Reform

Committee, chaired bySen. John Marty
(DFL-Roseville), met Tues., Feb 28, and
reviewed two bills that make changes in
election procedures.

S.F. 115, carried by Sen. Carol Flynn
(DFL-Mpls.) incorporates recommendations
suggested by the Growe Commission. Flynn
pointed out that there are numerous reasons
for diminished voter involvement, and said
"this bill is an effort to reverse that trend."

Secretary of State Joan Growe testified in
support of the bill. "Many Minnesotans feel
removed from the political process," Growe
said, "and the commission nas some
recommendations that they believe will
increase the vitality of the process and voter
participation."

The first significant change is to hold
afternoon precinct caucuses on either
Saturd<lj' or Sunday of the first weekend in
April. The bill also strengthens certification
provisions, requiring that candidates have
received at least 20 percent of the vote at
the party endorsing convention. Thirdly"
the measure replaces the word "primary'
with "party nominating election." And
finally, it moves the event (party nominat
ing election) to the first Tuesday in August.

Several witnesses were on hand to support
the bill including Jane McWilliams, a
volunteer advocate from the League of
Women Voters; Joan Higinbotham,
executive director of Common Cause; and
two members of the Growe Commission,
Steven Young and Clair Thoen-Levin.

S.F. 2, authored by Sen. Cal Larson OR
Fergus Falls), was also heard by the commit
tee. "This bill does away with the precinct
caucuses and moves the primary to the
second Tuesday in June," Larson said.

Testifying in support of the bill were
former state Senator George Pillsbury OR
Wayzata) and well-known DFLer Mike
Hatch. Both emphasized that society has
moved forward, into the information age,
and that caucuses no longer serve the
purpose they once did.

"Things have changed significantly,"
Pillsbury said, "and I reluctantly say that
we'd be better off if we reformed or replaced
the caucus system."

Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller (DFL-Mpls.)
objected to the bill saying "the caucus
system, with all its imperfections, is still
better than open primaries."

No action was taken on either bill.

Family Services
Abuse investigation bill heard

Testimony continued on S.F. 342, a bill
modifying the Child Abuse Reporting Act
and increasing protection of the accused in
child abuse investigations. The Family
Services Committee, chaired by Sen. Pat
Piper (DFL-Austin) considered the bill at its



meeting Thurs., Feb. 23. Sen. Allan Spear
(DFL-Mpls.) carried the bill and noted that
it originated as a result of people falsely
accused of child abuse who had experienced
legal and bureaucratic obstacles.

"This bill mandates that all the informa
tion will be investigated thoroughly to
protect kids and parents" from a procedure
that sometimes removed children from
healthy families, said Marc Kurzman, an
attorney. The investigation procedure,
Kurzman suggested, should be accomplished
within n hours of a complaint. Other
protocols, such as setting the minimum
credentials of investigators and specifying
the minimum collection of information
need to be placed into statute, Kurzman
said.

Kurzman encouraged approval of the bill,
which directs the Dept. of Human Services
to establish specific statewide protocols for
investigations and provide improved due
process for accused perpetrators. The bill
entitles an alleged perpetrator who prevails
in a civil action to recover attorney fees and
other costs in the actions. Also, the bill
extends immunity provisions to certain
persons investigating abuse.

Julie Brunner of Anoka County Human
Services agreed that people feel victimized
by the current system, but stated that the
bill would "put a real chill" on child
protection. Establishing liability of workers
and allowing the payment of attorney fees
will "flow right down to the actions of the
staff," Brunner said, and have detrimental
effects on performance. Pat Conley of the

-) Association of Minnesota Counties agreed,
stating that occasionally mistakes are made
by social workers in a delicate and high
pressure position. Numerous testifiers cited
the strong need for social worker training.
Errors are often due to a lack of understand
ing of cultural differences, misinterpretations
and personal biases, they noted.

System difficulties exist, Brunner contin
ued, but the bill "isn't the solution for the
problems presented." Very explicit direc
tions need to be given to the department on
protocols and guidelines, Brunner suggested.
In addition, clarification is needed of
definitions and the investigation procedure
in the measure. Due to continuing discus
sion, no action was taken on the bill.

Child abuse investigation changes
After considerable pubric discussion and

input, Sen. Allan Spear (DFL-Mpls.)
presented the changes to his child abuse
investigation modification bill, S.P. 342.
The Family Services Committee, chaired by
Sen. Pat Piper (DFL-Austin) had considered
the bill at previous meetings and had
expressed concerns about certain provisions.
Tne reworked bill was approved at the
meeting Tues., Feb. 28.

The bill attempts to increase protection of
accused perpetrators by directing the Dept.
of Human Services to establish investigation
protocols. In addition, the bill permits the
accused to access data and information

)
regarding the allegations. Revisions were
presented in an amendment by Spear. The
amendment, which was adopted, revises the
immunity provision byreinstating the duty
to exercise due care. The child protection
worker must act in good faith and with due

care or in accordance with the protocols in
order to be immune from liability.

The amendment also puts into statute
specific protocols which must be followed by
investigators. Spear said that the provision
will provide statewide uniformity and
standards in procedure. Sen. Kevin
Chandler (DFL-White Bear Lake), ex
pressed concern about mandating investiga
tive procedures. Chandler wanted assurance
that workers would "not turn into robots"
and would retain the important components
of judgement and reasoning in making a
determination. The amendment was
amended to outline assessment protocols
where available. In addition, tne amend
ment deletes the provision allowing the
subject to obtain specific data documenting
the reasons for the determination. The bill,
as amended, advances to the Judiciary
Committee.

In other action, the committee approved
S.P. 604 and sent the bill to the Health Care
and Family Services Funding Division.
Sponsored by Sen. Ember Reichgott Junge
(DFL-New Hope), the bill permits the
establishment of children's supervised
visitation facilities, encourages other
funding sources, and requires a 25 percent
local match for new facilities and 35 percent
match for existing facilities in order to
receive state funding. The purpose of the
facilities is to reduce children's vulnerability
to violence and trauma related to visitation
where a history of domestic violence exists.
Centers offer supervised visitations to ensure
that children are provided with healthy
interaction with parents to help mend the
relationship.

Kim Cardelli, founder of Children's Safety
Centers, explained that due to security
issues of noncustodial parents, courts are
ordering the use of the safety centers during
visitations. As the only center in the Metro
Area providing supervised visitations, there
is a waiting list of over 600 families, Cardelli
said. Four other facilities exist in Greater
Minnesota. The measure would be funded
by increasing the marriage license fee from
$65 to $71.

Finance
Agency budgets reviewed

The State Government Division of the
Finance Committee, chaired by Sen.
Richard Cohen (DFL-St. Pau!), continued
to review state agency budget proposals,
Thurs., Feb. 23, by hearing presentations
from the Dept. of Military Affairs, the
Vinland Center, and the Office of Adminis
trative Hearings.

Chief Warrant Officer Gary Bloedel of
the Dept. of Military Affairs reviewed the
activities of the department and presented
the agency's biennial request.

Bloedel said the department, which
manages the Air and Army National Guard,
receives about $156 million in federal funds
each year. He said the agency is seeking $19
million in state funding in the next bien
nium to go with that federal support.
Bloedel said $11.2 million of tne appropria
tion will be used to maintain the National
Guard's training facilities and $4.7 million is
earmarked for the National Guard's
enlistment incentive and tuition reimburse-

ment program.
Included in the governor's budget

recommendations is a $500,000 appropria
tion for the Vinland National Center to
provide rehabilitation services for disabled
veterans, said Marty Cushner, the center's
executive director. He said the center works
with chronically unemployed or under
employed disabled veterans to provide them
with the skills necessary to enter and
succeed in the work place.

The division also reviewed the $12
million biennial budget plan for the Office
of Administrative Hearings. ChiefJudge
Kevin Johnson said the office is responsible
for conducting administrative hearings in
worker's compensation cases; local govern
ment licensing and personnel disputes;
establishing or enforcing child support
orders; and creation of state rules.

Johnson said the office receives no
appropriations from the state budget.
Instead, the agencies or local governments
that have requested the services of an
administrative law judge are billed for those
services, he said.

Budget overviews continue
The State Government Division of the

Finance Committee, chaired by Sen.
Richard Cohen (DFL-St. Paul), continued
to review state agency budget proposals,
Tues., Feb. 28, with a presentation from the
Dept. of Administration.

The Department of Administration is
responsible for providing business manage
ment and administrative services to state
government and will do so with the same
level of operating funds as they are using in
FY 95, Commissioner Elaine Hansen said.
"There is a growing demand for the services
of the department," she said. "Our revenues
have essentially stayed the same so there is
an increasing challenge for us to provide the
services that are needed."

Hansen said only about 14 percent of the
agency's total operating budget comes from
the state's general fund. Most of the
revenue, about 68 percent, comes from
revolving fund sources.

Hansen and Terry Boch, assistant
commissioner, presented the Dept. of
Administration's budget request and
governor's proposal, which calls for a total
agency operating budget of$154 million in
FY 96 and $156.8 million in FY 97. The
general fund appropriations, Boch said,
amount to $25.4 million in both FY 96 and
FY97.

Boch presented the budget recommenda
tions for two of the department's six
divisions - the Operations Management
Bureau (OMB) and the InterTechnologies
Group. The OMB frovides materials
management, trave management, and print
communications services to state agencies,
he said. The division's budget proposal
totals $41 million for FY 96 and $41.9
million in FY 97. Boch said the proposal
includes general fund appropriations of $2.6
million in both fiscal years to run the state
mail system and $1 million over the
biennium to support the print communica
tions section. Another $600,000 for the
biennium is requested to support the work of
the Minnesota Office of Volunteer Services,
he said.
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The budget proposal for

InterTechnologies Group of$68 million in
FY 96 and $71 million for FY 97 includes a
request for general fund appropriations of $7
million for the biennium. Bach said the
governor is recommending a $4.5 million
initiative as part of the request to develop
the infrastructure of MnNET, the state-run
telecommunications system.

The other function of the
InterTechnologies Group is to provide
technical and management assistance fat the
statewide 911 Emergency Services Program.
While no general fund appropriation is
requested, Bach said the agency is proposing
a $12.8 million budget to support the
program over the next two fiscal years. He
said the funds for this responsibility are
generated by a monthly fee of 14 cents per
telephone line.

Dept. of Admin budget heard
The State Government Finance Division,

chaired by Sen. Richard Cohen, continued
its review of the budget proposal of the
Dept. of Administration, Weds., Mar. 1.

Assistant Commissioner Terry Bach
discussed the budget proposals for two of the
department's six divisions - the Facilities
Management Bureau and the Administra
tive Management Bureau.

Bach said the Facilities Management
Bureau manages state-owned or leased
facilities, administers and enforces the state's
building codes, and provides architectural
and engineering services to state agencies.
The bureau's proposed biennial budget
amounts to $53 million and Bach said $10.2
million is requested from the general fund as
part of that total.

The Facilities Management Bureau
handles the leasing of space for state
agencies. "Studies have shown that it is
better to own, rather than lease, space,"
Bach said, "Part of our strategic plan is to do
so in the long-term."

Bach also discussed the Administrative
Management Bureau's budget proposal,
which includes a general fund request of $4
million for the biennium. The bureau
contains the agency's administrative, fiscal
and human resources, and the state's
Employee Assistance Program. Boch said
the bureau also administers a weatherization
grant program that is supported by oil
overcharge funds. Those funds, he said, are
the proceeds of a federal court settlement
against oil companies for pricing violations
during the 1970's.

Gaming Regulation
Committee
Advertising ban advances

A bill that bans all advertising of gam
bling--except at certain locations exempted
under the bill--was approved by the Gaming
Regulation Committee at it's meeting Tues.,
Feb 28. The committee, chaired by Sen.
Charles Berg (DFL-Chokio) re-referred the
bill to the Environment and Natural
Resources Committee.

Sen. John Marty's (DFL-Roseville) bill,
S.P. 304, started out as a advertising ban on
the state lottery, but was amended to
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include all forms of legal gaming. "I am not
fond of gambling period," said Marty, "but I
have a particularly strong aversion to the
state being in the business ofpromoting it."

Members raised concerns about the
constitutionality of the law. Senate Counsel
Tomas Stafford said that the compacts
covering casino gambling between the
Indians and the state pose the greatest
questions concerning the law's status.

Sen. Allan Spear (DFL-Mpls.) offered an
amendment, adopted by the committee, that
added a separability clause to the bill. The
amendment insures that the Compacts
remain separate from the law, if the courts
find the law to be unconstitutional.

Sen. Linda Runbeck OR-Circle Pines)
presented S.P. 479, a bill that regulates
lawful purpose expenditures by or to certain

. charitable gambling organizations. The bill
allows charitable gambling organizations to
donate funds to community festival organi
zations, such as New Brighton's Stockyard
Days, Little Canada's Canadian Days, and
the Raspberry Festival. .

Currently, only 50l(c)(3) organizations
may make expenditures of gambling funds or
receive contributions from gambling funds
as lawful purpose expenditures. Runbeck
said that not many small towns have
50l(c) (3 )s. The addition of "festival
organizations" to the list, "allows local
communities to benefit from the gaming
that goes on there," Runbeck said. The bill
now proceeds to the floor.

Berg presented S.F. 618, a resolution that
asks Congress to amend the Indian Gaming
Regulatory Act to insert a termination date
in the compacts negotiated between the
state and the Indian Tribes.

Sen. Ted Mondale (DFL-St. Louis Park)
objected, saying "to ask the federal govern
ment to amend an existing agreement sends
the message that you can't trust us--that you
can't bargain in good faith with the state of
Minnesota."

Spear added that the state went into the
negotiations with "their eyes wide open,"
and that to change it now is a "bad faith
gesture." The committee took no action on
the bill.

Governmental Operations
and Veterans
Merger bill advances

A proposal consolidating the laws
governing three of the state's public higher
education systems was approved, Fri., Feb.
24, by the Governmental Operations and
Veterans Committee.

The committee, chaired by Sen. John
Hottinger (DFL-Manka:to) for Sen. James
Metzen (DFL-South St. Paul), amended and
approved S.P. 477, re-referring it to the
Education Committee for further consider
ation.

The bill combines the state laws applied
to the State University, Community College
and Technical College Systems into one
chapter, said the author, Sen. Len Price
(DFL-Woodbury). Beginning July 1, 1995,
the three systems will be governed by the
Higher Education Board (HEB) and the bill
gives the board the statutory guidance to

manage the systems, Price said.
"We don't want a system where the

campuses are working under different sets of
laws," the author said, "We need to make
the higher education system as seamless as
possible. That didn't always happen in the
past despite the best intentions of all the
systems."

The committee specifically examined the
provisions clarifying the HEB's hiring and
salary authority, allowing the board to grant
extended leaves of absence, and sections
pertaining to early retirement and benefit
provisions.

Six amendments were offered by Sen.
LeRoy Stumpf (DFL-ThiefRiver Falls) and
adopted. The amendments were largely
technical in nature, replacing current boards
with the HEB in laws relating to bookstore
management, granting degrees, and creating
model schools. One amendment also
clarifies the relationship between the HEB
and the Fond du Lac Tribal Board in
governing the Fond du Lac Community
College.

The committee also approved an amend
ment, offered by Sen. Deanna Wiener (DFL
Eagan), that gives the HEB the authority to
develop a plan for awarding associate
degrees and allows the board to buy
insurance for facilities.

Sen. Dave Kleis OR-St. Cloud) offered an
amendment requiring that the current
governing boards maintain control of their
systems until the anticipated costs of the
merger are identified in law. The Kleis
amendment also requires the Legislature to
appropriate the funds necessary to cover
those costs before the merger could proceed.
His amendment was not approved.

State contract bill advances
A bill ratifying the contract settlements

for employees of three post-secondary
education systems was approved, Tues., Feb.
28, by the Governmental Operations and
Veterans Committee.

The committee, chaired by Sen. James
Metzen (DFL-South St. Paul), also approved
a bill providing state reimbursement to
bomb squads when they respond to calls for
assistance in areas beyond their jurisdic
tionallimits.

S.F. 557 ratifies two collective bargaining
agreements and six other compensation
plans that were reached between the state
and several groups of employees from the
State University, Community College and
Technical College Systems. Sen. Carol
Flynn (DFL-Mpls.), the author, said the bill
presents those agreements for legislative
ratification. Each of the agreements was
given preliminary approval by the Legisla
tive Commission on Employee Relations
(LCER) in the interim between the 1994
and 1995 sessions, she said.

On average, the settlements provide a
2.38 percent increase in salary and benefits,
Flynn said. The agreements provide a range
of increases, from a 1.52 percent hike in
compensation for the 400-member State
University Administrative and Service
Faculty to a 2.46 percent increase awarded
to the State University Inter-Faculty
Organization, which represents 2,500 faculty
members in that system. "The LCER tends



to accept contracts that are not out of line
with other state settlements," she said.

The agreements, which apply to FY 94
) and FY 95, were reached last AugtIst and
. December and are now in effect, Flynn said.
The impact the contracts may have higher
education spending for FY 96 and FY 97 was
questioned, particularly in light of the
planned merger of the three systems on July
1. From that discussion, Sen. LeRoy Stumrf
(DFL-ThiefRiver Falls) moved that the bill
be recommended to pass and re-referred to
the Education Committee. The motion was
approved.

S.F. 359, sponsored by Metzen, was
presented to the committee. He said there
are four bomb squads in the state, located in
Minneapolis, St. Paul, Bloomington and
Brainerd. Under the bill, those squads
would be eligible for reimbursement from
the Dept. of Public Safety when they
respond to calls outside of their loca areas
of jurisdiction. Metzen said a $100,000
appropriation is provided for these reim
bursements under the bill. The bill was
approved and re-referred to the Crime
Prevention Committee for further consider
ation.

In other business, the committee also took
up S.F. 306. Authored by Sen. Arlene
Lesewski OR-Marshall), the bill repeals the
Job Training Council and replaces it with a
Workforce Development Council. The bill
is based on federal law changes that require
the state to have the council in order to
receive federal funding, Lesewski said. The
bill was laid over for further discussion.

- )Collection bill heard
A bill creating an enterprise to collect the

state's past due accounts was presented to
the Governmental Operations and Veterans
Committee, chaired by Sen. James Metzen
(DFL-South St. Paul), Weds., Mar. 1.

S.F. 503, authored by Sen. Phil Riveness
(DFL-Bloomington), establishes the
Minnesota Collection Enterprise under the
management of the Commissioner of
Finance and as a separate unit within the
Dept. of Revenue. Under the bill, any debts
owed to the state may be transferred to the
enterprise for collection, and allows the unit
to use some of Dept. of Revenue's tax
collection remedies currently available in
law.

The measure also calls for a 15-percent
penalty on debts referred to the commis
sioner of finance for collection and the
penalty may rise to 25 percent if legal action
is taken in an effort to collect the debt. The
bill also allows the renalty to be waived
based on individua income levels and
hardship, requires that individuals are
notified of the penalty before it is imposed,
and provides mechanisms for cancellation
and appeal of the penalty.

The state presently has $1.8 billion in
outstanding aebt, Riveness said. "About
$1.2 billion of the debt is collectable and
about $700 million of that would go into
the state's general fund," he said. "These

)
additional funds will be particularly
important as we face tighter state budgets,"
Riveness said.

State government is in a different position
in handling its accounts receivable than the
business community is, Riveness said.

"With state government, the vast majority
of accounts receivable arise out of a tax, a
fee or a judgement," he said. "Those who
pay the money for these may not see a direct
benefit like you would if you pay a business
for a service."

Gerald Mcclure of the Dept. of Revenue
said it is difficult to determine the amounts
of debt owed to the state the enterprise can
reclaim. He said the unit "can't possibly
handle all of the debt" and some of the
accounts will be distributed among the six
private collection agencies under contract
with the department.

The state should not be setting up its own
collection activity, Shanah Windey,
president of the Minnesota Association of
Collectors, said. She said the Collections
Enterprise places the state in direct competi
tion with private agencies, and that the unit
will have an unfair advantage through its
access to information that private companies
do not have. The enterprise, she argued,
would also not be subject to the Fair Debt
Collection Act.

Health Care
Budget recommendations heard

The Health Care and Family Service
Funding Division met Thurs., Feb. 23 to
review budget proposals from the Dept. of
Human Services. Chaired by Sen. Don
Samuelson (DFL-Brainerd), the committee
heard proposals by Assistant Commissioner
Deborah Huskins.

Funding is requested for the Economic
Self-Sufficiency initiative, encompassing
many welfare reform proposals including
employment and training services to help
public assistance recipients become self
sufficient, said Huskins. Huskins explained
that many state programs are "non-welfare
solutions" that contribute to empower
people and encourage independence. These
programs, Huskins said, include the sliding
fee scale for child care, child support
enforcement, earned income tax credits, and
MinnesotaCare. "MinnesotaCare is an
essential piece of our overall strategy,"
Huskins added.

In addition to the welfare reform initia
tives, the economic self-sufficiency proposals
include child care programs, the creation of
a curriculum for early childhood providers,
sliding fee program increases and a study of
alternative funding sources and distribution.
Huskins explained that measures will
consolidate funding streams for child care
services. Initiatives are directed to child
support and will centralize payments,
simplify the withholding and reporting
requirements of employers and align state
law with federal mandates. Components of
child support proposals also establish a
simple procedure that is accessible to parents
without the need of legal counsel. Sen.
Linda Berglin (DFL-Mpls.) cautioned the
department and members to be mindful of
federal action, noting that changes in
federal funding will have a significant effect
on the initiatives.

In the area of welfare reform, the governor
recommends a decrease in the budget base of
$3.77 million in 1996 and an increase of $4
million in 1997 to implement proposals. Of
the base amount, approximately $22 million

is directed to the restructuring of the
STRIDE program, establishing performance
based standards, emphasizing work, and
providing workers compensation for
mandatory work programs.

An increase of $2.2 million is allocated to
the expansion of the Minnesota Family
Investment Program (MFIP) to Ramsey
County and increased case management.
Samuelson questioned whether MFIP will
reduce the number of people on welfare.
Huskins responded that die department
expects that the initiative may not necessar
ily reduce the number of people on welfare
in general, but should reduce the number of
children that are living in poverty, which is
the goal of the administration.

Within the economic self-sufficiency
initiatives, Huskins explained, the child
support enforcement division will have a
significant effect on welfare recipients.
Consolidating the system,proviaing a
centralized mechanism and reforming
guidelines through an income-sharing model
which looks at both parents' incomes will
improve the amount of support collected,
Huskins stated. She added that although
Minnesota is fourth in the nation for the
amount of support collected, much improve
ment can be made. The program will
reduce need for public assistance by ensuring
that noncustodial parents support their
children, Huskins said.

Testimony on budget heard
Many members of the public attended the

Health Care Committee meeting Tues., Feb.
28, to testify on the governor's budget
recommendations. Witnesses expressed
particular concern about the proposed
reduction in personal care assistant (PCA)
services. The budget calls for a decrease of
$1.54 million in 1996 and $2.2 million in
1997 and reducing number of PCA service
hours provided.

Jeff Bangsberg of Beckland Home Health
Care Inc. explained that the proposed
changes will "deny care to those most in
need." The result will be an increased need
for more clients to be institutionalized,
Bangsberg said. The current method, he
continued, is cost effective by keeping
individuals out of institutions and also
allowing for flexibility for those clients with
specialized needs.

Leah Welch of Independence Crossroads
agreed, stating that the decrease in PCA
hours provided will increase other medical
costs for recipients. Instead of the reduc
tion, Welch suggested the elimination of the
licensure procedure. Sen. Linda Berglin
(DFL-Mpls.), chair of the committee,
encouraged other possible solutions from
witnesses and proposed the grouping of
services to increase accountability and
efficient management. Judy Soderberg of
West Fairview Multiple Sclerosis Achieve
ment Center encouraged members to
consider assisted living arrangements in
which a base of services would be available
on-site. This proposal would be a more cost
effective metll0d of delivery, Soderberg said.

Bob Brick, executive director of ARC
Minnesota supported the request for
establishing a developmental disabilities
waiver alternative allocation structure. The
current system, Brick said, is "biased against
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families who have raised rheir disabled
children into adulthood, at a tremendous
cost savings to society, but who are no
longer able to care for that person at home."
The proposal would re-structure rates based
on need rather than residential setting,
thereby making rates more fair. Brick also
encouraged members to approve additional
funding for developmental disabilities
waivers. With a list of more than 1,000
families waiting to place their children in
residential services, Brick said, the situation
is "reaching crisis proportions."

Budget recommendations heard
The Health Care and Family Services

Funding Division continued its review of
the governor's budget recommendations at
the meeting Tues. evening, Feb. 28.
Members considered the Dept. of Human
Services requests for mental health adminis
tration, state grants and funding for regional
treatment centers (RTC).

Elaine Timmer of the department
explained that the mental health initiatives
work with other programs to promote
independence and productivity among
recipients. Timmer noted that mental
health care needs to be better integrated
into the overall health care system and into
communities, instead of having a heavy
reliance on institutions. The governor
recommends $295 million for the initiatives,
which include programs such as the
Children's Integrated Mental Health Fund,
family community support services, and
crisis services, as well as funding for RTCs.

The integrated fund for children, Timmer
explained, provides a process to integrate
Medical Assistance (MA) and
MinnesotaCare funds with mental health
and social service funds. The model, which
allows local services to draw funding from a
single local source, is more efficient at
addressing the requirements of children with
special needs.

A total of $38 million is requested for
state mental health grants. Adult residential
grants, a large portion of the grants, are used
to assist facilities in meeting minimum
program licensure standards such as staffing,
individual program plans, and health and
safety requirements.

Timmer also highlighted changes for
RTCs, including the downsizing and closure
of facilities. This is in part due to the
transitioning of individuals into State
Operated Community Services (SOCS) and
residential and day training habilitative
services. The changes, Timmer said, reflect
the department's belief that individuals with
developmental disabilities are better served
in community settings. Review will
continue.

ENABL bill approved
In a move to discourage teen pregnancy,

the Health Care Committee, chaired by
Sen. Linda Berglin (DFL-Mpls.) approved
S.F. 337 Weds., Mar. 1. Authored by Sen.
Jane Krentz (DFL-May Township), the bill
establishes a Minnesota ENABL (Education
Now and Babies Later) program targeted to
youth ages 12 to 14 with the goal of
reducing the incidence of adolescent
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pregnancy in the state.
Krentz explained that the bill allows

community-based local contractors to
provide the education component of the
program in a variety of settings such as
school, church, or community centers. The
program also includes a comprehensive
media and public relations campaign and a
training component providing training to
the contractors and education staff. Aimed
at both boys and girls, ENABL will
encourage postponing sexual involvement
with strategies and publicity that kids find
"cool," Krentz said. Krentz added that the
bill is unusual in that it receives a broad
range of support from diverse interest
groups. The bill advances to the Health
Care and Family Services Funding Division.

Berglin presented a bill modifying the
Dept. of Health process for approval of
exceptions to the nursing home morato
rium. S.P. 386 allows the repair or replace
ment of a facility that was damaged by
natural causes. Current statutes require
that the facility be destroyed. The bill also
requires the moratorium application process
to be conducted from two to four times
each biennium, if money is appropriated.
Berglin explained that a rolling process will
pennit facilities to make changes and return
to the interagency long-term care planning
committee (INTERCOM) for "a second
chance." More specific information on
projected costs and quality assurance
problems is required of proposals.

The bill also prohibits the review of
projects, except those that involve bed
transfers, from using any distinctions based
on the geographic location of the proposal.
Sen. Sheila Kiscaden OR-Rochester}
suggested weighting criteria so that there
are "beds where the people are." Loren
Coleman of Unicare Health Facilities,
supported the bill, stating that it ensures
"comprehensive and progressive change" to
an aging system. The bill was approved and
sent to the floor. .

Two bills were sponsored by Sen. John
Hottinger (DFL-Mankato). S.F. 515 allows
medical vendors to represent public
assistance recipients at state agency
hearings regarding appeals of agency
decisions. The agency is required to present
evidence prior to or at the hearing. In
addition, the bill establishes administrative
rules regarding criteria for review of prior
authorization requests for therapy services
and establishes a task force to recommend
standardization of prior authorization
documentation requirements for therapy
services. Hottinger noted that the bill's
expected cost is $110,000. The bill was
approved and sent to the Funding Division.

S.F. 486, also carried by Hottinger,
relates to nursing home rental facility's per
diem rate. The bill provides a formula for
determining the new IJroperty payment rate
when a facility is totally replaced, either
through new construction or a transfer to
another physical plant. Both bills were in
the 1994 omnibus human services bill
vetoed by the governor, Hottinger ex
plained.

The bill advances to the Funding
Division.

Continued budget review
Budget recommendation review contin

ued at the Health Care and Family Services
Funding Division meeting Weds., Mar. 1.
Chaired by Sen. Don Samuelson (DFL
Brainerd), members considered Regional
Treatment Centers (RTC) funding and self
sufficiency initiatives.

Elaine Timmer of the Dept. of Human
Services noted that the systemwide RTC
request totals $230 million annually. This
amount, Timmer said, reflects continuous
downsizing over the past ten years as well as
facility closures. The budget reflects a
savings of$15 million due to the downsizing
ofRTC Developmental disabilities programs
and the transitioning of individuals into
State-Operated Community Services
(SOCS) and day training and habilitative
services (DT&H). Timmer noted that the
changes have had a significant effect on
communities with RTCs and employees of
the centers. However, the initiative
supports the department's goal of encourag
ing individuals to receive services in
community settings instead of in institu
tions, Timmer explained. Several members
questioned which method of delivery was
most cost effective and encouraged the
department to consider the most efficient
alternative.

Recommendations include the closure of
the Faribault Regional Center in accordance
with an agreement with the Dept. of
Corrections. Services in the region will be
provided through SOCS and DT&H
programs.

Deborah Huskins, assistant commissioner,
presented components of the economic self
sufficiency proposals of the department.
Huskins highlighted the child support
initiatives, which consist of the creation of a
central payment center to improve collec
tion efforts and simplify procedures. In
addition, the administrative process
regarding contested matters is simplified
through a statewide uniform procedure that
is accessible without the need of legal
counsel. Huskins explained that new
guidelines will be based on the costs of
raising children, will consider both parents'
incomes, and will be easier to automate and
administer. Discussion will continue.

Jobs, Energy, and
Community Development
Youth intervention bill approved

Members of the committee on Jobs,
Energy and Community Development,
approved a bill Thursday, Feb. 23, which
provides grants to non-profit community
agencies for non-residential community
based programs involving education,
counseling, and referral services to youths
and their families. The committee, chaired
by Sen. Steven Novak (DFL-New
Brighton), also recommended two other
housing and employment bills for passage.

Sen. Pat Piper (DFL-Austin), introduced
S.P. 268, which doubles the resources of the
Youth Intervention Program Association.
Under the new legislation, this organization,



which is currently funded at $550,000 a
year, would receive additional funding to
expand existing programs, and to create new

) programs in underserved areas. Scott Beaty,
executive director of the Minnesota Youth
Intervention Program Association, also
spoke in support of the bill. Beaty urged
members to recommend additional funding,
explaining that the cost of early interven
tion programs is modest when compared to
the cost of placing a child in a group home
or residential treatment facility. Representa
tives from 4 of the 23 Y.I.P.A programs also
testified in support of the bill. Sen. Kelly
(DFL-St. Pau!) offered an amendment to the
bill, limiting the authority of the commis
sioner to waive or modify the requirement
for local match in underserved communities.
The committee approved Kelly's amend
ment and recommended the bill for passage.
The bill moves on to the finance division

of the full committee.
Sen. Ellen Anderson (DFL-St. Pau!),

introduced S.P. 323, a bill prohibiting home
park owners from taking retaliatory action
against residents who make good faith
complaints to the owner. There was no
known opposition to the bill. The commit
tee approved S.F. 323 and recommended it
for placement on the consent calendar.

Anderson also authored S.F. 364, a bill
establishing the obligation by employees in
the vocational rehabilitation division of the
Department of Economic Security to
communicate threats of physical violence to
potential victims. The bill was recom
mended for passage and referred to the

)Judiciary Committee.

Historical Society budget briefing
The Jobs, Energy and Community

Development finance division, chaired by
Sen. Carl Kroening (DFL-Minneapolis),
heard testimony Thurs., Feb. 23, on the
proposed Minnesota Historical Society
budget. The Minnesota International
Center also presented a budget proposal.

Nina Archabal, director of the Minnesota
Historical Society provided an overview of
the organization's programs and services.
Archabal described increased public interest
in the Minnesota History Center, as well as
the historical library and public archives.
While stressing success, Archabal also urged
members to recognize the negative effect of
unfunded]Jay plans on the Historical
Society. She stated that employees of the
Historical Society have not received regular
salary increases for over six years, and budget
recommendations for the 1996-97 biennia
have ignored this fact. John Wood,
Legislative Liaison for the Historical
Society, presented the organization's budget
proposal to the committee.

Cynthia Threlkeld, executive director of
the Minnesota International Center, also
presented a budget proposal to the commit
tee. Threlkeld described the organization's
efforts to provide Minnesota students with
adequate exposure to international speakers.
She requested additional funding to expand

)
the number of speakers in Minnesota
classrooms.

DTED budget heard
The Jobs, Energy and Community

Development Funding Division, chaired by

Sen. Carl Kroening (DFL-Mpls.), heard a
budget overview from the Department of
Trade and Economic Development, Mon.,
Feb. 27.

E. Peter Gillette, commissioner of the
Department of Trade and Economic
Development, briefed members on the
proposed budget, which requests a $14.5
million increase for additional initiatives.
The DTED promotes business development
through a number of programs. These
programs include financing of business
retention and expansions, funding custom
ized training for businesses, and providing
information on laws and regulations
governing businesses. The Clepartment is
also responsible for promoting and market
ing Minnesota as a place to do business.
Gillette admitted tfiat the proposed budget
increase was significant, but urged members
to consider additional funding as an
investment with a sizeable payoff for the
state of Minnesota. Gillette cited DTED's
Economic Recovery Fund as an example. In
FY 1994, ERF grants leveraged more than
$400 million in new private financing for
business development projects and assisted
in the creation of 1,700 private sector jobs.
Each $1 of state assistance leveraged $5 of
new private investment in business develop
ment financing.

Jennifer Engh, deputy commissioner of
Business and Community Development
Dept. also testified on the budget. Engh
walked members through a number of
initiatives, including DTED's Job Skills
Partnership, and Small Business Develop
ment Centers Match.

Two bills approved
Members of the Jobs, Energy and Commu

nity Development committee, chaired by
Sen. Steven Novak (DFL-New Brighton),
recommended two bills for passage Tues.,
Feb. 28.

S.P. 759, authored by Novak, was
supported by E. Peter Gillette, commissioner
of the Minnesota Department of Trade and
Economic Development, and Jennifer Engh,
deputy commissioner of Business and
Community Development Dept. The bill
removes one duty of the commissioner of
economic development and reorganizes
Advantage Minnesota, a public non-profit
corporation created to market the economic
potential of the state of Minnesota. Mem
bers also agreed to pass an amendment
introduced by Sen. Carl Kroening (DFL
Mpls.), permitting the Rural Development
Board to publish a rural investment guide
once every four years rather than on a
biannual basis. The measure saves the state
approximately $180,000 over the next four
years. The bill was recommended to pass
and re-referred to the Governmental
Operations and Veterans committee.

Novak also introduced S.P. 768, a bill
requesting an additional $400,000 for the
Minnesota Foodshelf Program. The bill was
supported by Genine Laird, executive
director of the Minnesota Foodshelf Assn.,
Rita Rushmeyer, Litchfield foodshelf
coordinator, and Gordon Elliot, Minneapo
lis foodshelf coordinator. The supporters
updated members on the use of foodshelf
programs as well as the current needs of the
Minnesota Foodshelf Association. The bill

was recommended to pass and referred to
the Jobs, Energy, and Community Develop
ment Funding Division.

Judiciary
Noncustodial care bill okayed

A bill allowing noncustodial parents to
provide child care under some circumstances
was the highlight of the Mon., Feb. 27,
meeting of the Judiciary Committee. S.F.
218, authored by Sen. Martha Robertson
OR-Minnetonka), authorizes the court to
allow addition visitation to the noncustodial
parent to provide child care while the
custodial parent is working if the arrange
ment is reasonable and in the best interests
of the child. The bill also specifies that the
court is to consider the ability of the parents
to cooperate, methods for resolving disputes
regarding the child's care, the parents'
willingness to use those methods and
whether domestic abuse has occurred
between the parties.

Discussion on the bill centered on
whether the bill micro-managed custody
arrangements. Sen. Allan Spear (DFL
Mpls.) questioned the need for the bill since
"tfie bill is permissive and presumably the
court can do this now." Robertson said that
although the court already had the author
ity, the legislation is needed to provide a
statutory reference and demonstrate
legislative intent. However, Sen. Ember
Reichgott]unge (DFL-New Hope), argued
that tfie bill adds more basis for future
litigation. Robertson said that the measure
was designed to ease situations by providing
a commonsense solution. The measure was
advanced to the full Senate on a voice vote.

In other action, the committee, chaired
by Sen. Carol Flynn (DFL-Mpls.), sent two
additional bills to the Senate floor. S.F.
303, sponsored by Sen. Harold "Skip" Finn
(DFL-Cass Lake), provides for the form and
record of mortgage assignments, revises the
Common Interest Ownership Act and
changes the application of the curative and
validating law for mortgage foreclosures.
S.F. 293, carried by Sen. Don Betzold (DFL
Fridley), provides for prompt payment of
subcontractors of municipal contractors and
modifies provisions relating to liens and
performance bonds.

Members also heard Deputy Legislative
Auditor Roger Brooks and Susan Von
Mosch, of the auditor's office, give a
summary of a report on guardian ad litem
services in Minnesota.

Civil suits for bias victims okayed
A bill providing the victim of a bias crime

with a civil cause of action against the
person who committed the offense was the
focal point of discussion at the Weds., Mar.
1, meeting of the Judiciary Committee. S.P.
123, authored by Sen. Ted Mondale(DFL
St. Louis Park), also provides that a plaintiff
in the civil suit is entitled to recover $500 or
actual general and special damages, includ
ing damages for emotion distress, whichever
is greater. In addition, under the bill, the
plaintiff may also recover punitive damages
and reasonable costs and attorney fees.
Another provision of the bill provides that a
plaintiff may also obtain an injunction or
other appropriate relief. Further, the bill
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Committee update
specifies that a person is entitled to bring a
civil suit regardless of the existence or
outcome of criminal proceedings involving
the bias crime and that the burden of proof
in a civil suit brought under the provisions
of the bill is preponderance of the evidence.
Finally, the measure specifies that the parent
or guardian is jointly and severally lial:Jle for
all damages.

Allen Saeks, president of the Jewish
Community Relations Council and Mat
thew Ramadan of the Islamic Center
Minnesota testified in support of the bill. In
addition, Camilla Nelson, of the Attorney
General's Office, spoke in favor of the
measure. Nelson said that the bill "is a
supplement to the criminal law and provides
additional remedies to victims." Nelson also
said the provision providing injunctive relief
is an important element in preventing future
bias offenses.

Committee debate centered on the
provision specifying joint and several
liability for parents and guardians. Sen.
Linda Berglin (DFL-Mpls.) said "I am in
favor of anything that can be done to
diminish bias crimes but I don't want to do
anything that will encourage parents to give
up all responsibility for their children."
Mondale countered that because of the
damages caused by bias crimes, the expan
sion of liability is a suitable response.to
those types of crimes. Other members
argu.ed that oneparent or guardian could be
responsible for the actions of a group of
young people based on ability to pay. After
considerable discussion, members adopted
an amendment, offered by Sen. Don Betzold
(DFL-Fridley), eliminating the words joint
and several and limiting the amount of
damages for which a parent or guardian is
responsible to $5,000. The bill was the
approved and advanced to the Senate floor.

In other action, the committee, chaired
by Sen. Carol Flynn (DFL-Mpls.), began
discussing a bill providing liability protec
tions for sport shooting ranges that comply
with generally accepted operation practices.
S.P. 581, authored by Sen. Paul Hanson
(DFL-Ham Lake), specifies that a person
who owns, operates, or uses a sport shooting
range that conforms to generally accepted
operation practices is not subject to civil
liability or criminal prosecution in any
matter relating to noise or noise pollution if
the range is in compliance with noise
control laws or ordinances that applied to
the range at the time of construction. The
measure also specifies that individuals who
participate in sport shooting accept the risks
associated with the sport to the extent the
risks are obvious and inherent.

Committee members heard testimony on
the bill and discussed singling out one
specific activity for liability protections
when there were several other bills pending
dealing with similar subjects. Members took
no action on the bill.

Child support bill gains
A bill expanding enforcement remedies

for child support collections was approved
by the Judiciary Family Law Subcommittee
at an evening hearing Weds., Mar. 1. S.P.
217, authored by Sen. Richard Cohen
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(DFL-St. Paul), contains seven major
initiatives designed to aid in the collection
of child support.

The measure provides for a streamlined
employment reporting program to aid in
garnishing wages from. paychecks for child
support; authorizes the revocation of drivers
licenses from parents who refuse to pay child
support; authorizes placing liens to be placed
on the vehicles ofparents who do not pay
support; provides for a pilot program for
parents who cannot pay child support
because they are unemployed to do commu
nity service instead; provides for a visitation
mediation pilot program; sets up an on
going public education campaign to change
public attitudes about child support; and
provides for a child support assurance
welfare reform initiative.

The subcommittee, chaired by Sen. Don
Betzold (DFL-Fridley), confined their
discussions on the bill primarily to provi
sions dealing with vehicle liens, an occupa
tionallicense suspension provision, the
community service work experience program
and the cooperation for the kids program
detailed in the bill. In addition, members
considered several amendments.

Sen. Martha Robertson OR-Minnetonka)
offered an amendment to raise the dollar
amount of child support that must be in
arrears before the various enforcement
provisions are activated. The bill had a
figure of $1 ,000 and the Robertson amend
ment raised the figure to $3,000. The
amendment was adopted. Later, Sen. Jane
Krentz (DFL-May Township), offered and
amendment to change the threshold figure
to the greater of $1,000 or two months of
support payments.

The Krentz amendment failed on a voice
vote.

Robertson also offered amendments to
require an obligee to arrange transportation
for an obligor for visitation if the obligor's
drivers license is suspended under the bill; to
specify that an obligee may not bring a
motion to suspend an obligors license within
12 months of the denial of a previous
motion; and to limit workers compensation
claims under the community service work
provision to $1,000. After considerable
discussion, all three amendments were
withdrawn. Cohen offered an amendment
to address concerns raised at a previous
hearing over references to "independent
contractor" in the measure. Under the
Cohen amendment, the term is deleted from
the bill. The amendment also specifies that
the date of birth need only be included on
the employment reporting form when
available.

The amendment was adopted and the bill
was sent to the full committee.

Metropolitan and Local
Government
Emergency channel. approved

A bill providing for coordination and
consolidation of public safety radio, the 800
Mega Hertz system, was approved by the
Metropolitan and Local Government
Committee Thurs., Feb. 23. Chaired by Sen.
Jim Vickerman (DFL-Tracy), the committee

listened while author Sen. Ted Mondale
(DFL-St. Louis Park) explained the reasons
behind S.F.467.

"This legislation will create a single
shared emergency radio system across the
metro area," Mondale said. Presently each
entity operates on their individual channel,
rather than on a shared frequency. "Com
patibility is a public safety concern,"
Mondale continued, "and this system will
enable local units of government to speak to
each other."

Several wirnesses testified in support of
the bill. Besides the public safety issue,
Mancel Mitchell, St. Louis Park police chief
said that demand for a trunk system
continues to grow along with thepopula
tion. He added, "this is a finite resource, and
it's our last chance to do this."

Commissioner of Public Safety Michael
Jordan explained that if the frequencies are
not bought by mid-year, they return to the
Federal Communications Commission.
"This is a one time opportunity," Jordon
told members.

Jordon also said that collective purchase
of frequencies enables citizens to "maximize
output for time and money" expended. "The
notion of government cooperation, to plan
from the whole perspective rather than from
the individual perspective, is a wise move,"
said Jordon.

Concerns were voiced by some members
regarding costs. Sen. Deanna Wiener (DFL
Eagan) said that the price of being cut into
the system is between $1.2 million and $1.5
million. "I know this term is overused," she
said, "but I am concerned about unfunded
mandates."

Mondale emphasized that use of the
regional system is optional. Mit<;:hell added
that although communities would have to
pay to be part of the backbone system, it
would cost them less than if they were to
build a system of their own.

Sen. Bob Lessard (DFL-Int'l. Falls) asked
if anyone was opposed to the project.
Mondale said that thus far he's received
overwhelming support from the Metropoli
tan Council, and "almost unanimous
support from the metropolitan governments
across the state."

On hand to testify against the measure
was Mike Nowich, executive secretary of the
Minnesota Telephone Association. "We
object to the use of emergency fees from the
911 account to pay for the backbone of the
system," Nowich said. He said that private
households shouldn't have to pay for an
emergency communication channel that
they don't use. "This is not related to their
telephone service," Nowich said.

S.P. 467 proceeds to the Governmental
Operations and Veterans Committee.

Taxes and Tax Laws
Technical bills advance

The Taxes and Tax Laws Subcommittee
on Income and Sales Tax met Thurs., Feb.
23, and advanced two bills to the full
committee. S.P. 514, sponsored by Sen. Len
Price (DFL-Woodbury), is a Revenue
Department technical bill. The measure
makes numerous changes of a technical



nature in provisions relating to property,
sales and income taxes. Subcommittee

)
members, chaired by Price, reviewed the
sections of the bill relating to sales and
income taxes, approved the measure and
referred it to the full committee.

S.F. 513, sponsored by Sen. John
Hottinger (DFL-Mankato), was also
scrutinized by the panel. The measure is a
department bill outlining tax policy in
several areas and making collection and
administrative changes. The bill was
approved and referred to the full committee.

Budget update heard
The governor's supplemental budget

recommendations provided a focal point for
discussion at the Tues., Feb. 28, meeting of
the Taxes and Tax Laws Committee. The
panel, chaired by Sen.. Douglas Johnson
(DFL-Cook), heard an update from Com~

missioner Laura King, Dept. of Finance, on
the impact of the revised February revenue
forecast. According to King, the budget
outlook improved slightly over the Novem
ber forecast. State revenues are exp~cted to
be $129 million above the previou~ estimate
and expenditures are expected to be $101
million less than previously estimated, King
said. She also said that after $170 million of
the $351 million cost of the Cambridge
settlement is paid, an additional $60 million
will be available for the 1996-97 biennium.

However, King caurkmed that the
estimates for the 1998-99 biennium show a
potential shortfall of $1.049 billion.

_)Accordingly, King said the governor is
proposing the creation of a separate $220
million budget reserve, and adoption of a
four year strategic finance plan to deal with
federal reductions, a structurally unbalanced
state budget and the risk of a downturn in
the state revenue forecast. The supplemen
tal budget recommendations also include
immediate reductions and decreases in the
rate of spending growth. King said that the
governor is proposing an additional $69
million for K-12 reforms that will be aimed
primarily at class size reduction and improv
ing technology access. The supplemental
budget recommendations also include funds·
for dealing with the recent meningitis
outbreak in Mankato, ethical practices
litigation, Peace Officer Standards and
Training Board staff and legal expenses, the
recent fire at O'Brien State Park, and
economic recovery grants from the Dept. of
Trade and Economic Development.

In other action, the committee; chaired
by Sen. Douglas Johnson (DFL-Cook),
advanced two bins to the full Senate. S.F.
514, authored by Sen. Len Price (DFL
Woodbury), is a Dept. of Revenue technical
bill that makes technical and administrative
changes, corrections and clarifications. S.F.
513, authored by Sen. Tohn Hottinger (DFL
Mankato), is another departmental bill that
makes tax policy, collection and administra
tive changes. Both bills move to the Senate
floor for further consideration.

)Empowerment zones okayed
Members of the Taxes and Tax Laws,

Subcommittee on Property Tax met Wed.,
Mar. 1, to continue their discussion of a bill
providing for empowerment zones in areas
with declining property values. S.F. 301,

authored by Sen. Linda Berglin (DFL
Mpls.), provides for streamlining and
simplifying county administrative proce
dures in order to fund the empower zone
initiative. The measure is designed to aid
economic development in areas with
declining or stagnating property values by
creating jobs to work on capital projects in
distressed areas. According to Berglin and
Hennepin County Board Chair Mark
Andrew, the resultipg greenways and park
like areas would act as a magnet for attract
ing business development and help raise
adjacent property values

The subcommittee members, chaired by
Sen. John Hottinger (DFL-Mankato),
focused their discussion on a provision of
the bill setting limits on the use of empower
ment zone tax receipts. The measure set
forth broad guidelines for use of the funds,
but Sen. Gen Olson OR-Minnetrista)
expressed concern that the actual language
did not specify what the funds could be used
for. After considerable discussion, the
provision was amended to specify that the
revenues are to be used solely to pay the
costs of public infrastructure, maintenance,
and improvements of natural systems,
housing, or other capital improvements
within an empowerment zone designed to
enhance the local tax base. Further
language was added to specify that the
expenditures for the improvements must be
planned to accomplish the goals of crime
reduction, job skill improvement and
community enhancement.

An amendment, offered by Sen. Lawrence
Pogemiller (DFL-Mpls.), requires that
county, city, school boards and park boards
all approve the formation of an empower
ment zone. The amendment was adopted.
The measure was then advanced to the full
Taxes and Tax Laws Committee.

Transportation and Public
Transit
DOT budget overview

The Transportation and Public Transit
Finance Division, chaired by Sen. Keith
Langseth (DFL-Glyndon), began the budget
presentation for the state Dept ofTranspor~
tation at a meeting held Fri., Feb. 24.

MnDOT officials began an overview of
the agency's programs, including the
department's change initiatives for better
business practices, service and investment
preservation, and technology. MnDOT
program areas encompass aeronautics,
transit, railroads and waterways, bikeways,
motor carriers, safety compliance, and state
and local roads.

MnDOT budget continues
Members of the Transportation and

Public Transit Finance Committee contin
ued their review of the transportation
budget at the Tues., Feb. 28, meeting,
hearing Dept. of Transportation budget
requests for three areas.

Pat Murphy, state aid engineer, presented
the Department's proposed budget for local
roads. The proposal totals $475 million for
FY 1996 and $485 million for FY 1997.

Raymond Rought, MnDOT's aeronautics
director, presented the department's request

for its aeronautics programs. The total
proposed budget for aeronautics is $62
million for each of the next two years. Cecil
Selness, Director of Rail and Waterways,
reviewed the budget plan for his area, which
totals $7.8 million for FY 1996 and $7.3
million for FY 1997.

Floor action
Religious dress exception passed

In other action during the Mon., Feb. 27,
floor session, the Senate also gave final
passage to H.F. 164, abolishing a sunset
provision related to area development rate
plans and allowing electric public utilities to
offer area development rates under certain
conditions. The bill, sponsored by Kelly,
was passed, 51-U.

S.F. 214 was also passed and sent to the
House by a 63-1 vote. The measure,
authored by Sen. Allan Spear (DFL-Mpls.)
provides an exemption, for religious
purposes, to the prohibition on concealing
identity in state law.

Final passage was also given on S.F. 141,
sponsored by Sen. Dallas Sams (DFL
Staples), providing for review of certain
school board plans by the Secretary of State.
Sams moved the Senate concur with a
House amendment clarifying the handling
of special school board elections that occur
when no other election is being held. The
Senate adopted the motion and gave the bill
its final passage, 61-1.

Bills gain final passage
Members also considered two addition

bills on the General Orders Calendar
including S.F. 315, relating to elections and
carried by Sen. Dallas Sams (DFL-Staples).
The Secretary of State's housekeeping bill
changes and clarifies certain provisions of
the state's election laws. The bill proceeds
to the Senate Calendar for final passage.

Another General Orders bill is S.F. 64,
carried by Sen. Don Betzold (DFL-Fridley),
requiring municipal notification before
licensing some foster care facilities for
delinquent children. S.F. 194, authored by
Sen. Joe Bertram, Sr. (DFL-Paynesville),
designates a bridge in St. Cloud as the
Bridge of Hope, in honor of the Wetterling
Foundation.

In addition to discussing bills on the
General Orders Calendar, Senators granted
final passage to bills on the Calendar and
the Consent Calendar during the Thurs.,
Mar. 2, floor session.

Bills receiving final passage include S.F. 3,
authored by Sen. Richard Cohen (DFL-St.
Paul), providing for election judges who are
not members of a major political party. S.F.
74, carried by Sen. Ember Reichgott Junge
(DFL-New Hope), is a revisor's bill making
numerous technical changes in laws passed
last year.

The Consent Calendar contained two
bills that received final passage. S.F. 281,
authored by Sen. Carol Flynn (DFL-Mpls.),
clarifies language and makes technical
corrections to statutes relating to metropoli
tan government. S.F. 323, carried by Sen.
Ellen Anderson (DFL-St. Pau!), clarifies
provisions relating to retaliatory conduct
and manufactured home parks.
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Preview
The Minnesota Senate Week at a Glance

Monday, March 6

Environment and Natural
Resources Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Steven Morse
8 a.m. Room 123 Capitol
Agenda: Budget review for the Minnesota
Zoo, Kathryn Roberts, director; Connie
Braziel, operations director.

The Senate will meet at 11 a.m.

Commerce and Consumer
Protection Committee
Chair: Sen. Sam Solon
12 noon Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: Confirmation - James Ulland,
commissioner, Dept. of Commerce. S.F. 447
Cohen: Commerce commissioner
administrative duties and notaries public
appointment regulation. S.F. 440-Hottinger:
Insurance omnibus bill. H.F. 554-0liver:
Securities broker dealer and investment metal
definition expansion. S.F. 469-Solon: Real
estate brokers, membership camping and
subdivided land sales contracts and abstractors
licensing provision modifications.

Judiciary Committee
Chair: Sen. Carol Flynn
12 noon Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 520-Krentz: Requiring the state
court administrator to prepare a guide to
informal probate. S.F. 626-Krentz:
Eliminating a presumption for husbands in
certain cases; allowing husbands to join in a
recognition of parentage. S.F. 591-Finn:
Clarifying and correcting provisions of the
Uniform Probate Code. S.F. 625-Hottinger:
Providing for investment of certain estate
assets at the direction of the court.

Crime Prevention Committee
Chair: Sen. Allan Spear
2 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 287-Lesewski: Video
arraignments. S.F. 632-Betzold: Fleeing a
peace officer.

Jobs, Energy and Community
Development Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Carl Kroening
2 pm Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: Continuation - budget overview for
the Dept. ofTrade and Economic
Development. Presentation, WomenVenture;
Metropolitan Economic Development
Association.

Joint Crime Prevention and
Judiciary Privacy Subcommittee
Co-Chairs: Sen. Jane Ranum and Sen. Harold
"Skip" Finn
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6 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 684-Merriam: Dept. of
Administration advisory opinions. S.F. 16
Betzold: Neuroleptic medications. S.F. 144
Hanson: Disabled parking certificates private.
S.F 505-Cohen: Limiting access to human
rights cases information. S.F. 372-Knutson:
Authorizing access to social security numbers
in certain circumstances. S.F. 329-Ranum:
Crime Information office in the Dept. of
Public Safety. S.F. 51O-Ranum: Protection of
child abuse victim video tapes. S.F. 206
Merriam: Eliminates sunset on computer
agreement.

Tuesday, March 7

Governmental Operations and
Veterans Committee
Chair: Sen. James Metzen
8 a.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 306-Lesewski: Governor's
Workforce Development Council. S.F. 166
Metzen: Oversight of certain state and metro
government contracts.

Transportation and Public
Transit Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Keith Langseth
8 a.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: Overview of the budget for the
Dept. of Transportation.

Health Care Committee
Chair: Sen. Linda Berg/in
10 a.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Report on the University of
Minnesota primary care training initiatives,
Scott Giebink, M.D., chair, Primary Care
Implementation Committee. S.F. 845
Berglin: Legislative Oversight Commission
MinnesotaCare. S.F. 235-Kiscaden:
Regulating health care access. S.F. 238
Terwilliger: Modifying MinnesotaCare.

Higher Education Division
Chair: Sen. LeRoy Stumpf
10 a.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 477-Price: Consolidating and
restructuring of certain higher education
statutes. S.F. 627-Moe: Semester system.
S.F.557-Flynn: Ratifying labor agreements.

.Jobs, Energy and Community
bevelopment Committee
Chair: Sen. Steven Novak
10 a.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 752-Novak: Alternative
regulation of telephone companies.

Environment and Natural
Resources Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Steven Morse
12 noon Room 123 Capitol
Agenda: Budget review for the PCA, Charles
Williams, commissioner; Ann Glumac,
deputy commissioner.

Family Services Committee
Chair: Sen. Pat Piper
12 noon Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Ethics and Campaign Reform
Committee
Chair: Sen. John Marty
12:30 p.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: Presentations on election changes:
S.F. 269-Betzold; S.F. 291-Novak; S.F. 37
Laidig; S.F. 192-Marty.

Environment and Natural
Resources Committee
Chair: Sen. Bob Lessard
2 p.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 127-Terwilliger: Conveyance of
tax-forfeited land in Hennepin County. S.F.
155-Stumpf: Allowing turkey farmers to trap
great homed owls. S.F. 407-Price: Penalties
for misrepresentations regarding
environmental matters.

Finance State Government
Division
Chair: Sen. Richard Cohen
4 p.m. Room 318 Capitol
Agenda: Overview of the budgets for the
Intergovernmental Information Systems
Advisory Council (IISAC), Minnesota
Humanities Commission, and the Ethical
Practices Board.

Taxes and Tax Laws Committee
Chair: Sen. Douglas Johnson
4 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Price of government resolution. S.F.
301-Berglin: Empowerment zones initiative,
planning, and funding.

Health Care and Family Services
Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Don Samuelson
5 p.m. Room 123 Capitol
Agenda: Continuation - governor's budget
Qroposal and supplemental budget for the
Dept. of Human Services.

Education Funding Division
Chair: Sen. Lawrence PogemiUer
6 p.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.



Wednesday, March 8

'Environment and Natural
Resources Subcommittee Fish
and Wildlife
Chair: Sen. Charles Berg
8 a.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 621-Lessard: Extending
protected status to and authorizing seasons on
certain wild animals. S.F. 656-Merriam:
Specifying the areas in which deer may be
taken under a license to take antlered deer in
more than one zone.

Governmental Operations and
Veterans Committee
Chair: Sen. James Metzen
8 a.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 538-Murphy: Money back
guarantee, licenses. S.F. 204-Chandler:
Report on analysis of federal mandates
imposed on state agencies. S.F. 564
Frederickson: Establishing the Minnesota
Quality College Program in the Dept. of
Employee Relations. Continuation - S.F. 503
Riveness: Minnesota Collection Enterprise.

Transportation and Public
Transit Committee
Chair: Sen. Florian Chmielewski
8 a.m. Room 112 Capitol

-~genda: S.F. 757-Samuelson: Designating the
rOW/MIA Memorial Highway. S.F. 378
Samuelson: Designating the Veterans
Memorial Highway. S.F.426-Janezich:
Changing definition of fleet for vehicle
registration purposes. S.F. 677-Marty:
Authorizing suspension of vehicle registration
in certain circumstances. S.F. 700-Murphy:
Memorializing Congress to fund the Amtrak
system. S.F. 687-Krentz: Relating to traffic
regulations and bicycles. S.F. 691-Flynn:
Authorizing and allocating charges for drivers
license reinstatement. S.F. 673-Vickerman:
Providing for determination of base value of
motor vehicle for purposes of registration tax.
S.F. 333-Vickerman: Clarifying who may
conduct physical examinations for motor
carrier drivers.

Education Funding Division
Chair: Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller
10:00 a.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Health Care Committee
Chair: Sen. Linda Berglin
10 a.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Continuation - MinnesotaCare.

~
obs, Energy and Community
evelopment Committee

. hair: Sen. Steven Novak
10 a.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: Continuation - S.F. 752-Novak:
Alternative regulation of telephone
companies.

Agriculture and Rural
Development Committee
Chair: Sen. Joe Bertram, Sr.
12 noon Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 325-Laidig: Providing sales tax
exemption for sales of certain nonprocessed
feed and bedding for horses. S.F. 562-Stumpf:
Appropriating money for removal of dead
farm animals in certain counties. S.F.753
Dille: Repealing the interstate compact on
agricultural grain marketing.

Commerce and Consumer
Protection Committee
Chair: Sen. Sam Solon
12 noon Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. lll-Sams: Insurance claims
payment refusal remedies. S.F. 305-Chandler:
Motor vehicle dealerships establishment or
relocation limits clarification. S.F. 423-Price:
Real estate transactions required disclosure
short form. S.F. 446-S010n: Sales
discrimination and competition law2rice
markup provisions repeal. S.F. 588-Chandler:
Environmental marketing deceptive trade
practices regulation. S.F. 613-Anderson:
Health insurance coverage for dental
procedures hospitalization and anesthesia.

Judiciary Committee
Chair: Sen. Carol Flynn
12 noon Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Bills referred from the Joint Crime
Prevention and Judiciary Privacy
Subcommittee meeting of March 6,1995.

Crime Prevention Finance
Division
Chair: Sen. Tracy Beckman
2 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Budget review for the Dept. of
Public Safety and the Courts.

Environment and Natural
Resources Subcommittee an
Public Lands and Waters
Chair: Sen. Harold "Skip" Finn
2 p.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 496-Price: Requiring analysis of
water quality and quantity data. S.F. 444
Lesewski: Adding territory to Split Rock
Creek State Park. S.F. 592-Stumpf: Providing
for official confirmation of certain old town
roads that cross state lands.

Jobs, Energy and Community
Development Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Carl Kroening
2 p.m. Room 318 Capitol
Agenda: Overview of the budget for the
Dept. of Public Service and Bureau of
Mediation Services.

Metropolitan and Local
Government Committee
Chair: Sen. Jim Vickerman
2 p.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 170-Dille: Providing that
maintenance or abandoned cemeteries by
nonprofit organizations does not create a
liability for local governments. S.F. 427
Solon: Western Lake Superior Sanitary
District compliance with: IRS

requirements.S.F. 526-Lessard: Changing
local approval requirements for the
Nashwauk-area ambulance district law. S.F.
531-Johnson, D.J.: Authorizing home rule
charter cities to issue tax anticipation
certificates.

Finance Committee
Chair: Sen. Gene Merriam
4 p.m. Room 123 Capitol
Agenda: Discussion on projected increases in
the budget for the Dept. of Human Services.
S.F. 566-Vickerman: Lakeville school;
changing the scope of a bonding projectj
stating conditions for continued operation.
S.F. I-Samuelson: Welfare reform.

Legislative Commission on
Pensions and Retirement
Chair: Rep. RichardJefferson
6 p.m. Room 10 SOB
Agenda: H.F. 99-Brown: PERAj service credit
purchase by Swift County employee. HF.
293-Jaros, S.F. 234-S010n: PERA; military
service credit purchase by St. Louis County
employee. HF. 493-Jefferson: MERF;
authorization of certain insurance premium
deductions. HF. 689-Pugh, S.F. 460-Metzen:
PERA-P&F; benefit for West St. Paul police
survivor. Increase in Fire State Aid
appointments - H.F. 48-Bertram, S.F. 17
Bertram; H.F. 134-Bertram; H.F. ISS-Cooper;
H.F. 163-Leightonj H.F. 165-Schumacheri
H.F. 313-Hackbarth, S.F. 256-Runbeck:
Increase in certain fire insurance premium tax
ratesi H.F. 424-Hasskampi HF. 755-Johnson,
R.: Increase in certain fire insurance premium
tax rates; HF. 864-Jefferson, S.F. 754-S010n:
Police and Fire State Aid programs, increase
in gross insurance premium tax rate for
Mutual Insurance companies. H.F. 947
Johnson, R.: MSRS-correctionalj expansion
of plan membership. H.F. 128-McCollum,
S.F. 149-Chandler: PERA-P&F; North St.
Paul city manager eligible to retain plan
coverage. HF. 223-Skoglund: MERF;
authority for retiree to change annuity option
election. H.F. 688-Dauner, S.F. 643-Langseth:
TRA; disability benefit for certain member.
H.F. 799-Trimble, S.F. 725-Kelly: PERAj
purchase of credit for St. Paul Public Health
Bureau service. H.F. 968-Smith, S.F. 645
Neuville: TRAj purchase of credit for pre-age
25 pre-1957 teaching service by certain
teachers. H.F. 463-]ohnson, R., S.F. 189
Morse: State Patrof; benefit accrual rate and
contribution increase. H.F. 923-Johnson, R.,
S.F. 766-Metzen: MSRS-correctional; benefit
accrual rate and contribution increase.

Thursday, March 9

The Senate will meet at 9 a.m.

Health Care Committee
Chair: Sen. Linda Berglin
10 a.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Continuation - MinnesotaCare.

Higher Education Division
Chair: Sen. LeRoy Stumpf
10 a.m. Room 112 Capitol
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Agenda: Continuation - Presentation on the
budget for the Higher Education
Coordinating Board - financial aid. S.F. 294
Kleis: Merger delay. SF362-Lesewski:
Student disciplinary sanctions related to
speech.

Jobs, Energy and Community
Development Committee
Chair: Sen. Steven Novak
10 a.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 302-Kelly: Minimum wage.

Family Services Committee
Chair: Sen. Pat Piper
12 noon Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Ethics and Campaign Reform
Committee
Chair: Sen. John Marty
12: 30 p.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda:S.F. lIS-Flynn: Growe Commission
recommendations.

Crime Prevention Committee
Chair: Sen. Allan Spear
2 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Jobs, Energy and Community
Development Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Carl Kroening
2 pm Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: Overview of the budget for the
Dept. of Economic Security.

Metropolitan and Local
Government Committee
Chair: Sen. Jim Vickerman
2 p.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 453-Janezich: Damage awards to
affected property owners when town board
adopts a recorded town road map. S.F. 713
Kiscaden: Authorizing Olmstead County to
create a nonprofit cOlporation to own and
operate a hospital and medical center. S.F.
71S-Vickerman: Prohibiting the PCA from
charging towns a fee for permits for certain
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town road, bridge, or culvert projects. S.F.
764-Kelly: Added St. Paul authority in regards
to teacher training institute.

Environment and Natural
Resources Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Steven Morse
4 p.m. Room 123 Capitol
Agenda: Budget review for the Board of
Water and Soil Resources, Ron Harnack,
executive director.

Finance State Government
Division
Chair: Sen. Richard Cohen
4 p.m. Room 123 Capitol
Agenda: Presentation, by violinist Isaac
Stern. Overview of the budget for the State
Arts Board.

Taxes and Tax Laws
Subcommittee on Property Tax
Chair: Sen. John Hottinger
4 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 78-Fredrickson: Springfield TIF.
S.F. 122-Mondale: St. Louis Park TIF. S.F.
lS6-Novak: Columbia Heights Shetfield TIF.
S.F. 22S-Mondale: Hopkins TIF. S.F. 284
Olson: TIF reform bill. S.F. 366-Vickerman:
Windom TIF. S.F. 403-Berg: Morris TIF..S.F.
404-Berg: Ethanol TIF. S.F. 419-Bertram:
Brooten agricultural processing facilities TIF.
S.F. 443-Fredrickson: Agriculture processing
facility TIF. S.F. 491-Hottinger: Mankato
TIF. S.F. 498-Piper: Glenville and Albert Lea
TIF. S.F. S40-Price: Oakdale TIF. S.F. 589
Kelly: St. Paul Phalen Conidor TIF. S.F. 816
Vickerman: Lakefield TIF.

Friday, March 10

Governmental Operations and
Veterans Committee
Chair: Sen. James Metzen
8 a.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Carryover of any bills not finished at
the Tuesday and Wednesday meetings.

Transportation and Public
Transit Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Keith Langseth
8 a.m. Room H2 Capitol
Agenda: Overview of the budget, Dept. of
Transportation.

Education Funding Division
Chair: Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller
10 a.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Environment and Natural
Resources Committee
Chair: Sen. Bob Lessard
10 a.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 483-Stumpf: Modifying
provisions relating to wetlands.

Rules and Administration
Subcommittee on Permanent and
Joint Rules
Chair: Sen. Ember ReichgottJunge
11 a.m. Room 224 Capitol
Agenda: Discussion on amendments to
Senate rules.

Finance State Government
Division
Chair: Sen. Richard Cohen
2 p.m. Room 318 Capitol
Agenda: Continuation - overview of the
budget for the Dept. of Administration,
Information Policy office; State contracting
issues.

Environment and Natural
Resources Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Steven Morse
3 p.m. Room 123 Capitol
Agenda: Continuation - budget review for
the Dept. of Agriculture, Elton Redalen,
commissioner; William Oemichen, assistant
commissioner.
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Isaac Stern visits
World-renowned violinist Isaac Stem made

a rare appearance Thurs., Mar. 9, before
members of the Finance State Government
Division to urge their continued support for
the arts.

"The arts are basic to a civilized life," said
Stem. "I can only give you feelings of shock,
of disbelief that we would not supp0l1 the
arts.

"What troubles me is not the attacks on
funding [by Congress], but the concept why,"
he said. "The idea that the arts are only for
the wealthy, for the elite, is sheer garbage.

''The single greatest wealth of this country
is the talent that is in its young people," he
said, "If you let children work together in the
arts, and it is insisted on by state government,
they learn to get along.

"Hatred they don't learn in the arts."
Following Stem's remarks on the necessity

of arts funding, the members of the division,
chaired by Sen. Richard Cohen (DFL-St.

taul), began their budget review ofthe arts.

License revocation approved
Individuals convicted of a felony-level

criminal sexual conduct offense may not be
licensed to practice medicine in Minnesota as
the result of Senate action during the Mon.,
Mar 6, floor session.

Meeting as the Committee of the Whole to
consider bills on General Orders, the Senate
took up H.F. 231, a bill sponsored by Sen. Pat
Piper (DFL-Austin), changing the
requirements used by the Board of Medical
Practice to grant licenses to foreign
applicants.

Sen. Gene Merriam (DFL-Coon Rapids)
offered an amendment preventing the board
from granting a license to practice medicine
to any person convicted offelony-level
climinal sexual conduct. Under the
amendment, such a conviction would also
result in revocation of a license and that
revocation cannot be appealed to the board
unless the conviction is first overturned by
the COUltS.

Merriam said the amendment stems from
the board's decision earlier this year to
reinstate the license of a doctor who was
convicted of a felony-level criminal sexual
conduct charge. ''There are few.occupational
relationships like the one that exists between
a doctor and a patient," Meniam said, "Some
transgressions of that relationship should be
cause to prevent individuals from practicing

)
medicine."

Sen. WaITen Limmer (IR-Maple Grove)
moved to delete the language preventing an
appeal of revoked license, but the motion
failed on a voice vote. The Senate adopted
the Merriam amendment on a 57-3 roll call

vote and then approved H.P. 231.
The Committee of the Whole also

approved S.F. 145 on a voice vote. Under
the measure, authored by Sen. Paula Hanson
(DFL-Ham Lake), refunds for overpayment of
motor vehicle registration taxes can be
received up to three and one-half years after
the payment was first made.

In other business, the Senate granted final
passage to S.P. 315 on a 59-0 vote. The bill,
authored by Sen. Dallas Sams (DFL-Staples),
changes and clarifies several provisions in
election law.

S.P. 64, requiring the Dept. of Corrections
to notify local governments before foster care
facilities for delinquents are licensed was also
given final passage. The measure, sponsored
by Sen. Don Betzold (DFL-Fridley), was
passed, 61-0.

A bill providing supplemental
appropriations to three state agencies for the
current fiscal year was also passed, 62-0. S.F.
335, authored by Sen. Dennis Frederickson
(IR-New Ulm), appropriates $2.17 million to
the Public Defender's Office, the Racing
Commission, and the Dept. of Veterans
Affairs for unbudgeted costs in FY. 95.

Price ofgovernment targeted
The Senate approved a resolution during a

floor session held Thurs., Mar. 9, establishing
targets for the price of government.

Senate Concurrent Resolution 6 sets the
percentage of Minnesota's total personal
income that is to be collected by governments
in FY 1996 and FY 1997 and FY 1998 and FY
1999. Under the resolution, 18.2 percent of
the state's personal income will be collected
as state and local government revenues in the
next biennium. The target for FY 1998 and
FY 1999 is 17.8 percent.

The resolution also sets percentages
dividing the total revenue between state and
local governments. InFY 1996andFY 1997,
the state revenue target is 57 percent and 43
percent for local revenues. The state revenue
target is 56 percent and local revenue target is
at 44 percent for FY 1998 and FY 1999.

Sen. Gene MelTiam (DFL-Coon Rapids)
said the resolution stems from a 1994 law that
requires the governor to propose, and the
Legislature to adopt targets that identify how
much personal income goes to state and local
government revenue.

He said the FY 1998/1999 forecast that
indicates a decline in the percentage that will
come out of personal income for government
revenue may be unrealistic. "Realistically, if
we do a better job of estimating, we would
probably see that percentage be closer to 18.2
percent," he said.

MelTiam said budget projections show the
state budget will grow by about $1 billion

from the 1996-97 biennium to the next. He
added that the projected growth in the
Health and Human Services budget alone
would use up that new revenue. "I think this
is a healthy exercise, but it demonstrates that
we will face some significant problems in the
future that are not being addressed this
session," MelTiamsaid.

An amendment, offered by Sen. John
Marty (DFL-Roseville), increasing the state
revenue percentage targets sparked some
debate. He said the targets show that there
will be a growing reliance on property taxes.

Sen. Douglas 1. Johnson (DFL-Cook)
opposed the amendment, but agreed that
government has become more dependent on
property taxes. He said a proposal to freeze
property taxes will be offered as the start of a
plan to reverse the trend.

The Senate did not adopt the amendment,
but the resolution was approved on a voice
vote.

In other business, the Senate gave final
passage to S.P. 194,62-0. The bill, authored
by Sen. Joe Bertram, Sr., (DFL-Paynesville)
designates a bridge as the Bridge of Hope.
Final passage was also given to H.P. 231,
sponsored by Sen. Pat Piper (DFL-Austin).
The measure, which changes the Board of
Medical Practices' licensing requirements, was
approved, 63-0.

Listservavailable
The Minnesota Senate is pleased to unveil

a new service designed to make it easier for
the public to get up to the minute
information about Senate committee
schedules. The Senate Information Systems
Office has developed a listserv that
automatically sends the daily committee
schedule to subscribers with Internet e-mail
access. A "listserv" is a mailing list program
designed to copy and distribute electronic
mail to everyone subscribed to a particular
mailing list.

Individuals may subscribe to the Senate
listserv at any time and the schedules will be
e-mailed on a daily basis. In cases of a major
change in the schedule, updated schedule
information will also be sent to the listserv
mailing list.

To subscribe to the Senate listserv simply
send an e-mail message to:
listserv@senate.leg.state.mn.us

In the message body type the following
text: subscribe sen-schedules

A welcome message with information
about how to unsubscribe from the listserv
will then be sent to the new subscriber.
Subscribers may leave the e-mail mailing list
at any time by following the simple
instructions.



Committee update
Agriculture and Rural
Development
Horse feed exempted

A bill exempting feed and bedding
matelials for horses from sales tax was
approved by the Agriculture and Rural
Development Committee Weds., Mar. 8.
Carried by Sen. Gary Laidig (IR-Stillwater),
S.P. 325 "continues the legislative trend to
treat horses as livestock, rather than pets."

An amendment, offered by Sen. Charles
Berg (DFL-Chokio), expanded the scope of
the bill to include processed feed. S.P. 325
was re-referred to the Taxes and Tax Law
Committee.

S.P. 562, authored by Sen. Leroy Stumpf
(DFL-ThiefRiver Falls), requests $20,000
from the general fund to finance a collection
service responsible for removing dead animals
fromfalms.

Red Lake County Commissioner Art Seibel
testified in SUppOlt of the measure, saying that
the county no longer pays for the pick up of
dead animals. Edgar Olson, a resident from
Northwestern Minnesota, added that it is
unsanitary to stockpile animals, a practice
that attracts predators and vermin who spread
disease.

In the past, farmers were paid by a render
ing plant when they delivered their dead
animals. The practice has been reversed, and
the rendering plant now charges a fee from
the farmer upon delivery of a dead animal.

Members laid the bill over for fUlther
consideration.

Sen. Steve Dille (IR-Dassel) presented S.P.
753, a bill that repeals the state's participation
in the Interstate Compact on Agricultural
Grain Marketing. "I supported this idea in the
beginning," Dille said, "but today I wonder if
it's worth the state's while and money to
continue in the compact." Dues for participa
tion in the compact are $75,000 per year.

Committee Chair Joe Bertram, Sr. (DFL
Paynesville) called upon members to reflect
on the pros and cons of repealing the
compact, adding that a vote on the bill will be
taken at a later date.

Commerce and Consumer
Protection
Confirmationgranted

The first order of business for the Com
merce and Consumer Protection Committee's
Mon., Mar. 6, meeting was to grant confIrma
tion to the gubernatorial appointee to head
the Dept. of Commerce.

The committee, chaired by Sen. Sam Solon
(DFL-Duluth), confirmed the appointment of
James Ulland, Minneapolis, as Commissioner
of Commerce.

The committee also approved three bills.
S.F. 440, sponsored by Sen. John Hottinger

(DFL-Mankato), is this session's Insurance
Omnibus bill. Included in the bill's 57
sections is a provision permitting the sale of
combination policies that include both life
and long-term care insurance. The measure
also contains a provision requiring health
insurance policies to cover from the moment
of bilth all newboms who are grandchildren
and reside with a covered grandparent. In
addition, the bill includes several procedural
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changes for administering automobile policies,
and numerous provisions regarding continua
tion of coverage for dependents in the event
of a policyholder's death, disability, or change
in Medicare status. S.P. 440 also permits the
commissioner of commerce to grant a one
year continuation of workers' compensation
self-insurance authority to employers who
cannot meet the requirements in current
statues but who do meet other ratios. In
addition, the bill allows group self-insured
employers to reduce the total cash equivalent
required to be held in the common claims
fund of the group.

The committee approved three author's
amendments to the bill. The first amendment
extends the bill's suitability requirement to
group insurance that is marketed on a direct
response basis. Under the requirement, the
insurer must have reasonable grounds to
believe that the insurance is generally suitable
for the group to whom it is marketed.

The second Hottinger amendment adjusts
the method for determining retention limits
for workers compensation reinsurance.

The third adds the Workers' Compensation
Reinsurance Association (WCRA) to the
definition of "insurer" in an existing statute,
making the WCRA subject to the anti-fraud
regulations that apply to other insurers.

The panel also approved an amendment
offered by Sen. Ellen Anderson (DFL-St.
Paul), that extends dependent coverage to
include adult children of policyholders who
are disabled by mental illness. The bill now
goes to the Senate floor.

S.P. 447, sponsored by Sen. Richard Cohen
(DFL-St. Paul), makes several clarifications to
current law regarding notaries public and
administrative duties of the commissioner of
commerce. S.F. 447 now goes to the Senate
floor.

Finally, the panel approved S.P. 620,
sponsored by Sen. Edward Oliver (IR
Deephaven). The bill clarifies that the
commissioner of commerce may take action
against securities dealers licenses for up to two
years after they have lapsed. The bill also
expands the definition of "investment metal"
to include strategic metals such as indium,
chromium, and germanium, thus including
these metals in the state's securities regula
tions. The bill goes next to the Senate floor.

Insurance badfaith remedy
A bill aimed at permitting consumers to

seek punitive damages from insurance
companies that refuse to pay claims was
approved by the Commerce and Consumer
Protection Committee Weds., Mar. 8.

Under S.P. 121, sponsored by Sen. Dallas
Sams (DFL-Staples), policyholders may seek
to recover punitive damages when an insurer,
acting in bad faith, refuses to pay a claim.

The committee approved three amend
ments to the bill. An amendment offered by
Sen. John Hottinger (DFL-Mankato), restricts
the action to apply to fire or homeowners'
policies only. An amendment authored by
Sen. Don Samuelson (DFL-Brainerd), caps
the punitive damages available under the bill
at $100,000. Another Samuelson amend
ment adds consumer protections under the
unfair claims practices currently in statute.
S.P. 121 now goes to the full Senate.

The committee also approved five other

bills and sent them to the Senate floor. S.F.
423, sponsored by Sen. Len Price (DFL
Woodbury), directs the commissioner of
commerce to design a uniform disclosure
booklet to be used in all Minnesota residen
tial real estate transactions. Price said that
the measure is aimed at mitigating the stacks
of papers in real estate transactions by
consolidating forms for as many disclosures as
possible into one booklet.

S.P. 613, authored by Sen. Ellen Anderson
(DFL-St. Paul), requires health plans to cover
anesthesia and hospital charges for dental care
that requires hospitalization. Anderson said
the purpose of the bill is to provide seamless
coverage for patients between their medical
and dental plans. The bill also requires
coverage of general anesthesia and treatment
rendered by a dentist for a covered medical
condition, regal'dless of whether the services
are provided in a hospital or a dental office.

The committee adopted an author's
amendment limiting the anesthesia and
hospitalization coverage to children or
severely disabledpersons.

S.F. 446, sponsored by Sen. Sam Solon
(DFL-Duluth), repeals the price mal'kup
provisions in an anti-trust law from the 1920s.
Solon said that repealing the law's require
ment of an 8 percent markup on products is
intended to give gasoline retailers more
flexibility in pricing.

S.F. 305, sponsored by Sen. Kevin Chan
dler (DFL-White Bear Lake), states that an
auto manufacturer that wishes to establish a
new motor vehicle sales location is subject to
the franchise act cUlTently in statute. The bill
also directs a court determining whether a
manufacturer has good cause to establish a
new franchise to take into account consider
ations that affect existing dealers of the same
line in the affected market area.

S.F. 588, also authored by Chandler, makes
deceptive environmental marketing claims a
deceptive trade practice. The measure
requires that manufacturers making environ
mental claims for a product, including the
product's packaging, to comply with federal
law regal'ding "Guides for the Use of Environ
mental Marketing Claims." Chandler said the
legislation is intended to protect those
manufacturers who have gone to the effOlt of
legitimately reducing their products '. packag
ing.

VAA revision continues
Discussion about revising the 15-year-old

Vulnerable Adults Act (VAA) by Clime
Prevention Committee members focused on
the definition of a vulnerable adult and
several amendments presented by committee
chair and the bill's author, Sen. Allan Spear
(DFL-Mpls.).

The act protects adults who, for a variety of
reasons, may be vulnerable to maltreatment or
financial exploitation. The revision contained
in S.F. 512 originates from a two-year study of
the cun'ent act by the Attomey General's
Office.

Testimony at the Thurs., Mar. 2, meeting,
centered on the revised definition of a
vulnerable adult. JoAnne Seaberg of the
Fairview Hospital Systems asked for a
clarification of the definition, saying her work
with domestic abuse victims could be in
violation of the new act. Rich Thomas with



the Minnesota Defense Lawyers also said he
believed the definition was "extremely broad."
He said as the definition stands any claimant
of sexual harassment could qualify as a
vulnerable adult through an "emotionally
dysfunctional" provision.

After considerable discussion by committee
members, Spear agreed to look into an
amendment that would tighten the definition.

Spear presented four other amendments,
two of which were approved. One amend
ment allows consensual sexual relations
between a vulnerable adult and a person,
including a facility staff member, if the
relationship existed prior to the care-giving
relationship, or with a personal care attendant
regardless of whether the relationship existed
prior to the care-giving relationship. The
other approved amendment was technical.

Another amendment which allows a
vulnerable adult to choose spiritual means or
prayer for treatment was laid over by the
committee. Debate centered on who would be
responsible for deciding whether alternative
treatments would be used.

Discussion on the VAA revision will
continue.

Auto forfeiture bill advanced
A bill providing for the forfeiture of a

motor vehicle of a person who is convicted of
fleeing a peace officer was approved by the
Crime Prevention Committee at a Mon.,
Mar. 6, meeting. The committee, chaired by
Sen. Allan Spear (DFL-Mpls.), also consid
ered two other bills.

) S.F. 632, carried by Sen. Don Betzold
(DFL-Fridley), originally sought an increase
in penalty from a gross misdemeanor to a
felony.

Sen. Randy Kelly (DFL-St. Paul) ques
tioned the original bill, asking why an
increased penalty would deter anyone from
fleeing an officer. Maybe if individuals knew
their vehicle would be taken, they would
think twice before running, he said.

Kelly amended the bill to allow forfeiture
of a vehicle. The amended version maintains
a gross misdemeanor penalty. Betzold
supported the amendment and the bill
advances to the Senate floor.

A bill providing the District Courts with
the discretion to conduct first appearances of
a defendant in criminal prosecutions by use of
an interactive video system was laid over for
continued discussion by the committee.

S.F. 287, authored by Sen. Arlene Lesewski
(lR-Marshall), allows judicial districts,
particularly larger ones, to use interactive
video under certain conditions. The condi
tions include safeguards regarding participa
tion of counsel, the physical environment in
which the defendant will be viewed, and the
defendant's ability to participate in the
proceeding. Lesewski explained the bill allows
the use of interactive video for first appear
ances, but does not mandate districts to use it.

Several people testified in favor of the bill,
saying the use of video could save money and
time. Rick Hodsdon, legal counsel for the

)
Minnesota Sheriff's Association, said the bill
addresses secmity and cost issues associated
with first appearances in some criminal
prosecutions. In some districts, he said,
defendants are driven 60 miles one-way for a
five-minute appearance.

Judge Kevin Burke of the Fourth Judicial

District asked the committee to act cautiously
with the use of interactive video, saying the
costs against the accused may be higher than
expected. "I urge you to be very cautious
about venturing into something as fundamen
tal as how the judiciary will run proceedings,"
he said.
Discussion will continue.

The committee also approved a bill that
expands the definition of "value" contained
in the definition subdivision of theft statutes.
Sen. Gene Merriam (DFL-Coon Rapids)
presented S.F. 831 specifying that "value"
means the amount of money promised or
ordered to be paid under the terms of the
check 01' money order.

Courts budgetheard
Members of the Crime Prevention Finance

Division heard a presentation of the trial
courts budget at a Weds., Mal'. 8, meeting.
Judge Kevin Burke, chair of the Conference
of Chief Judges, gave an overview of the
agency's requests, including appropriations to
cover 11 new initiatives.

The trial, 01' district, courts are seeking
$139.5 million over the coming biennium
which is an increase of $11.5 million over the
current biennium. Burke explained that the
governor's budget proposal reserves just more
than $2.6 million to meet increased needs for
all judiciary programs, including the Supreme
Court, Trial Courts and Court of Appeals
systems.

Burke said he recognized the trial courts
request of 6.5 percent over the 94-95
biennium is significant in terms of the current
fiscal constraints, but he believes the request
is conservative compared to other criminal
justice budgets.

Included in the new initiatives is a request
for nine additional judges for the biennium to
help deal with significant increases in the
major criminal and juvenile case loads over
the last six years.

Burke said that 15,000 more felony and
gross misdemeanor cases were filed in 1994
than in 1986, and that 20,000 more juvenile
petitions were filed in '94 than in '86. Because
of the increased caseload, judges are spending
less time per case in nearly all areas of
criminal,juvenile and family law. Ifjudges
spent the same amount of time per criminal
and juvenile case in 1994 as they did in 1986,
25 new judges would be needed.

Another initiative is an increase in jury
volume which requires an additional $1
million over the biennium. Burke said more
cases require more trials, which in tum require
more jurors. The districts receiving additional
jury pools include Ramsey and Hennepin
counties, and judicial districts in the South
east and Westcentral portions of the state.
Discussion will continue next week.

Education
Bus safety bill heard

A bill modifying provisions of the state's
school bus safety laws was heard by the
Education Funding Division of the Education
Committee, Thurs. morning, Mar. 2.

Based on the recommendations of the
School Bus Safety Advisory Committee, S.F.
601 exempts 11th and 12th grade students
from being required to participate in safety

trammg. At the same time, the bill calls
students in kindergarten through 5th grade to
receive training twice, instead of once, each
year.

The bill, authored by Sen. Martha
Robertson (lR-Minnetonka), also requires
that a minimum fine of $300 accompany a
misdemeanor conviction for failure to stop
when a buses' warning lights are flashing.
The bill also specifies suspending a drivel" s
license if the driver has been convicted for
failure to stop in the previous five years. In
addition, the measure requires bus drivers to
provide proof of first aid and CPR proficiency,
allows the state patrol to conduct random bus
inspections, and permits the state to withhold
bus safety revenue for failing to comply with
safety reporting requirements.

A number of amendments were presented.
An amendment, offered by Sen. Cal Larson
(IR-Fergus Falls), was adopted that allows the
Dept. of Public Safety to issue a temporary
school bus license if an applicant shows they
have not been convicted of an offense that
would disqualify them from receiving a
license. Issuance of a temporary license is also
contingent on presentation of a criminal
history check. The division also adopted a
Larson amendment allowing school buses to
be equipped with overhead book racks.

Current law requires that all school districts
certify that all students have completed a
competency-based bus safety training program
each year. The bill removes the specific
competency requirement and requiJ.:es training
twice each year. But Robertson presented an
amendment to reinstate the original require
ments. Major Glenn Gramse, chair of the
School Bus Safety Advisory Committee, said
the group recommended the change as a way
to simplify the process. After some discussion,
the division adopted the amendment.

Sen. Kenric Scheevel (IR-Preston) offered
three amendments and the division approved
two. The first allows school buses to have
chrome bumpers as part of their standard
equipment. He said chrome equipment is
often used as a reward for safe driving records.
The other approved amendment requires bus
drivers show competency in encouraging
orderly conduct on buses. After some
discussion, the members defeated an amend
ment exempting bus dtivers who render first
aid in the course of their duties from civil
liability. Discussion on the bill will continue

Bus safety bill approved
The Education Funding Division, chaired

by Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller (DFL-Mpls.),
amended and then approved a bill, Thurs.
evening, Mar. 2, modifying a number of
school bus safety requirements.

The division resumed consideration of S.F.
601 from earlier in the day. The bill,
sponsored by Sen. Martha Robertson (IR
Minnetonka), modifies many school bus
safety laws, including provisions requiring
safety training for students and bus dtivers and
funding for bus safety programs.

Robertson presented an amendment to the
bill requiting annual celtification that all
school bus dtivers meet specific competencies.
The amendment was adopted. Sen. Tracy
Beckman (DFL-Bticelyn) offered an amend
ment eliminating the requirement that bus
drivers participate in eight hours of in-service
training each year. Maj. Glenn Gramse, chair
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of the School Bus Safety Advisory Commit
tee, spoke in opposition to the amendment.
"This is the wrong message to send," he said.
"Last year we said bus drivers had to have
training and now this would say it's okay if
you don't." Beckman changed his amend
ment by removing a provision specifying the
number of hours of training, and the Senators
adopted it.

Another provision in the bill, requiring
dtivers to be certified in CPR, was changed by
another Beckman amendment. The CPR
requirement, he said, "raised a red flag."
Beckman said requiring drivers to be annually
certified in CPR is unreasonable in light of
the potential risks that it would be needed.
"There is much more potential for someone to
do more harm to a child than good by
administering CPR," Beckman said. The
amendment was adopted.

A number of other amendments were
considered and approved. The division
adopted a provision, presented by Sen. Sandra
Pappas (DFL-St. Paul), requiring non-public
schools that use public school transportation
to train their students in bus safety. Sen. Jerry
Janezich (DFL-Chisholm) offered an
amendment exempting individuals licensed to
drive Type III vehicles - school vans or autos 
from the annual evaluation requirements.

An amendment by Sen. LeRoy Stumpf
(DFL-ThiefRiver Falls), allowing districts to
use adult non-students as crossing guards, was
adopted, as was Robertson's amendment
requiring the Dept. of Education to develop
alternative methods for districts to report that
students have received safety training.

Robertson moved to delete the funding
components of the bill, which allows districts
to use up to 3 percent of their transportation
revenue for safety programs, permit a levy for
bus monitors, and appropriate safety program
aid. She asked that those provisions be
considered as part ofthe division's funding
decisions. The motion was adopted and the
amended language was approved. It will now
be incorporated into the education funding
omnibus bill.

In other business, the members approved a
bill creating a School Enrichment Partnership
Program. S.F. 276, authored by Sen. Steven
Novak (DFL-New Brighton), sets up a grant
program, allowing districts to receive $1 in aid
for each $2 in private contributions. The
funds, Novak said, can be used to buy
materials such as maps or textbooks. He said
the program is intended to give the private
sector and the general public a way to
conttibute to schools. The division's approval
is contingent on the availability of funding.

The division also approved S.F. 436,
adjusting a levy by the LeSueur-Henderson
School District. The bill, sponsored by Sen.
John Hottinger (DFL-Mankato), prevents the
Dept. of Education from reducing the disttict' s
levy by $22,000 because of an earlier
reporting error. The bill will be included in
the education funding omnibus.

S.F. 633, allowing the Montevideo School
District to levy its unreimbursed costs for
operating an adult farm management
program, also was heard. Sen. Charles Berg
(DFL-Chokio), the author, said the program,
sponsored by Willmar Technical College, has
been under-funded and the district has had to
make up the additional costs.
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Merger recodification okayed
A bill recodifying the laws relating to the

higher education systems scheduled for merger
was the center of debate at a Tues., Mar. 7,
meeting of the Higher Education Division.

S.F. 477, authored by Sen; Leonard Ptice
(DFL-Woodbury), combines sections of
statutes dealing with community colleges,
state universities and technical colleges into
one chapter. The three systems are scheduled
to merge July 1. The bill outlines sections
relating to the board of trustees, students,
cumculum, human resources, administration,
facilities, finance and grants and gifts. The
bill also contains language repealing many
sections of the statutes that will become
obsolete after the merger.

Much of the discussion, however, revolved
around a policy issue brought forward by Sen.
Lawrence Pogemiller (DFL-Mpls.).
Pogemiller said that there have been a
number of instances in which laws have been
passed granting authotity to higher education
systems to do something they already have the
authotity to do. Pogemiller suggested
amending the bill to sttip out such "authotity
reassurances" and allow the higher ed systems
the freedom to act under the broad authority
that has already been granted to them.

Division Chair LeRoy Stumpf (DFL-Thief
River Falls) said that he had detected a
tension between interested parties over
whether systems can undertake major
innovation without receiving authority from
Legislators or if the systems can take innova
tive steps on their own authotity. After some
discussion, members determined that either a
separate bill or the committee omnibus would
be a more approptiate vehicle for addressing
their concerns over system authotity.

The bill was approved and advanced to the
full committee.

Members also advanced a bill ratifying
labor agreements within the higher education
systems. S.F. 557, authored by Sen. Carol
Flynn (DFL-Mpls.), ratifies collective
bargaining agreements and compensation
plans that have been given intetim approval
by the Legislative Commission on Employee
Relations.

Buyout bill re-referred
Under a proposal presented Weds., Mar. 8,

to the Education Funding Division, chaired
by Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller (DFL-Mpls.),
candidates for a school disttict's superinten
dent position will be required to tell their
prospective employers if a previous contract
had been bought out.

S.F. 438 requires a person applying for ajob
as a supetintendent to disclose the existence
and contents of any previous contract
buyouts. The measure, authored by Sen. Pat
Piper (DFL-Austin), also voids any
supetintendent's contract if a previous buyout
is not disclosed. The measure applies to
contracts reached after June' 30, 1995. Even
though previous contract buyouts are public
information, Piper said school boards have
not been able to find out if the contract a
superintendent candidate had with another
disttict was bought out.

After some discussion about the ptivacy
considerations that often surround contract
buyouts, the division voted to re-refer the bill
to the Judiciary Committee for further review.

The division approved five bills authotizing
local school districts to transfer funds from
one account to another. S.F. 140, authored
by Sen. Dennis Fredetickson (IR-New Ulm),
was approved, allowing the Glencoe School
District to transfer $100,000 from its debt
redemption fund to the capital expenditure
account. S.F. 594, sponsored by Sen. Dave
Kleis (IR-St. Cloud), allowing the St. Cloud
disttict to transfer $500,000 from their general
fund to the capital expenditure fund, also was
adopted.

Sen. Arlene Lesewski (IR-Marshall)
presented S.F. 709, authotizing the Pipestone
School Disttict to transfer $190,000 from the
debt redemption fund to the capital expendi
ture account. The bill was approved, as was
Sen. Don Samuelson's (DFL-Brainerd) bill,
S.F. 853, giving the Little Falls disttict the
authotity to transfer $233 per pupil per year
until 2005 from the general fund to the
capital expenditure account. The· panel also
approved S.F. 398, allowing school distticts to
transfer up to one-third of their capital
revenue between the equipment and facilities
accounts. All of the bills will be included in
the education funding omnibus bill.

Environment and Natural
Resources
Incineration billadvances

A bill permitting gas-fired incinerators at a
meat processing facility was approved by
members of the Environment and Natural
Resources Subcommittee on Environmental
Protection at a meeting held Fti., Mar. 3.
Members of the subcommittee, chaired by
Sen. Kevin Chandler (DFL-White Bear
Lake), also advanced a second bill.

S.F. 445, authored by Sen. Arlene Lesewski
(IR-Marshall), directs the Minnesota
Pollution Control Agency (MPCA) to allow,
until 2010, the operation of waste combusters
used to burn blood-contaminated, waxed
cardboard, or meat-contaminated cellulose
from meat processing operations.

Lesewski said she was asking for a compro
mise between the MPCA and a private
business. She explained that Rod Huisken,
owner of the Huisken Meat Center Inc., has
sought a permit from the MPCA to use a new
incinerator at his business in Chandler, Minn.
According to Lesewski, when Huisken
otiginally sought direction from the agency, a
permit was not needed; however Huisken
now needs a variance to operate the incinera
tor. Huisken said it would be too expensive to
haul the waste to a landfill.

An official from the MPCA said the agency
had asked Huisken for some financial
information, which Huisken did not provide,
and therefore a vatiance could not be granted.
He added that other meat processors have
found cost-effective alternatives to waste
incineration. The agency doesn't want the
burner operating for the next 20 years but
only for a short time in which Huisken can
find another disposal option.

After some debate, the subcommittee
advanced the bill to the full Environment and
Natural Resources Committee.

A bill expanding the use of environmental
contamination cleanup grants by a develop
ment authotity also received the approval of
members.



S.F. 290, authored by Sen. Randy Kelly
(DFL-St. Paul), allows Department of Trade

') and Economic Development grants to be used
for costs of developing a response action plan
and other development cleanup costs incurred
before the award of the grant.

A bill, S.P. 345, expanding the wastewater
infrastructure funding program to include
basic assistance grants to municipalities was
set aside by members. Sen. LeRoy Stumpf
(DFL-Thief River Falls) presented the bill as a
means to address problems in funding
wasterwater cleanup by cities and towns.

The bill allows for appropriations to fund
wastewater projects as determined by a
priority list provided by the MPCA. Another
provision in the bill prohibits the MPCA
from taking enforcement action against a city
for failing to undertake a project if the city is
eligible and has not applied or received the
assistance grant.

Stumpf explained that changes in grant
and loan programs over the years have
resulted in fewer municipalities receiving
assistance for projects.

Emission exemptions presented
Newer model automobiles will be exempt

from annual air pollution emission testing
under three bills presented Fri., Mar. 3, to the
Environmental and Natural Resources
Finance Division, chaired by Sen. Steven
Morse (DFL-Dakota).

Sen. James Metzen (DFL-South St. Paul)
presented S.F. 11, exempting motor vehicles
that are three model years old and newer from

) the emissions test. The program requires that
all automobiles in the seven-county Metro
politan Area must pass an emissions test
before they can be registered. Metzen said
that while the air quality is improving, "I
don't think that an $11 million a year
program has made a difference." "If the costs
of a program exceeds its benefits, it's time to
step back and re-evaluate the program," he
said.

Metzen said his proposal is based on a study
conducted at the University of Minnesota on
the impact the vehicle emissions test has had
on air quality. Huel Scherrer, who conducted
the study, said carbon monoxide levels have
fallen steadily in the Metro Area since 1986.
He said the decline is more attributable to the
emission control systems on newer cars and
the increased use of oxygenated gasoline than
to the emissions testing program.

Scherrer said just more than 1 percent of all
the vehicles tested in the Metro Area fail the
test and require repairs. The failure rate for
newer models is less than 1 percent and "the
evidence would suggest that if the failure rate
for a model is low now, that trend will
continue into the future," he said.

Metzen said changes to the program require
authorization from the Environmental
Protection Agency, which administers the
program funds awarded to states that comply
with the Clean Air Act. He said the Pollution
Control Agency (PCA) now has an agree
ment with the EPA, so that the state will not

)
lose federal funds by providing the exemp
tions.

Motor vehicles are exempt from emissions
testing until their first registration after they
are five model years old under S.P. 27,
sponsored by Sen. Don Betzold (DFL
Fridley). Betzold said the bill also limits the

fee the owners must pay for the emissions test
to $8. Betzold said limiting the fee will
prevent the costs of the program from being
shifted onto those who own and operate older
cars. "Just because someone may not be able
to afford a new car or they choose to operate
an older car does not mean that they should
have to carryall of the costs," he said.

S.P. 71, authored by Sen. Pat Pariseau (IR
Farmington), provides an exemption for autos
that are five-years-old and newer and then
ends the program on July 1, 1998. On that
date, Pariseau said, the contract under which
the program is now run will expire. "I think it
is important that we get into compliance with
the air quality standards of the Environmental
Protection Agency," she said, "but once we do
that the program should end."

While no action was taken on the bills, the
division did hear testimony on the proposals.
Carol Wiesser of the Clean Air Coalition said
the group is not opposed "to prudent changes"
in the program that may be warranted.
"Some modification$ may be warranted," she
said, "but the bottom line is that vehicle
emissions contribute to air pollution in the
Metro Area."

David Thornton of the Pollution Control
Agency said the emission test requirement "is
a prevention program." He said the agency
estimates that 157,000 tons of carbon
monoxide have been removed from the air as
a result of the program.

Zoo budgetpresented
The Minnesota Zoological Gardens (MZG)

is seeking a one-year appropriation of
$200,000 to fund technological activities in
FY 96, according to agency Director Kathryn
Roberts. Roberts presented the biennial
budget to members of the Environment and
Natural Resources Finance Division, Mon.,
Mar. 6.

The Technology Resource Fund is in
addition to the annual request of $5.07
million. According to Roberts, the money will
be used to hire two full-time staff members to
assist in improving technological capabilities
to support administration and employee
access to computers and data.

Roberts said state funding makes up some
37 percent ofthe MZG's total budget; the rest
is covered through admissions, memberships,
food service, and other revenue-raising
activities.

Division Chair Sen. Steven Morse (DFL
Dakota) asked about the increase in admis
sion prices over the last year. Rates for adults
increased from $6 to $8. He said he was
concerned about so high an increase. "It's
getting a bit prohibitive from some families,"
he said.

Roberts said the rate hike is a concern for
zoo officials as well, but that since the state
only subsidizes just over a third of the budget,
increased costs have to be made up some
where else.

The zoo is expecting an increase in
donations over the biennium for the Marine
Education Center which is scheduled to open
in May of 1997. The center will feature the
zoo's dolphins and offer community education
activities, including facilities to rent for over
night stays.

Roberts presented two options in dealing
with the free days which are offered twice
each month. Over the last few legislative

sessions, she said, the Senate has wanted to
eliminate the free days, however the House
has not supported that position. The days are
targeted for economically disadvantaged
people, she said. One option is to offer zoo
passes through various community programs
throughout the state. Another option is to
offer 24 reduced-admission days throughout
the year.

Owl trappingapproved
A bill allowing owners or operators of

turkey farms to trap great horned owls
advanced to the Senate floor after a vote by
the Environment and Natural Resources
Committee, Tues., Mar. 7. The committee,
chaired by Sen. Bob Lessard (DFL-Int'!.
Falls), also considered two other bills.

S.F. 155, presented by Sen. LeRoy Stumpf
(DFL-Thief River Falls), expands current law
which allows licensed game farmers to trap
the birds. Stumpf explained that smaller
turkey farms can suffer extensive economic
loss. Direct kills from owls are fairly rare,
however the presence of the large birds often
causes turkeys to stampede and smother each
other. One farmer who testified said he lost
more than 400 turkeys because an owl flew
inside the barn. Stumpf said the bill requires a
trapped bird to be moved 50 to 75 miles out
of the area. Currently, federal law allows
farmers to receive a permit to kill the owls;
this bill is a more humane alternative, he said.

Some members asked why the farmers don't
seek other alternatives to trapping which can
be harmful to the bird or might possibly trap
other untargeted birds and animals. Sen.
Leonard Price (DFL-Woodbury) said farmers
will be trapping the owls continuously
because as soon as one owl is removed from
the area, another most likely will move into
the tenitory.

Representatives from the University of
Minnesota Raptor Center and the Depart
ment of Natural Resources (DNR) testified
against some clauses of the bill, saying other
options to trapping should be considered.
Mike Doncarlos of the DNR said pole
trapping is not preventative since it only can
be used if the farmer can document a loss.

Sen. Janet Johnson (DFL-North Branch),
who supported the bill, said she sent the
amended bill to various environmental groups
which were mostly supportive.

The bill was amended by the full commit
tee, changing a subcommittee amendment
that authOlized any poultry farmer to trap the
owls. The bill then was approved by the full
committee.

The committee also approved a bill
allowing Hennepin County to sell tax
fOlfeited land along Purgatory Creek to the
city of Eden Prairie to be used as park and
open space. S.P. 127, presented by Sen. Roy
Terwilliger (IR-Edina), advances to the floor.

S.P. 407, a bill providing penalties for
misrepresentation regarding environmental
matters, was set aside for more discussion.
Sen. Leonard Price (DFL-Woodbury), author
of the bill, said the bill was a housekeeping
provision to clarify current law governing
information contained in various environ
mental applications, reports and documents.
The bill specifies all information provided to
the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
(MPCA) must be accurate.

Several committee members disagreed that
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the bill was a simple housekeeping matter,
saying the language was very broad. Lessard
asked that the issue be looked into further
before passing it out of the committee. He
said he specifically wants to hear an opinion
from the Attorney General's Office which
supports the changes to the statutes. Discus
sion will continue.

MPCA budget review continues
The Air Pollution Control Division of the

Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
(MPCA) is seeking $2.2 million in additional
appropriations over the next biennium to be
collected in increased emissions fees, accord
ing to Director Lisa Thorvig. Thorvig
presented the air quality division budget to
members of the Environment and Natural
Resources Finance Division at a Tues., Mar.
7, meeting.

Thorvig explained that the federal Clean
Air Act Amendments of 1990, which require
states to assess fees on emissions to fund air
quality regulatory programs, drives the fee
increases. The fees are increasing for three
reasons: Both state and federal laws provide
for adjustments for inflation; the number of
air emission facilities coming under regulation
is increasing; and, the MPCA is revisng its
rules governing the fee calculations to meet
EPA standards. The actual fee rate of $25 per
ton will not increase, she said.

The air quality program will use the
increase in funds to hire additional staff to
prepare and issue permits. Thorvig said the
amended federal act has more than tripled the
number of facilities in the state that will have
air emission permits. The increase also will
cover the agency's legislative initiative for a
small-business loan program to help small
businesses comply with the Clean Air Act.

The committee, chaired by Sen. Steven
Morse (DFL-Dakota), will continue review of
the MPCA budget.

Dove season added to bill
A bill making several changes to game and

fish laws provided a touchstone for discussion
at the Weds., Mar. 8, meeting of the Environ
ment and Natural Resources Subcommittee
on Fish and Wildlife. The subcommittee,
chaired by Sen. Charles Berg (DFL-Chokio),
devoted the entire hearing to debating
provisions of S.P. 621. The bill, sponsored by
Sen. Bob Lessard (DFL-Int'l. Falls), clarifies
the time periods for which short-term
nonresident angling licenses are valid; clarifies
the age for trapping without a license; adjusts
the opening and closing dates of various
seasons for taking fish and removes time limits
on the sale of fish by commercial licensees.
Originally, the bill also extended protected
status to and authorized a season on coyote,
least weasel, short-tailed weasel, long-tailed
weasel, sniped skunk, and spotted skunk.
However, those provisions were amended out
of the bill.

An amendment, offered by Berg, designat
ing the mourning dove as a game bird was
adopted. The amendment has the effect of
allowing the commissioner to prescribe a
season for taking mourning doves.

Members also debated an amendment
detailing the methods for the taking of turtles.
Discussion centered primarily on specific
wording for describing the traps that may be
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used to take tmtles. The subcommittee
adopted an amendment specifying the size of
the trap and authorizing the commissioner to
prescribe additional regulations for taking
turtles. The subcommittee decided to lay the
bill over to allow time for additional discus
sion on the bill's provisions.

Water quality bill advances
A bill providing for several reports on water

quality and quantity and making changes in
water use permitprocessing fees was discussed
at the Weds., Mar. 8, meeting of the Environ
ment and Natural Resources Subcommittee
on Public Lands and Waters. S.P. 496,
authored by Sen. Leonard Price (DFL
Woodbury), is the product of work done by
the Legislative Water Commission, and
provides for several projects to gather
information on water quality. The bill also
authorizes increased well sealing cost-share
grants and provides for monitoring the use
and effectiveness of best management
practices. The measure authorizes a number of
appropriations for specific projects, such as a
groundwater monitoring and assessment
program, county geologic atlases and regional
hydrogeologic assessments, coordination of
groundwater protection activities, and a
pesticides in drinking water pilot project.

Debate on the measure centered on a
provision making an appropriation from the
pesticide regulatory account for a contract
with the Minnesota Institute for Sustainable
Agriculture to gather, evaluate, publish and
disseminate sustainable agriculture informa
tion to a broad audience. Sen. Steve Dille
(lR-Dassel) and Sen. Dan Stevens (lR-Mora)
both questioned the need for the provision in
the bill and said that the project is duplicative
of other efforts. Dille moved to delete the
provision but the amendment failed on a
voice vote. A second Dille amendment to
delete the section of the bill specifying fee
increases also failed to gain adoption. Price
offered a motion to delete all the dollar
amounts in the appropriations for the various
programs. The motion was adopted and the
bill was advanced to the Environment and
Natural Resources Finance Division.

In other action, the subcommittee, chaired
by Sen. Harold "Skip" Finn (DFL-Cass Lake),
approved a bill expanding Split Rock Creek
State Park. S.P. 444, sponsored by Sen.
Arlene Lesewski (lR-Marshall), authorizes the
addition of 960 acres to the park. The bill
now goes to the full committee.

Family Services
Welfare fraud prevention okayed

In an effort to curb welfare abuse, the
Family Services Committee, chaired by Sen.
Pat Piper (DFL-Austin), approved S.F. 678 at
a meeting Thurs., Mar. 2. Sponsored by Sen.
David Knutson (lR-Burnsville), the bill
authorizes an expansion of the fraud preven
tion investigation program, establishes a
reinvestment project designed to offset a
reduction in federal spending on fraud
prevention, and establishes an AFDC lien
against certain property. In addition, the bill
extends welfare fraud provisions to cover the
Minnesota Family Investment Program.

Knutson explained that the program

integrity reinvestment project will establish
uniform standards for all counties throughout
the state, ensuring efficiency in the system.
The state is trying to catch fraud cases "on the
front end," Knutson said. For each dollar
spent enforcing the bill, Knutson added,
$2.25 will be recovered. Sen. Phil Riveness
(DFL-Bloomington) encouraged informing
applicants of penalties by requiring applicants
to read and sign an information sheet
outlining penalties. The bill advances to the
Judiciary Committee.

Sen. Sheila Kiscaden authored S.F. 532, a
bill requiring school age child care programs
to be licensed by the Dept. of Human
Services. Kiscaden explained that currently
there are no state regulations for programs
serving only school age children, risking
quality and staff ratios.

An amendment was offered by Kiscaden to
specify the required staff to child ratio at one
staff person for every 15 children. School age
child care programs serving children up to 13
years do not include scouting, sports or art
programs, as specified in the amendment.
Also, the amendment changes the definition
of preschooler to at least 24 months old,
instead of 30 months.

Jim Nicolai of the Minnesota Day Care
Association expressed concern about the
provision, saying that it will devalue the
quality of service for children in this vulner
able age. Barb O'Sullivan of the Dept. of
Human Services said she was also uneasy
about the provision, because it would allow a
provider to serve six children under 30
months old in their home. As a result, the
amendment was changed to apply the
definition only to permitting siblings to be in
the same day care program. The amendment
was adopted. The bill, as amended, goes to
the Finance Committee.

Members also approved S.P. 521 and sent it
to the floor. Sponsored by Sen. Linda Berglin
(DFL-Mpls.), the bill expands to agencies the
requirement to send information related to
children that have been freed for adoption to
the adoption exchange within 45 days instead
of 60 days. The adoption exchange is a
database that contains a description of each
child that has been legally freed for adoption.

Family collaboratives discussed
The Family Services Committee, chaired

by Sen. Pat Piper (DFL-Austin) met Tues.,
Mar. 7, to review the report on Family Service
Collaboratives and approve two bills.

Anne Damon of the Dept. of Human
Services explained that collaborative grants
were awarded to communities that have
developed measurable goals and a compre
hensive plan to improve services for children
and families. More than $8 million has been
allocated for the initiative, including funding
in 19 communities this year, Damon said.
Several funding streams, including city,
county, and school district funds, are
combined and then redistributed to address
family needs and existing barriers, as defined
by the community.

Several collaborative pmticipants testified
to the effectiveness of the innovative project,
including Eric Ziegler of the West Seventh
Community Center. Ziegler stated that
cunently there is no lack of services for
parents, simply a lack of information and



accessibility. The collaboratives, he contin
ued, "rethink how we use our community's

) resources" by placing parents in direct contact
, with service providers and developing

knowledge of and trust in available assistance.
Elona Street Stewart, community liaison

with the St. PaullRamsey County Children's
Initiative Staff, explained that the centers are
particularly effective in addressing cultural
differences and providing a resource that is
comf0l1able for Native Americans.

Members also approved a bill creating an
Indian Elders coordinator position on the
Board of Aging. Sen. Harold "Skip" Finn
(DFL-Cass Lake) sponsored S.F. 769, and
explained that Native Amelican elders are
particularly vulnerable to inadequate
nutlition, poor health, and lack of transporta
tion and housing. Several baniers exist for
access to services and programs, Finn said, due
to cultural differences, economic conditions,
and a lack of infonnation. Several witnesses
testified about the difficulties of these
communities, including Jim Varpness of the
Aging and Adult Services division of the
department. Special targeting is needed, he
said, because ofparticularly low access in
these communities.

Sen. Mark Ourada (IR-Buffalo) opposed
the measure, stating that it would set a
precedent for other communities to request
their own coordinators. The position requires
$55,000 annually. The bill was approved and
advances to the Health Care and Family
Services Funding Division.

In other action, the committee also
) approved S.F. 795 and sent it to the division.

Authored by Sen. Ellen Anderson (DFL-St.
Paul), the bill requires that payments to
battered women's shelters are made directly by
the department to the shelters. It specifies
that requests for payment and appeals go
directly to the commissioner instead of the
county agency. In addition, the definition of a
battered woman is changed. Anderson
explained that under the bill the term permits
coverage of women who are abused by other
women. The expansion of the definition has
a small impact, Anderson said, but allows
shelters to provide the necessary assistance to
all women in need.

Finance
Budget outlook presented

A $260 million supplement to the
governor's budget and the results of the
February revenue forecast were reported,
Thurs., Mar. 2, to the Finance Committee,
chaired by Sen. Gene Merriam (DFL-Coon
Rapids).

"In broad terms, the governor's supplemen
tal budget recommendations provide $260
million more than what was made available in
January," Commissioner ofFinance Laura
King told the committee. That additional
funding, she said, is based in part on a forecast
that shows a slight improvement in the
amount of revenues than had been estimated
in November.

)
King said the supplemental recommenda-

tions call for $168.9 million in budget
reductions, including reductions of state
agency budgets by $10.2 million over the
remaining months of FY 95 and another
$14.5 million in the next biennium. The
reductions also include a reduction in the

Dept. of Human Services' budget by $39.2
million to go with the forecast reductions of
$105 million in health care, family supp0l1
and K-12 education over three years.

King said the governor is also proposing to
use state aid and revenue bonds to pay for the
$327 million Cambridge Bank judgement.
Under the proposal, $75 million would be
appropliated from the general fund in FY 96
towards the settlement and in FY 97, the
Dept. of Finance would issue $275 million in
revenue bonds to cover the balance of the
settlement. Repayment of those bonds would
be spread over an eight-year period.

The governor is also recommending
establishing a $220 million budget reserve to
go with the $350 million cash flow reserve,
King said. She added that the governor has
asked former Congressman Vin Weber and
former state Senator John Brandl to identify
reforms to reduce major program spending
and to present their recommendations to the
Legislature at a special session in October.

The budget recommendations are based on
the February revenue projections indicates
that about $129 million more in revenue will
be available for the state budget than was
projected in November. At the same time,
King said, expenditures are estimated to be
about $100 million less than expected.

She also said that concerns remain on how
the state budget will be affected by slower
economic growth and federal budget reduc
tions. Based on proposals now before
Congress, King said estimates indicate
reductions in federal spending could have a
$250 million impact on the state. ''These
estimates are very difficult to make, but I
suspect they are in the ballpark," she said.

In other business, the committee also
recommended that the Senate confinn King
as commissioner of finance. If the Senate
votes to confuID her nomination, King will
become the first woman to hold the top job in
the Dept. of Finance.

State budget requests
The State Government Finance Division of

the Finance Committee examined the budget
proposals of three state groups at its Tues.,
Mar. 7, meeting.

The Intergovernmental Information
Systems Advisory Council (IISAC) is
responsible for coordinating the services,
techniques and standards of data collection
and use by and between the levels of govern
ment. Jack Krautkremer, IISAC executive
director, said the council is requesting a
biennial appropriation of $374,000. He also
reported on the council's continuing work in
creating a local government financial
reporting system. Krautkremer said the
council is seeking legislative autholity that
will allow IISAC to cany a $1.2 million
appropriation from FY 95 forward into the
next biennium.

Cheryl Dickson, executive director of the
Minnesota Humanities Commission pre
sented the governor's budget recommenda
tion of $1.08 million for the biennium. She
said the commission's state funding, combined
with funds from private sources, SUpp0l1S
three initiatives - the Minnesota Institute for
the Advancement of Teaching, the
MOTHEREADIFATHEREAD program, and
a grant program to support local-level
humanities program. Dickson said the

commission's programs were funded through
the K-12 budget in the last biennium.
Because all education appropriations are
capped, she said the governor reduced the
commission's budget request by $45,000 for
each year of the next biennium.

The division also reviewed the budget
request of the Ethical Practices Board. Mary
Ann McCoy and Jeanne Olson presented the
board's budget plan which requests $449,000
for FY 96 and $454,000 in FY 97 from the
general fund. The board is also requesting a
biennial appropriation of $4.5 million in FY
97 from a special revenue fund to carry out its
responsibilities under the public financing
laws for the 1996 campaign.

Welfare reform presented
The state's costs contained in a welfare

reform proposal were the focus ofdiscussion
for the members of the Finance Committee,
chaired by Sen. Gene Merriam (DFL-Coon
Rapids), Weds., Mar. 8.

S.F. 1, sponsored by Sen. Don Samuelson
(DFL-Brainerd), makes a number of changes
to the state's welfare system, including
requirements that participants in the STRIDE
program cooperate with development of an
employability plan and meet the terms of the
plan to prevent the risk of sanctions on their
enrollment in the program.

The bill also establishes an intensive
language program aimed at AFDC recipients
whose lack of skills in English serves as a
barrier to employment. The measure also
provides for expansion of the Minnesota
Family Investment Program, allows counties
to set up job search programs, and includes
grants for county coordination of fraud
control activities.

Samuelson said the bill's intent is to
encourage individuals toward employment,
while controlling the costs of refonn. But any
savings from the reform efforts may not be
immediately realized, he warned. "Welfare
reform is not going to produce a lot of savings
in the next biennium," he said, ''The savings
will come in the years beyond."

In developing the proposal, Samuelson said
eff0l1s were made to minimize costs. "We did
keep the bill below what the governor
recommended for costs," he said.

The members discussed the intensive
language program, which includes a $1.3
million appropriation to the Dept. of Human
Services in support of the program. Merriam
questioned whether it was the depar1ment
should develop a program that duplicates
others that are offered. "My concern is that
we appropriate money to the department and
then tell them to go set it up when you
already have those services provided else
where," he said.

Governmental Operations
and Veterans
Contract oversight bill heard

A bill limiting how much state agencies
can spend on professional and technical
services contracts was presented to the
Governmental Operations and Veterans
Committee, chaired by Sen. James Metzen
(DFL-South St. Paul), Tues., Mar. 7.

S.F. 166 requires all state agencies to limit
the cumulative amount they will spend on
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professional and technical service contracts in
the next biennium to 90 percent of what was
spent in FY 94 and FY 95. Authored by
Metzen, the bill gives the governor the
authOlity to limit the amounts in contracts or
reject proposed contracts in order to stay
under the 90 percent level.

The measure also requires that agencies
justify the contracts before they are approved
and that agencies determine no state
employee can provide the services called for
in the contract before it is approved.
Monthly reports on the contracts that have
been approved are to be given and the
amounts that agencies spend on contracts for
professional and technical services are to be
identified in future budget documents.

Metzen said, excluding the contracts issued
by the Dept. of Transportation, state agencies
spend as much as $300 million each year on
contracts. He said the bill begins to bring
more accountability into how agencies award
contracts while controlling the costs. "I'm
not against state agencies contracting for
services, but Ijust think we've gone too far in
what is being contracted for," he said.

The committee began to hear public
testimony on the proposal. Barbara Goodwin,
legislative liaison for the Minnesota Associa
tion of Professional Employees, said that while
there is no central source of information
about contractors, she has learned of several
examples of contracts that paid amounts
much higher than what state employees
performing the same functions receive.
Goodwin said, "Employees object to the
inexperience they often see in contractors,
the nepotism shown in who receives con
tracts, and the high wages that agencies pay
the contractors."

Commissioner Elaine Hansen of the Dept.
of Administration said information about
state contracts available, "but it may not be
the information that an individual requests in
the format they want it." Public testimony on
S.F. 166 will continue at coming meeting.

The committee, chaired by Sen. Richard
Cohen (DFL-St. Paul), approved S.F. 306,
authored by Sen. Arlene Lesewski (IR
Marshall). The bill repeals the governor's Job
Training Council and replaces it with the
governor's Work Force Development
Council. Lesewski said federal law requires
each state to establish a council to manage
federal work force improvement program
funds. She also said the council will receive
$12 million in the next three years to convert
the state's employment information system
into a one-stop system. The bill now goes to
the Senate floor.

License refund bill advances
A proposal requiring state agencies to

refund license fees if a license is not issued
within six weeks was approved Weds., Mar. 8,
by the Governmental Operations and
Veterans Committee.

The committee, chaired by Sen. James
Metzen (DFL-South St. Paul), approved S.F.
538, which requires state agencies to refund
the costs of a license to an applicant if final
action has not been taken on a complete,
con'ect application within six weeks from the
date it was received.

The bill, sponsored by Sen. Steve Murphy
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(DFL-Red Wing), exempts licenses issued by
health regulatory agencies from the refund
requirement. Exemptions are also given to
agencies that cannot issue a license without
holding a public hearing or completing a
background check. Other licenses, those
requiring an environmental impact statement
or that are awarded by a drawing, such as
some hunting licenses, are also exempt. The
bill also prohibits agencies from making any
state rule that prevents them from providing
refunds.

George Droubie of the Dept. of Education
asked the committee to exempt teachers'
licenses from the refund requirement. He said
that because all teachers' licenses expire on
July 1, the volume of applications submitted
at that time makes it difficult for the depart
ment to issue the licenses within six weeks.
Murphy said an exemption will be offered to
the bill at a later meeting. The bill was
approved and re-referred to the Finance
Committee.

The committee also approved S.F. 564,
establishing the Minnesota Quality College
Program in the Dept. of Employee Relations.
Sen. Dennis Frederickson (IR-New Ulm), the
bill's author, said the purpose of the program
is to provide a cumculum on quality manage
ment practices to state employees. Sen.
Deanna Wiener (DFL-Eagan) offered an
amendment to sunset the program in 1999.
The amendment was adopted and the bill was
approved. S.F. 564 was re-referred to the
Finance Committee.

S.F. 204, requiring a report on federal
mandates imposed on state agencies, was
approved and referred to the Senate floor.
The bill, authored by Sen. Kevin Chandler
(DFL-White Bear Lake), requires the
commissioner of finance and the director of
the Office of Strategic and Long-Range
Planning to develop the report and present it
to the Legislature in 1996.

The committee continued discussion of
S.F. 503, establishing the Minnesota Collec
tion Enterprise in the Dept. of Revenue,
started at an earlier meeting. Sen. Phil
Riveness (DFL-Bloomington), the bill's
author, presented an amendment extending
the collection methods made available to the
Dept. of Revenue in~the bill to the Attorney
General's Office. The amendment also allows
agencies to charge interest on past due
accounts, starting on the 30th calendar day
following an agency's written demand for
payment. The amendment was adopted.

The members also heard testimony
opposing the measure.

Health Care
Drug formularies discussed

In a move to control exorbitant prescrip
tion drug costs for consumers, Sen. John
Marty (DFL-Roseville) sponsored S.F. 410, a
bill establishing a statewide drug formulary.
The bill gives the commissioner of adminis
tration authOlity to negotiate contract prices
for all prescription drugs sold in Minnesota
and establishes a formulary for the purpose of
negotiating contract prices.

Presenting his bill to the Health Care
Committee, chaired by Sen. Linda Berglin
(DFL-Mpls.), Thurs., Mar. 2, Marty said that

drug companies discriminate against commu
nity pharmacies, seniors and other consumers
by charging them higher prices for drugs. In
contrast, large discounts are given to HMO's,
hospitals, nursing homes and mail order
phmmacies. This crisis ofprice discrimina
tion has forced seniors to choose between
prescriptions and basic necessities each
month, said Marty. 'This bill mandates price
disclosure to the public, eliminates price
discrimination" and ensures that "people get
the best possible price for drugs," Marty
stated. Pearl Daniels Munic of the Minnesota
Senior Federation supported the bill, stating
that "levelling the playing field would be a
significant improvement. ..People can't wait
any longer."

The bill requires the commissioner to
negotiate price contracts for drugs listed on
the state formulary and establishes a formulary
system developed by the Dept. of Human
Services. These prices must be available to all
purchasers in Minnesota. The department is
also required to disclose the prices of the
drugs. In addition, purchasers are prohibited
from purchasing a prescription drug from a
manufacturer who has not been awarded the
contract. Marty emphasized that this
provision, often misunderstood, does not
preclude the purchase of drugs not included
on the formulary.

Duane Benson, executive director of the
Minnesota Business Partnership, opposed the
bill, saying that the problem is a legitimate
one, but Marty's bill will only result in cost
shifting in the system. The bill prohibits
creative purchasing programs that health care
providers could develop, he continued.
Several testifiers, including Linda Warner of
the Epilepsy Foundation of Minnesota, stated
that the bill would affect access of medica
tions through approval delays. Expedient
access to cutting edge research and develop
ment is essential for serious diseases, Warner
said. Sen. Harold "Skip" Finn (DFL-Cass
Lake) commented that currently access is
limited and cost shifting occurs, making the
CUl1'ent system inequitable.

Melvin Ptacek of the Health Policy
Coalition also opposed the legislation, noting
that dismantling the private system is
impractical and would result in cost increases.
The bill is "inconsistent" with current
approaches to health care reform by reducing
competition and reversing efficient methods
in place. Sen. Sheila Kiscaden (IR-Roches
tel') moved to table the bill, stating that
additional information was needed before the
committee could make an infOlmed decision.
''The bill is not dealing with the fundamental
underlying causes," she said. The motion
failed, but the bill was laid over.

Members also heard a presentation by the
Dept. of Health and the Dept. of Human
Services on the scope of specialized health
care for children. Anne Damon, assistant
commissioner of the Dept. of Human
Services, noted that health needs of children
differ from those of adults and need to be
treated accordingly. Access to services
promoting mental and physical development
should be available to all Minnesota children,
she said. The joint study by the departments
recommended parental involvement and case
management coordination in the design of
the system. In continuing with health care



refOlm, Damon encouraged managed care
pilot projects and ongoing monitoring and

)evaluation of the impact of managed care on
children with special needs.

Budget review continues
The Health Care and Family Services
Funding Division continued consideration of
budget recommendations at the meeting Fri.,
Mar. 3. The committee, chaired by Sen. Don
Samuelson (DFL-Brainerd), reviewed welfare
reformproposals.

Deborah Huskins of the Dept. of Human
Services explained that AFDC caseloads will
decrease by an estimated 2400 recipients due
to MinnesotaCare legislation. Huskins said
that the state saves two dollars for every dollar
spent on the program. The Minnesota Family
Investment Program (MFIP), will serve 10
percent of the AFDC caseload. MFIP is
currently serving 3,500 cases annually, and
costs approximately $40 million annually,
Huskins explained. This amount includes 38
percent federal funding. The difference is
significant, Huskins said, from federal funding
for ADFC which totals 58 percent.

A decrease of more than half is proposed
for Minnesota Supplemental Aid Grants, due
to group residential housing programs (GRR).
The programs are designed to develop the
funding of housing SUppOltS in community
settings as an alternative to institutional
placement, Huskins noted. Because of the
lifting of a moratorium in this area, the shift
of persons with developmental disabilities
,(DD) from regional treatment centers, and an
increase in the DD population, GRH

/programs are expanding rapidly and currently
serve 8500 people, she said.

Members also reviewed the waiver
programs, which will experience an increase
of $43 million in the next two years because
of obligation shifting. Huskins noted that
about one half of the growth in expenditures
is due to the increase in DD waivers, while
about one fourth of the growth is due to the
increase in the number of people using
personal care attendant services.

MinnesotaCare options discussed
Three different proposals for health care

reform were presented and discussed at the
Health Care Committee meeting on Tues.,
Mar. 7. Sen. Linda Berglin (DFL-Mpls.)
presented S.F. 845 and reviewed the changes
the bill makes to the MinnesotaCare bill.

The bill strikes the July 1, 1997 date for
achieving universal coverage and suspends
the implementation of the Regulated All
Payer Option (RAPO) until July 1, 2000. A
penalty is established (in the form of reduced
tax deductions) for persons with incomes
greater than 275 percent of the poverty level
who are uninsured. The bill also expands the
income eligibility level for single adults from
125 percent to 150 percent of the poverty
level (pending waiver approval) and provides
additional exemptions from the 4 month
uninsured and 18 month no access to
subsidized coverage requirements. Also, the

)
data collection duties of the data institute and
commissioner of health are reestablished, and
redefined in detail.

The bill outlines standard health coverage
to be offered by all health plans, "so people
can compare apples to apples," Berglin
explained. The clarified definition of

"appropriate and necessary" will prevent the
onset of many additional health problems and
prove to be cost effective, noted Berglin. She
also presented five different cost sharing
options that may be sold by health plan
companies.

Several members expressed concern about
the penalties for the uninsured, and encour
aged incentives for employers to offer
insurance. It is more effective, perhaps, to
"use the carrot instead of the club", said Sen.
Harold "Skip" Finn (DFL-Cass Lake). Tom
Swain, chair of the Minnesota Health Care
Access Commission, stated that 75 percent of
the uninsured are employed and need a
penalty imposed to ensure personal responsi
bility.

Sen. Sheila Kiscaden (IR-Rochester)
presented an alternative to Berglin's bill. S.F.
235 is similar in that it promotes market
based reform and espouses a less regulated
approach, Kiscaden said. The bill repeals
RAPO and reforms tOlt issues to control
excessive liability costs. Also, the bill
increases penalties for public safety violations
such as not using seatbelts and requires
motorcyclists, ATV operators, snowmobilers
and bicyclists to wear helmets. In addition,
the cigarette tax is increased for the next five
years. The bill, said Kiscaden, focuses on
patient protection through utilization review
to improve access. Medical savings accounts
(MSAs) are permitted to allow tax-free
savings for personal health needs. The bill
establishes new data practice standards for
patient and provider protection.

Dr. Timothy Crimmins, chair of the
Minnesota Medical Association, stated that
the bill allows a competitive model to ensure
quality and consumer choice. In addition, he
stated, the bill aims at approaching universal
coverage. The bill differs from S.P. 845 in its
approach to tort refOlm, RAPO repeal, taxes
and requiring health care providers to
participate in a risk adjustment system.

A third proposal was presented by Sen. Roy
Terwilliger (IR-Edina). S.P. 238 also repeals
RAPO and establishes MSAs. The bill
repeals growth limits and allows CISNs and
ISNs to be for-profit. Terwilliger proposes a
decrease in the eligibility for adults without
children and requires a reduction in
MinnesotaCare premium subsidies beginning
July 1, 1995. Also, the bill limits medical
malpractice actions and collectible damages.
The bill prohibits certain areas of data
collection and takes a free-market approach
to penalties for the uninsured by permitting
unlimited deductibles. Freezing the commu
nity rating will permit the uninsured to get
more affordable insurance more easily,
Terwilliger explained. Discussion will
continue.

Budget changes considered
A review of supplemental budget recommen
dations was the focus of the Health Care and
Family Services Funding Division meeting
Tues. evening, Mar. 7. The committee,
chaired by Sen. Don Samuelson (DFL
Brainerd), considered cuts which would result
in additional savings of $40 million.

Helen Yates of the Dept. of Human
Services explained that General Assistance
Medical Care (GAMC) dental benefits would
be reduced to cover only preventative and
emergency services. The proposal would save

$10.8 million over the biennium, Yates said.
Sen. Linda Berglin (DFL-Mpls.) expressed
concern about the level of service considered
preventative.

The elimination of TEFRA (Tax Equity
and Fiscal Responsibility Act) and a greater
reduction of personal care attendant (PCA)
hours is recommended, at a savings of $7.7
million. The proposal, Yates explained,
returns the PCA program to its original intent
of assisting disabled individuals who can
identify their own needs and adjusts those
benefits to 1.5 - 2.25 times the direct care
hours that an individual would receive if they
were in an nursing facility, instead of 2.5 - 3
times. Tom Moss, of the department,
explained that the proposed restlUcturing is
the best way to serve mental health clients.
PCA expenditures have increased 192
percent since 1991 due to a legislative
broadening of eligibility and prior authoriza
tion ofservices, Moss said.

With restructuring of PCA services, some
former recipients will be diverted to mental
health programs and added to waiver
programs. TEFRA recipients, currently
numbering 3,900, will be Medical Assistance
(MA) eligible, enter waivers, or utilize private
resources. Yates explained that 93 percent of
acute care recipients are covered by private
insurance, which should pick up the acute
care costs after the elimination. The state,
she noted, has been paying for TEFRA for
persons that are covered by private insurance.
Berglin inquired where PCA cuts would be
made and by how many hours. The indi
vidual assessments are conducted by public
health nurses, Moss stated, and are the most
efficient and effective way of reviewing
service hours.

The governor's recommendations include
the establishment of an overall operating cost
limit for certain Intermediate Care Facilities
for the Mentally Retarded (ICF/MR),
representing a savings of $565,000. The same
formula is used for nursing facilities, resulting
in a savings of $4.2 million for the biennium.
The reduction restores the efficiency incen
tive and provide a framework for phasing in
payments for various perfOlmanceincentives
Yates said. '

Patricia MacTaggart, of the department,
outlined the changes to the health care
reform waiver, including the elimination of
the six month guaranteed eligibility for MA
and the change of MinnesotaCare to MA for
children and adults who would otherwise be
MA eligible up to 275 percent of the poverty
level. The changes reflect a savings of $13
million over the biennium, and $27 million
over the next four years, MacTaggart said.
She noted that the initiative must be budget
neutral for the federal government.

The final additional budget change is the
containment of the consolidated chemical
dependency tlUSt fund rates at 1995 levels.
Yates explained that the proposal puts
chemical dependency providers under cost
containment parameters that are similar to
other health care providers and would save
$4.6 million over the biennium.

MinnesotaCare testimony heard
Public testimony was taken by members of the
Health Care Committee, charred by Sen.
Linda Berglin (DFL-Mpls.), at the meeting
Weds., Mar. 8. Discussion focused on
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provisions of S.P. 845, a MinnesotaCare bill
sponsored by Berglin.

Tom Swain, of the Minnesota Health Care
Commission, explained to the committee the
purpose of the provision that imposes
freeloader penalties on uninsured persons.
The penalty would apply to all uninsured
persons with incomes over 275 percent of the
povetty level. The uninsured in Minnesota,
Swain said, are in general young, single and
employed males. While this population is
healthier than others, the costs due to
accidents, disease, or other health problems
places a burden of $55 million annually on
Minnesotans. This cost results in higher rates
for all, Swain explained. He said, saying that
the penalty "will motivate freeloaders to take
responsibility for their actions" and induce
them to become patt of the system. Providing
health care which is moderate, practical and
affordable will help low income persons
practice personal responsibility, said Swain.

Jeff Bangsberg of Beckland Home Health
Care Inc. testified in favor of provisions of the
bill, noting that cunently the private
insurance system pushes people onto govern
ment funded programs. "Preventative cat'e
works," Bangsberg said, and insurance
companies need to provide cost-effective care
to people. With the governor's proposed cuts
in TEFRA (Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsi
bility Act) and PCA (Personal Cat'e Atten
dant) services, he said, flexibility on the part
of insurance companies in providing special
services is particular!y ct1tical.

Also mentioning special services, Anne
Henry of the Disability Law Center noted
that possible concerns may arise with the
coverage of "appropriate and necessary"
services. She encouraged clarification of
terms. The proposed standard benefits set
may encounter problems, Henry said, similar
to those faced cUlTently by HMOs. Private
coverage isn't meeting the needs of people
requiring ongoing therapies, ongoing mental
health services, home care, or durable medical
equipment, noted Henry. She said that these
areas should be examined.

Berglin introduced several amendments
which were incorporated into the bill. One
amendment clarifies cost-sharing require
ments for mental health services and ensures
that they are not more restt1ctive than
limitations for inpatient medical services. It
also gives more direction to the department in
developing a standard exclusion list. Another
approved amendment requires the health care
commission to look at the need for oversight
to ensure consumer protection and adjusts
provider growth limits. Berglin also intro
duced an amendment capping the sliding fee
scale at five persons in a household, eliminat
ing the level at six or more persons. The
change is "a matter of fairness," Berglin said.
Review of the bill will continue.

Jobs, Energy and
Community Development
Two bills advance

Members of the Jobs, Energy and Commu
nity Development Committee, chaired by
Sen. Steven Novak (DFL-New Brighton),
approved two bills, Thurs., Mar. 2.

S.F 574, authored by Sen. Harold "Skip"
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Finn (DFL-Cass Lake), recommends that the
Indian Affairs Council conduct a comprehen
sive survey of county and city names as well as
names of geographic features, in order to
detennine which names may be offensive to
American Indians. By Feb. 1, 1996, the
council must report the results of the survey to
the legislative committees.

The bill also provides that the commis
sioner of natural resources change the name of
any geographic feature that contains the word
"squaw". The commissioner will select the
new name in cooperation with the county
boards. Angelene Losh, a Lake-Bena High
School senior, and Dawn Litzau a recent
graduate, testified in support of the bill. Both
are residents of the Squaw Point community
in Cass County. Litzau stated, "we want
people to be proud of where they come from.
This is something that shouldn't go on any
longer."

Joe Day, executive director of the Indian
Affairs Council, and Sharon Romano, also
from the council, testified. Day briefed
members on the council's efforts to change
names which demean Native Americans and
petpetuate racism. The committee approved
S.P. 574 and refelTed it to the Environment
and Natural Resources Committee.

Sen. Ember Reichgott Junge (DFL-New
Hope), outlined S.P. 383, a bill which
extends the existing business license coordi
nation law by adding an electronic filing
system mandate. Reichgott Junge was joined
by Jennifer Engh, deputy commissioner of the
Dept. of Trade and Economic Development.
Engh urged members to approve the bill,
which allows businesses to apply for licenses
using a computer equipped with a modem.
The estimated cost for establishing the
electronic filing system is $1.7 million. Engh
told members that in spite of the high cost,
the bill has the potential to save the state
money by making the license application
process more efficient. The committee
approved S.P. 383 and refelTed it to the
committee's finance division.

MN Technology budget presented
At a Thurs., Mar. 2, meeting, members of

the Jobs, Energy and Community Develop
ment Funding Division, chaired by Sen. Carl
Kroening (DFL-Mpls.), heard a presentation
from Jacques Koppel, president of Minnesota
Technology Inc. Koppel outlined the mission
statement of his organization. The subcom
mittee also heard testimony from Mjnnesota
Technology Inc. customers and grant
recipients.

Koppel described Minnesota Technology
Inc. as a statewide non-profit economic
development organization dedicated to
providing small and medium sized businesses
with the tools needed to succeed in a
competitive market. Koppel briefed members
on his organization's efforts to strengthen
Minnesota's manufacturing center, as well as
to educate and inform people of the impor
tance of manufactm1ng and technology based
industries. He infonned the committee that
since its creation four years ago, the organiza
tion has created over $90 million in business
revenue, as well as generated 800 new jobs.
Koppel was joined by customers Ken)'
Richmond, president of New Morning
Windows, and Alan Tholkes, founder of

Ultimate Medical. Both stressed the instlU
mental role Minnesota Technology Inc.
played in their business growth.

DTED budget review continues
Members of the Jobs, Energy and Commu

nity Development Finance Division, chaired
by Sen. Carl Kroening (DFL-Mpls.), heard
budget testimony from the Dept. of Trade and
Economic Development (DTED), Mon.,
March 6. Commissioner E. Peter Gillette,
and Deputy Commissioner Jennifer Engh,
provided members with a comprehensive
budget summat)'. Hank Todd, of the
Minnesota Office of Tom1sm, and Bmce
Anderson, President of Advantage Minne
sota, also addressed initiatives that their
organizations hope to implement.

Commissioner Gillette responded to
questions concerning DTED programs funded
in the 96-97 budget proposal. At the request
of Kroening, he spoke about DTED's one-stop
permitting bill. If passed, the bill would allow
businesses around the state to apply for
licenses using a computer equipped with a
modem. Gillette urged members to consider
the benefits of a program he claimed could
create "a more user friendly licensing system."
Gillette also briefed members on DTED's
recovet)' grant program. The commissioner
provided the panel with a breakdown of grant
and loan distribution throughout the state.
Deputy Commissioner Jennifer Engh
addressed unfunded programs in DTED's
budget proposal. She cited the affinnative
benefit system, and the community resource I

program as examples of initiatives that require
additional resources.

Telecommunications billdiscussed
The committee on Jobs, Energy and

Community Development, chaired by Sen.
Steven Novak (DFL-New Brighton), heard
testimony Tues., Mar. 7, on S.P. 752, a bill
intended to smooth the transition between
full regulation and competition in the
telecommunications area. The bill repeals the
ban on telecommunications carriers furnish
ing local services, and gives the Public
Utilities Commission (PUC) the authority to
establish tenns and conditions for competi
tion. The bill also allows telephone compa
nies to opt for alternative regulation which
includes the capping of basic services at
existing rates or rates adjusted by the PUc.
The bill was authored by Novak. A number
of supporters testified on behalf of the bill.

Joann Hanson, assistant commissioner of
Public Service, briefed members on the
content of S.F. 752. She described the bill as
a slow movement from a closed monopoly to
a more open system of competition. During
this transitional period, both small and large
telecommunications companies would be held
in check by alternative regulation. The
result, Hanson said, will be rate reduction,
rate stability, and increased service levels.

Lyle Williamson, representing MCI
Telecommunications, also testified in SUppOlt
of S.P. 752.· Williamson described the bill as
"a carefully developed balance that promotes
competition while stabilizing rates." He
stated that many changes need to take place
in the industry to allow competition. He
cited MCl's plan to become a frill service



provider as one example of competition
resulting in increased service for the sub
'yriber. The committee will hear further
estimony on S.P. 752 at a later hearing.

Telecommunications testimony
The Jobs, Energy and Community Devel

opment Committee, chaired by Sen. Steven
Novak (DFL-New Brighton), continued
hearing testimony Weds. morning, Mar. 8, on
alternative regulation of telephone compa
nies.

S.P. 752, sponsored by Sen. Steven Novak,
is aimed at smoothing the transition between
full regulation and competition in telecom
munications. The measure repeals the ban on
telecommunications carriers providing local
services and gives the Public Utilities
Commission (PUC) the authority to establish
terms and conditions for competition. The
bill also allows telephone companies to opt
for alternative regulation which includes the
capping of basic services at existing rates or
rates adjusted by the PUC.

Don Storm, chair of the PUC, testified in
favor of the bill. Storm urged the panel to
support S.P. 752, calling it "a significant step
in the right direction." He stated that the
Public Utilities Commission is prepared to
take every step necessary to move Minnesota's
telecommunications community into the
competitive arena. The removal of regulated
monopolies, Storm asserted, would result in
increased competition and greater service for
the subscriber.

Ann Higgins, a representative for the
~innesota League of Cities, expressed
-ilssatisfaction with S.F. 752. She testified
that the bill should be changed to allow cities
to seek compensation for the use of public
rights-of-way. Higgins stated that cities own
valuable property that new communications
service providers want to use for their own
profit at no charge. Local government
authority needs to be recognized in these new
circumstances so that cities can address the
terms and conditions for use of their property
and define community needs to be served by
the new technology.

Coralie Wilson, representing the Minne
sota Association of Community Telecommu
nications Administrators, also expressed
concern over the local authority to manage
the public rights-of-way.

Sheldon Mains, representing the Alliance
for Community Media, also testified in
opposition to S.P. 752.

The committee will hear further testimony
on this bill at a later hearing.

Four budgets heard
The Jobs, Energy and Community Devel

opment Finance Division, chaired by Sen.
Carl Kroening (DFL-Mpls.), heard four
budget reviews Wed. evening, Mar. 8.
Representatives from the Dept. of Trade and
Economic Development, the Dept. of Public
Service, the Metropolitan Economic Devel
opment Association, and Women Venture,
briefed members on budget proposals for the
~6-97 biennium.
) E. Peter Gillette, commissioner of the
Department of Trade and Economic Develop
ment, was joined by George Crolick,
executive director of the Minnesota Trade
Office (MTO), in order to outline the
organization's list of initiatives. Crolick told

the panel that the mission of the MTO is to
increase employment by expanding Minne
sota exports and increasing foreign direct
investment in the state. He also briefed
members on the Minnesota World Trade
Center Corp.(MWTCC) budget. The
MWTCC is a facility-based public corpora
tion, managed by the MTO, which promotes
international business partnerships and
increased participation in world trade. He
urged the committee to consider the unpaid
debt of $543,438 that the corporation owes to
private investors when making final budget
decisions.

Kris Sanda, commissioner of the Dept. of
Public Service, also briefed members on ilie
department's budget requests and objectives.
Mike Balsek, director of the Dept. of Weights
and Measures, and Sue Lamper, representing
the Dept. of Energy Regulation and Resource
Management, testified with commissioner
Sanda. Balsek told the panel that increas
ingly sophisticated weighing and measuring
systems have not proven to be more reliable
in maintaining accuracy. Consequently, there
is a greater need for enforcement services and
new computer-aided calibration equipment to
ensure accurate commercial transactions.
Balsek requested funding for 32 pen-enhanced
laptop computers which could be used around
the state to inspect various measuring devices.

Sue Lamper also briefed members on energy
challenges. She stated that federal
government's delays in establishing a
permanent repository for nuclear waste pose a
major challenge for Minnesota, given that 28
percent of the electricity generated in
Minnesota is from nuclear power.

Warren McLean, president and CEO of the
Metropolitan Economic Development Assn.
(MEDA), and Cynthia Paulson, a representa
tive for Women Venture, provided members
with an overview of goals and objectives for
the upcoming year. MEDA is non-profit
organization that provides assistance to
businesses owned and managed by ethnic
minOlities. Women Venture is a non-profit
agency that helps women find jobs, start
careers, and grow businesses. No new funding
was requested by either organization.

Judiciary
Probate bills advance

The Judiciary Committee, chaired by Sen.
Carol Flynn (DFL-Mpls.), met Mon., Mar. 6,
to take action on several bills relating to
probate.

S.F. 520, authored by Sen. Jane Krentz
(DFL-May Township), requires the state court
administrator to prepare a guide to the law on
informal probate. Under the bill, master
copies of the guide are to be distributed to the
court administrators in every county to be
given to members of the public. The measure
also allows the court administrator to impose
a charge for the guide equal to the cost of
copying it. Finally, the bill requires the guide
to be available for distribution by Jan. 1,
1996. An amendment, stripping the
appropriations section from the bill, was
adopted. The bill was then approved and
sent to the full Senate.

A bill clarifying and correcting provisions
of the Uniform Probate Code was also
advanced to the Senate floor. S.P. 591,
authored by Sen. Harold "Skip" Finn (DFL-

Cass Lake), expands the authority for safe
deposit box searches by specifying the
procurement of burial documents and an
inventory of box contents as additional
reasons. The bill also permits a trustee,
without court approval, to divide a trust into
two or more separate tlUsts, or to merge two
trusts into a single trust, dependent upon the
best interest of those interested in the trust. In
addition, the bill expands the authority for
the granting of power-of-attorney to spouses
in some cases. An amendment, offered by
Finn, incorporates the substance of S.F. 625, a
bill sponsored by Sen. John Hottinger (DFL
Mankato). The amendment raises the
threshold amount of assets, in a section of law
dealing with investment of unclaimed assets
of an estate, from $2,000 to $5,000. Members
adopted the amendment. A second amend
ment, offered by Sen. Don Betzold (DFL
Fridley), relating to living trusts, was also
adopted.

Members also advanced a bill that creates a
procedure for establishing paternity in cases
where a married woman has a child by a man
who is not her husband and all parties are in
agreement as to the child's paternity.

S.F. 626, authored by Krentz, was also
advanced to the full Senate.

Child support bill gains
The Judiciary Family Law Subcommittee

met Mon., Mar. 6, to consider the provisions
of a second bill dealing with child support
enforcement. An earlier bill was approved by
the panel last week.

The second bill, S.P. 642, authored by Sen.
Dan Stevens (lR-Mora), contains provisions
for establishing an employment registry with
the Dept. of Human Services and modifies the
law dealing with the publication of names of
delinquent child support obligors. In
addition, the measure requires the creation of
a central collections unit for child support
payments when the state or county is a party
or provides enforcement services or when
payment is collected through income
withholding.

Subcommittee members, chaired by Sen.
Don Betzold (DFL-Fridley), adopted two
amendments to the bill.

The first amendment, offered by Sen.
Martha Robertson (lR-Minnetonka), was
further amended to delete provisions that
would cause the bill to be referred to the Joint
Crime Prevention and Judiciary Subcommit
tee on Privacy. Members agreed that the
provisions were very similar to provisions
contained in another child support measure
and that there was no need to possibly delay
the bill by causing it to be sent to another
subcommittee. The remainder of the
amendment makes changes to and provides
definitions for the provisions dealing with
establishing an employment registry, reduces
the required number of times per year that a
list of delinquent obligors must be published
from four to two and delays the effective date
for the employment registry and the publica
tion of the list until Jan. 1, 1997.

The second amendment clarifies that in the
case of a judgment for child support or spousal
maintenance, an execution or certificate of
satisfaction need not be filed with the court
until the judgment is satisfied in full.

The bill was approved and referred to the
full Judiciary Committee.
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Committee update
Data privacy issues considered

The Judiciary Subcommittee on Privacy
met Mon., Mar. 6, to consider the data
privacy sections of three bills. S.P. 144,
authored by Sen. Paula Hanson (DFL-Ham
Lake), allows holders of disabled parking
certificates to request, in writing, that their
residence address or name and residence
address be classified as private data. Further,
the bill requires that the disabled parking
celtificate holder supply a mailing address
where the individual consents to receive
service ofprocess. The measure was amended
to delete the requirement for individuals to
make the request in writing and to limit
access to data on holders of disabled parking
certificates. The bill was approved and
referred to the full Judicimy Committee.

S.P. 16, authored by Sen. Don Betzold
(DFL-Flidley), modifies the provisions
relating to the prescription and administra
tion of neuroleptic medications. Under the
bill, data on the past administration of
neuroleptic medication may be released to a
treating physician who must make medical
decisions about prescribing the medications.
In addition, the bill provides that a treating
physician who must make such decisions has
access to a patient's records on past adminis
tration of neuroleptic medication at any·
treatment facility and that the treatment
facility must make the information available
to the physician. An amendment was
adopted specifying that a patient who has the
capacity to authorize the release of data
retains the right to make decisions regarding
access to medical records. The measure was
approved and advanced to the full committee.

A bill providing for the enforcement of
child support payments and establishing an
employment registry in order to assist in the
collection of child support was also approved.
S.F. 217, authored by Sen. Richard Cohen
(DFL-St. Paul), was before the panel because
of several provisions relating to data privacy.
The measure was also advanced to the full
committee.

Child support bill discussed
A child support enforcement initiative, S.P.

217, was debated at the Weds., Mar. 8,
meeting of the Judiciary Committee. Sen.
Richard Cohen (DFL-St. Paul), the measure's
chief author, outlined the provisions of the
bill. The measure expands enforcement
remedies for child support, establishes an
employment registry, provides for drivers
license suspension for nonpayment of support,
sets up a program for custody and visitation
disputes and provides for placing liens against
an obligor's motor vehicle. The measure also
creates a work experience program for obligors
who are unemployed but who are able to
work.

Members adopted three amendments before
laying the bill over for further consideration.
The first amendment, offered by Sen. Jane
Krentz, alters the amount of child support
that must be in arrears before the various
enforcement provisions are activated. The
bill had been previously amended to specify
$3,000 as the threshold amount. Under the
Krentz amendment, the threshold is equal or
greater than three times the monthly support
obligation. The second amendment, offered
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by Sen. Martha Robertson (lR-Minnetonka),
specifies that an obligee may not bring a
motion for suspension of a drivers license
within 12 months of a denial of a previous
motion. The third amendment, also offered
by Robertson, requires the commissioner to
provide employers with appropriately marked
or addressed envelopes or other document to
facilitate the required reporting under the
employment registry provisions.

In other action, the committee, chaired by
Sen. Cm'ol Flynn (DFL-Mpls.), advanced two
bills to the full Senate. S.P. 16, authored by
Sen. Don Betzold (DFL-Fridley), modifies the
provisions relating to the prescription and
administration of antipsychotic drugs.
Betzold said that the bill is a response to a
court decision in which the court said that a
patient who is not competent or who refuses
to take medication has a right to have the
court decide if the patient must submit to
taking antipsychotic drugs. The bill also
outlines the conditions under which a
treatment provider may prescribe and
administer neuroleptic drugs without judicial
review and specifies when a judicial review is
required. Members adopted an amendment
providing that if the petition for authorization
to administer medication is filed at the same
time as a petition for commitment, the
physician may continue the medication until
the hearing. The amendment also provides
that in the court hearing to determine
whether involuntary administration of
medication is necessary, the court may also
hear witness testimony in addition to medical
testimony.

S.P. 144, authored by Sen. Paula Hanson
(DFL-Ham Lake), limits access to data on
holders of disabled parking certificates. The
measure does provide that the data may be
released to law enforcement agencies.
Hanson said that the measure is designed to
prevent the release of information such as the
name or address of holders of the celtificates
because, as a class, the holders of the disabled
parking certificates are more vulnerable.

Metropolitan and Local
Government
Three bills advance

The Metropolitan and Local Government
Committee, chaired by Sen. Jim Vickerman
(DFL-Tracy), approved three bills at its
meeting Thurs., Mar. 2.

The first, S.P. 49, authored by Sen. Florian
Chmielewski (DFL-Sturgeon Lake) provides
for the towns of Glen and Kimberly to hold
annual town meetings on separate days, either
the day before or after the usually scheduled
date. The law designates the second Tuesday
in March for town meetings.

Chmielewski said that as a cost saving
effOlt, the towns built a shared town hall.
"But because they share the same building for
town meetings, and they're held on the same
day, it creates confusion for both towns,"
Chmielewski said.

The bill was placed on the Consent
Calendar.

Members sent S.F. 494 to the floor, as well.
Authored by Sen. Steven Morse (DFL
Dakota) the measure authorizes Winona
County to enter into a contract for deed with

the Development Achievement Center for
the purchase of a building, without complyinr
with competitive bid requirements. Currently
the DAC leases the property from Winona
County.

Winona County Commissioner Sid Hill
said that the county does not want to put the
building out for bid because they want to
insure that it continues to be a DAC. By
foregoing the competitive bid process, the
county can assure themselves of retaining
their DAC.

Morse added that the 30 yr. old building
"was uniquely designed for this purpose and
will operate 10 more years as a DAC. It's a
win-win proposal," Morse said.

Sen. Charles Berg (DFL-Chokio) presented
S.F. 387 to members. The bill authorizes Swift
County to set up acounty rural development
finance authority, giving them the same
powers as a municipal economic development
authority--less the ability to issue bonds.

The measure establishes a volunteer board
of directors, appointed by the Swift County
Board. Additionally, it states that the
development districts do not have to be
contiguous, as is required under the municipal
EDAlaw.

Sen. Terry Johnston (IR-Prior Lake)
objected to extending a special privilege to
Swift County. "If it's good for one, we should
do it for all."

S.P. 387 was approved and re-referred to
Taxes and Tax Laws Committee.

Four bills advance
The Metropolitan and Local Government

Committee, chaired by Sen. Jim Vickerman
(DFL-Tracy) quickly moved four bills out of
its Weds., Mar. 8, meeting.

S.P. 427, carried by Sen. Sam Solon (DFL
Duluth), designates State Senators as the
elected officials to sign off on tax exempt
bonds for the Western Lake Superior sanitary
district. CUlTently, the governor appoints
three Senators. Under the measure, the
governor's involvement is eliminated. The
bill was referred to the Consent Calendar,
along with S.P. 526, sponsored by Sen. Bob
Lessard(DFL-Int'l. Falls).

Lessard's bill modifies the local approval
requirement for the Nashwauk area ambu
lance district law. The measure clarifies that
the law becomes effective upon the local
completion process, and does not require the
approval of the other local units of govern
ment to be effective.

Sen. Steve Dille (IR-Dassel) presented S.P.
170, a bill clarifying that volunteer organiza
tions that maintain cemeteries in rural areas
are not employees of the county. Dille told
members that Wright County can no longer
authOlize volunteer groups, such as the Boy
Scouts and various veteran organizations, to
maintain the grounds, if the county is not
provided relief from liability claims. Senators
approved the measure and re-refen'ed it to the
judiciary Committee.

S.P. 531, authored by Sen. Doug Johnson
(DFL-Cook), was also re-referred, to the
Taxes and Tax Laws Committee. The bill
authorizes home rule chmter cities to issue tax
anticipation certificates in the same manner
as statutory cities.



when the Department of Transportation
chose, in June 1994, to no longer allow the
exams. "The bill allows what we thought we
could do anyway," he said.

Paul Brown, of the Minnesota Medical
Association testified against the bill, saying
chiropractors are not as qualified as family
practice doctors to perform thorough
examinations.

Sen. Carol Flynn (DFL-Mpls.) asked
Vickerman if the bill was needed at all since
federal regulations allow chiropractic physical
examinations. The bill was approved and will
be considered by the Health Care Committee.

The committee also discussed S.P. 677,
authored by Sen. John Marty (DFL
Roseville). The bill deals with the problem of
multiple DUI offenders buying used cars and
not transfernng the title into their names.
The bill allows the Department of Public
Safety to revoke a vehicle's registration if a
transferee fails to apply for a new title
certificate within 30 days of the date of sale.

Jack Wildes of the department said he
believed the bill was "overkill" considering
the costs to the department and the likely
results. The department could spend upwards
of $500,000 to install the needed equipment.

Marty disagreed. "If we can stop a handful
of these drunk dlivers I think it would be
worth it." The bill advances to the Finance
Committee.

A bill relating to traffic regulations and
bicycles was among several the committee
advanced to the Senate floor. S.F. 687,
authored by Krentz, provides for a three-foot
minimum passing distance between vehicles
and bicyclists. The bill also requires the
commissioner of Public Safety to include
questions concerning traffic laws related to
bicycles in the dliver's license exam.

S.F. 757, carried by Sen. Don Samuelson
(DFL-Brainerd), designates highways 169 and
18 from Elk River to Brainerd as the "POWI
MIA Memorial Highway," a segment of Old
County Road 21 to the Moose Lake Minne
sota Psychopathic Center as the "John Riley
Memorial Dlive," and Trunk Highway 115 as
the "Veterans Memolial Highway."

S.P. 700, authored by Sen. Steve Murphy
(DFL-Red Wing), memolializes the U.S.
Congress to provide funding for the Amtrak
system that would allow it to continue as a
national transportation system.

S.F. 691, authored by Flynn, allows a
dtivers license reinstatement fee to be waived
if the license has been suspended due to a
failure to appear in a court outside of the state
if the driver has subsequently complied with
the order.

S.P. 673, presented by Vickerman,
redefines the base value of motor vehicles for
putposes of registration tax to mean the
manufacturer's suggested retail plice.

H.F. 216, carned by Sen. Jerry Janezich
(DFL-Chisholm), changes the definition of
"fleet" from 1,000 to 100 vehicles and trailers
for putposes of annual fleet registration.

Taxes and Tax Laws
~mpowerment zone bill gainsrA bill providing for empowerment zones in
areas with declining property values was
approved by the Taxes and Tax Laws
Committee at a meeting Tues., Mar. 7. S.P.
301, sponsored by Sen. Linda Berglin (DFL
Mpls.), provides for streamlining and
simplifying county administrative procedures
in order fund the empowerment zone
initiative. The measure is designed to aid
economic development in areas with
declining or stagnating property values by
creating jobs to work on capital projects in
distressed areas. The resulting greenways and
park like areas would attract business and
housing development and help raise adjacent
property values, Berglin said.

Committee members, chaired by Sen.
Douglas Johnson (DFL-Cook), adopted an
amendment, offered by Berglin, that clarifies
that the city, the school board and the park
board must also approve the creation of an
empowerment zone and that the county must
hold public hearings before approving an
empowerment zone. The amendment also
clarifies the uses of revenue from the resulting
increase in property values. Members also
adopted an amendment, offered by Sen. Linda
Runbeck (IR-Circle Pines), specifying that
the public infrastructure improvements to be
undertaken in the empowerment zone must
be improvements that will maximize the
development of private commercial or
;~dustrial enterprises within the empower
)ent zone. The bill was approved and re-

,eferred to the Committee on Finance.
In other action, the committee balked at

approving a Cost of Government Resolution
that adopts state revenue targets. Legislation
enacted in 1994 requires the Legislature to
pass a resolution by Mar. 15 of each odd
numbered year adopting revenue targets for
the next two bienniums. The resolution is to
specify the maximum share of Minnesota
personal income to be collected in taxes and
other revenues, the division of the share
between state and local government services
and the appropriate mix and rates of income,
sales and other state and local taxes and
revenues, other than property taxes and the
amount of property taxes.

Senate Resolution 6, carried by Sen. Gene
Merriam (DFL-Coon Rapids), is the vehicle
for the Cost of Government revenue targets.
The resolution specifies that for FY1996 and
FY 1997 the maximum share of personal
income to be collected in taxes and other
revenues is 18.2 percent and that for the
following biennium the share is to be 17.8
percent. For FY 1996 and FY 1997 the
division between state revenue and local
revenue is 57 percent and 43 percent,
respectively. For FY 1998 and FY 1999 the
division is 56 percent state revenue and 44
percent local revenue. The resolution .
specifies no change in the appropriate mix of
rates. Further, the resolution specifies that the
adoption of the revenue targets is expected toJake no change in the incidence of state and
iOCal taxes.

Debate on the resolution focused on the
role of property taxes. Sen. Lawrence
Pogemiller (DFL-Mpls.) said that the
resolution seems to indicate a greater reliance

on property taxes in the future. Members
failed to approve the resolution on a voice
vote.

Price of government resolution
Members of the Taxes and Tax Laws

Committee, chaired by Sen. Douglas Johnson
(DFL-Cook), met bliefly Weds., Mar. 8, and
reversed their actions of the previous day
regarding the Cost of Government Resolu
tions. Senate Resolution 6, carried by Sen.
Gene Merriam (DFL-Coon Rapids), adopts
revenue targets for the next two bienniums.
Members turned down an amendment,
offered by Sen. John Marty (DFL-Roseville),
specifying different shares between state and
local services and specifying reducing property
taxes. The resolution was then approved and
advanced to the Senate floor.

Transportation andPublic
Transit
MnDOT budget continued

Members of the Transportation and Public
Transit Finance Division, chaired by Sen.
Keith Langseth (DFL-Glyndon), continued
discussion of the Minnesota Depmtment of
Transportation (MnDOT) budget at meetings
held Fri., Mar. 3, and Tues., Mar. 7.

Al Schenkelberg, director of the Office of
Investment Management, presented the State
Road Construction Program which consists of
five activities: State Road Construction,
Highway Debt Service, Research and
Investment Management, Design Engineer
ing, and Construction Engineeling. The
program has adopted five goals to be imple
mented through the activities, including
safety, fiscal stewardship, accessibility,
economic development and environmental
stewardship.

The agency is seeking $341.6 million for
FY 96 and $339.6 million for FY 97 for its
Road Construction Program some of which is
dependent upon federal funding sources,
according to Schenkelberg. The governor
concurs with the agency request, and also
recommends an additional $89 million in
biennial appropriations for three different
initiatives: $290,000 each year for Road
Operations and Congestion Management;
$1.5 million each yem' for Minnesota Road
Research Project; and, $42.2 million each
year for State Road Construction.

Discussion of MnDOT's Transit and Motor
Canier Services divisions will continue.

Truck drivers' exam bill heard
A bill clalifying who is authorized to

conduct physical examinations for truck
drivers received considerable discussion
duling a Transportation and Public Transit
meeting held Weds., Mar. 8. The committee,
chaired by Sen. Flolian Chmielewski (DFL
Sturgeon Lake), eventually approved the bill
and sent it to the Health Care Committee.

S.F. 333, presented by Sen. Jim Vickerman
(DFL-Tracy), specifies that physical examina
tions required for truck drivers by federal
regulations may be issued by a doctor of
medicine, a doctor of osteopathy or a doctor
of chiropractic. Vickerman explained the
state has allowed chiropractors to conduct the
physicals. Some controversy arose, however,

Information numbers

Senate Information
TDD

296·0504
296·0250
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Preview

FamilyServices Committee
Chair: Sen. PatPiper
12 nool) Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.P. 745-Riveness: Crisis nurseries
S.P. 900-Piper: Interpretive guidelines.

Environmentand Natural Resources
Committee
Chair: Sen. BobLessard
2 p.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.P. B3-Johnson, DJ.: Private sale
of tax-forfeited land in Cook County. S.F.
290-Kelly: Contamination cleanup grant. S.P.
444-Lesewski: Adding territory to Split Rock
Creek State Park. S.F. 445-Lesewski: PCA to
permit operation of waste combustors. S.P.
574-Finn: Requiring commissioner of the
Dept. of Natural Resources to change names
of geographic features of the state.

Finance State Government Division
Chair: Sen. RichardCohen
4 p.m. Room 318 Capitol
Agenda: Overview of the budget for the
Dept. of Finance.

Taxes and Tax Laws Committee
Chair: Sen. DouglasJohnson
4 p.rn. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Confilmation - Diane Kroupa, Tax

Jobs,Energyand Community
Development Committee
Chair: Sen. Steven Novak
10 a.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.P. 302-Kelly: Minimum wage. S.P.
717-Runbeck: Workers compensation.

Commerce and Consumer Protection
Subcommittee on Insurance
Chair: Sen. JohnHottinger
12 noon Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: S.P. 845-Berglin: Legislative
Oversight Commission MinnesotaCare.

Environmentand Natural Resources
Finance Division
Chair: Sen. StevenMorse
12 noon Room 123 Capitol
Agenda: Budget review for the Minnesota
and Wisconsin Boundary Area Commission.
Budget review for the Horticulture Society.

Ethics and Campaign Reform Committee
Chair: Sen. JohnMarty
12 p.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 115-Flynn: Growe Commission
recommendations

Health Care Committee
Chair: Sen. LindaBerglin
10 a.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 730-S010n: MA for
pharmaceutical care research project. S.P.
667-Berglin: Defining medical health
professionals for purpose ofMA. S.P. 487
Sams: Nursing facility plant and maintenance
costs. S.P. 783-Kramer: Pilot projects for
mental health.

Thesday, March 14

Governmental Operations and Veterans
Committee
Chair: Sen. JamesMetzen
8 a.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.P. 380-Betzold: Clarifying certain
powers and duties of the governor and
adjutant general. S.P. 381-Betzold: Greater
flexibility in appointment of members of the
armory building commission. S.P. 382"
Betzold: Authorizing the adjutant general to
assign retired officers to temporary active
duty. S.P. 663-Betzold: Exempting the
national guard and Dept. of Military Affairs
from certain prohibitions concerning
weapons. S.P. 530-Metzen: Persian Gulf war
bonus; constitutional amendment. S.P.184
Murphy: Clarifying authority for use offunds
from surplus facilities of the Veterans Home
Board. S.P. 193-Beltram: Authorizing annual
expense allowance for the Veterans Home
Board directors. S.P. 603-Terwilliger: Korean
veterans memorial.

Transportationand Public Transit
Finance Division
Chair: Sen. KeithLangseth
8 a.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: Budget overview for the Dept. of
Transportation. S.F. 696-Morse: High speed
rail.

Environment and Natural Resources
Subcommittee on Fish and Wildlife
Chair: Sen. CharlesBerg
8 a.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.P. 621-Lessard: Extending
protected status to and authorizing seasons on
certain wild animals. S.P. 656-Merriam:
Specifying the areas in which deer may be
taken under a license to take antlered deer in
more than one zone.

Education Funding Division
Chair: Sen. LawrencePogemiller
10 a.m. Room 112
Agenda: S.P. 330-Ranum: Modifying
compulsory education requirements. S.P. 391
Olson: Governor's education funding bill. S.P.
xxxx-Olson: Governor's supplemental
education funding bill. Governor's budget
recommendations for education facilities and
equipment, educational organization and
cooperation, Access to Excellence, and other
education programs.

The Minnesota Senate Week at a Glance
M d M h 13 Finance Committeeon ay, arc Chair: Sen. GeneMerriam

7 p.m. Room 123 Capitol
Agenda: Discussion on budget increases for
the Dept. of Human Services. S.F. 1
Samuelson: Welfare reform. S.P. 566
Vickerman: Lakeville school.

Environment and Natural Resources
Finance Division
Chair: Sen. StevenMorse
8 a.m. Room 123 Capitol
Agenda: Budget review for the Dept. of
Natural Resources, Ron Nargang, deputy
commissioner.

The Senate will meet at 11 a.m.

Agriculture and Rural Development
Committee
Chair: Sen. Joe Bertram, Sr.
12 noon Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.P. 26-Frederickson: Change
license fees for certain wholesale food
handlers. S.P. 580-Stumpf: Appropriating
money for beaver damage control. S.P. 920
Morse: Providing a pilot conservation credit
program in Houston County.

Commerce and ConsumerProtection
Subcommittee on Consumer Protection
and Regulated Industries
Chair: Sen. Deanna Wiener
12 noon Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: S.P. 631-Kroening: Board of
Accountancy housekeeping bill

Judiciary Committee
Chair: Sen. CarolFlynn
12 noon Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.P. 217-Cohen: Providing for
enforcement of child support obligations. S.P.
642-Stevens: Child support obligations and
enforcement. S.P. 431-Reichgott Junge:
Eminent domain proceedings.

Crime Prevention Committee
Chair: Sen. AllanSpear
2 p.rn. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.P. 98-Merriam: Criminal
background checks for apartment and mobile
home park managers and caretakers. S.P. 650
Reichgott Junge: Child abuse investigation
interviews and telephone help1ine; bail
hearing and pretrial release procedures.

Jobs, Energy and Community
Development Finance Division
Chair: Sen. CarlKroening
2 p.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: Budget overview for the Dept. of
Labor and Industry.

MetroJ?oIitan and Local Government
Committee
Chair: Sen. Jim Vickerman
2 p.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 657-Reichgott Junge: Board of
Government Innovation and Cooperation.
S.P. 1019-Mondale: Metropolitan livable
communities act. S.P. WOO-Flynn: Creating a
contaminated site cleanup loan program with
the Metropolitan Council.
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COUlt. S.P. 93-Bertram: City of Melrose
propelty acquisition refund. S.P. 610-

-,J3elanger: Govemor's tax bill. S.P. 834
7appas: Federal update.

Health Care and Family Services
Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Don Samuelson
5 p.rn. Room 123 Capitol
Agenda: Overview of the govemor' s budget
recommendations, Dept. of Human Services.

Education Funding Division
Chair: Sen. LawrencePogemiller
6 p.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: Continuation - morning agenda.

Judiciary Subcommittee onFamily Law
Chair: Sen. DonBetzold
6:30 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 606-Kiscaden: Olientation
programs in children proceedings. S.P. 760
Berglin: Dept. of Human Services bill.

Wednesday, March 15

Gaming Regulation Committee
Chair: Sen. CharlesBerg
8 a.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Governmental Operations and Veterans
Committee
Chair: Sen. JamesMetzen
8 a.m. Room 15 Capitol
\.genda: S.P. xxxx-Ranum: Dept. of
Children, Families and Leaming

Transportation and Public Transit
Committee
Chair: Sen. Florian Chmielewski
8 a.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: S.P. 455-Runbeck: Allowing license
plates for collector vehicles to be transferred
and reissued. S.F. 554-Krentz: Establishing
special professional sports team and Olympic
license plates. S.P. 497-Hanson: Establishing
special license plates for child protection. S.F.
384-Langseth: AppOltioning five percent of
the highway user tax distribution fund.

Health Care Committee
Chair: Sen. LindaBerglin
10 a.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.P. 41O-Marty: Statewide drug
formulary. S.P. 783-Kramer: Pilot projects for
mental health. S.P. 893-Price: MCHA change
benefits; eliminate MinnesotaCare waiting
period for association members.
Higher Education Division
Chair: Sen. LeRoyStump!
10 a.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Jobs, Energy and Community
Development Committee
Chair: Sen. Steven Novak
10 a.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: Continuation - S.F. 717-Runbeck:

)workers Compensation.

Agriculture and Rural Development
Committee
Chair: Sen. Joe Bertram, Sr.
12 noon Room 107 Capitol

Agenda: S.P. 819-Vickerman: Creating a
"Passing on the Farm Center". S.P. 708
Lesewski: Exempting a program for recovery
of statewide and agency indirect costs. S.P.
739-Scheevel: Change procedures for
compensating crop owners for damage by elk.

Commerce and Consumer Protection
Committee
Chair: Sen. Sam Solon
12 noon Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: H.F.457-S010n: Real estate brokers,
membership camping and subdivided land
sales contracts and abstractors licensing
provision modifications. Any bills which pass
out of Insurance and Consumer Protection
Subcommittees.

Judiciary Committee
Chair: Sen. CarolFlynn
12 noon Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Bills referred from the Family Law
and Privacy Subcommittees.

Crime Prevention Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Tracy Beckman
2 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Overview of the budgets for the
courts and judicial boards.

Jobs, Energy and Community
Development Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Carl w: Kroening
2 p.m. Room 123 Capitol
Agenda: Overview of the budget for the
Labor Interpretive Center, Bureau of
Mediation Services, and the Public'Utilities
Commission (tentative).

MetroI?olitan and Local Government
CommIttee
Chair: Sen. Jim Vickelman
2 p.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 420-Bertram: Expanding
Paynesville hospital district. S.P. 534-Murphy:
Authority of town board to alter or vacate
town roads by plat. S.P. 841-Mondale: Land
use planning.

Finance State Government Division
Chair: Sen. RichardCohen
4 p.m. Room 318 Capitol
Agenda: Overview of the budget for the
offices of govemor and It. govemor, Capitol
Area Architectural and Planning Board, and
the Amateur Sports Commission.

Joint Crime Prevention and Judiciary
Privacy Subcommittee
Chair: Sen. Jane RanumandSen. Harold "Skip"
Finn
6 p.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced

Legislative Commission on Pensions and
Retirement
Chair:Rep. RichardJejferson
6 p.m. Room 10 SOB
Agenda: H.P. 99-Brown: PERA; service credit
purchase by Swift County employee. H.P.

. 293-Jaros, S.F. 234-S010n: PERA; military
service credit purchase by St. Louis County
employee. H.F. 463-Johnson, R.; S.F. 189
Morse: State Patrol; benefit accural rate and
contribution increase. H.F. 923-Johnson, R.;
S.F. 766-Metzen: MSRS-correctional; benefit
accural rate and contribution increase. H.P.

995-Johnson, R.; S.P. 863-Morse: Police state
aid; establishing excess police state aid
amOltization aid program. H.P. 617-Johnson,
R.; S.F. 561-Stumpf: TRA; administrative
and other provisions. S.P. 767-Stumpf:
MSRS; administrative and other provisions.
H.P. lOn-Kahn, S.F. 922-Riveness: IRAP;
recodification and substantive changes. H.P.
829-Carlson, S.F. 862-Reichgott Junge:
Volunteer fire; Crystal, New Hope volunteer
fire consolidation. H.P. 1040-Kahn, S.F. 806
Morse: IRAP and supplemental retirement
plans; revising teaching after retirement and
investment provisions. H.F. 925-Johnson, R.;
S.P. 743-Metzen: TRA, MSRS; permitting
TRA employees to elect MSRS general
coverage.

Environment and Natural Resources
Subcommittee on Fish and Wildlife
Chair: Sen. CharlesBerg
7 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.P.149-Berg: Temporarily
extending the application of celtain seasons,
methods, and limits in game and fish
regulations of the Mille Lacs Band of
Chippewa Indians to nonband members who
reside in the 1837 treaty area.

Thursday, March 16

The Senate will meet at 9 a.m.

EducationFunding Division
Chair: Sen. LawrencePogemiller
10 a.m Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Health Care and Family Services
Finance Division
Chair: Sen. DonSamuelson
10 a.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Jobs, Energy and Community
Development Committee
Chair: Sen. Steven Novak
10 a.rn. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: Continuation - S.P. 717-Runbeck:
Workers compensation. S.P. 818-Anderson:
Minnesota Project innovation.

Ethics and Campaign Reform Committee
Chair: Sen. JohnMart)'
12 noon Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Commerce and Consumer Protection
Committee
Chair: Sen. Sam Solon
2 p.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: Agenda to be announced: bills
reported out of Insurance and Consumer
Protection Subcommittees.

Crime Prevention Committee
Chair: Sen. Allan Spear
2 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.P. 799-Ranum: Manslaughter in
the first degree reasonable person standard.
S.F. 880-Ranum: Sexual assault criminal
statute of limitations. S.P. 882-Ranum:
Pattemed sex offender law scope, penalties
and training. S.P. 883-Ranum: Tolling of
statutes of limitation pending DNA analysis.
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Jobs, Energyand Community
Development Finance Division
Chair: Sen. CarlKroening
2 p.m. Room 123 Capitol
Agenda: Overview of the budgets for the
Minnesota Housing Finance Agency and
municipal board (tentative).

Metrol?olitan and Local Government
Committee
Chair: Sen. Jim Vickennan
2 p.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.P. 501-Pappas: Metropolitan
Council Section 8 Housing Program. S.P.
563-Metzen: Appropriating money to Dakota
County for airpOlt planning costs. S.F. 833
Flynn: Minneapolis unclaimed property sale
method determination. S.F. 856-Wiener:
Clarifying Dakota County clerk duties.

Environmentand Natural Resources
Finance Division
Chair: Sen. StevenMorse
4 p.m. Room 123 Capitol
Agenda: Budget review for the Pollution
Control Agency.

Finance State Government Division
Chair: Sen. RichardCohen
4 p.m. Room 318 Capitol
Agenda: Overview of the budget for the
Dept. of Human Rights (tentative).

Taxes and Tax Laws Subcommittee on
Incomes Tax and Sales Tax
Chair: Sen. LenPrice
4 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 13-Bertram: Sales tax
exemption for used farm machinery. S.P. 24
Robertson: Repealing tax on 900 pay-per-call
services. S.P. 250-Dille: Exempting certain
purchases by veterinarians from taxation. S.P.
419-Bertram: Sales tax exemption for building
materials used in agriculture processing
facilities; exempt TlF district in.Brooten from
LGAlHACA offset. S.P. 721-Belanger:
Exempt cargo vans from rental motor vehicle
tax. S.P.741-Beltram: Extend sales tax
exemption applicable to electricity used on
farms S.P. 771-Price: Exempt city/counties for
adult & juvenile correctional facilities
projects. S.F. 97-Betzold: Celtain income for
service in armed forces exempt from taxation.
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S.F. 367-Flynn: Changing the dependent care
credit. S.F. 17-Bertram: Increasing funding for
firefighters state aid. S.F. 256-Runbeck:
Changing gross premiums tax on certain
insurance companies. S.F. 754-Solon: Change
gross premiums tax rate imposed on certain
insurance companies. S.F. 896-Finn:
Changing gross premiums tax rate imposed on
certain insurance companies. S.P. 21O-Morse:
Authorizing the city ofWinona to use lodging
tax revenues for certain purposes. S.P. 804
Samuelson: Disposition of proceeds from local
lodging tax imposed by Breezy Point. S.P.
560-Berg: Determine amount of tax refunds to
be paid to Indian tribal governments.

Education FundingDivision
Chair: Sen. LawrencePogemiller
6 p.m Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Legislative Commission on Minnesota
Resources
Chair: Rep. Phyllis Kahn
6 p.m. Room 5 SOB
Agenda: Update on agreements completed for
bonding workprogram: White Oak Fur Post.
Consideration of summer schedule: elections,
work program review and approval, project
evaluation, resource conditions, regional
congresses, CAC role and activities, fall
strategic planning seminar. Progress on 1995
recommendations: S.P. 102 and RF. 213.
Update on administrative budget for the
LCMR per LCC action March 7, 1995.
Review additional revenue available and
options. March Revenue forecast.
Consideration of workprogram amendment
and recommendation for legislative extension
for increasing utilization of Federal cost share
feedlot funds. Consideration of a
workprogram amendment and
recommendation for legislative extension for
biological control of Eurasian watermilfoil
and purple loosestrife. Consideration of a
change in planting for energy conservation in
communities as requested including match
level, allowance of more than 15 percent in
kind match. Consideration of a
recommendation of bonding workprogram:
Lac Qui Parle improvements including the
requirement for a program plan and cost
elements.

Friday, March 17

Governmental Operations and Veterans
Committee
Chair: Sen. JamesMetzen
8 a.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 759-Novak: ChangingDTED's
operating procedures. S.P. 692-Metzen: Usage
of executive agency compensation savings. .
S.P. 877-Wiener: Building code zoning law
changes. S.P. 871-Hottinger: Administrative
rulemaking. S.P. 872: Administrative
rulemaking.

Transportation and Public Transit
Finance Division
Chair: Sen. KeithLangseth
8 a.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: S.P. 615-Riveness: High speed bus.
S.P. 835-Pappas: Transit bonding. S.P. 172
Lessard: Manufacturing license plates.

EducationFundingDivision
Chair: Sen. LawrencePogemiller
10 a.m Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Environment and Natural Resources
Committee
Chair: Sen. BobLessard
10 a.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.P. 11-Metzen: Exempting newer
motor vehicles from air pollution emission
inspections. S.P. 873-Johnson, lB.: Public
sale of tax-forfeited land in Isanti County.
S.P. 941-Frederickson: Confidentiality of
mineral resources data.

Finance State Government Division
Chair: Sen. RichardCohen
4 p.m. Room 318 Capitol
Agenda: Overview of the budgets for the
Dept. of Finance. Continuation - statewide
systems project and risk assessment contracts.
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Sen. Linda Runbeck OR-Circle Pines)
sponsored S.P. 717, a bill modifying the workers
compensationclaimsystem. Runbeckdescribed
the bill as a bipartisan effott, designed to ensure
employees compensation and increase the
incentive to return to work. Runbeck told the
panel that she believed a reorganization of the
claim system would result in a decrease in
litigation associatedwithworkers compensation
demands.· The committee will hear further
testimony on S.P. 717 at a laterhearing.

Gift ban broadened
S.P. 339, a bill that extends the authority of

the Ethical Practices Board, was approved by the
Ethics and CampaignReform Corrunittee at its
meeting Tues., Mar. 14. Sen. John Marty (DR.
Roseville), corrunittee chair and author ofthe
bill, offered an amendment that broadens the
scope ofpersons prohibited from accepting gifts
to include elected county, city and school board
officials. Members voted to adopt the provision,
reversing aprevious committee decision.

Two other amendments, both offered by
Marty, were also incorporated into S.P. 339. The
fIrst provides for a "good faith exemption." Marty
said that theprovision allows an offkial to return
a gift orpay for it, upon learning that acceptance
ofsuch gift is unlawful.

The second amendment "to facilitate the flow
ofinformation" clarifies that officials can accept
items ofvalue that assist in the performance of
official duties. Marty said that this provision
permits acceptance ofreports, documents and
other informational products. Marty said that
although these items may have significantvalue,
they also help officials in reaching decisions.

The bill was re-referred to the Finance
Committee.

After several hearings and changes, S.F.1I5, a
bill related to elections, was finally approved and
sent to the full Senate. Sponsored by Sen. Carol
Flynn (DFL-Mpls.), the measure incorporates
recorrunendations ofthe Growe Commission.

Besides moving precinct caucuses to the first
Tuesday evening in March, the S.P. 115 changes
the name "primary" to "state party nominating
election," and moves the event to the fIrst
Tuesday after the first Monday inJune.
Additionally, candidates must receive at least 20
percent ofthe votes at a party endorsing
convention before being placed on the ballot for
a congtessional or state constitutional office.

Emissions bill advanced
A bill exempting five-year-old ornewer

vehicles from emissions testing was approved by
the Environment and Natural Resources Finance
Division, at an evening meeting held Tues., Mar.
14. The division, chaired by Sen. StevenMorse
(DR.-Dakota), rejected an amendment to the
bill whichwould have eliminated the program
completely in 1998.

S.P. 11, authored by Sen. James Metzen (DR.
SouthSt. PauO, received extensive testimony
and debate before passing onto the full
corrunittee. The bill expands the exemptions
allowed in the vehicle emissions law to include a
motor vehicle which model year is "no more
thanfive years earlier than the year of the
vehicle's next registration."

In his presentation ofthe bill, Metzen said the
programhas been costing Metro Area taxpayers
millions ofdollars, despite tests that show the area
has met Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) standards since 1991. The vehlcle
emissions testing and maintenance (VIM)

)program was established in accordance with the
federal Clean AirAct.

Metzen said his bill would save money and
inconvenience for metro citizens who own newer
cars, which generally do not produce as much
harmful emissions as older, less efficient vehicles.

The Minnesota Pollution ControlAgency
(MPCA) recently received notice from the EPA
that the exemption for newercars would
continue to meet federal standards, Metzen said.
But he acknowledged that some contractual
negotiations with the program providerneed to
be worked out.

Besides hours oforal testimony, the division
sifted through dozens ofcharts and documents
before making its decision. The three days of
testimony focused onwhether the program has
been successful in lowering harmful emissions in
the Metro Area and whether continued testing is
needed at all. Otherconsiderations concerned
the contractwith the testing company,
Envirotest, and whether the state had any
obligations to continue the testing.

Sen. Pat Pariseau OR-Farmington), who
offered an amendment to eliminate theprogram
at the end ofthe contract, emphasized that the
Metro Areahas met and will continue to meet
EPA standards for some 10 years into the future.
She cited a letter from the EPA to the MPCA's
Lisa Thorvig that said the EPA agrees the
program could be revised. If the state meets
certain requirements, including acontingency
plan, "it may be possible to change or even

)
terminate the VIM program," Pariseau quoted
from the letrer. Pariseau's amendment failed. An
amendment that would have changed the repeal
date to the year 2000 also was defeated.

The bill was approved on a voice-vote and
advances to the full Corrunittee.

Minimum wage hike okayed
TheJobs, Energy and Community

Development Corrunittee, chaired by Sen.
Steven Novak (DR.-New Brighton) continued
hearing testimony Tues. morning, Mar. 14, on
S.P. 302, abill that increases Minnesota's
minimum wage. The corrunittee also heard
testimony on S.P. 717, a bill that modifies the
system related to workers compensation claims.

Sen. Randy Kelly (DR.-St. PauO, sponsored
S.P. 302. The bill increases the state's minimum
wage requirement in two steps. Under the bill,
the hourly rate businesses must pay employees
will increase Oct. 1, 1995. The bill specifies
another increase Oct. 1, 1996. A previous
meeting had been dedicated to hearing extensive
testimony on the measure, the Tuesday meeting
was devoted primarily to testimonyfrom parties
opposed to the bill.

Carol Lavro, executive vice president ofthe
Minnesota MotelAssn., said mat a minimum
wage increase would hurt tourist based businesses
which need to hire untrained workers for the
summer months. Lavro said forcing businesses to
pay higher wages for unskilled labor decreases
competition and limits the services businesses can
provide.

JackUldrich, director ofgovernment affairs for
the Minnesota GrocersAssn., also testified
against the bill. Uldrich told members that
additional wages place an increased burden on
retailers and wholesalers and erode competition
with neighboring states. He said a higher
minimum wage would hurt entry level employees
by forcing businesses to "trade up" to more
experienced workers.

Sen. DouglasJohnson (DR.-Cook),
introduced an amendment to lessen the
minimum wage increase. According toJohnson's
amendment, the minimum wage for large
employers, those with over $500,000 in sales,
would go from the current $4.25 to $4.50, on
Oct.1, 1995. Under the amendment, after 90
days ofemployment the hourly wage increases to
$4.75, and after 180 days ofemployment the rate
moves to $5.00 an hour. For small businesses, the
minimum wage is set at $4.25 asofOct.1, 1995.
After 90 days the hourly wage increases to $4.50,
and after 120 days the rate is set at $4.75.
Members approvedJohnson's amendment.

Sen. Steve Dille OR-Dassel) introduced an
amendment concernins. the minimumwage
requirement for "tipped" employees. According
to Dille's amendment, large employers must pay
each employee who averases $25 or more per
week in gratuities at least $1.25 an hour. Small
employers mustpay employees receiving the
same amount ofgratuities, at least $4.00 an hour.
Dille told members that only seven states do not
recognize tip credit along with minimum wage.
The corrunittee defeated Dille's amendment. S.P.
302 was approved and sent to the Senate floor.
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Committee update
Agriculture and Rural
Development

Fee reduction approved
The Agriculture and Rural Development

Committee, at its Mon., Mar. 13, meeting,
approved a bill that reduces license fees for small
scale wholesale food handlers. To qualify for the
reduction, a handler must post annual sales ofless
than $25,000.

Authored by Sen. Dennis Frederickson OR
New Ulm), S.P. 26 reduces from $200 to $50 the
license fee charged a wholesale food handler. It
also reduces the penalties charged for late license
renewal from $50 to $15, as well as lowers from
$100 to $25, the penalty assessed fornot
obtaining a license.

Jerry Beal, a small scale egg producer, testified
in support of the bilL He told members that last
yearhis total income from his egg operation was
just $8,400 and that a $200 fee is unfair to small
producers. "Fees should reflect the level ofservice
rendered by the marketer," Frederickson added,
"and that's what this bill is intended to do." ..

Members voiced concerns about the reduction
being an indirect way ofshifring fees. 'We don't
want to reduce fees to one group, and then
simply pass them onto another group," said
committee chair, Sen. Joe Bertram, Sr. (DFL
Paynesville).

"I don't see anything wrong with the big
producers paying more than the little guys,"
added Sen. Steve Dille OR-Dassel).

An amendment that changes renewal periods
for state and county fair licensees from July 1 to
April 1was also adopted by the committee.
Kevin Elfring, from the Food Inspection Division
ofthe Dept. ofAgriculture supported the change.
Elfring said that it eliminates duplication of
applicationprocedures.

S.P. 26 was re-referred to the Environment and
NaturalResourcesCommittee.

Conservation credit approved
The Agriculture and Rural Development

Committee, chaired by Sen. Joe Bertram, Sr.
(DFL-Paynesville), approved three bills at the
Weds., Mar. 15, meeting.

S.P. 920, authored by Sen. Steven Morse
(DFL-Dakota), establishes a tax credit program in
Houston County for landowners practicing good
conservation techniques. "People talk about
giving farmers some nelp," Morse said, "and this
bill provides property tax relieffor farmers while
linldng it to good conservation practices." Morse
noted that soil erosion is one to the major
conttibutors to water pollution.

To qualify for the pilot program, participants
must reside on at least 40 acres ofland, ana
follow conservation, methods.established by the
CountySoil andWater Conservation District.
Locally defined and administered, Morse told
members that a similarproject has been very
successful inWisconsin: "This is a crack at
property tax relief in a new and creative way,"
Morse said. 'We should try it in one county and
if it works, then go statewide with it."

Sen. Steve Dille OR-Dassel) asked about the
program's cost. Morse said that ifall 60,000 acres
took advantage of the credit, calculated at $4.50
per acre, the annual total would be $250,000. He
added that there are no additional administrative
costs to the state. Members approved the measure
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and re-referred the bill to the Taxes and Tax Law
Committee.

S.P. 654, carried by Sen. Dallas Sams (DFL
Staples), a bill that expands the eligibility for the
value-added agricultural loan program, was
approved and re-referred to the Finance
Committee. Wayne Marzolf, from the Rural
Finance Authority, the lending unit ofthe Dept.
ofAgriculture, testified in support ofthe measure.

Marzolfsaid that under the bill, which
appropriates $2 million from the general fund,
small livestockproducers can pool their resources
andfonn cooperative slaughteringfacilities that
are eligible for RFA loans. Sen. Arlene Lesewski
OR-Marshall) said, "this will provide assistance to
small family farms."

A bill to establish a program, "Passing on the
Farm," at Southwest Technical College in
Granite Falls was approved and re-referred to the
EnvironmentandNaturnlResourcesCommittee.
Sponsored by Sen. JimVickennan (DFL-Tracy),
S.P. 819 assists in the transition offarming
operations from retiring farmers to beginning
farmers.

Ivan Anderson, coordinator ofthe grass roots
program, spoke in favor of the bill. Because ofthe
increasing complexity ofmodemfarming,
Anderson said that there is a critical neea for
tools to help interested persons get started in the
agriculture business. The program provides legal
and financial advice, technical assistance and
study groups. The bill requires a $191,000
appropriationfrom the general fund, available
throughJune30,1997.

Commerce and Consumer
Protection

Board of Accountancy jurisdiction
The State Board ofAccountancy housekeep

ing bill, S.P. 621, was stymied by controversial
elements that would have extended the board's
jurisdiction to accountants who are not CPAs, at
the Mon., Mar. 13, meeting of the Commerce
and Consumer ProtectionSubcommittee on
ConsumerProtection and Regulated Industries.

The measure, sponsored by Sen. Carl
Kroening (DFL-Mpls.), makesnumerous
technical changes to statutes governing the
Board ofAccountancy. A portion of the bill,
however, provides for accounting businesses that
produce fmancial statements and are not run by
CPAs to file annually with the board. In
addition, such accounting businesses must have
an "appointed person" who meets the bill's
educational and professional requirements and
serves in a supervisory or consultative role. The
bill excludes persons whose CPA or LPA licenses
have been revoked or suspended from being an
appointed person orfrom having their name as
part ofthe business name.

The subcommittee, chaired by Sen. Deanna
Wiener (DFL-Eagan), heard first from the board's
chair, Gene Braam. Braam testified that the
measure is intended to protect the public from
the "bad apples" in accountancy who lose their
CPA designations and continue topractice.
Under current law, Braam said, such people can
continue to call themselves accountants and
provide many ofthe same services as before, with
no oversightby the board.

Joe Kenyon and Mike Bromelkamp ofthe
Minnesota Society ofCertified Public Accoun-

tants testified in opposition to the bill. Kenyon
said the bill is drafted far too broadly.
Bromelkamp said that it represents adeparture
from the mainstream in a professional area that
needs to focus on confonnity with national
standards. Afrer a lengthy question and answer
period with the witnesses, the panel voted to lay
the bill on the table.

MinnesotaCare bill heard
S.P. 845, the MinnesotaCare update bill

cleared the Commerce and Consumer Protection
Subcommittee on Insurance at the Tues., Mar.
14, meeting.

The bill, authored by Sen. Linda Berglin
(DFL-Mpls.), expands the income eligibility level
for families with childrenfrom 125 percent to
150 percent ofthe poverty leveL It also strikes the
July 1997 date for achieving universal coverage.
The measure outlines astandard set offive cost
sharing options for health care packages to make
it easier for consumers to comparison shop and
establishes a process for developing a standard set
ofexclusions for health plan coverage. It also sets
forth fmancial parameters under which ISNs
must operate and suspends the imelementation of
the Regulated All Payers Option (RAPO) until
July 1, 2000.

In addition, the bill establishes a tax penalty
for people whose household incomes exceed 275
percent of the poverty level and who are
uninsured. Under the provisions, uninsured
persons can lose a portion oftheir standard or
itemized state income tax deductions. Sen. Cal
Larson (IR-Fergus Falls), objected to the
provision, saying, 'Why should people have to
pay for insurance ifthey don't want it? It's a
socialistic idea."

Sen. Sheila Kiscaden OR-Rochester), a co
author ofthe bill, countered by saying that when
uninsured people are sick or injured, Minnesota
hospitals treat them, and the public pays for their
care. 'We have values in this state," Kiscaden
said. 'We agree that all Minnesotans have access
to health care. The question is do we agree that
all Minnesotans should contribute their share
toward payingfor that access?"

The subcommittee, chaired by Sen. John
Hortinger (DFL-Mankato), approved three
author's amendments and three amendments
from other committee members. One Berglin
amendment allows health plans to make medical
equipment available through their bulk
purchasing discount and outlines the goals of
universal coverage. Another clarifies provisions
relating to associations that buy insurance for
their members. The third makes technical
changes.

The panel approved an amendment offered by
Sen. DeannaWiener (DFL-Eagan), removing
language that limits premium rate variations. It
also removes future consideration ofcommunity
rating based on health status. An amendment,
offered by Sen. Don. Samuelson (DFL-Brainerd),
repealing statutes that will not be needed when
universal coverage is attained, also received
approvaL Another Samuelsonamendment,
making ISNs subject to the same "consumer
safety net" as HMOs, was also adopted.

The subcommittee failed to adopt an
amendment offered by Sen. CalLarson OR
Fergus Falls), proViding tax incentives for
taxpayers who set up medical spending accounts
through their employers. The panel also voted



down an amendment, offered by Sen. Edward
Oliver OR-Deephaven), permittingfor-profit
1SNs.
) The panel heard testimony regarding S.F. 845
from representatives ofMinnesotans for
Affordable Health Care, the Children's Defense
Fund, the Minnesota Law Disability Center, and
concerned citizens. Following testimony, the
subcommittee approved the bill and referred it to
the full Commerce and Consumer Protection
Committee.

MinnesotaCare update advances
The Commerce and ConsumerProtection

Committee amended and approved the
MinnesotaCare update bill at the Weds., Mar.
15, meeting.

S.F. 845, authored by Sen. Linda Berglin
(DR.-Mpls.), strikes the July 1, 1997 date for
attaining universal coverage. The measure also
raises the income eligibility level for the program
from 125 percent to 150 percent ofthe poverty
level. It establishes a process for developing a
standard set ofexclusions for health plans, and
suspends the implementation ofthe Regulated
All Payers Option (RAPO) until July 1, 2000.
The measure also sets forth financial parameters
within which ISNs must operate.

The committee, chaired by Sen. SamSolon
(DR.-Duluth), approved an amendment by
Berglin removing a portion ofthe bill that
provides a standard set offive cost-sharing
options fur health care packages. Berglin said that
the amendment was a response to concerns
voiced by the Insurance Federation ofMinnesota
~hat the options in the bill are too "rich" and
,von't be affordable for many consumers. She said
she will work with industry representatives to
develop options that are practical.

The committee approved S.F. 845 and re
referred it to the Governmental Operations and
VeteransCommittee.

In other business, the panel approved H.F.
457, the real estate omnibus bill. The measure,
sponsored by Solon, adds an exemptionfrom real
estate broker licensure for persons who engage in
loan brokering activity. It also allows for
situations in which sellers wish to enter into a
written agreement under which the broker may
advertise the property for sale. In addition, the
bill clarifies that the abstracter bonding/liability
requirements that were applicable uncler the
previous system oflicensing by counties is still
applicable under the new system ofone
"statewide"license. The committee approved an
author's amendment reducingpaperwork
requirements for developers ofsubdivided land
who have been granted exemption from
registration by the federal Dept. Housing and
Urban Development under the multiple site
subdivision exemption.· The Senators approved
the bill and referred it to the Senate floor.

Crime Prevention
VAA bill advances

A bill revising the 15-year-old Vulnerable
Adults Act was re-referred to the Judiciary
Committee afrer 11 amendments were added and
'~pproved by the Crime Prevention Committee,
Thurs., Mar. 9.

The act protects adults who may be vulnerable
to maltreatment or fmancial exploitation. The
revision contained in S.F. 512 originates from a
two-yearstudy ofthe current act by the Attorney

General's Office.
Sen. Allan Spear (DR.-Mpls.), author ofthe

bill and chair of the committee, offered 10
amendments, including one that tightens the
current definition of"vulnerable adult." The
amendment specifies that a vulnerable adult is
someone over 18 years ofage, receiving care from
a facility or from ahome-care provider, or who
possesses a physical or mental infirmity and
carmot provide his or her own care nor protect
himselfor herselffrom maltreatment. The bill
had received some criticism during earlier
testimony that the definition was too broad.

Another author's amendment removes a gross
misdemeanorpenalty for not reporting maltreat
ment ofa vulnerable adult; the bill retains a
misdemeanor~nalty for failure to report. Spear
said he offered the amendment to "increase the
comfort level ofsome groups." "It's not one I
would have offered in an ideal world, [bur] this is
not an ideal world," he said.

Another author's amendment redefines the
criminal neglect section by clarifying that a
personwho is guilty ofcriminalneglect must
commit certain acts with conscious disregard for
danger to human life and reckless indifference to
the risks.

The committee approved a Spear amendment
deleteing a second degree manslaughterpenalty
from the criminal penalties provision. Dan
Mclnerney, an attorney representing the
MinnesotaAssociation for Homes for the Aging,
testified that the section duplicates penalties
already covered under another provision.

Sen. Gene Merriam (DR.-Coon Rapids)
offered an amendment removing the reference to
"accident" from the criminal portion ofthe bill.

Finally, the committee approved an author's
amendment allowing a vuli1.erable adult or a
caregiver to select spiritual means orprayer as a
form oftreatment if it is consistentwith prior
practice or belief.

"Koskinen" bill considered
A bill referred to as the "Kari Koskinen Manager
Background CheckAct," received extensive
discussion during a Mon., Mar. 13, hearing ofthe
CrimePrevention Committee, chaired by Sen.
Allan Spear (DR.~Mpls.). The bill was laid over
for more discussion.

S.F. 98, authored by Sen. Gene Merriam
(DR.-Coon Rapids), requires an apartmentor
mobile home park owner to seek a criminal
background check before hiring a manager. The
bill arises from an August 1994 incident in which
a woman was abducted from her apartment and
subsequentlymurdered.

louAnn Koskinen testified that upon
investigatingher daughter Karl's death, she found
out the apartment manager was a three-time
convicteCl sex offender. The point ofthe bill, she
said, is to make sure the crimes don't become
more common and to remove the inequities that
exist between managers and tenants. Currently,
managers may ask tenants to provide background
informationbefore renting an apartment.

Merriam explained the bill also requires the
superintendent ofthe Bureau ofCriminal
Apprehension (BCA) to perform a national
criminal records search and is authorized to
exchange fingerprints with the FBI if the
managerapplicant has resided in Minnesota for
less than five years.

Ifa background check reveals the applicant
was convicted ofone ofthe crimes outlined in

the bill, the owner carmot hire the person.
Merriam said the bill allows an owner to hire a
person before a background check is completed,
but ifa check shows a conviction, the manager
must be terminated.

Under the bill, ifan owner knows a manager
has been convicted ofone of the specified crimes
before August 1995, the owner can continue to
employ the manager only ifall tenants and
prospective tenants are notified. The tenants
then may terminate their leases.

Sen. Thomas Neuville OR-Northfield)
questioned the logic behind grandfathering in the
current apartment managers and asked ifthe bill
takes into consideration the amount oftime since
a person's conviction and/or discharge from
probation. Sen. John Marty (DFL-Roseville)
offered an amendment allowing background
checks on all existing managers.

Another section of the bill outlines a tenant's
right to privacy and restricts a manager's right to
enter the premises except under certain
circumstances. The bill notes that the right to
privacy provision carmot be waived by either the
tenant or the manager. Ifa manager violates the
section, the tenant is entitled to actions,
including the right to terminate the lease and a
$100 civil penalty for each violation.

JackHomer ofthe Minnesota Multi Housing
Association testified against the bill, specifically
the right to privacy section. The effect ofthe bill
restricts the ability to properly manage and
provide security in a complex, he said. There are
times, he said, when a manager needs access to an
apartment when priornotice is either inconve
nient or ineffective, such as in the case of
checking on a possibly illegal tenant. The
committee will continue discussion ofthe bill.

Courts budget review continues
Discussion on the budget for the state's court

system continued at the Weds., Mar. 15, meeting
ofthe Crime Prevention Finance Division.

At the request ofdivision chairSen. Tracy
Beckman (DR.-Bricelyn), State CourtAdminis
trator Sue Dosal explained that the governor
recommends $2.609 millionfor new biennial
initiatives for all three ofthe court systems. The
new initiative budget requests for the Supreme
Court, the Court ofAppeals and the District
Court equal about $11.2 million, or $8.6 million
more. Much ofthe new funding request ($8.5
million) is to cover increases in cases at the trial
court level, Dosal said.

Bruce Beneke ofthe Minnesota Legal Services
Coalition Liaison presented the request ofthe
Supreme Court's Civil Legal Services division
which is $1 million each year of the biennium.
The appropriation is to fund the increasing
numbers oflow-income people seekingcivil legal
services. Beneke pointed out that two-thirds of
the service's clients are women because they tend
to be disproportionately poor and the nature of
the cases tend to affect more women.

Beckman, who reminded the division of
budget constraints, asked what would happen if
Beneke's program did not receive the requested
funds. Beneke said the number ofpeople not
receiving legal services would rise from the
20,000 who alreadydo not receive service.

Beckman and Sen. Allan Spear (DR.-Mpls.)
suggested Beneke lqok into charging a nominal
fee or establishing a sliding fee scale to help defer
increasingcosts.

The division also reviewed the $210,000
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Committee update
biennial request for the Supreme Court's
Community Dispute Resolution program.
According to Executive DirectorJim Levin, the
program trains volunteer mediators to resolve
community disputes outside of the court room in
an efficient, fair and low-cost manner. With the
additional funding for fiscal years 96-97, Levin
hopes to leverage enough private funds to start
four community groups in addition to the
existing six.

Education
Merger delay bill rejected

A bill that would have delayed the July 1
merger ofthe three higher education systems was
turned down Thurs., Mar. 9, by a 4-5 vote in the
Higher Education Funding Division. The
division is chaired by Sen. leRoy Stumpf(DFL
ThiefRiverFalls).

S.P. 294, presented by Sen. Dave Kleis OR-St.
Cloud}, proposed to delay the implementation of
the merger until costs were identified and
appropriations made. The merger brings state
universities, and community and technical
colleges underone umbrella, called Minnesota
State Universities and Colleges orMnSCU. The
merger is designed to improve student and
administrativeservices.

Kleis and supporters said the bill was needed in
order to get the merger offright without
burdening the three separate systems' budgets.
"The only alternative (to legislative appropria
tion) is for those costs to be transferrea to the
systems, ultimately resulting inprogram cuts or
tuition increases," he said. "I don't think the
merger should be on the backs ofthose systems."

At one point in the meeting, billsupporters
unrolled an eight-foot-long banner depicting a
proposed organizational chart ofMnSCU's
administration. The chartwas in response to
questions from Sen. Mark Ourada (lR-Buffulo)
about the estimated administrative savings.

ChrisLynch, president ofthe community
college student association, said the bill is not an
attempt to block or end the merger but simply to
make itwork. "We've recieved numerous
assurances from Legislators that (students)
wouldn't payfor the merger," he said. "[The bill]
is a guarantee for students that we won't be forced
to pay for a mandate passed down from the
Legislature."

Stumpfresponded by saying the merger is not a
mandate, but an improvement in the way of
running the three post-secondary systems. The
increased cooperation among the systems, even
up to this point, wouldn't have happened unless
the Legislature pushed them, he saia. "And it's all
been done for the betterment ofthe students."

Larry Barnhardt, president ofSt. Cloud
Technical College, testified against the bill, but
commended the bill's authors for providing a
forum for people to voice concerns. He said the
delay would just continue procrastination, but
added that startingJuly 1, the state is beginning a
"downsizing ofhigher education" without a plan.

In response to a student's concern about
I?aying nigher tuition rates, Sen. Roger Moe
(DFL-Erskine) pointed out the tuition increases
in the last 10 years have been higher than ever
before. He said maybe the state needs to try
something different to try to lessen tuition hikes.
"I think the goal is to make the three systems
more responsive to students and more flexible,
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and hopefully be able to avoid that kind of
impact," he said.

Sen. Leonard Price (DFL-Woodbury)
suggested Kleis and other supporters identify costs
ofthe merger and develop a line-item list for
Legislators to analyze.

The bill failed on a 4-5 roll-call vote.

Advertising on buses considered
A proposal to allow advertising on school

buses was presented Fri., Mar. 10, to the
Education Funding Division, chaired by Sen.
Lawrence Pogemiller (DFL-Mpls.).

S.F. 312 permits advertising on school buses if
an advertising policy has been adopted by the
local school mard, if the advertising conforms to
bus equipment standards, and ifit does not
interfere with bus identification. The bill,
sponsored by Sen. Jerry Janezich (DFL
Chisholm), also limits what products can be
advertised and how they are presented. No action
was taken on the bill.

The division approved S.P. 723, authored by
Sen. Martha Robertson OR-Minnetonka}. The
bill allows school districts to transfer funds
between the capital facilities and capital
expenditures accounts. Robertson said the bill,
removes the current conditions under which a
transfercan occur.

The bill will be included in the education
funding omnibus bill.

Two other bills, S.P. 31 and S.P. 744, were also
approved and will be added to the omnibus bill.
S.P. 31, SJ?onsored by Sen. Keith Langseth (DFL
Glyndon) allows the Pelican Rapids schools to
make a transfer from the general fund to the
capital expenditure fund. S.P. 744, presented by
Sen. Tracy Beckman (DFL-Bricelyn), allows the
Granada-Huntley-EastChain district to transfer
funds from the capital facilities account to the
capital expenditure fund.

Program changes approved
The Education Funding Division, chaired by

Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller (DFL-Mpls.) took up a
bill modifyinghow the Dept. ofEducation
administers severalprograms, Tues., Mar. 14, and
apIJroved a number ofthe provisions.

S.P. 817, authored by Sen. Kenric Scheevel
OR-Preston}, containsprovisions, recommended
by the Dept. ofEducation, clarifying the policy
and administration ofa number ofeducation
programs. The division worked its way through
the bill and approved including most ofthe
provisions into S.P. 944, whicn will be the
Senate's educationfunding omnibus bill.

The panel voted to eliminate the requirement
that parents must request that their resiaent
district allow students to be transported by
another district's bus when the student enrolls in
another school under the open enrollment
program.

Also approved was aprovision allowing
reimbursement ofcosts for students enrolled in
the Post-SecondaryEnrollmentOptions Program
who are transported from their homes to a higher
educationinstitution.

The members approved language that exempts
hearing officers involved in the special education
hearing process from civil liability. Another
provision, allowing fund transfer to occur after
the voters have approved the combination or
consolidation ofschooldistricts into one, was
adopted.

Funding proposal reviewed
The governor's recommendation for a 48

percent property tax recognition shifr was
approvoo by the Education Funding Division,
chaired by Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller (DFL
Mpls.), Tues. evening, Mar.l4. Thatprovision,
and several others, were adopted and incotpo
rated into the education funding omnibus bill.

S.P. 391 details the governor's K-12 education
budget recommendations for the next biennium.
The bill, presented by Sen. Gen Olson OR
Minnetrista}, includes increases in the general
education funding formula amount, provides for
creation ofthe Learning Gap Revenue Program
and a Learner Improvement Program. The
measure also contains the governor's funding
proposal for such areas as transportation, special
education, community education, and other
education initiatives.

The division approved a provision that,
beginning in FY 1996, specifies that school
districts may not recognize 48 percent oftheir
property tax revenue until the following fiscal
year. The recognitionshifr had been reduced to
just more than 37 percent in 1994. Pogemiller
said that remaining at the 37 percent level
requires about $166 million in the next
biennium.

Otherprovisions adopted by the division from
S.P. 391 allow districts to transfer general funds to
the capital expenditure fund for the purchase of
new equipment and permit districts to use non
regular transportationfunds to support excess
transportation and late activity buses.

The division also consideredportions ofS.P.
817, the Dept. ofEducation's administration bill,
authored by Sen. Kenric Scheevel OR-Preston}.
The members rejected a proposal to place the
staffofthe FaribaultAcaaemies Resource
Centers in the Dept. ofEducation after concerns
were raised that those staffpositions could be lost
ifany department reorganizational occurs.

Free speech bill approved
A bill to prevent the state's public post

secondary systems from restraining free speech or
imposingdisciplinary action against students for
exercising their right to free speech was amended
and approved, Weds., Mar. 15, by the Higher
Education Division, chaired by Sen. leRoy
Stumpf(DFL-ThiefRiver Falls}.

S.P. 362, authored by Sen. Arlene Lesewski
OR-Marshall}, specifies that the University of
Minnesota or any institution under the jurisdic
tion ofthe Higher Education Board cannot
impose prior restraint on students or take
disciplinary action against students solelyfor
communication that is protected by the right of
free speech. The bill also allows students toseek
reliefby bringing acivil suit against the public
post-secondary institutions. The court may
award attorney fees and costs to the prevailing
plaintiff.

Sen. Cal Larson OR-Fergus Falls} offered, and
the division approved, an amendment exempting
students who serve as teaching assistants or in a
teaching capacity from the provisions ofthe bill.

Merhearing testimony in support of the bill,
Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller (DFL-Mpls.) proposed,
to amended the bill by eliminating the references'
to the systems and specifying students could bring
a civil action ifthey are aggrieved by a violation
ofthe free speech clauses in the U.S. and state
constitutions. His amendment was adopted and



the bill was approved. The measure was re
referred to the full EducationCommittee.

) The division also completed its review ofthe
budget proposal from the Higher Education
Coordinating Board (HECB). Acting Director
Joe Graba said the governorhas recommended
appropriations of$93.9 million for FY 1996 and
$94 million in FY 1997 for the state grant
program. He said the recommendations provide
a $5.1 million increase in the program to account
for tuition and inflationary increases.

Environment and Natural
Resources

Ag budget review continued
The Environment and NaturalResources

Finance Division, chaired by Sen. Steven Morse
(DFL-Dakota), continued its look at the Dept. of
Agriculture with a review ofthe Grain Inspection
Services.

At the Fri., Mar. 10, meeting, Director Dale
Heimermann explained the reasons behind the
decline in agency inspections. The state's grain
inspection service is the official agency for the
state and is consequently monitored and
regulated under the U.S. Grain Standards Act.
According to Heimennann, after an application
and review process, the department's inspection
division was chosen over four other services as
the official agencyfor Minnesota.

At an earlierhearing, a private grain inspector
testified against the state-run service, saying it was
not cost-effective. But Heimermann said the

\decrease in state inspections parallels a drop
)across the nation caused by a variety offactors,
including a decrease in the number ofgrain firms,
an industry ttend to use "in-house" inspectors,
and more restrictive reporting requirements for
officialagencies.

The division is seeking a $1 million loan to
provide for cash flow needs for the rest ofFY 95
and for the 96-97 biennium. Heimennann said
the largest cause for the loan is lastyear's flooding.

Committee members continued to question
the use ofstate general fund money to subsidize
the inspection service, sayingfees charged for the
service should cover any administrative costs.
Sen. Charles Berg (DFL-Chokio) asked about
the bidding process and how the department
compared to the others. Heimennann said the
state was higher than some ofthe others.

"Ifa private grain inspection service was
cheaper to the elevators and ifwe have to keep
subsidizing the state's bid with general funds to
keep it solvent, it seems to me we need to really
be looking closely at this to see ifwe can save
some dollars," he said.

The committee continued with budget reviews
of the Food Inspection and Dairy and Livestock
divisions.

Wetlands review
The Environment and Natural Resources

Committee, chaired by Sen. Bob Lessard (DFL
Int'l. Falls) heard testimony supporting S.P. 483,
the wetlands modification bill, at its Fri., Mar. 10,
~eeting. Authored by Sen. Le.roy Stumpf(DFL
) 1niefRiver Falls) the measure makes cllanges to
the 1991 Wetlands ConservationAct.

"It doesn't work," Stumpfsaid ofthe WCA,
"and what we have today is not what we
intended to do when we passed the WCA in
1991." Stumpfsaid that the bill provides

incentives to encourage conservationpractices.
"We should be using the carrot, not the stick."

Severalproperty owners, most from rural areas,
but some from the metropolitan region, spoke in
favorofS.P. 483. Citizens voiced numerous
concerns includingrequests for implementation
oflocal authority, correction ofagency inconsis
tencies, simplificationofprocedures, reexamina
tion ofclassification criteria, and claims of
inequities and unfair costs to small property
owners.

BeltramiCountyCommissioner Brad Nord,
representing the five unsigned counties, said that
the WCA is unfair to small landowners, while
favoring bigdevelopers. "It turns law-abiding
citizens into criminals," Nord said. "The process is
so burdensome and costly that the average person
can't comply with it," Nord continued. "But the
heavy hitters, the big developers, can get the
army oflawyers and engineers needed to slug
their way through the regulations."

JackNelson, a landownernear Thorhult, told
members that officials from various agencies
issued conflicting opinions about his 25 acres of
land. The Army Corps ofEngineers had
designated all ofhis property as wetlands, but the
Soil andWaterConservation District, the Dept.
ofNatural Resources, and the Watershed District
had classified only a halfacre as wetlands. After
more than a year ofwaiting, a representative of
the Corps ofEngineers visited Nelson's land and
reversed the previous decision, agreeing that only
a halfacre should be classified as wetland.

Lee Coe, a Beltrami county commissioner and
member oftheLandownersRightsAssociation
said that "changingsignals" have created
confusion and resentments. "They need to make
it really clearwhat can and can't be done," he
said. Cae also argued that in terms ofboth time
and money, the WCA is costly and a major
factor in driving down property values.

Dan Erhard, chairman ofthe Anoka County
Board said that the cost to the county for
mitigating one acre of land is $55,000. He said
that he would like to see the deminimus factor
(the threshold that triggers regulatory action)
raised and decision making authority placed in
the hands oflocal officials. He also objected to
''harassment enforcement" and the subjective
definitions used by various departments.

Also appearing before the committee was Ron
Harnack, from the Board ofWater and Soil
Resources. AlthoughHarnackconceded that
some changes need to be made to the WCA, he
said, "local units ofgovernment have done a
good job implementing BSWRprograms."
Harnack said that areas ofconcern include local
flexibility, the deminimus threshold, and
streamliningbureaucraticprocesses.

DNR budget review continues
The Dept. ofNatural Resource's recommenda

tions and budget request stemming from the
GenericEnvironmental ImpactStatement
(GElS) received scrutinyfrom the Environment
and Natural Resources Finance Division at a
hearing held Mon., Mar. 13. The division,
chaired by Sen. Steven Morse (DFL-Dakota),
also reviewed the department's revised biennial
budget as adjusted to account for a 3-percent
inflationary increase in salaries and expenses.

The GElS onTimber Harvesting and Forest
Management, completed in April 1994, is an
analysis ofthe cumulative environmental impacts
associated with expanding timberharvesting in

the state. A GElS ImplementationStrategy
Roundtable has recommended a variery of
initiatives for the DNR to help preserve the
state's timberresources.

According to Gerald Rose, director ofthe
Forest Management Division, the GElS
roundtable recommends spending more than
$2.7 million over the biennium to begin the
initiatives. The funding, in part, would cover the
hiring of18 full-time staff, about halfofwhom
would serve on a proposed Forest Resources
Council. The council would serve as a forum for
discussion and resolutions ofmajor state forest
issues.

Much ofthe discussion by division members
focused on the department's estimated impact on
staffing and programs if the governor's proposed
budget is adopted. The governor's recommenda
tion does not include a 3-percent inflationary
increase for each year ofthe biennium.

Sen. Gene Merriam (DFL-Coon Rapids) and
other division members emphasized their need to
know the consequences ofdenying the agency's
full budgetary request. The revised document
provided to Senators was not as complete as it
could be, Merriam said. He said he would like to
see a list ofprogram activity priorities and a cost/
benefitanalysis.

Rose said the agency is anticipating impacts
from tightening budgets and that officials will try
to "manage those impacts down." "This is a
laundry list ofpotential impacts," he said. "We're
going to try to not let any ofthis happen."

DNR DeputyCommissioner RonNargang
said making adirect link between costs and
benefits in the area ofnatural resources is difficult,
unlike an agency such as education where dollars
often equal a certain amount ofteachers. But he
said that DNR activities support many industries
and preserve resources that make the state what it
is, even though the benefits often are not realized
for several years.

Game and fish bill advances
Debate on the omnibus game and fish bill, S.P.

621, dominated the Tues., Mar. 14, meeting of
the Environment and Natural Resources Fish and
Wildlife Subcommittee. The bill, authored by
Sen. Bob Lessard (DFL-Int'l. Falls), adds
mourning doves to the definition ofgame birds,
provides that 13 year old residents must have a
trapping license to take small game by trapping,
allows individuals to select the time periods for
fishing licenses, specifies requirements for taking
turtles withfloating turtle traps and makes several
technical changes to game and fish laws.

The hearing, chaired by Sen. Charles Berg
(DFL-Chokio), began with testimony against the
provision adding mourning doves to the
defmition ofgame birds. Linda Hatfield,
representing the Minnesota Committee to
Protect the Mourning Dove, said other states
continue to protect the mourning dove and that
no one has claimed there is an over population of
the birds. However, Bob Shrank, an outdoor
writer, testified in favor ofthe provision. Shrank
said the mourning dove is the number one game
bird in the world and that there is no biological
reason not to hunt them.

The members also considered and adopted
several additional amendments. An amendment,
offered by Sen. Pat Pariseau OR-Lakeville),
specifies that body-gripping conibear-type traps
need not be tended more frequently than once
every third calendar day. An amendment, offered
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by Sen. Harold "Skip" Finn (DFL-Cass Lake),
moves the line for fish house and dark house
removal south a few miles so that they may
remain on the ice until Mar. 15, rather than Feb.
28, ofeach year. Both amendments were
adopted.

An amendment, offered by Sen. Gene
Merriam (DFL-Coon Rapids), specifying that a
person may not take westernpainted turtles
greater than six inches wide, was withdrawn after
members determined they needed more
information on the topic.

Members did adopt an amendment, offered by
Merriam, that includes the language ofS.P. 656.
The amendment clarifies that a license to take
antlered deer in more than one wne allows the
holder of the license to hunt for antlered deer in
any area ofthe state. Merriam said individuals
who purchased a multiwned buck license found
they could not hunt in wne 3b, in the southeast
ern portion ofthe state. "The bill says that a
multiwne license is truly multiwne," Merriam
said. The bill was incorporated into S.P. 621 and
the measure was advanced to the full commirtee.

Geographical names bill heard
What began as aschool project by tWo young

women to change the name ofa lake in the
Leech Lake Reservation has advanced to a bill
prohibiting the use ofthe word "squaw" in the
names ofstate geographical features. Members of
the Environment andNatural Resources
Commirtee, chaired by Sen. Bob Lessard (Int'l.
Falls), approved the bill Tues., Mar. 14.

S.P. 574, authored by Sen. Harold "Skip" Finn
(DFL-Cass Lake), requires the commissioner of
the Dept. ofNatural Resources to change the
names ofstate geographical features containing
the word squaw byJuly 31, 1996. The word is
considered a derogatory and demeaning term for
an Indian woman. The bill stems from a school
project by two girls ofCass Lake-Bena High
School to change the name "Squaw Point" to
Oak Point, as well as change otherplace names.

Angelene Lash, a senior at the high school,
testified at the meetinE, saying it hurts to be
called that word, "and even to say it." She
pursued the name changes with the help ofa
friend, Dawn Litzau, and the pairhave since
received support from numerous citizens,
communiry leaders and legislators. "I want to
help other communities change place names so
people can be proud ofwhere they come from,"
Lash said.

Litzau also testified at the hearing, saying it is
time to remove the derogatory termfrom state
features and places. Her mother and mother's
fumily comes from Squaw Lake, she said, and
they have been ashamed ofthe name.

"I think [the word] is hurtful for any woman in
general, but especially for me because I am an
Indian woman," she said.

Finn said the two women and other students
plan to work with area community officials about
changing city or town names. The bill refers only
to geographical features throughout the state.
The bill advances to the Senate floor.

The commirtee also approved four other bills
that will advance to the floor. S.P. 445, presented
by Sen. Arlene Lesewski (IR-Marshall), requires
the Minnesota PollutionControl Agency
(MPCA) to allow, until the year 2005, the
operation ofa gas-fired waste combustor in a
meat processingplant located inChandler.
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After passage from subcommirtee, the language
was amended to further restrict the application so
that only combustors installed afterJan. 1, 1992,
and before June 20,1994, are allowed operation
under MPCArules. The combustor also must
meet emission standards in effect at the time of
installation. Lesewski said the changes meet the
needs and requirements ofboth the MPCA and
the owner ofplant, Rod Huisken.

Other bills approved include S.P. 290, carried
by Sen. Randy Kelly (DFL-St. Paul), which
expands the use ofland contamination cleanup
grants for developers. S.P. 444, authored by
Lesewski, adds some 900 acres to SplitRock
CreekState Park insouthwestern Minnesota.
Finally, S.P. 133, presented by Sen. Dean
Johnson (IR-Willmar) allows the sale ofsome 21
acres oftax-forfeited land in Cook County.

Agency budgets reviewed
Members ofthe Environment and Natural

Resources Finance Division, chaired by Sen.
StevenMorse (DFL-Dakota), continued their
review ofagency budgets Tues., Mar. 14.

Dan McGuiness, directorofthe Minnesota
and Wisconsin Boundary Area Commission,
presented the commission's request for $272,000
for the coming biennium. The request includes a
4 percent inflationary increase in eachyear.

The commission, established by the governors
and Legislatures ofeach state in 1965, was
developed to protect the use and development of
the boundary lands, river valleys and waters. The
commissiongoverns some 270 combined miles of
the St. Croix and Mississippi rivers.

According toJim Harrison, public affairs
director, the commission's mission is three-fold:
to study and recommend uses ofthe two rivers as
an independent organization; to assist the states
in working together on joint conservation plans;
and to assist the states in their participation in
federal programs.

Some Senators questioned the necessity ofthe
commission's staffmembers. Sen. Harold "Skip"
Finn (DFL-Cass Lake) pointed out that other
agencies on both sides of the border are doing
similarprojects, specifically technical work.

Reiterating apoint McGuinesshad made
earlier in the hearing, Harrison said 30 years ago
the two states had created the commission to
serve as a unique player among a variety ofother
governing agencies inpreserving the national
natural resources.

In otherbusiness, the division reviewed the
130-year-oldMinnesotaState Horticulture
Societyand its budget request ofsome $72,000
for eachyear ofthe biennium.

Snowmobile helmet bill okayed
A bill requiring snowmobile operators and

passengers under the age of 18 to wear helmets
was approved at the Weds., Mar. 15, meeting of
the Environment and Natural Resources
Subcommittee on Public Lands and Water
Resources. S.P. 605, authored by Sen. Jim
Vickerman (DFL-Tracy), specifies that a person
less than 18 years ofage may not operate or ride
as a passenger on a snowmobile on any public
land, public easement, public water, or grant-in
aid trail unless the person is wearing a safety
helmet. Douglas Franzen, speaking on behalfof
the Minnesota SnowmobilersAssociation, said
the association is in full support ofthe bill
because members believe it will save lives. The

bill was approved and sent to the full committee.
In other action, the subcommittee, chaired by

Sen. Harold "Skip" Finn (DFL-Cass Lake),
approved four additional bills dealing with land
sales or conveyances and advanced the bills to
the full commirtee. S.P. 786, authored by Sen.
Kenric Scheevel (IR-Preston) ,authorizes the sale
of tax-forfeited land in the city ofPreston. S.P.
644, sponsored by Sen. Gene Merriam (DFL
Coon Rapids), modifies the provisions ofa land
sale to the city ofAnoka. S.P. 680, authored by
Sen. Pat Pariseau (IR-Farmington), authorizes
the commissioner ofnatural resources to sell a
specific piece ofland in Scott County. S.P. 830,
carried by Finn, requires the commissioner of
natural resources to convey land in the city of
Akeley for public purposes.

.Members also approved a bill broadening the
circumstances under which the Dept. ofNatural
Resources may use emergency materials and
equipment. Current law specifies that emergency
materials and equipment may be used for wildfire
prevention or suppression. The bill, S.P. 710,
authored by Sen. Dennis Frederickson (IR-New
Ulm), provides that the equipment may be used
for natural disaster reliefand includes wildfire
prevention or suppression, hazardous material
discharge control or clean-up, or flood and
windstorm reliefin the defmition ofnatural
disaster relief. The bill was sent to the full
commirtee.

Fishing rights bill discussed
A bill temporarily expanding the fishing and

gaming rights ofthe Mille Lacs Band of
Chippewa Indians to non-band members was laid
over until another meeting of the Environment
and Natural Resources Subcommirtee on Fish
and Wildlife. Sen. Charles Berg (DFL-Chokio),
subcommirtee chair, presented the bill at a
Weds., Mar. 15, evening meeting.

S.P. 149 outlines a temporary program
allowing non-band members the same fishing
and hunting rights as members ofthe Mille Lacs
Band living within the ceded territory described
in an 1837 treaty. The bill specifies that any
additional or longer seasons, additional methods,
or higher limits that apply to the taking offish by
band members also apply to nonband members.
A nonband member rakinggame orfish under
the provision must have all applicable licenses
and permits, but need not obtain any additional
authorizationfrom the band.

Berg's original bill only pertained to non-band
members living within the defmed ceded
territory, however before discussion began, Be~
offered an amendment that extended those rights
to all Minnesota residents.

He said that over the next 18 months, the
courts will be sorting out who has what rights to
the resources under the disputed 1837 treaty. In
the mean time, Berg said, the Dept. ofNatural
Resources (DNR) and the Mille Lacs Band
should negotiate an agreement regarding the use
of the land and lake resources. The state has
appealed the fmdings ofthe court which
supported the rights ofthe Mille Lacs Band.

"The bill says that the Minnesota Legislature
expects hunting and fIShing laws to be equal and
fair, and treat everybody equally_despite their
ethnic background," Berg said. Without the bill,
trying to enforce the two sets oflaws will be
disastrous, he said.

Sen. Dennis Frederickson (IR-NewUIm)



asked Berg why the bill does not violate the
treaty giving the band priority use of the land and

) resources. He likened the provision to allowing
the state to take the mineral rights ofthe ceded
territory awayfrom the band.

Sen. Steven Morse (DFL-Dakota) also
questioned the bill, saying it essentially turns the
management of the game and fIsh resources over
to the Mille Lacs Band.

Sen. Harold "Skip" Finn (DFL-Cass Lake) also
objected to the bill's intentions, say~g the bill
could have a major impact on the lake's
resources. He argued that what is fair or unfair
depends upon the viewer's perception.

Several citizens and state officials testified
against the bill. DNR officials said the bill's
provisions could cause irreparable harm to the
fIShing and hunting resources and that the state
should wait until the courts rule on the treaty.
Leo Haseman, director of the DNR's Enforce
ment Division, said enforcing the fISh limits and
still protecting the resources would be impossible.

Daniel St. Cyr, a Minneapolis resident and
Winnebago Indian, said he opposed the bill
because it violated the 1837 treaty and the
sovereign rights ofthe Mille Lacs Band. Ofthe
bill, St. Cyr said members should "tear it up and
show it to your great, greatgrandchildren."

One woman, MaryJevne, testified in support
ofthe bill. She and her husband own property
within the ceded territory and were opposed to
the treaty rights settlementnow being debated in
court. She said the bill would solve the probleITlS
ofinequities until the court ruling is final. "I
think it would be honorable for the band to work

\ out an agreement with the DNR."
) The committee waited several minutes for

three committee members who were attending
other meetings to come back to vote on the bill.
Berg then decided to set the bill aside for more
discussion at a later meeting.

Ethics and Campaign
Reform
Election changes approved

The Ethics and CampaignReform Commit
tee, chaired by Sen. John Marty (DFL-Roseville),
began work on S.P. 115, at its Thurs., Mar. 9,
meeting. Sen. Carol Flynn (DFL-Mpls.), the
measure's author, said "the goal of the bill is to
encourage and allow ordinary people to run for
office."

Based on recommendations from the Growe
Commission, the bill changes current election
procedures. Secretary ofStateJoan Growe, who
was on hand to suppott S.P. 115 added, "we're
looking for increased participation in the voting
process."

Besides moving precinct caucuses to the first
weekend inApril, it also replaces the word
"primary" with "partynominating election" and
moves the event to the first Tuesday in August.
Additionally, the measure strengthens certifica
tion provisions, requiring that candidates have
received at least 20 percent of the vote before
being placed on the ballot.

Members made several changes to the bill,
including adoption ofan amendment, offered by

) Sen. Roger Moe (DFL-Erskine), that moves the
primary to the fIrst Tuesday inJune. AfTer
discussion concerning the various dates proffered,
the committee agreed on the earlyJune date.
Moe said that the later into the summer the
primary is scheduled, the less participation can be

expected. Sen. DeanJohnson (IR-Willmar)
agreed, saying "if the theme is to get more people
involved, than an earlyJune primary is the best
choice."

Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller offered an amend
ment that places precinct caucuses on the flfSt
Tuesday evening in April. In an atrempt to make
the caucuses more "userfriendly," the Growe
Commissionhad recommended moving caucuses
to a weekend date, but several Senators objected,
citing religious conflicts and family commit
ments. Members adopted the amendment, along
with Marty's amendment to eliminate the State's
presidential primary. Marty said "spending$3
million dollars on a meaningless event is a huge
waste oftaxpayers' money."

Lastly, the committee adopted an amendment
that requires candidates to have party certifica
tion before being placed on the ballot. The
requirement applies tothose candidates seeking
the nomination ofa major political party for a
congressional or state constitutional office. Sen.
Gary Laidig (lR-Stillwater) argued against the
amendmentsaying, "this move just creates more
restrictions to getting on the ballot."

Family Services
Children's programs discussed

Members ofthe Family Services Committee,
chaired by Sen. Pat Piper (DFL-Austin), heard a
report by the Dept. ofHuman Services on the
child suppott assurance program at its meeting
Thurs., Mar. 9. Laura Kadwell ofthe Child
SupportEnforcement Divisionpresented the
recommendations. The report proposes regularly
updated guidelines, a system that automatically
withholds income ofnon-custodial parents, and a
guaranteed level ofchild support. A guaranteed
minimum amount ofstate support is suggested in
situations where a non-custodial parentdoes not
pay. This suppott would extend benefits to any
custodial parent with a court order less that three
years old. The policy "ensures that the children
do not suffer the consequences" ofparental
negligence, Kadwell saia.

The program could encourage non-custodial
parents to pay suppott and allow more single ,
parent families to work, said Kadwell.

Child support assurance also has the benefIts of
providing a regular source of income to single
parent families and is a non-welfare approach to
suppott, Kadwell said. However, the program
may be an incentive not to pay suppott and does
not serve two-parent families who also need
assistance, she noted. Depending on the amount
ofsupport provided, the measure would cost
approximately $64 million annually.

In committee action, Kiscaden sponsored S.P.
702, another initiative on behalfofchildren.
The bill amends the Children's Mental Health
Act, the licensing act, and provisions related to
child care programs. The sliding fee child care is
changed to a calendar program, and timds from
the AFDC child care program are redistributed
among counties. The use ofadministrative
expenses for child care programs is also clarified.
Another child care section adds more require
ments to the resource and referral grants program,
specifying that provider training must be
included.

The Children's Mental HealthAct is
amended to allow counties toprovide services to
children 18-21 years old who have been
receivingservice. Kiscaden explained that much

of the section will be reviewed in detail by the
Health Care Committee. One provision requires
child care staffto attend cultural dynamics
training. Anita Beaton ofthe Minnesota
Association ofYoung Children supported the
provision, stating that the "understanding,
respect and the ability to communicate with
people other than ourselves" is an essential lesson
for children to learn. Sen. Martha Robertson
OR-Minnetonka) opposed the measure, saying
that many programs exist which provide asimilar
service. The section also mandates ongoing
trainingfor new and existing providers,which is
unnecessary and inefficient, Robertson said. The
cultural training provision was deleted. Due to
continuing discussion, the bill was laid over.

Family preservation bill okayed
The FamilyServices Committee approved S.P.

900, a bill sponsored by chair Sen. Pat Piper
(DFL-Austin) at the meeting Tues., Mar.l4.
The bill establishes interpretive guidelines to help
explain licensing laws and modifies family
preservation services. In addition, the bill
establishes a procedure to grant relatives
emergency care ofa child without foster care
licensure. New requirements are added for
emergency licensure offoster care, including
background checks, a home inspection, and
prohibition oflicensure for 10 years ifa person is
convicted ofstalking.

The provisions in the bill make licensing
timctions more responsive to consumers, Piper
said, and develop the continuum offamily
preservationservices throughout the state.
Intensive family services are divided into two
categories, creating a new category that provides
emergency assistance placementservicesfor
children. The measure increases access to these
services, Piper said.

MikeJones, a witness, testified that the foster
care requirements for relatives may be prohibi
tive. It is important to keep children with a
relative instead ofin out-of-home placements,
Jones said. Also, Jones said that relatives need to
be informed of their rights and need assurance
that their right to due process is not violated. Jim
Loving of the department explained that the bill
deals with licensing requirements and not
placement issues, noting that a relative's denial is
based on home inspection, not on any other
considerations.

Piper offered several amendments. One offers
additionalprotectionfor counties relating to state
and federal funding. Another amendment allows
tribal social services agency prograITlS off
reservations to receive Indianchild welfare
grants. The amendments were approved. The
bill advances to the Governmental Operations
and Veterans Committee.

The committee also approved S.P. 745, a bill
sponsored by Sen. Phil Riveness (DFL
Bloomingron) that appropriates $1.1 millionfor
crisis nurseries. Lynnette Dobberpuhl ofthe
Carver/Scott County CrisisNursery explained
that the nurseries provide temporary care for
children and support services for parents in a
crisis. Families may place their children in a
nursery at any time of the day for up to n hours
to assist them in stabilizing a crisis situation.
Dobberpuhl and others testified that the nurseries
diffuse possibly abusive situations and give
parents "a needed break to help keep them
going." The bill now goes to the committee's
funding division.
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Finance

IPO budget reviewed
The biennial budget proposal for the Dept. of

Administration's InformationPolicyOffice
(IPO) was presented to the Finance State
Government Division, chaired by Sen. Richard
Cohen (DFL-St.Pau!), Fri., Mar. 10.

The IPO is responsible for developing the state
policy on how information is to be managed,
Assistant CommissionerTerry Bachsaid. To
meet this responsibility, the office is requesting
$4.9 million in the next biennium to support the
InformationStrategies and Planning program,
$800,000 to fund the governor's Information
Access Council, and another $530,000 for the
Public Information PolicyAnalysis section.
Bachsaid the governor has also recommended a
$1.75 million appropriationfor creation ofa
statewide electroniccommerce services system.

Dennis Sf2ala ofthe Dept. ofAdministration
presented a:li1.5 million capital budget request to
plan the conversion ofa hospital complex north
ofthe State Capitol. He said the department is
negotiating the purchase ofa hospital, a vacated
dormitory and a third building, and the funds
would be used to plan the conversion of those
mcilities into office space for state agencies.

The division heaiCl a presentation on state
contractprocedures. BarbaraGoodwin,
representing the MinnesotaAssociation ofPublic
Employees, discussed her organization's concern
about the handling ofprofessional and technical
service contracts.

Commissioner Elaine Hansensaid the actions
proposed are based on misinformation and the
bill places unneededJrocedures on how state
contracts are handle .

Welfare reform advances
The Finance Committee, chaired by Sen.

Gene Merriam (DFL-CoonRapids), amended
and approved a $22.5 million welfu.re reform
package, Mon. evening, Mar. 13. The bill now
goes to the Senate floor.

H.P. 5, sponsored by Sen. DonSamuelson
(DFL-Brainerd), changes a number ofthe
components of the state's welfu.re system. The
bill includes requirements thatSTRlDEprogram
participants cooperate with development ofan
employability plan and meet the terms ofthe
plan to prevent the risk ofsanctions on their
enrollment in the program.

The bill also establishes an intensive language
program for AFDC recipients whose lack of
competency in English acts as a barrier to
employment. The measure also expands the
MinnesotaFamily Investment Program (MFIP),
allows counties to set up job searchprograms,
requires minors to live with their parents in order
to qualify for AFDC and includes grants for
county coordination offraud control activities.

Samuelson offered, and the committee
approved, an amendment to appropriate $6.6
million for the expansion ofMFIP in FY 1997,
and $5.3 million for General Assistance and
Work Readiness Grants. Another $1 million is
included for the Minnesota Parents' FairShare
Pilot Project, alongwith $1.5 million for child
care costs ofAFDC recipients involved in a job
search progJ:am, $1.5 million for AFDC grants in
FY 97, and $1.3 million supplement to the
STRIDEprogram.

The Samuelson amendment also called for a
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$1.3 million appropriation to the Dept. of
Human Services for the intensive language
program. Sen. leRoy Stumpf(DFL-ThiefRiver
Falls) offered an amendment to thaqirovision,
appropriating the funds to the Dept. ofEduca
tion. He said because the Dept. ofEducation
manages adult basic educationprograms called
for under the intensive language program, the
Dept. ofHuman Services can take advantage of
those services instead ofsetting up their own
program. Stumpfs amendment was approved
and the appropriation was adoJ?ted.

Sen. Pat Piper (DFL-Austin) offered an
amendment allowing counties to streamline the
administration oftheir public assistance programs
and use the savings to create empowerment
zones. The amendment was not approved.

H.P. 5 was then approved, as amended, and
referred to the floor for further action.

Dept. of Finance budget
The Dept. ofFinance's budget request for the

next biennium was presented Tues., Mar. 14, to
the Finance State Government Division, chaired
by Sen. Richard Cohen (DFL-St. Pau!).

Commissioner Laura Kingsaid the department
is requesting a total of$42 million for FY 1996
and FY 1997. She discussed the agency's budget
request and highlighted the department's request
for $18.5 million in the next biennium in support
ofthe Statewide Systems Project. She said the
project, which will be used to collect information
from all state agencies and have it available from
asingle source, will be managed by the newly
created Information Services Division.

The division will discuss the Statewide
Systems Project in greaterdetail at a later
meeting.

Budget requests reviewed
The Finance StateGovernment Division,

chaired by Sen. Richard Cohen (DFL-St. Pau!),
reviewed the biennial budget requests from the
governor's office, the Capitol AreaArchitectural
and Plarming Board (CAAPB), and the
MinnesotaAmateurSports Commission
(MASC), Weds., Mar. 15.

Morrie Anderson, the governor's chiefofstaff,
presented a $7 million request for the biennium
to support the office of the governor and
lieutenant governor. Part ofthe operating budget
for the governor's office supports a three-person
office in Washington D.C. and maintains the
governor's residence.

Lt. Gov. Joarme Benson and Paul Mandell, a
plarmerfor CAAPB, presented the agency's
budget request of$277,000 for both FY 1996 and
FY1997.

A biennial budget of$1.1 million is recom
mended for the MASC, said Paul Erickson, the
agency's executive director. He said the governor
is also recommending the MASC receive
another $200,000 for the agency's efforts to bring
major amateur sports events to Minnesota.

Governmental Operations
and Veterans

Contract bill discussed
A proposal limiting the amount that can be

spent on state contracts for professional and
technical services in the next biennium drew
some opposition at the Fri., Mar. 10, meeting of

the GovernmentalOperations and Veterans
Committee, chaired by Sen. James Metzen (DFL
South St. Pau!).

S.P. 166 limits the amount that can be spent
on state contracts for professional and techllical
contracts in FY 1996 and FY 1997 to 90 percent
ofthe amount authorized in contracts during the
previous biennium. The bill, authored by
Metzen, gives the governor the authority to limit
the size ofcontracts or disapprove proposed
contracts in order to meet me spending limit.
Under the measure, state agencies must the need
for the contracts before they can be approved.
The agency must also determine that no state
employees can provide the services required in
the contract before the contract can be approved.

Bob Schroeder, assistant commissioner ofthe
Dept. ofAdministration, said the department
leaves it up to the agencies to determine ifa
contract for outside services is necessary. He said
some "practical reality" needs to be taken into
account before requiring that state employees be
given the chance to bid on contracts. He said
state employees have responsibilities oftheir own
and he doubted many have the time to offer to
complete acontract.

The measure represents what Dept. of
EducationdeputycommissionerJohnMercer
called "a targeted attack" on his department's
efforts to develop astatewide graduation rule. He
said the department has used contracts for
professional services to bring in experts who are
able to develop rules and that the Legislature
gave the department the authority to contract for
those services.

Vets bills advance
A proposed state constitutional amendment,

authorizing bonuses for PersianGulfveterans,
was approved on Tues., Mar. 13, by the
GovernmentalOperations and Veterans
Committee, chaired by Sen. James Metzen (DFL
SouthSt. Paul).

S.P. 530, authored by Metzen, proposes an
amendment to the state's constitution to allow
the state to pay a bonus to veterans ofthe Persian
GulfWar. Because amendments to the
constitution must be approved by the voters, the
bill places the question on the 1996 general
election ballot. Metzen said ifthe voters approve
the question in the statewide election, the
Legislature would then appropriate moneyfor the
bonuses the following session. He said bonuses
would be provided much like those that were
provided to Vietnamveterans. The bill was
approved and re-referred to the Rules and
AdministrationCommittee.

The committee approved two other bills to
establish veterans' memorials. Metzenpresented
S.P. 938, authorizing the state to contribute to a
Women In Military Service Memorial that will
be built at the entrance to the Arlington
National Cemetery. Metzen said severalstates
have contributed to the costs ofthe memorial
and the bill appropriates $15,100 towards the
project. The bill was approved and re-referred to
the Finance Committee.

S.P. 603 appropriates an unspecified amount to
create a Minnesota Korean WarVeterans'
Memorial on the State Capitol Mall. Sen. Roy
Terwilliger (IR-Edina), the author, said the
appropriation would go to the Capitol Area
Architecture and Planning Board to plan for and
design the memorial. The bill was alSo approved



and re-referred to the Finance Committee.
In other business, the members approved a bill

) exempting the National Guard and the Dept. of
Military Affairs from the state law which makes it
a felony for a minor to intentionally point a
fheann. Sen. Don Betzold (DFL-Fridley) said the
current law prevents the state's National Guard
and ArmyReserve units from providing fireann
training to minors. The measure was re-referred
to the Crime PreventionCommittee.

Betzold presented three other bills that were all
approved and sent to the Senate floor. The
committee approved S.F. 380, requiring the
governor to consult with the adjutant general
when deploying National Guard units; S.F. 381,
allowing unused armories to be returned to the
host municipality and providing flexibility in
appointing members to the armory building
commission; and S.F. 382, allowing the adjutant
general to assign some retired officers to
temporary active duty.

The committee also approved S.F. 184,
sponsored by Sen. Steve Murphy (DFL-Red
Wing). The bill permits the Veterans' Home
Board to allow other groups to use surplus space
at the home and use the fees to pay for repairs.
The measure was advanced to the Senate floor.
S.F. 193, allowing the Veterans Home Board to
set up an annual expense allowance of$1,500,
was also approved. The bill's author, Sen. Joe
Bertram, Sr., (DFL-Paynesville), said the account
will be used for small, unbudgeted purchases.
The measure was sent to the Senate floor.

Children, families dept. proposed
) A proposal to consolidate a number ofstate
~ programs that serve children and families into a

single state agency was presented, Weds., Mar.
15, to the Governmental Operations and
Veterans O:>mmittee, chaired by Sen. James
Metzen (DFL-South St. Paul).

S.F. 1103, authored by Sen. Jane Ranum
(DFL-Mpls.), establishes the Dept. ofChildren,
Families and Learning (DCFL) and incorporates
programs now operated inseven state agencies
into the new departtnent.

Sen. Pat Piper (DFL-Austin), in presenting the
bill onRanum's behalf, said the bill is intended to
go beyond placing the state's programs that serve
children and families into a single agency..She
said placing all of the programs in one depatt
ment will enable collaboration in how programs
are delivered to occur. "I believe this will focus
our efforts on children as our top.line," she said.

The bill abolishes of the Dept. ofEducation
Sept. 30, 1995 and transfers the agency's
responsibilities to the new departtnent the
following day. In addition, the bill shifts seven
programs from the Dept. ofHealth to the new
departtnent, including the supplementalfood
program for Women, Infants and Children, the
school health program, and the home visitor
program. Child care and other public assistance
programs, including the MinnesotaFamily
Investment Plan, are among the 37 programs
now managed by the Dept. ofHuman Services
transferred to the DCFL

Head Start and youth employment initiatives
from the Dept. ofEconomic Security are moved

) to DCFL and four initiatives from the Office of
Strategic andLong-Range Planning are also
transferred. Pro~ from the Dept. of
Corrections and the Dept. ofPublic Safety are
also included in the transfer.

Jan Srnaby ofPublic Policy Resources said the

bill also provides for the appointment ofa
commissioner and creation ofa partnership team
to offer advice on how to organize the new
agency. Another provision, she said, establishes a
demonstration project that will allow localunits
ofgovernment to consolidate the funds they
receive under the Community Health, the
CommunitySocial Services, and the Compre
hensive Community Corrections plans into one
fund.

The committee adopted one amendment to
the bill, offered by Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller
(DFL-Mpls.), setting up a process to involve
employees in the reorganization and assist them
to be retrained or reassigned iflayoffs occur as a
resultofthe reorganization.

The committee will continue its deliberations
ofS.F. 1103 at a later meeting.

Health Care
MinnesotaCare bill approved

Afterpublic testimony and aiscussion, the
Health Care Committee, chaired by Sen. Linda
Berglin (DFL-Mpls.), approved S.F. 845 Thurs.,
Mar. 9. The bill makes changes to
MinnesotaCare, including delaying the Regu
lated All PayerOption (RAPO) and striking the
date required for achieving universal coverage.
Sponsored by Berglin, the bill expands the
income eligibility level to 150 percent ofthe
poverty level for single adults and establishes a
penaltyfor uninsured. persons.

Two amendments were offered by Berglin.
One approved amendment establishes asenior
drug purchasing program, allowing low income
seniors to obtain prescription drugs at lower
prices. The state will negotiate contractingprices
and extend them to seniors on Medicare, seniors
200 percent or less ofthe poverty level, and those
who do nothave coverage for drugs.

Another amendment, inttoduced by Berglin,
repeals the Regulated All-Payer Option (RAPO)
fee schedule and requires the health care
commission and Dept. ofHuman Services to
repott back to the legislature on the most
effective way to implement growth limits on the
fee-for-servicesystem.

Sen. Sheila Kiscaden (IR-Rochester)
presented two amendments. One amendment
prevents healthplans from designing policies that
discourage emollment by high risk groups.
Kiscaden explained that she doesn't want
"networks designed that exclude those who are
higher risk." The measure was adopted.

Kiscaden also inttoduced an amendment
relating to utilization review and the risk
adjustmentsystem. The amendment forbids a
utilization review organizationfrom requiring
prior authorizationofemergency tteatment.
Treatment decisions must be based onwritten
clinical criteria and based on provenpatient
outcomes. The amendment also requires a
utilization review organization to provide the
criteria used to determine a proceaure. The
amendment also states that nofinancial
incentives may be given to a provider based on
the number ofservices denied or referrals not
authorized by the providers. Kiscaden explained
that the provision ensures that a providerwill not
be rewarded for providing less services to patients.
It is impottant to have the measure in public
policy so that it discourages financial incentives
for reduced services, Kiscaden said. The
amendment was adopted. The bill, as amended,

advances to the Commerce and Consumer
ProtectionCommittee.

Budget changes reviewed
The Health Care and FamilyServices Funding

Division, chaired by Sen. DonSamuelson (DFL
Brainerd) reviewed budget recommendations at
the meeting Fri., Mar. 10. Members examined
the Health Care Benefits Administration and
HealthCare Operations requests.

Kathleen COda ofthe Dept. ofHuman
Servicesexplained benefithealth care services,
whose budget totals $7.7 million annually.

Larry Woods ofHealth Care Operations in the
departtnent explained that the division is
responsible for administering centralized medical
payment systems for MA, GAMe, and
MinnesotaCare and for maintaining all claim
activity in the state. Over 18 million claims are
processed, said Woods, the largest activity of its
kind in the state. In addition to surveillance and
integrity review and the coordination ofbenefits,
Woods explained the complexity ofthe claims.
The use ofelecttonic data interchange between
the state and providers has increased to 85
percent ofproviders, Woods said. Several
members questioned the numberofproblems
that the departtnenthas experiencedwith the
system, and Woods explained that the Medicaid
Management InformationSystem (MMIS) is one
ofthe most intticate in the countty, and has
experienced an increased numberofvariables
with the addition ofwaivered services. Review
will continue.

MA project approved
A bill establishing acomprehensive pharma

ceutical care research project for medical
assistance (MA) patientswas approved by the
Health Care Committee, chaired bySen. Linda
Berglin, Tues., Mar. 14. S.F. 730, sponsored by
Sen. SamSolon (DFL-Duluth) ensures more
complete drug therapy by providingpatients with
a consultation with a pharmacist to review
prescription problems. The bill extends
comprehensive pharmaceutical care services to
persons on MA for up to one year, if they are
currently emolled in the project. The project has
been operating for two years for non-MA clients.

John Loch ofLoch Pharmacy explained the
need for the project, stating that most people
receive prescriptions from several doctors without
any cooroination. This can lead to duplication
or dangerous side-effects, Loch said. Comprehen
sive care provides consultation, coordination,
follow-up, and documentation ofall drug
therapy, noted Loch.

Sen. SheilaKiscaden (IR-Rochester)
questioned the benefits ofextending the study to
MA clients. She asked whether anything new
will be leamed from this population. Robett
Cipolle, associate professor at the University of
Minnesota and associate ofthe Peters Institute of
PharmaceuticalCare, explained that the project
is the only study serving MA clients and can
yield valuable information. There are difficulties
particular to this group, Cipolle said, linked to
lower income and education levels. Funding for
the project, which is currently operating in 10
pharmacies statewide, supports medicalcare and
not administration orstart-up costs, Solon noted.
The bill advances to the Health Care and Family
Services Funding Division.

Members also approved S.F. 667, defming
medical health professionals for the purpose of
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MA. Carried by Berglin, the bill includes
licensed marriage and fumily therapists as MA
providers. Several witness testified that treat
ment in the context offumilies is more efficient
and effective. "The more people that are
involved, the briefer the treatment," said William
Doherty, chair ofFamilySocialScience. The bill
goes to the funding division.

Sen. Dallas Sams (DFL-Staples) authored S.F.
487, removing the $325 per bed per year limit on
maintenance and supply costs for nursing homes.
While the amount is an averafe, Sams said, the
limit does not allow for aruma fluctuations in
repairs. Ken Borle ofthe Board ofSocial
Ministry explained that removing the limit
allows reimbursement "according to good
business practice." Several members expressed
concern about changing the reimbursement
policy, and the bill was laid over.

Pilot projects for mental health are included in
S.F. 783, a bill sponsored by Sen. Don Kramer
OR-Brooklyn Center). The projects test
alternative methods for delivering mental health

. services and test locally managed options for
persons with developmental disabilities (DD).
The projects integrate state, county and private
programs into a coordinated delivery system to
respond to DD needs, Kramer said.

Supplemental budget review
Members ofthe Health Care and Family

Services Funding Division met Tues., Mar. 14, to
examine supplementalbudget changes, particu
larly changes in long term care services.

Helen Yates and Tom Moss of the Dept. of
Human Services explained the restructuring of
the Personal Care Attendant (PCA) service and
the Tax Equity and FiscalResponsibility Act
(TEFRA) program. TEFRA, which allows a
child's income to be considered separately from
their parents' income indetermining Medical
Assistance (MA) eligibility, permits middle-class
disabled children to receive MA. The restructur
ing deletes TEFRA, limits home care to 1.5 and
2.25 times the care hours in nursing facilities,
diverts funds to home and community based
waivered services, and requires self-direction of
care as a critieriafor receiving care services.

Moss explained that many people receiving
PCA services, 54 percent ofwhom are children,
would be better served by therapeutic, trained
services instead ofPCAs. The diversion ofsome
clients into mental health grant programs will
accomplish this, said Moss. The remaining PCA
recipients must be able to direct PeA tasks and
measure their own health. This level of
competency is "for whom the PCAprogramwas
originally intended," Moss explained.

A significantpolicy change in the recommen
dations relates to the level ofcare needed to enter
a nursing facility. The proposal increases the
level ofneed for admission and provides a service
allowance for persons in the highest functioning
category. Counties thendetermine an
individual's need. Moss explained that the
change expands community-based, consumer
driven alternatives to institutional care. It also
allows people to receive a variety ofservices they
may need to stay independent, including non
medical services. Considerable savings -$2
million in FY 97 and $5 million in FY 98 - is due
to decreased facility occupancy and anticipated
closures, Moss said. Sen. Linda Berglin (DFL
Mpls.) suggested that highfunctioning individu-
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als go through the alternative care process and
enter a facility only with a physician's recommen
dation.

The committee also considered inflationary
adjustments for MA long term care facilities.
Operating cost limits are established for nursing
facility rates, resulting in a decrease in funding by
$3.5 million in 1996. Moss explained that the
reimbursement changes are needed to shift policy
from a cost-based system to an outcome
incentive-based one. Similar changes are made
to Intermediate Care Facilities for the Mentally
Retarded (ICF/MR).

Jobs, Energy and
Community Development
Minimum wage testimony

Thurs., Mar. 9, members of the Jobs, Energy
and Community DevelopmentCommittee,
chaired by Sen. StevenNovak (DFL-New
Brighton), approved S.F. 752, a bill aimed at
smoothing the transition between full regulation
and competition in telecommunications. The
panel also began listening to testimony on S.F.
302, a bill that would increase Minnesota's
minimumwage requirement.

S.F. 752, authored by Sen. Novak repeals the
ban on telecommunications carriers providing
local services and gives the Public Utilities
Commission the authority to establish terms and
conditions for competition. Novak introduced
an amendment to the bill which requires
telephone companies to provide for repair of
public areas damaged by the installation or
operation of telecommunications facilities. He
also introduced an amendmentwhich ensures
the availability ofpublic access programming on
communication technologies such as video dial
tone and satellite transmission. The committee
approved Novak's amendments. Sen. Janet
Johnson (DR-North Branch) also offered an
amendment defining universal access to
telecommunications systems. The amendment
ensures that local telecommunications companies
provide services that include, equal access,
emergency services number capability, and a
statewide telecommunications relay service for
the hearing-impaired. The committee passed
Johnson's amendment, and approvedS.F. 752.
The bill advances to the Senate floor.

Sen. Randy Kelly (DFL-St. Pau!), introduced
S.F. 302, a bill which increases the minimum
wage in two steps. On Oct. I, 1995, the hourly
rate for large employers, those earning over
$500,000 in sales, would go from the current
$4.25 to $4.75. On Oct. 1, 1996, the wage
would increase to $5.25. Small businesses would
increase from $4.00 to $4.50 on Oct. I, 1995,
and to $5.00 onOct. 1, 1996.

MDES budget heard
Members ofthe Jobs, Energy and Community

Development Finance Division; chaired by Sen.
Carl Kroening (DFL-Mpls.), heard a budget
overview from the Minnesota Dept. ofEconomic
Security (MDES), Thurs., Mar. 9. Commissioner
Jane Brown briefed members on the department's
goals, initiatives, and budget concerns for the 96
97 biennium. Brown told members that the
mission ofthe MDES is to help people help
themselves achieve economic security through
training, benefit payments and anti-poverty
programs. Brown was joined by a number ofstaff

members who briefed the panel on MDES
programs.

Deputy Commissioner Earl Wilson, spoke on
the department's collaborative service delivery.
Wilson stated that the MDES's number one
priority is to provide seamless integrated service
for all customers across the state. He briefed
members on the organization's efforts to construct
a user friendly communications system that
interconnects all offices. He stated that the
departrrient will receive a $4 millionfederal grant
this year to begin construction on the system.
The projectwill take approximately three years
to complete.

Kay Tracy, director ofYouth Programs, spoke
to members about the organization'sSummer
Youth Program. Tracy stated that budget cuts for
the 96-97 biennium may force the program to
lose $4.5 million in state funding. The program
is targeted at low-income youth ages 14-21. It
provides summer activities and follow up services.
Tracy told the committee that budget cuts will
dramatically reduce the number ofyouth served.

Workers comp testimony heard
TheJobs, Energy and Community Develop

ment Committee continuedhearings on S.F.
717, a workers compensation bill sponsored by
Sen. Linda Runbeck OR-Circle Pines), at the
Weds., Mar. 15, meeting.

The bill provides for the elimination of the
two-tier system, returning Minnesota to a single
permanent partial reimbursementsystemfor
workplace injuries. It eliminates mandatory
lump-sumpayments and provides that persons
with disability ratings ofless than 20 percent are
ineligible for permanent totaldisability benefits.
The measure provides that wages paid for
vacations, holidays and sick leave shall be
included indetermining workers' compensation
premium rates. The bill places a $13,000 limit on
fees to attorneys of injured workers and provides a
new formula for calculation ofthe limit.

The measure also allows large employers to
establish major workers' compensationproce
dures, such as the use ofa doctor's panel for
independentmedicalexaminations, through
collective bargaining. In addition, the measure
provides that once maximum medical improve
ment from an injury has been determined, a re
determination cannot be rnade. It also specifies
that the workers' subjective complaints ofpain
cannot be considered indetermining maximum
medical improvement oftheir injuries.

Runbeck said a particular focus ofthe bill is to
provide relieffor the businesses that are being
hutt most by the workers comp system, particu
larly manufacturing businesses in Greater
Minnesota.

The panel, chaired by Sen. StevenNovak
(DFL-New Brighton), fltStheard testimonyfrom
Dept. ofLabor and Industry staffmembers. Kate
Kinton, the department's director ofresearch,
began by taking issue with a recent repott by the
Minnesota ConsumerAlliance. Kinton said that
the widely-distributed report contains amultitude
oferrors and statistical problems. Novak
expressed frustration with department officials
because the departmenthas not officially
endorsed the bill, saying he would like to see the
department present a proposed solution to the
state's workers compensationdifficulties and
stand behind it. "One ofthe definitions ofa
solution," Novak said, "is that we don't come



back next year."
The committee also heard testimony from

several business owners. Some ofthose testifying
have business operations in both Minnesota and
Wisconsin, and said their Minnesota rates are 25
to 250 percent higher than in Wisconsin.

Three budgets heard
On Weds., Mar. 15, the]obs, Energy and

Community DevelopmentFinance Division,
chaired by Sen. Carl Kroening (DR.-Mpls.),
heard three budget overviews from organizations
under the panel's jurisdiction. Representatives
from the Labor Interpretive Center, the Bureau
ofMediation Services, and the Public Utilities
Commission, briefed members on budget requests
and objectives for the 96-97 biennium.

Bernie Brommer, president ofthe Minnesota
AFL-CIO, and a member ofthe board of
directors for the Labor Interpretive Center, told
the panel about his organization's efforts to
advance laborstudies in Minnesota. Brommer
informed members that in collaborationwith the
Minnesota Historical Society, and the City ofSt.
Paul, the Labor Interpretive Center will begin
planning the construction ofa building to be
loCated on the land between Kellogg Blvd. and
5thSt. in downtown St. Paul. The completed
Labor Interpretive Center buildingwill contain
hands-on work studios, a theater, and a changing
exhibit space. Brommer told the committee that
the center will teach children pride in work by
exposing them to the whole realm ofMinnesota
work opportunities. The organization requested
$390,000 for the upcoming biennium, to hire an

) executive director and professional advisors to
confer with the center about the construction of
the building. The entire project will cost
approximately $12.5 million.

Lance Teachworth, acting commissioner of
the Bureau ofMediation Services, also provided
members with a budget overview. Teachworth
described his organization's commitment to
mediation services for labor disputes. He stated
that the bureau is responsible for providing
neutral, third-party mediation services for
employers and labor management groups.

Don Storm, chair ofthe PublicUtilities
Commission, and Burl Haar, the commission's
executive secretary, spoke to members about the
commission's efforts to provide safe, efficient and
reliable utility services at fair and reasonable rates
for citizens. Storm described the organization as a
"quasi-judicial body," that conducts investiga
tions, holds hearings, and prescribes rules
regarding the conttol and conduct ofelectric and
gas utilities and telephone companies. He briefed
members on recent changes in the regulatory
arena that have caused the commission's
workload to increase nearly 30 percent.

Judiciary
Child support bills considered

Two bills relating to child support enforce
ment provided a focus for discussion at the Mon.,
Mar. 13, meetingofthe Judiciary Committee.
S.P. 217, authored by Sen. Richard Cohen (DFL-

)
St. Paul), sets forth eight initiatives designed to
increase the collection ofsupport payments. The
measure provides for an employment reporting
program, modifies occupational license suspen
sions for nonpayment ofsupportprovisions,
provides for drivers license suspension for
nonpayment ofsupport and provides for placing

liens against motorvehicles for nonpayment of
child support. In addition, the bill sets up a
visitation mediation pilot project, provides for a
public education program about mild support,
provides for a community service pilotproject,
and provides for an application for a federal
waiver pertaining to a welfare reform concept
known as child support assurance.

S.P. 642, authored by Sen. DanStevens OR
Mora), also sets up an employment reporting
program but delays the onset ofthe program until
Jan. 1, 1997. In addition, the measure provides
for the creation ofa state central collections unit
for child support payments and makes modifica
tions in the law requiring publication ofthe
names ofchild support obligors who are behind
in their payments. The bill also delays the
effective date for the latter two initiatives until
Jan. 1, 1997.

Discussion on S.P. 642 revolved around the
provisions to establish a central collections unit
and on the modifications to the law requiring the
publication ofchild support obligors. Sen.
Harold "Skip" Finn (DR.-Cass Lake) said the
creation ofthe central collections unit, at a cost
of$900,000, to do what the counties are already
doing is not a more efficient process. Stevens
countered, that a state report recommended the
change because the central collections unit
would be more efficient, particularly in cases
where individuals moved from county to county.

Sen. Allan Spear (DR.-Mpls.) offered an
amendment to repeal the law requiring the
publication ofnames ofchild support obligors.
Spear said, "the publication ofnames is a flawed
concept and Idon't think it is fixable. Sen.
Linda Berglin (DFL-Mpls.) argued against the
amendment. "Notices arid bills were sent month
arrer month to people who owed support;people
must take responsibility for keeping records
straight,"said Berglin. The amendment failed on
a voice vote. No action was taken on the bill.

Attorney General Hubert H. Humphrey, III,
spoke on behalfofS.F. 217. "What we are
looking for is a tool box with a number oftools to
use to reduce the amount ofpast due child
support and that is what this legislation provides,"
Humphreysaid.

Members discussed provisions ofthe bill and
laid the measure over in order to discuss
combining the two support enforcement bills.

In other action, the committee, chaired by
Sen. Carol Flynn (DR.-Mpls.), advanced a bill
relating to eminent domain proceedings to the
full Senate. S.F. 431, authored by Sen. Ember
ReichgottJunge (DR.-New Hope), makes
several clarifications to the provisions relating to
notification ofinterestedparties.

Divorce education program okayed
The Judiciary Subcommittee on Family Law,

chairedby Sen. Don Betzold (DR-Fridley), met
Tues., Mar. 14, and approved a bill authorizing
courts to require parties involved in divorce
proceedings involving children to attend an
orientation and education programregarding the
divorce and the impact ofdivorce on children.
S.F. 606, authored by Sen. Sheila Kiscaden OR
Rochester), also specifies that the parties may be
required to pay a fee to cover the cost of the
program, unless the party is entitled to proceed in
forma pauperis, in which case the court may
waive the fee. Kiscaden said the bill is an attempt
to encourage and help families cope with the
effects ofdivorce. In addition, she said divorce
education helps the parties with dispute and

conflict resolution. Participants in a Winona
County program testified on behalfofthe
program'seffectiveness.

Discussion on the measure centered on the
requirement for individuals to pay for the
program. Kiscadensaid that the costs, which
currently range from $10 to $30, have not proven
to be unduly burdensome to participants in
similar programs. Members approved the
measure and advanced it to the full committee.

A bill establishing an income shares approach
to the guidelines used to set child support was
also considered at the hearing. S.F. 760, authored
by Sen. Linda Berglin (DR.-Mpls.), establishes a
newformula for child support guidelines that
takes the income ofbotE.parents into account
when settingchild support.

Laura Kadwell, Dept. ofHuman Services, said
the bill was the result of trying to figure out a way
to make the child support system more efficient,
more effective and simpler.

The measure also contains provisions that
require all parents that do not have group health
coverage to be responsible for the child's health
care costs and provide that the cost ofpremiums
are allocated among the parents only if the parent
paying the premium must pay extra to provide
coverage for the child. The definition of"child"
and "income" are also changed under the bill.
The new formula for the guidelines is also
outlined extensively in the measure.

Members took no fonnal action on the bill.

Child support bills advance
Two bills providing new initiatives for

enhancingchild support collections were
advanced at the Weds., Mar. 15, meeting ofthe
JudiciaryCommittee. The committee, chaired
by Sen. Carol Flynn (DR.-Mpls.), approved both
bills and re-referred the measures to the Family
ServicesCommittee.

S.F. 642, authored by Sen. DanStevens (IR
Mora), sets up an employment registry program,
provides for a central child support payment
center and makes changes to the law requiring
the publication ofnames ofdelinquent child
support obligors. Sen. Harold "Skip" Finn (DFL
Cass Lake) offered an amendmentto conform
the employment registryprovisions with similar
provisions in S.F. 217, the other child support
initiative on the agenda. The amendment,
though, excepted language in S.F. 642 delaying
the effective date until 1997 and provides the
Dept. ofHuman Services with the authority to
contract out for services to implement the
registry. The amendment was adopted and the
bill approved.

Members then turned their attention to S.F.
217, authored by Sen. Richard Cohen (DFL-St.
Paul); .The bill also sets up an employment
registry program. In addition, the measure
provides for drivers license suspension for
nonpayment ofsupport, modifies occupational
license suspensionfor nonpayment ofsupport
provisions, authorizes liens against motorvehicles
for nonpayment ofsupport, sets up a communiry
service pilot project, provides for application for a
federal waiver pertaining to concept ofchild
support assurance and sets up a "cooperation for
the children" visitationfacilitation pilot project.

Cohen offered several amendments to the bill,
all ofwhich were adopted. The first amendment
clarifies that the community service pilotprojects
are not to be new programs but are to use
communityservice programs already in existence.
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Further, the amendment conf1nns workers
compensation language in the bill to the
language in the welfare reform package moving
through the Legislature. Finn offered an
amendment to the amendment clarifying that
community service project workers compensation
claims are covered under the workers compensa
tion laws. The amendment to the amendment
was adopted. A second Cohen amendment
clarifies that victims ofdomestic violence are not
forced to participate in the "cooperation for the
childrenprogram." The third amendment
includes administrative law judges invarious
provisions ofthe bill.

An amendment, offered by Finn, allowing the
suspension ofthe accrual ofinterest on arrearages
after an obligor has made payments for 36
consecutive months, failed to gain approval.
Another amendment, offered by Finn, to
conform the effective date anddepartmental
contracting authority to the language in S.P. 642,
was adopted.

Members also adoJ2ted an amendment, offered
by Sen. Jane Krentz (DFL-May Township), that
alters the "trigger" that must be reached before
the various enforcementprovisions are activated.
The bill specified a thresnold ofan amountequal
or greater than three times the monthly support
obligation. The Krentz amendment specifies a
threshold ofan amount equal to four times the
monthly support obligation.

In other action, members also approved S.P.
606, a bill authorizing courts to require parties
involved in divorce proceedings involving
children to participate in an education program.
The measure, sponsored by Sen. Sheila Kiscaden
OR-Rochester), is designed to educate families
about the impact ofdivorce on children, help
with conflict resolution and enable parents to
begin the process ofco-parenting their children.
The measure was approved and re-referred to the
Commirtee onFinance.

Metropolitan and Local
Government
Four bills advance

The Metropolitan and LocalGovernment
Commirtee, chaired by Sen. Jim Vickerman
(DFL-Tracy), approved four bills at its Thurs.,
Mar. 9, meeting.

The first, H.P. 887, sponsored by Sen. Randy
Kelly (DFL-St. Paul), authorizes St. Paul to
establish and maintain an education center that
provides professional development for teachers.
The measure was recommended for the Consent
Calendar.

S.P. 713, a bill that merges Olmsted County's
Community Hospital and the Olmsted Medical
Group into a nonprofit partnership, was re
referred to the HealthCare Commirtee. Sen.
SheilaKiscaden OR-Rochester), the bill's author,
said that the need to continue astrong, stable
alternative to the Mayo Clinic, is in the best
interest ofthe county. The measure provides for
the county board to sell or lease the Community
Hospital's assets to the nonprofit corporation
without a formal biddingprocess, but only after a
public hearing has been held.

Dr. Richard Geier, president ofthe Olmsted
Medical Group, testified in support ofthe bill,
saying that a merger ofthe two operations is a
natural move, and will save time, money, and
most importantly, the good health ofpatients.
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"Improved patient care is what drives this
merger," agreed David Owen, chairman of the
Olmsted CountyCommunityHealthCenter
Board. Members approved S.P. 713 and re
referred it to the Health Care Committee.

Sen. JerryJanezich (DFL-Chisholm) presented
S.P. 453, a bill that clarifies that damage awards
will be paid to affectedproperty owners when
town roads adopt a width greater than provided
for under Minnesota Statute.TroyGilchrist of
the Minnesota Association ofTownships testified
in support ofthe bill, which members approved
and sent to the full Senate.

S.P. 715, a measure that exempts towns from
paying the $240 fee charged by the Minnesota
PollutionControlAgency for storm water
permits when building various projects, was re
referred without recommendation to the
Environment and NaturalResources Committee.
AuthorVickerman told members that the fee
was originally set at $85 dollars.

Four bills advance
The Metropolitan and Local Government

Committee, chaired by Sen. JimVickerman
(DFL-Tracy), approved S.P. 109 at its meeting
Thurs. evening, Mar. 15. Authored by Sen. Ted
Mondale (DFL-St.Louis Park), the bill shifrs
funds from the Metropolitan Mosquito Control
District and establishes the MetropolitanLivable
Communities Act. Severalcitizens testified in
support ofthe measure.

"This is an attempt to improve our communi
ties by curtailing urbansprawl and leapfrog
development," Mondale said, "while creating safe
urban cores that are economically sound." He
stressed the importance ofbringingeconomic
development to the inner cities as the principal
means ofreversing the negative trends ofrecent
years. 'We need to have a balanced relationship
between where people work and where they
live," Mondale added.

Minneapolis Mayor SharonSayles Belton
supported the bill saying that it provides a
framework, not only for urban and suburban
development, but for the entire region. 'We must
keep our region competitive in this changing
global environment," she said. The goal is to
have affordable quality housing and good
economics to support it, the mayor said. "This is
much more than just a housing issue or a cleanup
program."

Newly appointed Metropolitan Council Chair
CurtJohnscm echoed the mayor's words. "S.P.
1019 goes beyond compassion,"Johnsonsaid. "It
goes straight to the hard core issue ofeconomics."

Besides creating a MetropolitanLivable
Communities Advisory Board, the bill establishes
the Livable Communities Fund. Additionally,
S.P. 1019 requires that byJanuary 1996, the Met
Council must provide the Legislature with a
report describing probable developmentpatterns
in the region by the year 2025. .

Members approved the measure and re
referred it to the Jobs, Energy, and Community
DevelopmentCommittee.

At an earlier meeting, the committee
approved three other bills.

S.F. 534, a bill that clarifies towns' authority
over their roads, was referred to the Consent
Calendar. Sen. Steve Murphy (DFL-Red Wing),
the bill's author, said that the bill allows a towri
to vacate a road that had beenplatted, but was
neveractually constructed.

Sen. Joe Bertram, Jr. (DFL-Paynesville)
presented S.P. 420, special legislation for the
PaynesvilleArea Hospital District. At the request
ofthe city ofEden Valley, a non-contiguous
territory, the measure allows for Eden Valley to
be included in the Paynesville Area Hospital
District. The bill was sent to the full Senate.

Members also sent S.P. 841 to the floor.
Authored by Mondale, the bill updates the
MetropolitanLand Planning Act.

Vern Peterson, from the Association of
Metropolitan Municipalities, andJim Solem,
from the Metropolitan Council testified in
support of the measure. Solem said that tradi
tionalland use planning and practice has always
subordinated zoning matters to a larger plan, and
that the bill brings Minnesota into conformity
with what is the universal norm.

Besides requiring a two thirds majority vote for
the governing body ofa municipality to adopt
and amend zoning ordinances, S.P. 841 specifies
that localwatershed management organizations
must take into account recommendations ofthe
Met Council as part of its review oflocal water
managementplans. The bill also requires each
governmental unit to review its plan by Dec. 31,
1998, and at least once every ten years thereafter.

Taxes and Tax Laws

TIF bills discussed
Members ofthe Taxes and Tax Laws

Subcommittee on Property Tax devoted the
entire Thurs., Mar. 9, meeting to adiscussion of
bills providing for tax increment financing (TIF)
districts. A total of14 bills providing for tax
incrementfinancing districts orspecifying
adjustments in existingdistricts were discussed.
The panel, chaired by Sen. John Hottinger
(DFL-Mankato), adopted authors' amendments
but took no other action on the bills.

Governor's bill to floor
The Taxes andTax Laws Committee, chaired

by Sen. DouglasJohnson (DFL-Cook), met
Tues., Mar. 14, to consider the administration's
omnibus tax proposal. The governor's tax bill is
contained in S.P. 610, carrioo.Qy Sen. William
Belanger (IR-Bloomington). The measure
contains the revenue provisions ofthe
administration's budgetproposal for the next
biennium.

Specifically, the bill repeals the law allowing
for a refund ofcontributions to political parties
and candidates, reinstates the tenpercent income
tax credits for the purchase offeedlot pollution
control or conservation tillage equipment, makes
the sales tax exemption for purcnases ofused farm
machinery permanent, and clarifies the contents
ofproperty tax statements. In addition, the
measure establishes the mechanisms for the new
homestead block grant system, outlines the
requirements for each county's aid distribution
council and sets forth the non-permanent aid
reductions for counties, cities and towns.
Commissioner Matt Smith, Dept. ofRevenue,
gave asection-by-section explanation ofthe bill.

Discussion centered on the aid reductions to
cities, counties and towns. Sen. Lawrence
Pogemiller (DFL-Mpls.), said the bill is similar to
other gubernatorial initiatives frompastyears that
cut local government aids after the local
governments set their budgets. Johnson
responded that governors ofboth parties seem to



consider bills on General Orders, the members
took up H.F. 125, prohibiting inmates from
applyingfor name changes more than once
during their confmement. Sen. Tracy Beckman,
the bill's author, moved adoption ofthe House
File which he said is more restrictive than the
version that made its way to the Senate floor.

Beckmansaid HF. 125 prohibits any inmate
from changing their name at state expense, unless
the prohibitionwould infringe on their constitu
tional rights. He said an inmate could make a
motion in court to waive the costs ofthe name
change. Beckmansaid the Senate version was
less restrictive by allowing one name change at
state expense. "What we are saying in this
version is that an inmate can change their name
once while they are in prison ifthey pay for it,"
he said.

Sen. Allan Spear (DFL-Mpls.) said the bill
allows inmates to seek one waiver ofcourt costs,
but anyone who goes to court can seek the same
waiver ofcosts as many times as they wish.
"What this bill will do is prevent inmates from
everhaving the opportunity to have their costs
be waived, except for constitutional reasons," he
said. No action was taken on the bill, pending
preparation ofamendments.

The committee also considered other bills for
preliminary passage. HF. 95, sponsored by Sen.
Joe Bertram, Sr. (DFL-Paynesville), preventing
construction ofnew headwalls or renovation of
existingheadwalls inhighway right-of-ways, was
approved, as was H.F. 362, also authored by
Bertram, allowing town boards to set up a petty
cash fund. The Committee ofthe Whole also
approved HF. 749, a bill modifying the eligibility
for transitionalhousing services authored by Sen.
EllenAnderson (DFL-St. Paul).

In otherbusiness, the Senate granted final
passage to S.F. 145 on a 64-0 vote. The bill,
sponsored by Sen. Paula Hanson (DFL-Ham
Lake), sets a three-and-one-halfyear time limit
for refunds ofmotor vehicle registration tax
overpayments.

Acting onbills listed on the Consent
Calendar, the Senate passed six proposals. S.F.
318, authored by Sen. Arlene Lesewski OR
Marshall) changes the date when crop hail
irlSurance rates must be filed.

S.F. 521 was passed, 64-0. Sen. Linda Berglin
(DFL-Mpls.), the bill's author, said it requires all
local social services and placement agencies to list
the names ofchildren available for adoption on
the state adoption exchange. HF. 37, sponsored
by Sen. Florian Chmielewski (DFL-Sturgeon
Lake), allows the towns ofGlen or Kimberly to
have an alternate armual meeting day.

HF. 554, sponsored by Sen. Edward Oliver
OR-Deephaven), regulatingenforcementactions
agairlSt licensed brokers and modifying the
defmition of investment metals was approved,
64-0. Also passed, 64-0, was S.P. 831, authored
by Sen. Gene Merriam (DFL-Coon Rapids). The
bill includes the amounts ofchecks and money
orders in the definition of"value" that accompa
nies theft laws. S.F. 127, a bill authored by Sen.
RoyTerwilliger OR-Edina) allows Hennepin
County to convey tax-forfeited land to the city of
Eden Prairie.

forget that government is a partnership. "I don't
thiTIk it is fair," Johnson said, "the total amount

)
oflocaI government aids is less than half the
increase in the human services budget." Sen.
Sandra Pappas (DFL-St. Paul), moved that the
bill advance to the full Senate without recom
mendation. In support ofthe motion, Johnson
said, "This bill has major negative consequences
for property tax payers ofthe state, but I think all
members ofthe Senate should have an opportu
nity to vote on the bilL" Sen. Pat Pariseau OR
Farmington), offered asubstitute motion, that the
bill be recommended to pass. The Pariseau
motion failed on a voice vote and the Pappas
motion was adopted.

In other action, members recommended
confirmation for the appointment ofDianeL.
Kroupa to the Tax Court. In addition, members
advanced S.F. 93, a bill requiring Steams County
to refund money paid by tfie city ofMelrose for
the acquisition ofa specific piece ofproperty in
the city. The measure, sponsored bySen. Joe
Bertram, Sr. (DFL-Paynesville), was recom
mended for the Consent Calendar. Members
also approved S.F. 834, authored by Sen. Sandra
Pappas (DFL-St. Paul). The bill updates
references to the U.S. Internal Revenue Code
and provides for changes in the application ofthe
federal eamed income credit, adopts the federal
change to "taxable income" in the General
Agreement on TariffS and Trade legislation and
modifies the penaltyfor substantial understate
ment of income for corporations. The bill was
sent to the Senate floor.

)
Transportation and Public
Transit
DOT budget continued

Dept. ofTransportation officials continued
their presentation ofdivision budgets during
meetings ofthe Transportation and Public
Transit Finance Division held Fri., Mar. 10, and
Tues., Mar. 14.

Much of the discussion ofMotor Carrier
Services, presented by Director BetsyParker,
focused on questions raised by Sen. Terry
Johnston (IR-PriorLake). Johnston questioned
the staffvacancies in FY 94. She said the
Legislature had appropriated moneyfor seven
positions but it didn't look like they had been
completely filled. Parker said that not all seven
positions could be covered with the $307,000
due, in part, to salary increases.

"Whodidn't recognize that amount wouldn't
buy seven employeesr' Johnston asked, adding
that according to '92 legislation, the money
should fund seven positions. "It seems to me that
is the law."

Parker said what the agency projects in its
budget is a compromise betweenwhat the agency
expects to need and how much money the
Legislature actually appropriates.

Sen. Keith Langseth (DFL-Glyndon), chair of
the division, said he would like to see adocument
clearly showing the department's staffing totals. "I
want the department to give a much better idea
ofwhat's there," he said.

Division members also reviewed the Public

)
Transit Division's budget request of$141.7
millionfor the entire state's transit operating
needs. Donna Allan, director of the Office of
Transit, presented the budget overview for the
office that provides a variety oftransit options
across the state.

According to Allan, the division needs $933
millionfor tfie biennium to maintain services in
the Metro Area, and $24.8 million to maintain
services in GreaterMinnesota.

Alternative fuel tax changed
A bill that changes the way fees are collected

on alternative fuel usage was approved Weds.,
Mar. 15, by the Transportation and Public
Transit Committee. The committee, chaired by
Sen. Florian Chmielewski (DFL-SturgeonLake),
also advanced two otherbills.

S.F. 1029, authored by Sen. Jim Vickerman
(DFL-Tracy), changes the fee structure for using
alternativefuels from permit to pay-at-the-pump
fees based on BTU content. The taxes apply only
to alternative fuels used in motorvehicles. The
bill also allowspersons who have purchased an
alternative fuel vehicle permit beforeJuly I, 1995
to receive credit for the unused portion ofthe
permit fee.

According to Vickerman, the bill solves the
inequity problems oflow-mileage users who
currentlypay a flat permit rate. The current
permit usage also is not easily enforceable, he
said. The bill was re-referred to the Taxes and
Tax Laws Committee.

Two bills dealing with the development of
SJ?ecial.1icenseplat~ were la~d. ~ver for~er
discUSSion by the FmanceDIVISion regardmg
their fiscal impact. S.F. 554, authoredby Sen.
Jane Krentz (DFL-MayTownship), establishes
professional sports team and Olympic license
plates, the proceeds ofwhich would go to support
the MinnesotaAmateur Sports Commission. S.P.
497, authored by Sen. PaulaHanson (DFL-Ham
Lake), establishes special plates to support county
child protectionprograms.

According to Jack Wildes ofthe Dept. of
PublicSafety, the cost ofthe license plates is
covered in the fee charged, however the
department needs money appropriatedfor up
front costs to make the plates.

One suggestion by Sen. KeithLangseth (DFL
Glyndon) was for the groups to proviCie the
initial money and ensure a certain number of
residents are interested in having theplates. The
bills were sent to Langseth's fmance divisionfor
morediscussion.

Langsethpresented a bill continuing the
apportionment of5 percent ofthe highway-user
tax distribution fund for another six years. The 5
percent is currently divided with 28 percent
going to the trunk highway fund, 64 percent
going to the county tumback program, and 8
percent ear-markedfor the municipal turnback
programs. According to Langseth, the main
sources offunding for the highway user tax fund
is the gas tax and license fees.

Sen. Carol Flynn (DFL-Mpls.) objected to the
bill which requires future Legislatures to keep the
same percentages until the year 2001. The bill
advanced to the Senate floor.

S.F. 273, authored by Sen. Linda Runbeck
(IR-Circle Pines),allowing license plates for
collector vehicles to be transferred and reissued,
also was advanced to the full Senate.

Floor action
Name change limit

A bill limiting the number oftimes an inmate
is allowed to change their name was heard by the
Senate during the floor session ofMon., Mar; 13.

Meeting as the Committee ofthe Whole to

Senate Infonnation
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Monday, March 20

The Senate will meet at 10 a.m.

Agriculture and Rural Development
Committee
Chair: Sen. Joe Beliram, Sr.
12 noon Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.P. 708-Lesewski: Exemptingaprogramfor
recoveryofstatewide and agency indirectcosts. S.F.
739-Scheevel:Changecertainprocedures for
compensatingcrop owners for damage byelk. S.P.
738-Scheevel: Providinguniformitywithcertain
federal food standards.

Commerce and Consumer Protection
Committee
Chair: Sen. SamSoIon
12 noon Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: S.FA57-Chandler:Taxis no fault
automobilebasiceconomiclossbenefits coverage
prioritiesregulationexemption. S.P. 474-Johnson,
J.B.: Medicaresupplement insuranceJXllicy
premiumspaymentgraceperiod regulation. S.P.448
Solon: Concrete and masonrycontractors licensing
requirements.S.F.685-Merriam:HMO/ISN
organizationas corporations. S.F838-So1on: Barbers
registrationandregulationmodifications.

Judiciary Committee
Chair: Sen. CarolFlynn
12 noon Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.P.1018-Knutson: Guardians ad litem.

Rules and Administration Subcommittee
on the Senate Budget
Chair: Sen. RogerMoe
12 noonor immediately following sessionRoom 237
Capitol
Agenda: Budget for the MinnesotaStateSenate.

Crime Prevention Committee
Chair: Sen. Allan Spear
2p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 287-Lesewski: Illteractivevideo
arraignments. S.F. 650-ReichgottJunge: Bailand
pretrial releaseprocedures. S.P. 651-Knutson:
Miscellaneouscrimes.

Jobs, Energy and Community
Development Finance Division
Chair: Sen. CarlKroening
2p.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: Overviewofthe budgets for the Uniform
LawsCommission, WorkersCompensationCounof
Appeals, IlldianAffairsCouncil,Council onBlack
Minnesotans, Spanish-SpeakingAffairsCouncil, and
theAsian-PacificCouncil (tentative).

Metropolitan and Local Government
Committee
Chair: Sen.Jim Vickerman
2p.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.P. 726-Mondale: HennepinCounty to
lease hospitalornursinghome. S.P. 858-So1on:
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Stormwaterdemonstrationproject incity ofDuluth.
S.P. 953-So1on: Modifying aspecial service districtfor
Duluth. S.P. WOO-Flynn: Creatingacontaminated
sitecleanup loanprogramwithin theMetropolitan
Council. S.P.1112-Ourada: Conveyingditches from
Sherburne County to cityofElkRiver.

Health Care and Family Services
Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Don Samuelsan
5p.m. orafter caucus Room 123 Capitol
Agenda: S.P. 47-Samuelson: Childrenof
institutionalizedpatients.S.P.147-Sams:Clarifying
variancecriteriafor day trainingand habilitation. S.F.
161-Berglin:Authorizingappeals byvendors ofday
trainingservices. S.F. 242-Berglin: Trustsunder the
medical assistanceprogram. S.P. 515-Hottinger:
Modifyingstate agencyhearings. S.F. 532-Kiscaden:
Requiringchild care for school age children. S.P. 604
ReichgottJunge: Supervisedvisitation. S.P. 769
Finn: Indianelders.

Joint House and Senate Subcommittee
on Claims
Co-Chairs: Sen. Randy KeUyandRep. EdgarOIson
6p.m. Room500N SOB
Agenda: Discussiononveterans bonuses. Property
claims against the Dept. ofCorrections. Injuryclaims
against the Dept. ofCorrections.

Judiciary Committee
Chair: Sen. CarolFlynn
7p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 512-Spear: Vulnerable adults.

Tuesday, March 21

Gaming Regulation Committee
Chair: Sen. Charles Berg
8a.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: Confirmations toGamblingControlBoard.
S.P. 977-Berg: Changing the pull-tab and tipboard
tax.

Governmental Operations and Veterans
Committee
Chair: Sen. James Metzen
8a.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 778-Kelly: Changingreimbursement
for softbody arIJ1or. S.P. 237-Price: Permittingstate
employees to donate vacation leave for the benefitof
acertainstateemployee. S.P. 368-Lesewski: Farm
crisis assistancecontractedpersonnelemployment
statusclarification. S.F. 299-Larson: Clarifying
reference to visuallyhandicapped people. S.P. 845
Berglin:MinnesotaCarerulemakingexemption.

Transportation and Public Transit
Finance Division
Chair: Sen. KeithLangseth
8a.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: S.P. 835-Pappas: Financingfor transit
facilities andequipment. S.F. 554-Krentz: Olympic
plates. S.P. 497-Hanson: Childprotectionplates. S.P.
979-Johnston:Regulatinghazardous materials
transporters.

Rules and Administration Special
Subcommittee on Ethical Conduct
Chair: Sen. Ember ReichgottJtmge
8:30 a.m. Room 237 Capitol
Agenda: Proceedings onJohnson vs. Finncomplaint.

Health Care Committee
Chair: Sen.1.indaBergfin
10a.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 577-Janezich: Sharednursinghorne
administrators; St. LouisCounty. S.P. 713-Kiscaden:
Olmsted Countynon-profit corporation to ownand
operate ahospital and medical center. S.P. 801
Berglin: Lead abatement. S.P. 992-Kiscaden:
Reinstatingcertain advisorycouncilsanda taskforce.

Higher Education Division
Chair: Sen. LeRoy Stumpf
10 a.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: S.P.1234-Stumpf: Newfunding formula for
highereducation. S.P. 627-Moe: Semestersystem.

Rules and Administration Subcommittee
on Bill Referrals
Chair: Sen. Ember ReichgottJunge
10:30a.m. Room 237 Capitol
Agenda: Rule 35 Requests -S.P. 62-Merriam (Rule
35edbyMerriam): Exempting the publiclyowned
transitionalhousingprogramfrom certainsale
restrictions. S.P. 304-Marty (Rule35edbyMarty):
Prohibitinglotteryadvertising. S.P. 399-Knutson
(Rule35ed byLessard): Recreational vehicles;
drivingwhile intoxicated. S.F. 417-Berglin (Rule
35edby Merriam): Long-termcarepaymentand
services delivery system. S.P. 520-Krentz (Rule35ed
by Merriam): Requiring thestate court administrator
to prepare aguide to informal probate.

Environment and Natural Resources
Finance Division
Chair: Sen. StevenMorse
12 noon Room 123 Capitol
Agenda: S.P. 273-Price: Providingfor the
classificationofwatersupplysystemsand wastewater
treatmentfacilities and certificatioD-ofoperators by
the Dept. ofHealth and the PollutionControl
Agency. S.P. 496-Price: Requiring analysisofwater
qualityandquantitydata.

Ethics and Campaign Reform Committee
Chair: Sen. JohnMarty
12 noon Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.P.1086-Johnson, D.J.: Prohibiting
lobbying byaprincipalcampaign committee or
politicalpartycommittee.

Family Services Committee
Chair: Sen. PatPiper
12 noon Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 217-Cohen: Childsupport
enforcement. S.P. 642-Stevens: Childsupport.

Environment and Natural Resources
Committee
Chair: Sen. BobLessard
2p.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.



Rules and Administration Committee
Chair: Sen. RogerMoe

~'7:30 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
,\genda: Personnel issues. Report,Subcommittee on

- Senate Budget. Report, Subcommirtee onBill
Referral.

Finance State Government Division
Chair: Sen. RichardCohen
4p.m.Room318Capitol
Agenda: Overview ofthe budgets for the Dept. of
EmployeeRelations andGovernmentTraining
Services.

Taxes and Tax Laws Subcommittee on
Property Tax
Chair: Sen.JoimHottinger
4p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 961-Moe, RD.: CrookstonTIF. S.F.
165-Murphy: HastingsTIF. S.F. 798-Murphy: Lake
CityTIF. S.F. 575-Metzen: Property tax class rate
reductionfor seasonal recreational property. S.F. 346
Kelly: Property tax class rate reduction for seasonal
recreational property. S.F.1194-Berg: SwiftOJllllty
TIF. S.F. 1198-Neuville: NorthfieldTIF. S.F. 876
Belanger: Property tax class rate reduction for
seasonalrecreationalproperty. S.F. xxxx-Hottinger:
EliminatingLGM-IACAoflSetfrom certainTIF
districts; providinggrants to certaindistricts. S.F. 284
Olson: TIF use restrictions and disclosure
requirementsexpansion.

Education Funding Division
Chair: Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller
6p.m. Room 112 Capitol
~enda: To be announced.

Environment and Natural Resources
Finance Division
Chair: Sen. StevenMorse
6:30 p.m. Room 123 Capitol
Agenda: Continuation -budget reviewfor the Dept.
ofNatural Resources, RonNargang, deputy
commissioner.

Wednesday, March 22

Gaming Regulation Committee
Chair: Sen. Charles Berg
8 a.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: Continuation -bills remainingfrom prior
agendas.

Governmental Operations and Veterans
Committee
Chair: Sen. James Metzen
8 a.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 529-Kroening:Automaticsprinkler
systems incertainhigh rise buildings. S.F. 647
Wiener: Providingadeadline for certainactions by
state and local government agencies. S.F. 657
ReichgottJunge: Government innovationand
cooperation. S.F. 999-Riveness:Agencyprompt
payment.

Transportation and Public Transit
Committee
Chair: Sen. FIorianChmielewski
8 a.m. Room 112 Capitol
}\genda: S.F. 497-Hanson: Establishingspecial
license plates for childprotection. S.F. 554-Krentz:
Establishingspecialprofessionalsports teamand
Olympic license plates. S.F.1097-Bertram:
Paratransitservices outside the MetropolitanArea.
S.F. 615-Riveness: Establishingahigh-speed bus

service pilotproject in the MetropolitanArea. S.F.
696-Morse: High-speed railservice feasibility study.
S.F. 371-0lson: Abolishingcertain restrictions
relatingto highwayconstruction. S.F.l72-Lessard:
Providingfor issuance ofmanufacturer test plates. S.F.
976-Hanson: Amending the rules for operationof
the 1-394 parkingramp. S.F. 835-Pappas:
Authorizingfinancing for transitand paratransit
facilities and equipment. S.F. 979-Johnston:
Regulatinghazardous material transporters. S.F. 965
Langseth: Authorizing issuance ofpermits for 12-foot
wide loads ofbaledhay.

Education Funding Division
Chair: Sen. Lawrence Pogemi1ler
10 a.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Health Care Committee
Chair: Sen. IindaBerg/in
10a.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 652-ReichgottJunge: ICF/MRpilotfor
closure of64bed facility. S.F. 775-Berglin:
Alternativecaregrants andwaiveredservice
programs. S.F. 921-Kiscaden: Establish levelofcare
for nursinghome placement; alternative caregrants
and federal waivers; govemor's DHS bill. S.F. 1136
Betzold: Federalmandates, technical; DHS bill.

The Senate will meet at 12 noon.

.Agriculture and Rural Development
Committee
Chair: Sen. Joe Bertram, Sr.
12 noon Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 839-Dille: Changingcertainpesticide
dealerrequirements; changingexpirationofpesticide
applicatorcertifications. S.F. 693-Dille: Cbanging
limits for participationincertainrural finance
authority loanprograms; providedevelopmentand
changerequirements for feedlots. S.F. 793-Dille:
Eliminatingrequitementsfor certainperiodic reports
by the Dept. ofAgriculture.

Commerce and Consumer Protection
Committee
Chair: Sen. SamSolon
12 noon Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: S.F.1134-Solon: Financial institutions
teehnicalcorrections; regulatory improvement;
interestratesimplification; interstatymarket
developmentact of1995.

Judiciary Committee
Chair: Sen. CarolFlynn
12 noon Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 699-Moe, R.D.: Establishingprocedures
governingentryofprivateproperty bygovernment
officials.

Crime Prevention Finance Division
Chair: Sen. TraLy Beckman
2p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Review ofthe budget for the Dept. of
Corrections. S.F. 549-Beckman: DAREfunding bill.

Jobs, Energy and Community
Development Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Carl Kroening
2p.m. Room 123 Capitol
Agenda: Continuation - overviewofthe budgetfor
the Dept. ofEconomicSecurity.

Metropolitan and Local Government
Chair: Sen. JimVickerman
2p.m. Room 107 Capitol

Agenda: S.F. 209-Pappas: Countyconsolidation
study. S.F. 1070-Pappas: Makingcertain county
offices appointed. S.F.ll09-Novak: Requiting
metropolitancouncil to implementaffordable
housingpolicies. S.F. 1209-Betzold: Changes in
HennepinCountymedicalexaminers office. S.F.
1233-Pappas: Housing as ametropolitansystem.

State Government Finance Division
Chair: Sen. RichardCohen
4p.m. Room 318 Capitol
Agenda: Overview ofthe budgets for the Minnesota
Legislature, commissions,LegislativeReference
Library, revisor's office, legislative auditor, and the
OfficeofStrategic and Long Range Planning.

Joint Crime Prevention and Judiciary
Privacy Subcommittee
Co-Chairs: Sen. Jane RanumandSen. Harold "Skip"
Finn
6p.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 959-Berglin: MinnesotaCaredata
research initiatives and modifications. S.F. 438-Piper:
Superintendentcontracts. S.F. 349-Lesewski:
Classifyingcertaindataofthe economicsecurity
department. S.F.435-Kelly: Classifyingnarne
changes ofpersons in witness and victimprotection
programs as privatedata. S.F. 342-Spear: Child abuse
investigations. S.F. 51O-Ranum: Limitingreleaseof
childabuse victimvideotape interviews. S.F. 112
Betzold: Records retention for child abuse
investigations. S.F. 881-Ranum: Criminal justice
inforrnationsystems. S.F. 206-Merriam: Computer
matchingprograms; Omnibusdatapracticesbill
(Finn).

Legislative Commission on Pensions and
Retirement
Chair: Rep. RichardJefferson
6p.m. Room300N SOB
Agenda: HF. 1092-Kahn, S.F. 922-Riveness:!RAP;
recodification andvarious substantivechanges. HF.
l040-Kahn, S.F. 806-Morse: TRAj benefit coverage
forcertain part-timehighereducationfaculty. HF.
925-Johnson,R; S.F. 743-Metzen: TRA and MSRSj
allowTRAemployees to electMSRSgeneral
coverage. S.F.126-Terwilliger: EdenPraitievolunteer
fire; vestingand benefit changes. HF. 1016-Jaros,
S.F. 857-Solon: DIRFA; post-retitementadjustment
mechanism modification. HF.1142-Jaros, S.F. 955
Solon: DlRFA; benefitformula andcontribution
increase. HF.1403-Jefferson, S.F.1l24-Riveness:
Statewideplans; gradedrate salary increase actuarial
assumption. S.F.1145-Kroening: MSRS; early
retitement incentive for MetropolitanCounciland .
HistoricalSociety. S.F.1083-Morse: Higher
education; earlyretitement incentivesfor state
university andcommunitycollege personnel. S.F.
1196-Srumpf:Highereducation; earlyretitement
incentives. HF.1152-Schumacher, S.F.1098
Bertram: PERA; purchase ofcredit for town assessor
service. HF.1080-Jefferson,S.F. 972-Morse: PERA;
restrict elected officials to PERAdefined contribution
plan. HF. 1427-Jefferson: MlRFA; provisionof
supplementalcontribution. H.F. 995-Johnson, R;
S.F. 863-Morse: Police stateaid; establishingexcess
policestate aidamortization aid program.

Agriculture and Rural Development
Committee
Chair: Sen. Joe Bertram, Sr.
7p.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 271-Berg: Removing limitations on
ownership and use ofagricultural lands by limited
liabilitycompanies. S.F. 985-Berg: Cbanges law
limitingcorporatefarming.
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Thursday, March 23

The Senate will meet at 9 a.m.

Health Care Committee
Chair: Sen. IindaBerglin
10a.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 783-Kramer: Pilotprojectfor mental
healthand developmentallydisabledpersons;
governor's DHS bill. S.F. 996-Sams: Registrationof
housing withservices for persons 55 years orolder.
S.F. 1114-Samuelson: Dept. ofHuman Services bill
relating tosacsand RTCs. S.F. 512-Spear:
Vulnerable adultact.

Higher Education Division
Chair: Sen. I.eRoyStumpf
10a.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: Reviewofh@:tereducationemployment
agreements, representativesofgovemor'soffice; Dept.
ofEmployeeRelations, HigherEducationBoard, and
facultyorganizations.

Commerce and Consumer Protection
Subcommittee on Insurance
Chair: Sen.]oImHottinger
12 noon Room 112 Capitol
Agenda:S.F.l64-Hottinger: Health insuranceplans
subrogation rights and resttictions. S.F. 704-Belanger:
Homeowners and automobile insurance zip code
ratings prohibition. S.F. 259-Merriam: Genetic
discriminationact.

Ethics and Campaign Reform Committee
Chair: Sen.]oImMarty
12 noon Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.F.1128-Robertson:Residency
requirements for school board members. S.F. 933
ReichgottJunge: Residencyrequirements at timeof
filing for candidates ofelective office.

Family Services Committee
Chair: Sen. PatPiper
12 noon Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Crime Prevention Committee
Chair: Sen. AlJanSpear
2p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 470-Laidig: Sentencingguidelines
modifications.
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Jobs, Energy and Community
Development Finance Division
Chair: Sen. CarlKroening
2p.m. Room 123 Capitol
Agenda: Budget for the Dept. ofCommerce.

Metropolitan and Local Government
Chair: Sen.JimVickerman
2p.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 698-Morse: Land use planning. S.F.
980-Johnston: Allowingadditionalcommunities to
operate theirowntransit systems. S.F.1216
Johnston: Financiala5Sistance for capital
expendituresbyreplacementmettopolitantransit
systems. S.F.1217-Johnston: Authorizing
replacement transitprograms to carryforward unused
operatingfimds. S.F. 1218-Johnston:Allowing
additionalcommunities inmetropolitanareato
operate theirown transitprograms. S.F.1219
Johnston: Requiring metropolitancouncil to allocate
up to 90percentoflocalproperty tax levied to
replacementtransitprograms.

Taxes and Tax Laws Subcommittee on
Income Taxes and Sales Taxes
Chair: Sen. Len Price
4p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Items left overtrom the March 16 meeting.
S.F. 97-Betzold: Certain incomefor service in armed
forces exemptfrom taxation. S.F. 326-Hottinger:
Changing thedependent care credit. S.F. 367-flynn:
Changing thedependent care credit. S.F.17
Bertram: Increasingfimdingforfirefightersstate aid.
S.F. 256-Runbeck: Changinggross premiums tax on
certain insurancecompanies. S.F. 754-8010n:
Changegross premiums tax rate imposedoncertain
insurancecompanies. S.F. 896-Finn: Changinggross
premium tax rate imposedoncertain insurance
companies. S.F. 560-Berg. Determine amountoftax
refimds to be paid to Indian ttibalgovemments.

Education Funding Division
Chair: Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller
6p.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Joint Crime Prevention and Judiciary
Privacy Subcommittee
Co-Chairs: Sen.]ane RanumandSen. Harold "Skip"
Finn
6p.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: Continuation -Wednesday's agenda.

Environment and Natural Resources
Finance Division
Chair: Sen. SrevenMorse
7p.m. Room 123 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced

Friday, March 24

Governmental Operations and Veterans
Chair: Sen. James Metzen
8 a.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 871-Hottinger: Revisingprocedures
used for adoption and reviewofadministrative rules.
S.F. 8n-Hottinger:Rulemaking.

Education Funding Division
Chair: Sen. Lawrence PogemiJler
10 a.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Environment and Natural Resources
Chair: Sen. BobI.essard
10a.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 279-Johnson, D.J.:Certainduties
relating to waters and public lands. S.F. 786
Scheevel: Sale tax-forfeited land incity ofPreston.
S.F. 644-Merriam: Landsale for city ofAnoka. S.F.
941-Frederickson: Confidentialityofmineral
resources data. S.F. 873-Johnson, J.B.: Sale tax
forfeited land IsantiCounty. S.F. 710-Frederickson:
Broadeningusefor emergencymaterials and
equipment. S.F. 680-Pariseau:Authorizing
commissioner to sell land in ScottCounty. S.F. 605
Vickennan:Requiringsnowmobileoperators and
passengers to wearhelmets. S.F. 830-Finn: Akeley
land transfer. S.F. 785-Pogemiller: Change in
structureofenvirorrmentand natural resource
services.

Rules and Administration Subcommittee
on Permanent and Joint Rules
Chair: Sen. EmberReichgottJtmge
10a.m. Room 237 Capitol
Agenda: Discussiononchanges to Senate rules.

Environment and Natural Resources
Finance Division
Chair: Sen. SrevenMorse
3 p.m. Room 123 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.
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offered by Sen. Kenric Scheevel OR
Preston), requiring applicants to provide
social security numbers when applying for
assistance.

Sen. Thomas Neuville OR-Northfield)
proposed an amendment to eliminate the
Work Readiness Program and institute a
Work First Program. The amendment
specified that recipients must work in public
service jobs if they can't find a job in eight
weeks. Samuelson said that to eliminate
Work Readiness was quite mean spirited and
that there would, again, be very high
administrative cost to the Neuville proposal.
The amendment failed on a 24-36 vote.

Members also voted down an amendment,
offered by Sen. Mark Ourada OR-Buffalo),
limiting benefits for AFDC recipients to 24
months. Samuelson, Sen. Roger Moe (DFL
Erskine) and others argued against the
proposal because of the effects on children.
The amendment was defeated 28-33. An
amendment, offered by Sen. Dennis
Frederickson OR-New Dim), setting AFDC
benefits for new comers to Minnesota at the
level of the state from which the recipient
came, was adopted. An amendment, offered
by Sen. Dan Stevens OR-Mora), eliminating
representative payees from those who receive
vendor payments for drug dependent persons
was also adopted. Members voted down an
amendment, offered by Sen. John Marty
(DFL-Roseville), that sets targets for the
maximum number of children in poverty-
similar to the cost of government targets
adopted by the Legislature.

At the close of debate, several members
made statements in support of the bill. Sen.
Dean Johnson OR-Willmar) said the bill
changes the direction of welfare from one of
dependency to one of responsibility. "The
bill provides an opportunity for people to be
more accountable," Johnson said. Sen.
Sandra Pappas (DFL-St. Paul) commended
Samuelson for his efforts but said, "to be
honest, this legislation will not move
significant numbers of women and children
out of poverty...we must also enact
legislation for higher wages, affordable
housing and adequate transportation."

The bill was given final passage on a vote
of 63-1.

Frequently c:alled numbers

Ramsey County, provide for the application
of federal waivers to remove barriers for
people seeking employment, requires teen
moms to live at home or in supervised living
situations, reduces the Work Readiness
program from six months to one month, sets
up a fraud prevention effort, provides a work
experience program for non-custodial
parents, and provides for a six-month
intensive training program for non-English
speaking clients.

The debate on the measure centered on a
series of amendments offered to the bill.
Samuelson offered the first two amendments.
A mostly technical amendment was adopted
without much discussion. A second
amendment, dealing with General
Assistance Medical Care (GAMC) payment
for gender reassignment was ruled not
germane on the grounds that the
amendment dealt with medical benefits and
not with welfare.

An amendment, offered by Sen. Linda
Berglin (DFL-Mpls.), incorporating a
proposal to authorize the creation of
empowerment zones, touched off debate on
the germaness issue and on the merits of the
proposal. The amendment was ultimately
ruled germane. The proposal provides for
streamlining county administrative
procedures in order to fund empowerment
zones for economic development in areas
with declining property values. Opponents
of the amendment argued that the
amendment deals primarily with taxes and
was not germane to the welfare bill. Berglin
countered that the administrative
simplification of county administrative
procedures and the individuals working on
the capital improvements envisioned in the
empowerment zones both tied directly to the
concept of welfare reform. The amendment
was approved on a vote of 40-23 after Sen.
Linda Runbeck (IR-Circle Pines)
successfully amended the amendment to
include a June 30, 1997 sunset date.

Sen. David Knutson OR-Burnsville)
offered an amendment providing incentives
and sanctions for AFDC recipients to attend
school or enroll in a GED program. The
proposal sparked discussion on the cost
involved. Opponents of the measure
successfully argued that the amendment
would place additional burdens on local
governments and would be expensive to
administer. Sen. Harold "Skip" Finn (DFL
Cass Lake), successfully offered an
amendment to the amendment that deleted
language delegating power to the county
social service workers. However, the
Knutson amendment failed 28-34.

Members did adopt an amendment,

The Minnesota Senate Week in Review

Minimum wage bill tabled
A proposal to raise the minimum wage was

debated and then tabled when the Senate
met in full session on Thurs., Mar. 23.

S.P. 302, authored by Sen. Randy Kelly
(DFL-St. Paul), provides a 25-cent increase
in the minimum wage on Oct.!, 1995,and
includes additional wage increases based on
the length of employment. After nearly two
hours of debate, Sen. Dallas Sams (DFL
Staples) moved to table the bill and his
motion was approved, 33-32.

In presenting the proposal, Kelly said the
last increase in the minimum wage was done
four years ago. Since that time, he argued,
the value of that wage level has declined.
"The current minimum wage is worth less, in
purchasing power, than it has been in 44
years," he said.

Opponents argued that the bill will have
an impact on the state's economic climate
and that jobs will be lost because employers
are required to pay more. Sen. Dean
'Johnson OR-Willmar) said the bill will have
{l negative impact on the state's business
climate, by adding more regulations on
businesses and will cause the loss of more
than 10,000 jobs in the state. "If you are
intent on further erosion of the number of
jobs in Minnesota, this will do it," he said.

Supporters called the bill a step towards
providing low-income individuals with the
opportunity to earn a living wage. "One of
the cornerstones of welfare reform is getting
people to work," said Sen. Roger Moe (DFL
Erskine. "You are not going to phase people
off of welfare if they can't get jobs that pay
them a living wage." The motion to table
the bill was made after several members
urged the Senate to consider a workers
compensation bill before making a decision
on a minimum wage increase.

Welfare reform bill passed
After nearly four hours of debate, members

of the Senate granted final passage to a major
welfare reform bill at the Mon., Mar. 20,
floor session. H.P. 5, authored by Sen. Don
Samuelson (DFL-Brainerd), makes numerous
changes to laws governing welfare in
Minnesota.

Samuelson said that the bill "is a far
reaching welfare reform proposal that is
positive, not punitive. The bill emphasizes
work, not welfare, and provides education
and training where appropriate...most of all
\the bill does not forget the children."
,k\ccording to Samuelson, the proposals in
the bill will bring about a savings of
$957,000. Samuelson said that key elements
of the bill provide for expanding the
Minnesota Family Investment Program to

Brie
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Committee update
Agriculture and Rural
Development .
Pesticide requirements revamped

The Agriculture and Rural Development
Committee, chaired by Sen. Joe Bertram, Sr.
(DFL-Paynesville), approved four bills ar its
afternoon meeting Weds., Mar. 22.

Sen. Steve Dille OR-Dassel} presented S.F.
839, a bill that changes pesticide dealer license
requirements. On hand supporting the measure
was Craig Sahlsbrom from the Minnesota Plant
Food Chemical Association.

Besides clarifying that no fixed locarion may
sell pesticides without a license, S.F. 839
eliminates the eligibility examination currently
required to sell pesticides. The measure now
proceeds to the floor.

Also authored by Dille, S.F. 793, eliminates
various reports required by the commissioner of
agriculture to the chairs of the Senate and House
agriculture and environment committees.

"The intention of this bill is to reduce
paperwork," Dille said. Included in the list of
reports eliminated under the bill are grasshopper
control, weather modification operations and
community shade tree disease and insect control
programs. Members approved the measure and
sent it to the full Senate.

Also sent to the floor was S.F. 738, a bill that
provides for uniformity with federal food
standards. Authored by Sen. Kemic Scheevel
OR-Preston), the measure brings Minnesota
requirements in line with federal regulations.

S.F. 739, carried by Scheevel as well, elimi
nates the words "federal crop adjuster" from
statute. Scheevel said that the position was
abolished as ofOct. 1, 1994. Members placed the
measure on the Consent Calendar.

LLCs defeated
After sifting through more than six hours of

public testimony at a Weds., Mar. 22, evening
meeting, the Agriculture and Rural Development
Committee, chaired by Sen. Joe Bertram, Sr.
(DFL-Paynesville) defeated S.F. 271. Carried by
Sen. Charles Berg (DFL-Chokio), the measure
would have allowed limited liability companies
to own and use agricultural lands. LLCs are
structured differently than corporations and
partnerships, their intent being to provide tax
advantages, simpler rules, and lower fees to small
operations. But after listening to extensive debate
on both sides of the issue, members finally opted,
on a roll call vote, 5-5, to put the matter ofLLCs
and farming to rest for the 1995 Legislative
Session.

Opponents argued that allowing LLCs in
agriculture would open the door to multi
national corporations and usher in the final
destruction of the family farm. "This throws the
barn door wide open," said Sen. Jim Vickersman
(DFL-Tracy), "to non farmers and outside
interests."

Farmer Dennis Timmerman, a cattle feed
operator, pointed out that big agriculture states,
including Iowa, North and South Dakota, and
Nebraska, have rejected changes to the Corpo
rate Farm Law. Sen. Steven Murphy (DFL-Red
Wing) added "there are other options to LLCs,
ones that will keep farmers, farming."

Supporters, including Commissioner Elton
Redalen of the Dept. ofAgriculture, argued that
the time has come to allow farmers the same tools
that other businesses have available to them.
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Berg's measure to expand the definition of
authorized farm cOll'orations was also defeated 5
5 on roll call vote. S.F. 985 would have elimi
nated the requirement that 51 percent of the
shareholders ofa farm corporation must be
farmers living in the state and actively engaged in
livestock production.

Commerce and Consumer
Protection

Financial institutions omnibus
The Commerce and Consumer Protection

Committee heard and approved the financial
institutions omnibus bill at the Weds., Mar. 22,
meeting.

S.F. 1134, authored by Committee Chair Sam
Solon (DFL-Duluth), makes numerous technical
changes and updates. The bill permits financial
institutions to sell repossessed manufactured
homes without going through a licensed real
estate broker. It also removes the requirement
that banks publish their financial statements
annually. It requires, however, that they make
their balance sheets and statements of income
and expense publicly available at all their offices.
The measure also sets forth new requirements for
short-term loans under $350, in an effort to
ensure that these "payday loans" are available
from reputable sources.

In addition, the bill contains several provisions
regulating pawnbrokers. One provision requires
th~rson making the pawn to sign a statement
veri ing that he is the rightful owner of the
g s. Another sets a 30-percent-per-month
limit on pawnshop charges. The bill also requires
municipal ordinances to be consistent with the
provisions of the bill.

The panel approved three amendments to the
bill. The first, offered by Solon, changes a
provision that makes pawnedgoods the property
of the pawnbroker after a 30-day period. The
amendment changes the period to 60 days. The
second amendment, offered by Sen. Kevin
Chandler (DFL- White Bear Lake), extends to
credit unions a provision that allows financial
institutions to establish deposit and education
programs for elementary and secondary students.
The third, offered by Solon, excludes retailers'
point-of-sale terminals (such as cash registers)
from statutes governing automatic teller
machines. The terminals would remain subject to
federal regulatiOns that provide a number of
consumer protections. S.F. 1134 now goes to the
Judiciary Committee.

The committee also approved three other bills.
S.F. 457, authored by Chandler, adds taxis to the
No-Fault Automobile Insurance Act. The
measure, Chandler said, brings taxis in line with
the rest of the no-fault system, which now covers
school buses, MTC buses, and commuter vans.
The panel sent the bill to the Senate floor.

A bill that exempts person performing
barbering services for charitable purposes in
nursing homes, shelters, missions and similar
facilities from statutes regulating barbers also
received the Senators' approval. S.P. 838,
sponsored by Solon, now goes to the full Senate.

The committee approved and sent to the floor
S.F. 474, a bill that extends the grace period for
payment ofMedicare supplement policy
premiums to 30 days. The bill is sponsored by
Sen. Janet Johnson (DFL-North Branch)

The panel voted down a bill, S.P. 685,
sponsored by Sen. Gene Merriam (DFL- Coon

Rapids), that allows for-profit health mainte
nance organizations (HMOs) and Integrated
Service Networks OSNs) to operate in the state.

Crime Prevention
IlKoskinen" bill approved

A bill, referred to as the "Kari Koskinen
Manager Background Check Act," requiring
criminal background checks on managers of
apartments and mobile home parks was approved
by the Crime Prevention Committee during a
Thurs., Mar. 16, meeting.

S.F. 98, presented by Sen. Gene Merriam
(DFL-Coon Rapids), received further discussion
and several amendments before advancing to the
Jobs, Energy and Community Development
Committee. The bill stems from an incident in
which a women was abducted and murdered by
the manager of the apartments where she lived.
Mother of the woman, louAnn Koskinen,
testified in favor of the bill, saying it could help
protect other people.

The bill specifies that an apartment manager
applicant must undergo a background check
before being hired; the provision also applies to
anyone who has regular access to tenants' homes.

Merriam presented an amendment that
divided into two groups, by order ofseverity, the
crimes that would require notification ofan
apartment owner. Any conviction of the most
severe crimes, including first-degree murder, first
degree manslaughter, felony criminal sexual
conduct, and felony harassment and stalking,
would automatically disqualify an applicant for
the position. If the manager was hired before the
background check was completed, the owner
must terminate the manager's employment.

If an applicant had been convicted ofone of
the less severe crimes listed in the amendment,
the applicant may not be hired for the position
unless more than 10 years have elapsed since the
date ofdischarge. The bill allows an owner to
hire an applicant who had been convicted ofone
of the less severe crimes only ifall current and
previous tenants are notified; tenants have the
right to terminate their leases. The bill also
specifies that current apartment managers must
have criminal background checks by Aug. 1,
1996.

Sen. Allan SQCar (DFL-Mpls.), chair of the
committee, said he was concerned about the
retroactive provision of the amendment requiring
tenants to be notified ofa manager's past
convictions and possibly fired. He said the
measure was akin to neighborhood notification of
convicted felons.

Merriam said ifa check was not required of
current managers the safety ofcurrent tenants
would be jeopardized. "Ifwe're passing the law
because we think it's important then it doesn't
make sense to not require [background checks] of
current managers," he said.

Sen. Tom Neuville (IR-Northfield) offered an
amendment to allow owners to hire a manager
regardless of the conviction ifall tenants were
notified personally by the manager. The
amendment failed on a voice vote.

Bill allowing victim's side heard
A bill requiring a prosecutor to present a )

victim's account ofa crime to a judge in
determining whether to release an arrested person
before trial was approved by the Crime Preven-
tion Committee during a Mon., Mar. 20,



meeting. The committee, chaired by Sen. Allan
Spear (DFL-Mpls.), discussed only the three
Jections of the bill dealing with crime matters.

S.P. 650, presented by Sen. Ember Reichgott
Junge (DFL-New Hope), builds upon the Grant
Hussey legislation passed in 1994.

The bill also requires notification ofa victim or
a victim's family when an alleged violent offender
is scheduled to be reviewed for release from the
pretrial detention, and provides notification of
involved law enforcement agencies when an
alleged violent offender is aoout to be released
before trial.

Clark Hussey, father ofGrant Hussey who was
murdered a year ago, testified in favor of the bill,
saying the three sections dealing with notification
could have helped protect his son. He said he
believes it is critical to have the victim's accOllllt
of the events before a judge decides whether to
release an arrested person on bail. The bill was re
referred to the Family Services Committee.

The committee also discussed S.P. 287, a bill
allowing judicial districts to use interactive video
for first court appearances under certain
conditions. The conditions include safeguards
regarding participation ofcounsel, the physical
environment in which the defendant will be
viewed, and the defendant's ability to participate
in the proceeding. Sen. Arlene Lesewski OR
Marshall), author of the bill, said the use of
interactive video could help save costs, especially
in larger District Courts.

Some Senators questioned what the proposed
cost savings would be ifdistrict courts were
allowed to use video. The bill was laid over for
discussion by Finance Division members.

borrections budget reviewed
With the possibly ofsome $20 million in cuts

from his budget looming on the financial
horizon, Commissioner ofCorrections Frank
Wood presented an overview of the department's
biennial budget request to the Crime Prevention
Finance Division, Weds., Mar. 22.

Members of the division, chaired by Sen.
Tracy Beckman (DFL-Bricelyn), brainstormed
with Wood about possible avenues ofsavings in
the $571 million biennial budget. The depart
ment is seeking a 33 percent increase over the
current biennium, $48 million ofwhich is in new
initiatives. Wood acknowledged the Legislature's
anticipated reductions, but cautioned members
against making cuts that could jeopardize the
safety of the institution staffand inmates.

Wood explained much of the budget increase
is due to "massive growth" in the system. From
July 1994, correctional system staff increased from
3,322 to 3,997. But despite the growth, Wood
said Minnesota's correctional budget still is one of
the lowest in the nation as a percentage of the
state's total budget.

Sen. Gene Merriam (DFL-Coon Rapids) said
the division has to look at the big picture and the
state's per-prisoner cost compared to other states.
He said he hears citizens complaining about the
amount ofmoney spent on prisoners versus other
programs like education. He said he wants to
know what the money is accomplishing. Wood
said the state has one of the lowest incarceration
rates in the country, reflecting Minnesota's
practice of imprisoning the most violent, repeat

)offenders. He added that the major portion of the
corrections budget is spent on salaries.

Some members suggested the division may
have to look at some of the programs provided in
the state's 10 correctional institutions when the
budget is considered. .

Wood agreed he could look at "massaging"
some of the programs to increase efficiency, but
he also warned Senators about simply reacting to
public outcry. "Idle inmates are the source of
systemic violence," he said. Getting rid of
programs ofren cause more problems than maybe
the public understands, he said. Wood reviewed
some of the new initiative and suggested some
areas that could be looked at to make some
budget cuts.

Jim Burton, deputy commissioner in charge of
institutions, reviewed individual facility budget
requests.

Education
Buy~out bill re~referred

The Senate Education Committee, co-chaired
by Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller (DFL-Mpls) and
Sen. leRoy Stumpf (DFL-ThiefRiver Falls), met
briefly Thurs., Mar. 16, to re-refer a bill requiring
candidates for a superintendent position to
disclose previous contract buy-out agreements.
The measure was re-referred to the Judiciary
Committee without recommendation.

S.P. 438 requires a person applying for a job as
a superintendent to disclose the existence and
contents ofany previous contract buyouts. The
bill, authored by Sen. Pat Piper (DFL-Austin)
also voids any superintendent's contract ifa
previous buyout is not disclosed. The measure
applies to contracts reached after June 30, 1995.

Safe schools bills heard
The Education Funding Division, chaired by

Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller (DFL-Mpls.), took up
two proposals aimed at providing safer schools, at
meetings held Thurs., Mar. 16.

S.P. 418, said Sen. Randy Kelly (DFL-St.
Pau!), the bill's author, is focused on truancy and
provides a systematic approach to school safety.
The bill specifies that parents are responsible for
assuring their child's attendance, requires school
districts to notify parents ofa child's habitual
truancy, and makes parents who fail to comply
with compulsory attendance laws subI'ect to a fine
ofup to $700 and up to 90 days in jai .

Under the bill, tlie court can suspend a .
habitual truant's driver's license, if they are age 16
and older. The court may also prevent truants
under the age of 16 from receiving their driver's
licenses when they become eligible. The
measure also provides for establishment of
community-based truancy projects and service
centers, sets up school attendance review boards,
and authorizes a county attorney to establish a
truancy mediation program.

Other provisions allow school districts to adopt
policies on school uniforms and locker searches
and requires districts to approve a gun-free
schoolS policy. School districts are required to
conduct criminal background checks on all new
employees and the board of teaching will run
background checks on applicants for new
teaching licenses.

The division also reviewed S.P. 707, sponsored
by Sen. Warren Limmer OR-Maple Grove). The
bill lowers the compulsory attendance age to 16,
and allows school districts to not admit students
under open errrollment if they were previously
expelled or suspended from school for violent
acts. The bill also requires disabled students to
prove their disabling condition was the cause for
their action before an expulsion or suspension is
overturned. The division took no action on
either bill, but began to hear public response to
the proposals.

Bill Larson, assistant superintendent in the St.
Paul School District, said Kelly's bill "is a major
step in giving districts the ability to enforce
truancy and provide safety." But Linda Garrett
Johnson, a St. Paul parent, said the bill "sounds
punitive towards parents." She said parents
should be more involved in the process being
proposed. "Parents hold a lot ofvaluable
information, and that information is not being
given equal weight in the decisions," she said.

Afrer some discussion, the division voted to
delete two sections ofS.P. 418, requiring parents
to ensure students receive instruction and the
misdemeanor penalties for failing to do so. An
amendment, requiring school bOards to expel
students who bring a firearm to school for up to
one year, was offered by Sen. Kerrric Scheevel
OR-Preston) and approved. The amendment
allows districts to mOdify the e~ulsion require
ment on a case-by-case basis. The division is
expected to give further consideration to both
bills at a later meeting.

Gov's recommendations heard
The Education Funding Division, chaired by

Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller (DFL-Mpls.)
continued to review a bill containing the
governor's budget recommendations at its Fri.,
Mar. 17, meeting.

Sen. Gen Olson OR-Minnetrista) continued
her presentation ofS.P. 391 from a prior meeting.
The division reviewed the governor's recommen
dations contained in the bill pertaining to
facilities and equipment, organization and
cooperation, various programs, and the Minne
sota center for the Arts.

The bill includes the governor's recommenda
tion allowing outcome-oased schools to receive
capital expenditure revenue. After some
discussion, the division adopted a similar
provision from S.P. 679, authored by Sen. Ember
ReichgottJunge (DFL-New Hope), to allow the
outcome-oased schools to receive revenue for
capital facilities and equipment. The provision
was added into the education finance omnibus
bill.

The division also adopted a provision ofS.P.
391, reducing the equipment formula allowance.
The governor recommended reducing the per
pupil amount from $69 to $68. The memners set
asiae the reduction amount for further discussion.

Bills advance
The Education Committee, co-chaired by Sen.

leRoy Stumpf (DFL-ThiefRiver Falls) and Sen.
Lawrence Pogemiller (DFL-Mpls.), approved a
measure ratifying the contracts ofseveral higher
education employee groups at the Tues. evening,
Mar. 21, meeting.

S.P. 557 ratified the labor agreements that
were reached last year between the state and
several higher education groups. Sen. Carol
Flynn (DFL-Mpls.), the author, said the
agreements were struck with state university
faculty and staff, and with unclassified technical
college, community colkge and Higher
Education Board staff. The bill was approved
and re-referred to the Finance Committee.

Sen. Leonard Price (DFL-Woodbury.)
presented a bill combining the provisions that
govern the three public post-secondary systems
into one chapter in state law. The new chapter
will reflect tlie merger of the three systems onJuly
1,1995, he said. The bill was approved and
referred to the Senate floor.

The panel also heard S.P. 362, authored by
Sen. Arlene Lesewski OR-Marshall). The bill
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Committee update
specifies that students at a public post-secondary
institution could bring a civil action if they are
aggrieved by a violation of the free speech clauses
in the U.S. and state constitutions. The measures
also allows the court to award attorney fees and
costs to the prevailing side. .

Sen. Tom Neuville OR-Northfield) offered an
amendment adding a provision to direct higher
education systems to review their policies and
repeal those that infringe on students' free speech
rights. The committee rejected the amendment
and then Neuville's motion to approved the bill
failed on a 9-6 vote.

Charter school changes adopted
The Education Funding Division adopted

severalprovisions modifying the laws governing
charter schools at the Tues. evening, Mar. 21,
meeting.

The division, chaired by Sen. Lawrence
Pogemiller (DFL-Mpls.), approved several
provisions on charter schools from two bills and
added them to the education funding omnibus
bilL

S.F. 679 changes the name from outcome
based to results-oriented charter schools. The
bill, sponsored by Sen. Ember Reichgott Junge
(DFL-New Hope), also allows public post
secondary institutions to sponsor a charter school
and permits school districts to sponsor up to five
charter schools as determined by the size of their
student population. The panel adopted the
name change included in the bill and then
approved a provision allowing all post-secondary
institutions to become sponsors.

S.F. 391, authored by Sen. Gen Olson OR
Minnetrista), includes the governor's charter
schools proposals. The members adopted the
recommendation specifying that the State Board
ofEducation will nave 45 days from when a
charter schoolapplication is submitted to act on
the application. Also approved was a provision
allowing districts to sponsor more than one
schooL

The limit on the number ofcharter schools
allowed, set at 35 in state law, is remove in the
Olson bill. The division adopted a proposal
raising that limit to 60 schools.

The members also heard testimony from
representatives of the teachers' unions in
opposition to additional expansion ofcharter
schools. Further discussion on charter school
proposals is expected at a later meeting.

Higher ed funding changes heard
A bill changing the higher education funding

formula by providing money based on the
number ofdegrees or certificates granted was
presented to the Higher Education Funding
Division at a meeting held Tues., Mar. 21.

According to Sen. leRoy Stumpf (DFL-Thief
River Falls), chair of the division and author of
the bill, S.F. 1234 is in response to the "tremen
dous financial pressures" facing higher education
over the past four years and continuing into
future bienniums. At the same time, Stumpfsaid,
citizens are demanding post-secondary institu
tions undergo instructional changes and be
accountable to the product, or students, they turn
out.

The intent of the bill is to focus on the end
results ofhigher education and proVide incen
tives to improve those end results. Right now, he
said, state appropriations are driven by the
number ofcredits a student buys, with little
attention paid to the outcome of that purchase. If
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the state funded a student's achievement instead,
the post-secondary institution would have to
focus on a student's preparedness and keep that
student on the academic track, Stumpfex
plained. The bill creates a funding formula that
moves the dollars "from the front to the back,"
basing funding on results and achievements.

According to the bill, the state provides 67
percent of tlle estimated cost ofa degree, diploma
or certificate. Allocations to campuses are to
reflect the graduation results achieved by each
campus.

Under the bill, remedial courses are provided
by a post-secondary institution only ifa student
does not meet a 12th-grade level ofcompetency
in reading, writing and mathematics. If a graduate
ofa Minnesota public high school does not meet
a 10th-grade level on a post-secondary evaluation
test, the student's high school must pay the
tuition for the student for all remedial courses
taken in the first year after high school gradua
tion.

The bill also guarantees that the degree
granting institution must provide a graduate with
a semester or quarter ofundergraduate courses at
no cost if the graduate does not find a job in his
or her field ofstudy within two years.

The new funding formula would begin with a
phase-in process in 1997, Stumpfsaid, to spur
discussion and iron out the implementation
details.

Division members launched into a philosophi
cal debate regarding the bill's requirement ofhigh
schools to pay for a student's remedial courses.
Some members disagreed with the provision,
saying students should be responsible for paying
for the full cost ofdevelopmental courses. Both
Sen. Steve Murphy (DFL-Red Wing) and Sen.
Deanna Wiener (DFL-Eagan) said sometimes it's
not the high school's fault that a student did not
achieve a certain levelofcompetency.

But other Senators agreed that the onus should
be on high schools to make sure students holding
high school diplomas have achieved a 12th~de
level education. Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller (DFL
Mpls.) called for "truth in diplomas." "Do we give
diplomas to people who can't read?" he asked.

Stumpfsaid the bill is an attempt to send a
message to a variety ofpeople that education is a
serious business. No action was takenon the bilL

In other business, the division approved S.F.
627, authored by Sen. Roger Moe (DFL
Erskine), a bill requiring all higher education
institutes to convert to the semester system by the
97-98 academic year.

Safe schools bill advances
A proposal creating programs and projects to

combat truancy and provide safer schools was
amended and approved, Weds., Mar. 22, by the
Education Funding Division, chaired by Sen.
Lawrence Pogemiller (DFL-Mpls.).

S.F. 418, said the author, Sen. Randy Kelly
(DFL-St. Paul), aims to place a greater focus on
truancy and provide school districts with
additional ways to ensure safer learning environ
ments. The bill was reviewed and amended by
the division at an earlier meeting. Kelly
presented an amendment, offered by Sen. Jane
Krentz (DFL-May Twp.) and adopted, that both
incorporated the changes the panel had
previously approved and responds to the
concerns raised by the members.

Kelly said the amended bill requires school
districts to notify parents ifa child has been
truant for three days and creates a truancy

mediation program to be operated by a county
attorney. The bill also allows the court to
suspend the driver's license ofa habitual truant or
prevent a habitual truant becoming eligible for a
license if they are not yet age 16.

A number ofamendments were offered and
approved, clarifying variou~rovisions of the bill.
Sen. LeRoy Stumpf (DFL-ThiefRiver Falls) .
moved to eliminate aproposal increasing the
amount districts may levy to support the DARE
program. His motion was approved. The bill, as
amended, was approved and referred to the full
Education committee.

The members also resumed consideration of
S.F. 707, authored by Sen. Warren Limmer OR
Maple Grove). The bill lowers the compulsory
attendance age to 16, and allows school districts
to not admit students under open enrollment if
they were previously expelled or suspended from
school for violent acts. The bill alsO requires
disabled students to prove their disabling
condition was the cause for their violent action
before an expulsion or suspension is overturned.
Testifying in support of tlle bill were to special
education teachers from Wayzata, who nad been
threatened by a student. Action on the bill is
expected at a later meeting.

Environinent and Natural
Resources
Ag budget scrutinized

While reviewing the Dept. ofAgriculture's
budget Thurs., Mar. 16, members of the
Environment and Natural Resources Finance
Committee discussed the department's request foi
$225,000 in bonding for the coming biennium.

Art Mason, director of the Plant Protection
Division, explained that by May 1996, the Seed
Potato Inspection Program fund balance will be
nearly $130,000 in deficit on July 1, 1996, unless
the Legislature authorizes additional bonding.
The cash-flow shortage arose from a the
construction ofa potato inspection facility in East
Grand Forks. In 1992, the commissioner of
administration received bonding authority for
$365,000, however the construction project
totals $432,000. According to Mason, the project
was to be paid for with the bonding money and
fees from the seed potato inspection program.
The building is nearly completed, however some
laboratories needfinishing and furniture needs to
be purchased, he said.

Sen. Gene Merriam (DFL-Coon Rapids)
pointed out that the department did not receive
proper authorization to spend more than
$365,000 on the building project. Quoting
Minnesota statutes, Merriam said that someone
could be guilty ofa gross misdemeanor offense for
allowing the larger project that was authorized to
be built. Merriam also said that under current
law, he, as chair of the Finance Committee,
should have been presented the program plan,
including cost estimates for the full project, before
final construction plans were prepared.

According to Agriculture Finance Director
Joseph Kormo, the division received advice from
the state Dept. ofFinance regarding the matter.
He said neither he nor the agency division knows
how the payments are disbursed out of the
accounts since the Dept. ofAdministration
oversees that portion of the project.

Doug Watnemo ofthe Dept. ofFinance said
his department became aware ofpotential cash
flow problems in September 1994. He said it was



the Dept. of Finance's belief that the agency was
going to build a $365,000 facility, and that it

') wasn't until later they found the agency was
. going to build a more expensive building.

Merriam asked why Legislators were not
notified ofthe expected shortages and why the
checks and balances in place did not catch the
problems. Bonding projects are supposed to be
checked by the Dept. ofAdministration so that
problems like this can be prevented, Merriam
said. ''I'm dumbfounded as to how the system has
broken down," he said.

Mason explained that undertaking a facility
building project is somewhat unusual for the
agency. He said that although it doesn't preclude
any wrong-doing, there were many things
happening with many different people involved.
Deputy Commissioner Bill Oemichen said there
was no intention to intentionally violate the
authorization procedures.

Emissions bill advances
A bill exempting five-year-old or newer

vehicles from the state's emission testing program
advanced from the Environment and Natural
Resources Committee at a Fri., Mar. 17, meeting.
The committee, chaired by Sen. Bob Lessard
(DFL-Int'!. Falls), also extensively discussed a bill
revising wetlands protection provisions.

S.P. 11, authored by Sen. James Metzen (DFL
South St. Paul), received several hours of
testimony and debate at the division level before
being amended and approved by the full
committee. Under the bill, vehicles which model
year is "no more than four years earlier than the
year in which it is being registered" are exempted

)
from air pollution emissions inspections.

An amendment offered by Sen. Pat Pariseau
OR-Farmington) was divided and partially
adopted. The committee adopted a section of the
amendment that requires the commissioner of
the Pollution Control Agency to take reasonable
steps to comply with the federal Clean Air Act
without having to continue the motor vehicle
inspection program. The provision also requires
the commissioner to submit to the Legislature by
December 1997 a report outlining the
commissioner's efforts and recommendations
regarding the continuation of the program after
July 1, 1998.

A section of the Pariseau amendment
repealing the insrection program in 1998 was
rejected. The bil was re-referred to the Transpor
tation and Public Transit Committee.

Mer more than four hours ofdebate, the
committee set aside a bill revising the 1991
Wetlands Conservation Act (WCA). S.P. 483,
authored by Sen. leRoy Stumpf (DFL-Thief
River Falls), modifies current wetlands protection
provisions to ease some of the restrictions and
addresses some of the concerns raised by
landowners and developers. The one law
designed for every situation across the state is not
working, Stumpfsaid.

The goals of the bill are to maintain the no
net-loss policy of the current wetlands act, he
said, but adds some exemptions. The bill also
allows more involvement by local government.

Much of the sometimes heated discussion
centered on three main areas ofchange from the
current act: the provisions that limit reporting

) requirements for projects affecting certain sized
wetlands; changes affecting projects that are
exempted from wetland replacement plans; and
provisions allowing local govemment units to
submit comprehensive wetland protection and
management plans.

Three of the six amendments adopted by the
committee dealt with the above areas. The first
focused on limiting the reporting requirements
for projects in certain sized wetlands. The
amendment takes out some of the paperwork in
smaller projects, ofren undertaken by private
landowners. Currently, every effort must be made
to avoid affecting a nearby wetland; if a wetland
is affected, a landowner or developer must
minimize the effect. Ifa wetland must be filled or
drained, current law may require replacement of
the wetland. All activities and any mitigation
must be documented. The adopted amendment
eliminates the documentation for mainly smaller
sized wetlands, depending upon their location.

Members debated for some time over the exact
size of wetlands that could be affected without
requiring the local govemment to docum,ent the
mitigating process. Several members agreed with
Don Amosti of the National Audubon Society
who supported smaller sized wetlands areas
included in the provision. Eventually the
committee adopted an amended version of the
amendment that increased the size of the affected
wetlands.

Another amendment increased the de
minimus factor, the threshold that triggers
regulatory action ofcertain wetlands. Projects are
exempted from the WCA if they result in
draining or filling ofsmaller wetlands. Those sizes,
depending upon where the wetland is located,
were increased from the current sizes. Senators
spent considerable time discussing the proposed
changes before adopting the amendment.

A third amendment, presented on behalfof
the govemor by Sen. Gary Laidig OR-Stillwater),
dealt with comprehensive wetlandprotection
and management plans developed by local
govemment units. The amendment changes
Stumpf's bill by ensuring state oversight of the
plans through the Board ofWater and Soil
Resources. Stumpfopposed.the amendment,
saying local govemments must be trusted to go
through the process without extensive state
involvement.

Lessard set aside the bill for further discussion.

MPCA budget review continued
Members of the Environment and Natural

Resources Finance Division, chaired by Sen.
Steven Morse (DFL-Dakota), continued
discussion of the Minnesota Pollution Control
Agency's (MPCA) budget at a hearing held Fri.,
Mar. 17.

James Warner of the MPCA's Ground Water
Protection and Solid Waste Division presented
his division's requested budget changes for the
coming biennium. Theprogramprotects,
preserves and restores the state's land and ground
water resources by. mitigating the long-tenn
environmental effects ofwaste generation. One
of the programs larger issues is identifying and
cleaning up the state's solid waste landfills.

The agency is requesting a reduction ofsome
$2.1 million for each year of the biennium from
the Motor Vehicle Transfer Account that was
used for cleanup of the state's tire dumps.
According to Warner,the cleanup project is
finished and the agency will continue to oversee
waste tire management. The agency also plans to
provide grants and loans to develop altemative
uses ofused tires.

A revision to the hazardous waste generator
tax in 1994 was intended to provide a stable
funding source for the state's Superfund which
pays for cleanup ofcontaminated sites. However,
revenues are lower than expected during the first

six months ofcollecting the tax. Warner said the
MPCA is investigating the reasons for the
shortfall, including lack ofcompliance with the
new tax law, whether projections were based on
higher than actual hazardous waste volumes, or if
the tax will not be collected until this Apri!.

The division will continue its review ofthe
MPCA budget in coming meeting.

Wetlands revision advanced
A bill revising the 1991 Wetlands Conserva

tion Act (WCA) was approved by the Environ
ment and Natural Resources Committee Tues.,
Mar. 21, with limited discussion on several
amendments. Committee Chair Sen. Bob
Lessard (DFL-Int'!. Falls) spurred on discussion
among committee members, saying he wanted to
move the bill to the next committee.

S.P. 483, authored by Sen. leRoy Stumpf
(DFL-ThiefRiver Falls), modifies current
wetlands protection provisions to ease some of
the restrictions and addresses some of the
concerns raised by landowners and developers.
The one law designed for every situation across
the state is not working, Stumpfsaid.

The goals of the bill are to maintain the no
net-loss policy of the current wetlands act, he
said, while adding some exemptions. The bill also
allows more involvement by local govemment
units with oversight by the Board ofWater and
Soil Resources (BWSR).

Several amendments were added to the
committee engrossment, including one offered by
Sen. Harold "Skip" Finn (DFL-Cass Lake) that
removes the criminal offenses for violating the
WCA and instead puts violation under civil
enforcement. It also allows the commissioner of
natural resources or a conservation officer to
petition the courts to make a violator restore a
wetland as parr ofa civil enforcement action. "I
didn't know when I voted [on the act] that we
would be making criminals out of people," Finn
said.

The Senators approved the amendment on a
roll-call vote.

Another Finn amendment calls for the
Wetlands Heritage Advisory Committee to
"investigate altemative procedures and policies
for improving the current wetland banking
system in the state." Currently, landowners or
developers in some cases may pay an amount
equal to the fair market value of the upland
created by draining or filling a wetland. The
payment is made to BWSR or a local govem
ment that has established a wetland bank. The
money is then used for replaCing wetlands.

Some members questioned the practice and
asked if there were any guarantees the money is
used specifically for wetland replacement. The
Finn amendment requires the study take into
account ecological, hydrological and economic
aspects of wetland banking; the study must be
reported to the Legislature by January 1997.

The committee approved the bill and
advanced to the Agriculture and Rural Develop
ment Committee.

Water system bill heard
A bill relating to certification ofoperators of

water supply systems and wastewater treatment
facilities was laid over for more discussion by the
Environment and Natural Resources Finance
Division, chaired by Sen. Steven Morse (DFL
Dakota).

At a Tues., Mar. 21, meeting, the author of
S.P. 273 Sen. Leonard Price (DFL-Woodbury)
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Committee update
presented the bill that establishes an advisory
council and transfers to the Dept. ofHealth and
the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
(MPCA) authority governing water supply
systems and wastewater treatment facility
operators. The previous Operator Certification
Council was terminated by a blanket sunset
effective June 30, 1994.

The bill also establishes fees for the certifica
tion program and moves that authority from rules
to statute. Price explained the bill includes a fee
increase to cover costs of the program. The
current fees do not fully cover program costs
incurred by the MPCA. However, the higher fees
more than cover the costs incurred by the Dept.
ofHealth.

In other business, the division heard presenta
tion ofa bill that makes improvements to the
state's groundwater protection practices. S.F. 496,
presented by Price, is a recommendation from the
Legislative Water Commission and calls for
analysis ofwater quality and quantity data,
evaluation of the effectiveness ofbest manage
ment practices, and authorizes increased well
sealing cost-share grants. The bill also appropri
ates funds.

Craig Sallstrom ofMinnesota Plant Food and
Chemicals testified against a provision in the bill
that allows money from the Pesticide Regulatory
Account to be used for a cooperative project with
the Minnesota Institute for Sustainable Agricul
ture. Sallstrom feared that taking money from a
dedicated fund would eventually lead to other fee
increases.

The division laid the bill aside for later
discussion.

Bill advanced, DNR budget review
A bill relating to certification ofoperators of

water supply systems and wastewater treatment
facilities was approved by the Environment and
Natural Resources Finance Division during an
evening meeting Tues., Mar. 21.

S.F. 273, presented by Sen. Leonard Price
(DFL-Woodbury), establishes an advisory
council and transfers to the Dept. ofHealth and
the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
(MPCA) certain authority governing water
supply systems and wastewater treatment facility .
operators. The previous Operator Certification
Council was terminated by a blanket sunset
effective June 30, 1994.

The bill also establishes fees for the certifica
tion program, moving that authority from rules to
statute. Price explained the bill includes a fee
increase to cover costs of the program. The
current fees do not fully cover program costs
incurred by the MPCA. However, the higher fees
more than cover the costs incurred by the Dept.
ofHealth.

Price offered an amendment that changes the
fee increase to cover the program costs for both
agencies. The bill advances to the full committee.

Ethics and Campaign
Reform
Voters'guides okayed

The Ethics and Campaign Reform Commit
tee, chaired by Sen. John Marty (DFL-Roseville)
approved two bills at a meeting Thurs., Mar. 16.

S.F. 590, a bill that provides households with
voters' guides, was approved and re-referred to
the Finance Committee. Sen. Carol Flynn (DFL
Mpls.), the bill's author, said that the cost of the
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three publications, $1.8 million, would be taken
from the general fund.

Joan Higinbotham, from Common Cause
Minnesota, and Diane Gibson, a representative
volunteer from the League ofWomen Voters,
spoke in favor of the measure. "This is the first
step in empowering the electorate," Higinbotham
said.

Sen. Pat Pariseau OR-Farmington) objected to
the costs involved, saying that sufficient
information has always been provided to the
voters by newspapers and television. "This
function has always been handled by the private
sector, and I don't think the state should pay for
it when there are other options that can be
pursued," Pariseau said. Members re-referred the
bill to the Finance Committee.

Sen. Joe Bertram, Sr. (DFL-Paynesville)
presented S.F. 1099, a measure permitting
election judges to serve outside their county of
residence. Bertram said that the bill would
facilitate the appointment ofelection judges, who
are frequently in short supply. The city ofSartell
is located in both Sterns and Benton Counties,
Bertram pointed out, and lifting the restriction
"makes it easier to get people to serve as election
judges." The committee approved S.F. 1099 and
placed it on the Consent Calendar.

Lobbying prohibition approved
A bill that prohibits lobbying by a principal

campaign committee or political party committee
that issues refund receipt forms, was approved by
the Ethics and Campaign Reform Committee
Tues., Mar. 21. Chaired by Sen. John Marty
(DFL-Roseville), the committee sent S.F. 1086
to the full Senate.

"The intent of this program was not that the
funds be used for lobbying," said the measure's
author, Sen. Doug Johnson (DFL-Crookston).
"The money was meant for candidates and
campaigns, not for lobbying by politicians and
political parties," he added.

Johnson was referring to the publicly financed
campaign refund program that allows individual
taxpayers to contribute $50 to a campaign
organization, then apply to the Dept. ofRevenue
for a reimbursement of the contribution. He
acknowledged that the practice is not illegal, but
argued against it, saying "this is clearly an abuse of
the program, and I think it should stop."

Family Services
Self,sufficiency bill advances

Members of the Family Services Committee,
chaired by Sen. Pat Piper (DFL-Austin)
approved two bills at the Thurs., Mar. 16,
meeting.

Sen. Linda Berglin (DFL-Mpls.) carried S.F.
1004, making improvements to the Self
Sufficiency Administrative Program. The bill
makes changes to the electronic benefits transfer
(EBT) system, accelerates the state financing
schedule for county reimbursements for STRIDE
and work readiness programs, and allows
increased AFDC eligibility. The bill also aligns
the Minnesota supplemental aid program (MSA)
with the federal Supplemental Security Income
Program (SSI). The changes improve the
efficiency and effectiveness of the programs,
Berglin said.

Under the bill, the county share ofSTRIDE
and work readiness case management is
eliminated from the reimbursement schedule.

The proposal simplifies administration for the
programs and save an estimated $1.87 million
because of the decreased cost ofoperating the
services, said Steve Nelson of the Dept. of
Human Services Budget Analysis division.
Berglin also explained that counties will benefit
from an additional "freed up" cashflow of
$800,000. 'With this bill, everyone will be better
off," Berglin stated.

Under the bill, SSI policies are adopted for the
MSA program regarding citizenship, determina
tions, income deductions and the payment cycle.
Debra Tucker-Goin of the Hennepin County
Dept. ofEconomic Assistance testified that the
policy change will reduce the counties' adminis
trative burdens and will be easier to understand
for both county workers and clients. The bill
goes to the funding division.

Members approved S.F. 702, sponsored by
Sen. Sheila Kiscaden OR-Rochester), which
amends the Children's Mental Health Act by
permitting service to persons 18 to 21 years if the
person was receiving services before turning 18
years old. The bill also delays for two years a
provision that requires the state to pay for halfof
the non-federal cost ofout-of-state placement for
youths with severe emotional disturbance and
who exhibit violent behavior. The sliding fee
child care is changed to a calendar program, and
recipients of the Minnesota Family Investment
Program (MFlP) are eligible for the program. In
addition, funds from the AFDC child care
program are redistributed among counties.

Sen. Phil Riveness (DFL-Bloomington)
questioned the need for a section that adds more
requirements to the resource and referral grants
provision. The provision requires coordination
ofearly childhood training for child care
providers. The training is "nice to do but not
critical," Riveness said, stating that budgetary
considerations require evaluation ofwhat is
essentiaL He moved to delete the provision.
Barbara O'Sullivan of the department explained
that providers are not currently meeting
requirements and that the diffusion of informa
tion is important to make training more efficient.
The availability is particularly inadequate in
rural areas, O'Sullivan said. The section was
deleted. The bill, as amended, goes to the Health
Care Committee.

Child support discussed
The issue of unpaid child support was discussed

at the Family Services Committee meeting Tues.,
Mar. 21. Chair Sen. Pat Piper (DFL-Austin) and
members reviewed S.F. 217, a bill relating to
child support errforcement. The bill, ~onsored
by Sen. Richard Cohen (DFL-St. Paul) contains
several measures to recoup a portion of the $551
million currently in arrears.

The bill requires a suspension ofa driver's
license upon receipt ofnotice that the driver
owes over four months ofchild support and no
payment plan has been established. The bill also
suspends the occupational license ofa person in
arrears ifno payment plan has been established.
Liens on venicles are permitted, and the owner's
exemption amount is increased to $4,500 before
satisfYing creditors. The Dept. ofHuman
Services is responsible for the administrative
burden of this provision. The employers
reporting program is modified to require the
department to cross-reference employee data for
an employer to determine payment delinquency.

In addition, the bill establishes a pilot project
allowing an obligor to perform up to 32 hours per



week ofcommunity service when they fail to pay
child support. The department is authorized to
seek a court order requiring unemployed non
payers to find a job. A pUblic education
campaign itnplemented through the Attorney
General's Office is also authorized.

Sen. Sheila Kiscaden OR-Rochester)
presented an amendment to transfer the public
education functions to the Department of
Human Services, which would be consistent, she
said. Sen. Jane Krentz (DFL-May Township)
opposed the provision, and said that the
Attorney.General's Office has begun planning
and development, and has valuable media
contacts that permit "more bang for the buck."
The amendment was not approved.

Kiscaden presented another amendment to
require a sunset on the license suspension
provision, to require the department to provide a
cost-benefit analysis to assess the program. With
a new program, Kiscaden said, evaluation of its
effectiveness is critical. Sen. Kevin Chandler
(DFL-White Bear Lake) and others expressed
concern about a sunset, noting that it is
inefficient and sets an unusual precedent.
Kiscaden modified the amendment to require
only the cost-benefit analysis and department
report. The amendment was adopted.

Sen. Phil Riveness (DFL-Bloomingron)
offered an amendment permitting a person whose
license has been improperly suspended to recover
expenses from the agency at fault. The measure
was adopted. The bill was laid over.

Finance

)
Budget presentations continue

The Finance State Government Division,
chaired by Sen. Richard Cohen (DFL-St. Paul),
met Thurs., Mar. 16, to review the biennial
budget request from the Dept. ofHuman Rights.

In presenting the department's budget request
for the next biennium, Commissioner David
Beaulieu said the department's organization has
been restructured in order to make it more
efficient and effective in resolving human rights
complaints. Dolores Fridge, assistant commis
sioner, said the governor is recommending the
agency receive ~6.8 million in the next two fiscal
years, which includes a $400,000 appropriation
to llflgrade the department's data network system.

The division also heard from individuals who
raised concerns about the department's reorgani
zation efforts. Linda Miller, representing the
National Employment Lawyers Association, said
investigators are leaving the department because
ofhigh caseloads and increases in the number of
managerial staff.

Data project reviewed
On Fri., Mar. 17, the Finance State Govern

ment Division, chaired by Sen. Richard Cohen
(DFL-St. Pau!), heard an update on a project to
streamline the state's administrative and business
systems.

Kent Allen of the Dept. ofFinance said that,
beginning in April and continuing through the
rest of the year, the Statewide Systems Project
will come on-line. When the five-year project is
completed by the end of the year, he said the
administrative and financial data from all state

) agencies will be organized and maintained within
a single system. Over the last three years, the
Legislature has appropriated about $31 million
for development and implementation ofthe
project.

The division also took additional testimony

about the Dept. ofHuman Rights. After hearing
concerns presented in the testimony about the
department's organizational structure, Sen. Phil
Riveness (DFL-Bloomingron) made a motion to
ask that the Legislative Auditor evaluate the
~ency's organization and report the findings.
The motion was approved.

DOER budget presented
The biennial budget request from the agency

responsible for human resources management was
reviewed, Tues., Mar. 21, by the members of the
Finance State Government Division, chaired by
Sen. Richard Cohen (DFL-St. Paul).

Commissioner Bruce Johnson presented a
$15.5 million budget request for the operations of
the Department ofEmployee Relations. He said
the agency's budget is used to support the human
resource activities associated with managing a
state work force of40,000 members.

As part of the budget proposal, Johnson said
the governor has recommended appropriations of
$1.3 million for a human resources innovation
project and $600,000 for a state diversity project.

Budget reviews conclude
The Finance State Government Division

completed its review ofagency budget requests,
Weds., Mar. 22, with presentations on the
proposals submitted by the Senate and other
legislative offices and the Office ofStrategic and
Long-Range Planning.

The Legislative Coordinating Commission
(LCC), the umbrella organization for a number
of legislative commissions, is requesting $24
million for the next biennium, said Acting
Director Mary Ryan. She said the LCC budget
includes about $60,000 that has been set aside for
costs that may be incurred if the Legislature
eliminates several commissions this session.

The division also heard the budget requests of
the Legislative Reference Library, the Revisor of
Statutes, and the Office of the Legislative
Auditor. The library is requesting $1.9 million
for the biennium, while the biennial budget
request from the revisor's office totals about $9.1
million. Legislative Auditor Jim Noble said his
office is seeking $8.2 million for the biennium.
The request, he said, includes a $300,000 to
provide the office with three additional auditors
to handle the merger ofthe higher education
systems.

Linda Kohl, director of the Office ofStrategic
and Long Range Planning, said her department is
requesting a general fund appro{Jriation of$7.8
million for tlle next biennium. Deputy director
John Hustad said the governor has recommended
funding for three initiatives: a $145,000 biennial
appropriation for anticipated changes in the
environmental review; $160,000 in FY 1996 to
support the sustainable development roundtable;
and another $1 million to develop a data base of
information on all state-operated programs that
serve children.

Gaming Regulation
Tax cap raised

A bill that raises the cap on the amountan
organization can use from lawful gambling
proceeds for payment of real estate taxes was
approved the Gaming Regulation Committee
Fri., Mar. 17. The bill's author, Sen. Joe Bertram,
Sr. (DFL-Paynesville), said that the current
$15,000 cap has resulted in the closing ofmany
buildings owned and operated by organizations

that provide communities with invaluable
services and activities.

JimJohnson, chairman of theLegislative Dept.
of the American Legion, testified that in his
district 15 buildings were closed because the posts
were unable to pay property taxes. "And the
worst of it was that the money was in the
charitable gambling fund," Johnson said, "but we
couldn't use it. The real victims of the real estate
tax cap are the beneficiaries of the summer rec
programs, the Christmas parties, and the safe
Halloween nights that we provide to the children
in our communities," JohnSon added. S.P. 1100
was re-referred to the Taxes and Tax Laws
Committee.

Sen. Charles Berg (DFL-Chokio) presented
S.P. 619, a bill that modifies the definition of
lawful purpose as it applies to compulsive
gambling expenditures. "This clarifies that the
program must be approved by the Dept. of
Human Services," the committee chair ex
plained. The measure now proceeds to the full
Senate.

Two bills relating to Indian gaming and
authored by Berg, were laid over, along with S.P.
402, Berg's bill to establish a pilot program to
operate video lottery terminals.

The first, S.P. 1044 terminates the Tribal-State
Gaming Compacts as ofJune 30, 1998. Berg said
that the compacts were negotiated in perpetuity,
therefore not in the best interest of the state.
Furthermore, "they were never ratified by the
rank and file of the Legislature," he added. Berg
said that the legality of terminating the compacts
needs to be determined by the Attorney
General's Office.

Sen. Allan Spear (DFL-Mpls.) asked ifBerg
had any indication that such an action would be
successful. Senate Counsel Christopher Stang
said that there may be some legal authority that
would support a good faith action against-the
tribes.

A memorial resolution asking Congress to
enact, and the President to sign, legislation
amending the Indian Gamirlg Regulatory Act,
S.P. 618, was also laid over. The resolution
requires that Tribal-State Compacts terminate
not later than seven years after their effective
date. Sen. Ted Mondale (DFL-St. Louis Park)
criticized the measure, calling it a "bad faith
effort."

Pull tab tax changed
The Senate Gaming Regulation Committee

approved S.P. 977, a bill that changes the pull tab
tax, at a Tues., Mar 21, meeting. Members also
confirmed the four gubernatorial appointments of
Patricia Fischer, Allan Fonfara, Peggy Moon, and
Howard Register to the Gambling Control
Board.

Committee chair and author ofS.P. 977,
Charles Berg (DFL-Chokio) said "the tax
collected on unsold pull tabs was an ill-begotten
one and should have been dealt with years ago."
Berg's bill shifts the tax from the distributor to the
organization's gross receipts from actual sales.

King Wilson, executive director ofAllied
Charities, testified in favor of the measure.
Wilson said that the matter ofunsold pull tabs "is
the greatest single concern ofnonprofit gam
bling."

Sen. Kenric Scheevel OR-Preston) asked
about structural changes related to the proposed
collection of taxes under the bill. A representa
tive from the Dept. ofRevenue explained that
the individual organizations will be required to
report monthly to the department.
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Committee update
The measure also changes the words "lawful

gambling" to "nonprofit gambling," and raises the
number ofbingo games that organizations are
allowed from seven to ten per week.

S.P. 977 was re-referred to the Taxes and Tax
Laws Committee.

Governmental Operations
and Veterans
Childrens dept. bill considered

Discussion ofa proposal to consolidate a
number ofstate programs serving children and
families into a single agency continued at the Fri.,
Mar. 17, meeting of the Governmental Opera
tions and Veterans Committee.

The committee, chaired by Sen. James Metzen
(DFL-South St. Pau!), heard_opPOSition to the
bill eliminating the Dept. ofEducation and
replacing it with a Dept. ofChildren, Families
and Learning. Under S.P. 1103, sponsored by
Sen. Jane Ranum (DFL-Mpls.), programs now
operated in seven state agencies are consolidated
into the new department. Such initiatives as the
supplemental foOd program for Women, Infants
and Children, state support for child care, the
Minnesota Family Investment Plan, and Head
Start are among the more than 50 programs to be
transferred to the new agency. No action was
taken on the bill.

In other business, the committee approved a
bill permitting the state's chiefbuilding inspector
to issue building code interpretations and allows
those interpretations to be incorporated into state
rules. S.P. 877, authored by Sen. Deanna Wiener
(DFL-Eagan) also clarifies that the existing $70
examination and certification fee for building
officials is non-refundable, and makes several
technical corrections to state laws related to
building codes. The bill was re-referred to the
Finance Committee.

S.P. 759, a bill making several technical
changes to laws governing the operating
I2rocedures of the Dept. ofTrade and Economic
Development, was also approved and sent to the
Senate floor. Provisions in the bill, sponsored by
Sen. Steven Novak (DFL-New Brighton), clarity
the operating procedures used by the board of
directors ofAdvantage Minnesota, Inc., and
allows the board of the Rural Finance Authority
to hold its meetings by teleconference.

MinnesotaCare proposal presented
A bill laying out the structure of the state's

health care plan, was reviewed by the members of
the Governmental Operations and Veterans
Committee, chaired by Sen. James Metzen (DFL
SouthSt. Pau!), Tues., Mar. 21.

S.P. 845, authored by Sen. Linda Berglin
(DFL-Mpls.), modifies a number of the compo
nents ofMinnesotaCare. The members'
attention focused on the parts of the bill allowing
agencies to make state rules, requiring studies to
be conducted, and other provisions that may
expand the size ofstate agencies.

Berglin said the bill allows the Dept. ofHealth,
along with the Depts. ofCommerce, Human
Services and Employee Relations, to identify
standard exclusions to the list ofcovered
procedures offered by health plan companies.
Those exclusions are to be placed into state rules
and the department can use the emergency
rulemaking process to do so. She pointed out
other parts of the bill allowing the department to
adopt state rules required for the program.
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Concerned that the bill expands the Dept. of
Health's responsibilities, Sen. Phil Riveness
(DFL-Bloomington) moved to delete a depart
ment study on the feasibility ofbecoming a single
entry point for consumer complaints abOut the
quality and cost ofhealth care services. The
motion was adopted.

Riveness also questioned a provision establish
ing a clearinghouse for health care services
information. The committee took no action on
the bill and is expected to resume consideration
of the proposal at a later meeting.

In other business, the committee considered
four other bills. S.P. 778, increasing the state's
contribution towards the purchase ofsoft body
armor, was approved and re-referred to the Crime
Prevention Committee. The bill, sponsored by
Sen. Randy Kelly (DFL-St. Paul), also allows an
annual cost-of-living adjustment to the public
safety officer's death benefit.

H.P. 282,presented by Sen. Leonard Price
(DFL-Woodbury), allows state employees to
donate vacation time to an employee in the
Dept. ofAdministration who has leukemia. The
bill was approved and sent to the Senate floor.

The committee also approved S.P. 368,
authored by Sen. Arlene Lesewski OR-Marshal!).
The bill clarifies that persons under contract with
the Dept. ofAgriculture to provide farm crisis
assistance are not state employees for liability
purposes. The bill was referred to the floor.

S.P. 299, modifies state law to change the
phrase "visually handicapped" to "visually
disabled". Sen. Cal Larson OR-Fergus Falls), the
author, said the bill also allows a rehabilitation
advisory council to the Dept. ofEconomic
Security to continue. Sen. Deanna Wiener
(DFL-Eagan) offered, and the committee
approved, an amendment setting aJuly 1, 1996
expiration date on the council. The bill was
approved and sent to the floor.

Sprinklers bill heard
A proposal requiring all high-rise apartment

buildings have automatic sprinkler systems was
heard, Weds., Mar. 22, by the Governmental
Operations and Veterans Committee.

The committee, chaired by Sen. James Metzen
(DFL-South St. Pau!), also amended and
approved a bill clarifying the authority and
procedures of the Board ofGovernment
Innovation and Cooperation.

S.P. 529 requires installation ofautomatic
sprinklers in high-rise buildings used for
habitation. The bill, authored by Sen. Carl
Kroening (DFL-Mpls.), specifies that the
requirement applies to buildings more than 75
feet above the lowest level that can be accessed
by fire department vehicles. The measure also
re~uires owners toprepare a compliance schedule
and submit that schedule to the fire marshall's
office by July 1,1997. Kroening said the bill is
aimed at those high-rise structures built before
1974, the year that new building codes requiring
sprinkler systems in high-rise apartments were
enacted.

After hearing testimony opposing the rroposal,
Sen. Linda Runbeck OR-Circle Pines) offered an
amendment exempting residential high-rises
from the sprinkler requirement. On an 8-6 vote,
the amendment was approved. At the author's
request, the bill was laid over for further
consideration.

The committee approved S.P. 657, modifying
the procedures used by the Board ofGovernment

Innovation and Cooperation in awarding grants
to local units ofgovernment. The bill, sponsored
by Sen. Ember Reichgott Junge (DFL-New
Hope), requires that local governments applying
for grants explain why the~t is needed for the
project to proceed. Under the bill, local
governments receiving a grant to combine their
units into one will no longer be required t6
complete the merger in the third year of the
process.

Sen. Steven Morse (DFL-Dakota) presented
an amend~ent allowing municipalities with
populations under 2,500that are consolidating
on their own to apply for grants. The amend
ment was approved, as were two others offered by
Sen. Dave Kleis OR-St. Cloud) that enable a
grant supporting the consolidation ofSt. Cloud
Township with two other local units ofgovern
ment to continue. Another amendment, offered
by Sen. John Hottinger (DFL-Mankato),
requiring the board to pay the grant in the first
year that local units begin to cooperate, was not
adopted.

The bill was approved and re-referred to the
Taxes and Tax Laws Committee.

Health Care
Gambling treatment considered

Better information is needed on troubled
gamblers in Minnesota, concluded Patrick
McCormack ofSenate Counsel and Research.
McCormack presented his report on Minnesota's
programs for gamblers at the Health Care and
Family Services Funding Division meeting
Thurs., Mar. 16.

Since 1990, the Dept. ofHuman Services has
administered programs that encompass education
about the problem, short-term crisis intervention
and full treatment services. Current expenditures
total $1.8 million and include six treatment
centers, a hotline, and research. The greatest
need is research and evaluation of these
programs, McCormack said. Currently there is
inadequate documentation and follow-up on
recipients ofservices partly due to poor program
evaluation and design, he said.

McCormack recommended a strategic plan for
program expansion and alternatives, noting that
the state needs to commit to services, but must
have additional information to determine the
most effective methods. Education and outreach
programs should be expanded, particularly
targeting at-risk gamblers, he continued.

The committee, chaired by Sen. Don
Samuelson (DFL-Brainerd), also heard the
department's current and projected personnel
costs. Wes Kooistra of the department explained
that throughout much of the agency, a surplus
exists. Personnel costs in the fmance and
management and the mental health areas are
lower than expected for 1995, he said. Budget
discussion will continue.

Division approves bills
The Health Care and Family Services Funding

Division, chaired by Sen. Don Samuelson (DFL
Brainerd), approved several bills at the meeting
Mon., Mar. 20. The policy portions of the bills
were incorporated into one bill, S.P. 47, and the
appropriations will be consolidated into the
omnibus finance bill.

The committee approved S.P. 242, a bill that
states that supplemental needs trusts, established
for children or adult children with disabilities, are



not to be considered when evaluating medical
assistance eligibility. Sen. Linda Berglin (DFL-

) Mpls.) explained that the bill permits parents to
provide for additional assistance for cnildren
without being disadvantaged in medical
assistance programs. Members discussed federal
regulations that apply to the provision, which
reqtJires that these trusts be exempt.

Sen. Sheila Kiscaden OR-Rochester)
presented an amendment that would give the
state the funds remaining in the trust upon the
death of the beneficiary up to the amount of the
medical assistance that was paid to that person.
"It's a fairness issue for the rest of the state," she
said. One witness testified that the amendment
removes control ofan individual over their own
trusts, and forces families to spend all their savings
before receiving state benefits. The amendment
was not adoptea. .

Members approved S.F. 1004, a bill making
improvements to the Self-Sufficiency Adminis~
trative Program. Authored by Berglin, the bill
makes changes to the electronic benefits transfer
system, accelerates the state financing schedule
for county reimbursements for STRIDE and work
readiness programs, and allows increased AFOC
eligibility. The bill also aligns the Minnesota
supplemental aid program with the federal
Supplemental Security Income Program. The
changes will result in a savings of$l million in
FY 96 and $1.9 million in 97, Berglin explained.

Also incorporated into SF 47 was a bill
creating an Indian Elders coordinator position of
the Board ofAging. S.F. 769, sponsored by Sen.
Harold "Skip" Finn (DFL-Cass Lake) is a
response to inadequate nutrition, poor health and

)
lack of transportation and housing facing many
in the community. Cultural differences and lack
of information are the barriers to access, Finn
explained.

Members approved several other bills. Sen.
John Hottinger (DFL-Mankato) carried S.F. 515,
w~ich allows .~edical vendors to represe.nt publiC
assistance recipients at state agency hearmgs
regarding appeals ofagency decisions. The bill's
appropriations total $211,000 for the biennium.
SF 532 requires school age child care programs
to be licensed by the department. Sponsored by
Kiscaden, the bill ensures minimum standards.
Sen. Don Kramer OR-Brooklyn Center) offered
an amendment requiring the license fees to cover
the costs of the provision by the year 2000. S.F.
147, expands me circumstances under which a
day training service may be granted a rate
variance. SRonsored by Sen. Dallas Sams (DFL
Staples), it also allows the department to
reimburse a day training vendor for up to 15 days
a year for clients who receive medical care outside
the facility, with a total biennium cost of$5
million. Sams presented an amendment that
allows for changes due to circumstances faced by
smaller development achievement centers. The
amendment was adopted. Day training vendor
appeals were approved by members. S.F. 161,
carried by Berglin authorizes vendors to appeal a
decision by the department denying a rate
variance request. S.F. 47, carried by Samuelson,
expands income deductions for institutionalized
medical assistance (MA) recipients. Samuelson
explained that the bill deletes the requirement
that in order to qualify for the allowance, a
)ecipient who has children under 18 must have
resided with the children immediatelyprior to
admission. The measure was approved.

S.F. 604, sPonsored by Sen. Ember Reichgott
Junge (DFL-New Hope), permits the establish
ment ofchildren's supervised visitation facilities.

Kim Cardelli, founder ofChildren's Safety
Centers, explained that the facilities reduce
children's vulnerability to violence and trauma
related to non-custodial visitation when a history
ofdomestic violence exists in the family. The bill
is cost-neutral due to a proposed increase in the
marriage license fee. Several members suppotted
the centers, but expressed concern about
increasing marriage license fees. Sen. Phil
Riveness (DFL-Bloomington) moved to change
funding for the provision by allocating part of the
dissolution action fee for me centers. The
measure was adopted. Reichgott-Junge offered an
amendment, which was approved, that allows
counties to apply for funding for centers, and
clarifies that new and existing centers do not
compete for the same grant monies. The bill
advances to the Health Care Committee.

Lead abatement approved
The Health Care Committee acted to permit

improvements to the state's lead hazard reduction
program by approving prevention activities and
recodifying statutes. S.F. 801, sponsored by
committee chair Sen. Linda Berglin (DFL
Mpls.), was forwarded to the JobS, Energy and
Community Development Committee Tues.,
Mar. 21.

Berglin said that the bill draws a distinction
between lead abatement - the complete removal
oflead sources - and reducing lead hazards
through prevention and education components.
Prevention, the focus of the bill, costs a fraction
oflead abatement measures, Berglin explained.

The bill establishes lead surveillance systems to
monitor blood levels in children and adults and
provides for prevention programs to target
populations. Sen. Don Kramer OR-Brooklyn
Center) and others questioned the need for
repotting ofall blood levels, regardless of the
levels, and noted the additional costs required.
Kristin Pederson of the Dept. ofHealth explained
that the collection ofcomplete information helps
identify problem populations and regions, .
provides data for plarming, and helps determine
the level ofproblem that exists.

Members also approved S.F 713 and sent it to
the floor. Carried by Sen. Sheila Kiscaden OR
Rochester), the bill permits a non-profit merger
of the Olmsted Community Hospital and the
Olmsted Medical Group. Joe Cartneyof
Olmsted Community Hospital explained that the
merger increases competitiveness and flexibility
and better utilizes resources. An amendment,
offered by Kiscaden, emphasized that the change
will have no effect on employee rights. The
amendment was adopted.

In other action, S.F. 992, also sponsored by
Kiscaden, reinstates several advisory councils.
Kiscaden presented an amendment to include a
plumbing advisory council and work group. The
bill, as amended, goes to the Governmental
Operations and Veterans Committee. S.F. 241,
carried by Sen. Dan Stevens OR-Mora) was
approved and sent to the funding division. The
bill modifies nursing home geographic groups by
adding a third group. Sen. Jerry Janezich (DFL
Chisholm) authorea S.F. 577, allowing two non
profit nursing homes in St. Louis County to share
an administrator if they are separated by 20 miles
or less and have a total of60 beds or less. The bill
goes to the floor.

Consistent care okayed
Members of the Health Care Committee

approved a bill modifying alternative care and
waivered service programs at the meeting Weds.,

Mar. 22. The bill, SF 775, is sponsored by
committee chair Sen. Linda Berglin (DFL
Mpls.).

Berglin explained that the purpose of the bill is
to improve the alternative care waiver, elderly
waiver, community alternatives for disabled
individuals waiver and traumatic braininjury
waiver to provide that they all cover the same
services and have similar policies regarding
matters such as purchasing and assessment. The
bill continues the alternative care pilot projects
authorized in 1993 and keeps the current
payment rate for preadmission screening in effect
for another year. In addition, it requires a study
designed to consolidate alternative care and
waivered service payment rates.

Sen. Sheila Kiscaden OR-Rochester)
presented an amendment that permits Medical
Assistance reimbursement ofservices, equipment,
supplies, or any other item within allocation
limits that is needed by the county. The
amendment was adopted. The bill, as amended,
goes to the Funding Division.

Members considered S.F. 652 carried by Sen.
Ember Reichgott-Junge (DFL-New Hope). The
bill allows the department to authorize a pilot
project to close a facility and shift persons into
waivered services. Reichgott-Junge explained
that the facility is no longer able to accomodate
the clients' needs. An author's amendment that
was approved specifies that the maxumum
average cost of the waiver allocations may not
exceed 118percent ofthe facility cost. The
committee laid the bill over to discuss it with
similar bills at the next meeting. Members
advanced S.F. 28, S.F. 212, and S.F. 1110, bills
relating to health care reimbursement, to the
Funding Division.

Jobs, Energy and
Community Development
Workers' .comp bill defeated

The Jobs, Energy and Community Develop
ment Committee, chaired by Sen. Steven Novak
(DFL-New Brighton), continued hearing
testimony, Thurs. Mar. 16, on S.F. 717, a bill that
modifies the system related to workers compensa
tion claims.

S.F. 717, authored by Sen. Linda Runbeck
OR-Circle Pines), was supported by Dave Locey,
president of the Minnesota Soft Drink Associa
tion. Locey briefed the panel on savings the
association members would experience if
Minnesota's current workers compensation rates
were altered. He said that Minnesota's rates are
not competitive with neighboring states. Locey
said that under the Wisconsin rate system, self
insured members ofhis organization could save
approximately half their current workers comp
insurance payments. Locey urged members to
consider tl1e effect ofworkers comp rates on
business.

The bill was opposed by a number ofgroups
under the panel's jurisdiction. Bernie Brommer,
president of the Minnesota AFL-CIO, wamed
members to beware of inaccurate information
concerning workers comp costs. He cited several
examples ofwhat he called apparently false
information presented to the committee over the
course of the hearings. He urged members to
make changes that reduce complexity and
encourage the collective bargaining process, but
warned the panel not to radically alter the system
at workers' expense.

Peter Pustorino, of the Minnesota Defense
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Committee update
Attorney Assn., and Steve Hawn, chair ofthe
Minnesota Trial Lawyers Workers Comp
Committee, also testified in opposition to the
bill. Pustorino stated that although S.P. 717
results in a 15.1 percent savings to the state, the
reduction in cost comes almost entirely from
benefit cuts. He said the bill eliminates a number
ofbenefits that workers rely on such as moving
allowances, and permanent total disability after
the age of65. He further explained that the bill
"extends the authority the Dept. ofLabor and
Industry, which has been an impediment in the
past."

Upon completion of the testimony, Runbeck
introduced a delete everything amendment to
the bill. The motion to amend failed and
Runbeck's subsequent motion to approve the bill
was also defeated.

Two budgets heard
The Jobs, Energy and Community Develop

ment Finance Division, chaired by Sen. Carl
Kroening (DFL-Mpls.), heard two budget
overviews from organizations under the panel's
jurisdiction. Representatives from the Minnesota
Housing Finance Agency, and the Municipal
Board, briefed members on budget requests and
objectives for the 96-97 biennium.

Kit Hadley, Commissioner of the Minnesota
Housing Finance Agency, told the panel about
her organization's efforts to provide economic
and technical assistance oQportunities to
Minnesotans in need ofaffordable housing.
Hadley stated that the lackofaffordable housing
in Minnesota does not allow for the growth of
communities. She briefed members on the
Governor's Economic Vitality and Housing
Initiative which attempts to stabilize and
revitalize economically challenged neighbor
hoods through a number ofprograms. She said
$15 million ofstate apprcpriations will be used in
four existing programs. The programs provide
loans or grants to communities or individuals in
need ofaffordable housing.

Terrence Merritt, Commissioner of the
Municipal Board, briefed members on the
agency's efforts review and arbitrate boundary
adjustments and the consolidation ofcities.
Merritt explained that the board's decisions ofren
allow communities to improve or deliver needed
services, preserve the environment, and protect
public health and welfare. He said that the
agency attempts to reduce costs by providing
service in the most rapid, efficient means possible.
In response to an increased workload, and the
installation ofa new database system, the agency
requested a $15,000 increase in order to employ
patt-time clerical support.

Four bills heard
The Jobs, Energy and Community Develop

ment Committee, chaired by Sen. Steven Novak
(DFL-New Brighton), heard four bills at the
Tues, Mar. 21, meeting.

The first, S.P. 1037, authored by Sen. Florian
Chmielewski (DFL-Sturgeon Lake), repeals the
sunset on the loggers' workers compensation
fund. The fund was created in 1990 to abate
problems ofextremely high workers compensa
tion costs for loggers. Under the program,
Minnesota wood mills provide fundingfor
workers comp premium rebates and logger safety
programs. Chmielewski stated that the program
has been successful in reducing insurance costs to
loggers, as well as decreasing the number of
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uninsured loggers. The committee approved the
bill. It advances to the Senate floor.

S.P. 963., a bill that establishes a 12-member
council to coordinate international activities of
stategovernment, was also apJ2roved by the
panel. Sen. Ellen Anderson (DFL-St. Pau!),
sponsor of the bill; said that S.P. 963 requires no
state funding. Instead, the council will acquire
capital from federal grants and local conttibutors.
Membership consists of three executive branch
members and three citizen members appointed by
the governor, three members of the House of
Representatives appointed by the speaker, and
three Senate members appointed by the majority
leader. The bill moves on to the Governmental
Operations and Veterans Committee.

The committee defeated S.F. 1008, authored
by Sen. Steve Morse (DFL-Dakota), on a 6-6
vote. The bill attempts to conttol carbon dioxide
emissions by requiring the environmental review
process to examine tlie impact ofcarbon dioxide
emissions on public projects. Michelle Mattens,
an environmental analyst for NSP, provided
members with an overview ofnational efforts to
examine the dangers of carbondioxide emissions.
She stated that an international standard for
acceptable carbon dioxide levels has not been
defined. She urged members to vote against S.F.
1008 until an acceptable emissions standard can
be reached.

The committee also approved S.F. 1176, a bill
sponsored by Sen. Dennis Fredrickson OR-New
Ulm). The bill addresses a law which requires
the city ofSleepy Eye to provide the Depattment
ofTrade and Economic Development with a two
year notice when they convert to an alternate
form ofheating. Currently the city uses steam
heating, but due to damage and expensive
operating costs, the service will no longer be
available to many of the residents. Bill Heymans,
a member of the Public Utilities Commission
urged members to allow the city to shut down
most of the system without providing the
required notice. The bill was recommended for
the Consent Calendar.

Wind power tax break
The Jobs, Energy and Community Develop

ment Committee spent the bulk of the WedS.,
Mar. 22, meeting debating the merits of two bills
that would repeal the property tax exemption for
wind energy systems.

The first bill, S.P. 637, authored by Sen.
Arlene Lesewski OR-Marshall), provides a five
year moratorium on property taxes for the
systems' pole structures. Under the measure, the
foundation and support pads would be taxable for
taxes payable in 1996. Turbines, blades, and
relatea equipment would be exempt from
property taxes.

The bill exempts one-owner systems built after
Jan. 1, 1995, that produce less than one
megawatt ofpower.

S.F. 902, authored by Sen. Janet Johnson
(DFL-North Branch), grandfathers in the
exemption for systems installed betweenJan. 1,
1991, and Jan. 1, 1995, which keeps the Buffalo
Ridge development, currently Minnesota's only
major wind energy facility, tax-exempt..The bill
makes the foundation, support and poles offuture
developments taxable. Johnson's bill exempts .
from taxation small, two-megawatt or less,
systems built in 1995 and later.

AfTer testimony and debate, the committee,

chaired by Sen. Steven Novak (DFL-New
Brighton), forwarded both bills to the Taxes and
Tax Laws Committee. Some Senators questioned
whether the higher level of taxation in S.P. 637,
however, would drive up the price ofwind
energy, making it uncompetitive with energy
from other sources. Accordingly, the panel re
referred the Johnson bill, S.F. 902, to the tax
committee with a recommendation to pass, and
forwarded Lesewski's S.F. 637 without recom
mendation.

The committee also approved S.F. 1081, a bill
authored by Sen. Dennis Frederickson OR-New
Ulm), appropriating $4 million for the displaced
homemakers program. The statewide director of
the displaced homemakers network, Yvette
Oldendorf, said the program is effective but
cannot continue without an increase in funding.
The panel referred the bill to the committee's
finance division.

Last, the panel approved S.F. 1060, the Dept.
ofEconomic Security housekeeping bill,
sponsored by Sen. Kevin Chandler (DFL-White
Bear Lake). .

The committee approved two author's
amendments to the bill. The first allows
claimants in a displaced workers program access
to unemployment benefits while they are
pursuing approved self-employment training and
education activity. The provision requires federal
approval before taking effect. The second
amendment provides the Dept. ofEconomic
Security with a method of recovering the costs
charged by private collectors used to collect
delinquent unemployment insurance payments
from employers outside the state. The amend
ment allows the depattment to pass on the costs
to the employers.

S.F. 1060 now goes to the Senate floor.

Judiciary
Vulnerable adults bill advances

The Judiciary and Crime Prevention
Subcommittee on Privacy met Weds., Mar. 15,
to consider the data privacy provisions ofseveral
bills. The panel, chaired by Sen. Harold "Skip"
Finn (DFL-Cass Lake), devoted considerable
time to scrutiny ofS.F. 512. The bill, authored
by Sen. Allan Spear (DFL-Mpls.), is a major
reworking of the Vulnerable Adults Act.
Members adopted several amendments clarifying
and refining the provisions of the bill dealing
with the classification ofdata arising from the
reporting ofmaltreatment ofvulnerable adults.
The bill was advanced to the full Judiciary
Committee.

In other action members heard, but laid over, a
bill providing for access to data in human rights
case files by the charging party. The bill proVides
that the commission may deny access by the
charging party to data in an open case file if the
commissioner determines that release of the data
would be detrimental to the investigative process.
The bill also specifies that materials and
documentation provided by the charging party
are excepted.

Subcommittee members approved two
measures for inclusion in the omnibus data
practices bill that is being developed by the
panel.

S.F. 684, authored by Sen. Gene Merriam
(DFL-Coon Rapids), modifies provisions
governing the issuance ofadvisory opinions by
the commissioner ofadministration under the



Data Practices Act. The measure limits the
exception for questions involving the exercise·of

') a discretionary power to determinations made by
the commissioner ofhealth about whether
epidemiologic data identify individuals, clarifies
access to and treatment ofdata in connection
with the issuance ofan advisory opinion, and
removes the sunset on the authorization for
advisory opinions. S.P. 372, sponsored by Sen.
David Knutson OR-Burnsville), provides for
access to individual social security numbers under
limited circumstances.

Vulnerable adults bill okayed
The Judiciary Committee, chaired by Sen.

Carol Flynn (DFL-Mpls.), held an evening
hearing Mon., Mar. 20, to consider two bills.
Members approved a bill revamping the state's
Vulnerable Adults Act and a measure detailing
the responsibilities ofguardians ad litem in the
juvenile and family courts.

The bill reworking the Vulnerable Adults
Reporting Act, S.P. 512, authored br Sen. Allan
Spear (DFL-Mpls.), is the product 0 a working
group charged with updating and revamping the
15 year old law. Mamie Segall, ofthe Attorney
General's Office, said that the bill makes
significant changes in four areas: defmitions,
reporting and response, investigations and
consequences. Spear said the bill aims to make
the process ofreporting the maltreatment of
vulnerable adults more efficient, fairer, and more
precise.

The bill provides continued immunity from
civil and criminal liability for making a report in
good faith or for participating in an investigation.

) The measure also provides that a person or
. facility who intentionally makes a false report is

liable in civil suit for actual damages and
attorney's fees. However, in a change from
current law, punitive damages are capped at
$10,000. The bill also specifies that a person who
is mandated to report who negligently or
intentionally fails to report is liable for damages
caused by the failure, but no vicarious liability
applies. Further, retaliation against a good faith
report is prohibited under the bill. The bill also
specifies that a facility or person who does
retaliate is liable for actual damages, punitive
damages up to $10,000 and attorneys fees.
Finally, the bill specifies that a substantiated
perpetrator ofmaltreatment may challenge
administrative findings in a fair hearing.

Members adopted several amendments,
primarily ofa technical nature, before approving
the bill and advancing the measure to the Health
Care Committee.

Members also approved a bill outlining the
responsibilities ofguardians ad litem in juvenile
and family court. The measure, sROnsored by
Sen. David Knutson OR-Burnsville), also
requires the state court administrator to prepare a
report on the implementation of the legislative
auditor's report on guardians ad litem. The report
is to address revision of the guidelines and
adoption ofrules dealing with the selection,
training, evaluation and removal ofguardians ad
litem; to distinguish the roles ofguardians ad
litem and custody investigators; to develop
procedures for guardians ad litem to work with
'parents who have an order for protections; to
;require judges to write more detailed appoint-
ment orders defining expectations of the guardian
ad litem role; to developyrocedures for bringing
complaints; and to specity criteria for guardians
ad litem.

Sen. Harold "Skip" Finn (DFL-Cass Lake)
criticized the measure saying that the bill was too
specific in detailing the role ofguardians ad litem
and broadened the role too much. Knutson
responded that the bill is designed to more clearly
spell out the roll and responsibilities and insure
the integrity of the system. Members adopted an
amendment, offered by Finn, that adds a section
specifying that counties are not to incur
additional costs. The bill was advanced to the
full Senate.

Property rights bill debated
Property owners would be notified, in most

circumstances, whenever government officials
wanted to ente}])rivate property under a bill
debated at the Weds., Mar. 22, meeting ofthe
Judiciary Committee. The committee, chaired
by Sen. Carol Flynn (DFL-Mpls.), devoted the
entire meeting to hearing testimony and
discussing the bill.

S.F. 699, authored by Sen. Roger Moe (DR.
Erskine), sets forth the procedures under which
government officials must go about notifying
property owners when the officials want to enter
private property.

Moe said, "I like to view this as a customer
service bill. People are frustrated with their
government; this bill encourages government
officials to be polite without placing too great a
burden on the officials."

The measure requires a government official to
give the owner written or oral notice that
includes the official's name, the agency the
official represents, the reason for the entry, and
the right, if any, of the owner to deny or restrict
entry. The measure also contains several
exceptions to the notice requirement, particularly
in cases ofon-going peace officer investigations
and emergency personnel. In addition, govern
ment officials acting on behalfofa public utility
and assessors and land surveyors are exempted
from the notice requirement.

Chris Radatz, of the Minnesota Farm Bureau
Federation, spoke in support of the bill and said
the bill will lead to "cooperation rather than
confrontation."

Officials from the Dept. ofNatural Resources
and the Dept. ofHealth expressed some concerns
with specific provisions in the measure. Members
were unable to complete work on the measure
due to lack of time and the bill was laid over until
the next hearing.

Metropolitan and Local
Government
Three bills okayed

The Metropolitan and Local Government
Committee, chaired by Sen. Jim Vickerman
(DFL-Tracy), advanced three bills and laid over a
fourth at a meeting Thurs., Mar. 16.

S.P. 833, a bill that allows the Minneapolis '
Police Dept. to sell unclaimed stolen property to
community based non-profit organizations, was
approved and sent to die floor.

"This is a recycling program with an educa
tional component," said the bill's author, Sen.
Carol Flynn (DFL-Mpls.), "and it only makes
sense to expand it."

Flynn told members that the idea sterns from a
bike program that's been in place since 1992.
Approached by a Seward neighborhood business,
the department agreed to tum over damaged
bikes to the Phantom Bike Shop. In tum, the
shop trains neighborhood youdi in bike repair

and business practices. The program has been so
successful Flynn said, that it would make sense to
expand it to include other unclaimed property,
such as electronic equipment.

Testifying in sUPIX?rt ofS.P. 833 was Mike
Oker, owner of the Phantom Bike Shop in
Minneapolis. Oker said that his shop provides
employment to local youth and focuses on
business training and community involvement.
Accompanied oy two teen-aged employees, Oker
said that most ofhis customers are from the
neighborhood and can't afford to buy hew bikes~

T\\'o bills relating to Dakota County were
brought before the committee.

S.P. 563, a bill appropriating $100,000 from
the general fund to reimburse Dakota County for
costs incurred since designation of the county as a
potential site for the new airport, was laid over.

Sen. James Metzen (DFL-St. Paul), the
measure's author, said that the costs stem from
eJPenses related to the dual-track aiJport study.
"These are out-of-pocket costs that should be re
imbursed," Metzen said. "This is a fairness issue."
But members asked for more information before
taking action on the bill.

S.P. 856, authored by Sen. Deanna Wiener
(DFL-Eagan), was okayed and placed on the
Consent Calendar. The bill states that in Dakota
County, the county administrator is designated as
the clerk of the county board, not the county
auditor, as mandated in current law.

Sen. Sandra Pappas (DFL-St. Paul) presented
S.P. 565, a bill that authorizes the Metropolitan
Council to enter into a joint powers agreement
with local units ofgovernment to administer
Section 8 housing. Currently, the Met Council is
prohibited from operating a section 8 program in
local governmental units.

Tom McElveen, from the Housing Regulation
Authority of the Metropolitan Council testified
that the restriction forces families to relocate.
Additionally, he said that the prohibition is an
impediment to effective business operations.

The committee approved the bill, and re
referred it to the JobS, Energy, and Community
Development Committee.

Duluth bills passed
Two bills carried by Sen. Sam Solon (DFL

Duluth) were approved by the Metropolitan and
Local Government Committee Mon., Mar. 20.
The first, S.P. 858, places the city of Duluth
under the general law ofMinnesota Statues on
waterworks, sewers, drains and storm sewers. As a
first class city, Duluth is exempted from the
general law.

Mayor Gary Doty testified that the city has .
come under pressure from the Pollution Control
Agency to correct the overflow ofstorm water
into Lake Superior.

The committee, chaired by Sen. Jim
Vickerman (DFL-Tracy) approved the measure
and re-referred it to the Environment and
Natural Resources Committee.

S.P. 953 amends a special law that set up a
service district in 1993, expanding the boundary
by.one block. Doty said that the only group
affected by the legislation is the developer, who
agrees with the change. Members advanced the
bill to the Consent Calendar.

A bill heard last week by the committee, S.F.
563, was defeated. Authored by Sen. James
Metzen (DFL-South St. Paul) the measure
requested reimbursement of$I00,OOO for
expenses incurred by Dakota County for airport
planning costs.
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Committee update
Metro site cleanup loan bill advanced

Members of the Metropolitan and Local
Government Committee, chaired by Sen. Jim
Vickennan (DFL-Tracy), met Weds., Mar. 22, to
consider two measures.

S.F. 1000, sponsored by Sen. Carol Flynn
(DFL-Mpls.), establishes. a ~ontaminated site
cleanup loan program wlthm the Metropolitali.
Council. Under the bill, the Metro Council may
make non-interest bearing loans to cities,
counties, towns, housing and redevelopment
authorities, port authorities and economic
development authorities to pay forthe cleanup of
polluted or contaminated property If the site is
not scheduled for federal funding ofstate
"Superfund" funding, the appraised value is less
than 50 percent of the cleanup costs and the site
will provide a substantial increase in the property
tax base or will be used for a publicly owned or
tax-exempt facility. According to Flynn the bill
is designe<l to cleanup areas that have been
blighted by pollution in order to encourage
economic developm.ent. The bill provides for an
appropriation of:jj14 million from the general
fund, authorizes the use of$l million of the
proceeds ofsolid waste bonds issued by the
council and authorizes the council to levy up to
$10 million armually for the program. Rebecca
Yonisch, executive director, Minneapolis
Community Development Agency and
Hennepin County Commissioner Peter
Mclaughlin were amongthose who spoke in
favor of the measure.' .

Sen. Martha Robertson (IR-Minnetonka) .,
proposed, and members adopted, an amendment
clarifying the purposes for which the sites may be
used after cleanup is completed. The bill was
then approved and re-referred to the Finance
Committee. '

Members also approved, and sent to the
Senate floor, a bill allowing county boards to vote
to make the offices ofcounty auditor, county
treasurer, or county recorder appointive positions.
Under current law the positions may become
appointive upon an affinnative vote of the voters
ofa county. S.F. 1070, authored by Sen. Sandra
Pappas (DFL-St. Pau!), does providefor a
transition period during which the offices could
be made appointive either with an election or
without an election ifa vacancy occurred in the
office prior to March 1 in the year ofa regular
election for the office.

Several current county office holders spoke
against the measure and argued that the bill was
taking away the right of the voters ofa county to
choose how the offices should be filled. Mary
Beckman, of the Minnesota Association of
Counties, spoke in favor of the measure.

The bill was approved on a voice vote and
sent to the full Senate.

Taxes and Tax Laws
Sales tax bills considered

The Taxes and Tax Laws Subcommittee on
Sales and Income Tax met Thurs., Mar. 16, to
consider a number ofbills dealing with different
aspects of the sales tax laws. Sen. Leonard Price
(DFL-Woodbury) said that thepanel was not
going to act on any of the bills, but that they
would hear the bills and consider amendments.

S.F. 210, sponsored by Sen. Steven Morse
(DFL-Dakota), authorizes the city ofWinona to
use lodging tax revenues for a steamboat centeno
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promote tourist activities. S.F. 13, authored by
Sen. Joe Bertram, Sr. (DFL-Paynesville), makes
pennanent the sales tax exemption for used funn
machinery. S.F. 804, carried by Sen. Don
Samuelson (DFL-Brainerd), pennits the city of
Breezy Point to use the proceeds from the local
lodging tax to build and operate a regional sports
recreational facility. S.F. 24, authored by Sen.
Martha Robertson (IR-Minnetonka), repeals the
law that imposes a fifty cent tax on each call
placed to a 900 service if the service originates
from and is charged to a telephone in Minnesota.

S.F. 250, sponsored by Sen. SteveDille (IR;
Dasse!) exempts sales to veterinarians ofmaterials
used or consumed in the care, medication and
treatment of agricult~ralproduction animals and.
horses; S.F. 419, camed by Bertram, proVides a .
sales tax exemption for building materials used in
construction ofagricultural processing facilities
and exempts a tax increment district in Brooten
from the LGA/HACA offset. S.F. 721, authored
by Sen. William Belanger (IR-Bloomington),
exempts cargo vans from the rental motor vehicle
tax. S.F. 771, sponsored by Price, exempts sales
ofconstruction materials and supplies to counties
or cities for use in building or improving
correctional facilities from the sales tax.

TIF bills discussed
The Taxes and Tax Laws Subcommittee on

Property Tax met Tues., Mar. 21, toc:ontinuethe
discussion of taX increment fmancing. The
panel,chaired by Sen. Jo1m Hottmger (DFL
Mankato), heard several bills but took no action
on the measures. Members also heard two
proposals for reducing the property tax class rate
for seasonal and recreational property. The
subcommittee took extensive testimony but
delayed action on the bills.

S.F. 575, authored by Sen. James Metzen
(DFL-South St. Paul) and SF 346, authored by
Sen. Randy Kelly (DFL-St. Pau!), both reduce
the property tax class rate for seasonal and
recreational property. Dick Wray, president,
Minnesota Seasonal Recreational Property
Owners, gave a presentation illustrating the
dilemma seasonal property owners face.
According to Wray, seasonal propertyowners pay
two and a half to three times more than local
residents pay but use almost none of the local
services.

After hearing testimony on the seasonal
property issue, members turned their attention to
the bills dealing with tax increment financing.
S.F. 961, authored by Sen. Roger Moe (DFL
Erskine), exempts a tax increment financing
district in the city ofCrookston from the state aid
offset if the district is established by July 1, 1996
and the district is used to assist a manufacturer of
passenger buses to locate in the city. S.F. 165,
authored by Sen. Steve Murphy (DFL-Red
Wing), authorizes the city ofHastings Housing
and Redevelopment Authority to collect tax
increments from the downtown redevelopment
increment financing district for an additional five
years. Similarly, S.F. 798, also carried by Murphy,
extends the duration ofa Lake City tax incre
mentdistrict llntilJan.1, 2002. S.F.1194,
carried. by Sen. Charles Berg (DFL-Chokio),
authorizes a tax increment financing district in
Torning Township to help the location ofa funn
machinery manufacturing facility and exempts
the district from state aid offSets. S.F. 1198,
sponsored by Sen: Thomas Neuville (IR- .

Northfield), extends the duration oftwo TIF
districts in Northfield andprovides that the tax
increment generated may be used for redevelop
ment activities in the c,entral business district.

S.F. 1282, authored by Hottinger, takes a
broader based approach to dealing with tax
increment financing districts. The bill eliminates
the LGA/HACA offSet and provides for state .
grants to tax increment financing districts. A bill,
S.F. 284, authored by Sen. Gen Olson (IR
Minnetrista), restricting the usee oftax incre
ment financing, takes a different approach in
dealing with the tax increment financing issue.
Both measures will be considered at future
meetings of the subcommittee.

Transportation and Public
Transit
Capita~ request considered

The Mmnesota Dept. ofTransportation
(MnDOT) received approval from the Transpor
tation and Public Transit Finance Division for $9
million in capital expenditures to purchase a
building forits Metro Division. At aFr!., Mar. 17,
meeting, MnDOT's Builcjing Project Manager
Adeel Lari presented the request to the division
chaired by Sen. Keith Langseth (DFL-Glyndon).

The request was not on the division's six-year
capital budget plan, Lari said, because the
property only recently came onthe market at a .
reasonable price. The Waters Edge Building,
located in Roseville at the Snelling Avenue and
Highway 36 intersection, fits into the division's
strategic goals by providing a centralize site to
more easily meet customer needs. The building,
constructed in 1980, recently underwent $2
million in renovation and currently meets federal
Americans with Disabilities Act standards, Lari
said.

The division approved the request and the
matter will be considered by the full Transporta
tion Committee.

The division also advanced a bill providing
manufacturer testing license plates to be used on
vehicles being cold-weather tested in Northern
Minnesota. S.F. 172, authored by Sen. Bob
Lessard (DFL-Int'\. Falls), also exempts automo
biles operated for cold-weather testing from
registration taxes.

Lessard explained that currently vehicles used
at Minnesota's testing sites have not been
required to have Minnesota license plates since
the cars usually are in the state for a short period
of time. The bill allows for manufacturers to
purchase plates to be interchanged on vehicles
coming intothe state for winter testing. The fees
would bring in revenue which the state currently
is not receiving, he said.

The bill advances to the full committee.
Sen. Steven Morse (DFL-Dakota) presented a

bill authorizing the commissioner offinance to
issue up to $630,000 in bonds for the second
phase ofa high-speed rail study. S.F. 696 amends
1994 Legislation that provided an appropriation
for the feasibility study. Some $500,000 of the
amount is contingent upon Wisconsin's payment
of$500,000 and the receipt offederal matching
funds.

The study focuses on development ofa high
speed rail line from the Twin Cities to Chicago.
"It's not an issue of ifhigh-speed rail is going to
happen, but where and when," Morse said.

Sen. Sheila Kiscaden (IR-Rochester), who



joined Morse in the presentation, said the second
phase of the study is needed to continue the
\ooperation among the three states to position
che upper-Midwest in high-speed rail develop
ment. "Unless we act now and show interest and
look at the benefits of intermodal planning, we
will be left out," she said.

The division laid the bill aside to consider the
request with other bonding projects.

The division also advanced S.P. 615 authored
by Sen. phil Riveness (DR.-Bloomington)
allowing the Metropolitan Council to create an
adViSOry committee for a high-speed bus pilot
project.

Transit bonding bill okayed
A bill authorizing $82 million in bonding for

transit over the next three years cleared the
Transportation and Public Transit Finance
Division Tues., Mar. 21.

S.P. 835, sponsored by Sen. Sandra Pappas
(DFL-St. Paul), provides $50 million in new
bonding authorizations. The remaining $32
million in bonding authorized in the bill,
according to Jim Solem, regional administrator,
Metropolitan Council, was previously authorized
but not issued. The council, according to Solem,
expects to issue $32 million, in bonding in
calendar year 1995, $25 million in 1996, and $25
million in 1997. Among the uses for the
bond proceeds are $32.5 million for fleet
replacement, $28.4 million for public facilities,
such as transit hubs and shelters, and $20 million
for support facilities, such as capital equipment
and computers. The Senators approved the bill
qnd referred it to the full committee.
) The committee, chaired by Sen. Keith
Langseth (DFL-Glyndon), also approved S.P.
979. The bill, sponsored by Sen. Terry Johnston
OR-Prior Lake), makes several changes to the law
covering hazardous materials transportation that
was enacted during last year's session. The
measure subjects rail and water carriers of
hazardous matetials to the registration and permit
requirements of the hazardous materials
transportation program. It also requires persons
with direct management responsibility for
hazardous waste transportation operations to
submit fingerprints to the FBI for a background
check. This and several other provisions are
aimed at making the state's program conform
with federal and international hazardous waste
program requirements. The bill was referred to
the full Transportation and Public Transit
Committee.

Two bills authorizing new special license
plates were also approved and sent to the full
committee.

S.P. 554, sponsored by Sen. Jane Krentz (DFL
May Township), establishes special professional
sports team and Olympic license plates. The bill
provides that the fee for each plate include a $25
annual fee to be contributed to the Minnesota
Amateur Sports Commission. The total fee for
the plates has not been determined. Under the
measure, the sports commission may pay the
initial administrative and manufactuting costs of
the first production of the plates. A representa
tive of the commission testified that the startup
money would come from private sources.
) S.P. 497, sponsored by Sen. Paula Hanson
<DFL-Ham Lake), establishes special "Kids First"
license plates for child protection. The measure
provides for an initial fee of$10 for the plates,
and a $25 annual fee to be contributed to county
child protection services.

Highway restrictions repealed
A bill abolishing highway construction

restrictions related to freeway lanes on 1-394 was
approved by the Transportation and Public
Transit Committee at a meeting held Weds.,
Mar. 22. The committee, chaired by Sen. Florian
Chmielewski (DFL-Sturgeon Lake), advanced a
number ofother bills as well.

S.P. 371, presented by Sen. Gen Olson OR
Minnetrista), repeals statutes that impose
restrictions on the Minnesota Dept.ofTranspor
tation (MnDOT). The repeal allows the
department to open up a lane on 1-394 near the
Penn Avenue interchange that is currently
blocked off. Olson explained that the restrictions
were enacted in 1977 iii response to neighbor
hood concerns.

Al Pint ofMnDOT said opening up the lane
would improve the level ofservice during non
peak traffic hours and could ease congestion ,
during peak hours. The department would have
to extend the sound wall to cut down on noise,
he said, if the local businesses agree to the
measure.

Two residents of the neighborhood testified
against the bill saying MnDOT would be going
back on its word if the bill was passed into law.
Sen. Carol Flynn (DFL-Mpls.) agreed, saying the
Legislature could be jeopardizing future negotia
tions with neighbors if it allows the department
to change a past agreement with the residents.

Sen. Keith Langseth (DFL-Glyndon) said he
suppotted advancing the bill to theSenate floor
while waiting to see how negotiations were
progressing. The committee approved the bill.

Committee members approved S.P. 835,
presented by Sen. Sandra Pappas (DFL-St. Paul),
authorizing $82 million in bonds for transit and
paratransit equipment and facilities. The bill was
re-referred to the Finance Committee.

S.P. 696, authored by Sen. Steven Morse
(DFL-Dakota), providing $630,CXXl from bond
proceeds to fund a phase-two feasibility study of
high-speed rail service from the Twin Cities to
Chicago. The bill was approved and sent back to
the finance division for consideration in the
bonding package.

The committee laid over S.P. 976, authored by
Sen. Paula Hanson (DFL-Ham Lake), for
consideration by the finance division. The bill
requires the commissioner of transportation to
adopt rules for parking facilities in downtown
Minneapolis serving 1-394.

The committee also approved seven bills that
advance to the Senate floor, including S.P. 615.
The bill, authored by Sen. Phil Riveness (DFL
Bloomington), directs the Metropolitan Council
to implement a high-speed bus service pilot
project. S.P. 979, presented by Sen. Terry
Johnston OR-Prior Lake), subjects rail and water
carriers ofhazardous materials to requirements of
the hazardous materials transportation program,
including submission offinger prints to the FBI.
S.P. 172, carried by Sen. Bob Lessard (DFL-Int't.
Falls), issues manufacturer test license plates for
cold-weather testing ofvehicles in NoMern
Minnesota. S.P. 554, authored by Sen. Jane
Krentz (DFL-May Township) authorizes the
issuance ofprofessional sports team or Olympic
license plates. S.P. 497, presented by Hanson,
authorizes special license plates to provide
funding for prevention ofchild abuse. S.P. 1097,
carried by Sen. Joe Bertram, Sr. (DFL
Paynesville), allows any legislatively-established
transit commission, city or county, to provide
paratransit service outside its juriSdictional

, boundaries under several requirements. Finally,
S.P. 965, authored by Langseth, allows the
issuance of an annual permit for a wide load of
square bales ofstraw within 25 miles of the NoM
Dakota border.

Floor Action
Name change prohibition okayed

The Mon., Mar. 20, floor session also included
final passage ofseveral additional bills on the
Senate Calendar and the Consent Calendar.
HP.125, authored by Sen. Tracy Beckman
(DFL-Bricelyn), prohibits correctional inmates
from applying for name changes. HP. 121,
authored by Sen. Steven Morse (DFL-Dakota),
authorizes the extension of the Blufflands Trail
System in Winona County. HP. 435, sponsored
by Sen. Steven Novak (DFL-New Brighton),
authorizes performance-based gas purchasing
regulation for gas utilities. H.P. 305, carried by
Sen. Dallas Sarns (DFL-Staples), clarifies the
provisions for financial audits in towns.

S.P. 229, authored by Sen. Sheila Kiscaden
OR-Rochester), allows sharing ofmedical
examiner data with a state or federal agency
charged with investigating a death.

S.P. 308,authored by Marty, authorizes special
registration plates for persons subject to an
impoundment' order.

S.P. 39, carried by Knutson, limits the
sentencing court's authority to stay adjudication
ofa controlled substance offender's guilt and to
expunge the offender's record upon the successful
completion of treatment and probation. S.P. '
257, carried by Morse,provides that an indi
vidual may hold the office ofsoil and water
conservation district supervisor and city and town
office at the same time.

S.P. 574, authored by Finn, requires the
commissioner ofnatural resources to change
names ofgeopgraphiC features ofthe state. S.P.
93, carried by Sen. Joe Bertram, Sr. (DFL
PayneSVille), requires Stearns County to refund
money paid by the city ofMelrose for al:quisition
ofproperry.

Noncontroversial bills okayed
In other business during the Thurs., Mar. 23

floor session, the Senate passed several bills on
the Consent Calendar. S.P. 1099 allows election
judges to live in a precinct in one county but
serve in a precinct in another county, as long as
those precincts are in the same municipality.
The bill, authored by Sen. Joe Bertram, Sr. (DFL
Paynesville), was passed, 58-0.

HP. 654, sponsored by Sen. Steve Murphy
(DFL-Red Wing), clarifies a town board's
authority to alter or vacate abandoned roads that
were dedicated by plat. The measure passed on a
61-0 vote.

The Senate passed H.P. 856, 62-0. The bill,
presented by Sen. Deanna Wiener (DFL-Eagan),
allows the Dakota County administrator to serve
as clerk to the county board.

On a 60-0 vote, the Senate passed S.P. 953,
authored by Sen. Sam Solon (DFL-Duluth), S.P.
953, allowing the city ofDuluth to extend the
size ofa special service district. S.P. 1176,
sponsored by Sen. Dennis Frederickson OR-New
Ulm), was also passed, 60-0. The bill permits the
city ofSleepy Eye to discontinue its use ofa steam
heating system without having to provide a two
year advance notice to the Dept. ofTrade and
Economic Development.
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Preview
Agenda: S.F. lOll-Neuville: Repeals
authorization for certain forms of gambling.
S.F. 10l2-Neuville: Abolishes the Minnesota
Racing Commission, Gambling Control
Board, and the State Lottery Board. S.F.
1120-Berg: Creating a special account for
money received by the gambling control
board as reimbursement for costs of testing
pull-tab dispensing devices.

Governmental Operations and Veterans
Committee
Chair: Sen. James Metzen
8 a.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: H.F. 228-Piper: Board of Medical
Practice; reinstating certain advisory councils.
S.F. 163-Piper: Crime Victim Witness
Advisory Council. S.F. 900-Piper: Foster care;
changing licensing requirements. S.P. 947
Krentz: Regional Arts Council. S.P. 963
Anderson: Minnesota International Council.
S.F. 992-Kiscaden: Reinstating certain
advisory councils and task forces. S.F. 467
Mondale: Coordination and consolidation of
public safety radio communications
systems.

Transportation and Public Transit Finance
Division
Chair: Sen. Keith Langseth
8 a.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. S73_Chmielewski:
Transportation funding bill. S.F. 67-Johnston:
Transportation funding bill. S.F. 569
Langseth: Transportation funding bill. S.F.
832-Flynn: Transportation funding bill.

Education Funding Division
Chair: Sen. LaUffence PogemiUer
10 a.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Health Care Committee
Chair: Sen. Unda Berg/in
10 a.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 13S-Neuville: Board ofPsychology.
S.F.1258-Berglin: Change indices used to adjust
hospital and nursing home rates. S.F. 417
Berglin: Long-term care payment and services
delivery system (FAIR). S.F. xxxx-Berglin:
Children's mental health collaboratives. S.F.
702-Kiscaden: Children's services (governor's
DHSBill).

Jobs, Energy and Community
Development Committee
Chair: Sen. Steven Novak
10 a.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 734-Chandler: 911 System. S.F.
931-Morse: Economic security rehabilitation
services. S.F. 1019-Mondale: Metropolitan
government and metro housing.

Commerce and Consumer Protection
Subcommittee on Insurance
Chair: Sen. John Hottinger
12 noon Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: Continuation - S.F. 259-Merriam:
Genetic discrimination act.

Metropolitan and Local Government
Committee
Chair: Sen. Jim Vickerman
2 p.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 683-Murphy: Allowing cities to
make grants to nonprofit food shelves. S.F. 726
Mondale: Hennepin County lease ofhospital or
nursing home facilities. S.F. 1144-Flynn:
Minneapolis city engineer duties. S.F. 1200
Merriam: Requiring county sheriffs to be licensed
as peace officers before taking office. S.F. 1275
Anderson: Money for security measures on
Metropolitan Council transit vehicles. S.F. 1300
Pappas: Detachment of intermediate airport land
from cities or school districts.

Joint Crime Prevention and Judiciary
Privacy Subcommittee
Co-Chairs: Sen. Jane Ranum and Sen. Harold
"Skip" Finn
5 p.m. Room 318 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Agriculture and Rural Development
Committee
Chair: Sen. Joe Bertram, Sr.
6:30 p.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 483- Stumpf: Wetlands.

Environment and Natural Resources
Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Steven Morse
6:30 p.m. Room 123 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 722-Morse: Establishing an
environmental legal assistance pilot project.

Crime Prevention Committee
Chair: Sen. Allan Spear
7 p.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: Continuation - afternoon agenda.

Judiciary Committee
Chair: Sen. Carol Flynn
7 p.m. Room15 Capitol
Agenda: Continuation - 12 noon meeting
agenda. S.F. 364-Anderson: Third party threats.
S.F. 711-Anderson: Peer counseling evidentiary
privilege. S.F. 170-Dille: Maintenance of
abandoned or neglected cemeteries. S.F. 1088
Krentz: Frivolous lawsuits of inmates. S.F. 1220
ReichgottJunge: Living will amendments.

Gaming Regulation Committee
Chair: Sen. Charles Berg
8 a.m. Room 107 Capitol

Tuesday, March 28

The Minnesota Senate Week at a Glance
Monday, March 27 Agenda:S.F.268-Piper:Youthintervention

program. S.F. 383-ReichgottJunge: Electronic
filing and information retrieval for business
licenses. S.F. 768-Novak: Food shelfprogram.
S.F. 1081-Frederickson: DiSIJlaced homemakers.
Overview of the budget for the Council on Black
Minnesotans, Asian-Pacific Minnesotans,
Architecture and Engineering Board,
Accountancy Board, and the Uniform Laws
Commission.

Environment and Natural Resources
Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Steven Morse
8 a.m. Room 123 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 1082-Frederickson: Minnesota
River Basin Commission. S.F. 428-Morse: Grants
for parks, recreational areas and nsas. S.F. 26
Frederickson: Food licensing.

The Senate will meet at 10 a.m.

Agriculture and Rural Development
Committee
Chair: Sen. Joe Bertram, Sr.
12 noon Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 693-Dille: Changing limits for
participation in certain rural finance authority
loan programs; provide develoQment and change
requirements for feedlots. S.F.S98-Runbeck:
Limits liability ofgrocery stores and delicatessens
as food donors. S.F. 1043-Berg: Modifying
Qrovisions related to fanned cervid.ae. S.F. 1182
Berg: Clarifying certain references in the grain
weighing, sampling and analysis law. S.F. 1292
Bertram: Estaolishing a pilot dairy education and
technology transfer program.

Commerce and Consumer Protection
Committee
Chair: Sen. Sam Solon
12 noon Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: H.F. ISO-Solon: Temporary on-sale
intoxicating liquor licenses term extension. S.F.
232-Murphy: Comprehensive health insurance
plan lifetime benefit limit increase. S.F.649
Chandler: Property and casualty insurance agents
quota prohibition. S.F. 1026-0liver: Insurers risk~
based capital regulation. S.F. 1033-0Iiver: .
Insurance solvency regulation. S.F. 1146
Neuville: Master electrician licensure eligibility
requirements modifications. S.F. 704-Belanger:
Homeowners and automobile insurance zip code
ratingsprohibition.

Judiciary Committee
Chair: Sen. Carol Flynn
12 noon Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 699-Moe. R.D.: Property rights
notification. S.F. 349-Lesewski: Dept. Economic
Security document language. S.F. 844-Dille:
Marriage license fee. S.F. 1042-ReichgottJunge:
Business partnerships clarif"ications.

Crime Prevention Committee
Chair: Sen. Allan Spear
2 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.F.6S1-Knutson: Miscellaneous
crimes. S.F. lOS4-Ranum: Juvenile law,
procedures, and programming. S.F. 115 I-Spear:
Peace officer standards. Continuation - S.F. 470
Laidig: Sentencing guidelines modifications.

Jobs, Energy and Community
Development Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Carl Kroening
2 p.m. Room 112 Capitol
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Environment and Nltural Resources
Finance Division /

. Chair: Sen. Steven Mqse
\) noon Room 123 ~apitol

[genda: S.F. 116-SF':Annual funding for
SWCDs. S.F. 300-S ms: Environmental learning
center.

Family Services (j;ommittee
Chair: Sen. Pat Pipe!-
12 noon Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.F.II03lanum: Dept. ofChildren,
Youth and Learnin .

i,

Environment and Natural Resources
Committee II

Chair: Sen. Bob Lessard
2 p.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 930-Mde, R.D.: Clarifying
procedures for watersBed districts. S.F. 150
Merriam: Removing restrictions on bringing fish
from Canada. S.F. 279\Johnson, D.J.: Public
officers and certaindutl,es relating to waters and
public lands. S.F. 858-Splon: Demonstration
project to prevent infil$tion ofstorm sewers.
S.F. 273-Price: Water supply system and
wastewater treatment faCilities.

Environment and Natural Resources
Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Steven Morse
4 p.m. Room 123 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 304-Marty: Restricting advertising
and promotion relating to gambling.

Higher Education Division
Chair: Sen. LeRoy Stumpf
\ p.m. Room 125 Capitol
)genda: S.F. 158-Bertram: Fire crew training.

S.F. 282-Morse: MNSCU library debt. S.F. 600
Johnson: UMD medical school. S.F. 697-Morse:
Tuition approval. S.F. 823-Chmielewski: Fond
du Lac funaing. S.F. 951-Stumpf: Credit bank.
S.F. 1034-Wiener: Open learning. S.F. 1185
Murphy: HECB financial aid. S.F. 12l0-Wiener:
Minnesota instructional telecommunications.
S.F. 1252-Price: HECB agency bill. S.F. 1288
Johnson, ].B.: Cambridge status.

Taxes and Tax Laws Subcommittee on
Property Tax
ChaIr: Sen. John Hottinger
4 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 369-Stevens: Local government aid
for property tax exempt Indian lands. S.F. 1160
Belanger: Bloomington fiscal disparities. S.F. 909
Vickerman: County veto TIF. S.F. 1323
Chandler: North St. Paul TIF. S.F. 1325
ReichgottJunge: Crystal TIF. S.F. 780-0liver:
Residential homestead class rate modification.
S.F. 284-01son: TIF use restrictions and
disclosure requirements expansion.

Education Funding Division
Chair: Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller
6 p.m. Room 125 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Environment and Natural Resources
Committee
Chair: Sen. Bob Lessard
6 p.m. Room 123 Capitol
\genda: S.F. 868-Berg: Prohibiting local

Jovernments from regulatory authority over
reedlots. S.F. lO2l-Lessard: Abolishing PCA;
creating Dept. ofEnvironmental Protection. S.F.
984-Kelly: Standards for oxygenated gasoline.
S.F. 1314-Mondale: Modifying provisions

relating to voluntary investigation and cleanuj)
program. S.F.llll-Lessard: Amendment to the
Constitution affirming rights ofcitizens to hunt
or take game and fish.

Governmental Operations and Veterans
Committee
Chair: Sen. James Metzen
6 p.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 845-Berglin: MinnesotaCare. S.F.
41O-Marty: Senior drug purchasing.

Health Care Committee
Chair: Sen. Unda Berg/in
6 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 1317-Kiscaden: Long-term care;
home and community care (governor's DHS
bill- includes PCA cuts). S.F. xxxx:
Governor's health care and MA TEFRA bill 
if introduced.

Judiciary Committee
Chair: Sen. Carol Flynn
6 p.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: Bills referred from Family Law and
Privacy Subcommittees. S.F. 1WI-Bertram: Civil
proceedings with state. S.F. 1118-Betzold:
Revisor's Bill. S.F. 1153-Spear: Adding trial court
judges.

Wednesday, March 29

Gaming Regulation Committee
Chair: Sen. Charles Berg
8 a.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Governmental Operations and Veterans
Committee
Chair: Sen. James Metzen
8 a.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 1246-Riveness: Abolishing periodic
reports. S.F. 1328-Reichgott}unge: Office of
Citizen Advocate. S.F. 1132-Reichgott Junge:
Office ofCustomer Service. S.F. 1384-Anderson:
Abolishing the Dept. ofHuman Rights;
transferring responsibilities to the Attorney
General. S.F. 647-Wiener: Bill ofrights. S.F. 682
Murphy: Abolishing Office ofStrategic and Long
Range Planning. S.F. 1389-Knutson: Repealing
obsolete rules.

Rules and Administration Subcommittee
on Ethical Conduct
Chair: Sen. Ember ReichgottJunge
8 a.m. Room 125 Capitol
Agenda: Johnson vs. Finn complaint.

Transportation and Public Transit
Committee
Chair: Sen. Florian Chmielewski
8 a.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: S.F.II64-Langseth: Dept. of
Transportation housekeeping bilLS.F. 11
Metzen: Exempting newer motor vehicles from
annual air pollution emissions inspections. S.F.
418-Kelly: Denying driving privileges for certain
truant students. S.F. 1017-Cohen: Suspension of
a drivers license for failure to pay child support.
S.F. 1329-Murphy: Abolishing the
Transportation Regulation Board. S.F. 995
Vickerman: Deregulating and conforming state
motor carrier laws to federal regulations.
S.F.1293-Belanger: Deregulating most motor
carriers. S.F. 571-Murphy: Permitting operation
ofvehicle combinations over 65 feet in length.
S.F. 1318-Langseth: Requiring study on impact of

telecommuting on transportation. S.F. 573
Chmielewski: Changing the county state-aid
highway apportionment formula.

The Senate will meet at 9:45 a.m.

Health Care Committee
Chair: Sen. Unda Berg/in
10 a.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 120-Robertson: Adjust medicare
rates for long-term hospitals. S.F. lOSS-Piper:
Requires licensure for nome care hospital and
nursing home social workers. S.F. 417-Berglin:
Long-term care payment and services (FAIR)
delivery system. S.F. 1316-Kiscaden: Long-term
care facilities (DHS bill). S.F. xxxx-Berglin:
Surcharge update bill.

Higher Education Division
Chair: Sen. LeRoy Stumpf
10 a.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: Continuation - Tuesday agenda.

Commerce and Consumer Protection
Committee
Chair: Sen. Sam Solon
12 noon Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 542-Sams: Health insurance
coverage equity for prescription drugs. S.F. 579
Chandler: Charitable organizations regulations
and clarification. S.F. 1170-Mondale:
Geoscientists licensing or certification
requirements. S.F. 1204-Betzold: No-fault auto
rental vehicle coverage. S.F. 1404-S010n:
Reinsurance intermediaries funds investment
authority expansion. S.F. 164-Hottinger: Health
insurance plans subrogation rights and
restrictions.

Judiciary Committee
Chair: Sen. Carol Flynn
12 noon Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Continuation -Tuesday agenda. S.F.
342-Spear: Child abuse investigations. .

Crime Prevention Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Tracy Beckman
2 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Budget review for the Dept. of
Corrections.

Jobs, Energy and Community
Development Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Carl Kroening
2 p.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: Public testimony on budget issues.

Metropolitan and Local Government
Committee
Chair: Sen. Jim Vickerman
2 p.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Environment and Natural Resources
Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Steven Morse
6 p.m. Room 123 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 715-1 Vickerman: Towns. S.F.
l006-Morse: Sewage sludge. SF 463-Lessard:
Eliminating permit fees. S.F. 280-Murphy:
Combined sewer overflow grants.

Governmental Operations and Veterans
Committee
Chair: Sen. James Metzen
6 p.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: Continuation - Wednesday morning
agenda.
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Health Care Committee
Chair: Sen. linda Eerglin
6 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Bills not completed at Tuesday and
Wednesday morning meetings. S.P. 843
Kiscaden: Requires certain consent procedures
before abortion.

Judiciary Committee
Chair: Sen. Carol Flynn
6 p.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: S.P. 1314-Mondale: Environment audit
privilege. S.P. 885-Ranum: Public nuisance.

Thursday, March 30

The Senate will meet at 9 a.m.

Education Funding Division
Chair: Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller
10 a.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Health Care Committee
Chair: Sen. linda Eerglin
10 a.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.P. 845-Berglin: LOC MinnesotaCare
bill. S.P. 1291-Berglin: Health Care Reform
Waiver (DHS bill).

Commerce and Consumer Protection
Committee
Chair: Sen. Sam Solon
12 noon Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: Bills reported OUt of the Subcommittee
on Insurance.

Family Services Committee
Chair: Sen. Pat Piper
12 noon Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Crime Prevention Committee
Chair: Sen. Allan Spear
2 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 399-Knutson: Recreational
vehicle DWI forfeiture. S.F. 663-Betzold:
National guard; military affairs department
possession of firearms on capitol grounds. S.F.
942-Riveness: Drug-free hospital zones. S.F.
1092-Neuville: Crime victim ombudsman.
S.F. 1205-Spear: Nonfelony enforcement
advisory committee. S.F. 1248-Kelly: Peace
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officer education. S.F. 1255-Limmer:
Allowable use of force by Appleton prison
staff. S.P. 1286-Kelly: POST Board
membership. Bills reported from Joint Privacy
Subcommittee. Bills referred from other
committees.

Jobs, Energy and Community
Development Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Carl Kroening
2 p.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: Presentation on the Capitol access
program, Wall Street Journal reporter.
Overview of the budgets for the Barbers
Board, Boxing Board, and the Electricity
Board.

Metropolitan and Local Government
Committee
Chair: Sen. Jim Vickerman
2 p.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Environment and Natural Resources
Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Steven Morse
4 p.m. Room 123 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Education Funding Division
Chair: Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller
6 p.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Governmental Operations and Veterans
Committee
Chair: Sen. James Metzen
6 p.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Health Care and Family Services Finance
Division
Chair: Sen. Don Samuelson
6 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Health Care Committee
Chair: Sen. linda Eerglin
6 p.m. (Following Health Care and Family
Services Finance Division meeting)
Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Bills completed at the Health Care
and Family Services Finance
Division.

C · P 'C i .rIme reventlOn ommittee
Chair: Sen. Allan Spear ;:
7 p.m. Room 123 Capit61
Agenda: Continuation' afternoon agenda.

,

Friday, March 31

Governmental Operations and Veterans
Committee
Chair: Sen. James Metzen
8 a.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Education Funding Division
Chair: Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller
10 a.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Environment and Natural Resources
Committee
Chair:Sen.Bob~ard
10 a.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.P. 345-Stumpf: Wastewater
infrastructure funding program. S.P. 59Z-~tumpf:
Confirmation old town roads that cross state
lands. S.P. 171-Lessard: Sale ofschool trust land
in St. Louis County. S.P. 1022-Lessard: Public
sale of tax forfeited land in Koochiching County.
S.P. lO23-Lessard: Notice requirement for sale of
tax-forfeited land. S.P. 621-Lessard: Omnibus
game and fish. S.P. U80-Berg: Game and fish
omnibus bill. S.P. 1362-Lessard: GElS provisions.
S.F. 1366-01son: Authorizing Hennepin County
to construct a seawall on Lake Minnetonka
without a permit.

Commerce and Consumer Protection
Committee
Chair: Sen. Sam Solon
12 noon Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: S.P. 936-So10n: Omnibus liquor bill.
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A bill sponsored by Sen. Carol Flynn
(DFL-Mpls.), received the committee's
approval. S.F. 832 provides funding for transit
by authorizing a half-cent sales tax increase
in the Metropolitan Area, to be levied by the
Metropolitan Council. The bill also permits
a Metro-only property tax to repay bonds
issued for transit capital equipment and
short-term borrowing. The bill places no
limitations on the taxes levied for bonds
issued prior to Jan. 1, 1996, but after that date
the council may levy the property tax only
after the half-cent sales tax has been levied.
The measure also directs the commissioner of
transportation to continue to study road
pricing options and to implement a road
pricing system by the year 2000.

S.F. 573, sponsored by Sen. Florian
Chmielewski, also advanced to the full
committee. The measure redistributes 5
percent of the highway users distribution
formula so that the county turnback account
receives 92 percent of the 5 percent and the
trunk highway fund receives none of the
distribution. The remaining eight percent
goes to the municipal turnback account, as it
does under current law. The measure
prohibits the commissioner from adopting
rules that limit the number of miles in the
county state aid highway system. In addition,
it requires that 30 percent of the county state
aid distribution be apportioned on the basis
of lane mileage rather than centerline
mileage. The bill appropriates an as-yet
unspecified amount from the general fund to
the commissioner for transit in Greater
Minnesota.

S.F. 1447, sponsored by Sen. Steve Dille
OR-Dassel), was advanced to the full
committee, however, the bill's funding
provisions were removed. The bill directs the
commissioner to establish a state trunk
highway safety program and to identify the
most serious safety problems annually. To
resolve these problems, the commissioner
must use an amount from the trunk highway
fund equal to 10 percent of federal
transportation funds received by the state.
The measure also requires motor vehicle
dealers to give purchasers a description of the
vehicle's safety features before the sale and
clears the way for police officers to stop
drivers for seat belt violations without a
separate moving violation.

lottery machines. It also provides a payout
schedule of 33 percent to the video lottery
retailer, 50 percent of which must be paid to
the charity sponsoring the machine, 20
percent to the lottery, 2 percent to the
commissioner of human services, with the
remainder turned over to the state treasury.

An amendment, which was adopted,
changes the selected counties to an east-west
band crossing the northern half of the
southern third of the state. ''This is more
representative of the rank and file of
Minnesota," Berg said. It includes metro
and rural areas, touches the Wisconsin and
South Dakota borders, and contains counties
that have casinos, as well as those that don't,
he added.

Several members voiced strong objections
to the bill. Disputing the need for a study,
Sen. Thomas Neuville OR-Northfield) said,
"we don't need a pilot study--video
gambling's going to be a phenomenal
success," he said. "Once the cat's out of the
bag, that's ft--but there are some of us who
don't believe that we should be a total
gambling state."

Sen. Dean Johnson OR-Willmar)
predicted that the result of the pilot project
will be to produce an economic boom in the
counties participating in it, an economic
drain on the ones excluded from it, and a net
effect of "more 'gambling in the state of
Minnesota."

S.F. 1120, authored by Berg, creates a
special account for money received by the
gambling control board as reimbursement for
costs of testing pull-tab dispensing devices.
The measure was approved and sent to the
full Senate.

The committee also approved two other
bills, carried by Berg, that were discussed
earlier in the session. S.F. 1044, a measure
that sunsets the Tribal State Gaming
Compacts as ofJune 30, 1998, was sent to the
full Senate, while S.F. 618, a memorial
resolution asking for legislation amending the
Indian Gaming Regulatory Act, was re
referred to the Rules and Administration
Committee.

Transportation funding proposals
The Transportation and Public Transit

Finance Division spent the Tues., Mar. 28,
meeting sifting through six transportation
funding proposals. The subcommittee,
chaired by Sen. Keith Langseth (DFL
Glyndon), advanced three of the six
proposals to the full committee.

All of the proposed funding packages calls
for a gas tax increase of 5 cents per gallon,
bringing the tax to 25 cents per gallon. Each
of the bills also provides for tying the future
gas tax level to the consumer price index.

Video gambling bill laid over
Members of the Gaming Regulation

Committee laid over S.F. 402, a bill that
authorizes a pilot test project for video lottery
at its Weds., Mar. 29, meeting. Committee
Chair and author, Sen. Charles Berg (DFL
Chokio) said that the measure is an attempt
to collect factual data. Recalling last year's
creation of the gaming advisory committee,
charged with studying the socio-economic

l ects of all forms of gambling in the state,
erg said that the group had incomplete and

conflicting data.
The bill provides that until July 1, 1998,

licensed liquor establishments in select
counties may operate five state owned video

The Minnesota Senate Week in Review

Informed consent debated
The divisive issue of abortion was the

subject of the Health Care Committee
meeting Weds., Mar. 29. Sponsored by Sen.
Sheila Kiscaden, S.F. 843 details specific
consent procedures that must be provided at
least 24 hours before an abortion is
performed. The bill outlines the information
that must be provided before the procedure
can be performed and requires that printed
materials be developed by the Dept. of
Health that inform a woman of alternative
options. In addition, the bill requires that the
woman must be given the name of the
physician who will perform the procedure
and that she sign a consent form.

Kiscaden explained that the bill is an
attempt to find common ground between the
opposing sides. She said that she wanted to
"depoliticize" the issue of abortion and
provide women with information.
"Information is critical to informed decision
making," she said.

) Both pro-choice and pro-life witnesses
Jtestified before the committee, chaired by
Sen. Linda Berglin (DFL-Mpls.). All sides
agreed in their opposition to S.F. 843. Susan
Stebbens of the Minnesota National
Organization for Women said that providing
information and consultation is already
standard procedure in clinics and that the
provisions will jeopardize the confidentiality
and safety of women. In addition, the policy
is an inefficient use of state funds, sets a bad
precedent and is insulting to women,
Stebbens said.

Jackie Schweitz, of the Minnesota Citizens
Concerned for Life, opposed the bill, stating
that it doesn't go far enough to inform and
protect women. She said that informing a
woman about the doctor and his medical
history will reduce unsafe procedures. In
addition, clients are not receiving counseling
on the other options that are available to
them, resulting in decreased choices. The
bill failed to gain approval.



Committee update
Agriculture and Rural
Development
Livestock expansion bill apprbved

The Agriculture and Rural Development
Committee, chaired by Sen. Joe Bertram, Sr.
(DR-Paynesville), met Mon., Mar. 27, and
approved S.F. 693. "This is a livestock expansion
bill that makes policy changes which will nurture
livestock operations in Minnesota," said the
measure's author, Sen. Steve Dille (lR-Dassel).
The bill addresses several areas, including Rural
Finance Authority Loan Programs, feedlot issues,
taxes, and carcass composting provisions.

Besides raising the loan caps under RFA
programs, the bill contains a tax exemption for
new construction ofagricultural buildings. Dille
said that relief is graduated, and that by the sixth
year, benefits are entirely phased out. "I think it's
appropriate to provide some tax relief early on,
and gradually decrease the benfit as these farmers
get up and running," Dille said.

Changes to the definition of"animal unit" are
included in the bill, raising the threshold that
triggers the mandatory feedlot permit from 10 to
50 animal units. Additionally, local government
ordinances pertaining to surface and ground
water protection requirements are preempted by
regulations of the Pollution Control Agency.

Dille clarified that the PeA has standards far
more stringent than local units ofgovernment,
and that under the bill, zoning power and odor
regulations remain in the hands of the local
entities. "This provision applies only to surface
and groundwater protection," Dille said.

The bill now goes to the Environment and
Natural Resources Committee.

WCA bill tabled
At a late night meeting of the Agriculture and

Rural Develorment Committee Mon., Mar. 27,
members finally scrapped the regulatory
provisions of the Wetlands Conservation Act of
1991. The outcome resulted from an amendment
offered by Sen. Charles Berg (DR-Chokio) to
Sen. Leroy Stumpfs (DR-ThiefRiver Falls)
measure, S.F. 483. Stumpfs bill made policy and
procedure changes to the WCA.

Afrer members voted 8-3 on roll call to adopt
Berg's amendment, Sen. Steve Dille (lR-Dassel)
moved to table the measure.

Recognizing the severity ofhis action, Berg
said, "the WCA has got to be drastically
changed, and that's why I'm here with a delete
everything amendment. This is the only way we
can have a crack at putting together a bill that
will treat people fairly."

Responding to Berg's motion, Stumpfsaid,
"this is a dramatic jump from the bill I brought in
here tonight-Tm afraid that this is using a 16
pound maul to kill a mosquito."

Ron Harnack, director of the Bureau ofSoil
and Water Resources agreed. "Repealing the
WCA puts us further apart, rather than bringing
us closer together," Harnack claimed. "Sturnpfs
bill is a great opportunity to achieve our goals-
we're not very far apart, and we can reach closure
by working with it."

Supporters of the Berg amendment argued that
the only reasonable course ofaction is to start
from scratch. Among those testifying in favor of
the repeal were numerous private property
owners from around the state, county commis
sioners, agriculture associations, and organizations
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representing counties and townships.
Turning to other business, the committee also

approved Berg's S.F. 1043, a bill that imposes
fencing regulations on deer farming, and placed it
on the Consent Calendar.

Lastly, S.F. 1292, a bill that establishes a pilot
dairy education program was approved by
members. Presented by Committee Chair, Sen.
Joe Bertram, Sr. (DR-Paynesville), the measure
was re-referred to the Environment and Natural
Resources Committee.

Eurasian hog bill debate
The Agriculture and Rural Development

Committee approved three .bills and laid over a ,
fourth at its afternoon meetlng Weds., Mar. 29.

S.F. 1178, carried by Sen. Jim Vickerman
(DR-Tracy), prohibits importation, ownership
and possession ofEurasian hogs. The measure
includes a provision authorizing the state to seize
the animals and pay the owner $200 per hog.

Debate circled around what some Senators
called trading offheavy-handed government
intervention for so-called public safety.

Veterinarian Dr. Walter Mackey called the
hogs the "terror ofthe woods," an exotic species
that threatens man, livestock, crops and wildlife.

But Sen. Steve Dille (lR-Dassel) told members
that in an effort to "manage risk down to zero,"
the bill forces the seven operators, who have
devoted considerable resources to developing a
niche market, out ofbusiness.

Members agreed to lay the measure over.
S.F. 598, authored by Sen. Linda Runbeck

(lR-Circle Pines) adds grocery stores and
delicatessens to the definition of "food facilities"
granted liability protection when donating items
to food shelves.

Committee Chair, Sen. Joe Bertram, Sr. (DR
Paynesville) asked why these groups had been lefr
out of the original definition when the bill was
frrst written. Jack Aldrich, of the Minnesota
Grocers' Association said, "it was an uninten
tional omission in the original bill." The measure
proceeds to the floor.

S.F. 1350, a bill that appropriates funds for the
continued litigation against the USDA for
inequities in the federal milk marketing order
system, was approved and re-referred to the
Environment and Natural Resources Committee.
Sponsored by Sen. Dallas Sarns (DR-Staples)
the measure earmarks $100,000 from the general
fund.

Also re-referred to the Environment and
Natural Resources Committee, was S.F. 1414.
Carried by Sen Dan Stevens (lR-Mora), the bill
changes provisions covering ethanol payments,
"This clarifies that payments will be made on a
pro rata basis among all eligible claimants,"
Stevens said.

Eurasian hogs banned
At its Weds., Mar. 29 evening meeting, the

Agriculture and Rural Development Committee
approved S.F. 1178, a bill prohibiting the
importation, ownership and possession of
Eurasian hogs, and re-referrea it to the Environ
ment and Natural Resources Committee.
Chaired by Sen. Joe Bertram, Sr. (DR
Paynesville), members adopted an amendment to
Sen. Jim Vickerman's (DR-Tracy) measure that
replaces the $200 reimbursement limitation with
an open appropriation, to be determined by the
commissioner ofagriculture.

S.F. 1236, authored by Sen. Steve Dille (lR
Dassel) was approved and sent to the full Senate.

The measure allows land spreading ofchemically
contaminated soil. "Land spreading is an
environmentally sound method for managing
soil," Dille said.

Sen. Dallas Sams (DR-Staples) presented S.F.
851 and S.F. 852, both related to loan programs
of the Rural Finance Authority. S.F. 851, which
was amended into S.F. 852, raises the amOlmt
available for farm improvement loans from
$50,000 to $100,000. SF 852 increases the
amount available for livestock operation loans
from $100,000 to $250,000. The measure was re
referred to the Environment and Natural
Resources Committee.

SF 1159, also carried by Sams, requires state
agencies to provide written notification to the
Dept. ofAgriculture before adopting or repealing
rules that affect farming. Bill Oemichen, asst.
commissioner of the Dept. ofAgriculture,
testified in support of the bill saying that it wiU
decrease misunderstandings, and save time and
money. S.F. 1159 was re-referred to the Govern
mental Operations and Reform Committee.

Sen. Steven Morse (DR-Dakota) presented
two bills to the committee. The first, S.F. 1398
makes changes to the agriculture best manage
ment practices loan program.

Included in the measure is a provision
clarifying that the commissioner ofagriculture
will make loans to local units ofgovernment and
lending institutions, who in tum, will provide
loans to landowners and businesses participating
in the clean up ofnonpoint source water
pollution. The bill also sets out a list ofcriteria to
evaluate and rank applicants. S.F. 1398 was re
referred to the Environment and Natural
Resources Committee.

S.F. 1431, also authored by Morse, permits
local governments to exercise feedlot regulatory
authority. Members laid the measure over.

Commerce and Consumer
Protection
MCHA limit bill tabled

Progress on a bill increasing the lifetime limit
for people under the Minnesota Comprehensive
Health Association plan stalled at the Commerce
and Consumer Protection Committee at the
Man, March 27, meeting.

S.F. 232, sponsored by Sen. Steve Murphy
(DR-Red Wing), increases the limit from $1
million to $1.5 million.

Lynn Gruber, director ofMCHA, testified in
opposition to the bill. Gruber said the bill would
result in $275,000 in losses in 1995, $1.6 million
in losses in 1996, and $1.2 million in 1997.
These figures are in addition to the $42 million
per year losses the program is experiencing, she
said.

Gruber asked the committee to consider a
dedicated tobacco tax to fund the program in the
future. The MCHA policy rights organization
has endorsed the bill. Afrer discussion, members
voted to lay the bill over for interim study.

The panel granted approval to a bill, S.F. 704,
authored by Sen. William Belanger (lR
Bloomington), that prohibits insurance
companies from charging different rates for
different zip codes within the same town or city..
Auto and homeowners insurance are covered '
under the bill.

The committee also approved S.F. 649,
sponsored by Sen. Kevin Chandler. The bill
prohibits insurance companies from requiring



agents to sell a certain number of the company's
life insurance policies as a condition of selling
their property and casualty insurance. Chandler

) said the bill is aimed at stopping aggressive sales
tactics that force property and casualty agents,
who may not be qualified in the life insurance
area, to sell life insurance. S.F. 649 now goes to
the Senate floor.

The committee approved and sent to the floor
two bills sponsored by Sen. Edward Oliver (IR
Deephaven). The fitst, HF. 673 requires insurers
to file with the commissioner ofcommerce and
the National Association ofInsurance Commis
sioners (NAlC) a report of their risk based capital
level. The measure also establishes four levels of
action for companies whose risk based capital
levels fall below the levels specified in the bill. In
the most severe cases, the commissioner is
required to place the company under regulatory
control under the state's insurers rehabilitation
and liquidation statute.

The second Oliver bill, S.F. 1033, makes
changes in statutes regulating insurance solvency.
The bill contains provisions regulating disclo
sures, reinsurance, capital stock, managing
general agents, and contracts issued on a variable
basis. Oliver said the bill is designed to
strengthen the state's ability to regulate solvency.

The panel, chaired by Sen. Sam Solon (DR.
Duluth), also granted approval to S.F. 150,
extending the maximum length ofa temporary
on-sale liquor license from three, to four,
consecutive days. It also permits a municipality to
issue only three temporary on-sale intoxicating
liquor licenses within a 12-month period. The
bill was advanced to the Senate floor.
\. Members also approved and sent to the full
fenate SF 1146, making changes to the
requirements for becoming a master electrician.
The bill makes an applicant for a master's
electrician license eligible to take the licensing
exam if the applicant has at least ten years of
supervised or unsupervised experience as an
electrician, and holds an adult vocational
education license issued by the State Board of
Technical Colleges.

Genetic Discrimination Act
A bill banning discrimination in insurance

based on genetic testing cleared its first hurdle in
the Senate Tues., Mar. 28. The Commerce and
Consumer Protection Subcommittee on
Insurance, chaired by Sen. John Hottinger (DR.
Mankato) finished hearing testimony, nanowed
the focus of the bill, and forwarded it to the full
committee.

The Genetic Discrimination Act, authored by
Sen. Gene Merriam (DR.-Coon Rapids),
prohibits insurers from requiring applicants to
have a genetic test, using the results ofsuch a test
or the fact that a test was taken, in determining
eligibility for insurance. In addition, insurers
cannot ask whether an applicant's or
policyholder's relatives have undergone a genetic
test. They also are prohibited from making
decisions adverse to applicants based on entries in
medical records regarding genetic tests.

As originally drafted, the bill applied to any
type of insurance, but specified that for life
insurance, the prohibitions applied only when
the policy is more than $100,000.

\Testimony from insurance company represen
Jives focused on potential problems with

applying the bill to life insurance. The major
concerns voiced were that applicants would have
an unfair advantage in the underwriting process
and that high-risk applicants could buy life

insurance at the same price as healthy people,
thus driving up prices for everyone.

Later in the meeting, the panel approved an
amendment offered by Sen. Don Samuelson that
limits the bill's provisions to health insurance.

Several insurance company representatives
said that the bill is drafted too broadly and that
some of its definitions are unclear and open to
interpretations that would adversely affect
insurers. Members wrestled at length with the
bill's inclusion of"gene products" in the
definition ofgenetic testing.

The bill's definition of"genetic testing"
included "a presymptomatic test ofa person's
genes, gene products, or chromosomes for
abnormalities, defects or deficiencies...." Afrer
extensive discussion, Sen. Cal Larson OR-Fergus
Falls), offered an amendment to remove gene
products from the definition.

Larson failed in a second amendment attempt,
this one limiting the definition of"genetic test"
to laboratory test ofDNA or chromosomes used
to identify inherited alterations in genetic
material. Merriam objected, saying that the
definition excluded most genetic tests.

The subcommittee also approved an amend
ment offered by Sen. Deanna Wiener (DR.
Eagan) that removes the portion of the bill
providing applicants with a private cause of
action. Wiener said the cause ofaction is
unnecessary and that leaving it in would be
contributing to the problem ofexcessive
litigation.

Five bills advance
The Commerce and Consumer Protection

Committee met Weds., Mar. 29, and approved
five bills.

S.F. 1404, sponsored by Committee Chair
Sam Solon (DR.-Duluth), expands the
investment authority ofreinsurance intermediar
ies funds to allow the intermediaries to invest
with licensed broker-dealers and to invest in U.S.
treasury bills and notes the maturities ofwhich do
not exceed 90 days. The bill now goes to the
Senate floor.

S.F. 543, sponsored by Sen. Dallas Sams (DR.
Staples), requires insurance that covers prescrip
tion drugs to cover prescriptions that are written
by an authorized health care provider, regardless
of the type ofprovider. In effect, the bill prevents
denial ofcoverage for prescriptions written by
advanced practice nurses, physician assistants or
other non-physician prescribers. The bill was sent
to the Health Care Committee.

S.F. 1170, sponsored by Sen. Ted Mondale
(DR.-St. Louis Park), requires registration of
geoscientists and adds the profession to the
responsibilities of the ArChitecture, Engineering,
Land Surveying, Landscape Architecture and
Interior Design Board.
The committee approved S.F. 1170 and re
referred it to the Governmental Operations and
Veterans Committee.

S.F. 1204, sponsored by Sen. Don Betzold
(DR.-Fridley), expands no-fault insurance
coverage to include loaner vehicles provided by
car repair facilities. Betzold said the bill is
intended to make it unnecessary to purchase a
damage waiver when using a loaner car. It also
provides a cap on the liability of rental car owners
when a rental car is involved in an accident. The
bill was approved and sent to the Judiciary
Committee.

S.F. 174, sponsored by Sen. John Hottinger
(DR.-Mankato) outlines the rights ofall parties
in regard to subrogation clauses in health plans.

The measure provides for injured parties to
receive a pro-rated amount of monetary
settlements. Currently, insurance companies
have the first right to settlement funds. The bill
was approved and re-referred to the Judiciary
Committee.

Crime Prevention
Sentencing guidelines changes

Members of the Crime Prevention Committee
began discussion Thurs., Mar. 23, on a revision of
the state's sentencing guidelines by hearing
testimony from both sides of the issue. Sen. Gary
Laidig OR-Stillwater) presented S.F. 470 to the
committee, chaired by Sen. Allan Spear (DR.
Mpls.).

Laidig explained that the bill basically
implements the recommendations stemming
from a study done by the Sentencing Guidelines
Commission completed in January. The bill
ultimately eases up on some offenses to focus
prison sentences on the more severe crimes.

Under the bill, some crimes, mostly offenses
against persons, are increased in severity level,
while some property crimes are decreased.
According to Deb Dailey, director of the
commission, the crimes that are most affected by
the changes are thefts and some burglary offenses,
depending upon an offender's criminal record.

The bill outlines a way to make some changes
in the system, make better use of the state's
resources, and save some money, Laidig said. It's
not without controversy, he added, but most
interested parties agree some changes have to be
made in the current sentencing system.

Commissioner ofCorrections Frank Wood
testified in support of the bill, citing savings in
prison beds ana, consequently, money. If the
proposed sentencing changes are enacted, the
state will save a total of534 beds, or $140
million, by 2004, he said. He also added that the
savings can be directed to local governments.

Judge Kevin Burke, chair of the Conference of
Chief]udges, also supported the bill, saying the
state needs a balanced system ofpunishment for
its criminal offenders. But Sen. Randy Kelly
(DR.-St. Paul) countered that changing the
sentencing guidelines is not the only way to save
money in the corrections area, mentioning a
previous discussion on per-inmate costs. 'We can
no longer afford the Cadillac system that we've
been funding for the last 20 years and since I've
been here," he said.

Sen. Gene Merriam (DR.-Coon Rapids)
asked why the commission is seeking legislation
for the revision, adding the Legislature will be
directing the commission to do what the
commission itself recommends. Dailey said the
main reason is because of the affect the changes
will have on local government units, particularly
counties which could feel the shift through
increases in their detention centers and work
houses.

Hennepin County Attorney Mike Freeman
testified as a representative of the Minnesota
County Attorneys Association. He listed
concerns about shifting 329 felons onto an
already-stressed local correctional system, as well
as forcing counties to take money away from
prevention efforts in order to deal with an
increased felony caseload. He urged the
committee to ask whether public safety will be
enhanced by the changes, if the shift ofsome
criminals to counties will be fully funded, and if
the state will recognize its responsibility to pay for
juvenile incarceration and programming.
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Committee update
The committee laid the bill over for more

discussion and testimony.

Juvenile procedural law consid¢red
A bill implementing various recommendations

of a task force on juvenile programming was
amended and advanced by the Crime Prevention
Committee during an evening meeting held
Mon., Mar. 27. The committee, chaired by Sen.
Allan Spear (DFL-Mpls.), also advanced two
other bills.

Sen. Jane Ranum (DFL-Mpls.) presented S.F.
1054, a bill clarifying the 1994 Juvenile Crime
Act and implementing subsequent studies related
to juvenile crime procedures. Ranum explained
that the bill addresses many of the challenges
outlined in studies completed by a task force and
the Legislative Auditor.

Ranum said the findings indicated that many
of the children placed in juvenile residential
treatment centers have similar backgrounds to
those placed in other state residential programs,
such as children in need ofprotection, or CHIPS.
Other survey findings show the state is lacking in
programs designed to help kids get back into the
community after staying at a juvenile corrections
facility. Studies also show that some juveniles are
placed in a program simply because there is room,
not because it may adequately address the
individual's needs, she said.

One of the main areas the bill addresses is a
need for year-round school at the residential
facilities, Ranum explained. Of the state's
facilities, only 14 percent required an education
assessment before placement into a program, she
said.

Under the bill, institutions must provide
education programs for at least six hours a day for
a minimum of 250 days a year. Each child must
be assessed for a program within 72 hours of
placement.

The bill also provides for state payment ofall
the educational program costs ofstudents placed
in state facilities, regardless of whether the
education is provided by the local school district
or the institution. After extensive discussion, the
committee re-referred the bill to the Education
Committee. -

The committee also advanced to the Senate
floor a bill dealing with a variety ofcrime issues,
including a section expanding the list of violent
crimes by adding crimes committed for the
benefit ofa gang, harassment and stalking,
shooting at a public transit vehicle or facility, and
felony violations of malicious punishment or
neglect and endangelment of a child. S.P. 651,
authored by Sen. David Knutson OR-Burnsville),
also expands several other provisions, including
the definition of"orders for protection" and the
crime of fifth-degree criminal sexual conduct.

Finally, committee members discussed and
sent a bill authored by Spear to the finance
division. S.F. 1151 relates to requirements of the
Peace Officer Standards and Testing (POST)
Board. Among the provisions is a requirement of
the POST Board to compile irrfonnation on
peace officers convicted offifth-degree assault.

Sentencing bill advances
Discussion and testimony continued on a bill

modifying the Sentencing Guidelines at a Mon.,
Mar. 27, meeting of the Crime Prevention
Committee.

S.F. 470, presented by Sen. G31y Laidig OR
Stillwater), lessens sentences ofsome crimes,
mostly properry crimes, while strengthening
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sentences ofsome crimes against the person. The
changes are recommendations ofthe Sentencing
Guidelines Commission. Debate centers on
whether the changes will save money in prison
beds or simply shift costs to county-level services.

Supporters of the bill say the sentencing
changes reserve dwindling prison space for the
most violent career criminals. Opponents fear
that the consequences for drug offenders and
properry crimes are too loose and that the
counties will have to pick up the costs for dealing
with additional cases.

Pat Conley of the Association ofMinnesota
Counties said she opposed the bill because of the
extra burden county systems will face in housing
more DUI and domestic abuse offenders. Conley
said the association would support the bill only if
adequate resources were provided to the counties.

Sen. Tracy Beckman (DFL-Bricelyn) said
counties and the state can look at other
sentencing options for dealing with properry
offenders. "Quite frankly, I don't think the
answer is building more prisons," he said.
Beckman also commended Laidig for introdUcing
the bill, because "we have a problem we have to
deal with."

After considerable discussion, Beckman asked
that the bill be sent to his finance division to
consider the fiscal implications of the bill.

The committee, chaired by Sen. Allan Spear
(DFL-Mpls.), also discussed a bill dealing with a
variety ofcrime issues, including a section
expanding the list of violent crimes. S.P. 651,
authored by Sen. David Knutson OR-Burnsville),
was laid over for further discussion.

Education
PELRA changes rejected

Two proposals to modify the process used to
settle teacher contracts were rejected by the
members of the Education Funding Division,
Thurs. evening, Mar. 23.

The division, chaired by Sen. Lawrence
Pogemiller (DFL-Mpls.), reviewed modifications
to the Public Employees Labor Relations Act
(PELRA) contained in S.F. 391, authored by
Sen. Gen Olson (IR-Mirrnetrista) and S.F. 401,
presented by Sen. Cal Larson OR-Fergus Falls).
Under both bills, either a school board or the
bargaining unit representing the teachers ofa
district may, after Sep. 1 ofan odd-numbered
year, request interest arbitration of their contract
negotiations. If either parry requests arbitration,
the commissioner of the Bureau of Mediation
Services (BMS) is to request irrfonnation from
both parties and prepare a list of items to be
settled by an arbitration panel.

Both bills give a school board 15 days to
respond, and if the board agrees to the list
prepared by BMS, those items must be submitted
to final-offer, total-package binding arbitration.
The bills also give teachers the right to strike if a
school board has not responded or rejects the
BMS list of items to be decided by an arbitration
panel. The Jan. 15 deadline for contract
settlements, which districts must meet or face a
deduction of$25 per pupil, is also repealed by the
bills.

The members' vote to reject the proposals
came after nearly three hours of testimony from
both supporters and opponents. The proposals,
said Bob Meeks of the Mirrnesota School Boards
Association, correct an imbalance that currently
tips the negotiation process in favor of the
teachers' bargaining units. He said threat ofa

teacher's strike, along with other policy changes,
have given teachers an edge in the negotiations.

Representatives of the teacher's unions and
other bargaining groups lined up in opposition to
the proposals. Bemard Brommer, president of the
Mirrnesota AFL-CIO, said that PELRA has
served the state well in settling contracts.
\

I. Safe SChools bill advances
A bill establishing new approaches to truancy

and creating several safe school programs was
approved, Fri., Mar. 24, by the members of the
Education Committee, co-chaired by Sen. leRoy
Stumpf (DFL-ThiefRiver Falls) and Sen.
Lawrence Pogemiller (DFL-Mpls.). The bill, S.F.
418, was re-referred to the Transportation and
Public Transit Committee.

The bill, sponsored by Sen. Randy Kelly
(DFL-St. Pau!), requires schools to notify parents
when a child has become a habitual truant and
adds other programs to combat habitual truancy.
The bill also allows districts to adopt policies on
school uniforms and locker search policies.
Districts are also required to conduct criminal
background checks on all new employees and the
board of teaching is to run background checks
before licensing new teachers.

Sen. Mark Ourada OR-Buffalo) offered an
amendment allowing, instead of requiring,
districts to conduct background checks. The
amendment was not approved.

Compulsory attendance bill heard
A proposal to modify the state's compulsory

education requirement drew some fire from home
school parents when it was presented, Fri., Mar.
24, to the Education Funding Division, chaired
by Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller (DFL-Mpls.).

State law requires that all children between
the ages of seven and 16 be entolled in school.
Under S.F. 330, authored by Sen. Jane Ranum
(DFL-Mpls.), five- and six-year-old children are
included in the compulsory attendance law
unless their parents or guardians withdraw them
from school for good cause. The bill requires
local school districts to define good cause, and if
withdrawal is disputed, a third part facilitator is to
resolve the dispute. Districts are also required to
inform parents with five- and six-year-old
children of the withdrawal requirements.

Ranurr:. said school districts had the option of
extending the compulsory attendance law to
include five- and six-year-olds if they established
a policy to do so. The law that allowed districts
to set that optional policy was repealed in 1993.

Ranum offered an amendment to her bill
allowing school boards to establish a compulsory
attendance policy for five- and six-year-olds, and
permitting parents to withdraw their child for
good cause. Good cause, as determined by the
district, is to include entollment in another
school or the social immaturity of the child.

Sen. David Knutson OR-Bumsville) proposed
to change the amendment, allowing parents to
withdraw a child for a good cause as they, and not
the school districts, detelmine. Knutson's
amendment was approved.

No further action was taken on the proposal,
but members heard testimony the issue.

Attendance change approved
A proposal to include five-and six-year-oldsL

the state's compulsory attendance law was
amended and approved, Tues., Mar. 28, by the
Education Funding Division, chaired by Sen.
Lawrence Pogemiller (DFL-Mpls.).



S.P. 330, authored by Sen. Jane Ranum (DFL
Mpls.), includes children under the age ofseven

') in the state's compulsory attendance law. The
members heard testimony from parents who
argued the bill limits their right to withdraw a
child from a public school.

The division adopted an amendment, offered
by Sen. Martha Robertson OR-Minnetonka),
allowing school districts to adopt an optional
policy to require the enrollment ofchildren
under age seven in school. The amendment also
allows parents to withdraw their child for good
cause, such as enrollment in another school or
the social immaturity of the child. Qistricts are
also required give a copy of theirpol~oparents
when a child is enrolled. , . ,

Robertson offered, and th:edivision approved,
an amendment specifying that the policy applies
to children in kindergarten and~iher grades.
Sen. Paula Hanson (DFL-Ham e) moved
that the bill not specify a kind of im turity,
such as social immaturity, as good cause for
withdrawal and her motion was adopted. The
bill was then approved and will become part of
the education funding orrmibus bill.

The members also considered two other bills.
S.P. 975, sponsored by Hanson, changes the
name of tlie Education Cooperative Service
Units, making them Service Cooperatives. The
bill allows the cooperatives to serve local units of
government and permi~ representatives of/ocal
governments to be members of thej1JOperative's
board. The division laid the bill over.

S.P. 688 was presented by its author, Sen. Jane
Krentz (DFL-May Township). The bill requires
the Dept. ofEducation and the Dept. ofHuman

pervices to analyze and report on the definitions
'and procedures both ~enciesuse in providing
services to children. The bill was laid over.

Ineligibility bill rejected
A proposal to prevent students from using the

open enrollment program to participate in
another school's extracutricular athletic program
was rejected, Tues. evening, Mar. 28, by the
Education Funding Division, chaired by Sen.
Lawrence Pogemiller (DFL-Mpls.).

S.P. 1265, authored by Sen. Jetty Janezich
(DFL-Chisholm) makes students who transfer
out of their resident districts under open
enrollment ineligible from participating in
extracurricular athletics for one year at the
nonresident districts. The bill allows them to
continue participating in varsity or junior varsity
athletics in their resident district for that year,
and provides other exceptions. Sen. LeRoy
Stumpf (DFL-ThiefRiver Falls) moved to
eliminate the exceptions and shorten the period
of ineligibility to five months. His motion was
approved.

Afrer discussion of the effect the proposal may
have on the rights ofstudents and parents who
use open enronment, Janezich moved to include
S.P. 1.265 in the education funding orrmibus bill
and his motion was defeated.

Considering a related proposal, the division
also voted to not include S.P. 1001, authored by
Sen. Harold "Skip" Firm (DFL-Cass Lake), in the
Omnibus bill. The proposal alloWS1Jupiis to

~
articipate in an extracurricular activity offered

.y another district if that activity is not offered by

. eir own school. Roger Aronson, representing
the State High School League, said the proposal
circumvents a process that allows school districts
to cooperatively offer an activity to students
when that activity is not offered by one of the
districts involved in the agreement.

The division amended and approved S.F. 975,
sponsored by Sen. Paula Hanson (DFL-Ham
Lake), changing the name of the Educational
Cooperative Service Units (ECSU) to Service
Cooperatives. The bill also allows local units of
government that use a cooperative's services to
be represented on the organization's board of
directors. Hanson offered an amendment
extending the same provisions to all educational
cooperative organizations. Sen. Martha
Robertson OR-Mirmetonka) also moved to
repeal the bill's provisions that maintain a
remaining ECSU in the metropolitan area. Both
amendments were adopted. S.P. 975 will be
incorporated into the orrmibus bill.

S.P. 879, requiring the Dept. of Education to
assess the need for a statewide program to serve
talented high school students, was also approved
for consideration as part of the orrmibus bill. The
eroposal, authored by Sen. Tracy Beckman
(DFL-Bricelyn), provides a two-year, $60,000
grant to the South Central Minnesota Talented
Youth Program.

Grants changes heard
Increases in the allowance for child care grants

and expanding the eligibility for nursing grants
were included in a proposal presented to the
Higher Education Division, chaired by Sen.
LeRoy Stumpf (DFL-ThiefRiver Falls), Weds.
morning, Mar. 29.

S.P. 1185 modifies several of the state grant
programs operated by the Higher Education
Coordinating Board. Sen. Steve Murphy (DFL
Red Wing), the bill's author, said the proposal
increases the arrnual amount a student may
receive under the child care grant program from
$1,500 to $1,700. The bill also modifies several
provisions ofthe nursing grant program by
expanding the eligibility requirements to include
students of color, changes tlie grant amount from
$2,500 to a range of$2,ooo to $4,000, and allows
students to apply the grants toward baccalaureate
and post-baccalaureate programs. No action was
taken on the bill.

The division also reviewed S.P. 600, allowing
the University ofMirmesota-Duluth to expand
its medical education program from a two- to
four-year program. The bill, authored by Sen.
Douglas Johnson (DFL-Cook), also requests the
university to seek a federal health education
center program grant. The members approved a
motion by Sen. Sam Solon (DFL-Duluth) to
remove the provision requesting the university to
seek the federal grant. The proposal was set aside
for consideration as part of a higher education
orrmibus bill.

Grants bill approved
At a Weds., Mar. 29, meeting, Sen. Steve

Murphy (DFL-Red Wing) presented a bill to the
Higher Education Funding Division that modifies
higher education grant programs. The division,
chaired by Sen. LeRoy Stumpf (DFL-ThiefRiver
Falls), approved the bill and heard two others.

S.P. 1185, Murphy explained, makes changes
regarding residency status for students to qualify
for state grants. The bill also clarifies statutory
language by stating a student, the student's
parents, and taxpayers share in the responsibility
offaying for the student's higher education. The
bil also covers some changes in awarding child
care and nursing grants.

The division advanced the bill to the full
Education Committee.

Sen. Steven Morse (DFL-Dakota) presented a
bill prohibiting higher education institutions

from raising tuition more than 3 percent in each
year ofa biermium unless the increase has the
approval of the student association. If a tuition
incre3ie above 3 percent is approved, the
additional funds must be allocated to the campus.

Morse said the bill, S.P. 697, makes higher
education a partnership between the administra
tion and the student body during tight fiscal
times.

Division members and representatives of the
Higher Education Board questioned the bill,
saying it undermines the authority of the new
board which is supposed to set tuition. Sen. Cal
Larson OR-Fergus Falls) said he believed the
measures would be detrimental to the whole
system; he moved to lay the bill over.

Morse offered a second bill, S.P. 282,
exempting Mirmesota State Colleges and
Universities from a one-third debt service
requirement. The bill was set aside for consider
ation with the division's appropriation bill.

Environment and Natural
Resources

Dry cleaner response bill debated
A group of drvcleaner owners across the state

are looking to a bill authored by Sen. Bob Lessard
(DFL-Int'!' Falls) as a solution to paying for
cleanup ofcontaminated sites. Lessard presented
the bill to members of the Environment and
Natural Resources Finance Division, chaired by
Sen. Steven Morse (DFL-Dakota) at an evening
meeting held Thurs., Mar. 23.

Lessard explained that S.P. 1122, referred to as
the Mirmesota Drycleaner Environmental
Response Act, establishes an account to be used
for cleaning up state-identified contamination
sites. Fees paid by the 275 owners ofdrycleaning
facilities across the state would raise an estimated
$800,000 a year.

Don Poach, who spoke for a group of
concerned drycleaner operators, said the business
wants to take a responsible approach to the
problem and has come up with a win-win
solution for both the state and the business
owners. Currently, Poach explained, when the
state finds contamination and labels it a
Superfund site, the state begins cleanup and then
seeks reimbursement from the business. Busi
nesses usually end up bankrupt, Poach said. An
account, supported by all drycleaners at a
reasonable arrnual rate, would ease the burden on
individual cleaners while still paying the cleanup
costs. Poach said the bill had the support ofboth
large and small drycleaning facility owners.

After some discussion, the division set the bill
aside for working out minor details.

The division also approved a housekeeping bill
related to air quality fees of the Pollution Control
Agency. S.P.1007, authored by Morse, advances
to the full committee.

Ag loan program expanded
A bill expanding the eligibility for the value

added agricultural product loan program was
approved by the Environment and Natural
Resources Finance Division at a meeting held
Fri., Mar. 24. The division, chaired by Sen.
Steven Morse (DFL-Dakota), also took up two
other bills.

Sen. Dallas Sams (DFL-Staples) presented S.P.
654, which makes livestock and odler agricul
tural commodity processing facilities eligible for
the loans. Value-added agricultural loans help
farmers buy stock in cooperatives proposing to
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Committee update
operate an agricultural product processing facility.
Currently, the loans are only available for
facilities that produce products derived from
crops. ,

Sen. Gary Laidig OR-Stillwater) successfully
offered an amendment that removed $2 million
in appropriations for the loan program and
$20,000 for technical support. The amended bill
advanced to full committee.

Division members also advanced a bill,
authored br Sen. Leonard Price (DFL
Woodbury, establishing special license plates to
contribute to the critical habitat private sector
matching account. The plates would have a
wildlife design and be available for an extra fee to
be donated to the account, Price explained.

The bill appropriates $50,000 from the
highway user tax distribution fund for up-front
costs ofproducing the special plates. The division
advanced S.F. 1242 to the full committee.

The division laid over a bill, S.F. 819, after
significant discussion. The bill, can'ied by Sen.
Jim Vickerman (DFL-Tracy), creates a "Passing
on the Farm Center" as part ofSouthwest
Technical College in Granite Falls. The program
would provide a variety ofsupportive and
educational services for farmers, including estate
planning, farm transfer services, and possibly
statewide apprenticeship programs.

Agency repealer bill advanced
A bill reorganizing and abolishing the state's

environmental agencies by July 1996 was
approved by the Environment and Natural
Resources Committee at a meeting held Fri.,
Mar. 24. The committee, chaired by Sen. Bob
Lessard (DFL-Int'!' Falls), also advanced a list of
other bills.

Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller (DFL-Mpls.)
presented a bill, S.F. 785, which reorganizes all
state programs and services relating to the
protection of the environment and natural
resources management. The current agencies,
like the Pollution Control Agency (PCA) and
Dept. ofNatural Resources (DNR), have
changed their missions from a focus on the client,
or citizen, to a focus on institutions, Pogemiller
said. The programs have been further fragmented
by policy decisions of the Legislature and the
system now acts as separate entities, he said. The
result is a system ofrelated activities that is not
user-friendly to the residents of the state. "The
bill is a step towards untangling the systems by
centralizing and simplifying the top," he said.

The bill abolishes, by July 1, 1996, eight
environment-related agencies, including the
DNR, the PCA and the Board ofSoil and Water
Resources. The bill also eliminates environmen
tal functions offive other agencies, such as the
Health and Agriculture departments.

Under the bill, a task force is organized to
make recommendations on the administration of
the state's environmental protection and natural
resources management powers and duties. The
bill also calls for a proposed budget plan for FY 97
prepared by the commissioner of finance.

Some Senators expressed concem about
moving too fast without taking into account the
hundreds ofemployees or the fiscal implications.
But Pogemiller and others said a year was a
reasonable amount of time. He added that when
working with the agencies, he tried to emphasize
this was not a "slash and bum" measure, but a
reorganization of the existing activities, albeit a
major reorganization.

The committee advanced the amended bill to
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the Governmental Operations and Veterans
Committee.

The committee also advanced eight other bills.
S.F. 680, offered by Sen. Pat Pariseau OR
Farmington), authorizes the DNR commissioner
to sell .8 acres ofland in Scott County. Sen.
Kenric Scheevel OR-Preston) offered S.F. 786, a
bill authorizing the sale of tax-forfeited land
bordering the Root River in Fillmore County.
SF 830, authored by Sen. Harold "Skip" Finn
(DFL-Cass Lake), requires the DNR commis
sioner to convey certain land parcels to the city of
Akeley in Hubbard County.

S.F. 605, carried by Sen. Jim Vickerman (DFL
Tracy), requires snowmobile operators and
passengers under age 18 to wear helmets. Sen.
Dennis FredericksOn OR-New Ulm) presented a
bill, S.F. 941, relating to the confidentiality of
mineral resources data. S.F. 710, authored by
Frederickson, broadens the uses ofemergency
materials and equipment. SF 644, carried by
Sen. Gene Merriam (DFL-Coon Rapids),
authorizes the sale ofland to the city ofAnoka.

And S.F. 873, presented by Sens. Janet
Johnson (DFL-North Branch), DeanJohnson
OR-Willmar), Douglas Johnson (DFL-Cook)
and Terry Johnston OR-Prior Lake), authorizes
the public sale of tax-forfeited land Isanti County.

MN River Commission debated
A bill establishing a Minnesota River Basin

Commission received extensive discussion at a
Mon., Mar. 27, meeting of the Environment and
Natural Resources Finance Division.

Sen. Dennis Frederickson OR-New Ulm)
introduced S.F. 1082, which establishes a
commission to oversee the clean-up of the large
river basin encompassing some 37 counties across
the middle portion of the state. A citizens'
advisory committee that studied the historical
sediment and run-offproblems of the river
recommended such a commission. Under the
bill, the membership would be made up of
representatives ofseveral state environmental
agencies, watershed districts, both legislative
bodies, and 10 citizens who live in different areas
of the river basin.

The purpose of the commission is to coordi
nate water quality improvement activities, review
the use and results ofmonitoring and evaluation
systems, conduct public meetings, conduct an
ongoing information and education program, and
provide an annual report and budget recommen
dation to the Board ofWater and Soil Resources.

Basically, Frederickson explained, the
commission would oversee the projects for
improving the water quality of the Minnesota
River and the state agencies would implement
the programs. The bill was approved and
advanced to the full committee.

In other business, the division laid over a bill
authored by Sen. Steven Morse (DFL-Dakota),
division chair, that would authorize grants to
units ofgovernment and school districts for parks,
recreation areas, and natural and scenic areas.

Bill prohibiting gaming ads heard
A bill prohibiting advertising and promotion

of the state's lottery was set aside by members of
the Environment and Natural Resources Finance
Division at a Tues., Mar. 28, meeting. The
division, chaired by Sen. Steven Morse (DFL
Dakota), also heard two other bills during the
day's meetings.

S.F. 304, presented by Sen. John Marty (DFL
Roseville), also restricts advertising ofpari-mutuel

betting on horse racing. Matty said that although
gambling is legal in the state, he does not believe
the state should be using its money to promote it.

Sen. Gary Laidig OR-Stillwater) and other
members questioned the negative impact lack of
advertising could have on the lottery. Lottery
proceeds provide funding for a variety of state
programs.

Sen. Dallas Sams (DFL-Stafles) presented S.F.
116, a bill providing an annua allocation of
funding for Soil and Water Conservation
Districts. According to the bill, the state's share
will equal county funds to the districts, and be
between $30,000 and $100,000.

Under the bill, the state grants, provided
through the Board ofSoil and Water Resources,
will be reduced by an amount equal to any
reduction in a coun~'s ~llocation to a soil and
water conservation distnct.

The division laid the bill over for consider-
ation with the appropriation bil!. .

The division considered another bill authored
by Sarns, S.F. 300, that provides funds for a non
residential environmental learning center in
Fergus Falls. Sams explained that the city had
received approval for the $3 million appropria
tion from a bill approved in conference commit
tee during the '94 session.

Sen. Charles Berg (DFL-Chokio) opposed the
bill on the grounds that the division haa not
heard the project last year. Morse also questioned
the bill, saying he wanted the division and policy
committee to decide whether to commit
additional state funds to a non-residential center.
The bill was laid over.

In a related matter, the division heard a
presentation from representatives ofProject
EarthSense, a $25 million funding project for the
expansion of the state's five residential environ
mental learning centers. Project officials asked
division members to approve a request to release
$7.5 million in state matching funds earlier than
proposed.

The division is expected to address the issue in
future meetings.

Various bills heard, advanced
A bill exempting premium-grade fuel from

oxygenated gasoline standards received extensive
discussion before the Environment and Natural
Resources Committee rejected it. The commit
tee, chaired by Sen. Bob Lessard (DFL-Int'!'
Falls), heard 10 other bills dUring meetings held
Tues., Mar. 28.

S.F. 984, can'ied by Sen. Randy Kelly (DFL-St.
Paul), also increases the oxygen content of
gasoline beginning Oct. 1, 1995. A federal
requirement that all gasoline be oxygenated goes
into effect in October 1997. Kelly explained the
bill would allow premium grades to be excluded
from the federal provision.

Several people testified both in favor and
against the provisions. Proponents, including
representatives ofvarious recreational associa
tions, believe the state should keep options for
other fuels available. Opponents, including the
Minnesota Com Growers Association, listed the
benefits ofethanol for the environment and
Minnesota agricultural businesses.

The bill failed on a voice vote.
Sen. Douglas Johnson (DFL-Cook) presented

S.F. 279, a bill relating to ownership and
authoriry over the state's waters, s{)ecifically
Voyageur's National Park. The bill, Johnson said,
recognizes the basic principles ofstate sovereignty
of its lands and waters. The issue has an extensive



history in the courts regarding the regulation of
the lakes in the national park. After hearing

\ testimony in opposition to the bill from a
) representative of the National Parks and

Conservation Association, the committee
advanced the bill to the floor.

Lessard presented S.F. 1111, a bill for
amending the Constitution to affirm the rights of
citizens to hunt and fish within state regulations.

After some discussion regarding an amend
ment, the committee advanced the bill to the
Rules and Administration Committee.

S.F. 150, authored by Sen. Gene Merriam
(DFL-Coon Rapids), was approved and
advanced to the Finance Committee. The bill
removes restrictions from bringing fish into the
state from Canada.

The committee also discussed seven other bills
at the Tuesday hearings. S.F. 868, authored by
Sen. Charles Berg (DFL-Chokio), prohibits local
governments from creating ordinances that are
more strict than the MPCA regulations
governing feedlots. Afrer some debate, the bill
was laid over.

S.F. 858, carried by Sen. Sam Solon (DFL
Duluth), allows a demonstration project in
Duluth to prevent infiltration ofsewage into the
storm sewer system.

The bill advances to the Senate floor.
Lessard presented S.F. 1362, enacting

provisions for forest management as recom
mended in the Forestry Generic Environmental
lmpact Statement. Sen. Steven Morse (DFL
Dakota) successfully offered an amendment that,
in part, establishes a process for airing citizen
concerns regarding forest management practices.

)
The bill was re-referred to the Governmental

~ Operations and Veterans Committee.
S.F. 930, authored by Sen. Roger Moe (DFL

Erskine), clarifies the ability and procedures for
watershed districts and drainage authorities to
take land for projects.

The bill advances to the floor.
Sen. Ted Mondale (DFL-St. Louis Park)

presented S.F. 1314, a bill modifying provisions
relating to voluntary investigation and cleanup
programs. The bill was re-referred to the Judiciary
Committee. S.F. 1242, authored by Price,
establishing critical habitat license plates,
advances to the floor. Finally, S.F. 273, carried by
Price, provides for the classification ofwater
supply system and wastewater treatment facilities,
and cettification ofoperators by the Dept. of
Health and the Pollution Control Agency.

The bill was re-referred to the Governmental
Operations and Veterans Committee.

Ethics and Campaign
Reform
Residency requirement approved

At a Thurs., Mar. 23 meeting, the Ethics and
Campaign Reform Committee, chaired by Sen.
John Marty (DFL-Roseville) approved a measure
that changes residency requirements for
candidates. The bill contains a constitutional
amendment to be voted on in the 1996 general
election.

Sponsored by Sen. Ember Reichgott Junge,
S.F. 933 requires that at the time of filing,
'1.andidates must live in the district from which
they are seeking office. The current requirement
is that candidates must be residents for just 30
days prior to the election.

The bill was re-referred to the Rules and
Administration Committee.

Family Services
New department approved

In a move to "refocus the bureaucratic system
on families and children and not on bureau
cracy", Sen. Jane Ranum (DFL-Mpls.) gained
approval for S.F. 1103 in the Family Services
Committee. At the Tues., Mar. 28, meeting,
Ranum explained that the bill brings together a
variety ofservices that affect the well-being of
children and places them in a newly created
Dept. ofChildren, Families and Learning.

The department, which will replace the Dept.
ofEducation, combines more than 50 programs
from numerous agencies. Programs to be
included range from STRIDE to jobs training to
learning readiness. Ranum introduced an
amendment that adds to the goals of the
department and increases the programs to be
included. Luann Nyberg of t1ie Children's
Defense Fund explained that combining the
programs under one agency allows better
collaboration on behalfoffamilies. Sen. Phil
Riveness countered that the scope of the
programs is too broad. "It reduces the focus of the
bill," he said, warning that the department may
become a ''hodge-podge'' ofprograms. Many of
the additional programs in the amendment were
deleted and the amendment was then adopted.

Denny Demars of Head Start opposed the bill,
stating that the present agencies are best
organized to respond to economic security issues
of the poor.

Sen. Linda Berglin (DFL-Mpls.) presented an
amendment to delete the transfer of the AFDC,
food stamp, Minnesota Family Investment
Program, STRIDE and general assistance
programs to the new department. She said that it
was "prudent to move cautiously", evaluate the
progress and return next year with additions.
The amendment failed to gain approval.

The bill advances to the Jobs, Energy and
Economic Development Committee.

Gaming Regulation
Bills laid over

The Gaming Regulation Committee, chaired
by Sen. Charles Berg (DFL-Chokio) laid over
two bills at its Tues., Mar. 28, meeting. Both
measures were authored by Sen. Tom Neuville
(IR-Notthfield). S.F. 1011 abolishes all forms of
class III gambling in the state, and S.F. 1012
dissolves the Minnesota Racing Commission,
The Gambling Control Board, and the State
Lottery Board, placing their duties under one
umbrella authority.

The measure redefines publiC policy and
eliminates all class III games by Jan. 1, 2000. The
bill affects parimutuel horse racing, the state
lottery, social betting, and class III gambling
under the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act. The
bill does not affect pull tabs or bingo games.

Some members objected to the discriminatory
nature of the bill. Sen. John Marty (DFL
Roseville) said that to criminalize social betting is
''heavy handed government intervention."
Neuville explained that to withstand a coutt
challenge, social betting must be banned. Sen.
Ted Mondale (DFL-St. Louis Park) offered, then
withdrew, an amendment to remove the
provision before Senators laid over the bill.

Also laid over was S.F. 1012, the governor's
reorganization effott. Dick Krueger, executive
director of the Minnesota Racing Commission,
opposed the measure along with George
Anderson, director of the state lottery. Krueger

said that horse racing is a specialized endeavor,
and would suffer under a comprehensive
authority. Anderson also pointed to the
divergence of interests saying, "consolidation
would only exacerbate conflicts."

Governmental Operations
and Veterans
New agency proposal advances

A bill to establish the Dept. ofChildren,
Families and Learning took its first steps towards
passage on Fri., Mar. 24, when the Governmental
Operations and Veterans Committee amended
and approved the proposal, re-referring it to the
Family Services Committee.

S.F. 1103, sponsored by Sen. Jane Ranum
(DFL-Mpls.), eliminates the Dept. ofEducation
and combines the programs of that agency with
state-operated initiatives serving children and
families now housed in six other agencies. The
committee, chaired by Sen. James Metzen (DFL
South St. Paul), adopted two amendments before
giving its approval to the bill. The first, offered
by Sen. Deanna Wiener (DFL-Eagan), allows
some consolidation offunds to occur once
programs are transferred to the new agency. The
other amendment, presented by Sen. Lawrence
Pogemiller (DFL-Mpls.), clarifies an earlier
amendment the committee had adopted
concerning employee transfers and retraining.

In other business, the committee approved a
bill requiring the Dept. ofHuman Services to be
subject to the sameprompt-payment require
ments applied to other state agencies. S.F. 999,
authorea by Sen. Phil Riveness (DFL
Bloomington), specifies that the deparrment's
reimbursement for medical services is subject to
prompt-payment provisions. The bill was sent to
the Senate floor.

A proposal extending the length ofa civil
service pilot project was also approved and sent
to the floor. S.F. 1247, sponsored by Metzen,
waives the statutory requirement on civil service
classification for the Housing Finance Authority
(HFA). The agency, Metzen said, is redesigning
the civil service classifications it now uses. He
said state agencies are subject to a civil service
process specified in law, and that the HFA
requires a legislative exemption from those
requirements in order to continue its project.

The committee also approved S.F. 874,
creating a state government sllggestion program.
Sen. Kevin Chandler (DFL-White Bear Lake),
the bill's author, said the program will give state
employees and members of the public the .
opporrunity to use a computer-based system to
make suggestions as to how state services may be
improved. The bill was re-referred to the Finance
Committee.

Two other bills modifying the state's rule
making process were also approved and re
referred to the Finance Committee. S.F. 871 and
S.F. 872, both sponsored by Sen. John Hottinger
(DFL-Mankato), perrain to slightly different
sections in state law that establish the rule
making processes. In addition to the technical
changes contained in both measures, the bills also
require state agencies to demonstrate the need for
rules before they can be adopted and requires a
cost-benefit study to be conducted on proposed
rules when necessary.

DBS guidelines bill advances
The Governmental Operations and Veterans

Committee amended ana approved a proposal,
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Tues., Mar. 28, allowing the Dept. ofHuman
Services (DHS) to issue guidelines explaining
licensing rules or laws. The committee, chaired
by Sen. James Metzen (DR.-South St. Paul), also
approved several bills reinstating various advisory
groups.

S.F. 900 gives DHS the authority to issue
interpretive guidelines that will explain the state's
rules or laws affecting foster care licensing. Sen.
Pat Piper (DR.-Austin) said the bill exempts
development of those guidelines from the rule
making process and specifies that the guidelines
will not have the effect oflaw.

The members discussed the intent of the
guidelines and how they would be developed.
Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller (DR.-Mpls.) moved
to require that the department specify, in state
rules, the process they will use in developing the
guidelines and the motion was adopted. Sen.
Steven Morse (DR.-Dakota) made a motion to
delete a provision in the bill that allows the
guidelines to be retroactive to the date the laws
they interpret became effective. His motion was
also adopted. The bill was approved and re
referred to the Family Services Committee.

Three bills reinstating advisory groups that had
been terminated last session were also approved
and sent to the Senate floor. Piper presented
H.F. 228, which reinstates three councils
managed by the Board ofMedical Practice - the
Physical Therapy Council, the Physician's
Assistant Advisory Council and the Respiratory
Care Practitioner's CounciL

S.F. 163, also authored by Piper, exempts the
Crime Witness Advisory Council from expira
tion on July 1,1995. The members approved an
amendment offered by Sen. Phil Riveness (DR.
Bloomington) setting aJuly 1,1997 expiration
date on the counciL Sen. Sheila Kiscaoen (IR
Rochester) presented S.F. 992. The bill expands
the size of the Plumbing Code Advisory Council
from seven to nine members and reinstates the
Dept. of Health's advisory councils on emergency
meoical services, maternal and child health, and
state communiry health. The bill was amended
to allow the Plumbing Code Council to operate
until 1997 and a provision requiring the Dept. of
Health to create a plumbing work group was
deleted.

The members also approved S.F. 947 and sent
it to the floor. The bill, sponsored by Sen. Jane
Krentz (DR.-May Township), requires the State
Arts Board to distribute a portion of their funds
through the regional arts council system.

MinnesotaCare update advances
The Governmental Operations and Veterans

Committee approved the MinnesotaCare update
bill at the Tues., Mar. 28, meeting.

The committee, chaired by Sen. James Metzen
(DR.-South St. Paul), first reviewed the
provisions in the bill relating to governmental
operations. Those provisions include establishing
the Health Data Institute board ofdirectors. The
Health Data Institute's purpose is to adopt data
collection and dissemination policies that reflect
the importance of patient privacy. The bill also
authorizes emergency rules to facilitate the Depts.
of Health and Commerce in defining health
coverage that companies must offer by July 1,
1997, and provides thar the development of
standard exclusions for health coverage is
exempted from rulemaking procedures.

The committee adopted an amendment
offered by Sen. Roy Terwilliger (IR-Edina) that
changes the bill's eligibility level for benefits
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under MinnesotaCare from 125 to 150 percent of
the federal poverty leveL Terwilliger said that
uncettainty about changes at the federal level
makes this a bad time to expand eligibility for the
program. He said that eliminating the $187
million in additional costs that the eligibility
expansion would cost is essential to heading offa
veto by the governor. The committee approved
the amendment.

The committee adopted another amendment,
offered by Sen. Phil Riveness (DR.
Bloomington) requiring the commissioner of
health to do a cost-benefit analysis before
carrying out the data collection requirements in
the bilL The committee approved the amend
ment. The committee re-referred the bill to the
Health Care Committee.

The committee also heard S.F. 467, sponsored
by Sen. Ted Mondale (DR.-St. Louis Park). The
bill establishes the Metropolitan Radio Board and
provides direction in establishing a single region
wide radio system for use by police, firefighters
and emergency medical services in the Metro
politan Area

The committee approved an amendment
offered by Sen. Deanna Wiener (DR.-Eagan),
that sunsets the board in July 1999. The Senators
approved S.F. 467 as amended and re-referred it
to the Jobs, Energy and Community Develop
ment Committee.

Last, the committee heard S.F. 410, authored
by Sen. John Marty (DR.-Roseville), a bill that
gives the Dept. of Administration the authority
to negotiate price contracts for Minnesota
purchasers for prescription drugs listed on the
state drug formulary. The measure, in effect,
makes all Minnesotans eligible to be part ofa
large purchasing pool, a move Marty said is aimed
at providing for negotiating lower drug prices.
The cost of administering the program, he said,
would be about $600,000, which would be
charged to the final purchaser at a rate ofabout
two cents per prescription.

Marty said that approximately 50 percent of
Minnesotans are not part of a purchasing pool,
and gave several examples ofdrugs that are priced
so that they cost individuals up to 10 times the
amount paid by people in large insurance pools.

The committee neard testimony on both sides
of the bill. The Senior Federation is in favor of
the bilL Representatives from the Dept. of
Administration, Health, and Employee Relations
testified against the bill, outlining numerous
concerns about administrative problems it could
create. Lynn Blewett of the Dept. of Health said
that the bill could create a cost increase for
Minnesotans who are covered under managed
care plans.

Several members agreed that the dramatic
price differential for drugs warrants action, but
expressed concerns that the bill could create new
problems. The committee voted to table the bill
in order to give Marty time to work out some of
the potential problems.

Land~use permit bill heard
A bill setting a time limit for action on land

use permits was reviewed, Weds., Mar. 29, by the
Governmental Operations and Veterans
Committee.

S.F. 647 gives state agencies and metropolitan
agencies, and local units ofgovernment 60 days
to act on applications for land-use permits. Sen.
Deanna Wiener (DR.-Eagan), the bill's author,
said the permit is granted ifno action is taken on
the application within that 6O-day period.

Permits to be approved by more than one level of
government or applications subject to a specified
review process are among the exceptions
provided to the time limit. Mer nearing
testimony on the bill, the proposal was set aside
for further consideration.

The division, chaired by Sen.James Metzen
(DR.-South St. Pau!), also hear two other bills.
S.F. 1246, authored by Sen. Phil Riveness (DFL
Bloomington), repeals more than 320 reports
that state agencies are required by law to
complete. S.F. 1389, sponsored by Sen. David
Knutson (IR-Burnsville), repeals a number of
obsolete state rules. Both measures were also set
aside for later consideration.

Health Care
Bills advanced

Members of the Health Care Committee,
chaired by Sen. Linda Berglin (DR.-MPls.)
approved several bills at the meeting Thurs., Mar.
23. S.F. 996, sponsored by Dallas Sarns (DR.
Staples) gained approvaL The bill establishes a
home care provider licensure category relating to
elderly housing with services. Providers in the
category are required to register with the state and
have written contracts with each resident. Sarns
said the bill allows the consumer to know what
services are included and outlines costs and rules.

Sen. Harold "Skip" Finn (DR.-Cass Lake)
expressed concerti that the bill was too broad and
would hinder the shared housing concept or
elderly living With their children. He proposed
an amendment, which was adopted, claritying
their exemption. The bill advances to the
funding division.

Minnesota Comprehensive Health Insurance
Association (MCHA) clarifications were made
in S.F. 893. Authored by Sen. Leonard Price
(DR.-Woodbury), the bill states that the MCHA
does not pay for services otherwise covered by
Medical Assistance and does not cover private
duty nurse costs unless the charges are billed by a
provider in the association's preferred provider
network. The bill helps tackle the high costs of
MCHA, Prices said, and permits a second payer.
Sen. Pat Piper (DR.-Austin) offered an
amendment, which was adopted, that strikes all
provisions of the bill except the date for attaining
universal coverage. The amendment was
approved and the bill goes to the floor.

Sen. Ember Reichgott}unge (DR.-New
Hope) carried S.F. 652. The bill allows a pilot
project to close an intennediate care facility for
persons with mental retardation (ICF/MR) and
shifr those persons into waivered services in the
community. ReichgottJunge said that the
closure is included in the governor's budget
recommendations. The bill goes to the funding
division. Discussion ofmental health pilot
projects will continue at the evening meeting.
Berglin sent several bills to the funding division
without discussion. SF 328, SF 388, S.F. 356,
relate to efficiency incentives, and S.F. 1166,
relate to peer groups.

VAA bill, others approved
In a continuation of the afrernoon meeting,

the Health Care Committee reconvened Thurs.
evening, Mar. 23, and approved several bills. S.F.,
512, relating to the Vulnerable Adult Act, was
one such bilL Sponsored by Sen. Allan Spear
(DR.-Mpls.), the bill makes significant changes
in four areas: definitions, reporting and response,
investigations and consequences. The changes



are "designed to improve the efficiency of the
reporting and investigation process and assure the
system is fair to all," Spear said. Mamie Segall, of
the Attorney General's Office, explained that the
bill establishes a more centralized and streamlined
investigative process. The result should be easier
to understand and more effective, she said.

Spear offered an amendment that replaces
langua~ requiring the Dept. of Health to make
rules. The amendment requires the Dept. of
Human Services to conduct background checks
on providers. Spear said that he wanted to move
away from mandating rulemaking. The
amendment was adopted.

Chair Sen. Linda Berglin (DFL-Mpls.) also
presented an amendment, which was adopted, to
assure that the definition ofreasonable medical
practice would not be changed by the bill. The
bill goes to the funding division.

Members also sent S.F. 783 to the division.
Authored by Sen. Don Kramer (IR-Brooklyn
Center), the bill authorizes pilot projects to test
alternative methods for delivering mental health
services. The bill allows funding to follow
individuals through a coordinated delivery system
of state, county and private programs. Kramer
said that the bill will support commUnity services
as an alternative to institutionalization.

Discussion focused on an amendment offered
by Sen. Don Samuelson (DFL-Brainerd) that
appropriates funds remaining from salary
suppl~tllents directly to state-operated services
(SOCS). Samuelson expressed his frustration at
the alternative allocation structure proyosed by
the department, particularly at the high
administrative costs. The amendment was

)
adopted.

A bill carried by Sen. Sheila Kiscaden (IR
Rochester) was also sent to the division. S.F. 921
requires the department to seek federal waivers to
prohibit most admissions ofhigh function "class
A" persons to nursing homes. Class A persons
have self-preservation skills but need some daily
living assistance, Kiscaden explained. The bill
establishes a service allowance for class A's, not to
exceed $225 per month. The department may
also seek federal waivers to permit long-term care
demonstration projects. With one of the nation's
highest institutional rates for long term care, the
bill is the most cost efficient solution, said
Kiscaden. The service allowance permits
flexibility to individuals in obtaining the services
they need, she continued.

Laurie Hanson ofMid-Minnesota Legal
Assistance testified that the bill does not provide
community alternatives, will not save costs, and
may actually harm people. Also, the monthly
amount allowed is inadequate, Hanson said.
Berglin offered an amendment that deletes the
service allowance and permits class A's in elderly
waivered and alternative care services. This
alternative is more appropriate, Berglin said, than
the allowance which "creates more problems that
it solves." The amendment was incorporated.
Berglin also proposed the deletion oflong term
care demonstration projects. She said that the
projects will have a significant impact and
deserve additional discussion to evaluate
completely. The section was deleted. The bill, as
amended, goes to the division.

The committee also sent S.F. 1114 to the
) division. Sponsored by Samuelson, the bill

relates to SOCS and RTCs. Revenue for non
appropriation based SOCS may be retained and
dedicated to community based residential and
day training and habilitation services, community
health clinic services, or community-based

transitional support services for adults with
serious and persistent mental illness. The bill also
provides funding for persons who must be
admitted to chemical dependency programs
under the Civil Commitment Act. Any county
that detennines that a person is ineligible for CD
fund services must finance this care. Berglin said
that the bill allows the county to choose the most
appropriate placement for an individual.

An amendment proposed by Sen. Dallas Sams
(DFL-Staples), and adopted by the committee,
downsizes the Faribault RTC, transfers the facility
to the Dept. ofCorrections, and requires that
SOCS be established in the area.

S.F. 1136 was also approved. Making many
technical changes to the department requested by
to federal mandates, the bill was carried by Sen.
Don Betzold (DFL~Fridley). The pediatric
vaccine program, which requires medical
assistance to pay for the administration of the
vaccine, is included in the bill. The reimburse
ment rate to providers was increased to $12.00
per dose, after concern that providers were losing
money in vaccinations ofMA children. The bill
advances to the Judiciary Committee.

Division considers requests
Faced with requests totalling $66 million, the

Health Care and Family Services Funding
Division convened Mon., Mar. 27, to review
several bills.

The committee considered S.F. 1114, a bill
that relates to SOCS and RTCs. Sponsored by
chair Sen. Don Samuelson (DFL-Brainerd), the
bill provides that revenue for non-appropriation
based sacs may be retained and dedicated to
community based residential and day training
and habilitation services, community health
clinic services, or community-based transitional
support services for adults with serious and
persistent mental illness. The bill also provides
funding for persons who must be admitted to
chemical dependency programs under the Civil
Commitment Act. Any county that determines
that a person is ineligible for CD fund services
must finance this care. In addition, the bill
permits the downsizing of the Faribault Regional
Center and develops developmental disability
SOCS through the Cambridge Regional Human
Services Center. The facilities include up to 40
four-bed state waivered homes. The Cambridge
restructuring plan totals $839,000 over the
governor's budget for FY 96.

The bill was laid over.
The division also reviewed S.F. 730. Carried

by Sen. Sam Solon (DFL-Duluth), the bill
ensures more complete drug therapy by providing
pharmacist consultation for patients to review
prescription problems. The bill extends
comprehensive pharmaceutical care selvices to
persons on Medical Assistance (MA) for up to
one year, if they are currently enrolled in tl:ie
project. "Instead of focusing on the product, we
are focusing on the patient," said Solon. John
Loch ofLoch Pharffiacy explained that the care
service has helped find many wasteful and
potentially dangerous drug treatments. The
program, which lasts for 12 months, costs
$47,000. Consideration will continue.

S.F. 795, canied by Sen. Ellen Anderson
(DFL-St. Pau!) , modifies the definition ofa
battered woman who is eligible for shelter
selvices to include battery by a female. Language
in the bill was reinstated to require that a woman
meet the AFDC income requirements in order
for the shelter to receive General Assistance
payments on the woman's behalf. The require-

ment was revived in order to reduce the fiscal
note by: 50 percent. Discussion was also held on
S.F. 667, expanding the definition of mental
health professionals to include licensed marriage
and family therapists as MA providers. Berglin,
sponsor of the bill, said that family therapy takes a
more holistic approach and is more effective and
cost efficient. Consideration ofboth bills will
continue.

Several bills advance
Members of the Health Care Committee,

chaired by Sen. Linda Berglin (DFL-Mpls.),
considered and approved several bills at the
meeting Tues., Mar. 28. One bill that was
discussed was S.F. 702, sponsored by Sen. Shiela
Kiscaden (IR-Rochester). The bill amends the
Children's Mental Health Act by permitting
service to persons 18 to 21 years old if the person
was receiving services before turning 18. The bill
also delays a provision that requires the state to
pay for half of the non-federal cost ofout-of-state
placement for youths with severe emotional
disturbance and who exhibit violent behavior.
The sliding fee child care is changed to a calendar
program, and recipients ofthe Minnesota Family
Investment Program are eligible for the program.

Kiscaden offered several amendments to the
bill, one of which allows counties to use adult
mental health funds for adolescents. Counties
will have increased options for transitional and
violent adolescents, she said, noting that the
provision allows greater local flexibility. The
amendment was adopted. Another amendment,
which was approved, changes the local match
percentage that the counties must contribute to
the basic sliding fee program. The match
percentage is adjusted to reflect a statewide local
match offive percent on any state and federal
funding for the program above the initial state
allocation. The bill was laid over for discussion.

Also discussed at the meeting was the
development oflong-term care demonstration
projects. Sponsored by Berglin, S.F. 417 attempts
to assure eligibility, access and innovation in
long-term care. Berglin said that increasing costs
are due to several trends, one of which is rate
changes.

An amendment offered by Berglin, which was
approved, offers a solution by decreasing
property-related payments to nursing homes so
that the funds will not be used in a way pushes up
their rates. The amendment also caps inflation
ary increases by using the Consumer Price Index
(CpO, which reduces nursing homes incentives
to drive up their rate. Also, the amendment
changes the payment rate in nursing homes by
moving toward a capitated rate to eliminate
administrative and other costs. The measure will
reduce expenses ofboth the nursing homes and
the state, Berglin said. Another amendment was
adopted that provides a mechanism for short
term residents to leverage more Medicare funding
as opposed to Medical Assistance monies.
Members will continue discussion at a later
meeting.

The committee forwarded several bills. S.F.
1258, authored br Berglin, was sent to the
division. The bil reduces MA hospital and
nursing home inflation rates to reflect the
forecasted cpr. Berglin said that the bill brings
hospital inflation rates in line with the rest of the
economy. An amendment was adopted that
retroactively adjust inflation rates. The provi
sion, which applies to projections beginning in
1990, will recoup approximately $1.5 million, she
said. Loren Coleman, ofCare Providers ofMN,
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opposed the modification. Coleman said that the
CPI is "an unstable choice of indices" and will
greatly reduce revenues. .

S.F. 1440, carried by Berglin, was sent to the
floor. The bill makes changes to the children's
mental health collaboratives and specifies the
conditions under which collaboratives can
become prepaid medical assistance providers.
S.F. 135 gained approval and was sent to the
floor. The bill, sponsored by Tom Neuville OR
Northfield) eliminates the requirement ofa
written declaration of intent to seek licensure for
I2sychologists in Minnesota. Sen. Jim Vickennan
(DFL-Tracy) carried S.F. 1336, a bill that allows
a prescription to be honored in Minnesota when
it is written by a doctor in a bordering state. The
bill advances to the floor.

peA, TEFRA cuts debated
Members of the Health Care Committee,

chaired by Sen. Linda Berglin (DFL-Mpls.) heard
dramatic testimony at an evening meeting Tues.,
Mar. 28. Discussion focused on two controversial
proposals affecting long-tenn care services such as
the personal care attendant (PeA) program, MA
home care, alternative care, and elderly,
developmentally disabled (DD) waivers, as well
as the TEFRA (Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsi
bility Act) program.

S.F. 1316, sl?onsored by Sen. Sheila Kiscaden
OR-Rochester) restructures the PCA program
and adjusts the allowable hours ofcare aperson
may receive. The maximum number ofhours of
home care are reduced to 1.5 to 2.25 times the
direct care hours ofcare provided in a nursing
facility. The program requires that persons
receiving services be able to identifY their own
needs and direct PCA care. In addition, the bill
requires that PCAs be able to read, write, speak
English, pass training requirements, and be over
18 years old.

Tom Moss, of the Long T enn Care Services
division of the Dept. ofHuman Services, said
that the restructuring places many people into
waivered services and eliminates services for only
a small portion ofpeople who have low level
needs. Helen Yates, assistant commissioner of
the Dept. ofHuman Services, explained that
expenditures for the PCA program have
increased approximately 1100 percent since
1988. This year alone, Yates said, costs will
increase by 26 percent.

Many witnesses testified to the detrimental
effects the changes would have. Several other
witnesses testified that the reduction in hours
would require their children to be institutional
ized; children are best offwith their families and
have been successfully developing, they said.

Several amendments were made to the bill.
Berglin offered an amendment to reinstate some
PCA services that Kildahl and others had
advocated. An assessment by a public health
nurse is the proper detennination ofneed, Berglin
explained, and excessive services will not be
approved. Kiscaden countered that these services
are the reason that the PCA cost has grown so
greatly. The amendment was adopted. Berglin
offered another amendment that was adopted
which allows a recipient to choose to have PCA
services provided through an agency or may use
independent PCA services. It also deletes the
requirement that PCA recipients must direct
their care. In addition, a plan for school-based
PeA services must be developed by the
department, to be implemented in 1997.

Berglin also expressed concern about the
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alternative care program provisions of the bill.
Portions of the bill simplify the waivered services
processes in the alternative care program (AC),
clarify administrative case management in the
Traumatic Brain Injury program, and adjust
funding mechanisms between group residential
housing and the DD waiver. Sections relating to
the AC and the elderly care waiver program were
deleted so that they do not conflict with another
upcoming bill.

Sen. Don Samuelson (DFL-Brainerd)
opposed passage of the bill, statingthat it is "bad
public policy to make cuts" in an area where
people need assistance. "Its a disgrace to makes
cuts where people can't defend themselves,"
stated Sen. Jim Vickennan (DFL-Tracy).
Kiscaden said that the reductions made by the
bill are "prudent and responsible" changes. She
encouraged members to consider the other
portions of the bill which streamline waivered
services and to move the bill without approval.
The bill was sent to the funding division without
recommendation.

Testimony was also heard on S.F. 1535,
sponsored by Sen. Edward Oliver OR
Deephaven). The bill has received attention
because it proposes the deletion of the TEFRA
program. TEFRA allows disabled children from
middle-income families to receive MA. Many
parents testified that without TEFRA, they
would be reduced to public assistance to meet the
extraordinary costs of care for their children.
Mary Butler explained that although many
parents have private insurance, it does not cover
many service and equipment needs ofchildren.

Division forwards bills
The Health Care and Family Service Funding

Division, chaired by Sen. Don Samuelson (DFL
Brainerd), approved several requests for funding
at the Weds., Mar. 29, meeting. The Vulnerable
Adult Reporting Act, sponsored by Sen. Allan
Spear (DFL-Mpls.) gained approval and was sent
back to the Health Care Committee. The bill
improves the efficiency of the reporting and
investigation process for cases ofallegea abuse
through centralizing and streamlining ad\llinis
tration, Spear said. The bill requires an estimated
$3 million for the biennium. Spear explained
that the cost is due to increased staffing and more
investigators, as well as costs related to conduct
ing back!$!ound studies for providers. Sen. Dan
Stevens OR-Mora) inquired about the necessity
ofretroactive checks. Spear said that he wants
the background checks to prevent a tragedy from
happening to a patient.

An amendment was offered by Samuelson that
increases several providers' license fee by $20 per
bed to fund the bill. With requests totaling over
$89 million, Samuelson said that tough choices
need to be made. The amendment was adopted.

A bill to discourage teen pregnancy, S.F. 337,
was presented by Sen. Jane Krentz (DFL-May
Township). The bill establishes a Minnesota
ENABL (Education Now and Babies Later)
program targeted to youth ages 12 to 14, with the
goal ofreducing the incidence ofadolescent
pregnancy in the state. The bill, which includes
grants to community-based organizations and a
statewide media campaign, costs $2 million for
FY 96-97. Several members expressed support for
the goals of the bill, but remained concerned
about the costs. Krentz explained that the bill is
trying to offer an altemative to the messages teens
get from various sources, including television and
commercials that encourage sexual activity. This

carries a price tag, Krentz said.. Samuelson said
that the state should not "get into the ad
business," and said he hoped that private
companies and organizationswould take some
moral responsibility for such a large portion of
their consumers. The appropriation section was
deleted with the intent of sending the bill to the
Education Committee. The bill first goes to the
Health Care Committee.

S.F. 761 gained al2P.roval and was returned to
the full committee. The bill, sponsored by Sen.
Linda Berglin (DFL-Mpls.) establishes a food
stamp outreach program to better infonn
potential recipients of the existence and
availability offood stamps. Rachel Fang of the
Urban Coalition presented a report that noted
that there are about 346,000 potentially eligible
persons in the state who don't receive support.
She also said that Minnesota has a participation
rate ofunder 50 percent. The bill requires a
minimum of$200,000 for the biennium.
Samuelson moved to reduce the appropriation to
$150,000, a motion that was adopted.

S.F. 28, authored by Samuelson, was discussed.
The bill provides rate increases of5 percent the
first year of the biennium and 4 percent the
second year for certain health care provider
services. The bill requests $12,400 for FY 96 and
$26,800 for FY 97.

Long term care discussed
Members ofthe Health Care Committee,

chaired by Sen. Linda Berglin (DFL-Mpls.)
considered several bills at the meeting Weds.,
Mar. 29.

S.F. 1055 was adopted and sent to the floor.
The bill, sponsored by Sen. Pat Piper (DFL
Austin), exempts certain social workers from
obtaining a home care provider license and
removes the licensure exemption for social
workers employed in hospitals or nursing homes.
Beginning 1996, an applicant must have received
either a baccalaureate or masters degree in a
social work program to be called a hospital social
worker. Non-licensed workers are pennitted to
work in similar positions, but must be distin
guished as "social service designees." A provision
is made for persons currently working in hospitals
but who are not licensed. They may continue to
use the title "hospital social worker" as long as
they are employed by that hospital. This
"grandfather clause" provides a transition time for
the employees, Piper said.

Sen. Harold "Skip" Finn (DFL-Cass Lake)
expressed concern about the provision, stating
that if the bill addresses a concern of public safety,
then the requirements should apply equally to all
current employees as well. Finn offered an
amendment that allows current workers to
provide services at other hospitals in the state.
The amendment was adopted. The bill advances
to the floor. The committee also approved S.F.
120. Sponsored by Sen. Martha Robertson OR
Minnetonka), the bill adjusts Medicare rates for
long-tenn hospitals. The bill goes to the floor.

Members also discussed two bills modifying
long tenn care services. S.F. 1317, carried by
Sen. Sheila Kiscaden OR-Rochester), amends
reimbursement policy for nursing facilities,
intennediate care facilities for persons with
mental retardation (ICFjMR) and day training
and habilitation services (DT&H). The bill
authorizes the development ofreimbursement
refonn proposals that incrementally move
nursing facilities, ICF/MR and DT&H vendors
toward an outcome-based capitated payment
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system, Kiscaden explained. Specific outcomes
are tied to reimbursement, which will improve
cost effectiveness, she continued. An amend
ment to·the bill was adopted that authorizes up to
five crisis intervention projects for DD persons.

Berglin offered a bill, S.F. 417, that develops
long-term care demonstration projects. The bill
decreases property-related payments to nursing
homes so that the funds will not be used in a way
that increases their rates. The bill also attempts
to move toward a capitated rate to eliminate
administrative and other costs. Witnesses
testified against the bill, stating that the
reimbursement changes will adversely affect
facilities and not leave them with funds or tools
to manage the reductions. In addition, Helen
Johnston of the Board on Aging testified that the
bill weakens the equal rates law for nursing
homes. She said tfiat cost shifting will occur,
hurting private citizens.

Jobs, Energy and
Community Development
Five bills advance

Members of the Jobs, Energy and Community
Development Committee, chaired by Steven
Novak (DFL-New Brighton) approved five bills
for passage Thurs. Mar. 23. All bills moved on to
the finance division of the full committee.

S.F 875, authored by Sen. Dennis
Frederickson OR-New Ulm), increases the cap
on principal amount ofbonds issued by the
Public Facilities Authority (PFA). Terry
Coleman, ofPFA, told members that summer

)
floods forced the agency to halt construction in
1993. As a result, the organization plans to
complete 2 1/2 years ofconstruction in the
upcoming biennium. Increased bonding
authority will allow the agency to raise the funds
needed to complete the work.

Sen. Randy Kelly (DFL-St. Paul), introduced
S.F. 334, a housing bill that attempts to revitalize
declining neighborhoods in the state. Kelly
explained that the bill provides contract for deed
assistance to homeowners, control ofnew low
income rental housing, subsidized housing, and a
rental tax equity program. He told members that
the initiatives will help stop declining property
values, the deterioration ofproperty, and the
increasing transient population. Norm Coleman,
mayor ofSt. Paul, testified with Kelly in support
ofS.F. 334. Coleman said, "the bill recognizes
the role of the state to encourage home owner
ship." He told members that affording people
quality housing will improve the condition of the
city, and ultimately the state.

Sen. Ellen Anderson (DFL-St. Paul),
authored S.F. 818, a bill requesting a small
funding increase for Minnesota Project Innova
tion. Anderson described the organization as a
quasi-state agency responsible for providing
grants to Minnesota businesses. She told
members that the program has already created
$70 million in revenue for the state. Joan Knipe
and James Daughton, business owners aided by
the project, testified in support of the bill.

S.F. 824, presented by Sen. Janet Johnson
(DFL-North Branch), allows the DeJ2artment of
Trade and Economic Development (DTID), to

) provide grants to microenterprise programs. The
funding can be used by the programs for technical
assistance or loan capital, and would be matched
one ot one by non-state money. Mary Matthews,
a representative for DTED, briefed members on a
1994 study which confirms the need for a

microenterprise support program.
Sen. Carl Kroening (DFL-Mpls.), introduced

S.F. 1167, a bill that combines the summer youth
employment program with a pilot program for
basic skills remedial learning. Kroening told the
committee the bill meets the needs ofyouth
seeking employment and those in need of basic
reading skills. He described the program as a self
esteem building enterprise that allows at-risk
youth to interact and learn ftom one another.

Bills and budget reviews heard
The Jobs, Energy and Community Develop

ment Funding Division, chaired by Sen. Carl
Kroening (DFL-Mpls.), heard four bills and five
budget overviews on Mon., Mar. 27. No action
was taken on the bills.

S.F. 768, authored by Sen. Steven Novak
(DFL-New Brighton), appropriates $1.6 million
for the biennium to the foodshelf program.
Novak told members that approximately
$600,000 has been cut ftom the program over the
last two years. This year budget cuts will bring
funding down to $600,000 for biennium.
Genine Laird, director of the Minnesota
FoodshelfAssociation, briefed members on the
need for additional funding.

S.F. 268, introduced by Sen. Pat Piper (DFL
Austin), doubles the funding for Minnesota's
Youth Intervention Programs. Piper described
the need to increase funding to $2.2 million for
the biennium in order to institute, expand and
maintain programs.

S.F. 383, authored by Sen. Ember Reichgott
Junge (DFL-New Hope), funds the creation of a
one-stop electronic business licensing system.
Reichgott Junge explained that the computer
licensing system would make the business
licensing process more accessible and cost
effective. Peter Gillette, commissioner of the
Dept. ofTrade and Economic Development
infotmed members that the overall cost of the
project would be about $1.3 million.

S.F. 1081 introduced by Sen. Dennis
Frederickson OR-New Ulm), appropriates $4
million for the biennium to the Displaced
Homemaker Program. Director, Yvette Olendorf,
told members that the program helped 18,00
displaced homemakers achieve economic self
sufficiency in 1994. Additional funding would
allow the program to extend its services to
Greater Minnesota.

The committee also heard budget overviews
ftom the Council on Black Minnesotans, the
Asian-Pacific Council, the Architecture and
Engineering Board, the Accountancy Board, and
the Uniform Laws Commission.

911 bill advances
At a Tues., Mar. 28, meeting the Jobs, Energy

and Community Development Committee,
chaired by Sen. Steven Novak (DFL-New
Brighton), recommended S.F. 734 for passage.
The bill, authored by Sen. Kevin Chandler
(DFL-White Bear Lake), requires all private
switch systems in areas with enhancea 911
service to have calling station identification
capabilities by Dec. 31,1996.

Chandler told members that S.F. 734 was
created to cut down on delayed responses to 911
calls. He explained that 911 operators are often
unable to pinpoint the location of the caller
when they receive calls trom remote areas or
buildings with multiple phone lines. S.F. 734
responds to this proDlem by requiring all systems
with automatic number identification to invest in

a device that also confirms the location of the
calling station, he said. According to Chandler,
the service would prove extremely useful when
responding to calls placed in hotels, dorms or
other establishments where a single number does
not provide operators with adequate information.

S.F. 734 was opposed by William Flynn of the
Minnesota Business Utilities Users Council.
Flynn stated that the bill forces operators of
private-switch systems to purchase additional
equipment in order provide calling station
identification. Much of the equipment is only
available trom one vendor and may be expensive.
The bill was also opposed by AI Qualm, a
representative for Honeywell. Qualm expressed
concern for businesses that already have internal
security phone service in place. However, Jim
Beutelspacher, of the Department ofAdministra
tion, Diana Collins of the Association of Public
Safety Communications, and Muriel Haglind,
past president of the National Emergency
Number Assn., testified is support of the need for
the selvice. The bill was approved and advanced
to the floor.

The committee also approved S.F. 931, a bill
that requires the Department ofEconomic
Security (DES) to complete audits of the past
four years' activities. Sen. Steven Morse (DFL
Dakota), introduced S.F. 931, a bill that provides
incentives to DES to complete audits of the past
four years' activities. Morse stated that the
agency's inability to complete audits deprives
programs under contract with DES ofnecessary
funds. Members heard testimony trom a number
ofgroups under the agency's jurisdiction. Bill
Harris, of the Winona Occupational Rehabilita
tion Center, and John Trepp, ofTasks Unlim
ited, told the committee that the delayed audits
have limited the selvices their programs can
provide. S.F. 931 appropriates $325,000 a year
trom the dislocated worker fund to pay the
administrative costs ofprograms hurt by DES. It
also taps the general fund to repay groups that did
not receive funding over the last four years. The
bill was referred to the funding division.

Livable communities bill advances
After nearly two hours ofdiscussion, members

of the Jobs, Energy and Community Develop
ment Committee, chaired by Sen. Steven Novak
(DFL-New Brighton), approved S.F. 1019. The
bill, authored by Sen. Ted Mondale (DFL-St.
Louis Park), attempts to work with metro
communities to provide a range ofaffordable
housing opportunities. The panel also approved
S.F. 1152, introduced by' Sen. Ellen Anderson
(DFL-St. Paul). The bill requires employers of
the food service indusuy to provide written
disclosure to employees concerning wages,
benefits, housing costs and workers comp
coverage.

S.F. 1019 provides incentives to Minnesota
communities to increase the supply ofaffordable
housing. The bill establishes a meu'opolitan
communities advisory board which negotiates
with each municipality in the Metro Area to
establish affordable housing goals. The board also
provides each community with a portion of tax
revenues taken trom property taxes on high-value
homes in the area. If the community achieves its
housing goals it can spend the money on other
initiatives. If the community does not complete
its goals, the money goes directly to a regional
housing pool. The bill also taps $7.5 million
trom the Metropolitan Mosquito Control
Commission, an organization that controls
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mosquitos and fights mosquito-home disease.
Monaale told members that in 1993, the agency's
budget exceeded $10 million. He suggested that
the flmds could be used more effectively if
diverted toward affordable housing initiatives.

St. Paul Mayor, Norm Coleman testified with
Mondale in support ofS.F. 1019. Coleman
stated that the bill realistically addresses the
concentration of poverty in the state. He told
members he suppotted the creation ofa fund to
create affordable housing, and was impressed by
the lack of penalties imposed on communities.
"This is a very positive bill," Coleman stated,
"that pulls people together in a non-partisan
way." S.F. 1019 moves on to the committee on
Taxes and Tax Laws.

Sen. Ellen Anderson urged members to
approve S.F. 1152, a bill requiring food service
employers to provide disclosure to recruited
employees. Anderson stated that false informa
tion often affects food service employees who
relocate to Minnesota under the assumption that
housing costs will be partially covered by the
employer. S.F. 1152 requires all food service
employers to provide employees with compre
hensive written information conceming benefits
and expectations. The bill moves on to the
Judiciary Committee.

Judiciary
Property notification bill okayed

A bill requiring govemment officials to notify
property owners when seeking access to the
property was approved and sent to the Senate
floor by members of the Judiciary Committee.
The committee, chaired by Sen. Carol Flynn
(DFL-Mpls.), held aftemoon and evening
hearings Mon., Mar. 27.

S.F. 699, authored by Sen. Roger Moe (DFL
Erskine), establishes procedures goveming entry
ofprivate property by govemment officials.
According to Moe, the bill is ari attempt to
promote common coUltesy on the part of
govemment officials toward the citizens with
whom they come in contact. A number of
amendments were adopted to clarify the
provisions of the measure and to insure that
official business is not hampered by the new law.
Sen. David Knutson OR-Burnsville) offered an
amendment specifying that violation of the
provisions is a petty misdemeanor. No penalty
was specified in the bill, in which case a
misdemeanor penalty applies. The amendment
was adopted and the bill was advanced to the full
Senate.

Members also approved a bill aimed at
discouraging frivolous law suits filed by inmates of
the state's correctional facilities. S.F. 1088,
authored by Sen. Jane Krentz (DFL-May
Township), limits the ability ofprisoners to file
suits in fonna pauperis by setting forth conditions
that must be met before the prisoner can proceed
with the suit. In addition, the bill allows the
court to dismiss an inmate's law suit because of
false allegations ofpoverty or if the suit is
frivolous or malicious. The bill also provides for
the payment offees and costs by inmates and
allows parties to defend actions brought by
inmates without paying costs. The measure was
approved and re-referred to the Crime Preven
tion Committee.

In other action, the panel advanced three
additional bills to the full Senate. S.F. 364,
authored by Sen. Ellen Anderson (DFL-St.
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Pau!), establishes an obligation by employees of
the Dept. ofEconomic Security to communicate
threats against a specific person made by
vocational rehabilitation clients to the petsons or
to a law enforcement agency. S.F. 1042,
authored by Sen. Ember Reichgott Junge (DFL
New Hope), makes a number ofchanges in the
laws dealing with limited liability partnerships
and limited liability companies. The measure
modifies name requirements, eliminates a filing
requirement and clarifies when debts arise and
accrue for limited liability partnerships. S.F.
1220, also sponsored by Reichgott Junge, makes
changes to the living will form to include
provisions for organ donations.

S.F. 711, authored by Anderson, provides a
privilege for public safety peer counseling
debriefing about a critical incident that makes
any information or opinion stated at the
debriefing confidentiaL Members laid the bill
aside because ofconcems that amendments and
provisions of the bill fall within the scope of the
Data Privacy Subcommittee.

Two bills authored by Sen. Steve Dille OR
Dassel) failed to gain the committees approvaL
S.F. 844 increases the marriage license fee but
allows the fee to be waived if the couple agrees to
participate in pre-engagement or premarital
counseling. The bill also authorizes the court to
order counseling in contested divorce proceed
ings if one party requests the counseling. S.F. 170
provides that maintenance ofabandoned or
neglected cemeteries by nonprofit organizations
does not create an employment relationship or
liability for local governments.

Additional judges okayed
A bill increasing the number of trial court

judgeships was approved at a Tues., Mar. 28,
evening hearing of the Judiciary Committee.
The committee, chaired by Sen. Carol Flynn
(DFL-Mpls.), approved the bill, S.F. 1153, and
re-referred the measure to the Finance Commit
tee. The bill, authored by Sen. Allan Spear
(DFL-Mpls.), adds one judge in the first, seventh
and ninth district and adds two judges in the
tenth district. In addition, the bill provides
flmding for judgeships authorized last year but
vetoed by the govemor. Members also approved
an amenament providing for the convetsion of
court referee positions to judgeships as referees
retire or resign.

Members also approved a bill streamlining the
administrative process for dealing with child
support enforcement. S.F. 990, authored by Sen.
Don Betzold, also adds provisions relating to
recognition ofparentage. Debate on the bill
centered on an amendment, offered by Betzold,
requiring all counties to participate in the
administrative process. Sen. Harold "Skip" Finn
(DFL-Cass Lake) objected to the amendment on
the grounds that the amendment undid the work
of the Judiciary Subcommittee on Family Law
which had deleted the requirement. Witrtesses
from several COUllties, however, testified to the
effectiveness and efficiency of the administrative
hearing process. The amendment was adopted.
Another amendment, offered by Betzold,
provides for a six-month window in which
persons who signed a declaration ofpatemity as
minors may vacate the action after reaching the
age of 18. The amendment also was adopted and
the bill was approved and re-referred to the
Family Services Committee.

A bill making changes to the laws relating to

domestic abuse also was approved by the
committee. S.F. 1052, authored by Sen. Ember
ReichgottJunge (DFL-New Hope), includes
persons who have a significant romantic or sexual
relationship in the definition offamily or
household member. In addition, the bill allows
minots age 15 or older to petition for an order of
protection on their own behalf, provides for
extensions oforders for protection and extends
the time period for domestic abuse artest from
within four hours of the incident to within 12
hours of the incident. The measure was re
referred to the Crime Prevention Committee.

S.F. 733, authored by Sen. Sheila Kiscaden·
OR-Rochester), also gained committee endorse
ment. The measure creates a rebuttable
presumption of refusal or neglect ofparental
duties in termination ofparental rights cases if the
parent has substantially, continuously or
repeatedly failed to make progress toward the
requirements ofa case plan developed by a social
service agency and failed to cooperate with court
orders. The bill was approved and sent to the
Senate floor.

Members also recommended two bills for
placement on the Consent Calendar. S.F. 1118,
carried by Sen. Don Betzold (DFL-Fridley), is a
revisor's bill that corrects erroneous ambiguous
and omitted text in the statutes. S.F. 349,
sponsored by Sen. Arlene Lesewski OR
Marshall), requires Dept. of Economic Security
written materials to be understandable to a
person of average intelligence and education.

S.F. 1101, carried by Sen. Joe Bertram, Sr.
(DFL-Paynesville), was re-referred to the Finance
Committee without recommendation. The
measure, which pertains to the Equal Access to
Justice Act, increases the number ofemployees
and raises the limit on annual revenues in the
definition of"party" involved in actions with the
state.

Members also took action on two final bills.
H.F. 496, authored by Sen. Pat Piper (DR
Austin), provides for the disclosure ofpast buyout
arrangements by superintendents ofschools and
provides access to the terms of the agreements.
The measure was approved and re-referred to the
Education Committee. The omnibus banking
bill, S.F. 1134, authored by Sen. Sam Solon
(DFL-Duluth), was amended to remove
provisions dealing with data privacy and pawn
shops and advanced to the floor.

Abuse reporting bill advances
In an effort to clear their agenda before the first

deadline, members of the Judiciary Committee
met in the aftemoon and evening Weds., Mar.
29. The aftemoon hearing was dominated by
discussion ofa bill, S.F. 342, modifying the
liability provisions for child abuse reporting and
providing for the establishment ofprotocols for
investigations. Sen. Allan Spear (DFL-Mpls.),
chief author of the bill, said that the measure was
carefully crafted in order to protect the rights of
persons wrongfully accused ofchild abuse and, at
the same time, allow agencies to successfully
protect children. The bill requires determina
tions under the Child Abuse Reporting Act to be
based on a preponderance of the evidence and
provides for access to data regarding determina
tions of maltreatment. Much of the debate on the
bill centered on a section of the bill authorizing
the court to award costs and attomey fees to a
person who prevails in a civil action arising out of
a bad faith assessment or determination ofchild
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abuse. Representatives from the counties said
that the provision would have a chilling effect on
refJOrting child abuse. Spear countered that the
bill still provides immunity from liability for good
faith reports. An amendment, offered by Sen.
Sheila Kiscaden, to delete the provision was
adopted. The measure was approved and sent to
the full Senate.

Members, chaired by Sen. Carol Flynn (DFL
Mpls.), also approved a bill containing the data
practices provisions from the MinnesotaCare bill
moving through the process. S.F. 959, authored
by Sen. Linda Berglin (DFL-Mpls.), contains a
number ofprovisions dealing with the Health
Data Institute and the treatment ofdata held by
the Institute. The measure was re-referred to the
Health Care Committee.

Five additional bills were advanced during the
evening pOltion of the hearing. S.F. 1314,
authored by Sen. Ted Mondale (DFL-St. Louis
Park), modifies provisions relating to the
voluntary investigation and cleanup of hazardous
waste program and establishes the environmental
improvement pilot program. The bill was
advanced to the Senate floor. S.F. 317, authored
by Sen. Don Betzold (DFL-Fridley), permits cities
to close unlawful businesses if the city determines
that the business is in violation ofa city zoning or
licensing ordinance at the time the business was
established. The measure was sent to the Senate
floor. S.F. 678, sponsored by Sen. David
Knutson OR-Burnsville), makes several changes
to provisions governing welfare fraud investiga
tions. The measure was advanced to the Family
Services Committee.

S.F. 1136, also authored by Betzold, makes a

)
number ofhousekeeping changes to conform
with federal law in several areas. The measure
requires the commissioner ofhuman service to
provide commitment information to local law
enforcement agencies on an individual request
basis by means ofelectronic data transfer from the
Dept. ofHuman Services through the Minnesota
crime information system for the sole purpose of
facilitating a firearms background check. The bill
also adds references to genetic tests to provisions
dealing with paternity, makes changes to the
medical support statute and makes changes to the
income withholding statute. The measure was
advanced to thefloor. S.F. 1279, authored by
Sen. Harold "Skip" Finn (DFL-Cass Lake), is this
year's omnibus data privacy bill. The measure
includes a number ofbills heard in the Joint
Crime Prevention and Judiciary Subcommittee
on Privacy and several more technical provisions.
The bill was advanced to the full Senate.

Metropolitan and Local
Government
Opt out bill advances

The Metropolitan and Local Government
Committee, chaired by Sen. Jim Vickerman
(DFL-Tracy) quickly passed two bills, while
deliberating over a third, at its meeting Thurs.,
Mar. 23. Afrer listening to extensive testimony,
members finally approved S.F. 980, a bill relating
to local public transit operations, and re-referred
it to the Transportation and Public Transit
Committee.

)
Authored by Sen. T eny Johnston OR-Prior

Lake) the bill allows cities or towns receiving
assistance under the replacement service transit
program, known as opt-outs, to use funds for both
capital expenditures and operating costs, to carry
forward lmused monies for the next year's transit

needs, and requires the Metropolitan Council to
allocate up to 90 percent ofproperty taxes levied
for transit to the local replacement programs.

Jim Solem of the Met Council testified against
the bill. "The choice is between a regional system
which functions with a wide perspective, or to
break it up into little chunks," Solem said. 'The
regional approach is the only sensible way."

Sandra Masin, an Eagan city council member
spoke in favor of the bill. "Before we opted out
we didn't have any local service," Masin testified.
Pointing to the efficiency and cost effectiveness
of the Minnesota Valley Transit Authority, she
argued against relinquishing local control.

An amendment restricting expansion ofopt
outs, was adopted by the committee. "Expanaing
opt-outs just creates more uncertainty for the
entire region," said Sen. Keith Langseth (DFL
Glyndon), who offered the amendment.

S.F. 1209, authored by Sen. Don Betzold
(DFL-Fridley), affects procedures used by the
Hennepin County medical examiner. Besides
clarifying when a death must be reported, the bill
allows the examiner to release the personal
property of the deceased to the spouse, blood
relative or personal representative, as well as
releasing any firearms of the deceased to the
appropriate law authorities. Additionally, the bill
gives the medical examiner access to chemical
dependency treatment records, and in deaths
involving infants, the medical records of the
decedent's mother.

The bill now proceeds to the full Senate.
S.F. 1112, a bill that conveys ditches from

Sherburne County to the city ofElk River, was
approved and re-referred to the Environment and
Natural Resources Committee. The bill's author,
Sen. Mark Ourada OR-Buffalo}, said that by
eliminating duplication ofservices, both the city
and county will realize cost savings.

Bus bill advances
Several bills were approved by the Metropoli

tan and Local Government Committee at its
meeting Mon., Mar. 27. Chaired by Sen. Jim
Vickerman (DFL-Tracy), the committee
unanimously approved S.F. 1275, a bill that
appropriates money for increased security on city
buses, and re-referred it to the Transportation and
Public Transit Committee.

Tom Sather, general manager of the Metro
politan Council Transit Operations (MCTO)
testified in support of the bill. "Life on the bus
unfortunately reflects life on the street," Sather
said, "and crimes against customers and drivers
have increased." Last year 51 drivers were
assaulted, an increase ofnine percent, Sather
testified.

The bill's author, Sen. Ellen Anderson (DFL
St. Paul), said that the measure provides for
installation ofsurveillance cameras and plexiglass
partitions. These steps have proven effective in
reducing the number ofconfrontations, as well as
providing a means of identifying offenders.

Members also approved S.F. 1300, a bill that
exempts St. Paul Airport liOln city and school
district taxes. "We want to encourage businesses
to use the St. Paul Airport," said Sen. Sandra
Pappas (DFL-St. Pau!), the measure's author. She
added that use of the intelmediate aitport by
private enterprises would relieve congestion at
Minneapolis-St. Paul International, while
promoting St. Paul's economic development.
The bill was re-refelTed to the Taxes and Tax
Laws Committee.

Four other measures were approved and sent to
the full Senate. S.F. 1200, carried by Sen. Gene

Men'iam (DFL-Coon Rapids) requires that
candidates for the office ofcounty sheriffbe
licensed peace officers at the time offiling. In the
event the person is appointed to the office, the
person must be licensed before assuming the
office. Merriam said that these requirements
provide consistency and statewide standards.

HF. 866, sponsored by Sen. Steve Murphy
(DFL-Red Wing), authorizes cities to make
grants from their general funds to nonprofit
community food shelves. An amendment to
expand the provision to all other nonprofits was
defeated.

HF. 823 permits Hennepin County to lease
hospital or nursing home facilities by issuing gross
revenue bonds. The bill's author, Sen. Ted
Mondale (DFL-St. Louis Park) said that
Hennepin County is the only county that does
not have this authority.

A bill that allows the Minneapolis City
Council to delegate erection and regulation of
traffic control devices to the city engineer, S.F.
1144, provides for safer, more timely service to
the public, said author Flynn. The measure's
effect would be to eliminate a two month time
lag that exists in current practice.

Consolidation study bill okayed
A bill requiring a study of the feasibility of

consolidating counties was advanced aethe
Weds., Mar. 29, meeting ofthe Metropolitan and
Local Government Committee. The bill, S.F.
209, authored by Sen. Sandra Pappas (DFL-St.
Paul), directs the Board ofGovernment
Innovation and Cooperation to perform the
study. In addition, the bill specifies that the study
is to consider conforming county boundaries to
other existing physical and organizational
boundaries and to consider the economic
implication that may result from consolidation.

Committee members, chaired by Sen. Jim
Vickerman (DFL-Tracy), approved the measure
and advanced the measure to the Finance
Committee.

In other action, the panel rejected a proposal
requiring the Metropolitan Council to imple
ment affordable housing policies. According to
Sen. Steven Novak (DFL-New Brighton), S.F.
1109 is designed to codify the Met Council's
regional housing guidelines. Novak said that the
lack ofa codified plan has led to suburban areas
placing batTiers in the way ofaffordable housing.
However, Jim Solem of the Met Council said
that the council is already undeltaking the tasks
outlined in the bill. A motion to recommend
passage of the bill and re-refer it to another
committee failed on a divided voice vote. A
second motion to simply re-refer the measure also
failed.

Two bills were approved by the committee.
S.F. 1421, authored by Vickerman, protects
shooting ranges that have been in existence for
five years from local government zoning. The bill
was sent to the Governmental Operations and
Veterans Committee. S.F. 1472, authored by
Sen. LeRoy Stumpf (DFL-ThiefRiver Falls),
allows an outlet fee to be charged for use ofan
established drainage system in Red Lake County
for drainage originating in Polk County. The
measure was sent to the Senate floor.

Taxes and Tax Laws
Variety of bills heard

Members of the Taxes and Tax Laws
Subcommittee on Income and Sales Taxes met
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Thurs., Mar. 23, to consider a number ofbills
making changes in Minnesota's sales and income
tax statutes. The panel, chaired by Sen. Leonard
Price (DR.-Woodbury), discussed the bills but
took no formal action on the measures.
S.F. 97, carried by Sen. Don Betzold (DR.

Fridley), specifies that the first $5,000 of
compensation for personal services in the active
duty armed forces of the United States or the
United Nations wholly performed outside the
state of Minnesota is exempt hom taxation. S.F.
326, sponsored by Sen. John Hottinger (DR.
Mankato), changes the dependent care credit.

S.F. 560, carried by Sen. Charles Berg (DR.
Chokio), provides for the determination of the
amount of tax refunds to be paid to Indian tribal
governments. S.F. 721, authored by Sen.
William Belanger (IR-Bloomington), exempts
cargo vans hom the rental motor vehicle tax. S.F.
954, authored by Solon, exempts sales of
construction materials and supplies for the
Duluth convention center.

TIF bills heard
The Taxes and Tax Laws Subcommittee on

Property Tax devoted the entire Tues., Mar. 28,
meeting to discussing bills dealing with tax
increment financing. Members, chaired by Sen.
John Hottinger (DR.-Mankato), also discussed a
bill modifying the residential homestead class
rate. S.F. 780, authored by Sen. Edward Oliver
(IR-Minnetonka), gradually increases the class
rate for the first $72,000 ofmarket value of
residential homestead property hom the current 1
percent to 1.5 percent for taxes payable in the
year 2000. The bill also reduces the class rate for
the portion of residential homestead market
value over $72,000 hom the current 2 percent to
1.5 percent for taxes payable in the year 2000.
According to Oliver, the bill shifts the property
tax burden but the shift depends on the mix of
residential homestead market value over and
under $72,000 in any given area. Oliver said the
bill simplifies the property tax system and
eliminates the disparity between higher value and
lower value owner occupied homes.

S.F. 1323, sponsored by Sen. Kevin Chandler
(DR.-White Bear Lake), authorizes the city of
North St. Paul to extend the duration ofa tax
increment financing district until Dec. 31, 2010.
S.F. 1325, carried by Sen. Ember ReichgottJunge
(DR.-New Hope), authorizes pilot projects for
the creation ofhousing replacement tax
increment financing projects in the cities of
Crystal and Fridley. S.F. 909, sponsored by Sen.
Jim Vickerman (DR.-Tracy), requires county
approval for use of the county tax rate in tax
increment financing and increases the county
appropriation authority for economic develop
ment activities.

S.F. 284, authored by Sen. Gen Olson (IR
Minnetrista), restricts the use of tax increment
financing and requires additional disclosure. The
measure limits the use ofeconomic development
tax increment districts to discouraging companies
from moving to another state but not to
discouraging the companies hom moving to
another municipality and limits eligibility for soils
condition districts to cases ofhazardous sub
stances, pollution or contamination. In addition,
the measure restricts the "but-for" test of
eligibility to cases where the projected market
value growth of the district without the proposed
development would be less than the increase
from the proposed development after subtracting
the present value ofprojected tax increments and
adds a public benefit test.
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Members also discussed a bill establishing a
property tax aid for local governments for
property exempted because it has been placed in
trust status for an individual Indian or Indian
tribe. S.F. 369, authored by Sen. Dan Stevens
(IR-Mora), specifies that the aid is to be equal to
the original net tax capacity for the qualifying
property times the current local tax rate.

The subcommittee took no formal action on
the bills other than to adopt authors' amend
ments. The panel is consiaering numerous
measures for inclusion in the omnibus tax bill
later this session.

Transportation and Public
Transit
St. Croix toll bridge debated

A bill allowinz the Minnesota Department of
Transportation (MnDOT) to construct a bridge
across the St. Croix River south ofStillwater only
as a toll facility was tabled after substantial
discussion by members of the Transportation and
Public Transit Finance Division, Fri., Mar. 24.

Author of the bill, S.F. n7, Sen. Leonard
Price (DR.-Woodbury) said since many of the
people using the proposed bridge would be hom
Wisconsin, a toll would serve as a user-fee of
sorts. He said he is interested in having a bridge
linking Highway 36 east to Wisconsin even
though the area is not his district. The bill
provides opportunities to talk about different
ways offinancing the multi-million dollar project.

Stillwater Mayor Jay Kimble and an area
resident testified against the bill saying it is just
another measure to try to stop the often
controversial bridge project. The 15,000
Stillwater area residents have been waiting for
the bridge for decades, Kimble said. "I believe this
bill will kill the bridge."

Kimble said he doubted any private firm would
come forward to fmance the project up-front or
that the daily ttips across the bridge would
support the costs, estimated at around $54
million. Kimble pointed out that if the project is
done by MnDOT, it would qualify for up to 90
percent offederal and Wisconsin funds.
Minnesota's portion would be close to $21
million, including the construction of the
Highway 36 approach.

Sen. Keith Langseth, chair of the division, said
he had pursued the legislation allowing toll
facilities to be used by communities that don't
expect their projects to get on MnDOT's priority
list. Passing this bill would be too much micro
management, he said. "I think without the
Legislature doing anything to stop it, I think this
project is on line," he said.

The division voted to table the bill on Sen.
Tetry Johnston's (IR-Prior Lake) motion.

The division also discussed and advanced to
full committee a bill dealing with a variety of
transit issues. S.F. 837, authored by Sen. Sandra
Pappas (DR.-St. Pau!), initiates a study ofMetro
Area transit selvices by the Metropolitan
Council to recommend improvements. The bill
also establishes an employer payroll tax to help
fund Metro Area transit, but that section was
taken out for further discussion by the division.

HPay it or park it" approved
A bill that requires suspension ofdriving

privileges for parents who do not pay child
support cleared the Transportation and Public
Transit Committee Weds., Mar. 29.

S.F. 1017 requires the commissioner ofpublic

safety to suspend the driver's license ofparents
who are at least $3,000 in arrears in child support
or maintenance agreement and who are not in
corrpliance with a written payment agreement.

The bill's sponsor, Sen. Richard Cohen (DR.
St. Pau!), said the bill gives the person 90 days to
pay the support before the provisions of the bill
take affect.

Attorney General Skip Humphrey testified
that $550 million in child support is owed in
Minnesota. Of that amount, $371 million is
owed to the state, Humphrey said, making child
support the largest single debt owed to the state.
Humphrey cited a similar program in Maine,
which has resulted in collections of$23 million
in one year, with administrative costs of only
$100,000. Humprey said that only 41 people
have actually lost their licenses under Maine's
program. ''What we're talking about is a very
simple principle. Pay it," Humphrey said. S.F.
1017 was re-referred to the Health Care and
Family Services Finance Division.

The committee also approved S.F. 11,
sponsored by Sen. James Metzen (DR.-South St.
Paul), exempting motor vehicles with a model
year ofnot more than four years earlier than the
registration year (essentially five calendar years),
from the motor vehicle emissions inspection
program.

The committee, chaired by Sen. Florian
Chmielewski (DR.-Sturgeon Lake), adopted an
amendment offered by Sen. Terry Johnston (IR
Prior Lake), allowing isssuance ofa temporary
registration to vehicle owners whose vehicle
~istrationshave expired or will shortly expire.
The 24-hour registration allows the owner to
drive to an inspection station to have the vehicle
inspected. S.F. 11 now goes to the full Senate.

S.F. 418, sponsored by Sen. Randy Kelly
(DR.-St. Pau!), provides for juvenile courts to
deny driving privileges to children who have
been adjudicated in need ofprotection because
the child is a habituaal truant. The mandatory
cancellation is to be ordered only after the child
has been through mediation and again proven to
be truant. SF 418 was approved and re-referred
to the Crime Prevention Committee.

S.F. 1164, sponsored by Sen. Keith Langseth
(DR.-Glyndon), is the MnDOT housekeeping
bill. The bill increases the allowable amount for
lump sum utility location agreements fom
$25,000 to $100,000. It also includes sidewalks as
an allowable expense for county state-aid funds.
S.F. 1164 was approved and sent to the Senate
floor.

S.F. 571, sponsored by Sen. Steve Murphy
(DR.-Red Wing), increases the overall length
limit for tractor trailer combinations operating on
trunk highways hom 65 to 75 feet. The bill was
approved and now goes to the Senate floor.

S.F. 980, sponsored by Sen. Terry Johnston
(IR-Prior LaKe), establishes conditions for use of
local transit funds by communities. The bill was
approved and sent to the Finance Committee.

S.F. 837, authored by Sen. Sandra Pappas
(DR.-St. Pau!), authorizes a study by the
Metropolitan Council of coordination of transit
service. The bill also establishes a process for
reviewing route and schedule planning. Sen.
William Belanger (IR-Bloomington) moved to
delete the portion of the bill requiring that the
transit symbol designating that a person is eligible
for senior citizens' fares be printed on the licenses
ofpersons over 65. Belanger said that having a
different kind of license would not necessarily be
welcome among seniors. The bill was recom
mended to pass and sent to the full Senate.
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The Minnesota Senate Week at a Glance

Monday, April 3

The Senate will meet at 10 a.m.

Commerce and Consumer Protection
Committee
Chair: Sen. Sam Solon
12 noon Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 553-Bertram: Impound lots;
unauthorized, abandoned, and junk motor
vehicles sales. S.P. 836-Solon: Rental
purchase agreements. H.P.536-Limmer:
Residential building contractors regulations.
S.P. 1343-Merriam: CPA and LPA biennial
license renewal. S.P. 1385-Cohen: Consumer
real property goods warranties transferability.
S.P. 1479-Anderson: Disability assistive
devices express warranty requirements.

Judiciary Committee
Chair: Sen. Carol Flynn
12 noon Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Crime Prevention Committee
Chair: Sen. Allan Spear
2 p.m. Room 15 Capitol

')' Agenda: H.P. 564-Riveness: Law enforcement
notary publics. H.P. 1399-Solon: Harming a
police horse.

Rules and Administration Subcommittee on
Ethical Conduct
Chair: Sen. Ember Reichgottlunge
3 p.m. Room 125 Capitol
Agenda: Johnson vs. Finn complaint.

The Senate will meet at 4 p.m.

Tuesday, April 4

Governmental Operations and Veterans'
Committee
Chair: Sen. lames Metzen
8 a.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 307-Sams: Acupuncture
licensure. S.F. 493-Hottinger: Leave of
absence for public employees who are
candidates for public office. S.F. 891-Solon:
Professional counseling licensure. S.F. 1221
Laidig: Appropriating money for assistance
in making claims. S.P. 81O-Metzen:
Excluding certain fire and police from civil
service.

Transportation and Public Transit Finance
Division
Chair: Sen. Keith Langseth
8 a.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: S.P. 1536-Langseth: Appropriating
money for the Dept. of Transportation and

)other agencies.

Education Funding Division
Chair: Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller
10 a.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Health Care Committee
Chair: Sen. Linda Berglin
10 a.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.P. 1075-Piper: X-ray operators and
inspections (MDH bill). S.P. H20-Piper:
Mobile health care providers. S.F. 425
Betzold: Dept. of Health housekeeping bill.
S.F. 1417-Vickerman: Licensing of chemical
dependency counselors and hearing
instrument dispensers.

Environment and Natural Resources
Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Steven Morse
12 noon Room 123 Capitol
Agenda: Continuation - Budget review for
the Dept. of Natural Resources, Ron Nargang,
Deputy Commissioner.

Family Services Committee
Chair: Sen. Pat Piper
12 noon Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Crime Prevention Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Tracy Beckman
2 p.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: S.P. 624-Betzold: Northwest
community law enforcement project funding.
S.P. 413-Johnson, J.B.: DWI Elecrtonic alcohol
monitoring pilot program. S.P. 359:Metzen State
reimbursement for bomb squad expenses. S.P.
9Il-Marty: Funding to improve DWI license
place impoundment implementation. S.P. 434
Kelly: Witness and victim protection fund scope
and appropriation. S.P. 436-Kelly: Crime victim
and witness account authorization and funding
for grants to local law enforcement agencies for
emergency needs ofcrime victims. S.P. 1181
Kelly: Criminal surcharges and assessments. S.P.
778-Kelly: Soft body armor reimbursement; peace
officer death benefit COLA.

Environment and Natural Resources
Committee
Chair: Sen. Bob Lessard
2 p.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.P. 462-Jonnson, ].B.: Waste
management act amendments.

Rules and Administration Committee
Chair: Sen. Roger Moe
2:30 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Personnel issues. Report,
Subcommittee on Bill Referral. Report,
Subcommittee on Permanent and Joint Rules.

Health Care and Family Services Finance
Division
Chair: Sen. Don Samuelson
4 p.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: Discussion on Lake Owasso
residence.

Higher Education Division
Chair: Sen. LeRoy Stumpf
4 p.m. Room lIB Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Taxes and Tax Laws Committee
Chair: Sen. Douglaslohnson
4 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.P. 1570-Moe, R.D.: Property tax
freeze.

Education Funding Division
Chair: Sen. Lawrence PogemiUer
6 p.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Environment and Natural Resources
Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Steven Morse
6 p.m. Room 123 Capitol
Agenda: Continuation - budget review for
the Dept. of Natural Resources, Ron Nargang,
D~puty Commissioner.

Wednesday, April 5

Transportation and Public Transit
Committee
Chair: Sen. Florian Chmielewski
8 a.m. Room 112.Capitol
Agenda: S;P. 1129-Runbeck: Drivers
education programs. S.F.1015-Neuville:
Prohibiting radar jammers. S.P. 59-Merriam:
Restricting the issuance of limited licenses
for the operation of commercial motor
vehicles. S.P. nO-Laidig: Modifying the
appearance of amateur radio station license
plates. S.F. 1096-Bertram: Providing for
firearms safety designation on drivers
license. S.F. 1091-Kramer: Expanding
regulation of providers of special
transportation services. S.F. 110B-Finn:
Prohibiting certain barriers across roads,
driveways, and trails. S.F. 117l-Vickerman:
Permitting protective agents to perform
certain traffic control duties. S.P. 1163
Belanger: Authorizing issuance of original
license plates 20 or more years old. S.P.
1199-Belanger: Requiring vehicle buyer to
notify registrar of motor vehicles of vehicle
transfer within ten days. S.F. 1536-Langseth:
Appropriating money for the Dept. of
Transportation and other agencies.

The Senate will meet at 9:45 a.m.

Education Funding Division
Chair: Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller
10 a.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Health Care Committee
Chair: Sen. Linda Berglin
10 a.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.P. 309-Berglin: Health care patient
access. S.P. 1535-0liver: Governor's health
care and MA TEFRA bill.

Higher Education Division
Chair: Sen. LeRoy Stumpf
10 a.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.
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Agriculture and Rural Development
Committee
Chair: Sen. Joe Bertram, Sr.
12 noon Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.P. 429-Morse: Eliminating the
sunset date for the farmer-lender mediation
act.

Commerce and Consumer Protection
Committee
Chair: Sen. Sam Solon
12 noon Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 579-Chandler: Charitable
organizations regulations modification and
clarification. S.F. 846-Neuville: Videotapes
captioning requirements. S.P. 68-Solon:
Group life insurance policy proceeds
alternative payment methods requirement.
S.F. 973-Metzen: No-fault automobile
insurance rental vehicle coverage
requirement. S.P. 1272-Metzen: Securities
investment advisors or brokers dealers
payment disclosure regulation. S.P. 1390
Ourada: State building code exterior deck
construction regulation. S.P. 949-Solon:
Automobile insurance premiums reduction
for vehicle antitheft alarms or devices.

Judiciary Committee
Chair: Sen. Carol Flynn
12 noon Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Crime Prevention Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Tracy Beckman
2 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Taxes and Tax Laws Subcommittee on
Income and Sales Tax
Chair: Sen. Len Price
4 p.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: S.P. 1393-Pogemiller: Omnibus
public finance bill. S.F. 1543-Pogemiller:
Bond allocation bill.

Education Funding Division
Chair: Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller
6 p.m. Room 125 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Finance Committee
Chair: Sen. Gene Merriam
6 p.m. Room 123 Capitol
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Agenda: S.P. ISO-Merriam: Repeal fish
import restriction. S.P. 566-Vickerman:
Lakeville school bond project.

Thursday, April 6

The Senate will meet at 9 a.m.

Health Care Committee
Chair: Sen. Linda Berglin
10 a.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Family Services Committee
Chair: Sen. Pat Piper
12 noon Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Crime Prevention Committee
Chair: Sen. Allan Spear
2 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Crime Prevention Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Trac)' Beckman
4 p.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Taxes and Tax Laws Subcommittee on
Property Tax
Chair: Sen. John Hottinger
4 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 311-Lesewski: Pipestone County
general obligation bonds. S.P. 531-]ohnson, D.J.:
Tax anticipation certificates ofhome rule charter
cities. S.F. 637-Lesewski: Wind energy
conversion systems property tax. S.F. 657
Reichgott]unge: Board of Innovation and
Cooperation. S.P. 902- Johnson, J.B.: Wind
energy conversion systems property tax. S.F. 998
Flynn: Reduced class rate for new commercial
and industrial properties locating in transit zones.
S.F. 1064-Pariseau: Exempting certain airport
property. S.F. 1160-Belanger: Bloomington fiscal
aisparities contribution. S.F. 1556-Hottinger:
Constitutional dedication ofsales tax to property
tax relief. S.F. 1557-Hottinger: Property tax and
local government aid reform.

Education Funding Division
Chair: Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller
6 p.m. Room 123 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Finance State Government Division
Chair: Sen. Richard Cohen
6 p.m. Room 318 Capitol
Agenda: All bills referred to the division.

Judiciary Committee
Chair: Sen. Carol Flynn
7 p.m. Room 125 Capitol
Agenda: Bills referred from subcommittees
and other full committees.

Friday, April 7

Education Funding Division
Chair: Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller
10 a.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Environment and Natural Resources
Committee
Chair: Sen. Bob Lessard
10 a.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.P. 1405-Frederickson: Technical
corrections to water law. S.P. 898-Price:
Eliminating position of BOWSR Secretary.
S.P. 897 Price-Water surface and groundwater
management in the Metropolitan Area. S.P.
507-Novak: Petroleum tank release cleanup
fund. S.F. 1067-Laidig: Conforming state
regulation of chlorofluorocarbons. S.P. 1073
Chandler: Abandonment of hazardous waste.
S.F. 1250-Johnson, D.].: Modifying terms for
tax-forfeited timber.

Education Funding Division
Chair: Lawrence Pogemiller
4 p.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Saturday, April 8

Education Funding Division
Chair: Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller
9 a.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.
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payments for prescription drugs, eliminates
GAMC payment for non~preventive dental
services except for emergencies, and implements
a hospital peer grouping system.

In a move to reach a compromise, Sen. Linda
Berglin (DFL-Mpls.) and Oliver offered. an
amendment that retains the TEFRA program
while tightening the eligibility criteria. All
recipients must go through a screening process
by Jan., 1996. TEFRA recipients are required to
be in a mangaged care program. The threshold
for eligibility is lowered to 175 percent of the
poverty level, and the parents' tee schedule is
income-based. Berglin's proposal for afrer
school and summer home care services is
included in the amendment. Also, a study of
private insurance for disabled children and a
managed care progress report is required of the
department. The amendment was adopted..

Berglin offered another amendment to
reimburse pharmacists for cost-effective
intervention in drug therapies. The proposal
provides an incentive to administer
prescriptions or therapies that save state funds,
Berglin said. It also sets the pharmacy
dispensing fee at $3.25, instead of$2.35 as
proposed in the bill. Molly Siegel of the
Minnesota Medical Association opposed the
measure, stating that fmancial incentives for
pharmacists sets a bad precedent and may cloud
judgement. Berglin agreed to work out details of
the amendment, and it was adopted.

Another amendment was approved. Offered
by Berglin, it establishes at least four different
reimbursement rates in Greater Minnesota and
two in the Metro Area to reflect regional
differences in cost and utiliation.
Demonstration projects are authorized for
counties that seek a-'partnership as a joint
purchaser for MA, GAMC, and county
reimbursed services.· Projects are also established
to test alternative delivery services to high risk
families and children. Berglin presentedan
amendment to permit a long-term care
demonstrationproject by a nursing facility. The
proposal was adopted. Certain dental services,
x-rays and fillings, were reinstated in the bill
upon approval ofan amendment offered by
Berglin. The bill goes to the funding division.

The committee advanced HP. 331 to the
floor. Authored by Berglin, the bill modifies
provisions relating to access for patients and
residents.

TEFRA changes made
COntinuing discussion on proposed TEFRA

cuts, the Health Care COmmittee, chaired by
Sen. Linda Berglin (DFL-Mpls.), reconvened
Weds., Apr. 5. The cuts are called for in S.P.
1535, sponsored by Sen. Edward Oliver (JR
Deephaven). The bill also reduces MA

Brie
The Minnesota Senate Week in Review

Property tax freeze okayed Sen. William Belanger OR-Bloomington)
The entire Thurs., Apr. 6, floor session was offered S.F. 610, a bill outlining the governor's

devoted to debating a 'proposal for a one-year tax initiatives. Upon presentation, Belanger
property tax freeze. S.F. 1570, authored bL offered an amendment that would have
Senate Majority Leader Roger D. Moe (DfL- funneled an additional $62 million to K-12
Erskine), specifies that property taxes payable in education funding, restored cuts to local
1996 remain at the same level of taxes payable government aid, and established a property tax
in 1995. The bill also contains provisions for reform and education aid task force.
preventing a "snapback" rise in property taxes in Sen. Douglas Johnson (DfL-Cook) objected
1997. Moe said that a key feature of the bill to the proposal, saying the bill raises prorerty
allows school districts that would otherwise lose taxes on nomeowners, farmers and smal
revenue because of the freeze to receive business owners. "Haven't you heard the
additional state aid to make up the difference. concerns of the residents and their call for no

Moe said, "Ifwe don't do diis, there will be tax increases?" he asked. Johnson referred to the
significant property tax increases across the restoration ofcuts to local government aid and
state--an average of 15 percent. This vote is Homestead and Agricultural Credit Act
probably the best vote you will cast this session (HACA) aid that could translate to increases in
for middle-income taxpayers." Moe also said taxes at the local level.
that the bill sets up a procedure to engage the Belanger argued that the bill does not require
Legislature, public officials and members of the local governments to increase property taxes,
public in the effort to bring about genuine and instead forces the Legislature to reform the
reform of the property tax system and the property tax system by 1996.
education funaing system. Majority Leader Roger Moe (DfL-Erskine)

Sen. Douglas Johnson (DfL-COok) explained questioned the creation ofa new reserve

~
ilie provisions of the bill and said, "This is just account of some $220 million and asked
.ne piece of the DfL budget plan in which we Belanger how the funds would be used. Belanger
ave a strong commitment to increase funding explained that the money would be set aside to

for education without relying on the most unfair deal with expected cuts in federal aid to the
form of tax--the property tax." state. Moe said that was like letting the federal

Arguments against the bill revolved around government determine the state's funding
the burden that the measure places on local priorities. ''Why should we let the federal
units ofgovernment. Sen. Sheila Kiscaden OR- government dictate our spending policies?" he
Rochester) said that local elected officials asked.
testified about the dire consequences of the bill. Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller (DfL-Mpls.)
Moe responded, 'We heard trom elected public offered an amendment to the Belanger
officials, we didn't hear from the average amendment that would have channeled the
homeowners, or farmers, or small business $220 million realized in cuts to local
owners who have been watching their property government aid to K-12 education in addition
taxes rise." to the $62 million proposed in the Belanger

Sen. Dean Johnson OR-Willmar), however, amendment. Calling it an investment in
charged that property taxes rose because of DFL Minnesota's children, Pogemiller said the
policies and that the bill was politically provision would allow the state to direct its own
motivated by the 1996 elections; funds. "We're choosing our priority and our

Moe countered that the DFL welcomes the priority is children. Period."
debate over taX policy and that he wants to Senate Minority Leader DeanJohnson OR-
engage everyone in the debate about the role of Willmar) then asked Pogemiller what he would
government; "This is an opportunity to help do when the Senate is forced to respond to the
middle- income families in this state and to federal cuts without the reserve money. He
work for meaningful property tax reform," he added that the action also would add to the base
concluded. funding for education which could result in·

After defeating several amendments, budget shortfalls in coming bienniums.
members granted final passage to the bill on a Pogemiller eventually withdrew the
38-29 roll call vote. amendment at the request ofMoe. When the

Belanger amendment failed on a 25-38 roll-call
vote, Belanger asked the IRs to vote against the
bill. The bill failed 0-67.IR tax bill debated

The Senate unanimously rejected the
governor's tax bill afrer90 minutes of partisan
debate at a Mon., Apr. 3, floor session. The bill
~ivided the Senate berween the IR leaders who
/~id the proposal prepares the state for
anticipated federal cuts, and DFL leaders who'
supported changes that would have increased
fullding to education.
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Committee update
Agriculture and Rural
Development
Wetlands bill revived

The fate ofMinnesota's wetlands was taken
from the table at an evening meeting of the
Agriculrure and Rural Development Committee,
Thurs., Mar. 30. Chaired by Sen. Joe Bertram, Sr.
(DFL-Paynesville), the committee adopted Sen.
Steve Dille's OR-Dassel) amendment that makes
significant changes to S.F. 483, as authored by
Sen. Leroy Srumpf (DFL-ThiefRiver Falls).

''It's appropriate for government to have some
say about what we do on our private land," Dille
said. Since enactment of the Wetlands Conser
vation Act of 1991 however, numerous citizens'
groups have contended that the level of
government involvement is too far-reaching.
Dille, one of the sponsors of the original
legislation, said that the need to rework the
WCA was imperative.

S.F. 483, as amended, "makes changes that
clean up a lot ofthe problems landowners have
had since we passed the original bill," Dille said.
Besides exempting type I wetlands from
replacement plans, the measure allows for
draining or filling ofup to 2 acres on type II
wetland located on agriculruralland-- regardless
ofwhether or not the wetland is part ofa larger
wetland.

The bill also increases the de minimis factors,
the land area that triggers replacement plans,
from 400 square feet to 1000 square feet in
counties with less than 50 percent of their pre
settlement wetland acreage remaining and within
the building setback ofshoreland areas. In
counties where between 50 and 80 percent of the
land is wetland acreage, the exemFtion is
increased to 5000 square feet,and to 10,000
square feet in counties with greater than 80
percent oftheir pre-settlement wetland acreage
remaining. ,

Replacement credits for buffer areas and water
quality treatment ponds are also allowed under
the bill, and compensation is set at a minimum of
$200 per acre for denied use ofa wetland.
Furthermore, the amount ofthe payment must be
increased or decreased by the percentage change
in assessment valuation of land within the
township from the 1995 valuation.

S.F.A83 proceeds now to the full Senate.

Mediation act extended
A bill that extends the sunset date of the

farmer-lender mediation act, S.F. 429, was
approved by the Agriculture and Rural Develop
ment Committee at its meeting Weds., Apr. 5.
Authored by Sen. Steven Morse (DFL-Dakota),
the measure also contains a provision requiring
the University ofMinnesota to conduct a srudy
of the program's efficacy;

The committee, chaired by Sen. Joe Bertram
Sr.(DFL-Paynesville) adopted an author's
amendment before approving the measure and
sending it to the full Senate. Offered as a
compromise to the bill's original sunset date of
July 1, 2000, the measure now places the sunset
date at July 1,1997.

Numerous farmers, lobbyists, and concerned
citizens spoke in favor of the bilL Brent Waddell,
from Legal Services Advocacy Project testified
that the program is used 100 times per month.

Objections centered around previous,
extensions of the act, and today's improved
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agricultural climate. Jerry Schoenfeld, from
Greater State Advisors/Independent Community
Bankers ofMinnesota, said "circumstances are
different now. We don't have the farm crisis that
existed in 1986 when this legislation was
written."

But Morse objected to that perspective saying,
"comments about not having a crisis on our
hands now are really irrelevant," he said. "When
a farmer is in default, when an individual faces
losing his farm, that's a crisis."

S.F. 1551, carried by Sen; Janet Johnson
(DFL-North Branch), provides loans and
incentives toward the development and
implementation ofwind farms.

'Wind turbines have ushered in an age ofnew
energy production in Minnesota," JohnSon said.
Telling members that the state is one of the
nation's leaders in wind velocity, Johnson said
that the future ofwind farming is "almost a
guaranteed success."

Besides providing loans to individuals for a
farm-generated wind energy production facility,
S.F. 1551 also makes fundS available to coopera
tives. Additionally, it provides for incentive
payments to be made to qualified wind energy
conversion facilities. Johnson said the bill
provides farmers with another crop to harvest,
"namely electricity."

Members approved the bill and re-referred it
to the Jobs, Energy, and Community Develop
ment Commitree.

S.F. 1270, authored by Sen. Steve Dille OR
Dassel), clarifies procedures for agricultural
chemical response and reimbursement proce
dures. Besides defining "single site" as a one mile
radius around a discovered or reported incident,
the measure provides that payment to an eligible
person for corrective costs may be by multiparty
check. Members approved the measure, sending
it to the floor.

S.F. 708, carried by Sen. Arlene Lesewski (IR
Marshall), was also sent to the floor. The bill
raises the interest rate on the shared savings loan
program from six to seven percent.

Commerce and Consumer
Protection
Genetic discrimination bill okayed

A bill prohibiting discrimination in health
insurance based on a person's history ofgenetic
testing received the approval of the Commerce
and Consumer Protection Committee at the
Thurs., Mar. 30, meeting.

Under S.F. 259, sponsored by Sen. Gene
Merriam (DFL-CoonRapids), insurance
companies are prohibited from requiring
applicants to have a genetic test, using the results
ofsuch a test or using the fact that a person has
undergone atest in determining eligibility for
insurance.

The bill also prohibits insurance companies
from asking whether an applicant's or
policyholder's relatives have undergone a genetic
test. Insurers are also prohibited from making
decisions adverse to applicants based on entries in
medical records regarding genetic tests.

The committee approved an amendment,
offered by Sen. Kevin Chandler (DFL-White
Bear Lake), that provides new defmitions for the
tenus "gene product" and "presymptomatic"
contained in the bill's definition of"genetic test."
The bill now goes to the. Senate floor.

In other business, the committee aj2proved S.F.
1365, s~nsored by Sen. Sam Solon (DFL
Duluth). The bill legalizes the advertisement,
sale, possession and use ofseveral kinds of
fireworks. The fireworks legalized under the bill
include caps for cap pistols, snakes and glow
wonus, trick noisemakers, and sparklers. The
measure also requires manufacturers, distributors
and retailers offireworks to be licensed by the
commissioner ofpublic safety, and allows the
state fire marshal and commissioner to approve
sales locations for retail outlets. The committee
approved the bill and sent it to the Senate floor.

Another fireworks bill, S.F. 1503, sponsored
by Sen. Dan Stevens OR-Mora), requires
operators ofpublic fireworks displays to be
certified by the state fire marshal. Under the
measure, a supervising operator ofa public
fireworks display must be at least 21 years old,
must have passed a written test, and must have
proofofexperience with at least five fireworks
displays, at least one in the past year. The
committee approved the bill andre-referred it to
the Finance Committee.

The panel, chaired by Solon, also approved
S.F. 1469, sponsored by Sen. James Metzen
(DFL-South St. Paul). The bill makes changes to
statutes governing savings banks. The bill
outlines the powers and authority ofsavings
banks, and makes numerous tecImical changes.
The bill now goes to the Senate floor.

The committee also granted approval to S.F.
58, sponsored by Solon, permitting officers and
employees ofMinnesota area or industry labor
management councils to elect state in?urance
coverage for themselves or their dependents at
their own expense. The bill was sent to the full
Senate.

Omnibus liquor bill heard
The Commerce and Consumer Protection.

Committee reviewed then laid over S.F. 936, the
omnibus liquor bill, at a Fri., Mar. 31, meeting.

The bill, sponsored by Sen. Sam Solon (DFL
Duluth), states that the label ofany brand of
alcoholic beverage may be registered only by the
brand owner or the brand owner's authorized
agent. It also provides that a brew pub owner may
hold more than one retail on-sale license, and
may manufacture up to 3,500 barrels ofmalt
liquor at each licensed premise. .

The bill also adds importers to the list of
entities that may not be issued a license ifa
retailer has a direct or indirect interest in the
entity. The measure provides that an owner ofa
brew-on-premises store, a store that provides the
ingredients and equipment for a customer to brew
malt liquor at the store, is not considered a
brewer, manufacturer, wholesaler, or retailer of
intoxicating liquor if the owner complies with
provisions set out in the bill and witll regulations
relating to home brewers. The bill also requires
that a business that directly or indirectly permits .
consumption or display ofalcoholic beverages
must have an on-sale license.

The bill also permits the issuance ofa number
ofon- and off-sale licenses.

The committee, chaired by Solon, also heard
S.F. 866, sponsored by Sen. James Metzen (DFL
South St, Paul), requiring licensing ofsign .
contractors and making it a petty misdemearl0r
to perform unlicensed work as a sign contractor.
After hearing testimony, including testimony .
from the Dept. ofCommerce in opposition to the
bill, the committee laid the bill over.



Disability devices warranty
A bill requiring warranties on assistive devices

for people with disabilities cleared the Commerce
and Consumer Protection Committee at the

)
Mon., Apr. 3, meeting.

. The consumer protections in S.F. 1479,
according to the Dill's author, Sen. Ellen
Anderson (DFL-St; Paul), is a much-needed .
"lemon law" for people who use assistivedevices.
Under the bill, manufacturers must provide a
one-year warranty on assistive devices and repair
defective devices. After a reasonable attempt to
repair a device has failed, the manufacturer must
replace it or provide a refund. The bill now goes
to the Judiciary Committee.

The panel, chaired by Sen. Sam Solon (DFL~

Duluth), also approved S.F. 553, expanding and
clarifying governmental authority to impound
and dispose ofabandoned motor vehicles in a
timely manner. The bill, sponsored by Sen. Joe
Bertram, Sr. (DFL-Paynesville), authorizespeace
officers to impound abandoned junk vehicles. It
also permits immediately selling or disposing of
junk vehicles that have been i!11POunded and do
not have a valid license plate. The measure also
allows removal ofan impounded vehicle 45 days
after notice to the owner if the vehicle is already
subject to removal under current law.

The Senators approved S.F. 553 and sent it to
the Senate floor.

S.F. 1343, sponsored by Sen. Gene Merriam
(DFL-Coon Rapids), changes the licensing for
individual certified public accountants and
licensed public accountants from an annual to a
biennial system. The bill was approved and sent
to the full Senate.

AlsoflPproved was S.F. 836, sponsored by
Solon. The measure is in response to a Minnesota
'Supreme Court ruling that rental purchase
.~greements are consumer credit sales, and are
therefore subject to Minnesota's usury laws.
Solon said that many people rely on rent-to-own
businesses to buy goods they otherwise would not
beable to obtain, and that making such
businesses subject to usury laws could cause them
to shut down.

The bill also clarifies that rental purchase
agreements are subject to consumer protections
in current statutes governing rental purchase
provisions, the Uniform Deceptive Trade
Practices Act, certain consumer fraud provisions
and home solicitation sales provisions, certain
consumer warranties and statutes relating to
deficiency judgments;

S.F. 83~ was re-referred to the Judiciary
Committee.

The P[i[lel also approved S.F. 536, sponsored
by Sen. Warren Limmer OR-Maple Grove). The
bill makes several changes to regulations
governing residential building contractors.
Limmer said the changes were recommended by
the Dept. ofCommerce. The fbill includes a
clarification that residential real estate owners
who build or improve residential real estate and
do the work themselves must use "bona fide"
employees, and may only qualify for the
exemption if they improve only one such
property in any 12-month period. Under the bill,
Habitat for Humanity volunteers are exempted
from the license requirements. S.F. 536was sent
to the Senate floor.

The committee reviewed then rabled S.F.
1385, sponsored by Sen. Richard Cohen (DFL
pt. Pau!), extending the warranty on real

/property goods to a person, who, during the term
of the warranty, purchases the real property
where the goods are located. The warranty

transfer applies to goods, such as home building
materials, that become part ofthe property. The
committee voted to lay the bill over for further
discussion,

Video captioning bill approved
The Commerce and Consumer Protection

Committee met Weds., Apr. 5, and approved
seven bills.

Topping the agenda was S.F. 846, a bill
reguiring that prerecorded educational videotapes
offered for sale or rent must be open-captioned or
closed,captioned for deafor hearing-impaired
persons. .

The bill, according to its author, Sen. Tom
Neuville OR-Northfield) represents a compro
mise between the entertainment industry and the
deafand hard ofhearing community. S.F. 846
was approved and sent to the Senate floor.

S.F. 1390, sponsored by Sen. Mark Ourada
OR-Buffalo), amends the state building code fOt
deck building. The bill specifies that decking
surface and upper pol}ions ofexterior decks must
be made from heartwood from species with
natural resistance to decay and termites, sapwood
grades ofnaturally durable species, irlcluding .
cedars and redwoods; or treated wood.

The bill now goes to the Senate floor.
S.F. 68, sponsored by Solon, requires group life

insurance policies to contain a statement of the
alternative methods for the payment ofpolicy
proceeds that are offered to beneficiaries in place
ofa lump sum distribution. Alternative payment
methods must include a life income option, an
income option for fixed amounts or fixed time
periods, and the option to select an interest
bearing account with the company, with the
right to select another option at a later date. The
bill was approved and sent to the Senate floor.

S.F. 949, sponsored by Solon, provides a
automobile insurance premium reduction ofat
least 5 percent for vehicles with antitheft alarms
or devices

The panel approved the bill and sent it to the
Senate floor.

S.F. 579, makes changes in the filing reguire
ments for charitable organizations. The bill,
sponsored by Sen. Kevin Chandler (DFL-White
Bear Lake), applies the $25 charitable organiza- f

tions registration fee to all registrations, and to all
organizations, rather than only the first filing for
larger organizations, which is now the case. The
measure also requires reporting of the salaries of
the top five officers ofcharitable organizations
and places fees on registrations and filings. The
bill contains a $75,000 appropriation to the
attorney general for implementation costs.

Thepanelapproved an amendment offered by
Sen. John Hottinger (DFL-Mankato) requiring
the state law conform with IRS form 990. The
bill was approved and re-referred to the Finance
Committee.

S.P. 973, sponsored by Sen. James Metzen
(DFL-South St. Pau!), proVides that a person's
automobile insurance covers the person's liability
for cars rented on a monthly basis, in addition to
covering daily and weekly rentals, as required in
current law. The bill was approved and sent to
the full Senate.

Another Metzen bill, H.F.1371, exempts
licensed investment advisors and broker-dealers
from the disclosures required under state law for
directing order flow, if the disclosures comply
with the rules of the U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commission.

H.F. 1371 now goes to the Senate floor.

Crime Prevention
SAFE schools bill advances

A bill referred to as the SAFE bill, for "Schools
Are For Education," was approved by the Crime
Prevention Committee at aThurs., Mar. 30,
meeting.

S.F. 418 deals with a variety ofjuvenile and
education issues to try to curb the violence that is
infiltrating the schools, explained Sen. Randy
Kelly (DFL-St. Pau!), aumor of the bill. Among
its provisions are amendments and clarification to
the juvenile code applying to truancy; school
safety, including requiring criminal Dackground
checks on school district employees; and,
appropriations to implement some of the
programs.

The bill was re-referred to the full Finance
Committee.

Members referred to the Senate, a bill
authorizing the forfeiture ofa motor yehi~le if a
DUI offender fails to appear in court with respect
to the designated offense charge. Current law
allows forfeiture only ifa person is convicted of
an offense.

The committee, chaired by Sen. Allan Spear
(DFL-St. Pau!), also advanced eight other Dills to
the full Senate. Sen. David Knutson OR
Burnsville) presented a bill, S.F. 399, applying
our forfeiture laws to snowmobiles, all~terrain
vehicles and motor boats. Sen. Tom Neuville
OR-Northfield) unsuccessfully offered an
amendment allowing vehicle forfeiture on a
second offense instead of the current third
offense.

Sen.. Ember ReichgottJuhge (DFL-New
Hope) presentedS.F. 1052, a bill amending the
definition of"domestic abuse" to include persons
involved in a significant romantic or sexual
relationshiP, ana increasing the time period from
four hours to 12 hours during which an arrest
may be made without a warrant after a person
committed domestic abuse. The bill alsO
authorizes a minor aged 15 or older to file a
petition for an order for protection on the minor's
own behalf The bill advances to the floor.

A bill requiring the Peace Officer Standards
and Rules (POST) Board to review its minimum
standards ofconduct and cotppile information on
peace officers convicted offifth-degree assault was
approved by committee members. S.F. 1151,
authored by Sen. Allan Spear (DFL-Mpls.), also
specifies several other reporting provisions on the
part of the POST Board and state law enforce
ment agencies.

S.F 663, carried by Sen. Don Betzold (DFL
Fridley), amends provisions for dangerous
weapons possession to include prohibitions
against intentionally pointing a gun at another,
and furnishing a minor with a weapons. The bill
exempts governmental military organizations .
conducting safe training and recruiting activities
from the prohibitions.

S.F. 1088, presented by Sen; Jane Krentz
(DFL-May Township), requires the commis
sioner ofcorrections to develop disciplinary
sanctions to provide penalties for inmates who
submit frivolous or malicious law suits. The bill
also establishes new procedures applicable to
inmates who commence a civil action by
proceeding in forma J?,auperis.

Sen. Randy Kelly lDFL-St. Pau!) presented
SF 435, a bill classifying name chariges of
protected witnesses as private data and expanding
the crime ofwitness tampering.

S.F. 1255, authored by Sen. Warren Limmer
OR-Maple Grove), expands the use offorce in
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selfdefense in state adult correctional facilities to
include all private adult correction facilities. The
measure was recommended for the OJnsent
Calendar.

The committee also advanced to the floor, S.F.
1092, carried by Neuville, clarifying the duties of
the Office of the Crime Victim Ombudsman.

Three bills were re-referred to the finance
division for consideration with the appropriation
bill. S.F. 1286, authored by Kelly, changes the
composition of the POST Board and requires
Metropolitan State University and Minneapolis
OJmmlinity OJllege to modify their law
enforcement programs so students can complete
courses in two consecutive quarters. The bill also
appropriates $4.2 million to the POST Board for
the biennium.

S.F. 881, carried by Sen. Jane Ranum (DFl..
Mpls.), builds on the 1994Juvenile Justice Act
by requiring further recommendations from the
criminal and juvenile information policy group.

Finally, the committee approved and sent to
the finance division, S.F.1205, carried by Spear,
expanding the scope of the Nohfelony Enforce
ment Advisory OJmmittee study and extending
the date by which the committee must report its
fmdings to December 1996.

Police horse bill advances
A bill making it a crime to interfere with a

police horse was approved by the Crime
Prevention OJmmittee during a meeting held
Mon., Apr. 3. Members also considered two
other bills.

H.F. 1399, carried by Sen. Sam Solon (DFl..
Duluth), amends a provision regarding police
dogs by making hanning or killing a police horse
a gross misdemeanor or felony, respectively. The
bill also specifies that an assault on a police horse
resulting in hann to the peace officer riding the
horse or another person constitutes an assault on
the person and enacts first- through fifrh-degree
assault penalties. .

Dennis Flaherty of the Minnesota Police and
Peace Officers Association testified in favor of the
bill, saying that as more departments use horses in
the line ofduty, the peace officers and animals
must be protected from assaults. The bill
advances to the full Senate.

The committee considered another bill, S.F.
882, dealing with patterned sex offenders. Sen.
Jane Ranum (DFl..-Mpls.), chiefauthor of the
bill, explained the bill's provisions, including
allowing the courts to sentence patterned ~ex
offenders to a maximum of40 years in prison.
The provision drew considerable discussion
among committee members and members of the
audience.

The bill specifies that a court mar commit a
person up to 40 years if the crimina motive
reasonaoly appears to be sexual, if the offender is
a danger to public safety, and the.offenderneeds
long-term treatment or supervision. John Stuart,
State Public Defender, testified against the bill,
specifically the 40-year provision, saying the
application was too broad and gave too much
discretion to judges. He asked that the committee
only implement the bill provisions thatcall for
training courses on sentencing laws related to sex
offenders. .

But Ranum and OJmmittee Chair Allan
Spear (DFl..-Mpls.) argued that pattern sex
offenders currently are being held in state
facilities under the sexual psychopath commit
ment procedure instead ofheld in prisons under
criminal sentencing.
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The bill was laid over for further discussion.
H.F. 564, carried by Sen. Phil Riveness (DFl..

Bloomington), was approved and advanced to
the Senate OJnsent Calendar. The bill provides
limited [JOwers ofa notary public to licensed
peace officers for administering oaths for probable
cause notices.

Budget reviews, bills considered
Members of the Crime Prevention Finance

Division discussed five bills to be considered with
the division's appropriation bill at a Weds., Apr.
5, meeting. The division, chaired by Sen. Tracy
Beckman (DFl..-Bricelyn), also finished its review
of the budget for the Dept. ofOJrrections
(DOC).

S.F. 946, authored by Sen. Ellen Anderson
(DFl..-St. Paul), requires the DOC to developa
study in the next two years to measure the
outcomes ofplacing juveniles in out-of-home
placement programs.

S.F. 556, carried by Sen. Thomas Neuville
OR-Northfield), specifies that deductions trom
inmate wages paid by private indus~egual
deductions from wages paid by the DOC.

Sen. Don Kramer OR-Brooklyn Center)
presented S.F. 776, a bill authorizing the DOC
commissioner to deduct room and board charges
and other costs ofconfinement trom inmate
salaries.

S.F. 758, carried by Sen. Jane Ranum (DFl..
Mpls.), directs the Bureau ofCriminal Appre
hension to collect fees covering expenses for non
criminal justice system background checks, and
makes changes to background checks under the
Child Protection Background Check Act.

Finally, S.F. 1341, authored by Sen. Linda
Runbeck OR-Circle Pines), pertains to interven
tion services for young children exhibiting
sexually aggressive behavior, and establishes three
pilot projects.

Education
Juvenile justice bill advanc~s

The Education OJmmittee, co-chaired by Sen.
leRoyStumpf (DFl..-ThiefRiver Falls) and Sen.
Lawrence Pogemiller (DFL-Mpls.) approved a
bill, Fri., Mar. 31, requiring payment for the costs
ofeducating students placed in state institutions.

S.F. 1054, sponsored by Sen. Jane Ranum
(DFl..-Mpls.), requires the state to pay either the
institution or the local school district for the costs
ofproviding educational programs to students in
a state institution. Under the proposal, the state
will also pay for the unreimbursed special
education costs carried by a district that serves
non~resident students placed in a residential
treatment facility. The measure, which also
requires residential treatment facilities to provide
a year-round education program, was approved
and referred to the Crime Prevention OJmmit
tee.

Omnibus proposal presented
A proposal reshaping K-12 education funding

mechanisms was unveiled, Tues., Apr. 4, to the
members of the Education Funding Division.

Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller (DFl..-Mpls.), the
division chair, presented the first draft ofS.F. 944,
the education funding omnibus bill. While a
number of theprovisions contained in the
proposal have been previously adopted by the
division, included in the bill draft is what
Pogemillercalled "a work in progress" - the

creation of three funding formulas ~o replace the
current general education and categorical
funding programs.

Under the proposal, school districts will .
receive funds through general education, targeted
needs, and community and family support
formulas. The proposed general education
formula ties the basic per-pupil revenue amount
along with what is now given for transportation
and capital facilities. The targeted needs
programs includes revenue now designated for
such programs as special education, desegrega
tion, and compensatory aid. The third formula,
community and family support, will support
community education and early childhOod
programs. Further discussion of the proposal is
expected.

The division also heard a presentation on
education standards by Dr. Willard lJa.ggett,
director of the Center for InternationaITeader
ship in Education. Daggett encouraged the
members to support the state's efforts to set high
academic standards that are relevant to students'
futureemployment. .

Transportation bills heard
Reducing costs while making school transpor

tation systems more efficient is the intent of two
bills presented Tues. evening, Apr. 4, to the
Education Funding Division, chaired by Sen.
Lawrence Pogemiller (DFl..-Mpls.).

Two bills were presented to allow schools
districts to computerize their bus routing and
scheduling. S.F. 1511, authored by Sen. Tracy
Beckman (DFl..-Bricelyn), allows districts to use
the transportation levy authority to purchase
equipment and software. Roger Saxton,
transportation manager for the Blue Earth
schools, said a computer routing program will
allow him to look at more scenarios than he can
develop. Though supportive of the proposal, the
potential levy impact led to thedivision's vote to
not include the proposal in the omnibus
education funding bill.

An alternative proposal, S.P. 1175, was
approved and added into the omnibus bill. Sen.
Martha Robertson OR-Minnetonka) said the bill
allows a group ofMetropolitan Area districts to
use computerized routing to coordinate their
special education, non-public, enrollment
(Jptions, and desegregation trangportation routes.
The members also adopted BecKman's amend
ment to give a grant to the Blue Earth schools to
establish a computerized mapping system.

A third tlfl1lSportation proposal, to allow
districts to provide transportation to and from
service learning projects, was set aside for further
consideration. S.P. 1149, sponsored by Sen. Jane
Krentz (DFl..-May Township), allows districts to
transport students who are involved in commu
nity service and youth development programs.

In other action, the division voted not to
include a bill allowing direct aid payments to
special education cooperatives or intermediate
districts. Presented by Sen. Leonard Price (DFl..
Woodbury), S.P. 1113 permits aid payments to
flow directly to the special education program
providers rather than going first to the district
Price said the bill will reduce the amount of
paperwork necessary for districts to make the
payments to the cooperatives. However,
Pogemiller argued the bill removes a district's
discretion over the use of those funds.

S.P. 547 was amended and approved. The bill,
carried by Sen. Steven Morse (DFl..-Dakota),
renames the Office ofEnvironmental Education



and moves its functions out of the Dept. of
Education. Under the proposal, the organization
becomes known as the Environmental Education
Council and is transferred to the Office of

)Strategic and Long Range Planning. The panel
, approved Robertson's motion to delete a
$240,000 appropriation included in bill, and the
measure was referred to the full Education
Committee.

Sen. Gene Merriam (DFL-Coon Rapids)
presented S.F. 1306, establishing an intra-district
enrollment options program. The bill also
requires that schools using site-based manage
ment get 95 percent of the general fund revenue
and 50 percent of the capital expenditure
revenue. After hearing testimony on ,the
proposal, the bill was set aside for further
consideration.

Environment and Natural
Resources
Game and fish bills advance

Two game and fish omnibus bills were
discussed and approved by the Environment and
Natural Resources Committee during a marathon
meeting held Fri., Mar. 31. The committee,
chaired by Sen. Bob Lessard (DFL-Int'!. Falls),
also advanced II other bills.

Sen. Charles Berg (DFL-Chokio) offered S.F.
1180, a bill dealing with a variety ofhunting and
fishing activities, including clarifying provisions
allowing temporarily or permanently disabled
p(:ople to hunt from a stationary motor vehicle.
The bill expands statutes regarding taking,
possessing and transporting ofwild animals to
include rehabilitative purposes.

)
An author's amendment clarifies enforcement

officers' powers by specifying that conservation
enforcement officers are not granted anygreater
powers than other licensed peace officers.

Sen. Gene Merriam (DFL-CoonRapids)
successfully offered an amendment specifying that
the fish that are lawfully taken in Canada may be
brought into the state. Sen. Kevin Chandler
(DFL-White Bear Lake) also offered an
amendment clarifying definitions and require
ments related to undesirable and hannful exotic
species,' including Eurasian water miIfoil and
Zebra mussels.

S.F. 621 is a second game and fish omnibus
bill, authored by Lessard, which among its
provisions designates mourning doves as game
birds.

The bill also decreases from 14 years to 13
years the age when residents may trap without a
trapping license. Other provisions include
changes in various resident and non-resident
fishing fees to allow the licensee tochoose the
day or days in which to use the license, changes
to dates and times when fishing is prohibited,
expands the area in the state where ice-fishing
houses cannot be left on a lake overnight after
Feb. 28, and allows the taking of turtles with a
specified floating trap.

Chandler successfully offered an amendment
that includes the mute swan as a defined
"unprotected bird." And the committee adopted
an amendment offered by Merriam clarifying
requirements for taking trout or salmon.

Berg offered two amendments that allow the
Long Lake Homeowners Association to annually

)stock up to 5,000 walleye fingerlings in Long
Lake in Morrison County, and allow a person to
take no more than one northern pike larger than
36 inches daily.

Sen. Pat Pariseau (IR-Farmington) also
successfully offered two amendments: one
establishing a fireanns safetyprogram for children
in grades five and under, and another designating
an official observance week commemorating the
state's heritage ofhunting game animals.

The omnibus bills advance to the Senate floor.
Lessard offered S.F. 1122, a bill establishing a

drycleaner response account for cleanup ofstate
identified contaminated sites. Fees paid by the
275 owners ofdrycleaning facilities across the
state would raise an estimate<:I $800,000 a year.
The bill advances to the Finance Committee.

The committee also advanced nine other bills.
S.F. 1366, carried by Sen. Gen Olson (IR
Minnetrista), directs the commissioner ofNatural
Resources to issue a public waters work permit
allowing Hennepin County to construct a 15
foot addition to the seawall at the county's Water
Patrol building. The bill advances to the full
Senate.

Sen. Dennis Frederickson (IR-New Ulm)
presented a bill, S.F. 26, modifying defmitions
and exclusions for food licensing; the bill was sent
to the floor.

S.F. 1520, authored by Lessard, expands the
notification requirements for spreading contami
nated soil to include notification ofunorganized
townships. The bill advances to the floor.

S.F. 654, carried by Sen. Dallas Sams (DFL
Staples), expands eligibility for the value-added
agricultural loan program to include agricultural
commodity facilities, including livestock
I2rocessing facilities. The bill advances to the full
Senate.

The committee advanced several land bills,
including S.F. 1280, authored by Sen. Steve Dille
(IR-Dassel), authorizing the sale of tax-forfeited
land in Meeker County. S.F.I022, carried by
Lessard, authorizes the sale of tax-forfeited land in
Koochiching County. Olson presented a bill, S.F.
1127, authorizing the sale of tax-forfeited land in
Hennepin County. S.F. 171, carried by Lessard,
allows the sale ofschool trust lands bordering
public waters in St. Louis County.

Lessard also authored a bill, S.F. 1023,
modifying the requirements for the sale of tax
forfeited land. According to the bill, a county is
not a road authority for roads used in managing
tax-forfeited lands classified as conservation
lands. .

Finally, the committee rejected a bill that
provided incentives for recycling mercury
switches from salvaged automo\)iles. Sen.
Leonard Price (DFL-Woodbury) offered S.F.
1373, directing the Pollution Control Agency to
pay a motor vehicle salvage operator 33 cents per
mercury electrical switch as reimbursement fat
recycling the switches.

Waste management act debated
Members of the Environment and Natural

Resources Committee approved "the perennial"
amendments to the Waste Management Act at a
Tues., Apr. 4, meeting.

Among the provisions, the billdarifies the
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency's (MPCA)
authority dealing with the Met Council transfer
ofsome responsibilities to the Office ofEnviron
mental Assessment (OEA), and implements a
variety ofsolid waste management programs and
recommendations.

Most of the committee debate focused on
several amendments, including one that allows
Minnesota companies to use a wood preservative
containing heavy fl.letals. Sen. Harold "Skip"
Finn (DFL-Cass Lake) successfully offered the

amendment saying the prohibition against the
chemicals does not apply to products made in
other states and brought into Minnesota. Unless
Minnesota companies are exempted from the
prohibition, the state could lose some $42 million
in annual sales, Finn said.

Julie Ketchem of the MPCA testified against
the amendment saying currently those businesses
are granted temporary exemptions and that other
preservative alternatives are available. She added
that the complete prohibition for using the
chemicals does not go into effect until 1997.

Sen. Steven Morse (DFL-Dakota) offered
another amendment directing vehicle salvage
operators to remove mercury switches from
vehicles and turn them over to the MPCA for
recycling. The provision also authorizes the
MPCA to enter into cost-sharing agreements
with owners ofsalvage facilities for cleanup of the
sites. The amendment was adol2t~.

Sen. Kevin Chandler (DFL-White Bear Lake)
successfully offered an amendment requiring
corrugated containers and paper products to be
recycled. And the committee adopted an
amendment offered by Sen. Janet Johnson (DFL
North Branch), author of the bill, encoutaging
public entities to require used carpet to be
recycled.

The committee, chaired by Sen. Bob Lessard
(DFL-Int'!. Falls), advanced the bill to the
Judiciary Committee.

Family Services
Housing bill advances

Working to hear bills before the committee
deadline, the Family Services Committee,
chaired by Sen. Pat Piper (DFL-Austin)
approved several proposals.

At the Thurs., Mar. 30 meeting, members
forwarded S.F. 1041, a bill expanding the existing
safe house statute to include transitional housing
for homeless youth. Sponsored by Sen. Ember
ReichgottJunge (DFL-New Hope), the bill
requires coordination offederal and state grant
funding to provide a continuum ofyouth
services. Originally proposed by students ofCity
Academy, services to be provided include job,
health and education services, and living skills
training. Several students testified that many
delinquency and criminal problems arise from
homelessness. There are only 26 beds in the
Metropolitan Area for 1000 homeless youth, a
doubling of this population since 1990, Reichgott
Junge said.

Reichgott Junge offered an amendment that
expands some age requirements to 22years in
order to obtain federal funding. Sen. Martha
Robertson (IR-Minnetonka) opposed several
provisions of the bill, stating that at 18 years old
people need to take responsibility, and ques
tioned the defmition ofhomeless. Reichgott
Junge explained that additional needs and crises
faced by homeless youth, who are diverted from
school, must be addressed. The bill was ,approved
and goes to the funding division.

Reichgott Junge also authored S.F. 650, a bill
requiring specialized interviewer training for
individuals who are interviewing allegedly
maltreated children. The bill creates a criminal
alert network and requires notification ofcertain
individuals before a person is released from
custody. The training, costing $200,000 for the
biennium, will help investigators identify child
abuse. Pete Legus of the St. Cloud Police Dept.
testified to the value of this training. However,
several members expressed concern about budget
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restrictions. The bill, which also centralizes a 24
hour hotline for abusive situations, advances to
the division.

Members also sent S.F. 990 to the division.
Carried by Sen. Don Betzold (DFL-Fridley) the
bill changes an absent parent's liability for child
support and establishes rights and responsibilities
for parentage. A provision allows persons under
18 years old to rescind their recognition of
parentage. The bill modifies child support
proceedings by relying more on administrative
process than on the courts. In addition, the bill
outlines the administrative law process. Betzold
said that the changes will simplify services and
allow more efficient and effective collection of
child support. Sen. Sheila Kiscaden (IR
Rochester) opposed a provision that requires
counties to participate in the administrative '
process. If it has value, she said, it will voluntarily
be implemented. Laura Kadwel1 of the Dept. of
Human Services responded that a statewide
administrative process is needed to assist children
and families.

S.F. 1284 was approved by the committee.
Sponsored by Sen. Phil Riveness, the bill
prov~des an exception to the. group resi~ential
housmg moratonum to provide supportive
housing units for homeless adults with mental
illness, a history ofsubstance abuse, HIV, or
AIDS. Riveness said that this option offers
housing and stability at a much lower cost than
other alternatives. "It's better for the people
involved, better for the taxpayers," he said. Mary
Huggins of the department agreed; stating that
safe, affordable housing is the greatest need for
these populations. Riveness offered an amend
ment that was adopted that requires 70 percent of
the housing units to serve these populations. The
bill goes to the division.

Finance
Lakeview bond bill advances

Modifications to the Lakeview School bond
project are authorized in a bill approved, Weds.,
Apr. 5, by the Finance Committee, chaired by
Sen. Gene Merriam (DFL-Coon Rapids).

S.F. 566, sponsored by Sen. Jim Vickerman
(DFL-Tracy), modifies a provision in the 1994
capital bonding bill to allow the Worthington
School District to build up to five cottages for the
Lakeview School. The bil1 also allows the
residential program, which serves students with
special needs, to continue operation until June I,
1996.
, Last year's bonding bil1 included an authoriza
tion of~2.07 million to the Worthington School
District for construction ofthree residential
cottages. But the project was halted, Vickerman
said, when Dept. ofHuman Services' rules forced
a change in the original project. He said those
rules limit the number ofstudents that could be
housed in each of the buildings and the program
will not be licensed unless the rules are met.

Sen. Tracy Beckman (DFL-Bricelyn) offered
an amendment reducing the amount of the
bonding authorization to $1.7 million, allowing
the school to operate unti1]uly 1, 1996 without
licensure, and exempting the department from
paying any costs of the school's operation until it
is licensed. The amendment was adopted. The
bill was then approved and advanced to the
Senate floor.

The committee also amended and approved
S.F. 150, authored by Merriam, repealing the
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Canadian fish import restriction enacted last year.
The bil1, which allows fish lawful1y caught in
Canada to be brought into the state, was also sent
to the floor.

An amendment had been added to the bill in
a previous committee meeting authorizing a state
appropriation to support economic development
ana promotional projects in the Minnesota
Ontario lakes area. Merriam moved to delete the
appropriation provision, but his motion failed.
Sen. leRoy Stumpf (DFL-ThiefRiverFalls) then
made a motion to appropriate $100,000 for the
projects and the motion was adopted. The
committee also approved an amendment by Sen.
Dennis FrederickSon OR-New Ulm), specifying
that the funds be alIocated as grants to political
subdivisions.

Funding bills heard
A proposal to abolish the Office ofStrategic

and Long Range Plarming was approved by the
Finance State Government Division, chaired by
Sen. Richard Cohen (DFL-St. Paul), Weds.,
Apr. 5.

S.P. 682, authored by Sen. Steven Murphy
(DFL-Red Wing), abolishes the plarming office
and shifrs a number of its activities to other state
agencies. The bill was approved and referred to
the ful1 Finance Committee.

The division also approved several other bills,
sending them on to tfie ful1 committee for further
consideration. S.P. 1406 sets the salary ranges for
state agency commissioners, and the salaries for
administrative law and workers compensation
judges. Under the bill, presented by Sen. Roy
Terwilliger OR-Edina), the salaries ranges for
agency neads appointed by the governor are
based on a percentage ofthe governor's salary.
Most commissioners may receive up to 85
percent of the governor's salary.

S.P.339, carried by Sen. John Marty (DFL
Roseville), al10wsthe Ethical Practices Board to
issue advismy opinions on the ban on gifrs to
local officials. After Sen. Carl Kroening (DFL
Mpls.) moved to delete the appropriations
provision in the bil1, the measure was approved.
The board request of$118,000 needed to support
the bill will be considered with the other
appropriation requests before the division.

Also approved were S.P. 877, authored by Sen.
Dearma Wiener (DFL-Eagan), requiring that
building permit fees will be depOSited into a
special fund for use in training ofbuilding
inspectors, and S.P. 947, sponsored by Sen. Jane
Krentz (DFL-May Township), clarifying the
relationship between the Regional Arts Council
and the State Arts Board. S.P. 1120, presented
by Sen. Charles Berg (DFL-Chokio), creates a
special account for money received by the
Gambling Control Board as reimbursement of
the costs for testing pull tab dispensing devices.
The measure advances to the ful1 committee.

A number ofother bills were heard and set
aside for consideration as part ofa state govern
ment omnibus funding bill. 'S.P. 590, sponsored
by Sen. Carol Flynn (DFL-Mpls.), includes a $1.8
mil1ion appropriation for development and
distribution ofcaucus and voters guidebooks.
Flynn said the funding would al10w the Secretary
ofState's Office to prepare the informational
guides and deliver them to each household in the
state.

Sen. James Metzen (DFL-South St. Paul)
presented two bills to the division. S.P. 530
amends the state Constitution to establish a

bonus program for Persian GulfWar veterans and
places the question beforethe voters in the 1996
general election ofwhether the bonuses should
be paid. S.P. 938 appropriates $16,200 as the
state's contribution towards plans to develop a
national memorial honoring women who nave
served in the military. An unspecified appropria
tion is sought under S.P. 603, offered by
Terwilliger, to begin plarming ofa Korean War
Veteran's Memorial on the State Capitol Mall.

Sen. Kevin Chandler (DFL-WhiteBear Lake)
discussed his bill, S.P. 874, creating a Govern
ment Efficiency Incentive Program. A $300,000
appropriation is requested to support the start-up
costs of the program. S.F.564, authored by Sen.
Dennis Frederickson OR-New Ulm) appropriates
$500,000 for the biennium to create tfie
Minnesota Quality ColIege Program in the Dept.
ofEmployee Relations.

Cohen presented two ofhis own bills to the
division. S.P. 1121 provides $100,000 to begin
plarmingfor establishment ofa Human
Development center by the Capitol Area
Architectural and Plarming Boird. S.P. 454
makes a $400,000 contribution during the
biennium to Minnesota Children's Museum in
St.Pau!'

Gaming Regulation
Video gaming bill 'laid over

A controversial bill that establishes a test
program for video gambling, S.P. 402, was laid
over by the Gaming Regulation Committee at its
meeting Fri., Mar. 31. Carried by committee
chair, Sen. Charles Berg (DFL-Chokio), the bill
permits liquor establishments in Traverse, Big ,,.
Stone, Lac Qui Parle, Chippewa, Stevens, Grant,
Douglas, Pope, Koochiching, Itasca, and St. Louis
counties to install five video lottery machines per
establishment. The bill also provides schedules
regulating limits on amounts played, prizes and
payout percentages, as well as a sunset date of
July 1, 1998.

Leroy Meyer, owner ofGarden Lanes in
Alexandria, spoke in support of the bill. He told
members that his bowling business, which he's
operated for 38 years, has steadily declined since
the dawn ofcasinos. "We can't compete with
them," Meyer said. "The people are going by the
busloads to the surrounding casinos."

Brian Rusche, from the Joint Religious
Legislative Council, testified against the bill.
Tel1ing members that the effects ofgambling
have been measured only in economic terms, he
called for a review of the social and moral
implications ofgambling. "It's caused an
alteration ofbasic values," Rushie said, "an
erosion ofour social fabric." He added that these
problems aren't readily quantified, but are
"epidemic in proportion."

Complaints were raised by members about the
study, and the effects of thepilot project on
neighboring communities. Sen. DeanJohnson
OR-Willmar) said that the study gives unfair
advantages to the counties participating in the
pilot project.

lOYou already have unfair competition because
of the casinos," Berg answered. "But these video
games pay taxes--furthermore there's a sunset date
in two years," Berg added.

Sen. Allan Spear (DFL-Minneapolis) objected
to the measure saying that businesses without the
machineswon't survive the two year trial.

S.F. 1360, a bill that permits cities, for the



purpose oflawful gambling expenditures, to
define "trade areas" including all or part of the
city's school district or districts, was approved by

) members. Sponsored by Sen. Gary Laiaig OR
Stillwater), the bill now proceeds to the floor.

Governmental Operations
and Veterans
Human Rights dept. bill advances

A bill transferring responsibilities of the Dept.
ofHuman Rights was amended and then
approved, Thurs. evening, Mar. 30, by the
Governmental Operations and Veterans
Committee, chaired by Sen. James Metzen (DFL
South St. Paul.

S.F. 1384, authored by Sen. Ellen Anderson
(DFL-St. Paul), abolishes the Dept. ofHuman
Rights and transfers the agency's functions to the
Attorney General's Office. The bill was modified
by an amendment offered by Sen. John Hottinger
(DFL-Mankato). That amendment requires the
department to send an evaluation to each person
wno has filed a grievance in the preceding 12
months, compile those evaluations and submit
them to the Legislature each year. The amend
ment also limits the amount the department may
use for administrative costs to 10 percent of its
total budget. The bill was approved and re
referred to the Finance Committee.

The panel also approved a bill providing for
the registration ofphysician assistants. SJ. 258,
sponsored by Sen. Pat Piper (DFL-Austin),
allows the Board ofMedical Practice to establish
a physicians assistant advisory counciL The '
measure also give the board the authority to

')register physician assistants, receive fees for the
registration and provides enforcement authority
to suspend those registrations.. The bill was re
referred to the Finance Committee.

After hearing some testimony in opposition, a
proposal abolishing eight legislative commissions
and transferring the functions ofanother was
approved.. S.F. 1290, presented by Sen., Roger
Moe (DFL-Erskine), eliminates seven commis
sions July 1,1996 and another, the Commission
on Children, Youth and Families, July 1, 1997.

The bill also eliminates the Legislative
Commission on Minnesota Resources (LCMR)
and makes that commission a division in the
Office ofStrategic and Long-Range Planning
effective July 1, 1996. Under the proposal, the
new division will assume the LCMR's responsi
bility for distribution of appropriations for
environmental programs, now provided by the
LCMR from the environmental trust fund. The
bill also bars state agencies from seeking the
program funds. The committee adopted an
amendment offered by Sen. Phil Riveness (DFL
Bloomington), to eliminate the commission on
energy and to prevent the Metropolitan Council
from applying for funds from the aivision. The
bill, as amended, was referred to the Senate floor.

The members also reviewed a bill, offered by
Metzen on behalfof the Dept. ofEmployee
Relations, clarifying a num&r ofhuman
resources procedures. Among theprovisions of
S.F. 1009 are requirements that affirmative action
officers report directly to state agency heads and
that the Dept. ofEmployee Relations audit each
agency's records to determine the rate of

) compliance with affirmative action. The bill was
set aside for further consideration.

S.F. 785, sponsored by Sen. Lawrence
Pogemiller (DFL-Mpls.), was also reviewed. The
bill abolishes the Dept. ofNatural Resources, the

Pollution Control Agency, and six other
environmental boards on July 1,1996. The
proposal also creates a task force to recommend
how those organizations may be reorganized.
The Governmental Operations and Environ
ment and Natural Resources Committees ofboth
bodies are to take the recommendations and
present a reorganization proposal to the governor
and Legislature by January 15, 1996. The bill was
set aside for further consideration.

Prescription drug bill approved
A bill giving a state agency the authority to

buy and sell prescription drugs was amended and
::pp.roved, Fri., Mar. 31, by me Governmental
Uperations and Veterans Committee, chaired by
Sen. James Metzen (DFL-South St. Paul).

S.F. 410, sponsored by Sen. John Marty (DFL
Roseville), requires the Dept. ofAdministration
to negotiate price contracts for Minnesota
purchasers for prescription drugs. The bill also
requires the Dept. ofHuman Services to establish
a state drug formulary and prevents any Minne
sota purchaser from buying prescription drugs
from a manufacturer if that company has not
been awarded a price contract by the Dept. of
Administration.

The bill was tabled earlier but Sen. Deanna
Wiener (DFL-Eagan) moved that the committee
reconsider the proposal. After the motion was
approved, Wiener offered an amendment
allowing the department to vollintarily contract
with manufacturers and make the contracted
pricesavailable to any Minnesota purchaser. The
amendment requires the contracted price to be
either 15 percent less than the average
manufacturer's price, the competitive bid price or
a negotiated price, whichever is the lowest. The
amendment was adopted.

Wiener moved to strike the required disclosure
ofprescription drug prices from the bill, but that
motion failed. The members ap!Jroved a motion
by Sen. John Hottinger (DFL-Mankato),
deleting a provision that allowed the Dept. of
Human Services to prepare the State Drug
Formulary criteria without having to meet rule
making requirements. An amendment, offered
by Sen. Linda Runbeck OR-Circle Pines),
preventing pharmacies that buy prescription
arugs from the state from selling tobacco products
was rejected. The bill was then approved and re
referred to the Finance Committee.

With the first policy bill deadline at hand, the
committee acted on eight other bills, including
S.F. 1246. The measure, authored by Sen. Phil
Riveness (DFL-Bloomington), repeals more than
320 state agency reports to the Legislative. The
author offered an amendment to include
provisions that set up a process to reorganize the
state's environmental and natural resources
agencies, establish a citizen's advocate office, and
to require that state and local governments act on
land-use permit applications within 60 days. In
addition, the amendment allows the Housing
Finance Agency to continue its civil service
reclassification pilot project, modifies several
Dept. ofEmployee Relations programs, repeals
unneeded state rules, and calls for a study to
determine the feasibility ofmerging the eco
nomic-assistance agencies. The amendmentwas
adopted.

Riveness offered another amendment to
transfer the Transportation Regulation Board to
the Dept. ofTransportation onJuly 1, 1996. The
amendment also requires a study to determine
how the board's regulatory functions should be

handled. Afrer some discussion the amendment
was adopted. The bill was then approved and
referred to the Senate floor.

S.F. 1362, authored by Sen. Bob Lessard
(DFL-Int'l. Falls), establishing a public and
private state forest resource council was amended
and approved. The bill requires the council to be
responsible for developing guidelines on the use
cif the state's forest resources.

Several amendments were added to the bill,
including two offered by Sen. Dan Stevens OR
Mora). The first amendment establishes the date
the council members are to be appointed and the
second requires the council to set up a process for·
acceptance ofpublic comment on forestry
practices. Both amendments were adopted. The
committee also approved amendments offered by
Sen. LeRoy Stumpf (DFL-ThiefRiver Falls),
requiring the council to include economic issues
in aeveloping the guidelines, and by Sen. Steven
Morse (DFL-Dakota), modifYing the council's
membership to include representatives of the
timber industry. The bill was approved and sent
to the floor.

S.F. 373, authored by Sen. Leonard Price
(DFL-Woodbury), establishes a Water and
Wastewater Operation Certification Advisory
Council in the Dept. ofHealth. Thebill was
approv~d and re-referred to the Finance
Committee.

S.F. 1159, carried by Sen. Dallas Sams (DFL
Staples), requires state agencies to notifY the
Dept. ofAgriculture before adopting or repealing
anr rules affecting agriculture operations. The
bil was approved and sent to the floor. The
panel also approved S.F. 1421, presented by Sen.
Jim Vickerman (DFL-Tracy). The bill, which
prevents local governments from closing those
shooting ranges that have been in operation for
at least five years by making zoning or planning
law changes, was also sent to the floor.

A bill removing the Bureau ofCriminal
Apprehension from the Dept. ofPublic Safety
was approved and re-referred to the Crime
Prevention Committee. Carried by Sen. Tracy
Beckman (DFL-Bricelyn), S.F. 1315 also transfers
the criminall'ustice information system to the
bureau onJu y 1,1995. A protJOSal by Sen.
Richard Cohen (DFL-St. Paul) to establish the
Human Development Center was also approved.
S.F. 1211, proviaing $100,000 to the Capitol
Area Architectural and Planning Board to begin
the planning process for the center, was re
referred to the Finance Committee.

Acupuncture bill advances
Acupuncture practitioners will be subject to

licensure under a bill approved Tues., Apr. 4, by
the Governmental Operations and Veterans
Committee.

The committee, chaired by Sen. James Metzen
(DFL-South St. Paul), approved H.F. 446 and
sent it to the Senate floor. The bill, sponsored by
Sen. Dallas Sams (DFL-Staples) establishes a
procedure for the licensing ofacupuncture
practitioners by the Board ofMedical Practice.
The bill also allows the board to create an
acupuncture practitioners advisory council and
sets the licensingprocedure.

The members heard a second licensing
I?roposal. S.F. 891, authored by Sen. Sam Solon
(DFL-Duluth), establishes a board oflicensed
professional counseling to adopt rules for the
licensing and regulation ofprofessional counsel
ors. The requirements needed to become a
licensed counselor are also identified in the bill
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and exemptions are provided for students in a
counselingprogram, clergy or other qualified
professionals. After hearing concerns from
persons representing psychologists' groups on the
impact the bill would have on their licensing
procedures, the bill was tabled.

In other action, the committee approved a bill
creating a process for the governor to declare an
inability to carry out the duties of the office. S.F.
1268, carried by Sen. William Belanger OR
Bloomington), also provides a process for the
governor to be declared unable to serve. The
lieutenant governor would assume the governor's
duties. The measure advances to the floor.

Sen. Phil Riveness (DFL-Bloomington)
presented a bill creating three state agency
efficiency pilot projects. He said S.F. 1195 calls
for the governor to designate three state agencies
to be involved. One agency will be exempted
from the state's human resources requirements,
another will have the opportunity to develop an
employee incentive program, and a third will be
exempt from state procurement and contract
practices. The bill was approved and referred to
the floor.

Alsoapproved and advanced for consideration
by the full Senate was HF. 1060. Metzen, the
author, said the bill exempts administrative
support positions in the South St. Paul fire and
police departments from civil service hiring
procedures. S.F. 1221 was also approved and re
referred to the Finance Committee. Carried by
Sen. Gary Laidig (IR-Stillwater), the bill calls for
a $30,000 bienriial appropriation to support a
program of the state council of the Vietnam
Veterans ofAmerica.

Health Care Committee
MNCare approved

The Health Care Committee, chaired by Sen.
Linda Berglin (DFL-Mpls.), approved changes to
S.F. 845, the MinnesotaCare bill at a meeting
Thurs., Mar. 30. The bill repeals the date for
achieving universal coverage and suspends the
implementation of the Regulated All-Payer
Option (RAPO). TheMI establishes a senior
drug purchasing benefit program to ensure access
to lowerpriced drugs, and also implements a
penalty for uninsured persons.

Numerous amendments were added to the bill.
Berglin, author of the bill, presented an amend
ment that expands MinnesotaCare eligibility to
persons without children up to 150 percent of the
poverty level. Without the provision, Berglin
said, "we are breaking faith with the purpose of
the creation of the MinnesotaCare Fund." The
measure had been deleted in another committee
by Sen. Roy Terwilliger OR-Edina). Terwilliger
explained that it was deleted because ofserious
financial concerns this year, and would be vetoed
by the governor. This is a $187 million issue, he
said. Berglin countered that without adoption,
the state will be keeping $200 million that should
be used to provide primary and preventative care
for Minnesotans. The amendment was adopted.

S.F. 1291, the health care reform waiver bill,
was incorporated into the bill. The measure
exempts integrated service nerworks (ISNs) from
participating in government health care programs
for the first 12 months oflicensure. It also
includeS single adults with incomes 125 percent
or less of the poverty level and families with
children with incomes 275 percent or less of the
poverty level, in MinnesotaCare eligibility.
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Medical Assistance is available to a child whose
mother was receiving MA before the birth of the
child. MA is available for up to 2 years.

An adopted amendment, introduced by
Berglin, develops a risk adjustment system for
state-run public programs. Berglin explained that
no general fund dollars are needed for the
provision. In another adopted provision, a 24
hour coverage pilot proiect is required, to be
implemented in 1996. Berglin offered an
amendment requiring HMOs and ISNs to offer
two cost-sharing options to customers. Sen. Don
Samuelson (DFL-Brainerd) expressed concern
that the provision mandates coverage that
insurance providers must offer. The measure was
approved.

S.F. 959, a bill relating to data privacy
provisions ofMinnesotaCare, was incorporated
into the bill. The bill, as amended, goes to the
Taxes and Tax Laws Committee.

The committee also granted approval for S.F.
543, authored by Sen. Dallas Sams (DFL
Staples), requiring equal treatment in terms of
coverage by health carriers of the various sorts of
providers who prescribe drugs. The bill goes to
the floor.

TEFRA bill discussed
The Health Care Committee, chaired by Sen.

Linda Berglin (DFL-Mpls.), continued itS
discussion ofTEFRA (Tax Equity and Fiscal
Responsibility Act) cuts and other items at the
meeting Weds., Apr. 5. The cuts are part ofS.P.
1535, sponsored by Sen. Edward Oliver OR
Deephaven).

Deleting the TEFRA program is a move to
control spiraling costs, Oliver said. The intent is
not to institutionalize children but to transfer
them into more appropriate services, he
explained. Oliver said that in the past, Minne
sota has been too liberal in its eligibility criteria
for TEFRA services. 'We have to face the
financial reality," Oliver said, noting that the
health and human services budget nas increased
from $4.4 billion in FY 94-95 to $5 billion in FY
96-97 to an estimated $6.2 billion in FY 98-99.

Oliver offered an amendment that continues
the TEFRA program but "tightens the criteria for
eligibility." The amendment continues
screening for waivered services and requires all
TEFRA recipients to be screened.byJan. 1996,
In addition, the bill requires that TEFRA care
must be under a managed care system. This will
assure the quality and appropriateness of care,
said Commissioner Maria Gomez. Tom Moss of
the department said that the amendment gives
options to families, allowing them to apply for
waivered services or meet TEFRA qualifications.

Berglin offered a similar amendment to be
considered by the committee. The amendment
adjusts parental contribution and has different
eligibility criteria for TEFRA. Personal care
services are offered, including two new services
for children, school-based and summer-only
services, which share personal care attendants.
Moss said that the amendments are consistent in
their focus, but that Oliver's amendment targets
the more severely emotionally disturbed and
ensures there is a chronic, recurring need to be
met. Members discussed the need for a clear
definition oflong-term care.

The bill includes several other provisions,
including the reduction ofMedical Assistance
(MA) payments for prescription drugs to the
lowest price the provider has agreed to accept

from any payor, and sets the pharmacy dispensing
fee at $2.35. Kathleen Coda of the Dept. of
Human Services said that this provision may
have some negative effects on small pharmacists.
In addition, GAMC payment for non-preventive
dental services is eliminated lll11ess service is
required because ofan emergency. The bill also
implements a hospital peer grouping system
dividing hospitals into seven classes and setting'a
median rate for each class. Because ofcontinuing
discussion on the amendments, the bill was laid
over until the evening meeting.

The committee approved HF. 226 and sent it
to the-floor. The bill, sponsored by Sen. Pat
Piper (DFL-Austin), requires hospitals or clinics
to report any insurance settlements to the Board
ofMedical Practice. Another bill, H.P. 813, was
sent to the floor. Authored by Sen. Charles Berg
(DFL-Chokio), the bill establishes a temporary
J2ayment rate for a recently purchased ICFs/MR
(Intermediate Care Facilities for the Mentally
Retarded). S.F 1103, establishing a new
Department ofChildren, Families and Leaming
and HF. 974, modifying fee payment time
schedules, were sent to the funding division.

New dept. approved
The creation ofa Department ofChildren,

Families and Learning. was approved br the
Health Care and Family Setvlces Funding
Division Weds., Apr. 5. The department's
creation, as outlined in S.P. 1103, is sponsored by
Sen. Jane Ranum (DFL-Mpls.) and replaces the
Dept. ofEducation. The bill incorporates more
than 50 programs to better serve children and
families in a coordinated marmer. 'We need to
have a common vision and a common goal," for
all programs relating to children and learning,
Ranum said.

Sen. Linda Berglin (DFL-Mpls.) expressed
concern about the incorporation ofmany
programs and services. By taking them out of the
Dept. ofHuman Services, she said, more
fragmentation and confusion could result.
Members also discussed the threshold for
determining programs that focus on children and
families. Sen. Sheila Kiscaden OR-Rochester)
asked, 'Where is the dividing line between the
learning readiness concept" and prevention and
family support? Ranum explained that the
department aims to provide a continuum of
programming and utilize resources to prevent
children from needing even more assistance in
the future.

Berglin. offered several amendments to delete
programs from the proposal. The amendments,
which were adopteo, retained the AFDC,
Minnesota Family Investment Program,
STRIDE, Food Stamp and other related
programs in the Dept. ofHuman Services. Wait
and see the success of the new department before
transferring these programs, she said. Also
retained were all foster care and child care
programs, children's mental health programs,
Asian youth services and children with special
needs programs. Ranum opposed the deletions,
saying that comprehensive integration of these
services with education will greatly enhance their
effectiveness and enhance local decision-making.
The bill goes to the Health Care Committee.

Members also considered S.P. 1284, sponsored
by Sen. Phil Riveness (DFL-Bloomington). The
bill permits a group residential housing morato
rium to provide 180 housing lll1its for homeless
adults with mental illness, a history ofsubstance



abuse or HIV/AIDS. The initiative relies heavily
on private resources, Riveness said, and saves
func!s. Kiscaden offered an amendment to
;require 100 percent ofresidents to have a chronic
.condition or already be receiving state services.
The amendment was adopted. Th~ bill was laid
over for further consideration.

The committee incoEJOrated two bills into the
omnibus policy bill. S.F. 775, authored by Sen.
Linda Berglin (DFL-Mpls.), modifies alternative
care and waivered service programs. S.F. 996,
authored by Sen. Dallas Sams (DFL-Staples)
requires an elderly housing service establishment
to register with the state. The bill also requires a
contract with residents outlining regulations and
prices. Sams explained that the registration fee
covers the cost of the bill.

Jobs, Energy and
Community Development
Background check bill okayed

A bill requiring operators ofrental properties
to conduct criminal background checks of
managers or caretaking employees, was approved
by the Jobs, Energy and Community Develop
ment Committee, Thurs., Mar. 30. The
committee, chaired by Sen. Steven Novak (DFL
New Brighton), also heard testimony on S.F.
1231, a bill that limits the authority ofpublic
utilities to disconnect services during die winter
months.

S.F. 98, authored by Sen. Gene Merriam
(DFL-Coon Rapids), requires owners of
apartments or manufactured home parks to
consult data maintained by the Bureau of
~riminalApprehension, which provides
·identification ofconvicted offenders. Under the
bill, persons convicted ofa violent crime may not
be given access to homes unless accompanied by
a person designated by the employer.

LuAnn Koskien, the mother ofa young
woman abducted and murdered by her landlord,
testified in support of the bill. Koskien stated
that the bill provides tenants with a levelplaying
field with a landlord. She told members that the
bill may prevent tragic crime from affecting
others.

A number of individuals testified against the
bill. Among the opponents were, Diana
Wilhelmson, president of the St. Paul Assn. of
Responsible Landlords, Ron Dody, a
Bloomington apartment manager, and Doug
Clark, supervising attorney for housing issues for
St. Cloud Area Legal Services. Most opponents
supported criminal background checks but were
opposed to one section of the bill which requires
the landlord to give 24 hour notice to the tenant
before entering the premises. The committee
Qassed an amendment, offered Sen. Dennis
Frederickson (IR-New Ulm), that removes the
24 hour notice requirement from the bill.
Members also adopted an amendment offered, by
Sen. Douglas Johrlson (DFL-Cook), that allows
owners to hire caretakers before receiving
criminal background data. Johnson told
members that criminal background checks often
take 4-8 weeks to process. If the owner finds that
the applicant has a violent criminal record,
immediate dismissal is required. S.F. 98 was

J.pproved and sent to the Senate floor.
S.F. 1231, authored by Sen. Ellen Anderson

(DFL-St. Pau!), provides protection for utilities
customers whose monthly incomes fall below 180
percent offederal poverty guidelines. The bill
states that utilities providers that supply heat to

residential homes may not disconnect low
income customers between Oct. 15 and Apr. 15.
Anderson told members that the current law
governing utilities disconnection is too complex
for most people to understand. As a result,
relatively few individuals apply for protection.

Lennis Arndt, public utilities coordinator for
the city ofLuverne, and Sue Ganser, a customer
operations analyst for NSP, spoke in opposition
to the bill. Gassner told the panel that the bill
"creates many more problems than it solves."
She explained that most utilities companies
provide a reasonable payment plans for custom
ers. She reminded members that the current law
requires customers to pay only 10 percent of their
total bill in order to continue service. ''This is a
bill," Ganser said, "that removes any responsibil.
ity the customer has to pay the utilities com
pany." The panel failed to approve S.F. 1231.

Six bills heard
Members of the Jobs, Energy and Community

Development Funding Division, chaired by Sen.
Carl Kroening (DFL-Mpls.) heard six bills on Fri,
Mar. 31. Action was taken on only one bill.

S.F. 334, authored by Sen. Randy Kelly (DFL
St. Paul), provides assistance to contract-for-deed
homebuyers. It also requires a community impact
statement before the construction oflow-income
rental housing in targeted areas. Kelly called the
bill, "a comprehensive housing plan that directs
how our money is spent rather than allowing
individual agencies to choose."

S.F. 818, introduced by Sen. Ellen Anderson
(DFL-St. Pau!), requires a small appropriations
increase for two programs funded under
Minnesota Project Innovation (MPI). Randy
Olsen, executive director ofMPI, told members
that the organization enables Minnesota
companies to develop partnerships with high
technology businesses.

S.F. 824, authored by Sen. Janet Johnson
(DFL-North Branch), funds a microenterprise
support group. The program provides loans to
starting or expanding businesses in Minnesota.
Johnson told members that an average loan
would be approximately $3,000; The Dept. of
Trade and Economic Development is responsible
for appointing the loans.

Members approved S.F. 875, introduced by
Sen. Dennis Fredrickson (IR-New Ulm). The
bill increases the bonding authority of the Public
Facilities Authority from $350,000 to $450,000.
The bill moves on to the full committee.

S.F. 1167, authored by Kroening, funds the
Learn-to-Earn Program. The program employs
about 150-200 at-risk youth each year. The
agency provides support and supervision in order
to create pride in a strong work ethic.

S.F. 931, introduced by Sen. Steven Morse
(DFL-Dakota), creates a schedule by which the
Department ofEconomic Security must complete
its audits for extended employmentprograms. It
institutes a penalty system if the audits are not
completed by the scheduled date.

Metro communication system okayed
The Jobs, Energy and Community Develop

ment Committee met Fri., Mar. 31., and heard
numerous bills before the midnight deadline for
approving Senate bills.

A bill creating a coordinated communication
system for use by Metropolitan Area public safety
agencies was approved and re-referred to the
Taxes and Tax Laws Committee. S.P. 467,
according to its sponsor, Sen. Ted Mondale

(DFL-St. Louis Park), provides a coordinated
system that would result in a 5 to 1 cost savings
over the many systems that are used now. The
800-megahertz system would be maintained by
the Dept. ofTransportation and paid for with a
4-cent increase in 911 assessments on each
telephone line in Minnesota. Funding is also
derived from user fees paid by the Dept. of
Transportation, local government units that use
the system, and other users.

The committee, chaired by Sen. Steven
Novak (DFL-New Brighton), heard S.P. 1000, a
bill creating a revolving contaminated site
cleanup loan program within the Metropolitan
Council. Under the bill, the council may grant
loans to local governments in the Metropolitan
Area for funding cleanup efforts that have the
approval of the Pollution Control Agency. The
bill provides criteria for eligibility for the loans
and gives the council the authority to prioritize
loan application to provide the highest return in
public benefits for the public costs incurred. The
bill, authored by Sen. Carol Flynn (DFL-Mpls.),
was approved and re-referred to the Taxes and
Tax Laws Committee.

S.P. 801, a bill modifying provisions in the
state's lead abatement law, also received the
panel's approval. The bill, authored by Sen.
Linda Berglin (DFL-Mpls.), directs the commis
sioner ofeconomic security, with the commis
sioner ofhealth, to collect data on the effective
ness ofproviding swab team services to reduce
lead exposure in young children. The bill was
sent to the Senate floor.

S.P. 903, sponsored by Sen. Phil Riveness
(DR.-Bloomington), provides criteria for
evaluating applicatiOns for economic recovery
grants and loans now in use. The bill also
prohibits making grants or loans solely on the
criteria ofattracting business from out ofstate or
retaining businesses that are considering moving
out of the state. The panel approved an
amendment offered by Sen. Janet Johnson (DR.
North Branch) prohibiting use ofeconomic
recovery grants for projects related to sports
facilities. The bill goes next to the Senate floor.

The committee also approved S.P. 870,
moving the responsibility ofelevator inspection
from the Dept. ofLabor and Industry to the Dept.
ofAdministration and makes the statutory
requirements for elevator safety statewide. The
measure is sponsored by Sen. PaulaHanson
(DFL-Ham Lake). The committee sent the bill to
the full Senate.

S.P. 1207, sponsored by Sen. Jim Vickerman
(DFL-Tracy), authorizes a $1 million appropria
tion for the Prairieland Expo facility to be used
for land acquisition. The bill was approved and
sent to the Senate floor.

S.P. 1348, a bill appropriating $1 million from
the general fund to the Minnesota Finance
Agency to remove blighted multi-unit residential
rental property, also received approval. Under the .
measure, sponsored by Sen. Don Betzold (DFL
Fridley), grants may be used to acquire or
demolish multi-unit residential rental properties.
The grants may be used for households with
incomes less than or equal to 125 percent ofarea
median income. The bill was approved and sent
to the Jobs, Energy and Community Develop
ment Finance Division.

S.P. 1133, also sponsored by Betzold, appropri
ates $85,000 in FY 1996 and 1997 to the
commissioner of trade and economic develop
ment for a grant to the North Metro Business
Development Commission. The grant is to be
used to expand the commission's business
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retention and expansion program. The bill was
a~r::n;lVed and sent to the committee's finance
divIsion.

S.F. 826, sponsored by Sen. Randy Kelly
(DFL-St. Paul), appropriates $15 million from
the general fund to the commissioner of trade
and economic development for contamination
cleanup grants. S.F. 1085, sponsored by Sen.
Florian Chmielewski (DFL-Sturgeon Lake),
provides and funds a grant program to regional
development commissions to identify and
support energy efficient projects. The program, to
be administered by the commissioner ofpublic
service, limits grants to $50,000. The bill was sent
to the finance division.

S.F. 1076, a bill to regulate the placement of
large wind energy conversion systems, also
received the panel's aPI2rovaL The bill, sponsored
by Sen. Janet Johnson (DFL-North Branch), sets
forth a policy that the state will site the systems in
an orderly manner compatible with environmen
tal preservation, sustainable developme,nt, and
the efficient use ofresources. The measure also
requires a builder ofa large wind system to obtain
a site permit from the Environmental Quality
Board.

SF 1140, sponsored by Sen. Arlene Lesewski
(IR-Marshall), provides an extended employ<
ment program to maintain and advance the
employment ofpersons with severe disabilities.
The program includes providing technical ,
assistance, innovation and expansion grants to
rehabilitation facilities. The bill was approved
and sent to the full Senate.

S.F. 1467, sponsored by Sen. Richard, Cohen
(DFL-St. Pau!) ,directs the Dept. ofTrade and
Economic Development's tourism division to
conduct a study assessing the benefits ofpublicly
owned civic and convention centers to conven
tion and tourism industry. The bill was referred to
the committee's finance division.

S.F. 1334, also sponsored by Cohen, appropri
ates $4 million for the 1996-97 biennium for the
community resources program, which provides
services relating to child care, housing, jobs
related programs and youth-related programs.
The bill was sent to the finance division.

S.F.1442, sponsored by Sen. Kevin Chandler
(DFL-White Bear Lake), qualifies waste wocxl
burning by the St. Paul Heating District as
biomass-prcxluced energy mandated in last year's
Prairie Island BilL The committee voted to
approve the bill and send it to the Senate floor.

S.F. 1424 appropriates $52,839 from the
general fund to the Minnesota HistoricalSociety
for the purpose ofoperating the North West
Company Fur Post Interpretive Center. The bill,
sponsored by Sen. Janet Johnson, now goes to the
finance division.

S.F. 935, sponsored by Kelly, appropriates
$500,000 to the Minnesota Job Skills Partnership
Board for a program in St. Paul that connects the
,human resource needs ofemployers with the
city's employment and job development
programs.

S.F. 1244, also sponsored by Kelly, establishes
a rental tax equity pilot program in Minneapolis,
St. Paul, Duluth and South St. PauL The
program's aim is to help landlords provide safe,
decent, and affordable housing through property
tax reductions and to give incentives to other
landlords to improve their properties. The bill
sets the dollar limit for credits in Minneapolis and
St. Paul at $1.5 million in 1996 and 1997, and
$500,000 for Duluth and South St. Paul in 1996
and 1997.
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S.F. 1381, sponsored by Sen. Kevin Chandler
(DFL-White Bear Lake), appropriates $70,000
from the general fund to the commissioner of
economic security for the biennium endingJune
1997, for employment support services for people
with mental illness. It also appropriates $50,000
to the commissioner for planning the statewide
reimbursement system in current statute that
reimburses providers for employment support '
services for persons with mental illness. The bill
was approved and sent to the finance division.

Children's Dept. bill advances
A bill creating a new state department aimed

at improving the well-being ofchildren gained
the approval of the Jobs, Energy and Community
Development Committee Tues., Apr. 4.

S.F. 1103, sponsored by Sen. Jane Ranum
(DFL-Mpls.), creates the Dept. ofChildren,
Families and Learning. Under the bill, seven
agencies will transfer programs to the new
department. The largest change is the transfer of
all programs from the Dept. ofEducation. Ranum
said the department is needed to facilitate
cooperation and coordination among the many
state agencies and programs that serve children.

The panel, chaired by Sen. Steven Novak
(DFL-New Brighton), discussed at length an
amendment offered by Sen. Carl Kroening (DFL
Mpls.) removing several functions now provided
by the Dept. ofEconomic Security that the bill
folds into the new department. The amendment
was approved.

An amendment offered by Sen. Douglas
Johnson (DFL-Cook) requires a 50 percent cut in
managerial and administrative employees. The
panel approved an amendment to the amend
ment offered by Sen. Dennis Frederickson (IR
New Ulm) changing the cut to 25 percent. The
committee approved the change and adopted the
amendment. The bill was referred to the Health
Care Committee.

S.F. 347, authored by Sen. Ted Mondale
(DFL-St. Louis Park), permits tenant screening
services to report court record information
concerning unlawful detainer filings. The
committee approved a delete everything
amendment offered by Sen. Ellen Anderson
(DFL-St, Paul). The Anderson amendment
specifies that landlords must notify rental
applicants if the landlord will use a tenant
screening service. the amendment also requires
the court to maintain a summary list ofcom~
pleted unlawful detainer actions. It also specifies
that a screening service may not report unlawful
detainer actions more than four years old. The
bill was approved and re-referred to the Judiciary
Committee.

Last, the committee approved S.F. 777,
sponsored by Sen. Jim Vickerman (DFL-Tracy),
memorializing the President and Congress to
abandon the proposed sale of the Western Area"
Power Administration. The bill now goes to the '
full Senate.

Workers comp bill heard
Members of the Jobs, Energy and Community

Development Committee, chaired by Sen.
Steven Novak (DFL-New Brighton) heard
testimony, Wed., April 5, on a bill designed to
reduce costs associated with workers compensa
tion litigation.

S.F. 1020, authored by Novak, provides small
employers with an opportunity to lower their
insurance costs by self-insuring with a mutual

group. The bill also mandates a 10 percent rate
reduction for employers who have not had an
accident in the last three years. The bill also
contains a collective bargaining agreement,
which allows major workers compensation
procedures to be established. "

Finally, the bill cuts and changes the benefit
system associated with workers compensation
claims. It eliminates the c':lrrent two-tier system,
and returns Minnesota to a single permanent
partial reimbursement system. It also limits
temporary total benefits to 100 weeks, and
temporary partial benefits to 350 weeks. Novak
described S.F. 1020 as a bi-partisan effort to
create reasonable workers compensation rates.
He told members that the bill reflects the
concerns ofworkers as well as the insurance and
legal communities.

Novak intrcxluced an amendment, which was
adopted, slightly altering the state's supplemen
tary benefit system. The committee approved
S.P. 1020 and re-referred the bill to the Com
merce and Community Protection Committee.

Judiciary
Paternity bill advances

Members of the Judiciary Committee met
Mon., Apr. 3, to consider a variety ofbills. The
panel, chaired by Sen. Carol Flynn (DFL-Mpls.),
approved all the bills and sent the measures to
the full Senate.

S.F. 1024, authored by Sen. Bob Lessard
(DFL-Int'L Falls), changes th~ time limitation for
bringing a law suit to declare the nonexistence of
the parent and child relationship in cases where
the parents have executed a declaration or
recognition ofparentage. Under the bill, a
person has six months from the time the person
obtains the results ofblocxl or genetic tests that
indicate the nonexistence ofa parent and child
relationship in which to bring a lawsuit.

S.F. 864, authored by Sen. Sheila Kiscaden
(IR-Rochester), streamlines the procedure for
obtaining an ex parte order for protection in
domestic abuse cases. The bill provides that a
hearing is not required when there is an
application for an ex parte order for protection
unless there is a request for a hearing. However,
the bill specifies that if the petitioner does not
request a hearing, an order serv~ on a respon
dent must be accompanied by a form that the
respondent can use to request a hearing. The
measure also specifies that ifa hearing is
requested, notice of the hearing would have to be
served upon the petitioner not less than five days
before the hearing. The measure specifi<;!i that if
the respondent requests a hearing, the hearing
must be held within 10 days of receipt by the
court of the request.

H.F. 32, carried by Sen. Sam Solon (DFL
Duluth), authorizes retired court administrators,
with the approval of the chiefjudge of the
judicial district, to perform marriages. H.F. 323,
authored by Sen. Janet Johnson (DFL-North
Branch), specifies that the owner ofa single
metered residential building is responsible for
paying utility bills. _Further, the measure specifies
that a tenant may recover treble damages or
$500, whichever is greater,if the owner violates
the provisions. H.F. 399, carried by Sen. Harold'
"Skip" Finn (DFL-Cass Lake), makes numerous
changes in laws relating to filings with Secretary
ofState's Office, S.F. 565, authored by Sen, Don
Betzold (DFL-Fridley), makes a number of



statutory changes necessary for the federal Lien
Registration Act. H.F. 567, sponsored by
Kiscaden, provides for disclosure of hospital and
health care provider tax data to the commissioner
ihuman services and the federal government.
;fhe bill was recommended for placement on the
consent Calendar.

Medical device warranties gain
Members ofthe Judiciary Committee met

Weds., Mar. 5, and approved a bill requiring a
manufacturer who seilS or leases a new medical
assistive device such as wheelchairs, assistive
listening devices and communication boards to
furnish the consumer with an express warrantY.
H.F. 990, sponsored by Sen. Ellen Anderson
(DFL-St. Paul), also provides that a consumer
may bring an action to recover damages and that
a consumer who prevails in the action must be
awarded any pecuniary loss, together with costs
and reasonable attorney's fees. In addition, the
bill requires the manufacturers to provide
reimbursement for temporary replacement of
assistive devices.

The bill was advanced to the full Senate.
In other action, the committee, chai~ed by

Sen.Carol Flynn (DFL-Mpls.), approved three
additional bill$,. S.F. 1152, also authored by
Anderson, requires employers who rectuit
employees to relocate to Minnesota to work in
meat or poultry processing plants to make a
number ofdisclosures such as nature of the work,
wages, workers compensation coverage, benefits,
relocation arrangements, and the availability of
housing. The bill originally specified criminal
penalties for failure to make the disclosures.
However, committee members adopted an
\l.mendment to delete the criminal penalties. The
)11 does, though, provide for a cause ofaction for'
qiolationof the disclosure provisions. The
measure was approved and sent to the full
Senate.

S.F. 462, carried by Sen. Janet Johnson (DFl..
North Branch), makes numerous changes to the
Waste MailagementAct. The bill was before the
committee primarily because ofprovisions
authorizing counties to issue administrative
penalties for violations ofsolid and hazardous
waste laws. In addition, the bill requires that
documents submitted by attorneys be submitted
on recycled paper. However, the bill specifies
that a court may not refuse a document because it
was not submitted on recycled paper.

The bill was ~proved and re-refe.rred to the
Governmental Uperations and Veterans
Committee.

S.F. 885, authored by Sen. Jane Ranum,
modifies the grounds and procedure for froving a
nuisance. According to Ranum, the bil was
designed to give prosecutors better tools with
which to shut down questionable businesses.

Originally, the bill removed the requirement
that specified that a public nuisance exist only
after three or more misdemeanor convictions or
two or more convictions, ofwhich at least one is
a gross misdemeanor or felony. The bill provided
that a public nuisance exists upon proofof two or
more separate behavioral incidents ofanyone or
more particular kinds ofconduct such as
prostitution or gambling-related activity.
Members of the committee amended the bill to
remove the new language and to reinstate the
Huirement for criminal convictions. In
.Cldition, members deleted sectioJ;lS of the bill

providing for an order ofabatement and
specifying that money from the sale ofmoveable

property be used to fund communitY crime
prevention programs. The bill was advanced to
the full Senate.

Metropolitan and Local
Government
Anti~povertybill proceeds

The Metropolitan and Local Government
Committee, chaired by Sen. Jim Vickerman
(DFL-Tracy) approved a bill Thurs., Mar. 30,
aimed at eradicating poverty. The author ofS.F.
1482, Sen. Edward Oliver OR-Deephaven), .
called for a shift in focus, toward an inter-related
perspective aimed at the causes ofpoverty, not
just the symptoms. "Concentrations of~verty
are really concentrations ofjoblessness, Oliver
said. "Housing choices result from having a job."

The measure, which Oliver referred to as the
Metropolitan Anti-Poverty Plan, contains a
metropolitan revitalization fund, a jobsopportu
nitY program, and a housing section. This
"incentive based approach" contains programs to
bring jobs and job training to the citY core,
increase publiC transit between urban and
suburban areas, and initiate affordable housing
programs.

Specifically, the bill contains provisions for
urban homesteading, contaminated site clean up
for both industrial and commercial redevelop
ment, exemption ofHRA building materials
from sales tax, and affordable housing investment
tax credits. Before re-referring the bill to the Jobs,
Energy and CommunitY Development Commit
tee, members removed a controversial section
that shifts some Local Government Aid from
rural to urban areas. .

Curtl.0hnson, chair of the Metropolitan
Counci , testified in support ofthe measure. "An
integrated approach to integrated issues is a the
best way to remedy this problem," Johnson said.

Bob Renner, from the Municipal Legislation
Commissio!!j)raised the bill for its financial
ingenuitY. "The bill contains many creative ways
ofobtaining funding, presenting carrots as
incentives," said Renner.

Opposing the measure was Tim Flaherty of the
Coafition ofGreater Minnesota Cities. He told
members that taking money from rural regions to
finance development of inner cities is unfair.

Nancy Larson, from the Minnesota Associa
tion ofSmall Cities also spoke against the bill.
"You always see citY problems," she said, "the
media's full of images of their troubles, but few see
the problems ofrural towns." Larson said that the
difficulties that exist in citY cores, are the same
ones plaguingsmall rural towns---poverty,
housing and joblessness.

S.F. 1233, a bill that establishes housing as a
metropolitan system, was approved by the
committee and sent to the floor. Carried by Sen.
Sandra Pappas (DFL-St. Paul), S.F. 1233
"provides a moderate voice in the housing
debate."

Pappas said that establishing housing as a
system, one which demands consistent long term
planning, will provide for regional stabilitY.

Also sent to the full Senate was S.F. 1396, a
measure that requires counties, cities, and towns
to codify and place up-to-date copies ofordi
nances in corresponding law libraries. Authored
by Sen. David Knutson OR-Burnsville), the bill
alsoprovides that the library reimburse the entitY
for the costs incurred.

S.F. 563, a measure that requires the Met

Council to reimburse Dakota CountY for studies
done related to proposed airport sites was
approved and re-referred to the Finance
Committee. Sen. Linda Runbeck OR-Circle
Pines) objected to the Qrecedent being set by
Sen. James Metzen's OR-South St. Paul) bill. "If
counties spend funds at their own discretion, I
don't think they should then come to us for
money," Runbeck said.

Wind turbine bill approved
A measure that exempts wind energy

conversion systems from the power plant siting
act, S.F. 1076, was approved by the Metropolitan
and Local Government Committee at its Mon.,
Apr. 24, meeting. The committee, chaired by
Sen. Jim Vickerman (DFL-Tracy), re-referred the
measure to the Governmental Operations and
Reform Committee.

Sen. Janet Johnson (DFL-North Branch), the
bill's author, said that the intent of the legislation
is to make it easier to site wind turbines. "Our
thinking is to exempt facilities that use clean
energy resources," Johnson said. Exemption from
the act would lessen the time required by the
siting process, she explained.

lohnson said that because wind turbines are
safe energy sources with no environmental
impact on adjacent areas, and as part ofan effort
to encourage use ofclean energy resources, the
units shouB be allowed expeditiOUS siting
procedures.

The measure also gives siting authority, to be
carried out in an orderly manner compatible with
environmental preservation, to the state. John
son said that in many cases, counties don't have
zoning ordinances covering wind turbines. She
added that she has encountered no opposition
from the local units ofgovernment regarding
wind turbine siting.

S.F. 1374, carried by Sen. John Marry (DFL
Roseville), gives cities an additional month to file
a budget data summary with the state auditor.
The measure also authorizes publication ofa city's
summary budget in a city newsletter, or other city
mailing, sent to households.

Marry said that some of the newsletters have
greater coverage than the official newspapers.
Giving cities the newsletter option could result in
greater coverage of important information, Marry
said.

Vickerman offered an amendment that limits
the newsletter option to cities in the Metro Area.
Members adopted the amendment and referred
the bill to the full Senate.

Four bills advance
At its meeting Weds., Apr. 4, the Metropoli

tan and Local Government Committee
advanced two bills directly to the Senate floor,
while re-referring two others to the Taxes and
Tax Law Committee.

S.F. 1451, authored by Sen. Linda Berglin
(DFL-Mpls.), makes a correction to a street
name, and authorizes the citY ofMinneapolis to
establish three additional special service districts.
The districts include parts ofNicollet Avenue,
Cedar-Riverside, and Central Avenue Northeast.

Berglin said that area property owners asked for
the legislation so that they can receive additional
services for which they agree to be assessed
charges. The bill was re-referred to theTaxes and
Tax Laws Committee.

S.F. 1441, carried by Sen. Lawrence
Pogemiller (DFL-Mpls.) was also re-referred to
the Taxes and Tax Laws Committee. The bill
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Committee update
regulates the deposit and investments ofpublic
funds. Pogemiller said that the bill stems from
the recent financial crisis experienced by Orange
County, resulting frominvestments in certain
derivative funds. "The bill is arecodification of
statutes relating to investments ofpublic funds,"
Pogemiller said. He added that most of the
repealed language is reworked in S.F. 1441, with
uPdated and clarified rules.

A bill sponsored by Sen. Edward Oliver OR
Deephaven), authorizes the city ofChanhassen
to buy playground equipment from someone
other than the lowest bidder. S.P. 1523 allows
the city to prepare specifications that can be used
to advertise for bids, and awardcontracts to the
bidder of its choice. .

Before sending the measure to the floor,
members approved an amendment that reqllires
the program to be reviewed by the legislature as
of Feb. 1, 1997.

H.F. 1065, carried by Sen.Florian ,
Chmielewski (DFL-Sturgeon Lake), was also
referred to the floor and placed on the Consent
Calendar. The bill amencls St. Louis County rules
and allows it to collect and expend road and
~1e taxes ofunorganized townships in a single

Rules and Administration
Senate rules approved

The SenateRules and Administration
Committee, chaired by Sen. Roger D. Moe
(DFL-Erskine), met Tues., Apr. 4, and adClJ2ted
the permanent rules of the Senate for the 78th
Legislative Session. The rules, whichwere
developed by a Subcommittee on Permanent and
Joint Rules, contain several new provisions. Sen.
Ember ReichgottJunge (DFL-New Hope), chair
of the subcommittee, explained each of the new
provisions and the rationale behind making the
changes.

The rules govern the operation of the Senate
over the course of the legislative session. One of .
the more significant changes is a provision that
requires rotation ofcommittee Chairs. The rule
specifies that a member may not serve as the
chair of a standing committee or a division, or a
committee or division with substantially the same
jurisdiction, for more than two consecutive terms.
The limit does not apply to the chair of the
Committee on Rules and Administration. The
rule further specifies that the limit applies to time
served as chair in the 80th Legislature and
thereafter.

Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller (DFL-Mpls.)
moved to delete the provision. Pogemiller said
that the rule enables members to avoid the
responsibility ofacting to remove committee
chairs. Sen. Allan Spear (DFL-Mpls.) said that
the rule change would remove chairs with a great
deal ofexperience and expertise in complex .
RCllicyareas. However, Sen. Dean Johnson OR
Willmar) countered that the rule is "healthyfor
the institution" .and sends a very clear signal that
we are interested in r,eforrning ourselves." The
Pogemiller motion failed on a voice vote.

Another new provision authorizing the chair
of the Committee on Rules and Administratiori,
after consultation andadvice from the minority
leader, to add members or delete members from
the standing committees also sparked discussion.
Some members said that the provision placed too
much authority in one individuaL Rdchgott
Junge countered that the provision allowed
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members who were overburdened with commit
tee assignments to have an easier method of
changing assignments.

Other new provisions include a requirement
that a bill prepared by a state department or
agency be inttoduced three weeks before the first
committee deadline in odd numbered years and
two weeks before the first deadline in even
numbered years. Another rule change specifies
that an amendment to insert a constitutional
amendment is not germane to a bill that does not
already include a constitutional amendment.
Another provision requires that all bills creating a
new commission, council, task force, board or
other body to which a member of the Legislature
will be appointed must,before passage, be referred
to both the Committee on Governmental
Operations and Veterans and the Committee on
Rules and Administration.

In addition, bills authorizing or increasing a
sentence of imprisonment to a state correctional
institution are to be referred to the Committee
on Crime Prevention. Another change specifies
that a resolution may not be changed to a bill,
and a bill may not be changed to a resolution.
Another change specifies that Senate commit
tees, subcommittees and divisions must adjourn
by 11 p.m. unless two-thirds of the members
present vote to suspend the requirement. Finally,
the rules clarify the procedures ofthe Subcom
mittee on Ethical Conduct.

Taxes and Tax Laws
Tobacco tax bill heard

The Taxes and Tax Laws Subcommittee on
Income 'and Sales Tax met Thurs., Mar. 30, to
consider several measures that may be included in
the omnibus tax bill. Members discussed the
measures and heard testimony but took no formal
action:

The panel, chaired by Sen. Leonard Price
(DFL-Woodbury), considered a measure
increasing the tax on cigarettes and other tobacco
products. S.P. 1080, carried by Price, provides
that the revenue derived from the increase be
earmarked for the health care access account and
a tobacco use prevention account. Themeasure
specifies a 40 cent per pack increase on cigarettes
neginning July 1, 1995 and the provides that the
tax rates be indexed annually beginning in 1996.
The tax on other tobacco products would rise
from 35 percent to 64 percent under the bilL

In other action, members considered four
additional bills. S.F. 17, authored by Sen. Joe
Bertram, Sr. (DFL-Paynesville), increases funding
for firefighters state aid. S;F. 367, authored by
Sen. Carol Flynn (DFL-Mpls.), changes the
dependent care credit by striking the limitation
that made the credit available only to married
couples. SF 754, carried by Sen; Sam Solon
(DFL-Duluth), changes the gross premiums tax
rate imposed on town and funners mutual
insurance companies and specific mutual
property and casualty insurance companies. S.P.
896, sponsored by Sen. Harold "Skip" Finn
(DFL-Cass Lake), increases the premium tax
imposed on town and funners mutual insurance
companies and mutual property and casualty
insurance companies.

Property tax freeze okayed
A bill providing for a one year property tax

freeze cleared the Taxes and Tax Laws Commit-

tee Tues., Apr. 4. S.P. 1570, sponsored by
Majority Leader Roger D. Moe (DFL-Erskine),
specifies that property taxes payable in 1996
remain at the 1995 leveL In addition, the bill haS
a provision that prevents a "snapback" rise in
1997 property taxes. "This proposal is an attempt
to keep $220 million in property taxes in the
taxpayers pocket. It's that Simple," Moe said. We
would have time to revamp die system and
examine the funding ofeducation systems in the
state, Moe said..

The bill provides for three exceptions to the
property tax freeze: new property, property that
has been improved and property that has been
devalued. In addition, the measure provides that
school districts that lose property tax revenue
under the bill will receive additional state aid to
make upthe difference. The measure also ..
requires the Legislative Commissionon Planning
and Fiscal Policy to prepare a property Jax and
education aids reform package for the 1997
legislative session.

The committee, chaired by Sen. Douglas
Johnson (DFL-Cook), adopted several amend
ments to the measure to take care ofunique
situations that would arise should the bill become
law. In addition, members heard public testimony
from a number ofrepresentatives oflocal
government units. The measure was approved on
a vote of 12-4 and sent to the senate floor.

In other action, members also approved the
MinnesotaCare bill, S.P. 845. The measure,
sponsored by Sen. Linda Berglin (DFL-MPIs.),
contains several tax related provisions. The bill
clarifies that h6rrresident providers must pay the
tax on revenues received for all services provided
ill Minnesota, adds the MinnesotaCare tax to th.
list of taxes where personal liability attaches to I

the officers and omer employees who are
responsible for filing, paying or withholding the
tax on behalfofa health care entity, and removes
the provision in the pharmacy laws which states
that the issuance ofa Minnesota license to an
out-of-state wholesaler will not change or affect
the tax liability imposed on the wholesaler. The
bill was approved and re-referred to the Finance
Committee.

Bond allocation bill okayed
The Taxes and Tax Laws Subcommittee on

Income and Sales Tax met Weds., Apr. 5,to
consider several bills for inclusion in the omnibus
tax bill and two bills dealing with publicdebt.
Sen. Leonard Price (DFL-Woodbury), chair of
the subcommittee, said that the panel would take
no formal action on the bills being considered for
the omnibus measure.

S.F. 1543, authored by Sen. Lawrence
Pogemiller (DFL-Mpls.), changes procedures for
allocating bonding authority. The measure sets
the annual volume cap under federal tax law and
provides for pool allocations. In addition, the bill
specifies deadlines and provides fbr transfer ofany
remaining balance of bOnding authority in the
small issue pool to the housing pooL The
measure was advanced to the full committee. S.F.
1393, also carried by Pogemiller, provides the
conditions and requirements for the issuance of
debt apd specifies the use of the proceeds. The
bill also provides procedures for uSe ofobligations
to satisfy unfundea pension liabilities and
authorizes the use ofcapital improvement bonds',
for indoor ice areas. The bill was laid over for .
further consideration.

S.P. 1502, authored by Sen. Sandra Pappas



(DFL-St. Paul), modifies the revenue recapture
law to require annual notice to the debtor of the
collection ofa debt through revenue recapture.
S.F. 1411, sponsored by Sen. Allan Spear (DFL
,Mpls.), exempts an area in downtown Minne
,kpolis from the local sales tax imposed to finance
the city's convention center. Spear said that the
measure allows the Minneapolis Women's Club,
which is a 50l(c)(3) organization, to be exempt
from the sales tax on foOd and drink. S.F. 1029,
authored by Sen. Jim Vickerman (DFL-Tracy),
eliminates alternative fuel vehicle permits and
provides for refunds offees paid for unused
portions of the permits. In addition, the bill
replaces the annual permit fee schedule with a
tax rate schedule for alternate fuels.

Transportation and Public
Transit
Funding bills, others advance

A bill increasing the state's gas tax by 5cents
per gallon was approved by members ofthe
Transportation and Public Transit Committee
during a Fri., Mar. 31, meeting. The committee,
chaired by Sen. Florian Chmielewski (DFL
Sturgeon Lake), also advanced three otherbills.

S.F. 573, authored by Chmielewski, increases
the gasoline excise tax from 20 cents to 25 cents
from July 1, 1995 to March 31, 1996. Beginning
April 1, 1996, the gasoline tax will be based on
the rate ofchange in the consumer price index of
the previous year.

The bill also establishes a state trunk highway
safety program, and requires the transportation
commissioner to consider the average condition
of the pavement surface when allocating funds
for construction.
) The bill was re-referred to the Governmental
Operations and Veterans Committee.

S.F. 832, carried by Sen. Carol Flynn (DFL
Mpls.), also establishes a 5-cent gas tax increase,
generating approximately $120 million in FY 96.
In addition the bill authorizes the Metropolitan
Council to impose an additional .5 percent sales
tax on all applicable sales within the Metro Area.

The bill also removes references to the. Met
Council's limitations for issuing bonds for transit
capital improvementsj currently the council
cannot issue bonds in excess of$30.7 million. .
Sen. TerryJohnston OR-Prior Lake) expressed
concern about the provision, saying it was
removing legislative'oversight from the Met
Council's bOnding authority. The bill was
approved on a 8-5 roll-call vote and advances to
the Taxes and Tax Laws Committee.

The committee also advanced S.F. 995 to the
floor. Authored by Sen. Jim Vickerman (DFL
Tracy), the bill relates to motor carrier services. A
federal preemption ofstate intrastate economic
regulation of trucking industries became effective
Jan. 1, thereby requiring the state to deregulate
and conform motor carrier laws to federal
regulations. The state can no longer regulate
rates, routes or service based on need;nowever
the state is authorized to regulate carrier safety,
household goods movers, and charter and
regular-route passenger carriers.

Among the bill's provisions is a cartier
registration requirement and $20 fee for motor
carriers ofproperry and passengers, including farm
vehicles, which is an expansion ofcurrent law.
The bill also increases vehicle registration fees for
.trucks by 1.5 percent and eliminates several
transportation activities from limited state
regulation.

Finally the committee approved a bill, S.F.
1329, abolishing the Transportation Regulation
Board (TRB). Sen. Steve Murphy (DFL-Red
Wing) carried the bill, that also provides for a
transition study conducted by the TRB and the
commissioner of transportation to determine the
most effective way to transfer,the powers, duties
and functions of the board to another agency.
The bill advances to the Govermental Opera-

, tions and Veterans Committee.

DOT funding bill advanced
A bill appropriating $2.53 billion for the

biennium for transportation and transit purposes
was approved by the Transportation and Public
Transit Finance Division at a meeting held Tues.,
Apr. 4. Discussion centered on appropriations for
several public safety initiatives.

Sen. Keith Langseth(DFL-Glyndon), chair of
the division and author of the bill, said the bill
did not deviate much from the governor's
recommendation. Langseth said the bill is a "lean
and mean" approach to both the highway and
transit budgets, butthat the Legislature should
decide how to deal with the funding restrictions
facing both programs. Legislators will have to
decide if the state is going tomaintain the status,
quo or try to solve the problems for both
nighways and transit, ne said.

The largest portion of the budget is $1.625
billion for the Trunk Highway Fund; other
appropriations include the County State Aid
Highwayand the Municipal State Aid Streets
Funds.

Some additions to the governor's proposal
include initiatives in the general administration
portion of the budget: $100,000 each year for
~ts to encouragetelecommutingj and,
$250,000 for rese;;trching and testing electric
vehicle technology.

Members discussed for some time the
$275,000 a year appropriation for the Crime Fax
Network. Another $1.8 million is to be used for
the statewide juvenile criminal history and
misdemeanor system, tracking system for
domestic abuse orders for protection, and
implementing electronic fingerprint technology.
According to Langseth, the appropriations from
the Trunk Highway Fund are to be reimbursed
for expenses not related to the fund.

Members also heard testimony from Ed .
Cohoon of the Dept. ofTransportation who said
the budget does not include inflationary increases
for salaries. Up to 400 staffcould be laid off '.
depending upon the outcome ofsalary settle
ments this fall, he said.

DOT funding bill approved
A bill appropriating $2.5 billion for the next

biennium for the Dept. ofTransportation was
approved by the TratlSportation and Public
Transit Committee, Weds., Apr. 5. The
committee, chaired by Sen. Florian Chmielewski
(DFL-Sturgeon Lake), also advanced seven
other bills.

Sen. Keith Langseth (DFL-Glyndon),.author
ofthe bill, said the omnibus billwas similar to the
governor's recommend;;ttion. He also encouraged
the committee to decide how to deal with .the
funding restrictions facing both the transporta
tion and transit programs. ,Legislators will have to
decide if the state is going to maintain the status
quo or try to solve the problems for both
highways and transit, he said.

The largest portion of the budget is $1.625
billion for the Trunk Highway Fund; other major

appropriations include the County State Aid
Highway and the Municipal State Aid Streets
funds. The bill was re-referred to the Finance
Committee.

The committee approved and advanced S.F.
1199, a bill authored by Sen. William Belanger
OR-Bloomington) requiring a vehicle buyer to
notify the registrar ofmotor vehicles of the
transfer within 10 days.

H.F. 901, carried by Sen. Linda Runbeck OR~
Circle Pines), requires driver education programs
to include' instruction on the effects ofalcohol
and drugs on driving.

Belanger offered another bill, S.F. 1163,
authorizing ,the issuance oforiginal license plates
20 or more years old. The bill advances to the
Senate floor. .

Sen. Gary Laidig OR-Stillwater) presented S.F.
720, a bill adding the words "amateur radio" to
amateur radio license plates. The committee also
advanced S.F. 1011, authored by Sen. Thomas
Neuville OR-Northfield), prohibiting the sale,- _

.use and possession ofradar-jamming devices.
S.F. 1171 expands statutes regarding traffic

escort services to include guards, patrols and
security personnel. The bill, carried by Sen. James
Vickerman (DFL-Tracy), advances to the floor.

The committee re-referred S.F. 1091 to the
Judiciary Committee. The bill, carried by Sen.
Don Kramer OR~Brooklyn Center), expands
regulation ofproviders ofspecial transportation
services.

The committee also tabled two other bills. S.F.
1089; authored by Sen. Arlene Lesewski OR
Marshall), dealt with a variety of traffic regula
tions, including allowing a tum on a red arrow
traffic signal, and prohibiting local governments
from lOwering residential speed limits. And S.F.
1096, presented by Sen. Joe BertramSr. (DFL
Paynesville), directing the Dept. ofTransporui~

tion to applya' firearms safety training symbol to
Minnesota drivers licenses or identification cards.

Legislative gopher
Now there is a newway to get information

about the Minnesota Legislature~' In a joint
effort, the Legislative Reference Libtary, the
Office of the Revisor ofStatutes, the Senate and
the House ofRepresentath,es have established a ,
"gopher" infon:nation server. .

Information about weekly meeting schedules,
member biographies, the full text ofbills,House .
Journals and inf0lfllation on the legislative
process m~y all be found on the Legislative
Gopher. The Legislative Gopher is a dynamic
entity and more information items are being
added. The Legislative Gopher makes an
incredible amount of information instantly ,
available to anyone who has comput~r on-line
caf2'l.bilities. ' ",' .

There are several ways to access the Legislative
Gopher. Forgopher administrators: Point your
gopherto " -
URL:gol?her://gopher.revisor.leg.state.mn.us
(Port 70). '
This is the root server for the House and Senate
Legislative Gopher. For individuals or systems
with gopher client software: Pointyour gopher.
client to gopher.revisor.!eg.state,mn.us (Port 70).
For users without gopher client software: Telnet
to consultant.micro.umn.edu (the University of
Minnesota Gopher), login: gopher. Or, via dial
access, 612-626-2400 (also theU ofM gopher),
access>consultant.micro.umn.edu, login: gopher.
Follow this path through the menus: Other
Gophe~and Info~ation Server:>/North America!
u.S./Mmnesota/Mlnnesota legislature.
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Floor action
Bills granted final passage on the Senate Calendar, Apr. 3, 1995.
S.F. 155-Stumpf: Authorizes poultry farmers to trap great horned owls. 41-24
S.P. 204-Chandler: Requires reporting and analysis of federal mandates imposed on state agencies. 66-0
S.F. 446-Solon: Repeals price markup provisions in the sales discrimination law. 66-0
S.F. 687-Krentz: Requires minimum clearance when passing bicycles or individuals on roadways or bikeways and requires bicycle traffic laws

to be included in the driver's manual and driver's license tests. 62-4
S.F. 673-Vickerman: Provides for determination of base value of a motor vehicle for registration tax purposes. 66-0
S.F. 16-Betzold: Modifies provisions relating to the administration and prescription of neuroleptic medications. 66-0
S.F. 144-Hanson: Limits access to data on holders of disabled parking certificates 66-0
S.F. 193-Bertram: Authorizes an annual expense allowance for the veterans homes board of directors. 66-0
S.F. 380-Betzold: Clarifies language designating the rank of the adjutant general, clarifies language on the acceptance of money by the

adjutant general on behalf of the state and clarifies the authority of the adjutant general to lease land. 65-0
S.F. 381-Betzold: Provides greater flexibility in the appointment of members of the armory building commission, authorizes the commission

to use funds for constructions, andclarifies which municipalities may provide sites for armories. 66-0
S.F. 382-Betzold: Authorizes the adjutant general to assign retired officers to temporary active duty, changes eligibility for the state service

medal, changes penalties for wrongful dispostion of military property and eliminates obsolete language. 66-0
S.F. 184-Murphy: Clarifies authority for the use of funds from surplus facilities of the veterans homes board. 66-0
S.F. 290-Kelly: Provides that c()ntamination cleanup grants cover the costs of developing a response action plan and deanup costs incurred

before the award of a grant. 65_0
S.F. 445-Lesewski: Requires the Pollutiion Control Agency to permit the operation of waste combustors. 65-1
S.F. 133-Johnson, D.J.: Authorizes the private sale of tax-forfeited lands in Cook County. 66-0
S.F. 444-Lesewski: Adds territory to Split Rock Creek State Park. 66-0
S.F. lIOO-Bertram: Allow unlimited use of the proceeds of lawful gambling for payment of real estate taxes and assessments. 61-3
S.F. 368-Lesewski: Clarifies the employment status of farm crisis assistance personnel. 65-0

Bills granted final passage on the Consent Calendar, Apr. 3, 1995.
S.F. 680-Pariseau: Authorizes the commissioner of natural resources to sell land in Scott County. 65-0

Bills granted final passage on the Special Orders Calendar, Apr. 3, 1995.
S.F. 121-Sams: Provides a remedy when an insurer refuses in bad faith to payor to settle a claim. 35-30
S.F. 1018-Knutson: Specifies the responsibilities of guardians ad litem in juvenile and family court. 61-3
S.F. 299~Larson: Changes references to visually handicapped people and making changes of a technical and housekeeping nature. 62-0 .
S.F. 364-Anderson: Authorizes rehabilitation counselors in the Dept. of Economic Security to communicate threats made against other

persons by clients. 63-0
S.F. 1440-Berglin: Adds to the definition ofbase level funding, adds provisions for local children's mental health collaborative, changes'

provisions for integrated fund task force and require approval for a collaborative's integrated service system. 63-0
S.F. 373-Berglin: Creates a definition of subacute care and requires efforts to seek waivers. 52-12
S.F. 239-Johnson, D.E.: Authorizes the sale of tax-forfeited land inKandiyohi County. 63-0 .
H.F. 282-Price: Permits state employees to donate vacation leave fot the benefitofaspecific state employee. 49-16
S.F. 893-Price: Changes the datefor the Minnesota Comprehensive health Association enrollment freeze. 64-0
S.F. 447-Price: Recodifies and restructions the higher education statutes to facilitate the merger of the higher education systems. 49-14
S.F. 172..Lessard: Authorizes the issuance of test license plates to au~omobile manufacturers for cold weather testing purposes. 62-3
S.F. 830-Finn: Allows the sale of state forestlands and requires the conveyance ofland to the city of Akeley for public purposes. 64-0
S.F. 605-Vickerman: Requires minors under the age of 18 to wear a helmet when operating or riding snowmobiles on public property. 64-0
S.F. 752-Novak: Allows for altem,ative regulation of telephone companies for a limited period and authorizes rulemaking to promote fair and

reasonable competition for local exchange service. 64-0
S.F. 759-Novak: Changes some Dept: of Economic Development operating procedures, claters the corporate structure of Advantage

Minnesota, Inc., and clarifies economic development authority powers. 65-0
S.F. 1200-Merriam: Requires county sheriffs to be licensed as peace officers before taking office. 63-0
S.F. 644-Merriam: Modifies the provisions of a land sale to the city ofAnoka. 62-0
S.F. 320-Hottinger: Authorizes warrantless probable cause. arrests for fifth degress assault committed on school property. 65-0
S.F. 292-Knutson: Changes the name of the McGruff program. 61-3
S.F. 577-Janezich: Allows two nursing homes to share an administrator under certain circumstances. 63-1
S.F. 1060-Chandler: Modifies provisions relating to reemployment insurance. 55-10
S.F. 793-Dille: Repeals the requirement for specific reports by the Dept. ofAgriculture. 64-0
S.F. 839-Dille: Changes pesticide dealer requirements, changes the expiration of pesticide applicator certifications, provides an exeption for

farmers hauling anhydrous amonia, and requiriong consideration of passive bioremediation in some cases. 53-12
S.F. 1209-Betzold: Modifies provisions concerning the county medical examiners officers. 64-0
S.F. 838-Solon: Exempts persons performing barbering services for charitable purposes from registration and other requirements. 66-0
S.F. 1086-Johnson, D.J.: Prohibits lobbying by a principal campaign committee or political party committee that issues refund receipt forms.

45-20 o.

S.F. 474-Johnson,].B.: Regulates insurance accident and sickness policy reinstatement. 64-0
S.F. 873-Johnson, J.B.: Authorizes the sale of tax forfeited land in Isanti County. 64-0
S.F. 965-Langseth: Authorizes the issuance of permits for 12-foot wide loads of baled straw. 66-0
S.F. 386-Berglin: Modifies provisions relating to nursing home moratorium exceptions. 66-0
S.F. 447-Cohen: Dept. of Commerce housekeeping bill, regulates service of orders and other papers, modifies enforcement powers and

regulates notaries public. 63-3
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S.F. 615-Riveness: Establishes a high-speed bus service pilot project in the Metropolitan Area. 62-0
S.F. lO42-Reichgott Junge: Modifies provisions relating to limited liability organizations, modifies name requirements, eliminates a filing

requirement, and clarifies when debts arise or accrue for limited liability partnerships. 67-0
~.F. 163-Piper: Changes the expiration date for the Crime Victim and Witness Advisory Council from June 30,1995 to June 30, 1997.64-0
I.F. 1055-Piper: Exempts certain social workers from the requirement to obtain home care provider license; exempts some social workers
. employed in a hospital or nursing home from examination and requires hospital and nursing home social workers to be licensed. 63-2.

Bills granted final passage on the Consent Calendar, Apr. 6, 1995
S.F. 349-Lesewksi: Modifying the plain language requirement for the Dept. of Economic Security. 66-0
S.F. lIB-Betzold: Revisor's bill correcting erroneous, ambiguous, and omitted text and obsolete references. 66-0
S.F. l71-Lessard: Requires the sale of specific school trust lands in St. Louis County. 64-0
S.F. lO23-Lessard: Provides notice requirements for sales of tax-forfeited lands. 64-0
S.F. 12BO-Dille: Authorizes the sale of tax-forfeited land in Meeker County. 64-0
S.F. 1255-Limmer: Authorizes the use of force in defense of assault in correctional facilities under the control of or licensed by the

commissioner. 64-0
H.F. 564-Riveness: Providing licensed peace officers with the powers of a notary public for administering oaths upon information subitted to

establish probable cause. 64-0
H.F. 567-Kiscaden: Providing for the disclosure of specific hospital and health care provider tax data to the commissioner of human services

and the U.S. Dept. of Health and Human Services. 62-3
S.F. l520-Lessard: Extends the notification requirements for landfarming contaminated soil. 66-0

Bills granted final passage on Special Orders, Apr. 6, 1995
S.F. l570-Moe, R.D.: Freezing property tax values, levies and rates for taxes payable in 1996.38-29

Preview
The Minnesota Senate Week at a Glance

Monday, April 10

'laxes and Tax Laws Subcommittee on
Income and Sales Tax
Chair: Sen. Len Price
8 a.m. Room 15 Capitol·
Agenda: Income and sales tax articl~s of
the Omnibus tax bill.

The Senate will meet at 10 a.m.

Crime Prevention Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Tracy Beckman
12 noon Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Environment and Natural Resources
Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Steven Morse
12 noon Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: Allocations.

Education Funding Division
Chair: Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller
2 p.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Health Care and Family Services
Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Don Samuelson
2 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Allocations.

l-ligher Education Division
Chair: Sen. LeRoy Stumpf
2 p.m. Room 318 Capitol
Agenda: Higher education appropriations.

Crime Prevention Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Tracy Beckman
6 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Environment and Natural Resources
Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Steven Morse
6 p.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: Allocations.

Education Funding Division
Chair: Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller
8 p.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Health Care and Family Services
Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Don Samuelson
8 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Allocations.

Tuesday, April 11

The Senate will meet at 9 a.m.

Crime Prevention Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Tracy Beckman
12 noon Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Environment and Natural Resources
Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Steven Morse
12 noon Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: Allocations.

Legislative Commission on Pensions and
Retirement
Chair: Rep. Richardlefferson
1 p.m. Basement Hearing Room SOB
Agenda: Consideration of the future
provision of actuarial services to the
commission after the June 30, 1995
expiration of the current contract with
Milliman and Robertson, Inc.: appointment
of Actuarial Services Subcommittee;
consideration of a timeline for rebidding the
actuarial services contract; review and
authorization of the issuance of a request for
proposal document.

Education Funding Division
Chair: Sen. Lawrence PogemiUer
2 p.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Health Care and Family Services
Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Don Samuelson
2 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Allocations.

Higher Education Division
Chair: Sen. leRoy Stumpf
2 p.m. Room 318 Capitol
Agenda: Higher education appropriations.

Taxes and Tax Laws Committee
Chair: Sen. Douglas lohnson
4 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Omnibus tax bill.
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Crime Prevention Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Tracy Beckman
6 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Environment and Natural Resources
Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Steven Morse
6 p.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: Allocations.

Education Funding Division
Chair: Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller
8 p.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Health Care and Family Services
Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Don Samuelson
8 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Allocations.

Wednesday, April 12

The Senate will meet at 9 a.m.

Environment and Natural Resources
Committee
Chair: Sen. Bob Lessard
12 noon Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. xxxx-Morse: Omnibus
Environment appropriations bill.

Rules and Administration Subcommittee
on Ethical Conduct
Chair: Sen. Ember ReichgottJunge
12 noon Room 125 Capitol
Agenda: Johnson vs. Finn complaint.

Education Funding Division
Chair: Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller
2 p.m. Room 112 Capitol.
Agenda: To be announced.
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Health Care and Family Services
Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Don Samuelson
2 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Budget allocations.

Higher Education Division
Chair: Sen. LeRoy Stumpf
2 p.m. Room 112 Capitol (or Room 318)
Agenda: Higher education appropriations.

Taxes and Tax Laws Committee
Chair: Sen. Douglas Johnson
4 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 845-Berglin: MinnesotaCare.

Crime Prevention Committee
Chair: Sen. Allan Spear
6 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Confirmation of Frank Wood,
Commissioner of Corrections.
Confirmation of Michael Jordan,
Commissioner of Public Safety.

Environment and Natural Resources
Committee
Chair: Sen. Bob Lessard
6 p.m. Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. xxxx-Morse: Omnibus
Environment appropriations bill.

Education Funding Division
Chair: Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller
8 p.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: To be announced.

Health Care and Family Services
Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Don Samuelson
8 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Budget allocations.

Thursday, April 13

The Senate will meet at 9 a.m.

Crime Prevention Committee
Chair: Sen. Allan Spear
12 noon Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Confirmation of Frank Wood,
Commissioner of Corrections.
Confirmation of Michael Jordan,
Commissioner of Public Safety.

Environment and Natural Resource
Committee
Chair: Sen. Bob Lessard
12 noon Room 107 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. xxxx-Morse: Omnibus
Environment appropriations bill.

Education Committee
Chair: Sen. LeRoy Stumpf
2 p.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: Higher education appropriations.

Health Care and Family Services
Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Don Samuelson
2 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: Allocations.

Health Care Committee
Chair: Sen. Linda Berglin
3 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 1110-Samuelson: Omnibus
health and human services bill.

Friday, April 14
No meetings scheduled.
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Tax bill passed
The omnibus tax bill won the approval of the

Senate, 44-17, on Weels., Apr. 12.
The Senate took up H.F. 602, amending it to

incorporate the contents of the Senate's
omnibus tax proposaL Sen. Douglas Johnson
(DFL-Cook), the author of the Senate bill, said
the proposal contains no increases in sales tax
and freezes property taxes for 1996 at the 1995
levels. "This bill continues our efforts to not
allow any sales tax increases this year," he said.
'We're also telling the property owners of this
state that they are not going to pay one dime
more [in property taxesJ in 1996 than they pay
in 1995."

An amendment removing the property tax
freeze provisions from the bill was offered by
Sen. William Belanger OR-Bloomington).
"The public is not buying into this," he said.
"They see this as just a gimmick." But the bill's
author defended the freeze. 'When we say we're
not going to raise income taxes or sales taxes,
~ople believe that's not a gimmick," Johnson
lid. "When we say we want to prevent $270
million in property tax increases next year, that
is no gimmick either." The Belanger amend
ment was defeated, 29-37.

Sen. Gen Olson OR-Minnetrista) presented
an amendment to give each person a $31 tax
credit on their 1995 income tax return. The
proposal provides a $62 credit for married
couples who file a joint tax return. Olson said
the funding to support the tax credit would be
provided by $91 million in additional revenue
the governor has armounced was available.
"This tax credit is a chance for us to put
something back in the pockets of the taxpayers,"
she said.

Sen. Ember ReichgottJunge (DFL-New
Hope) proposed an amendment to the Olson
proposal, replacing it with language to set the
property tax recognition shift applied to local
school districts at 44 percent. Reichgott Junge
said the additional $91 million offers an
opportunity for the Legislature to ease the
impact of the shift on local school districts.
Setting the recognition shift at 44 percent
requires an additional $66 million, she said,
'This is a chance for us to give something back
to our schools."

Olson opposed the change. She said the
amendment was not inconsistent with other
options intended to give taxpayer a break. "But
there has been continuous movement, up and
down, in the shift the last several years," she
'ilid. "All we are doing is putting that money
Jack in the bank and use it again the next time
we would raise (the shift percentage)."

ReichgottJunge's proposal to the Olson
amendment was adopted, 54-8, and the
provision was incorporated into the tax bill on a
voice vote.

A number ofother amendments were offered
for the Senate's consideration. Sen. James
Metzen (DFL-South St. Paul) proposed to
reduce the property tax rate applied to seasonal
and recreational properties with an assessed
value ofunder $72,000. Under the amendment
the tax rate for assessed against those properties
is reduced from 2.0 percent to 1.8 percent,
effective for taxes payable in 1997.

The proposal lowers the amount ofproperty
tax revenue generated from seasonal properties
by about $9 million a year, Metzen said. The
funds lost in the rate reduction will be made up
by cuts in other areas, he said. "The effects of
this reduction will not be shifted onto other
property taxes," Metzen said.

Sen. Linda Runbeck OR-Circle Pines),
questioned the delay and offered an amendment
calling for the reduction to take effect in 1996.
Her proposal was narrowly rejected, 31-33. The
Metzen amendment was then adopted on a 43
22 vote.

Members also rejected an amedment, offered
by Sen. Sheila Kiscaden OR-Rochester), to
increase the cigarette tax by 25 cents perpack.
The amendment also decreases the health care
provider tax from two percent to one percent.
The amendment was rejected 17-48.

Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller (DFL-Mpls.)
successfully offered an amendment that shifted
$1 millionfrom the Board ofGovernment
Innovation and Cooperation to put towards the
statewide telecommunications system. The
amendment passed on a voice vote.

Twelve other amendments were debated and
rejected before the bill was given final passage.

Workers comp bill advances
The Commerce and Consumer Protection

Committee heard and approved S.F. 1020, a
workers compensation bill, at the Thurs., Apr.
6, meeting. ,

The bill, authored by Sen. Steven Novak
(DFL-New Brighton), permits small employers
to form groups and self-insure with a mutual
group. The measure also requires a 10 percent
discount on workers compensation premiums
for small employers who have not had an
accident that resulted in a wage replacement
benefit in the past three years. The bill allows for
the creation ofmajor workers' compensation
procedures to be established through collective
bargaining. It also changes workers comp
benefits, replacing the current two-tier system
with a single permanent partial reimbursements
system. The 5illlimits temporary total benefits
to 100 weeks, with a possible extension if the
employee is medically disabled due to the injury.
It also limits temporary partial benefits to 350
weeks. The measure also returns Minnesota to
the prior-approval system ofworkers comp
insurance rate regulation, providing that one

statewide rate schedule for each job classifica
tion replaces competitive rating, and requires
that rates proposed by the rating association
must be approved by the commissioner of
commerce before they can be used.

The committee, chaired by Sen. Sam Solon
(DFL-Duluth), approved S.F. 1020 and sent it
to the Finance Committee.

Transportation bill passed
On a 49-17 vote, the Senate passed a $2.5

billion omnibus transportation funding package
during the Weds., Apr. 12, floor session.

Authored by Sen. Keith Langseth (DFL
Glyndon), S.F. 1536 contains $2.3 billion for
the operations of the Dept. ofTransportation
(MnDOT) in FY 1996 and FY 1997. Of that
appropriation, $1.3 billion is designated for state
road construction and $754 million is ear
marked for aid for county and municipal roads
in the next biennium.

The measure also provides $159 million to
the Dept. ofPublic Safety for the next two fiscal
years, and $69 million in support of the transit
operations of the Metropolitan CounciL

Several members questioned the transit
appropriations. Sen. Carol Rynn (DFL-Mpls.)
said the Met Council faces a significant shortfall
in the near future that is not addressed in the
bill. Sen. Rorian Chmielewski (DFL-Sturgeon
Lake) said the amount offunding needed to
maintain the state's highways is also lacking in
the proposaL

Langseth said the bill attempts to balance
both needs given the fiscal constraints. "There
is nothing new in here for highways from what
there was two years ago nor is there an increase
in transit," he said.

Sen. Jane Ranum (DFL-Mpls.) proposed an
amendment requiring MnDOT to submit its
plans for a congestion pricing demonstration
project to the Met Council once the plans are
developed. The amendment also calls on the
council to hold a public hearing on the plan and
give its approval before the project can proceed.
Sen. Terry Johnston OR-Prior Lake) opposed
the amendment, saying it gives more power to
the Met Council and could delay the project.
But Ranum said she was concerned about the
power that has been given to MnDOT and that
the council should be involved because the
project would be conducted on interstates in the
Metro Area.

The Ranum amendment was approved on a
41-20 vote.

The members also approved an amendment
on a voice vote, offered by Sen. Dan Stevens
OR-Mora). The Stevens amendment calls on
the Legislative Auditor to evaluate the cost
effectiveness of the standards, practices and
procedures used by MnDOT in plarming
construction projects.
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Committee update
Commerce and Consumer
Protection
Tobacco sales regulation heard

In addition to taking action on the workers
comp bill, the Commerce and Consumer
Protection Committee, chaired by Sen. Sam
Solon (DFL-Duluth), also considered two bills
aimed at strengthening enforcement of the
state's law prohibiting the sale of tobacco to
minors.

First, th..e Senators heard S.F. 558,~ponsore. d
by Sen. Dallas Sams (DFL-Staples). The bill
provides that a town board or governing body of
a city may license and regulate the retail sale of
tobacco and establish a license fee. If the town
or city does not regulate it, the county board
must do so. The bill establishes a progressive
system offines for selling tobacco to minors, and
discounts the fines for businesses that have an
employee training program on not selling to
minors. Under the bill, the penalty for a fourth
offense is a 7-day suspension ofauthority to sell
tobacco. The measure also imposes maximum
fines of$50 each for the employee who sells
tobacco to a minor and the minor who .
purchases it. In addition, the bill requires the
cities and counties to conduct annual, random,
unannounced inspections to test dealer
compliance.

The committee then heard S.F. 703,
sEC!nsored by Sen. Ember ReichgottJunge
(DFL-New Hope). The measure also gives local
governments the authority to license tobacco
sales. The inspection portion of the bill requires
the local governments to conduct an
unannounced compliance check ofeach
location ofa licensed tobacco dealer at least
once yearly. The bill imposes a mandatory
penalty of$250 or a 7-day suspension of tobacco
selling authority for the first offense by a retailer
that sells tobacco to minors. The penalty for a
second offense is a $500 penalty or 7-day ,
suspension, and for a third violation in a 24
month period, the bill requires a 3-month
suspension of authority to sell tobacco. The bill
also provides the opportunity for a hearing
before a susJ::X:nsion is impos.ed. It also. requires a
mandatory $50 fine for the individual WhO sells
tobacco to a minor.

Sen. John Hottinger (DFL-Mankato), offered
an amendment replacing the Sams bill with the
language ofReichgott Junge's bill. The
amendment failed on a 7-8 roll call vote.

The committee then turned back to S.F. 558
as drafted. Members adopted four amendments
before approving the measure. The first, offered
by Sen. Len Price (DFL-Woodbury), requires '
employers to maintain a written record of
training for each employee and make it
available to inspectors on demand. An
amendment offered by Sen. Edward Oliver OR
Deephaven), specifies that the bill does not
preempt local ordinances that are more
restrictive. An amendment offered by Sen.
Kevin Chandler (DFL-White Bear Lake),
prohibits tobacco companies from providing
display allowances to retailers. Under the
amendment, retailers may still display tobacco
products, but tobacco companies cannot pay
them to do so. An amendment offered by Sen.
John Hottinger (DFL-Mankato), requires that
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for a fourth offense, the penalty is a mandatory
suspension ofauthority to sell tobacco, not to
exceed 7 days. S.F. 558 now goes to the Senate
floor.

The panel next heard S.F. 1590, sponsored by
Sen. Pat Piper (DFL-Austin), requiring health
plans to pay for treatment ofbreast cancer with
high-dose chemotherapy and autologous bone
marrow transplantation. Piper said that
currently, women whose doctors prescribe the
treatment must take their health insurer to court
to argue for the coverage, and that mostreople
who seek the treatment are so severely il that
they don't have.time to wage a courtbattle.
Members voted to approve S.F. 1590 and send it
to the Senate floor.

The Senators also approved S.F. 1056, a bill
allowing cities or towns to create trust or escrow
accounts for proceeds from losses to insured real
property occurring from fire or explosion. Under
the measure, sponsored by Sen. Carl Kroening
(DFL-Mpls.), the cities or towns may use
escrowed funds to repair or demolish damaged
or destroyed structures if the owners of the
structures refuse to do so. When a loss occurs
due to fire or explosion in a municipality that
has elected to apply the act, the insurer must
withhold 15 percent of the actualcash value of
the insured real property or 15 percent of the
final settlement, whichever is less, for deposit in
the municipality's escrow account. The money
is released to the property owner after the
structure is repaired, replaced or removed,
except to the extent that the escrowed amount
is needed to complete the work. The money is
also released if the property owner consents to
payment of funds direcdr to the contractor
doing the work. The bil was approved and sent
to the full Senate.

S.F.1337, sponsored by Hottinger, also
received the panel's approvaL The bill prohibits
the sale ofdrugs, medical devices, cosmetics, and
food for children under two years ofage by
transient sales people.

S.F. 1514, sponsored by Sen. Jerry Janezich
(DFL-Chisholm), requires disclosures prior to
the replacement ofan existing annuity or life
insurance contract. Under the bill, insurers must
notifY policyholders when a policy is to be
replaced if the existing policy is to be lapsed,
foifeited, surrendered, converted to reduced
paid-up insurance, or reduced in value or
benefits. The bill was approved and sent to the
Senate floor.

S.F. 1647, sponsored by Solon, pennits the
sale of long tenn care policies that have longer
waiting periods before benefits are paid. Under
current law, the waiting period before benefits
are paid is limited to 90 calendar days. TheMl
extends this time to 24 months. The bill was
approved and sent to the Senate floor.

Crime Prevention
uMinibus" bills advance

The Crime Prevention Committee consid
ered two bills made up of two larger bills and a
number of"rider bills." Members discussed the
provisions extensively at meetin~ held Thurs.,
Apr. 6. Chair Sen. Allan Spear (DFL-Mpls.)
referred to the bills as "minibus" bills, as opposed
to one large omnibus committee bill.

Sen. Ellen Anderson (DFL-St. Paul) offered 8

bill as the vehicle for the compilation of I

provisions. S.F. 1564 expands the definitions of
first-. and second-degree manslaughter to include
causmg the death ofanother while committing
malicious punishment of a child, or neglect or
endangennent of a child.

Six amendments, several ofwhich were bills,
were added to Anderson's bilL An author's
amendment received considerable debate before
being amended and approved by the committee.
Anderson offered a provision that would have·
removed language exempting relatives or
spouses from a felony offense for knowingly
receiving profits from a prostitute. But some
division members did not believe blood relatives
or spouses should be included in the statute and
rejected the amendment. Sen. Gene Merriam
(DFL-Coon Rapids) then offered another
amendment that clarifies the provision under
certain circumstances.

Another author's amendment directs a peace
officer to forward infonnation to the Health
Department upon receiving a report ofa wound
caused by a firearm. Anderson also successfully
offered an amendment to allow the sale of
electronic incapacitation devices under certain
provisions; the amendment also incorporated
penalties for illegal use of the devices.

The committee also adopted an amendment
offered by Sen. Warren Limmer OR-Maple
Grove) providing monetary restitution to a
victim's family or a victim assistance or
community program.

The bill, as amended, was advanced to the
full Senate.

Members also approved and advanced
another bill with several attached amendments.
S.F. 882, authored by Sen. Jane Ranum (DFL
Mpls.), makes several changes to laws dealing
with patterned sex offenders. Among its
provisions is a section allowing a maximum
imprisonment penalty of40 years ifa jury or
judge finds that a predatory offense was sexually
motivated. The bill also requires an annual
training course for prosecutors, public defenders
and peace officers on the sentencing laws
applicable to sex offenders.

Limmer successfully offered an amendment
that increases the penalty for indecent exposure
from a misdemeanor to a gross misdemeanor if
the act was committed in the presence ofa
person under 16 years. Another Limmer
amendment expands the crimeprohibiting
surreptitious intrusions into a hotel sleeping
room or tanning booth. .

Finally, the committee adopted an amend
ment, offered by Merriam; allowing persons who
have served as a Minnesota peace officer, meet
the current peace officer fireann training
requirements and serve as an investigator in a
felony prosecution office to carry a firearm. The
amended bill advances to the Senate floor.

Bills considered
Members of the Crime Prevention Finance

Division met again Thurs., Apr. 6, to continue
the process of considering bills for inclusion in
the omnibus appropriations bill. The division,
chaired by Sen. Tracy Beckman (DFL
Bricelyn), is hearing bills and testimony but not
taking fonnal action on any of the measures.



S.P. 556, authored by Sen. Thomas Neuville
OR-Northfield), requires deductions from
\lmate wages paid by private industry to be the
dme as for deductions from inmate wages paid

by the Dept. ofCorrections. S.P. 1510,
authored by Beckman, authorizes the commis
sioner ofcorrections to set about the process of
establishing a minimum security correctional
facility for men at Camp Ripley. S.P. 776,
sponsored by Sen. Don Kramer OR:-Brooklyn
Center), authorizes the commissioner of
corrections to deduct room and board charges or
other costs ofconfinement from inmates'
salaries. Members amended the bill to reorder
the priority ofdeductions made from inmates'
wages.

S.P. 1341, authored by Sen. Linda Runbeck
OR-Circle Pines), provides for the expansion of
intervention services provided through the
Institute of Child and Adolescent Sexual
Health. The services are aimed at early
intervention with children who exhibit signs of
sexually aggressive behavior and who do not
currently receive services. S.P. 758, carried by
Sen. Jane Ranum (DFL-Mpls.), authorizes the
Bureau ofCriminal Apprehension to charge
and collect fees for background checks run for
reasons other than criminal justice. The bill
also specifies that the fees are to be used to
maintain and improve the quality of the
criminal record system. Members also heard a
proposal, offered by Sen. Allan Spear (DR..
Mpls.), for an appropriation to the Illusion
Theatre for the development ofplays, work
shops and educational resources promoting
'pcreased awareness and prevention ofsexual
Abuse, violence and sexual harassment.

A proposal for privatizing the juvenile
corrections system sparked considerable
discussion. S.F. 1515, authored by Sen. Randy
Kelly (DFL-St. Pau!), calls for the transfer, by
July 1, 1996, ofall juveniles confmed.at Red
Wing and Sauk Centre to either privately .
owned and operated residential facilities or,
upon request of the county, back to the county
originally having jurisdiction over the juvenile.
Kelly said thar the high recidivism rate of the
most serious juvenile offenders has convinced
him that the state must tty a new approach to
the problem of juvenile corrections.

Privatization reviewed
The Crime Prevention Finance Division

examined several measures intended for the
omnibus crime prevention bill at ameeting Fri.,
Apr. 7. Among those reviewed was S.P. 1515, a
bill to privatize juvenile correction systems. ,
Carried by Sen. Randy Kelly (DFL-St. Pau!),
the measure requires that juveniles at Red Wing
and Sauk Centre be transferred to private.
residential treatment centers, or returned to the
counties.originally having jurisdiction over
them, by July 1, 1996. .

Commissioner of Corrections Frank Wood
opposed dismantling the two programs, calling
the move "premature." Although acknowledg~

ing thatprivatization is an option, he called for
)thoughtful analysis of the situation. "We may
lend up closing Red Wing and Sauk Centre, and
. redirecting those resources," he said, "but a

predisposition ro privatization is wrong."
Members questioned the cost effectiveness of

current programs. Sen. Gary Laidig OR
Stillwater) asked, "but could we do something

different with less?"
Sen. Allen Spear (DFL-Mpls.) pointed to the

high rate of recidivism, 69 percent, and said, "if
we can't do any better than this, why are we
spending so much money on it? Maybe we
should deploy our resources in different areas?"

S.P. 1460, authored by Sen. Richard Cohen
(DFL-St. Pau!), establishes a Ramsey County
program to identify and prosecute the most
serious juvenile offenders. The one time
appropriation is from the general fund and
available unti1]une 30, 1997.

John Wodele, a deputy attorney with Ramsey
County, testified in support of the measure. "We
have to target our resources," Wodele said. "We
want to focus on the guns and the gangs. We
know that just a few individuals commit most of
the crimes."

Melinda Ellidge, a Ramsey County prosecu
tor, voiced strong support for the bill. "To have
a specific unit track the most dangerous
offenders would be extremely helpful," Ellidge
said. She described the coordinated effort as a
"preventative approach."

Chair of the division, Sen. Tracy Beckman
(DFL-Bricelyn) raised concerns about flushing
offenders out of the Metro Area and into the
rural regions. Wodele said that the likelihood of
that occurring is very slim. "Gangs need a city
network to operate," he said.

Cohen told members that his bill is modeled
afrer a Chicago program aimed at eradicating
gangs. Local experts say Chicago's program has
been highly effective, to the detriment of the
Twin Cities, evidenced by growth ofgang
activity in the Metro Area.

S.P. 1286, sponsored by Kelly, appropriates
$4.3 million annually for peace officer standards
and training. Besides changing the composition
of the Peace Officer Standards and Training
Board to include two members actively
employed in peace officer education, the bill
also requires Metropolitan State University and
Minneapolis Community College to provide
core law enforcement courses in an accelerated
time period for Metro Area students.

A bill establishing a child abuse helpline and
a training program for interviewers of abused
children, S.P. 650, was also considered for the
omnibus crime bill. Authored by Sen. Ember
ReichgottJunge (DFL-New Hope), the measure
mandates the commissioner ofhuman services
to oversee both programs.

ReichgottJunge said that there is no single
source of infonnation and advice for victims of
child abuse. She pointed out that the designated
person to handle such matters, particularly in
rural regions, is frequently a source that victims
or their families would hesitate to seek out,

The statewide, toll-free helpline would be
staffed 24 hours by professionals able to answer
questions concerning the physical and sexual
abuse ofchildren. .,

An amendment, offered bySen. Roy
Terwilliger OR-Edina), concerning data access
by law enforcement agencies, was adopted by
the division. Under Terwilliger's amendment,
the crimirial justicepolicy group is respbnsible
for developing the database plan, rather than
the Bureau ofCriminal Apprehension and the
Dept. ofPublic Safety.

Two bills, both authored by Spear, were
heard by the division. S.P. 1205 mandates the
Nonfelony Enforcement Advisory Committee

to analyze penalty levels for low-level felony
crimes, and makes a one-time appropriation for
staffing the NEAC.

S.P. 1153 earmarks monies for four judge
ships, vetoed by the governor last year, while
creating and funding five new positions. The
measure also authorizes conversion ofa vacant
referee position into a judgeship.

Members also considered a bill, S.P. 1054,
authored by Sen. Jane Ranum (DFL-Mpls.),
providing for year round school for juveniles in
correctional facilities. The proposal, part of a
comprehensive juvenile justice measure, sets
forth the funding mechanism for the education
component, requires the state to pay the costs of
some of the educational programs, and
establishes youth service centers and IJilot
projects. Members tried to get a handle on the .
actual cost of the proposal, but the bill did not
come with a fiscal note, although Ranum said
she had requested one. The measure was laid
aside.

Senators also considered a proposal, spon
sored by Sen. Arlene Lesewski OR-Marshall),
authorizing interactive video arraignments. The
bill, S.P. 287, waS'laid over for consideration for
the omnibus crime finance bill. S.P. ·1315,
authored by Beckman, was also corisidered. The
measure establishes the Bureau ofCriminal .
Apprehension as an independent agency of the
executive branch. Currently, the BCA is parr of
the Dept. of Public Safety. The proposal also
transfers the criminal justice information system
unit to the BCA. S.P. 1613, sponsored by Sen.
Thomas Neuville OR-Northfield), authorizes
the creation ofa nonprofit corporation to
manage correctional work programs. The
measure outlines the organization, duties and
authority of the corporation and authorizes the
sale ofcorporation goods and services to
governmental entities and private enterprises.
S.P. 1650, sponsored by Beckman, suspends the
implementation of the extended jurisdiction
juvenile system for one year.

A proposal to revamp the sentencing
guidelines was also considered. S.P. 470,
authored by Sen. Gary Laidig OR-Stillwater),
implements the recommendations of the
Sentencing Guidelines Commission for changes
ro the guidelines and the guidelines grid. Under
the proposal, prison sentences are reduced for
property and drug crimes while the sentences for
selected crimes against persons are increased.
. Members did not take any action to advance
the bills, but rather will consider the measures
for inclusion in the omnibus proposal.

Allocation process starts
The Crime Prevention Finance Division

began the process ofmaking allocations at the
Mon., Apr. 10, hearing. The p.anel, chaired by
Sen. Tracy Beckman (DFL-Bricelyn), reviewed
a spread sheet with preliminary budget
allocations. Under the proposal, the appropria
tions for areas under the division'sjurisdiction
total $855.9 million. The total is $29.3 million
under the govemor's recommendation. The
proposal provides funding for the courts, the
Dept. ofPublic Safety, the Private Detective
Board, the Peace Officer Standards and
Training Board, publiC defenders, the Dept. of
Corrections, the Corrections Ombudsman, and
the Sentencing Guidelines Commission. The
proposal also removes the Bureau ofCriminal
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Apprehension from the Dept. of Public Safety
and makes the BCA a separate agency.

In addition, the proposal provides funding for
a number ofbills that had been considered by
the division. S.P. 624, authored by Sen. Don
Betzold (DR-Fridley), provides for an appro
priation to the Northwest Community Law
Enforcement Project at North Hennepin
Community College. S.F. 413, sponsored by
Sen. Janet Johnson (DR-North Branch),
establishes a pilot program to test the effective
ness of electronic alcohol monitoring ofDWI
offenders. S.F. 549, carried by Beckman,
provides funding for Drug Abuse Resistance
Education (DARE) programs. S.P. 911,
authored by Sen. John Marty (DR-Roseville),
alters provisions dealing with DWI license plate
revocation. S.P. 434, sponsored by Sen. Randy
Kelly (DR-St. Paul), clarifies the scope of the
witness and victim protection fund. S.P. 946,
carried by Sen. Ellen Anderson (DR-St. Paul),
provides for a study relating to youth centers.
S.F. 778, carried by Kelly, changes provisions
relating to reimbursement for bullet proof vests.
S.P. 1341, authored by Sen. Linda Runbeck
OR-Circle Pines), proVides for an appropriation
for the Child Sexual Health Institute for early
intervention services for children exhibiting
sexually aggressive behavior. S.F. 1460,
authored by Sen. Richard Cohen (DR-St.
Paul), authorizes Ramsey County to establish a
juvenile violence prevention task force.

S.F. 1515, sponsored by Kelly, provides for a
task force to study the privatization of the
juvenile facilities at Rea Wing and Sauk
Centre. S.F. 1153, authored by Sen. Allan
Spear (DR-Mpls.), provides funding for seven
new judgeships. S.F. 650, carried by Sen. Ember
ReichgottJunge (DR-New Hope), requires
information to be gathered from crime victims
for presentation at bail hearings and providing
for a child abuse telephone helpline. S.F. 1205,
carried by Spear, expands the duties of the
Nonfelony Enforcement Advisory Committee.
S.F. 435, authored by Kelly, expands the crime
ofwitness tampering and provides for victim
grants. S.F. 359, sponsored by Sen. James
Metzen (DR-St. Paul), provides for state
reimbursement for bomb squads. S.F. 1286,
carried by Kelly, makes changes in provisions
relating to the Peace Office Standards and
Training Board. S.F. 1054, sponsored by Sen.
Jane Ranum (DR-Mpls.), makes numerous
changes in provisions relating to the juvenile
justice system. S.F. 418, carried by Kelly, is the
Safe Schools initiative and authorizes special
projects and programs to combat truancy and
provides for other crime prevention efforts in
the schools. Finally, a proposal, sponsored by
;lpear, for an appropriation for the Illusion
Theatre to develop anti-violence programs, is·
also included in the division's omnibus proposal.
The total appropriation for the separate bills is
$9.45 million.

Several items in the proposal s~-ked division
discussion. Sen. David Knutson OR-Burnsville)
questioned the separationof the OCA from the
Dept. of Public Safety. Beckman said that the
intention of the split is to increase productivity
and improve morale in the agency. Kelly added
that for all practical purposes the BCA has been
functioning as a stand-alone agency for several
years.

Spear said that he was concerned about
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reductions in the increase for the public
defenders. He pointed out that much of the
increased burden placed upon the public
defenders system is the result of legislation
passed last year. 'We need to fund last year's
initiatives before taking on new ones," Spear
said.

Members also discussed the appropriations
earmarked for the Dept. ofCorrections is some
detail. Under the proposal, no appropriations
are made available for expansion at the juvenile
facilities at Red Wing ana Sauk Centre, nor are
other program increases funded to the full
extent recommended by the governor.

Funding revamped
Members of the Crime Prevention Finance

Division met in the afternoon Tues., Apr. 11, to
consider a revised funding proposal for the
omnibus bill. The new proposal totals $860.2
million and is $25 million less than the
governor's recommendations. The revised
spread sheet restores funding for several
programs. Under the revised proposal, an
addition $500,000 is earmarked for legal aid,
three positions are provided to aid the transition
of the Bureau ofCriminal Apprehension into
an independent agency, a $4.6 million increase
for public defenders recommended by the
governor is restored, and a 3 percent cut to 'the
base, annualization and jail rental categories of
the Dept. ofCorrections budget is implemented.
The new proposal also decreases the funding for
the Safe Schools initiative by $1 million.

An earlier version of the proposal did not
include the 3 percent base cut for the Dept. of
Corrections and had, instead, decreased funding
for facility caseload changes by $6.5 million.
The new version leaves the funding for the
facility caseload changes and allows the
department to make the necessary reductions.
In addition, the previous version did not fund
the increase for the public defenders. However,
Sen. Allan Spear argued that the division
needed to fund the increase because of the
increased burden placed on public defenders as a
result of last year's legislation.

Spear said that the new proposal does a good
job ofaddressing the concerns of the committee
members about various portions of the budget.

Discussion at the afternoon hearing centered
primarily on the proposal to separate the Bureau
ofCriminal Apprehension from the Dept. of
Public Safety. Commissioner Michael Jordan,
of the Dept. ofPublic Safety, testified against the
proposal to separate the BCA. Jordan said that
the separation flies in the face of the move to
consolidate and streamline state government in
order to improve efficiency. Beckman coun
tered that the initiative is an attempt to remove
politiCS from the agency and allow the BCA to
continue to provide quality services.

Sen. Gary Laidig OR-Stillwater) questioned
the lack of increased funding for BCA lab
improvements. Laidig asked ifperhaps some of
the funding for the Safe School initiative
couldn't be more properly located in the
education funding budget. Spear responded
that the division has traditionally taken a broad
approach to crime prevention in funding
programs such as Head Start and Success by Six.
Spear said, "We have taken the position that
getting a child started in life in a healthy way is

the most successful crime prevention effort we
can make."

Members approved a motion to adopted the
funding proposal outlined in the spreadsheet.

Education
Year'round school bills heard

Several bills requesting grants to support year
round school operations were considered by the
Education Funding Division, chaired by Sen.
Lawrence Pogemiller (DFL-Mpls.), on Thurs.
evening, Apr. 6.

The division heard five proposals, each
providing the means for school districts to
operate throughout the year. Sen. Leonard
Price (DR-Woodbury) presented two bills
offering revenue for year-round school programs.
S.F. 1462 provides year-round school pilot
program grants for both operations and facilities.
S.P. 1375 establishes a flexible learning year
revenue program and authorizes the sale of up to
$5 million in bonds to support the program.

S.F. 1483, authored by Sen. Janet Johnson
(DR-North Branch), provides an $83,000
grant to the Cambridge School District for a
pilot year-round school program. Another
proposal, S.F. 1643 carried by Sen. Kevin
Chandler (DR-White Bear Lake), creates the
pilot Extend Program and includes a $750,000
appropriation for a grant to the White Bear
Lake district under the program. All four
proposals were discussed and then set aside for
further consideration as part of the omnibus
funding bill.

Other bills aimed at improving the educa~
tionaI performance of targeted groups were
considered. S.P. 1595, presented by Sen. Sandra
Pappas (DR-St. Paul), offers grants to provide
academic and culturally-related programs in
districts with a student population of more than
10 percent Mexican-American. The division
approved the proposal as part of the omnibus
bill.

S.F. 924, also offered by Pappas, allows a
$500,000 appropriation designated in FY 1995
for the Teachers ofColor program to carry
forward into the next fiscal year. The measure
was adopted and added to the omnibus bill.
Also approved for further consideration in the
omnibus p?-ckage was S.P. 1203. The bill,
sponsored by Sen. Jane Krentz (DR-May
Township), calls for appropriations to upgrade
the skills ofand certify school interpreters..

Pappas and Sen. Ellen Anderson (DR-St.
Paul) both offered bills calling for additional
funds in support of the Adult Basic Education
and Adult Graduation Aid programs. Pappas'
bill, S.P.1161, did not specify an a appropriation
for either program. Anderson's proposal
designated a biennial appropriation of $8.1
million in Adult Graduation Aid. The Pappas
bill was accepted for further consideration.

Two bills clarifying the High School
Graduation Incentives program were also
processed by the division. Under the program,
students, who are at least age ,16, may transfer to
a private school if a public district has a contract
with the private school for educational services.
S.F. 1612, authored by Sen. Jerry Janezich
(DR-Chisholm), allows students ofall ages to
transfer to a private school. The bill also
requires that 88 percent of the general education



funding a district would receive for each student
~ given to the private school. The private
(hool may also appeal to the State Board of

roucation when a school district rejects a
contract proposal.

S.P. 1294, offered by Pappas, transfers 88
percent of the education revenue to a private
school that accepts students from a public
system under the graduation incentives
program. The division approved S.P. 1294, and
adopted a portion ofS.P. 1612, allowing schools
to make an appeal to the State Board.

The division also set aside S.P. 1095 for
further consideration. The bill, presented by
Sen. Jane Ranum (DR.-Mpls.), provides funds
for school breakfast and lunch programs.

Appropriation bill considered
Sen. leRoy Stumpf (DR.-ThiefRiver Falls),

chair of the Higher Education Funding
Division, gave division and audience members a
pep-talk recently regarding the division's task to
develop an appropriation bill. At the Thurs.,
Apr. 6, meeting, Stumpfreiterated the grim
realities and challenges facing higher education,
but encouraged state leaders to work together to
get through the coming biennia.

Wrapping up its week ofmeetings, the
division heard presentations on two bills to be
considered for inclusion in the division's
omnibus bill. S.P. 1225, authored by Sen. Sam
Solon (DR.-Duluth), establishes a new nursing
grant program under the Higher Education
Coordinating Board. The new program

-. ~onsolidates several small grants available now.
}\ccording to Susan Stout of the Minnesota
Nursing Association, the program provides a
dollar-to-dollar match with $50,000 in state
funds. Currently, the state provides some
$120,000 in small nursing grants, she said.

Another bill, S.P. 1295, authorizes the Bureau
ofMediation Services to transfer staffbetween
bargaining units of the community colleges and
the technical colleges. The bill, carried by
Solon, stipulates a transfer can only occur ifall
parties agree to do so. Some Senators expressed
concern about the cost implications of the
provision, and representatives from Minnesota
State Colleges and Universities said they needed
more time to consider possible consequences.

Stumpfsaid the provision should be looked at
closely and then, repeating a theme heard
throughout the session, called for a cooperative
effort among all groups within higher education.
Because of the "dramatic" cuts facing all aspects
of the state's budget, everything in the higher
education program is up for discussion, he said.
Leaders must consider changes in contract
bargaining, find efficiencies in programs, and
examine administration levels, all with the
students in mind, Stumpfsaid.

"Keeping morale up out there is going to be
difficult," he said. "We'll need very good
cooperation among all parties to make it
through the next couple years."

. Certificate program defeated
) A bill to establish an educational certificate

aid program was rejected by the members of the
Education Funding Division, chaired by Sen.
Lawrence Pogemiller (DR.-Mpls.), Fri., Apr. 7.

S.P. 1377 creates the certificate program for
students ofparents or guardians whose income is
at or below 185 percent of the federal poverty

iQ-!ideline. Sponsored br Sen. Tom Neuville
OR-Northfield), the bil reguires the Dept. of
Education to provide qualitying parents or
guardians with a certificate equal in amount to
80 percent of the general education fonnula
allowance. Those certificates may then be
applied toward a student's attendance at the
public or private school of their choosing.

Supporters of the bill, including private
school officials and parents, argued the proposal
serves those students who have the greatest
needs to be successful and who should be
allowed to make choices they may otherwise not
have. Representatives of the various public
school groups opposed the bill, saying the
program would divert funds from the system and
that using public funds to support private
schools raises a question ofconstitutionality.

The measure fell on a 3-10 roll call vote.
The members also reviewed a number of

other bills and voted to include two directly into
the omnibus funding bill. S.P. 1625, presented
by Sen. Dallas Sams (DR.-Staples), allows the
Detroit Lakes School District to make a fund
transfer. S.P. 1581, offered by Neuville, modifies
a 1994 law providing a land transfer to the
Faribault School District for a new elementary
school site.

S.P. 1047, carried by Sen. Ember Reichgott
Junge (DR.-New Hope), creates an open and
standing appropriation category to provide
property tax abatement aid to school districts.
The division, at the author's request, approved
the measure as a grant program and added it to
the omnibus bill.

Sen. Dallas Sams (DR.-Staples) presented
S.P. 1172, calling for a biennial appropriation of
$23.3 million to support secondary vocational
education programs. The members set the
proposal aside for further consideration.

The division heard but chose not to include
the provisions ofsix other bills in the omnibus
bill. Among those bills was S.P. 1174, authored
by Sen. Steven Novak (DR.-New Brighton),
allowing districts to withhold the records ofa
transferring student until any school property is
returned, and S.P. 1559, carried by Sen. Charles
Berg (DR.-Chokio), providing a grant to reduce
the Milan School District's operating debt.

Also, a proposal by Sen. David Knutson OR
Burnsville), S.P. 712, to eliminate referendum
levy equalization offSet was not included. S.P.
1372, requesting funds for an asbestos sampling
program in the West Central Cooperative
Service Unit, was presented by Sen. Keith
Langseth (DR.-Glyndon) but not included.
ReichgottJunge's proposal, S.P. 1050, to
increase the general education fonnula
allowance was also not approved.

S.P. 1480, authored by Sen. Sandra Pappas
(DR.-St. Paul), proposes using an excise sales
tax revenue to reduce class sizes. The measure,
calling for a two-year delay on the scheduled
reduction in the sales tax percentages paid by
businesses to replace their capital equipment,
was not approved.

Transition system bill heard
The Education Funding Division, chaired by

Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller (DR.-Mpls.),
reviewed and approved a bill, Sat., Apr. 8,
creating a system to help students make the
transition from education to employment.

S.P. 1476, authored by Sen. Tracy Beckman

(DR.-Bricelyn), establishes an statewide
education and employment transition system.
The system is to include strategies to improve
career counseling, to incorporate work-based
programs into the school curriculum, and to
develop private sector partnerships with the
education system.

The bill creates th@-geverrmr's Workforce
Development Council and makes the council
responsible for development and implementa
tion ofa transition system. The proposal also
calls for grant programs for local education and
employment transition partnerships and for the
support of a youth employers grant program.
The provisions of the bill were approved and
added to the omnibus funding bilt.

The division also approved and added to the
omnibus bill a related proposal brought forward
by Beckman, to encumber money for partici
pants in Youth Community Service Programs.
S.P. 1281 requires the Higher Education
Coordinating Board to hold $4,725 in a special
account for each student who enrolls in the
youth works service program. The measure
allows students who have completed the
program to draw the funds from the account and
use it toward their post-secondary education
costs.

In other business, the members reviewed
several proposal to fund interactive television
(lTV) and other infonnation delivery systems in
schools. Four of the six bills the division heard
were IJresented by Sen. leRoy Stumpf (DR.
ThiefRiver Falls). S.P. 245 allows districts
involved in the cooperation and combination
program to receive lTV revenue if they enter
into an lTV lease before combining. S.P. 289
allows districts to use capital expenditure and
staffdevelopment revenue to train teachers in
computer use. S.P. 892 provides grant programs
that allow districts to gain access to infonnation
delivery technologies, and to fund the costs of
corrnecting districts to the Internet. S.P. 567
provides a grant to the North Central Minne
sota Educational Consortium to set up an lTV
network.

Sen. Florian Chmielewski (DR.-Sturgeon
Lake) presented S.P. 668, giving a grant to the
Cromwell School District for lTV installation.
S.P. 551, creating a technical support aid
program and providing funds for schools to
access the Internet, was offered by Sen. Jane
Ranum (DR.-Mpls.). After reviewing all of the
proposals, the division set the bIlls aside for
further consideration as part of their funding
decisions.

Two other bills were approved by the
members and added to the omnibus bill. S.P.
1466, sponsored by Sen. Linda Runbeck OR
Circle Pines), pennits schools to charge fees to
provide an elective course that would not
otherwise be offered because oflow enrollment.
The bill also lets schools use unlicensed teachers
in elementary classrooms when a licensed
teacher is using their preparation time and
allows districts to negotiate a payment schedule,
other than provided in law, with the Dept. of
Education. The portions of the bill allowing
districts to charge fees, and to negotiate a
payment schedule were approved.

S.P. 945, carried by Sen. Martha Robertson
OR-Mirrnetonka), appropriates funds for the
Advanced Placement and International
Baccalaureate programs. The measure was
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approved without a specific appropriation.

Several other bills were considered but the
members voted that they not be included in the
omnibus bilL Among those bills was S.F. 796,
authored by Sen. David Knutson (lR
Burnsville), eliminating the State Board of
Education, and S.F. 1466, offered by Sen. Mark
Ourada (lR-Buffalo), requiring the state board
to report the costs ofimplementing the
graduation rule to the Legislature before the rule
can take effect.

Robertson's bill, S.F. 788, allowing districts to
levy for insurance costs was not approved, nor
was S.F. 1580, presented by Sen. Cal Larson
(lR-Fergus Falls), giving a levy to districts losing
a technical college to the merging higher
education system.

Also not included were S.F. 1580, sponsored
by Larson, defining the effect of the debt service
equalization aid has on district projects, and S.F.
1340,authored by Sen. Sandra Pappas (DFL-St.
Paul), including provisions to fully fund special
education, allow fund transfers and offset certain
property tax aids.

Special ed bills discussed
Several special education proposals were

under consideration when the Education
Funding Division, chaired by Sen. Lawrence
Pogemiller (DFL-Mpls.), met Mon., Apr. 10.

The members took up S.F. 917, presented by
Sen. Jerry Janezich (DFL-Chisholm). The bill
establishes the Options-Plus Pilot Program. The
purpose of the program is to develop alternative
ways to serve students with specific disabilities
without formally enrolling them in a special
education program. As part of the program,
districts are to prepare a limited educational
plan for participating students that identifies
how their needs will be meet. The division set
the measure aside for further consideration.

A bill to establish a pilot program to provide
early intervention services to children with
emotional or behavioral disorders was also set
aside for more consideration. S.F. 1610,
authored by Sen. Kevin Chandler (DFL-White
Bear Lake), provides a grant to the White Bear
Lake School District for "Project Prevent," an
early intervention program serving children
with emotional or behavioral disoi:ders.

Sen. Jane Krentz (DFL-May Township)
presented S.F. 1400. The bill allows a county
representative to participate in preparing the
education plan for a child with a disability, if the
parents and school district consent and it has
been determined that interagency services are
appropriate. The measure also requires the
Dept. ofEducation and the Dept. ofHuman
Services to evaluate their rules pertaining to
special education, and calls on both depart
ments to jointly develop a training program for
school district staff who work with children with
disabilities. The bill was approved and added to
the omnibus bill, while the funding provisions
of the proposal were set aside for future
consideration.

S.F. 707, authored by Sen. Warren Limmer
(lR-Maple Grove), was rejected by the division.
The measure excludes students from enrolling
in a school district if they had been previously
expelled from another district for possession ofa
firearm. The bill also prevents students released
from a correctional institution from returning to
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their school district, diverting them instead into
an alternative learning program.

Special education components ofS.F. 817
were also added to the omnibus bill. The
measure, authored by Sen. Kenric Scheevel (lR
Preston), gives the parties objecting to proposed
changes to a child's special education plan 15
days to proVide the otherparty with a statement
identifying the specific remedies sought.

In other business, the members approved
Pogemiller's bill, proposing funds in support of
the artists in educationresidency project, and
the Partners: Arts and School for Students ..
(PASS) Program. Included as part ofS.F. 1649
is a biennial appropriation of$842,000, which
the division set aside.

Sen. Jane Ranum (DFL-Mpls.) presented S.F.
1418, proposing changes to teacher compensa
tion mechanisms. The bill changes current
training and experience revenue provisions to a
teacher compensation revenue program. The
revenue is to be used to pay teachers who gain
additional skills needed by their school district
to increase student achievement. The measure
was set aside until language changing it into a
grant program could be developed.

Higher ed allocations considered
Members of the Higher Education Funding

Division, chaired by Sen. leRoy Stumpf (DFL
ThiefRiver Falls), began discussing provisions
to the division's appropriation bill at a Mon.,
Apr. 10, meeting.

The proposal includes three articles dealing
with a new funding policy, reorganization of the
Higher Education Coordinating Board, and
changes to the financial aid policy. Several
individual bills also may be added to the
package.

Stumpf, as in previous meetings, emphasized
the tough decisions the division must make
regarding the ever-tightening budgets for higher
education programs. "The budget proposal is by
no means adequate," he said, but it does limit
severely adverse impacts on all programs.

Stumpfpresented another provision outlining
changes and requirements for labor agreements
and compensation planning. Most notably, the
measure directs the Minnesota State Colleges
and Universities (MnSCU) Board ofTrustees
and the University ofMinnesota Board of
Regents to increase the number ofhours faculty
spend on instructional activities when negotiat
ing labOr agreements. Another of the 10
measures calls for providing for the equivalent of
at least a 40-hour work week for all full-time
employees. The provision also allows immediate
employee layoffs in a financial emergency
situation, as declared by the respective board.

Stumpfsaid the basis of the proposals is to
deal with the public's perception ofhow higher
education systems are run. But representatives of
the systems' faculty groups testified against the
provisions, saying labor management should
have the prerogative to manage collective
bargaining. Discussion will continue.

The division also took testimony on Stumpf's
alternative funding proposal introduced as S.F.
1234. The provision changes the way campuses
are funded by basing fund ing on the number of
diplomas, degrees or certificates handed out,
instead ofon how many students a campus has
enrolled. The bill also offers a high school

diploma warranty requiring a high school to pay
for remedial courses ifa graduate scores below a
10th-grade level in a college assessment test.

Two provisions were added to provide for
technical and policy task forces to implement
the proposal and work out the details and
concerns of the interested parties.

Members scheduled continuing discussions
on the proposals.

Environment and Natural
Resources

Petroleum tank cleanup changes
A bill relating to petroleum tank cleanup ate

up more than four hours ofdiscussion at Weds.,
Apr. 5, meetings of the Environment and
Natural Resources Finance Division. The
division, chaired by Sen. Steven Morse (DFL
Dakota), also considered seven other bills.

S.F. 507, carried by Sen. Steven Novak
(DFL-New Brighton), deals with a variety of
statutes related to petroleum tank cleanup
funds, site assessments and tank monitoring.

Much of the divisionis debate focused on a
section of the bill dealing with reimbursement
costs. The provision, Novak explained,
essentially singles out two contaminated sites,
located in Ramsey County and the city of
Minneapolis, to be eligible for state Petro Fund
money for the cleanup of the land.

In both cases, the responsible parties are
unable to cover the cleanup costs and the land
would remain undeveloped unless the state
funds are accessed, Novak said. Because of
changes in laws since the land was purchased,
the property owners got handed the cleanup
bill, he said.

Sen. Janet Johnson (DFL-North Branch)
successfully offered an amendment establishing
an environmental lien on the property in the
amount of the reimbursement, or the value of
the property.

The amended bill was advanced to the full
committee.

Another bill, S.F. 1253, was also advanced to
the full committee. The bill, authored by Sen.
Don Samuelson (DFL-Brainerd), also deals with
the petroleum tank release cleanup program and
establishes registration requirements for
contractors and consultants. A provision
establishing insurance coverage criteria was
deleted.

The division also considered S.F. 693, a bill
authored by Sen. Steve Dille (lR-Dassel)
changing the limits for participation in rural
fmance authority loans. The goal of the bill is to
improve the livestock industry in the state, Dille
said. The bill also addresses development ofbest
management practices for feedlots, changes
permit requirements for feedlots, and appropri
ates funds. The bill was laid over for consider
ation with the division's appropriation bill.

Five other bills also were laid over for further
consideration, including S.F. 1358 authored by
Sen. Dan Stevens (lR-Mora). The bill appropri
ates $25,000 to the Dept. ofNatural Resources
to establish a recreational shooting range within
Sand Dunes State Forest.

S.F. 345, carried by Sen. leRoy Stumpf
(DFL-ThiefRiver Falls), expands the wastewa-



ter infrastructure funding program to include
basic assistance grants to municipalities. Stumpf
)lsopresented S.F. 1193, a bill appropriating
,unds to establish a task force to study interstate
flcxxl control projects.

Sen. Pat Pariseau OR-Farmington) offered
S.F. 671, a bill providing $175,0CfJ in emer
gency bonding to repair erosion damage to the
Cannon Valley Trail near Cannon Falls.

Morse presented S.F. 1201, a bill specifYing
that money recovered in lawsuits for the
destruction or loss ofnatural resources resulting
trom a hazardous waste release must be used for
repairing or replacement ofnatural resources.

Finally, the division heard apresentation by
Sen. Roger Moe (DFL-Erskine) regarding a tree
plantation project overseen by the University of
Minnesota-Crookston. The project includes
study ofa rapidly growing type ofpoplar tree.
Moe requested the division consider an annual
appropriation of$200,0CfJ to continue the
project.

Final bills advanced
In one of its last policy meetings of the

session, the Environment and Natural Re
sources Committee processed some 14 bills at a
Fri., Apr. 7, meeting.

S.F. 507, carried by Sen. Steven Novak
(DFL-New Brighton), deals with a variety of
statutes related to petroleum tank cleanup
funds, site assessments, tank monitoring, and
reimbursement requirements. Sen. Pat Pariseau
OR-Farmington) successfully offered an
\amendment specifYing that costs of a corrective
action performance audit also are reimbursable.
/ Another bill, S.F. 1253, also deals with the
petroleum tank release cleanup program. The
bill, authored by Sen. Don Samuelson (DFL
Brainerd), establishes registration requirements
for contractors and consultants.

Sen. Gary Laidig OR-Stillwater) presented
HF. 1018, a bill conformins state regulation of
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) to federallaw. The
bill adds dehumidifiers, ice makers, water
coolers, heat pumps and commercial refrigera
tion systems to the list of items trom which
CFCs must be removed and disposed. Thebill
also clarifies training and certification require
ments.

Members discussed and advanced 11 other
bills. Sen. Janet Johnson's (DFL-North Branch)
bill, S.F. 1076, dealing with wind facilities,
exempts large wind energy conversion systems
trom power plant siting requirements.

HF. n01, carried by Sen. Dennis
Frederickson OR-New Ulm), is a housekeeping
bill and makes several technical corrections to
laws related to shoreland ordinances, pennitting,
dam repair, and other federal, state, and local
provisions.

Sen. Leonard Price (DFL-Wcxxlbury)
presented a bill, S.F. 897, related to surface and
groundwater management in the Metro Area.
The provisions of the bill include groundwater
management planning provisions, standards and
review. Price also carried HF. 1055, a bill

)
amending the Watershed Act. The measure
contains a provision to raise the per diem for
watershed district managers by $5 a day. The bill
also addresses changes in advisory committees,
watershed district plans, and simplification of
procedures to maintain and improve drainage
ditches in the Metro Area.

Sen. Kevin Chandler (DFL-White Bear
Lake) presented S.F. 1073, a bill specifYing that
a private property owner may recover costs
associated with cleanup ofa contaminated site if
the person responsible for abandoning the
hazardous waste did not do so.

Sen. Bob Lessard (DFL-Int'l. Falls), chair of
the committee, presented a bill, S.F. 1250,
modifYing the terms ofpayment for certain tax
forfeited timber. The bill changes the required
down payment of 25 percentof the appraised
value, to "no less than 15 percent."

The committee also considered several bills
providing for the sale of tax-forfeited lands,
including S.F. 243, carriedby Sen. Deanna
Wiener (DFL-Eagan), authorizing the sale of
land in Dakota County. S.F. 1444, authored by
Sen. Samuel Solon (DFL-Duluth), authorizes
the sale of tax-forfeited lands in St. Louis
County. Sen. Mark Ourada OR-Buffalo)
presented S.F. 1112, a bill allowing the sale of
county ditches trom Sherburne County to the
city ofElk River. S.F. 1583, authored by Sen.
Roger Moe (DFL-Erskine), also allows the sale
ofacquired state land in Becker County to a
private landowner.

Finally, the committee approved S.F. 867,
carried by Sen. John Hottinger (DFL-Mankato),
a bill allowing drivers license information to be
included as required identification on fish
houses.

Budget proposal outlined
The Environment and Natural Resources

Finance Division commenced its allocations
hearings with an overview ofall agency
programs and budgets presented by Chair
Steven Morse (DFL-Dakota).

Morse began the Mon., Apr. 10, meeting by
pointing out the main "problem areas." The
division faced apreliminary budget some
$800,0CfJ over the targeted budget of$347.2
million, Morse said. The division also has to
make decisions regarding the governor's
proposal to eliminate the payment in lieu of
taxes or PILT program, and the proposed $3
million reduction in the Conservation Fund, he
said.

Morse highlighted the differences between
the division's proposal and the governor's
proposal. One of the most notable changes is in
the budget allocation for the Legislative
Commission on Minnesota Resources (LCMR).
The governor had reduced the budget for
several projects choosing instead to fund the
projects with capital bonding; thedivision's
initiatives, however, reinstate the original $2.3
million in LCMR funding.

The division budget also proposes a $1
million reduction in ethanol producer pay
ments, directs the Dept. ofAgriculture to cover
indirect costs with fees, authorizes a Dept. of
Natural Resources pilot project to study eco
region management, and directs the Pollution
Control Agency and the DNR to consolidate
administration functions.

Budget allocations continue.
Members of the Environment ahd Natural

Resources Finance Division continued their
review of the division appropriation and
omnibus bills at meetings held Tues.,-Apr. 11.
Division Chair Steven Morse (DFL-Dakota)
gave a section-by-section overview of the policy

document which contains a variety ofSenate
bills and agency biennial proposals.

Members briefly discussed several of the
provisions. Some members expressed concern
about one of the amendments to the Agricul
ture Best Management Practices Loan Program
providing for liens against a loan-holder's
property.

The bill also contains changes to statutes
related to ethanol production. The proposal, .
introduced by Morse, sets a state production
goal of 220 million gallons, establishes a
producer payment program for credits up to a
state limit of$30 million a year, and repeals the
credit program in 2010.

Another change outlined in the bill is related
to permit fees, allowing the Pollution Control
Agency to charge a fee based on the amount of
pollutants in the discharge instead ofbased on
the quantity of the discharge.

Members also heard a presentation trom Paul
Burns of the Dept. ofAgriculture regarding the
Agricultural Land Preservation Program. Morse
explained that the governor is proposing to
move $3 million trom the conservation fund to
the general fund. Bums said the action could
hurt the preservation program by discouraging
counties trom participating without state
assistance.

Dale Heimerman, also of the Dept. of
Agriculture, gave an overview of the changes
made to the Grain Inspection Program since
January to deal with an anticipated budget
shortfall. Program officials have laid off 15 full
time employees and plan to seek recommenda
tions on operation methods, billing and
accounting practices, and develop better
forecasting methods, he said.

The division will continue scrutiny of its
budget proposal before advancing it to the full
committee.

Family Services
Senior nutrition program approved

At the Thurs., Apr. 6 meeting of the Family
Services Committee, chaired by Sen. Pat Piper
(DFL-Austin), two bills were forwarded. S.F.
576, authored by Sen. JanetTohnson (DFL
North Branch) was sent to the funding division.
The bill appropriates $1 million in additional
funds to senior nutrition programs. Alice Davis,
president of the Minnesota Nutrition Directors
Association, said that the programs, which
include home-delivered meals and congregate
dining, are very effective in improving seniors'
health and well-being. Nutritional interven
tion, Davis explained, can greatly reduce illness
and disease in seniors.

Sen. Don Kramer OR-Brooklyn Center)
inquired whether private support byrecipients
can supplement the base amount, which totals
$2 million for both programs. Davis said that by
law they cannot charge for the meals and that
age and disability are the only eligibility factors.

Members also approved H.F. 694, carried by
Sen. Sam Solon (DFL-Duluth). The bill
amends the sliding fee child care program to
allow a county to reduce its assistance alloca
tions, provided the county continues service to
families currently receiving assistance. The
measure, which applies to St. Louis and Ramsey
Counties, eliminates urrfair maintenance of
effort for counties, Solon said, and allows the
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Committee update
counties to compete on alevel playing field. An
amendment was adopted that clarifies that the
bill does not affect the local match required.
The bill, as amended, goes to the floor.

Finance
Transportation funding okayed

A $2.5 billion omnibus transportation
funding package was approved, Tues., Apr. 11,
and sent to the Senate floor by the Finance
Committee, chaired by Sen. Gene Merriam
(DR.-Coon Rapids).

S.E 1536 provides $1.148 billion in FY 1996
and another $1.157 bill in FY 1997 for the Dept.
ofTransportation (MnDOT). As part of the
department's biennial budget, $1.3 billion is
earmarked for state road construction and
another $754 million is designated for distribu
tion as aid to counties and municipalities.

The bill, authored by Sen. Keith Langseth
(DR.-Glyndon), also provides $165.5 million in
the next biennium for the operations of the
Dept. ofPublic Safety, and another $69 million
in FY 1996 and FY 1997 for the Metropolitan
Council Transit Organization.

Langseth said about $1.45 billion appropri
ated in the bill comes from the Trunk Highway
Fund. Only about $22 million of the amount
provided will come from the state's general fund.

The committee approved two amendments
that Langseth offered. One amendment makes
technical corrections to the measure while the
other eliminates $2.8 million from the appro
priation for the Dept. ofPublic Service and
another $1.6 million that had been provided to
the Supreme Court in the bill. Both of those
appropriations are to be included as part ofa
crim~prev.ention omnibus bill now under
consideration.

In reviewingS.F.1536, the members
discussed a provision allowing MnDOT to
implement a congestion pricing project. The
project is to determine the feasibility ofcharging
fees for the use ofan interstate. The bill
provides the department with a waiver from
rulemaking requirements as it prepares the
guidelines for the project.

Sen. Jane Ranum (DR.-Mpls.) questioned
how the funds generated by the fees would be
used and expressed concerns that by giving the
department a waiver from rulemaking, the
project would proceed without public input.
She offered an amendment requiring that any
fee proceeds beplaced in the general fund, so
that they would be available to support transit
operations. The amendment was adopted, but
the committee defeated her second proposal to
remove the rulemaking exemption and sunset
the project on June 30, 1997.

Langseth then offered to amend the provision
by setting June 30, 1997 as the sunset date of the
project, and the members adopted the proposal
before approving the bill.

Budget bill presented
The Finance State Government Division

began review of its omnibus bill at a meeting
Tues., Apr. 11. The division, chaired by Sen.
Richard Cohen (DR.-St. Paul), examined a
spread sheet detailing budget items for legisla
tive, judicial and administrative expenses of
state government.
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Cohen called members' attention to two
Senate proposals that are significantly higher
than the governor's recommendations. The first
concerns the appropriation for the attorney
general's office. The Senate total is $44.4
million compared to the governor's figure of
$40.2 million. Cohen said that to remain even
"slightly competitive" with private law firms, it
is imperative to increase salary levels. The
measure also includes a salary supplement for
the secretary ofstate's office.

The second item, funding for the State Board
ofArts, is set at $15 million in the Senate
proposal, compared to the governor's recom
mendation of$12.5 million. Cohen said that
the state ofMinnesota provides very little
funding for thearts. "Comparatively speaking,
we're near the end of the pack," Cohen said.

Funding for several commissions is eliminated
under the Senate proposal. Included in the cut
are Legislative Commissions on the Economic
Status ofWomen, Planning and Fiscal Policy,
Waste Management, and the Water Commis
sion.

Sen. Gene Merriam (DR.-Coon Rapids)
raised concerns about the increase offees for
charitable gambling organizations. "I'm opposed
to doing this," Merriam said. "The biggest check
they write is to the state."

Cohen pointed out, however, that many
organizations haven't incurred fee increases in
several years. ''You have to view this from a
linear perspective," he said.

Sen. Roy Terwilliger (IR-Edina) also
questioned fee increases. "Fees can be taxes in
disguise," he said. In light of the goal to freeze
taxes, Terwilliger said that imposition ofextra
fees is inappropriate.

Senate Counsel Peter Watson presented a
quick preview of the bill, which members will
t3ke up at a later meeting.

Governmental Operations
and Veterans
Pension bills approved

Modifications to individual, local and
statewide pension plans were approved, Thurs.
evening, Apr. 6, by the Governmental
Operations and Veterans Committee.

The committee, chaired by Sen. James
Metzen (DR.-South St. Paul), took up three
omnibus pension bills that had been assembled
and approved by the Legislative Commission on
Pensions and Retirement.

HE 1040, authored by Sen. Steven Morse
(DR.-Dakota), provides modifications to the
statewide general employee pension plans, along
with changes to the plans for public employees
in Minneapolis, St. Paul and Duluth. The bill
also contains changes to the benefits in the
Public Safety Employee Plan and additional
amortization aid for police and firefighter
association programs.

The committee approved an amendment,
offered by Sen. leRoy Stumpf (DR.-Thief
River Falls), allowing the Minneapolis
Employee Retirement Fund to be restructured if
both the city council and school board agree.
The amendment, Stumpfsaid, is offered as a
way to begin addressing the shortfall in the fund.
Another Stumpfamendment, to include
individuals of the Higher Education Coordinat-

ing Board in the statewide plan for higher
education, was also adopted. The bilrwas
approved and re-referred to the Finance
Committee.

The members also approved HE 617,
providing chanzes to the Individual Retirement
Account Plan (IRAP). The bill, presented by
Stumpf, combines the individual account plans
of the State University, Community College
and Technical College Systems into one plan,
effective with the merger of the systems on July
1,1995. The measure also features provisions
adjusting the plans of individuals and small
groups ofemployees, and allows suspension and
forfeiture ofbenefits to survivors in cases of
felonious death. The bill was approved and sent
to the Senate floor.

HE 493, carried by Sen. Lawrence
Pogemiller (DR.-Mpls.), was also approved.
The bill contains adjustments to a number of
local plans including consolidation of the
Crystal and New Hope Volunteer Firefighter
ReliefAssociation, and amends the St. Paul
Teacher Retirement Association's post
retirement adjustment mechanisms. The panel
adopted an author's amendment, enabling the
new Minneapolis police chief to emoll in the
Public Employee Retirement Association. The
measure was sent to the floor.

In other business, the members approved S.P.
1572 and sent it to the floor. Sen. Phil Riveness
(DR.-Bloomington), the bill's author, said the
proposal prohibits the State Board of Invest
ment from investing public funds in certain
assets. He said the bill formalizes the board's
current practice, and will prevent the kind of
speculation that caused the financial problems
in Orange County, California.

The members also recommended the
confirmation ofWayne Sletten to the Minne
sota Veterans Homes' board ofdirectors.

Sprinkler bill advances
High-rise apartment buildings will be

required to have automatic sprinkler systems
under a bill approved, Fri., Apr. 7, by the
Governmental Operations and Veterans
Committee, chaired by Sen. James Metzen
(DR.-South St. Paul). The measure now goes
to the Senate floor.

S.E 529,authored by Sen. Carl Kroening
(DR.-Mpls.), requires installation ofautomatic
sprinklers in buildings where at least one floor
used for habitation is more than 75 feet above
the lowest level accessible by fire defartment
vehicles. The bill gives owners unti July 1,
1997 to prepare and submit a compliance
schedule to the state fire marshall.

The committee adopted an amendment
offered by Sen. Roy Terwilliger (IR-Edina)
adding electric generation and distribution
facilities to the buildings that are exempted from
the requirement. Sen. John Hottinger (DR.
Mankato) presented an amendment, that was
also adopted, allowing public housing agencies
and owners ofpublicly-subsidized housing to
receive an extension to the compliance
schedule requirement.

At an earlier meeting, the members had
narrowly adopted an amendment from Sen.
Linda Runbeck (IR-Circle Pines) excluding
residential high-rises from the sprinkler
requirement. Sen. Dan Stevens OR-Mora)



moved to reconsider the amendment and after
some discussion, the committee voted to reject

) the Runbeck amendment and not exempt
residential high-rises.

In other business, the committee amended
and approved S.P. 166. The bill, authored by
Metzen, limits the aggregate amount that state
agencies may spend on professional and
technical services contracts to 90 percent of
what was spent in FY 1994 and FY 1995. The
measure alSo requires that contracts be publi
cized before they are awarded and that state
employees be given the first chance to perform
the services required in the contract.

Metzen offered an amendment to exempt
private collection agencies from the contracting
requirements. The amendment was adopted
and the bill was approved. The measure was re
refetted to the Finance Committee.

S.P. 1034, sponsored by Sen. Deanna Wiener
(DFL-Eagan), establishes a higher education
consortium to develop courseware and identify
new methods ofdelivery to make post
secondary education available using distance
learning technologies.

The bill was approved and re-referred to the
Finance Committee.

S.P. 1135, carried by Metzen, was also
approved and re-referred to the Finance
Committee. The measures gives the Minnesota
Amateur Sports Commission the additional
authority to promote construction ofnew ice
arenas and allows counties to issue bondS to
fmance the construction ofnew arenas. The bill
also appropriates $2.9 million from the state

) bond fund for the commission t<;> u,se as~ts to
build new arenas or renovate eXlstmg faCilities.

Modifications to the Waste Management
Act, contained in S.P. 462, were also approved.
The bill, presented by Sen. Janet JohnsOn (DFL
North Branch), transfers the Mettopolitan
Council's solid waste management duties to the
Office ofEnvironmental Assistance. The bill
also includes a process to revise the state's solid
waste (Xllicy without the use of the state's
rulemaking procedures.

The members approved two amendments
offered by Stevens. The first requires the board
and the commissioner of the Pollution Control
Agency to report on the governing board's
impact on the agency's actions. The second
amendment eliminates the provision to ban
corrugated cardboard from being mixed in a
municipality's solid waste. The bill, as amended,
was re-referred to the Finance Committee.

The members approved several other bills
andsent them to the floor. S.P. 1402, authored
by Sen. Ellen Anderson (DFL-St. Paul), allows
state employees to submit suggestions to
improve state government, using forms to be
included in their pay envelopes.

S.P. 1075, sponsored by Sen. Pat Piper (DFL
Austin) calls for individuals who use medical x
ray equipment to pass an exam before being
certified by the Dept. ofHealth to operate the
equipment.

S.P. 1417 was amended and approved. The
) bill, presented by Sen. Jim Vickerman (DFL-
. Tracy), provides processes to license chemical

dependency counselors and hearing instrument
dispensers. The panel adopted amendments
offered by Terwilliger and Hottinger to remove
provisions allowing data exchanges and
imposing penalties on actions taken by an

unlicensed mental health practitioner.
A bill, offered by Sen. Don Betzold (DFL

Fridley), modifying a number ofprograms
operated by the Dept. ofHealth was also
amended and approved. S.P. 425 allows the
department to adopt rules governing the
installation and maintenance ofswimming
pools and indoor arenas. The measure also
allows the department to charge a permit fee for
asbestos-related training courses. The members
adopted Stevens' amendment requiring the
department to establish a certification process
for managers offood service operations.

The committee also recommended the full
Senate confirm the appointments ofBernard
Melter as commissioner of the Dept. ofVeteran
Affairs, James Main to the Veterans Homes
Board, Elaine Hansen as commissioner of the
Dept. ofAdministration, and Bruce Johnson as
commissioner ofEmployee Relations.

Health Care
Children's Dept. changes made
Members of the Health Care Committee,

chaired by Sen. Linda Berglin (DFL-Mpls.),
reconvened the evening ofThurs., Apr. 6, to
approve several bills.

S.P. 1103, sponsored by Sen. Jane Ranum
(DFL~MplS.) was modified and sent to the
Education Committee. The bill eliminates the
Dept. ofEducation and replaces it with a Dept.
ofChildren, Families and Learning to address
the needs ofchildren in a holistic and integrated
way by bringing together a variety ofservices.
Numerous departments affect children, Ranum
explained, but the programs are not coordinated
and therefore do not meet their potential in
reaching kids most effectively. The coordina
tion ofadult services with the children's
initiatives "looks at the whole child in the
context of the family," said Ranum.

Members continued the debate that has
followed the bill throughout several committees:
what programs should be transferred to the new
department. Sen. Don Samuelson (DFL
Brainerd) proposed the deletion of the child
care programs from the list of transferred
programs. "It's a good enough first step" to
implement the other programs and evaluate its
success, he said. Sen. Harold "Skip" Finn (DFL
Cass Lake) also moved to delete Head Start
from the department. Its success has been due
to local involvement and community action
agencies, and the transfer seriously undermines
the purpose of the program, explained Finn.

Sen. Pat Piper (DFL-Austin) encouraged the
committee to reject both amendments, stating
that a change in the direction of the education
ofchildren is desperately needed. The
incorporation ofvaried programs focuses on the
many aspects oflearning, Piper said. The
deletions were approved. Berglin offered an
amendment that retains the authority to
leverage federal funds with the Dept. ofHuman
Services and gives the commissioner the
authority to contract with the new department
to obtain reimbursements. The amendment
was approved.

S.P. 1188, authored by Sen. Arlene Lesewski
OR-Marshall), was amended and sent to the
floor. The bill encourages breast feeding by
listing the benefits to both mother and child,
permits a mother to breast feed in any location

with impunity, and specifies recommendations
relating to breast feeding for health care facilities
to follow. 'We need to send a message that this
is a natural, healthy" act, said Lesewski. Sen. .
Sheila Kiscaden moved to delete the recom
mendations, stating that the legislature should
steer clear of this type ofdirective. The deletion
was approved.

The committee also sent two bills to the
floor. S.P. 47, the omnibus health and human
services policy bill, authored by Samuelson, and
S.P. 770, sponsored by Finn, a bill that examines
pesticide poisoning, advance.

Omnibus bill constructed
Continuing development of the omnibus bill

for Health Care and FamilyServices, the
division met Thurs., Apr. 6. Chaired by Sen.
Don Samuelson (DFL-Brainerd); the commit
tee incorporated non-budgetary portions of two
bills. S.P. 1535, authored by Sen. Edward
Oliver OR-Deephaven) makes changes to the
TEFRA (Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility
Act) program, and S.P. 1114, authored by
Samuelson, modifies regional treatment centers
and state-operated community services. The
bill goes to the Health Care Committee.

The committee also approved S.P. 770,
authored by Sen. Harold "Skip" Finn (DFL
Cass Lake). The bill originally required a study
and report by the Department ofHealth, in
collaboration with several other entities, to
determine the effects on public health from the
spraying ofzinc cadmium sulfide. The chemical
was sprayed by the United States Army in
Minnesota in the 1950s and 19608.

Finn offered an amendment, that was
adopted, to simply require the department to
review the National Academy ofScience's
report on adverse effects, instead ofmandating
another government study and report, he said.
The bill also requires the attorney general to
determine whether any recourse against the
federal government exists. We were the federal
government's guinea pigs, said Finn, and this bill
will attempt to rectify past wrongs.

Another bill ofFinn's, S.P. 854, was modified
and added to S.P. 770 as an amendment. As
approved, the measure requires the commis
sioner ofhealth to determine the extent of
pesticide poisoning in Minnesota and offer
remedies to the problem. The poisoning,
particularly acute in rural areas, adversely affects
migrant workers, Finn explained. The bill
advances to the Health Care Committee.

Allocations discussed
At the Health Care and Family Services

Funding Division meetings Tues.,. Apr. 11, chair
Sen. Don Samuelson (DFL-Brainerd) and
members reviewed proposed appropriations.
The chair recommends a total FY 96-97
appropriation of$5 billion, $64 million less than
the governor's proposal. Some of the differences
between budgets include administrative cuts
and no additional staffing in certain areas of the
committee's plan, Samuelson explained.
Limited funding ofstatewide systems also
reduces the bottom line, he continued.

Several riders, policy specifications for budget
allocations, were added to S.P. 1110, the
omnibus funding bill. Sen. Sheila Kiscaden (IR
Rochester) offered a proposal relating to nursing
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home eligibility. It reinstates a selVice allow
ance for high functioning "Class A" persons and
gives counties the option ofproviding selVices,
cash allowances, or vouchers. The proposal was
adopted.

Sen. Linda Berglin (DR.-Mpls.) offered an
amendment modifying nursing home rates. It
permits a higher pay rate only ifa nursing home
and hospital facility are physically attached, sets
up a voluntary alternative payment system, and
limits private pay rates. The limit encourages
facilities to gamer Medicare reimbursement
instead of using state funding, Berglin explained,
and only places administrative - not selVice 
limits on facilities. Samuelson said it was
preferable to proceed with apilot project to
evaluate its effectiveness and offered a similar
~end~ent for considerati(:ln. The proposals
dIffered m the extent to whIch the alternative
system would be implemented, Berglin favoring
an unlimited number on a contract basis, and
Samuelson advocating 10 facilities at a later
date. Berglin's amendment decreases property
related payments and increases the reductions in
the second year. Tom Moss, of the Dept. of
Human SelVices, said that both rate proposals
will effect the underlying inflation rate. Berglin's
amendment was adopted. .

Sen. Phil Riveness (DR.-Bloomington)
questioned the savings ofachieving managed
care. "Why are we spending $35 million and
saving nothing?" he asked. He proposed a rider
to delay managed care and evaluate whether
managed care for GAMC and the prepaid
medical assistance project can be effective.
Helen Yates of the department said that
managed care is less costly and provides better
access. Stopping the progress already made will
be problematic, she said. Theproposal failed.
As an alternative, Riveness offered a ratable
reduction on all MA and GAMC fee-for
selVice and managed care payments of .9
percent. The measure, raising approximately
$20 million in state and federal funds, was
adopted. Riveness also offered a rider to study
pharmacy programs, including cost-effective
intelVention, a limit on prescriptions, pharmacy
case management, and co-payments to reduce
cost and misutilization. The measure was
adopted.

Sen. Dallas Sams (DR.-Staples) offered an
amendment in response to the large disparity
between Metro Area and rural capitated
payment rates. The difference is highly unfair to
Greater Minnesota, he said. The proposal
transfers a certain factor ofHennepin County
rates to the non-Metro Area. Berglin countered
that one statewide rate destroys the current
system of rates and does not make good sense.
The Hennepin County rates reflect the rate of
fees that are currently found in the Metro Area
market, she explained. The amendment failed
to gain approval. Discussion ofappropriations
will continue.

Jobs, Energy and
Community Development

TACIP bill heard
A bill that abolishes the board for Telecom

munications Access for Communications
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Impaired Persons (TACIP), was heard by the
Jobs, Energy and Community Development
Committee, Thurs., Apr. 6. Members of the
committee, chaired by Sen. Steven Novak
(DR.-New Brighton), heard testimony from
members of the TACIP board, as well as
representatives from the deafcommunity.

Sen. John Marty (DR.-Roseville), author of
S.F. 910, explained the bill's intent. Marty
sta~ed that the current governance structure,
whICh provides a telecommunications relay
selVice for communications-impaired persons is
bureaucratic and inefficient. The removal of
the TACIP board, Marty suggested would create
a more productive relay selVice and allow the
deafcommunity more involvement in its
management. The bill transfers the board's
functions and duties to the Department of
Public SelVice (DPS). The DPS must adminis
ter the program for communications-impaired
persons and contract with a local consumer
group to operate the state's telecommunications
relay selVice.

Proponents of the bill included Doug Bahl,
president of the Minnesota Assn. ofDeaf
Citizens, Randy Doane, chairperson of the
Minnesota Commission SelVing the Deaf/Hard
ofHearing, and Steve Hunter, ofAFSCME, the
union representing the relay selVice. Propo
nents brIefed members on the ways in which the
TACIP board hinders quality communication
selVice by ignoring the needs of the deaf
community.

Opponents of the bill included, Bill Lamson,
Linda Waslawski, and Jeremy Nyquist, of the
TACIP board, and Mike Nowick of the
Minnesota Telephone Assn. Opponents
briefed members on the board's efforts to
enforce federal selVice standards, minimize
operating costs, and increase the performance of
the relay selVice. The committee approved S.F.
910 for passage. The bill moves on to the
funding division of the full committee.

Members also approved S.F 1140, authored
by Sen. Arlene Lesewski OR-Marshall). The
bill modifiesJroviSiOns relating to rehabilitation
programs an selVices. S.F 1140 moves on to
the funding division of the full committee.

Ten bills heard
Members of the Jobs, Energy and Community

Development Funding Division, chaired by
Sen. Carl Kroening (DR.-Mpls), reviewed ten
bills, Thurs., Apr. 6. No action was taken on
any of the bills.

S.F. 826, authored by Sen. Randy Kelly
(DR.-St. Paul), appropriates $15 million to the
Department ofTrade and Economic Develop
ment for contaminated land cleanup programs.
Kelly told members that contaminated land is
one of the state's biggest impediments to
economic development.

S.F. 935, also authored by Kelly, appropriates
money to the Minnesota Job Skills Partnership
Board to create a customized job training
program. Kelly told members that the program
links the needs ofSt. Paul manufacturers
desiring skilled workers, and area residents in
need ofemployment. The program targets high
school graduates and dislocated workers. The
state will contract with community colleges to
provide educational selVices.

S.F. 1085, seonsored by Sen. Florian
Chmielewski (DR.-Sturgeon Lake), appropri
ates money to regional development commis
sions to identify energy-efficient businesses.
Chmielweski said the study of energy-efficient
products and processes will result in economic
growth and job creation for the state.

S.F. 1133, authored by Sen. Don Betzold
(DR.-Fridley), provides funding to the North
Metro Business Development Commission for
the purpose ofexpanding the commission's
business retention and expansion program. The
program connects small businesses with the
resources necessary to find skilled employees,
Betzold said.

S.F. 1348, also authored by Betzold, provides
grants to cities to remove multi-unit blighted
rental property. Betzold told members that the
bill allows cities to remove rundown apartments
that are too costly to repair. The bill would
ultimately allow cities to renovate communities
with changing housing needs.

S.F. 1142, introduced by Sen. Janet]ohnson
(DR.-North Branch), provides additional
funding to the North West Company Fur Post
Interpretive Center. The center, located in
Pine City, has the highest visitor satisfaction
rating in the state, Johnson said. Johnson
explained that additional funding is needed to
keep the center open longer in F.Y. 95 and 96.

S.F. 1424, authored by Sen. Carl Kroening
(DR.-Mpls.), funds the Minnesota Youthbuild
program. The program provides youth with the
opportunity to learn a trade or skill while still
attending high school. Scott Furman, director
ofa Youthbuild initiative, told members that
the strong work ethic most youth acquire while
in the program has a positive effect on their
attendance in school and on their attitude
toward others.

S.F. 1467, introduced by Sen. Richard Cohen
(DR.-St. Paul), appropriates money to the ~

Department ofTrade and Economic Develop
ment to study the advantages ofconvention
centers throughout the state. Cohen said the
data obtained through this study would help
legislators prepare for the 1996 bonding session.

S.F. 1381, authored by Sen. Kevin Chandler
(DR.-White Bear Lake), provides additional
funding for vocational rehabilitation and
emplorment support selVices for persons with
menta illness.

Numerous bills approved
The Jobs, Energy and Community Develop

ment Committee met Friday evening, Apr. 7,
and approved numerous bills before the second
legislative deadline.

The committee, chaired by Sen. Steven
Novak (DR.-New Brighton), first heard S.F.
927, authored by Sen. Pat Piper (DR.-Austin).
The bill provides additional funding to the
Phoenix Group, a nonprofit community
organization that provides business opportuni
ties in poor communities. Piper introduced an
amendment that requires the organization to
focus its efforts in neighborhoods with high
levels of poverty and a lack ofaffordable
housing. The bill was approved by members
and referred to the funding division of the full
committee.

S.F. 255, sponsored by Sen. Paula Hanson



(DFL-Ham Lake), calls for the registration of
elevator workers who install or repair passenger

) elevatOrs. The bill requires the registration ofall
elevator mechanics iilliess under the direct on
site supervision of a registered elevator me
chanic. The bill was approved by the commit
tee and re-referred to the Finance Committee.

S.F. 375, authored by Sen; Bob Lessard (DFL;
Intl. Falls), adds pumped hydropower to the list
ofalternative energy sources. The bill provides
incentive Qayments to pumped hydropower
facilities. The bill was approved by members
and recommended for the Consent Calendar.

S.F 629, sponsored by Sen. Don Betzold
(DFL-Fri?ley), ~tablishes a re,ntal tax equity
program m the CIty of Brooklyn Park. The
program provides a tax credit to owners ofold
residential rental prdperty who make needed
repairs on their property. Betzold stated that the
program will increase pride and reduce crime in
blighted neighborhoods. The bill was approved
by the committee and referred to the Commit
tee on Taxes and Tax Laws.

S.F. 910, iluthored by Sen. John Marty (DFL
Roseville), abolishes the board for Telecommu
nications Access for Communications Impaired
Persons (TACIP), and transfers the board's
functions and duties to the Dept. ofPublic
Service (DPS). The bill requires that DPS
contract with a local consumer group to operate
a telecommunications relay service for commu
nications-impaired-persons. The bill was
approved and referred to the Senate floor.

HF. 528, sponsored by Sen. Dearma Wiener
(DFL-Eagan), restricts eligibility for a communi-

) cation device for communication-impaired
persons in a residential care facility. Wiener
stated that it is the responsibility of the
residential care facility to provide communica
tion-impaired occupants with a functional
communications device. If the residential care
facility does not honor this obligation, it is no
longer the state's responsibility to provide the
equipment. The committee recommended the
bill for passage. It advances to the Senate Floor.

Sen. Janet Johnson (DFL-North Branch),
presented a number ofbills to the committee.
S.F. 890 adopts federal energy standards for air
conditioners, certain gas-burning equipment,
and faucets. The bill was approved and it
advances to the Sehate floor. S.F. 790 allows
exemption from regulation for small electric
utility franchises serving fewer than 200
customers. S.F. 791 clarifies that the Public
Utilities Commission (PUC) may extend the
deadline for a rate suspension by 20 days when
necessary. S.F. 792 allows a longer review time
for granting a petition for a hearing by the PUc.
Members rolled S.F. 790, 791, and 792 into HF.
358. The committee recommended the bill for
passage. It advances to the Senate floor.

S.F. 1186, authored by Novak, changes the
age limitations under the family homeless
prevention and assistance program. The bill
allows the agency to make grants to develop
family homeless prevention yrojects for persons
under the age of 22. The bil was approved by

)
' members and referred to the funding division of

the full committee. '
S.F. 1482, sponsored by Sen. Edward Oliver

OR-Deephaven), establishes a Metropolitan
Revitalization Fund desi~ed to support hous~
and urban development m metro areas. The bill
authorizes a Job Opportunity Program which
provides AFDC recipients with an opportunity

to improve their job skills and obtain meaning
ful employment. The. bill also provides for the
removal ofblighted housing and contaminated
land cleanup in metro areas. Members
recommended S.F. 1482 to pass. The bill
advances to the Finance Committee.

S.F. 1125, srnsoredby Sen. Sandra Pappas
(DFL-St. Paul, is a Dept. OfLabor andIndustry
housekeeping bill that clarifies the state's
authority regarding the Labor Education
Advancement Grant Program, a program to
facilitate the participation ofminorities and
women in apprenticeships in trades and other
occupations. The bill goes next to the Senate
floor.

S.F. 705, sponsored by Sen. John Hottinger
(DFL-Manlcito), requires businesses that accept
state aid to prove that they have created new,
livable-wage or above jobs. Under the bill, large
businesses that accept $25,000 or more in
economic development grants, loans or benefit
from tax increment financing mOst demonstrate
that they have produced a net job increase
within two years of receiving the aid. The jobs
created must pay wages equal to a poverty-level
income for a family of four. Currently, this wage
is $7.28 per hour. Businesses that accept the aid
but do not create any new jobs are disqualified
from further assistance, and those that do not
pay a livable wage must pay a local human
service agency double tlle difference between
the livable wage and the wage actually paid.

The committee adopted an amendment to
S.F. 705 offered by Sen. Carl Kroening (DFL
Mpls.), that specifies that IRRRB granrs are
subject to the bill's provisions. S.F. 705 now goes
to the Taxes and Tax Laws Committee.

S.F. 1303, allows non-profit corporations
controlled by the Richfield Housing and
Redevelopment Authority to sell non
subsidized revenue bonds to acquire and operate
low- and moderate-cost housing projects. The
measure, sponsored by Sen. Phil Riveness (DFL
Bloomington), goes next to the Taxes and Tax
Laws Committee.

S.F. 262 also received the panel's approval.
The bill, sponsored by Novak, makes perma
nent a pilot program enacted in the 1993
session. The program provides granrs to certain
businesses that proVide high-quality jobs for
handicapped workers in an integrated situation.
The bill now goes to the Jobs, Energyand
Community Development Finance Division.

S.F.lD51, authored by Sen. Dennis
Frederickson OR-New Ulm), requires cellular
phone services to include a notice in each
billing explaining to customers how to use 911
service from their cellular phones and informing
them that ifa call is placed to 911 from a
cellular phone, 911 dispatchers carmot
determine where the caller is located. Afrer
testimony from cellular phone services opposing
the bill, the panel approved an author's '
amendment that requires the notice at the time
ofsubscription and at least once armually
thereafter. The bill was approved and sent to the
Senate floor.'

HF.733, sponsored by Sen. Arlene lesewski
OR-Marshall), provides for an individual
contracting pipefitter license. The bill also sets
forth bonding and insurance requirements for
licensees. The bill now goes to the Senate floor.

S.F. 1285, authored by Sen. Carl Kroening
(DFL-Mpls.), appropriates $500,000 from the
general fundfor a grant to Hennepin County for

the purpose ofplarming a multi-jurisdictional
reinvestment program involving Hennepin
County, the cities ofMinneapolis, Brooklyn
Center, and other interested local government
jurisdictions. Participating entities ate required
to match the state's contribution. The program
must include plans for housing rehabilitation
and removal, industrial polluted land cleanup,
environmental cleanup, community corridor
connections, corridor plarming, job creation,
and creation ofgreen space. Up to one-halfof
the appropriation may be used as a grant to the
cities ofMinneapolis and Brooklyn Center to
provide capital for the construction ofpublic
infrastructure improvement to further economic
development. Members voted to approve the
bill and sent it to the Jobs, Energy and Commu
nity Development Finance Division.

The panel next approved S.F. 1173, a bill
placing conditions on the sale oflocal telephone
companies. Under the measure, sponsored by
Sen. Kevin ChandledDFL-White Bear Lake),
the selling company must give at least 90 days
notice to its customers, proVide information on
the proposed buyer, and provide its customers
willi an opportunity to comment on the quality
ofservice provided by the local exchange. The
bill also requires the Public Utilities Commis
sion to hold a public heating about the proposed
sale. The Senators approved two amendments
to the bill. The first, offered by Chandler, .
clarifies the defmition ofa Class A telephone
company in the bill as having armual revenues
from regulated telecommunication operations of
$100,000 or more. The second, offered by Sen.
Steve Dille OR-Dassel), changes the bill's
effective date to assure that pending sales will
not be affected. The bill was referred to the
Senate floor.

HF. 354, sponsored by Novak, exempts small
gas utility franchises from rate regulation for
incidental utility service. The bill was approved
and sent to the Senate floor.

S.F. 1186, also sponsored by Novak, expands
eligibility for the family rental housing assistance
program to include families with up to 80
percent of state median income. It also
authorizes the establishment ofa rental housing
assistance program for persons of low income or
for persons with a mental illness. The measure
also provides for accessibility rehabilitation
loans for people who require hospital or skilled
nursing care and who could live at home and
use home care. The bill was approved and sent
to the Senate floor.

S.F. 1273, sponsored by Sen. Ellen Anderson
(DFL-St. Paul), establishes the affordable home
ownership investment account as a separate
account in the housing development fund. The
purpose of the account is to encourage private
investment in affordable housing and encourage
collaboration of nonprofit organizations and
political subdivisions with each other and
private lenders in providing full cycle lending
services for home buyers. The bill was approved
and sent to the committee's finance division.

The Senators failed to approve S.F. 1588,
sponsored by Sen. Linda Runbeck OR-Circle
Pines). The bill contains a resolution that
acknowledges the importance ofjobs, capital
investment, legislation, and a healthy private
business sector to the state's business develop
ment, and resolves that the legislature commits
itself to strive for continuous improvement in
the state's environment as a location for business
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development.
Allocations discussed

The Jobs, Energy and Community Develop
ment Finance Division met briefly following the
full committee meeting Fri., Apr. 7 to discuss
the allocations needs for this session.

Sen. Carl Kroening (DFL-Mpls.), chair of the
division, outlined the division's tasks for the
next two weeks. Kroening said the division may
allocate $311 million. The govemor's recom
mendations total $329 million, plus $15 million
for Deft. ofEconomic Security functions that
the ful committee removed from the Children's
Dept. bill, and minus $8 million for programs
already funded. The resulting $336 million must
be cut by approximately $25 million, Kroening
said, if the division is going to fund a portion of
the bills before it.

Allocations talks continue
The Jobs, Energy and Community Develop

ment Finance Division, chaired by Sen. Carl
Kroening (DFL-Mpls.), met Mon., Apr. 10, and
reviewed the appropriations portions of several
bills. Members took no formal action on the
bills.

The division heard S.F. 262, sponsored by
Sen. Steven Novak (DFL-New Brighton), a bill
that makes permanent a pilot program that
provides grants to businesses that provide high
quality jobs for handicapped persons.

S.F. 903,' sponsored by Sen. Phil Riveness
(DFL-Bloomington), modifies the economic
recovery grant program. The measure also
requires a legislative audit of the program.

S.F. 1273, sponSored by Sen. Ellen Anderson
(DFL-St. Pau!), establishes an affordable home
ownership funding program to benefit people
and families whose income 50 is percent of
Metro Area median income or less. The bill
contains blank appropriations for the housing
trust fund, capacity building grants, lead
abatement, mortgage foreclosure prevention,
family homeless prevention and assistance,
affordable rental investment, and transitional
housing programs.

S.F. 255, sponsored by Sen. Paula Hanson
(DFL-Ham Lake), changes requirements for
elevator work. The bill specifies that the wiring,
installation, alteration, modernization, removal
and repair ofelevators may only be performed or
supervised by a registered elevator mechanic.
Proceeds from a fee for the permit are designated
for the Dept. ofLabor and Industry. The
amount of the fee has not been determined.

S.F. 1285, authored by Kroening, appropriates
$500,000 from the general fund for a grant to
Hennepin county for the purpose of plarming a
reinvestment program involving the county, the
cities ofMinneapolis and Brooklyn Center" and
other local jurisdictions.

S.F. 1482, sponsored by Sen. Edward Oliver
OR-Deephaven), establishes the metropolitan
revitalization fund. The bill appropriates $13
million from the general fund for an economic
vitality and housing initiative to provide funds
for affordable housing to ensure expansion and
preservation of the economic base and to ensure
employment opportunities. The bill also
appropriates $3 million from the general fund
f()r the community rehabilitation fund account
fot the purpose offixing up blighted areas in first
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class cities in the Metropolitan Area.
S.F. 927, 'sponsored by Sen. Pat Piper (DFL

Austin), appropriates $250,000 to provide low
cost housing to low-income families and
individuals. It also appropriates $250,000 to
provide business opportunities in low-income
areas ofa first class city.

Community reinvestment bill heard
Members of the Jobs, Energy and Community

Development Funding Division, chaired by
Sen. Carl Krbening (DFL-St. Paul) heard
testimony on S.F. 1285, Tues, Apr. 11. The bill
appropriates money for a multi-jurisdicitonal,
collaborative reinvestmentprogram involving
the cities ofMinneapolis ana Brooklyn Center.
The panel also heard testimony from the
Defense Fund Conversion Program, the
Minnesota Historical Society, and the Univer
sity ofMinnesota Biomedical Project.

Hennepin County Commissioner Mike
Opat, stated that S.F. 1285 funds a program
designed to remove blighted housing, assist with
stormwater runoff, and clean up polluted land in
Hennepin county. Alice Raineville, a Minne
apolis city council member explained that the
initiative provides stability to the corridor of
neighborhoods that border both Minneapolis
and Brooklyn Center. "By renovating the
infrastructure that already exists," Raineville
stated, "we can meet the needs ofboth
communities." She said that plarmin~efforts for
the program will cost approximately $500,000.
No action was taken on the bill.

Members also heard testimony on the
Defense Fund Conversion Program involving
Hennepin and Ramsey Counties. The initiative
provides loans to dislocated employees of the
defense industry. The program provides
dislocated workers with the capital needed to
convert hi-tech military enterprises into
businesses that benefit the private sector.

John Wood, of the Minnesota Historical
Society, briefed members on the organization's
need to reinvest in salaries paid to employees.
Wood stated that the Historical Society has not
accounted for inflationary increases in employee
salaries in nearly eight years. He told members
an early retirement program may be a solution
to the organization's economic problems. By
initiating an early retirement program, the
society hopes to reduce salary expenses and
preserve the careers of its long-term employees.

Rich Schliecher, Bill Hoffman and Aundrea
Nelson, of the University ofMinnesota Medical
School, briefed members on the insitution's
desire to develop a first-rate biomedical facility.

Judiciary
Collection enterprise advanced

The Judiciary Committee, chaired by Sen.
Carol Flynn (DFL~Mpls.), wrapped up its
hearing schedule for the session with an evening
hearing Thurs., Apr. 6. Members took action
on a number of bills to clear the agenda before
the second committee deadline.

A bill setting uP a separate unit to collect
debt owed the state provided a focal point for
committee discussion. S.F. 503, authored by
Sen. Phil Riveness (DFL-Bloomington),
establishes the Minnesota Collection Enterprise

to carry out debt collection provisions of the bill
pursuant to the commissioner offinance's
authority with the commissioner of revenue for
collection services. The measure gives the
commissioner offinance authority to use tax
collection remedies, currently used by the Dept.
ofRevenue, to enforce debts owed to the state.
The bill also provides for imposing a collection
penalty on debts, however the measure also
outlines conditions under which the penalty
may be canceled.

Discussion on the bill centered on the
amount ofoutstanding debt owed the state.
Sen. Linda Berglin (DFL-Mpls.) and Sen. Sheila
Kiscaden OR-Rochester) both pointed out that
other bills going through the Legislature,
specifically the child support enforcement bill,
also are designed to collect debt. In addition,
Sen. Harold "Skip" Finn (DFL-Cass Lake), said
that he was concerned about the penalty
provisions in the measure. Riveness responded
that he would gather more complete informa
tion about the amount ofdebt and that the
provisions for cancellation of the penalty offered
protections against placing an undue burden on
individuals. The measure was approved and
advanced to the Committee on Finance.

Members also advanced a number of other
bills to the full Senate. S.F. 164, authored by
Sen. John Hottinger (DFL-Mankato), prohibits
provisions that grant a health carrier a
subrogation right, except where the covered
person has been fully compensated from another
source. S.F. 1407, also sponsored by Hottinger,
permits optional voting systems for cooperatives
that have other cooperatives as members.
Hottinger said that the measure applies to three
cooperatives in the state.

A bill, authored bySen. Sam Solon (DFL
Duluth), dealing with rent-to-own agreements
also sparked considerable discussion. The
measure, S.F. 836, was amended by Sen. Ember
ReichgottJunge (DFL-New Hope), to further
define "cash price" and regulate finance charges.
Cash price is defined as the fair market value of
the property and fair market value is the price at
which retail sellers and retail buyers are buying
the same or similar property for cash in the same
area. Further the bill sets forth a number of
provisions that are prohibited in rental
agreements. In addition, the bill specifies that
the finance charge on the cash price is not to
exceed an armual percentage rate of36 percent.

S.P. 347, carried by Sen. Ted Mondale (DFL
St. Louis Park), regulates tenant screening
practices. The measure requires landlords to
notify a rental applicant if the landlord will use a
tenant screening service in determining whether
to rent to the individual. In addition, the bill
requires that when reporting information on
tenants from coutt files, the outcome must be
accurately reported. The measure also specifies
that a screening service may not make a tenant
screening report that contains information on
an unlawful detainer action more than four
years before the report. S.F. 732, authored by
Sen. Don Betzold (DFL-Fridley), revises Article \
8 of the Uniform Commercial Code as proposed
by the National Conference ofCommissioners
on Uniform State Laws. S.F. 1091, authored by
Sen. Don Kramer OR-Brooklyn Center),
expands the authority of the commissioner of
transportation to regulate providers ofspecial



transportation services. The bill also provides
for administrative fees and penalties.. S.P. 1204,

)
authored by Betzold limits the vicarious liability
of the owner ofa rented vehicle to $250,000 for
bodily injury to one person in anyone accident,
to $500,000 because of injury to two or more
persons in anyone accident, and $20,000
because of injury to or destruction ofproperty in
anyone accident. .

Taxes and Tax Laws

Omnibus tax bill takes shape
Members of the Taxes and Tax Laws

Subcommittee on Income and Sales Tax met
Mon., Apr. 10, to assemble the parts of the
omnibus tax bill that fall under the
subcommittee's jurisdiction. Members, chaired
by Sen. Len Price (DFL-Woodbury), reviewed
the four articles of the omnibus tax bill and
considered two amendments.

One of the amendments, offered by Sen.
William Belanger OR-Bloomington), sparked
considerable discussion. The proposal calls for
an increase of40 cents per pack in the cigarette
tax anda decrease--from 2 percent to 1/2
percent--of the health care provider tax.
Belanger said the proposal had two aims; to
reduce the burden on health care providers for
funding MinnesotaCare and to channel the
increased revenue from the tobacco tax into the
health care access account. According to
Belanger, the proposal is revenue neutral, yet
assures a funding stream for MinnesotaCare.

) Sen. Linda Berglin (DFL-Mpls.), saidthat the
reduction in the health care provider tax was
too steep and that the funding for
MinnesotaCare would be jeopardized under the
amendment. Accordingly, Berglinmoved that
the amendment be divided into two parts.
Members voted first to adopt the portion of the
amendment increasing the cigarette tax. Sen.
Edward Oliver OR-Deephaven) moved to
amend the remaining portion of the amend
ment. Oliver's amendment substitutes a 1
percent provider tax instead of the 1/2 percent
provider tax. The Oliver amendment was
adopted on a voice vote. The portion of the
amendment dealing with the provider tax was
then adopted on an 8-3 roll call vote.

A second amendment, offered by Sen. Dick
Day OR-Owatonna) on behalfofSen. Steve
Dille OR-Dassel), failed to gain approval. The
amendment allowed the city ofHutchinson to
hold a referendum for the imposition ofsales,
liquor and food taxes to be used for city
improvements.

Provisions adopted by the subcommittee
include language adapting Minnesota tax laws
to newly enacted federal laws. In addition, the
omnibus proposal includes several provisions
changing the exemption of the excise tax on
alternative fuels. The measure eliminates the
exemption from gasoline tax for sales of
compressed natural gas or propane used in
vehicles and provides that the excise tax on
gasoline also be imposed to gasoline blended

) with ethanol and agricultural alcohol gasoline.
The measure also sets the tax rates for the
special fuel excise tax. Under the proposal,
rental cargo vans are exempted from the sales
tax and 10 percent of the sales tax on construc
tion materials for juvenile correctional facilities

is to be refunded. The fann machinery sales tax
exemption is extended until June 30, 1996. In
addition, the measure excludes the Minneapolis
Women's Club from liquor, lodging and
restaurant taxes imposed for the convention
center and authorizes the city ofWinona to use
halfof the proceeds for the 1 percent lodging tax
for improvements to the Julius C. Wilke
Steamboat Center. The proposal also repeals
the tax on 900 number phone calls

Another article of the proposal deals with the
Cambridge Bank settlement. The measure
authorizes the commissioner of finance to issue
up to $400 million in state bonds to fund the
judgment in the Cambridge Bank case. In
addition, the proposal specifies that up to 60
percent of the net proceeds of the state lottery
are credited to the debt service fund along with
unrestricted reimbursements ofhealth care costs
from the federal government and nonstate
sources. The proposal specifies that the bonds
are not public debt, and the full faith, credit and
taxing powers of the state are not pledged for
their payment. The proposal also establishes a
revolving account for regional treatment
progrq.ms and requires that unrestricted money
received from the federal government and other
nonstate sources for health care costs incurred at
regional treatment centers and other state
facilities be credited to a separate fund for the
debt service.

Finally, the proposal requires that if a debt
subject to revenue recapture is baSed on an:
overpayment ofassistance the claimant agency
must notify the commissioner when the time
period for collecting the debt has expired and
must send annual notices to the debtor.

Tax bill assembled
The Taxes and Tax Laws Subcommittee on

Property Tax met Mon., Apr. 10, to assemble
the remaining portions of the omnibus tax bill.
Members, chaired by Sen. John Hottinger
(DFL-Mankato), considered articles dealing
with property taxes, the property tax freeze,
economic development and tax increment
fmancing, property tax refunds, taconite taxes,
and miscellaneous taxprovisions. The
subcommittee adopted the articles for inclusion
in the omnibus tax bill.

Debate centered primarily on the article
dealing with property taxes. Sen. Steven Novak
(DFL-New Brighton) offered an amendment to
lower the t3x rate for seasonal and recreational
property. Novak said that the amendment was
an attempt to address an inequity in that the tax
rate for seasonal and recreational property was
substantially higher than for nearby residential
property. Sen. Douglas Johnson (DFL-Cook)
argued against the amendment because the
lowering of the rate for one classification would
cause the burden to shift to another classifica
tion. Johnson said, "I am very sympathetic to
the plight ofseasonal and recreational property
owners" but adoption of the amendment would
make it harder to hold the line on tax increases.
The amendment failed on a voice vote.

Sen. William Belanger OR-Bloomington)
offered two amendments to the property tax
article. The first specifies that ifmore than 25
percent ofan area's tax capacity is seasonal and
recreational property, the board ofe~ualization

meeting must be held on a Saturday. The
amendment was adopted. The second

amendment, lowering the penalty for delin
quent taxes on seasonal and recreational
property from 8 percent to 4 percent, failed to
gain approval.

Members also considered a lengthyamend
ment to the property tax freeze article. The
amendment, offered by Johnson, was drafted in
response to suggestions made by representatives
ofcounty governments. The amendment
makes changes, within the context of the '.
property tax freeze, that will result in savings to
county governments and the taxpayers without
severely affecting services provided by the
counties. The amendment changes the date by
which specific reports are due, alters provisions
dealing with maintenance ofefforts for child
care and chemical dependency, changes some
publications requirements, suspends county
attorney and sheriffs salary and budget appeal
processes, eliminates truth in taxation hearings,
freezes local match requirements and delays new
unfunded mandates including increases in tort
liability. The last provision dealing with tort
liability limits was deleted after considerable
discussion. The remainder of the amendment
was adopted on a voice vote.

Omnibus tax bill approved
Members of the Taxes and Tax Laws

Committee, chaired by Sen. Douglas Johnson
(DFL-Cook), devoted the Tues., Apr. 11,
hearing to discussion of the omnibus tax.bill.
S.P. 1123, carried by Johnson, is the product of
work by the committee's two subcommittees.
The measure, which includes the property tax
freeze approved by the Senate last week,
emerged from the subcommittee process with an
40 cent per pack increase in the cigarette tax
and a reCIuction in the health care proVider tax
eannarked for MinnesotaCare.

After hearing an explanation of the bill,
members began the process ofconsidering
amendments to the measure; One of the first
amendments, offered by Sen. Steven Novak
(DFL-New Brighton), removes the provisions
increasing the tobacco tax and reducing the
health care provider tax. Johnson, who had
opposed the tobacco tax increase, strongly ,
supported the amendment. The amendment
was adopted on a voice vote.

Novak also offered an amendment to reduce
the tax rate on seasonal and recreational
property. Johnson argued against the amend
mentsaying that the reductionwould cause a
shift onto other property classifications. Novak
countered that the reduction provides more
equity in the property tax system. Members
voted to adopt the amendment on a close voice
vote. Later, Sen. Sandra Pappas (DFL-St. Pau!),
moved to reconsider the amendment. The
motion was successful and the amendment was
again before the panel. Johnson said that the
amendment had severe financial implications
for other classes ofrroperty and should nbt be
adopted. A roll cal vote was requested and the
amendment failed to be adopted 5-10.

Members also approved an amendment
reducing the penalty, from 8 to 4 percent, on
delinquent taxes for seasonal and recreational
property. The amendment was offered by Sen.
William Belanger OR-Bloomington). Members
also adopted a portion of an amendment offered
by Sen. Steve Dille OR-Dassel). The amend
ment specifies that veterinarian supplies used to
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treat agricultural production animals and horses
are exempt from the sales tax.

Sen. Gen Olson OR-Minnetrista) offered an
amendment to provide for a "taxpayers filing
credit." Under the amendment, married
couples filing a tax return would receive a $62
credit and a single person file a tax return would
receive a $31 credit. Olson said the amendment
was an attempt to return $91 million to the
taxpayers. Olson said the funds were over
looked because ofan accounting error and
should be refunded to taxpayers. Johnson
disputed the amount and said that at least $25
million of the total has been described as the
amount of interest on the $220 million rainy
day fund--that has not been established-
available at the end of the biennium. The
amendment failed on a 5-16 roll call vote.

An amendment, offered by Dille, to allow the
dty ofHutchinson to impose a sales, liquor and
restaurant tax to be used for civic improve
ments, also failed to gain approval.

The bill was approved on a voice vote and
sent to the full Senate.

Transportation and Public
Transit
Final bills considered

Members of theTransportation and Public .
Transit Committee, chaired by Sen. Florian
Chmielewski (DfL-Sturgeon Lake), co~idered
two bills at its last policy meeting of the session
held Fri., Apr. 7. . .

Members reconsidered and approved a bill
that had been tabled in a previous meeting. The
bill; authored by Sen. Arlene Lesewski OR
Marshall}, had contained several traffic
provisions, but the author offered an amend
ment to delete most of the sections. The
remaining provision, largely noncontroversial,
removed a requirement for speed limit signs at
the beginning and end ofa highway construc
tion zone.

Members spent considerable time discussing
an amendment offered by Sen. Paula Hanson
(DR.-Ham Lake) exempting new or existing
freeways from noise barrier requirements. The
provision also directs the Dept. ofTransporta
tion to implement a noise abatement study
contingent on the availability offunding.

Sen. Jane Ranum (DR.-Mpls.) objected to
the amendment, saying the provision was too
vilEUe and that the public was not notified.
"This takes away the people's rights to partici
pate in the hearing process," she said. "This.is
big government." ..

Merritt Linzie of the DOT said the state has
"maybe been too aggressive" in its noise barrier
requirements..The departmentmost likely will
continue noise abatement measures on the
noisiest individual projects, he said. He added
that most states do not have noise standards on
traffic.

The committee approved the amendment
and advanced the bill to the Senate floor;

Members rejected a bill prohibiting a person
from operating a commercial vehicle on a
limited drivers license after revocation or
suspension. S.F. 35, authored by Sen. Gene
Merriam (DR.-Coon Rapids), does not allow
driving a commercial vehicle for various time
periods depending upon the offense.

Most members agreed with the notion of
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zero-tolerance for drinking and driving, however
many believed the provision was too strong
since it could result in the loss ofa job for first
time DUI offenses. The bill failed on a 9-2 roll
call vote.

Monday, April 10
Helmet proposal defeated

The floor session Mon., Apr. 10, was devoted
to processing bills on the Special Orders
Calendar. A bill designated aSpecial Order is
e~plained by the author, amendments may be
offered and the bill is given a third reading and
placed on final passage. Bills on Special Orders
speed up the process because they bypass the
Committee of the Whole and do not have to be
put on the Senate Calendar and lie over one
day. The Senators granted final passage to 14
bills onSpecial Orders and one bill on the
Consent Calendar.

A bill, H.F. 568, authored by Sen. Terry
Johnston OR;Prior Lake), requiring adult
motorcycle riders to wear protective eyewear
sparked considerable debate when an amend
ment was offered to require all motorcycle riders
to wear helmets. Current law requires motor
cycle riders under the age of 18 to wear helmets.
The amendment, offered by Sen. Sandra Pappas
(DR.-St. Paul), removes the age limitation so
that all riders would be required to wear
helmets. Pappas said she sponsored the
amendment because of"the tremendous cost of
caring for individuals who were not wearing
helmets and who have been injured in
motorcycle accidents." .

Johnston~ed against the amendment and
said that "the lmotorcycle] safety education
efforts have eliminated more accidents and
prevented more injuries than helmets ever did."
In addition, Johnston said that the amendment
derails the original bill and the eye safety issue
would go unresolved.

Sen. Joe Bertram, Sr. (DR.-Paynesville) also
argued against the bill. "I am concerned that a
lot of the groups that would like to testify didn't
have an opportunity to speak on this bill,"
Bertram said.

The amendment was defeated on a 9-55 roll
call vote. The bill was then approved 66-0.

Tllesday, April 11
Manager check bill passed

Apartment building owners will be required
to request criminal background checks on their
managers and prospective managers under a bill
passed Tues., Apr. 11, by the full Senate. A
proposal to prevent health insurers from using
genetic tests to make underwriting decisions was
also granted final passage on Special Orders..

S.F. 98 requires owners ofresidential rental
buildings to request criminal background checks
on the managers of their buildings. The bill,
sponsored by Sen. Gene Merriam (DR.-Coon
Rapids), also specifies that if those background
checks reveal the managers have been con
victed ofa number offelony-level crimes, they
are to be released. Merriam said the bill will
take effect on Aug. 1, 1995 and apartment
building owners will have up to one year to
conduct the checks on current managers.
Provisions for notification ofan individual's
rights are also included in the bill.

Merriam said the proposal comes from a 1994
incident, where a New Brighton women was
killed by the manager ofher apartment building.
"We're talking about people who are given keys
and access to people's homes," he said.

But several members raised concerns about
the proposal. Sen. Sheila Kiscaden OR
Rochester} said the bill takes a broad-brush
approached by limiting employment opportuni
ties of those who may have been convicted ofa
crime but are now rehabilitated.

"Do we, as a society, believe people can be
rehabilitated, and ifso, do we believe that they
should be barred from opportunities for further
employment?" she said.

Sen. Harold "Skip" Finn (DR.-Cass Lake)
said instead ofplacing mandates on apartment
owners, "we ought to approach it that landlords
are going to be responsible." ''We ought to 0rn
up the system and make [background checks
available to them," he said. Merriam said some
apartment owners already conduct background
checks. The bill, he added, attempts to strike a
balance between the safety of tenants and
placing a requirement on apartment owners.

The measure was passed by a 60-4 roll call
vote.

S.F. 259, also sponsored by Merriam, regulates
the use ofgenetic testing by insurers. The bill,
he explained, provides that health insurers
cannot require an individual to undergo genetic
testing before being insured. The measure also
requires life insurance companies to get written
consent from an individual before the use of
genetic testing can proceed as part of the .
underwriting process.

Sen. Kevin Chandler (DR.-White Bear
Lake) offered an amendment to prohibit life
insurance companies from using genetic testing
as the basis for underwriting pOlicies in amounts
up to $100,000. Chandler argued that
companies could deny life insurance if the tests
indicate the potential for a person to carry
certain genetic diseases. ''We shouldn't allow
companies to deny insurance based on a
probability," he said.

Sen. Cal Larson OR-Fergus Falls) was among
those who spoke against the amendment.
Larson argued the proposal would have the
effect ofdriving up the costs for all insurers, But
Merriam said, the amendment limits the
amount of insurance that is exempt. "This is
drawn at such a basic level, what we're saying is
that (life insurance) is a basic right," he said.
The amendment was rejected, 15-50.

S.F. 259 was then passed, 62-2.

New TV show to air
Senate Media Services, in cooperation with

~reater ~inneso.ta public bro~dcasting stations,
IS producmg Capitol Report Live, a new
interactive television program.

On the new program, state legislators from
Greater Minnesota will answer questions
concerning rural issues. The program will air
live every Tuesday evening from 9 p.m. until 10
p.m. through the end ofApril. Capitol Report· .
Live is carried on KWCM 10 (Appleton),
KSMQ 15 (Austin), KAWE 9 (Bemidji),
KAWB 22 (Brainerd), and WDSE8 (Duluth).

Viewersmay ask questions via fax, telephone
and internet e-mail. The telephone number is 1
800-657-3635. The internet e-mail address is
studio@lakes.senate.leg.state.mn.us
and the fax number is 1-800-366-2588.



,Floor action
Conference committee reports adopted and repassed, April 10, 1995
S.F. 335-Frederickson: Deficiency appropriations.

Bills given final passage on Special Orders, April 10, 1995
S.F. 566-Vickerman: Allows the residential program operated by Independent School District No. 518 to remain open until June 1,

1996.62-2
H.F. 1363-Vickerman: Modifies provisions relaring to drug dispensing by allowing pharmacies to fill prescriptions from doctors in

bordering states. 62-0
H.F. 568-Johnston: Requiring adult motorcycle riders to wear eye protection devices. 65-0
H.F. 670-Morse: Authorizes Winona County to negotiate and enter into a contract for deed with the Winona County Development

Achievement Center. 64-0
H.F. 457-Solon: Department of Commerce omnibus banking bill. 65-0
H.F. 782-S010n: Providing for compliance with requirements of the Internal Revenue Code relating to the Western Lake Superior

Sanitary District. 65-1
H.F. l50-S010n: Extends the maximum length of a temporary on-sale liquor license from three to four days and permits a municipality

to issue three temporary on-sale licenses but places no limit on 3.2 beer licenses. 63-0
H.F. 228-Piper: Reinstates specific advisory councils. 58-5
H.F. 226-Piper: Requires the reports of malpractice insurance settlements made to the Board of Medical Practice to include the names

of the provider against whom the claim was made and the circumstance of the settlement. 61-3
H.F. 715-Janezich: Provides for a damage award to an affected property owner when a town board adopts a recorded town road map. 63-0
H.F. 2l6-Janezich: Changes the definition of fleet, from 1,000 to 100, for vehicle registration purposes. 64-0
H.F. 612-Sams: Requires equal treatment of rpescription drug prescribers. 63-0
S.F. 1088-Krentz: Limits frivolous lawsuits filed by inmates of correctional institutions. 64-0
H.F. 544-Krentz: Requires the state court administrator to prepare a guide to informal probate. 61-0

Bills granted final passage on the Consent Calendar, April 10, 1995
H.F. 1065-ChmieIewski: Modifies accounting and expenditure requirements for road and bridge fund tax money derived from
) unorganized townships in St. Louis County. 65-0

Bills granted concurrence and repassage April 11, 1995
S.F. 204-Chandler: Requires reporting on and analysis of federal mandates imposed on state agencies. 56-0

Bills granted final passage on the Consent Calendar April 11, 1995
S.F. 1112-0urada: Authorizes Sherburne County to convey specific county ditches to the city of Elk River. 60-0
S.F. 375-Lessard: Adding pumped hydropower to the list of preferred alternative energy sources and provides for incentive payments to

pumped hydropower facilities. 62-0

Bills granted final passage on Special Orders April 11, 1995
H.F. 859-FIynn: Authorizes the city of Minnepolis to determine the method for the sale of unclaimed property. 63-0
S.F. l144-Flynn: Authorizes the Minneapolis City Council to delegate to the city engineer authority over traffic and parking and

authorizing the council to delegate authority to contract for professional services. 63-0
S.F. 98-Merriam: Requires owners of residential rental buildings to request criminal background checks of managers and prohibiting

owners from hiring or continuing to employ certain individuals as managers. 60-4
H.F. 957-Vickerman: A resolution memorializing the President and Congress to abandon the proposed sal of the western Area Power

Administration. 64-0 .
S.F. 259-Merriam: Regulates the use of genetic testing by insurers. 62-2
S.F. 1343-Merriam: Provides for biennial license renewal for individual certified and licensed public accountants. 65-0
H.F. 823-Mondale: Authorizes Hennepin County to lease hospital or nursing home facilities under certain conditions. 65-0
H.F. 413-Samuelson: Designates and renames three hi~hways. 64-0

Bills granted concurrence and repassage Apri112, 1995
S.F. 1055-Piper: Exempts certain social workers from the requirement to obtain home care provider license and exempts some social

workers employed in a hospital or nursing home from examination. 62-0 . .

Bills granted final passage on the Consent Calendar Apri112, 1995
H.F. 109l-Hottinger: Prohibits the sales of cosmetics, baby formula andover the counter drugs at.flea markets and presecribes

penalties. 63-0
}I.F. 1307-Hottinger: Permits use of drivers license numbers as identification required on ice fishing shelters. 64-0

Bills granted final passage on Special Orders Apri112, 1995
S.F. l536-Langseth: Omnibus transportation and transit funding bill. 49-17
H.F. 602-Johnson: (amended to contain the provisions of S.F. 1123) Omnibus tax bill.
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Monday, April 17

No meetings scheduled.

Tuesday, April 18

Crime Prevention Finance Division
Chair: Sen. Tracy Beckman
Time and place to be announced.
Agenda: S.F. 1653-Beckman: Crime
prevention budget bill.

The Senate will meet at 12 noon.

Wednesday, April 19

Commerce and Consumer Protection
Committee
Chair: Sen. Sam Solon
2 p.m. Room 112 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 41O-Marty: Prescription
Drug Fair Competition Act.

Joint House and Senate Subcommittee
on Claims
Co-Chairs: Sen. Randy Kelly and Rep.
Edgar Olson
6 p.m. Room 500S SOB
Agenda: Injury claims against the
Dept. of Corrections. Discussion on
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Dickman et. al. vs. Dept. of
Corrections. Property claims against
the Dept. of Corrections. Discussion
on the MCF-Stillwater property room
issue.

Thursday, April 20

Rules and Administration Committee
Chair: Sen. Roger Moe
8 a.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: H.F. 22-Stevens: Resolution
for restoration of checks and balances
between states and the federal
government.

Tax and Tax Laws Committee
Chair: Sen. Douglas Johnson
4 p.m. Room 15 Capitol
Agenda: S.F. 1376-Reichgott Junge:
Board of Government Innovation and
Cooperation pilot project for aid
distribution councils. S.F. 1392
Pappas: Property tax reform
commission. S.F. 1505-Novak:
Adjusting property tax rates; limiting
property tax rates to statutory rates.
S.F. 1556-Hottinger: Constitutional
amendment to dedicate sales tax for
property tax relief; levy limits. S.F.
1557-Hottinger: Redirect state-paid
property tax relief; reduce class rate

on agricultural property;
industrial property tax credit.
S.F. 1568-Novak: Tax and
budget reform proposal.

Friday, April 21

No meetings scheduled at press
time.

Editor's note: Senate offices will be
closed Fri., Apr. 14. Accordingly, this
week's edition of Briefly is being
published one day early. Next week's
meeting schedules for many commit
tees are still being determined at
press time. For more up-to-date
information about committee sched
ules, call the recorded Committee
Hotline at 296-8088, or the Senate
Information Office at 296-0504.
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the series of broken treaties that has
characterized the history of dealings with
Indian people. Spear said that approving the
measure "would be a terrible violation of the
state's trust." Sen. Arlene Lesewski (IR
Marshall), countered, saying "If we are not
able to go back in and talk about the
compacts we have, there is no way we can get
our arms around gambling in Minnesota."

After more than an hour of debate, Sen.
Thomas Neuville OR-Northfield), requested
that the bill be temporarily tabled in order to
allow time for drafting an amendment.
Senators acceded to Neuville's request, and
voted to table the bill.

The Senators granted final passage to two
other bills on Special Orders. S.F. 1151,
sponsored by Spear, directs the Peace Officer
Standards and Training Board to review its
minimum standards of conduct every three
years. It provides for automatic license
revocation for peace officers convicted of
felonies, and requires the POST board to
compile information about officers'
convictions for domestic abuse. Spear said
that the bill is a product of discussions with
organizations that serve domestic abuse
victims and groups concerned with fair
treatment of minorities by police. He said that
domestic abuse organizations have asked that
a peace officer's license be automatically
reviewed upon conviction on domestic abuse
charges. That idea encountered opposition
from the Peace Officers Association, he said,
and evolved into the idea of keeping records
of officers' domestic abuse convictions. The
records will provide the Legislature with
information needed to make decisions in the
future about appropriate procedures for the
officers, Spear said.

S.F. 1134, the omnibus banking bill, is
sponsored by Sen. Sam Solon (DFL-Duluth).
The bill makes numerous alterations to
statutes governing financial institutions,
including changes dealing with electronic
financial terminals, bank mergers with
subsidiaries, reporting and records
requirements, lending powers, detached
facilities and interstate banking. The bill also
clarifies banking-related duties of the
commissioner of commerce.

Budget bills advance
After returning from a four-day break,

Senators began assembling the various
omnibus appropriations bills. By week's end,
most of the elements of the budget had been
advanced to the full Senate.

Senators also began holding daily floor
sessions to process bills on the various
Calendars. Next week, April 24-28, the
Senate will meet daily from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
The Taxes and Tax Laws Committee and the
Finance Committee will meet after the daily
floor sessions. In addition, some conference
committees may began meeting during the
week. Because schedules are in constant flux,
this edition of Briefly does not contain a
Preview section. To obtain current meeting
schedules check the Legislative Gopher
through the Internet or call the Senate
Information Office at 296-0504.

Committee denies confirmation
The Crime Prevention Committee voted

\inst confirming the reappointment of
_ablic Safety Commissioner Michael Jordan
at a hearing held Thurs., Apr. 20, the second
day of questioning. The recommendation
now moves to the full Senate.

The vote to deny Jordan's confirmation
came after an unprecedented vote to
subpoena the St. Paul Police Department
failed. Members wanted to subpoena the
department for information regarding an
alleged application for a firearm permit
submitted to the department by Jordan.

The committee continued to question
Jordan on a variety of subjects brought up at a
Weds., Apr. 19, hearing. Jordan, who has
headed the Public Safety Department for two
years, is seeking confirmation for a four-year
term.

After some initial questioning, discussion
turned to Jordan's refusal at the previous
hearing to answer questions regarding an
application to the St. Paul Police Department
for a permit to carry a firearm. Sen. John
Marty (DFL-Roseville) had requested Jordan's
response to allegations contained in an article
of a local alternative weekly newspaper.
Jordan had replied that information regarding
his ownership of a firearm was private and
covered under the Data Privacy Act. But
Marty emphasized that the issue was not if
Jordan carries a firearm but rather whether an
illegal permit was issued by the St. Paul
T)Jlice.
. After Jordan refused again to disclose any

information regarding the alleged permit
application, Marty asked the committee to
consider issuing a subpoena on the St. Paul
Chief of Police and the custodians of firearm
permits for any related documentation. Jordan

responded by saying he "had no problem with
[the committee] embarking on [its]
investigation."

Marty said that although he recognizes a
public official's desire to carry a firearm, he is
interested in whether any false information
was used to obtain a permit. IfJordan wants to
keep the information private, Marty said, the
only way to do so is to use the subpoena
process whereby the committee can examine
any documents.

Sen. David Knutson OR-Burnsville) asked
how the allegations relate to the job
performance ofJordan and why members did
not pursue investigations of other
commissioners during confirmation hearings.
Marty said it was in the committee's interest
to know the basis of the allegations before
confirming Jordan to a high position in the
state's law enforcement system.

After a brief break for the IR members to
caucus, the committee returned to vote on
the motion to subpoena; the motion, which
required a two-thirds vote, failed 8-5.

Knutson then renewed his motion to
recommend that the committee confirm
Jordan. "I believe nothing has been stated
here that should cause any member to vote
against confirmation of Commissioner
Jordan," he said.

A motion to table the motion, offered by
Sen. Thomas Neuville OR-Northfield), failed
on a 6-7 roll-call vote, as did the Knutson
motion to approve Jordan's confirmation.

Finally, the committee voted 7-6 to
recommend that the full Senate deny Jordan's
re-appointment as Public Safety
Commissioner.

Tribal compact bill tabled
A bill to require renegotiation of existing

compacts between the state and Indian tribes
was debated and tabled at the Weds., Apr. 19,
floor session. Under Special Orders, the
Senators debated S.F. 1044, sponsored by
Sen. Charles Berg (DFL-Chokio), at length.
Under the bill, all compacts negotiated by the
state with Indian tribes under the Indian
Gaming Regulatory Act are terminated on
June 30, 1998. Berg said the bill is needed
because compacts currently in existence do
not have termination dates, and tribal leaders
have refused to discuss the compacts' terms.
Because times and circumstances change, Berg
said, it is important that the state have the
ability to renegotiate the compacts.

The debate became heated as Sen. Steve
Murphy (DFL-Red Wing), said that the bill
would open the door to taxing Indian tribes.
Murphy said that it is not appropriate to tax a
sovereign nation. Sen. Allan Spear (DFL
Mpls.), said that the bill would be another in
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Committee update
Crime Prevention
Budget bill debated, advanced

Members of the Crime Prevention Finance
Division spent nearly seven hours on Tues., Apr.
18, amending the omnibus appropriations bill
before advancing it to the policy committee.
Some members of the policy committee sat in on
most of the division meeting to listen to
amendments and participate in debate to help
speed up the hearing process.

Sen. Tracy Beckman (DFL-Bricelyn), division
chair, presented an overview of the bill, which
appropriates $878 million for the biennium and
contains a variety ofcriminal justiceprovisions.
Among the bill's articles is one based on S.P.
1054, carried by Sen. Jane Ranum (DFL-Mpls.),
a bill dealing with recommendations of the task
force on juvenile programming, evaluation and
planning. The provisions establish an orientation
and educational program for juvenile offenders
and their families, and directs the commissioners
ofcorrections and human services to conduct a
study on the use ofsecure treatment facilities for
juveniles.

Another proposal is the establishment of the
Bureau ofCriminal Apprehension as an
independent agency effective Jul)' 1; currently the
BCA is a division of the Dept. of Public Safety.

Other bill proposals are provisions that
prohibit the confinement of juveniles at Dept. of
Corrections facilities at Red Wing and Sauk
Centre after Jan. 1, 1997, require the Crime
Victims Reparations Board to provide grants to
local law enforcement agencies for emergency
assistance to victims, and establish a pilot
program to test the effectiveness ofelectronic
alcohol monitoring for repeat DWI offenders. A
provision requiring the Dept. ofHuman Services
to develop an integrated statewide, toll-free, 24
hour telephone help line regarding the physical
and sexual abuse ofchildren also was included in
the bill.

Members offered a variety ofamendments to
the bill. Sen. Thomas Neuville OR-Northfield)
successfully offered a provision allowing
reimbursement ofstate public defenders by
defendants who have a means to pay. The
proposal gives the courts the discretion to order a
aefendant to pay some amount for the public
defender. The provision also allows income
withholding if a court orders reimbursement.
Neuville said the proposal is much like the state's
child support provisions.

In a related matter, Neuville offered another
amendment that specifies that reimbursement
cannot be a condition ofa criminal sentence.
The division adopted the amendment.

Members also adopted an amendment, offered
by Sen. Gene Merriam (DFL-Coon Rapids),
appropriating some $1.1 million to the Bureau of
Criminal Apprehension for laboratory improve
ments and scientists. The $1 million was
removed from a safe-schools initiative carried by
Sen. Randy Kelly (DFL-St. Paul).

The division did not adopt an amendment,
offered by Ranum, that would have appropriated
$2.7 million for the biennium to the Minnesota
Board ofGovernment Innovation and Coopera
tion for grants to counties for innovative public
safety and criminal justice programs. The
amendment failed on a 3-5 roll-call vote.

Crime bill approved, moves on
The Crime Prevention Committee met for a

relatively briefsession immediately after the
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finance division adjourned from a seven-hour
overview of the omnibus criminal justice bill.
The committee, chaired by Sen. Allan Spear
(DFL-Mpls.), advanced the bill to the Finance
Committee.

The bill appropriates some $878 million for
the biennium ana contains a variety ofcriminal
justice provisions. Among the bill's articles is one
dealing with recommendations of the task force
on juvenil~programming,evaluation and
planning. The provisions establish an orientation
and educational program for juvenile offenders
and their families, and directs the commissioners
ofcorrections and human services to conduct a
study on the use ofsecure treatment facilities for
juveniles.

Another proposal establishes the Bureau of
Criminal Apprehension as an independent
agency effective July 1; currently the BCA is a
division of the Dept. of Public Safety.

Members offered some additional policy
amendments, including one restorin~me
$600,000 to a safe-schools initiative. The
amendment, successfully offered by Sen. Randy
Kelly (DFL-St. Paul), was in reaction to an
amendment previously approved by the division
that removed $1 million from the safe-schools
project and appropriated it to the Bureau of
Criminal Apprehension for laboratory initiatives.

Sen. Tracy Beckman (DFL-Bricelyn) offered
an amendment specifying that offenders who are
assigned work with any state department or
agency or local unit ofgovernment may not
displace other state employees, full-time, seasonal
or otherwise. The committee adopted the
amendment.

Sen. Gene Merriam (DFL-Coon Rapids) also
successfully offered an amendment requiring the
costs for caring for an extended jurisdiction
juvenile in a state juvenile facility be charged to
the county ofcommitment.

Another amendment, offered by Sen. John
Marty (DFL-Roseville), was rejected by the
committee. The proposal called for the expan
sion of the state's zero-tolerance for violence to
ensure victims ofviolence have access to 24-hour
crisis services, shelter, counseling and peer
services, and assistance in pursuing legal remedies.
The proposal also called for statewide training of
criminal justice system professionals, health care
providers and educators in intervention and
implementation of violence prevention efforts.
The proposal failed after several committee
members asked how the state could effectively
ensure the provisions without knowing how the
funding would be provided.

The committee advanced the amended bill to
the full Finance Committee.

Education
Higher ed omnibus approved

The Higher Education Division, chaired by .
Sen. LeRoy Stumpf (DFL-ThiefRiver Falls),
approved a $2.18 billion post-secondary
education budget package, Thurs., Apr. 13. The
measure, S.P. 1234, authored by Stumpf, was
referred to the full Education Committee.

The division approved a biennial base
spending level of$2.04 billion as the state's share
of the operating costs for the University of
Minnesota, the Minnesota State College and
University System (MnSCUS), and in sUFport
the financial aid programs run by the Higher
Education Coordinating Board (HECB).

The omnibus bill includes the first unified

budget for MnSCUS, the merging State
University, Community College and T echniGiJl
College Systems. The members approved a $9.
million operating base for the system and
provided an additional $33 million to support
four of the system's initiatives.

The initiatives included $19.25 million to
restore the system's base above the enrollment
limits required by law and $9 million to adjust for
the differences in the funding formulas used by
the combining three systems. Another $4.8
million is earmarkedfor merger initiatives, with
$3 million designated for instruction equipment,
$1.4 million to provide automated library access,
and nearly $400,000 infrastructure organization
at co-located campuses.

Along with its biennial base appropriation of
$924 million, the University of Minnesota
receive an additional $16.2 million for restora
tion of its base above the statutory limits. That
amount was a portion of the $58 million in
initiatives the division approved.

Another $29 million towards the U2000 effort
was adopted along with $7.7 million to restore a
1994 allocation to the University that the
governor had vetoed. In addition, $1 million was
appropriated for a wheat scab research program
and $750,000 was designated to assist in
extending the University of Minnesota-Duluth's
medical school program from two to four years.

As part of the HECB's budget, the division
approved a base of just under $240 million for FY
1996 and FY 1997. An additional $10.2 million
was appropriated to cover the impact of
inflationary and tuition increases on the state's
financial aid programs. Another $910,000 was 
approved to support an initiative to coordinatt
library selvices, and $50,000 was set aside for the
nursing grant program. As part ofthe allocations,
the omnibus bill calls for a $3 million reduction
in the Pell Grant program from the previous
biennium to reflect changes in the program's
qualifications. A re-estimation ofneeds for the
state grant program also led to a $146,000
reduction.

Another $1.68 million was approved to
support the Mayo Clinic post-graduate program.

The approved allocations varied by $3 million
from those initiall)' proposed by Stumpf. Sen.
Lawrence Pogemiller (DFL-Mpls.) proposed
shifting about $5 million from the MnSCUS
total to the Universit)' ofMinnesota to match
the amount $60.7 million the governor had
recommended to support the U2000 effort.
Pogemiller said the reallocation recognizes the
university's efforts to reorganize in the face of
difficult financial times.

Sen. Sam Solon (DFL-Duluth) offered to
modify Pogemiller's proposal, reducing the
reallocation to $3 million. The altered motion
was then approved.

Along with the allocations, a number of
amendments were presented. The division
approved an amendment offered by Sen. Roger
Moe (DFL-Erskine), requiring all of the public
post-secondary systems to convert their schedules
to a semester system by the 1998-99 academic
year.

Another Moe proposal was also approved,
calling on the public higher education systems I
prepare an annual report to the Dept. of
Education on the developmental instruction
being provided to the most recent high school
graduates.

Also adopted was a proposal, presented by
Sen. Leonard Price (DFL-Woodbury), allowing



HECB to assess any excess costs above the
amount provided for the state grant program on
t~e public post-secondary systems, if those

)ems increase their tuition and fees by more
~.an 3 percent each year.

Sen. Deanna Wiener (DFL-Eagan) sponsored
an amendment requiring the Board ofRegents to
report on the policies and practices that have
been implemented in order for the University to
be compliance with the federal Gender Equity
and Equal Pay Acts. Stumpfoffered a proposal
prohibiting state funds from being used to pay for
any out-of-court settlements made with current
or former employees of the public systems. Both
amendments were approved.

An amendment, proposing to alter the Public
Employees Labor Ratification Act, offered by
Sen. Cal Larson OR-Fergus Falls), was rejected.
The amendment proposed allowing higher
education officials to meet with individual
employees or groups beyond the involvement of
exclusive bargaining representatives.

Higher ed bill advances
The $2.1 billion funding bill for higher

education was amended and approved Tues.,
Apr. 18, by the Education Committee, chaired
by Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller (DFL-Mpls.) and
Sen. LeRoy Stumpf (DFL-ThiefRiver Falls).
The bill, S.F. 1234 authored by Stumpf, was re
referred to the Finance Committee.

The orrmibus bill includes FY 1996 and FY
1997 appropriations totaling $966.2 million for
the U ofM, another $927.7 million for the
Mirmesota State Colleges and Universities
System (MnSCU), and $243.7 million to the
T Tigher Education Coordinating Board (HECB).

It additional $1.6 million is earmarked for the
1'Ilayo Medical Foundation's medical school and
family practice residency program.

The proposal includes nearly $90 million for
initiatives put forward by the post-secondary
systems! inc~uding $?8 milli~n to sUPI=?rt.U2ooo,
the Umverslty ofMmnesota s reorganlZatton
effort. Another $33 million is designated to assist
MnSCU in moving ahead with the July 1 merger
ofthe State University, Community College and
Technical College Systems. An additional $10.2
million is directed to the HECB to compensate
for the impact of inflation and tuition increases
on the state's financial aid programs.

Stumpfdiscussed several ofthe bill's highlights,
including provisions establishing a new funding
mechanism for higher education. He said the
new funding will shift how appropriations from
being based on the number ofstudents enrolled
to the number ofgraduates being produced. He
said the new formula will be phased in over the
next two years as the policy and technical
concerns are resolved.

The author said the bill also provides a
guarantee to students who graduate from an
undergraduate post-secondary program. The
guarantee gives a graduate up to 16 credit hours
ofcourse work directly related to the program
they graduate from, at no cost. The graduate will
receive that additional course work if their
employer certifies that the graduate is not
adequately trained for working in a field related
to the degree or certificate that was awarded.

\Impfsaid the guarantee will be in effect for the
_~o years after a student receives their degree.

Other provisions require all ofMinnesota's
public post-secondary institutions to be on a
semester system starting in the 1998-99 school
year, reorganize the HECB's resp<?nsibilities and
functions, and modifY several of the state-

operated financial aid programs.
Several amendments were adopted, including

a proposal presented by Sen. Leonard Price
(DFL-Woodbury) combining the laws that
govern the three merging systems. The provi
sions of the amendment had been contained in
Price's bill, S.F.477, which the committee had
earlier approved.

The members adopted an amendment, offered
by Sen. Cal Larson OR-Fergus Falls), allowing
higher education administrators and faculty to
meet to discuss various issues outside ofthe
collective bargaining process. Another Larson
proposal, giving the HECB the authority to set
the maximum amount that private college
students may receive under the state grant
program, was also accepted.

The members discussed a provision, included
as part of the new funding formula mechanism,
calling on the state to provide 67 percent of the
instructional costs for post-secondary education.
Stumpfsaid that requirement is now in law. He
said the state appropriations anticipate what
those costs will be, but the state contribution is
often a lower percentage because ofhigher than
expected tuition increases. Sen. Martha
Robertson OR-Mirmetonka) moved to amend
the provision clarifYing that it is the Legislature's
intent to fund two-thirds of instructional costs.
Her amendment was approved.

Omnibus bill amended
Working their way through a blizzard of

amendments, the members of the Education
Funding Division met Tues., Apr. 18, to begin
assembling the components ofS.F. 944, the
education funding orrmibus bill.

Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller (DFL-Mpls.), the
division chair, presented the members with the
draft ofa seven-article orrmibus package. Many
of the provisions included in the proposal had
been adopted by the division or were presented
for consideration at prior meetings.

S.F. 944 creates two funding formulas to
replace the current general education and
categorical funding programs. Under the
measure, school districts will receive funds
through general education and targeted needs
formulas to be phased in over a four-year period.
The proposed general education formula
combines the basic per-pupil revenue formula
with the funding now given for transportation
and capital expenditures. The targeted needs
programs includes revenue designated for such
programs as special education, desegregation, and
compensatory aid.

The proposal also contains an array of
education programs, including a first grade
preparedness program, modificarions to state law
on charter scnools, initiatives pertaining to the
use ofnew technology in schools, and creation of
a statewide education and employment transi
tion.

More than 30 amendments, many ofwhich
made technical corrections or clarified previ
ously-approved provisions, were adopted.
Among those approved was an amendment,
offered by Sen. Jerry Janezich (DFL-Chisholm),
applying the provisions of the property tax freeze
adopted by the Senate to levies used by school
districts. The amendment also allows the Dept.
ofEducation to make some adjustments to levies
while not exceeding 1995 amounts and pennits
districts to make fund transfers.

A provision in the omnibus bill, requiring
students to enroll in advanced placement and
international baccalaureate programs before they

may use the post-secondary enrollment options
program, was removed on a motion made by Sen.
Ember ReichgottJunge (DFL-New Hope). She
presented an amendment, that was also
approved, calling on the legislative auditor to
study the post-secondary options program to
detennine how it is being used and managed.

Another part of the bill moves the teacher
contract settlement deadline up to Sept. 1, allows
educational policy to be a negotiable part of
teacher contracts, and requires school boards to
negotiate managerial policy as part ofcontract
talks. Sen. Cal Larson OR-Fergus Falls) moved
to delete those provisionsl. After some discus
sion, he modified his motion to allow both
education and managerial policy to be on the
table for consideration in districts that receive a
teacher compensation restructuring grant.

Sen. Martha Robertson OR-Mirmetonka)
proposed removing the parts ofthe bill specifYing
how districts can use capital expenditure revenue.
She argued that the provisions restrict the
flexibility districts will have in using those funds.
Her motion prevailed.

Sen. Jane Krentz (DFL-May Township)
presented an amendment establishing a program
aimed at preventing teenage pregnancies and
promoting male responsibility. As part of the
program, local communities may receive grants to
participate. The amendment, which was
approved, provides $500,000 in both FY 1996
and FY 1997 toward those grants.

Omnibus work continues
The Education Funding Division, chaired by

Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller (DFL-Mpls.), moved a
step closer to completing its work on the K-12
orrmibus funding bill, Weds., Apr. 19, by taking
action on 30 separate amendments to the
proposal.

S.F. 944, sponsored by the division chair,
contains provisions to support the state's public
K-12 education system inFY 1996 andFY 1997.
The measure also contains dozens of initiatives
approved in preceding meetings and most of the
amendments considered by the division clarified
components of those initiatives.

Sen. LeRoy Stumpf (DFL-ThiefRiver Falls)
presented an amendment requiring candidates for
a superintendentposition to disclose a previous
contract buy-out before they can enter into a new
superintendent contract. Based on a proposal
considered earlier this session, the Stumpf
amendment also makes those buy-out agreements
between school boards and superintendents
public data. The amendment, which the
division adopted, makes all superintendent
contracts reached after July 1, 1995 subject to the
buy-out disclosure provisions.

Also approved was an amendment, offered by
Sen. Paula Hanson (DFL-Ham Lake), to allow
for the formation ofschool site mediation boards.
The mediation boards, made up by students,
parents, school faculty and staff, are to resolve
student disciplinary matters. The proposal also
allows each school site to identifY and select a
parent or teacher to serve as ombudsperson, an
advocate for enforcement ofcodes of conduct
and to assist in resolving disputes.

Having heard several bills proposing changes
to the definition for the use ofstaffdevelopment
revenue, members adopted an amendment
offered by Sen. Martha Robertson OR
Minnetonka) that modifies the definition to
provide more flexibility in how the funds are
used.

Sen. Ember ReichgottJunge (DFL-New
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Committee update
Hope) placed an amendment, modifying some of
the charter school provisions, before the panel.
Under the amendment, charter schools are
defined as public schools and the charter schools
are eligible to receive Limited English Proficiency
program funds. Another provision requires
school boards to respond to a charter school
request within 60 days of its submission. The
members rejected the time requirement, but
incorporated the other components of the
amendment into the omnious bill.

On a related issue, Stumpfpresented an
amendment to allow charter school staff to join
or remain in the appropriate bargaining unit of
the sponsoring school district. Reichgott Junge
opposed the amendment, arguing that allowing
me employees to join existing bargaining units
may have an impact on the autonomy the
charter school has apart from the sponsoring
district. But Pogemiller disagreed and said charter
school employees should not be prevented from
the opportunity to join a bargaining group. The
amendment was approved.

K,12 omnibus awaits approval
A $5.8 billion state biennial budget for K-12

education awaits the approval of the Education
Funding Division, chaired by Sen. Lawrence
Pogemiller (DR.-Mpls.). The division reviewed
the assembled package, Thurs. morning, Apr. 20.

In S.F. 944, the omnibus funding bill authored
by Pogemiller, $4.4 billion is provided to school
districts in general education aid for FY 1996 and
FY 1997. Along with the aid allocation, another
$170 million earmarked for school transportation
programs and $165 million is allocated for capital
expenditures. Starting in FY 1997, those three
funding categories will be combined and
distributed through a single formula.

Also in the general education program is a $33
million aid program over the biennium to help
offset the impact ofproperty tax abatements on
school district funding. A total of$31.7 million
is designated as non-public school aid.

Included as part of the education aid package is
a proposal adding $162 million to continue a
class-size reduction efforts in kindergarten
through grade six. The per-pupil general
education formula amount is maintained at
$3,150 for FY 1996, and increases to $3,441 per
pupil in FY 1997 by combining the general
education, transportation and capital expenditure
funding programs.

Under the measure, a targeted needs formula is
created. Through that formula, funding for
special education, integration grants, and the
Limited English Proficiency (LEP) pro~m is
combined and distributed. More than $387
million is proposed for the formula when it takes
effect inFY 1997.

For the biennium, $298.5 million is allocated
for special education programs in addition to
amounts included as part ofTargeted Needs aid.
For FY 1996, $18.8 million is provided for
integt?tion grants, and $8.2 million was made
available for the LEP program.

Other appropriations under consideration
include $27.7 million for Early Childhood Family
Education, $22.9 million for the Assurance of
Mastery program, and $19 million in the
Learning Readiness program. In addition, $25
million in technology initiatives are before the
members.

Final division action on the omnibus bill is
expected by the end of the week.
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Environment and Natural
Resources
Appropriations bill advanced

Members of the Environment and Natural
Resources Finance Division discussed and
amended the environment omnibus bill before
advancing the policy and appropriations
document to the full policy committee.

Chair Steven Morse (DR.-Dakota) presented
the policy document containing a variety of
Senate bills and agency biennial proposals. At
the Weds., Apr. 12 meeting, Morse presented an
amendment adding five additional proposals to
the bill.

The amendment adds a provision for
establishment of the Passing on the Farm Center
at Southwest Technical College in Granite Falls.
The center will assist individuals beginning
fanning and facilitate the transition offanning
operations by providing coordination of
eaucation and estate planning, and other
services.

The Morse amendment also authorizes the
Dept. ofNatural Resources to establish a
recreational shooting area in the Sand Dunes
State Forest, clarifies disclosure requirements for
shipping oxygenated fuel, abolishes the Harmful
Substance Compensation Board, and makes
additional technical changes.

Another Morse amendment provides
appropriations for various projects. Among its
provisions is $450,000 for costs related to motor
vehicle salvage facilities, including $189,000 for
disposal ofvehicle electrical switches containing
mercury. Other provisions are $25,000 for the
Sand Dunes State Forest recreational shooting
area, $50,000 for the Passing on the Farm Center
in Granite Falls, and a transfer of funds from the
Harmful Substance Compensation account to
the general fund.

The amendment also appropriates funds for
several grants projects; $350,000 is for Minnesota
State Colleges and Universities to provide new
technologies to farmers to enhance the manage
ment ofdairy farms. Another $150,000 will go to
the University ofMinnesota in grants for research
on odor control at feedlots.

Morse also included in his amendment a
reduction of$200,000 in deficiency appropria
tions to the Dept. ofAgriculture's Grain
Inspection Program. The amendment was
adopted.

Members spent considerable time discussing
several amendments that were eventually
withdrawn.

Environment omnibus bill approved
The Environment and Natural Resources

Committee wrapped up its work before the
Spring break by amending and approving its
omnibus bill at a Thurs., Apr. 13, meeting. The
committee, chaired by Sen. Bob Lessard (DR.
Int'l. Falls), advanced the bill to the Finance
Committee.

Sen. Steven Morse (DR.-Dakota) gave an
overview of the final document, which the
finance division had spent several hours revising.
The bill appropriates approximately $534.5
million for the biennium to a variety ofenviron
ment-related programs. The committee's budget
proposal is nearly $1 million less than the
governor's proposal.

Calling it a "formidable task," Morse outlined
some of the major changes from the governor's

recommendation. Some of the more significant
changes are reductions to the operational suppo'
of the Pollution Control Agency (PCA) and d.
Dept. ofNatural Resources (DNR) totalling $4.L
million for both agencies in FY 97. The cuts
require consolidation ofadministrative functions
between the two agencies, Morse said.

Changes in the Dept. ofAgriculture's Plant
Protection Program captures some $1.2 million in
revenue, according to Morse. The department
had been charging fees incorrectly and not
covering all costs associated with several
programs, he said. The bill directs the department
to correct the practice.

The omnibus bill also reduces ethanol
producer payments by $2.5 million and increases
some PCA fees.

Committee members spent much of their time
discussing amendments. Several members
objected to changes related to agricultural loans
for best management practices. The provision
specifies that the loan becomes a lien on the
property, superior to all other liens against the
property. Sen. Harold "Skip" Finn (DR.-Cass
Lake) repeated his concern that the lien from the
BMP loans should supersede all other liens.
Morse explained that the loans are to improve
water quality and addresses non-point source
pollution problems. Finn eventually successfully
offered an amendment deleting the provision
that specifies the liens are "first and prior to all
other liens against the property."

Another Finn amendment repeals a statute
related to the state oversight of tax-forfeited land
adjacent to public waters. Currently, the DNR _
must approve any sale or conveyance of tax
forfeited land bordering public water. Finn
offered the amendment in response to another
bill provision that terminates state payments in
lieu of taxes to the counties for tax-forfeited
lands.

The bill advances to the Finance Committee.

Noise reduction bill heard
After spending some time fine-tuning an

amendment, the Environment and Natural
Resources Committee approved a bill exempting
some highways from noise abatement standards
at a Weds., Apr. 19, meeting.

Sen. Bob Lessard (DR.-Int'l. Falls), chair of
the committee, explained that the bill relating to
traffic regulations was sent to committee under
the Rule 35 provision. Rule 35 allows any
Senator to challenge the reference ofa bill or a
committee report. The bill is sent to the Rules
and Administration Committee which deter
mines whether to let the initial reference stand or
send the bill to another committee.

S.F. 1089, carried by Sen. Arlene Lesewski
OR-Marshall), exempted freeways, expressways,
and all highways from noise abatement standards,
and required the Dept. ofTransportation to
conduct a noise abatement study contingent on
the availability of funding.

Merritt Linzie of the OOT testified in favor of
the provision saying that Minnesota's noise
standards for transportation were much stricter
than federal standards. He said that many times
noise abatement measures were impractical on
existing roadways and that noise walls on roads
with entrances and exits were ineffective. Linzie
said the department, in conjunction with the
Pollution Control Agency, planned to deal with
the noisiest parts ofhighways but eliminate the
noise standards.

Linzie added that the strict standards poten-
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tially could lead to more citizen objections to
local road consttuction projects. There is
potential for local lawsuits where no practical

) noise abatement exists, he said.
Joe Kelly, a resident of the city ofShakopee,

opposed the provision, asking Senators to find a
compromise. The bill would allow the state and
local governments to ignore the impact of traffic
noise, he said. He suggested the PeA look at
revising, through a public hearing process, the
current rules regarding noise standards. "S.F. 1089
has the potential ofhurting many ofyour
constituents in the future," he told the paneL

Members spent considerable time fine-tuning'
and eventually approved an amendment to meet
the concerns ofresidents and allow counties
some discretion over local road consttuction
projects; The provision specifies that existing or
newly-constructed highways are exempted from
state noise standards "provided all reasonably
available noise mitigation measures are employed
to abate noise."

The bill advances to the Finance Committee.

Finance
Omnibus bill testimony heard

Members of the Finance State Government
Division listened to several witnesses voice
concerns about the omnibus bill Weds. evening,
Apr. 12. Committee chair, Sen. Richard Cohen
(DR.-St. Paul) opened the meeting with
comments regarding the decrease in funding to
the Dept. ofAdministration for the statewide
systems project. The Senate recommendation of
$37.7 million is $4.2 million less than the
governor's suggested figure of$42 rnillion.

"This is not an anempt to end the program,"
Cohen said. Pointing out that the rneasure
continues funding wough 1995, Cohen
explained that the division's action is in response
to the pace of the program's implementation. "It's
been on a fast track," Cohen said, and we think
there's a need to go a bit slower." He added that
in light of the upcoming auditor's study, it makes
sense to slow the program's pace.

Laura King, commissioner offinance, objected
to the move. "We are not at a stage where we can
go slow." She told members that the nature of the
program--accounting and payroll functions--does
not permit implementation on a part-time basis.
"Come July 1, there is no turning back," King
added. "I find it baffling that we're at the line,
and folks want us to stop and think about it."

Secretary ofState Joan Growe testified in favor
of the salary sllPplement of$300,000 for
additional staffing. She said that the office totals
just 61 employees, and that the seven additional
positions are critical to the office's efficient
operation.

The Dept. ofHuman Righrs was represented
by Deputy Commissioner Dolores Fridge. With
her was Katie MCWatt, from the National
Association for the Advancement ofColored
People.

MCWatt expressed concerns about the
proposed reduction for the contract compliance
program. 'The NAACP has always looked at this
department as a master piece--historically, it has
been one of the first to deal with civil rights," she
said. "It gives us a place to turn to," she said.

John Morley, a member of the Solid Waste
Management Advisory Council, testified against
the elimination of the Legislative Water
Commission. 'These are extremely complex
issues," he said," and presented the division with
a council resolution opposing the cut.

Omnibus bill reviewed
The Finance State Government Division

continued review of its omnibus funding bill
Thurs., Apr. 13. Sen. Richard Cohen (DR.-St.
Paul), chair of the division, presented members
with a spreadsheet showing adjustments made to
figures outlined at earlier meetings.

Included in the changes are appropriations for
several legislative commissions that nad been
previously eliminated. Funding for the Legislative
Commissions on the Economic Status of
Women; Planning and Fiscal Policy; Waste
Management; the Legislative Commission to
Review Administration Rules; and the Water
Commission is reinstated in the revised spread
sheet.

An amendment that replaces individual
appropriations ofthe legislative commissions
with one appropriation to the Legislative
Coordinating Commission, offered by Sen.
Steven Morse (DR.-Dakota), was approved by
the division. 'We're returning to the LCC the
responsibility ofallocating the resources with
which we provide them," Morse said. The single
appropriation to the LCC is $600,000 less than
the governor's totaL

Another change highlighted by Cohen was
the reduction in funding to the state auditor. The
governor's recommendation is $14.2 million,
compared to the Senate proposal of$14 million.

Sen. Terry Johnston OR-Prior Lake) raised
concerns about distribution ofarts funding. She
questioned the balance ofmonies earmarked for
Metro Area projects and those appropriated for
projects in smaller, rural areas.

"These are statewide resources," Johnston said.
"I wonder ifwe should be putting this money out
into the smaller communities, rather than
keeping it in areas where the arts are well
established?" she asked.

Omnibus bill moves out
The Finance State Government Division

completed work on its omnibus appropriation bill
Weds., Apr. 18.

Before re-referring the measure to the full
Finance Committee, Sen. Richard Cohen (DR.
St. Paul), division chair, highlighted the bill's
major changes. "In trying to reconcile the
governor's budget with the Senate's proposal, we
made certain shifts to the last spread sheet,"
Cohen said, "which now brings in the Senate
total $700,000 under the governor's recommen
dation."

Biennium adjustments include reductions of
$50,000 to Public Broadcasting, $20,000 to the
Children's Museum, $300;000 to the Dept. of
Employee Relations, and ~26,000 to the
Attorney General's Office. An increase of
$100,000 was allocated to the Amateur Sports
Commission to encourage development ofgirls
hockey, along with $14.2 million to the State
Auditor's Office. Additionally, specific dollar
amounts were reinstated for the Offices of the
Revisor ofStatutes, $8.2 million, and the
Legislative Auditor, $8.3 million.

Controversy surrounded a provision to
prohibit two related organizations, such as related
subdivisions under the United Way umbrella,
from participating in the state's employee
combined charitable campaign.

Sue Robertson, a representative of the
charitable federations, spoke in favor of the
provision saying that to allow an organization to
have more than one listing on the form will
ovetwhelm the donor and result in diminished

contributions. Additionally, she said that such a
move will increase the cost of the pledge forms,
double paperwork, and give United Wayan
unfair advantage. 'We think it's unfair for United
Way to have additional shots at a donor's dollar-
there's nothing new in terms ofchoice, just more
attractive pacKaging," Robertson added.

Byron Lahr, public affairs director ofUnited
Way, testified against the provision. He said that
increased listings give the donor more choices for
discretionary charitable contributions. Respond
ing to the claim that such action will result in
decreased donor participation Lahr answered, "it
certainly hasn't in the case ofHennepin
County."

After lengthy debate, members frnally deleted
the provision from the bilL

An amendment, offered by Sen. Gene
Merriam (DR.-Coon Rapids), for an appropria
tion to the Attorney General's Office for
expenses needed for the Mille Lacs and Fond du
Lac treaty litigation, prompted questions from
members. The deficiency appropriation of
$790,000 for 1995, was adopted by the division.

Another amendment, offered by Merriam, for
a $13 million appropriation to the Dept. of
Revenue to process the Cambridge Bank refund
claims, was also approved by members.

Omnibus bills moved on
Two omnibus bills, one featuring funding for

housing, summer jobs and landfill clean-up, and
another containing environmental and natural
resources program appropriations were both
approved, Weds. evening, Apr. 18, by the
Finance Committee, chaired by Sen. Gene
Merriam (DR.-Coon Rapids). Both bills were
referred to the Senate floor.

S.F. 1670, the Jobs, Energy and Community
Development funding bill, appropriates more
than $364 million in FY 1996 and FY 1997
primarily for those state agencies with economic
development responsibilities. Of that amount,
about $322 million is from the general fund.

As part of the appropriations total, $102.4
million is designated for the Dept. ofEconomic
Security, $30.5 million is given to the Dept. of
Commerce, and the Dept. ofTrade and
Economic Development received $49.6 million.
In addition, $47.7 million was earmarked for the
Housing Finance Agency and $36.8 million is
provided to the Minnesota Historical Society.
The Dept. ofLabor and Industry received a $43.3
million allocation, much ofwhich comes from a
special workers compensation fund used to
support related services.

Sen. Carl Kroening (DR.-Mpls.), sponsor of
the bill, said the funding provided in the bill is
below the amounts the governor had recom
mended. He said that through reallocations,
more than $14 million was appropriated to
support housing initiatives and nearly $7 million
is given to support youth employmentprograms.

The committee approved an amendment,
offered by Kroening, reducing the FY 1996
appropriations for a contaminated land clean-up
program from $7 million to $6.6 million, and
adjusting appropriations made to the Housing
Finance Authority. A proposal, offered by Sen.
Steven Morse (DR.-Dakota), to provide
$965,000 from a fee account for the programs of
the Public Housing Authority, was also adopted
before the bill was approved.

S.F. 106, the environment and natural
resources funding bill sponsored by Morse, was
presented to committee members. The measure
contains just more than $570 million in
appropriations for the next biennium, with
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Committee update
$312.7 million of the total coming trom the
general fund. The additional allocations are
taken from other revenue accounts.

AmonE the components of the bill, Morse
said, is a H.2 million reduction in the administra
tive costs ofboth the Pollution Control Agency
(PCA) and the Dept. ofNatural Resources
(DNR) in FY 1997. Another $2.5 million
reduction is made in the Ethanol Producer
payment program, he said.

The bill provides DNR with a total appropria
tion of$397 million for the biennium, and $196
million to the PCA. In addition, the bill
contains a $49 million allocation for the Dept. of
Agriculture, $33.6 million to the Minnesota
Zoological Garden, $8.5 million to the Agricul
ture Utilization Research Institute, and nearly $3
million for the Science Museum ofMinnesota.

Morse offered an amendment to appropriate
$140,000 to the DNR in the current fiscal year to
replace the equipment that was lost in an arson
fire at William O'Brien State Park earlier this
year. The amendment was adopted and the bill
was approved.

Health and hwnan services bill
The Finance Committee, chaired by Sen.

Gene Merriam (DFL-Coon Rapids), devoted the
entire evening meeting Weds., AEr. 19, to a
review of the omnibus health and human services
appropriations bill. S.F. 1110, specifying the
actual approyriations, was considered along with
S.F. 47, a bil providing the policy provisions for
the appropriations. Both measures are carried by
Sen. Don Samuelson (DFL-Brainerd).

The omnibus appropriations bill provides
$5.46 billion for healtli and human services
programs. Samuelson said the division, which
developed the bill, "was faced with very difficult,
very tough decisions" throughout the budget
setting process. "Just looking at the numbers, you
would think making cuts shouldn't be hard but
there are real people behind the numbers,"
Samuelson said. He also said that it was
important to remember that most ofthe cuts cam
trom proposed increases in funding.

The governor proposed increases of$697
million, while the Senate proposal cuts the
increase to $634 million, Samuelson said.

The measure provides $4.89 billion for human
services, $75.9 million for health, $37.3 million
for veterans homes, $2.2 million for mr/rh
ombudsman, $1.2. million for the council on
disability and $270,000 for the ombudsperson for
families. The measure also contains provisions
altering funding for personal care attendants and
TEFRA.

During the course of the evening hearing,
members adopted two technical amendments. In
addition, members adopted an amendment
removing funding for children's safety centers.

Health Care
Modifications to omnibus bill

Members of the Health Care and Family
Service Funding Division, chaired by Sen. Don
Samuelson (DFL-Brainerd) made changes to the
omnibus appropriations bill at the meeting
Weds., Apr. 12.

The bill includes chan~ to the personal care
attendant (PCA) and TEFRA (Tax Equity and
Fiscal Responsibility Act) programs.

Sen. Sheila Kiscaden OR-Rochester) offered
an amendment to modify the fee structure for
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parents ofPCA and TEFRA recipients. The
amendment also institutes an annual screening
program for recipients. Mer much discussion
about the logistics and the expected savings,
George Hoffman of the Dept. ofHuman Services
stated that the amendment would save $500,000
annually and reduce the number of recipients by
40 percent. Sen. Linda Berglin offered an
additional provision, which was incorporated
into Kiscaden's amendment, that establishes a
task force of recipients, providers and others to
recommend changes to medical assistance home
care services. The amendment was adopted.

An amendment providing for a program
implementing school-based and summer PCA
services, also offered by Berglin, was approved.
The shared services will save approximately $1
million, Berglin said. Berglin presented another
amendment requiring a request for proposal
regarding TEFRA service criteria. The depart
ment must provide statistical information and
licensure effects on PCAs under the amendment.
The measure was adopted.

Kiscaden offered a proposal that modifies the
alternative payment system for nursing homes
and rate reimbursements. These measures,
suggested by Berglin and Samuelson, were
adopted by the division in the previous meeting.
Kiscaden proposed a delay of the payment system
by one year to phase in the changes. The rate
differential is also delayed by one year and
contracts may be established in 1996, not in 1995
as suggested by Berglin. The amendment allows
for a "more orderly transition" to develop criteria
for nursing homes, Kiscaden said.

Berglin opposed the amendment, stating that
the measure makes cuts in the base amounts, not
in future revenues. The original proposal
decreases the negative incentives currently in the
system, explained Berglin.

Kiscaden's amendment failed to gain approval.
Sen. Sam Solon (DFL-Duluth) presented an

amendment that allows the licensure and
certification oflayaway nursing home beds near a
Duluth teaching hospital. A shortage exists in
rural areas, Solon said, particularly in Northeast
Minnesota. Kiscaden countered that the
additional cost - $3 million in the second year 
and expansion is inappropriate at a time when
the state is trying to reduce costs and nursing
home beds. The amendment was adopted.

Sen. Phil Riveness (DFL-Bloomington)
offered an amendment, that was adopted, to
modify the dispensing fee that was approved in a
previous division meeting. The fee is changed to
$3.60 until June 1996, and decreases to $2.95 on
June 30, 1996. The amendment deletes
provisions relating to the prepaid medical
assistance program and ratable reductions.

Berglin offered an amendment that ratably
reduces GAMC payments for hospital outpatient
mental health services by two percent. Outpa
tient services are essential, Berglin explained, and
if unavailable, will force persons to use inpatient
services. The amendment was adopted.

Members also approved an amendment, by
Sen. Don Kramer OR-Brooklyn Center), that
reinstates developmental disabilities pilot
projects. The projects, locally managed and
integrated, increase consumer choice and
streamline access to services, Kramer said. The
measure requires no additional funds.

Onmibus appropriations bill advanced
The Health Care and Family Services Funding

Division, chaired by Sen. Don Samuelson (DFL
Brainerd) met briefly on Thurs., Apr. 13, to
approve the omnibus appropriations bill and send
it to the full committee. The bill appropriates a
total of$5 billion for the biennium to over 30
various initiatives. Provisions include changes to
the personal care attendant program, nursing
home reimbusements, self-sufficiency program
improvements and local developmental disability
projects.

Sen. Dallas Sarns (DFL-Staples) offered an
amendment to alter the services to be ratably
reduced. Managed care and fee-for service is no
longer ratably reduced, while Medical Assistance
and GAMC payments for all non-inpatient
services are included in the reductions. Jim
Koppel of the Metropolitan Health Care Council
opposed the ratable reductions, but stated that
the changes are the most equitable way to enact
the reductions. The amendment was adopted.

The Health Care Committee, chaired by Sen.
Linda Berglin (DFL-Mpls.) convened after the
division meeting to process the appropriations
bill, S.F. 1110. Several amendments were added
to the bill, mostly clarifying language. Berglin
offered an amendment stating that the new
pharmacy dispensing fee does not apply to
MinnesotaCare. Sen. Harold "Skip" Finn (DFL
Cass Lake) presented an amendment similar to a
bill he authored that studies the effect of
chemical spraying in Minnesota in the 19505 and
19605. Finn offered another amendment to
pennit the Ah Gwah Ching facilities to contract
for shared services. The amendments were
adopted.

The bill now goes to the Finance Committee.

Jobs, Energy and
Community Development
Omnibus bill approved

The Jobs, Energy and Community Develop
ment Funding Division, chaired by Sen. Carl
Kroening (DFL-Mpls.), met Thurs., Apr. 13, to
review the committee's omnibus bill.

The bill appropriates $50.2 million for the
biem1ium to the Department ofTrade and
Economic Development (DTED). Approxi
mately $49 million ofDTED's budget is taken
trom the general fund. The affirmative enterprise
program receives $200,000 for the biennium.
Under the bill, $200,000 is appropriated to
Advantage Minnesota Inc. but is available only
with a one to one match The bill provides the
Job Skills Partnership Program $3.7 million for
the biennium and provides $200,000 for Job
Skills Partnership Board for the purpose of
funding the Employment Connection Program.
This initiative links the economic development
activities of the St. Paul Port Authority with the
city ofSt. Paul's employment and job develop
ment programs. The bill provides a $100,000
grant to the Phoenix Group, Inc. to provide
assistance to residents in neighborhcXxls with
high levels ofpoverty. A $100,000 grant is
appropriated to Hennepin County for the
purpose ofplanning a multi-jurisdictional
reinvestment program involving the cities of
Minneapolis and Brooklyn Center. The program
must include plans for housing removal and
rehabilitation, polluted land cleanup and job
creation.
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The bill appropriates $4.2 million to the
Minnesota Trade Office. The Office ofTourism
receives $14.8 million for the biennium.

Under the bill, $37.4 million is eannarked for
the Minnesota Historical Society. Approxi
mately $17.6 million is allocated for History
Center operations. Nearly $5.9 million is
appropriated to the society for historic site
operations. Approximately $96,000 of this
funding is available for local historic preservation
projects. The bill specifies $40,000 for the St.
Anthony Falls Heritage Board to provide grants
for public improvement. A $176,000 appropria
tion is provided for the operation and mainte
nance of the Sibley house and related buildings
owned by the Sibley House Assn. $100,000 is
allotted to the Minnesota International Center.
$180,000 is appropriated to the Institute for
Learning and Teaching.

The bill appropriates $36.3 million for the
Department ofEconomic Security. In addition,
the measure includes $23 million for the Head
Start Program and $140,000 for mentally ill
employment services.

An amendment, introduced by Sen. Steve
Dille OR-Dassel), privatizes the Radio Talking
Book Program. Dille stated that the amendment
would allow the program to raise much needed
money for staff and materials. The amendment
was approved by the paneL

The bill provides approximately $1 million for
the biennium to the foodshelf program. Sen.
Steven Novak (DFL-New Brighton), introduced
an amendment to add $177,000 to the Minne
sota Foodshelfbudget. .The panel approved
Novak's amendment.

In addition, $6 million is appropriated to the
Summer Youth Employment Program.

The bill appropriates $28.2 million to the
Department ofCommerce. The bill grants the
Board ofAccountancy. the Board ofArchitec
ture, the Barber Board, and the Boxing Board
approximately the same level offunding for the
biennium as the boards received last biennium.

Approximately $53 million is available for the
biennium to the Department ofLabor and
Industry. The measures provides $21 million for
workers comp initiatives. The bill specifies
funding of$200,000 for the Vineland Center for
Rehabilitation Services. The measure also
contains a $90,000 appropriation to provide
information to employers regarding the preven
tion ofviolence in the workplace.

Approximately $35 million is appropriated to
the Minnesota Housing Finance Agency. The
bill appropriates $4 million for the
Homeownership Assistance Fund, $3 million for
the Community Rehabilitation Fund and $7.8
million for the Affordable Housing Rental
Investment Fund.

Members approved the omnibus bill and
referred it to the full committee.

The full committee met and approved the bill
adopted by the funding division. The bill moves
on to the Finance Committee.

Judiciary
Appointments approved

Members of the Judiciary Committee met
Weds., Apr. 19, to consider a number of
gubernatorial appointments. The panel, chaired
by Sen. Carol Flynn (DFL-Mpls.), recommended
confirmation ofall the appointments. Commis
sioner David Beaulieu, of the Dept. ofHuman
Rights, came before the committee and spoke on

the various departmental initiatives begun since
his first appointment in 1991. Beaulieu said that
the agency has been restructured to focus on
enforcement effOlts. In addition, the agency has
developed a policy and procedure manual to
guide investigations. "We tried to make a strong,
effective agency in a climate ofdeclining
resources," Beaulieu said.

The committee recommended confirmation
for Beaulieu's appointment as commissioner. In
other action, members also approved the
appointments ofRobert Johnson and Vema
Kelly to the Board of]udicial Standards and the
appointments of Bob Deem and Debra McBride
to the Hannful Substance Compensation Board.

Rules and Administration
Convention resolution fails

A resolution calling for a convention ofstates
to address the checks and balances between state
and federal governments failed to gain the
approval of the Rules and Administration
Committee. The committee, chaired by Sen.
Roger D. Moe (DFL-Erskine), met Thurs., Apr.
20, to hear testimony on H.E 22. The resolu
tion, sponsored in the Senate by Sen. Dan
Stevens OR-Mora), requires the state to send a
delegation to a Conference of the States to
propose, debate, and vote on elements ofan
action plan to restore checks and balances
between states and the national government.
Stevens said "the federal government has
exceeded its constitutional limits and must be
restrained." Stevens said that the conference
could make fundamental changes in the federal
state relationship and restore states to their
original role.

Opponents to the resolution testified that the
resolution opens the way to a wholesale re
writing of the constitution. John R. Shoemaker
delivered statements from Gary Sudduth of the
Minneapolis Urban League and Matthew Little
of the NAACP in opposition to the resolution.
The statements expressed concern that a
conference of the states could undermine civil
liberties. Dean Barkley of the Independence
Party also spoke against the proposal.

Stevens said,"We want to address the state
federal relationship--we do not want to rewrite
the constitution." However, Moe said that a
meeting of the Council ofState Government's
Executive Committee held earlier, he had cast
the sole no vote against a similar resolution and
he urged members to vote against a motion to
send the resolution to the full Senate. Members
failed to approve the motion on a voice vote.

Taxes and Tax Laws
MinnesotaCare bill advances

A bill making changes to the laws governing
MinnesotaCare topped the agenda at the Tues.,
Apr. 18, meeting of the Taxes and Tax Laws
Committee. S.F. 845, authored by Sen. Linda
Berglin (DFL-Mpls.), makes numerous changes
including establishing requirements for integrated
service networks, modifying requirements for
health plan companies, establishing the standard
health coverage and repealing the regulated all
payer option. The committee, chaired by Sen.
Douglas Johnson (DFL-Cook), examined the bill
in terms of the relevant tax provisions.

A number of technical amendments were
offered by Berglin and subsequently adopted.

However, debate centered on one amendment
altering a provision in the bill that establishes a
penalty for persons, above a specific income level,
who do not have health insurance. The
amendment eases the penalty amount and makes
the provision less complicated to administer.
Under the amendment, a penalty of$l00 is
imposed on all household units with income
greater than 275 percent of the federal poverty
guideline for a family of that size, for which one
or more members of the household are uninsured.
The penalty increases to $200 the next year and,
after December 31, 1998, the penalty is set at
$400.

The debate, though, centered on the concept
ofpenalizing individuals for not having health
insurance. Berglin said that the aim of the
penalty, which is a recommendation of the
Health Care Commission, is to encourage
healthy people to obtain health insurance and
thus lower the cost of insurance for everyone.

Sen. Pat Pariseau (IR-Fannington) disagreed
with the concept and said, "Ifwe are trying to get
people to change behavior we should use
incentives rather than punishment." Members of
the Health Care Commission testified in support
ofthe provision. JeffBangsberg, a member of the
commission, said, "The penalty encourages
people to take the steps necessary to buy health
care insurance so that they don't use tax payer
dollars in the event ofa catastrophic illness or
accident."

Members voted to adopted the amendment.
Sen. Leonard Price (DFL-Woodbury), offered an
amendment to delete the provisions relating to
the penalty for being uninsured. The amend
ment was defeated on a voice vote. The bill was
then approved and re-referred to the Committee
on Finance.

Transportation and Public
Transit
Bonding projects advanced

The Transportation and Public Transit
Finance Division met briefly Weds., Apr. 19, to
discuss and advance four bonding requests.

Sen. Keith Langseth (DFL-Glyndon) gave a
briefoverview of the four projects and the
estimated costs. Among the proposals are two
bills for bridges. S.F. 966, carried by Langseth, is a
comprehensive bill for $5 million in general
obligation bonds for bridge construction
throughout the state. S.F. 500, carried by Sen.
Sandra Pappas (DFL-St. Pau!), is a bill requesting
$3 million in bonds for the Wabasha Street
Bridge reconstruction. The division agreed to
combine the bills into one $8 million request.

Also included in the bonding proposals is a $9
million request for the purchase ofa building
located in Roseville to be used for the Minnesota
Dept. ofTransportation (MnDOT) Metro
Division headquarters. The request is an
emergency, Langseth said, because the bUilding is
up for sale now. Purchasing the building will save
money for MnDOT, he said.

Sen. Steven Morse (DFL-Dakota) offered as a
bonding request, S.F. 696, a bill proViding
$630,000 for a second-phase study ofhigh-speed
rail service in southeastern Minnesota, Wiscon
sin and Illinois.

The final bonding proposal is $194,000 for the
first-phase design ofa Metro Public Safety Radio
System. The division advanced all of the
proposals to the Finance Committee.
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Bills granted concurrence and repassage April 13, 1995
S.F. 474-Johnson, J.B.: Regulating insurance policy reinstatement. 58-0

."S.F. 566-Vickerman: Allows the residential program operated by Independent School District No. 518 to remain open until July 1, 1996. 56-2
S.F. 133-Johnson, D.J.: Authorizes the private sale of tax-forfeited lands in Cook County and authorizes the public auction ofland near Chisholm. 57-0

Bills granted final passage on Special Orders April 13, 1995
S.F. 58-Solon: Extends eligibility for certain elective individual paid insurance and benefits. 56-0
UF. 1063-Solon: Makes statutory provisions concerning public utilities applicable to the city ofDuluth and auathorizes a demonstration project to

develop methods to prevent the infiltration and inflow ofstorm water into the city's sanitary sewer system. 59-0
S.F. 317-Betzold: Permits cities to close unlawful businesses. 60-0
H.F. 843-Anderson: Requires coverage for hospitalization and anesthesia coverage for dental procedures and requires coverage for general anesthesai and

treatment for covered medical conditions rendered by a dentist. 59-1
S.F. 1022-Lessard: Authorizes the public sale of tax-forfeited land in Koochiching County. 59-0
H.F. 344-Finn: Provides for the form and record of assignments; revises the common interest ownership act and changes the application of the curative

and validating law for mortgage foreclosures. 58-0
S.F. 704-Belanger: Prohibits zip code rating in homeowner's and automobile insurance. 57-0

Bills granted concurrence and repassage April 18, 1995
S.F. 91-Finn: Provides eligibility for participation as a provider in the state compulsive gambling program. 57-0
S.F. 445-Lesewski: Requires the PCA to permit the operation ofa specific waste combustor. 64-2.

Bills granted final passage on the Consent Calendar April 18, 1995
H.F. 1457-Moe, R.D.: Authorizes the commissioner ofnatural resources to sell acquired state lands located in Becker County. 64-0

Bills granted concurence and repassage April 19, 1995
S.F. 1209-Betzold: Modifies provisions relating to the Hennepin County medical examiners office. 55-0

Bills granted final passage on Special Orders April 18, 1995
S.F. 1134-Solon: Omnibus fmancial institutions bill; regulates notices, electronic finanical terminals mergers with subsidiaries, the powers and duties of

the commissioner ofcommerce, the powers and duties of institutions, detached facilities and interstate banking. 62-0
S.F. 1151-Spear: Directs the Peace Officer Standards and Training Board to review its minimum standards ofconduct every three years, provides for

automatic license revocation for peace officers convicted offelonies; requires a model policy regarding professional conduct to be developed. 66-0
S.F. 1044-Berg: Terminates existing tribal-state gaming compacts effective June 30, 1998. Progressed.
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Crime bill approved
With almost unanimous support, the

omnibus crime bill was passed out of the
Senate Tues., Apr. 25. Just six members
voted against S.F. 1653. Included in the bill
are provisions that close two violent
juvenile detention centers, establish the
Bureau of Criminal Apprehension as a free
standing agency, and decrease funding to
the liquor control board.

Chief author Tracy Beckman (DFL
Bricelyn) waved the 105 page measure in
front of members and said, "this is an
invoice of what's due." The total
appropriation of $865 million is the result of
lastJear's tou[h crime legislation, he said. '
"an it is still $25 million dollars less than
the governor's recommendation."

Beckman explained the major changes
saying, "we put more money into
prevention, and took it out of the
institutions." Acknowledging that certain
provisions are controversial, Beckman said,
'we have to put preventative programs in
place if we're ever going to stop the out of
control crime spiral we're seeing in
Minnesota." He added that funding for
crime control is the fastest growing budget
in the Legislature.

April 28, 1995
received $243.7 million and the Mayo
Medical Foundation received $1.65 million.

Sen. LeRoy Stumpf (DFL-ThiefRiver
Falls), chief author of the omnibus bill,
explained many of the bill's provisions,
including the proposal to change the basic
higher education funding mechanism. The
proposal bases state payment to colleges and
universities on the number of degrees,
diplomas or certificates handed out to
students instead of on student enrollment.
The changes, which go into effect in FY 97,
force campuses to focus on student
~reparationand achievement, Stumpf said.
The proposal includes a provision that
allows students to obtain additional training
in their career area at no cost if their
employer determines they do not have
adequate job skills.

State government bill passes
In a move to "get a real handle on state

government and what it's doing", Sen.
Richard Cohen (DFL-St. Paul) sponsored
the state government appropriations bill,
S.F. 1678. The bill gained final passage on
the floor Mon., Apr.24. Over $553 million
is appropriated for the operation of
administrative state departments,
constitutional officers and the Legislature.

The amount appropriated from the
general fund, almost $529 million, is $15.7
million less than recommended by the
governor.

to proposed increases, rather than cuts from
the budget," he said. The $5 billion total "is
still a 14.5 percent increase," above the
previous biennium's budget, Samuelson
pointed out. The bill was given final
passage, 63-2.

Jobs omnibus bill approved
The Senate approved its version of the

jobs, energy and community development
omnibus funding bill during a floor session
Thurs., Apr. 20.

S.F. 1670, carried by Sen. Carl Kroening
(DFL-Mpls.), appropriates $365 million for
various agencies related to jobs, housing and
community development.

Kroenins explai.ned the various budgets,
including $51 million in funding for the
Dept. of Trade and Economic Development
(DTED). The DTED budget covers a $28.8
million appropriation for business and
community development, of which $6.6
million is designated for contaminated land
cleanup, $4 million for economic recovery
grants, and $2 million for the community
resources program. Also included in the
DTED bUdget is $4.2 million for the Trade
Office, and $16 million for the Tourism
Office.

The bill appropriates more than $102.4
million for the Dept. of Economic Security's
Rehabilitation Services, State Services for
the Blind, and Community-Based Services.
The Housing Finance Agency is allocated
over $68 million for housing rehabilitation,
community rehabilitation, affordable rental
investment, the tribal Indian housing
program, and various other initiatives.

Other major appropriations include $28
million for the Dept. ofCommerce, $17.8
million to the Dept. of Public Service, an,d
$37.4 million for the Minnesota Historical
Society.

Higher ed omnibus debated
A bill that changes the funding formula

for higher education to be based on
outcomes rather than the number of
students enrolled at an institution was
approved by the full Senate during floor
session Mon., Apr. 24.

S.F. 1234, the omnibus higher education
funding bill, appropriates $2.14 billion for
the biennium for the state's four higher
education systems. The total budget is $20
million higher than the governor's proposal.

The University of Minnesota was granted
the highest appropriation of $966 million.
The Minnesota State Colleges and
Universities (MnSCU), made up of nearly
60 campuses of technical colleges,
community colleges and state universities,
was appropriated almost $928 million. The
Higher Education Coordinating Board

The Minnesota Senate Week in Review

K~12 funding bill passed
By a 51-16 margin, the Senate passed a

$5.9 billion K-12 education funding
package, Tues. afternoon, Apr. 25.

Deliberations began when the Senate
education funding omnibus bill, sponsored
by Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller (DFL-Mpls.),
was amended onto H.F. 1000. Pogemiller,
while presenting the bill, called it "a major
reform bill." Highlighting the changes to
the education funding mechanisms, the
technology initiatives, and a number of
grant rrograms, Pogemiller said the bill gives
schoo districts more flexibility in the
decisions they make.

He said the measure also maintains a
commitment to the development of higher
educational standards "that are fair and
understandable," and continues to support
school districts' efforts to reduce class sizes.

Final approval of the omnibus bill did not
come easily. After the author presented the
bill, more than 20 amendments were offered

juring more than four hours of
eliberations.

Environment omnibus bill okayed
After several hours of debate, amendments
and amendment attempts, the omnibus
environment bill was granted final passage
by the Senate Fri., Apr. 21.

S.F. 106, sponsored by Sen. Steven Morse
(DFL~Dakota), appropriates $313.9 million
to the Dept. of Natural Resources and $79
million to for the Pollution Control Agency
(PUC) for·the 1996-97 biennium. It
includes $40.9 million for the Office of
Environmental Assistance; $10.3 million for
the Minnesota Zoological Board; $28
million for the Board of Water and Soil
Resources; and $48.5 million to the Dept. of
Agriculture. It also appropriates $32.7
millionfor Minnesota resources rrojects;
$85.6 million to the Agricultura Utilization
Research Institute; $332,000 for the
Minnesota-Wisconsin Boundary Area
Commission; $120,000 to the Citizen's
CounCil on Voyageurs National Park; $2.2
million for the Science Museum of
Minnesota; $72,000 for the Minnesota
Academy of Science; and $144,000 for the
Minnesota Horticultural Society. S.F. 106
was passed on a 60-5 vote.

Brie

Human services bill passed
With scant discussion and few

'pmendments, the Senate passed the health
)md human services omnibus appropriations
bill, S.F. 1110, Fri., Apr. 21. C.hief author,
Sen. Don Samuelson (DFL-Brainerd) told
members that the Senate increase totals $63
million less than the governor's proposed
increase. "There were hard choices to make,
but many of the cuts are actually reductions
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Education

Omnibus bill approved
The Education Funding Division,

chaired by Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller
(DFL-Mpls.) approved an omnibus
funding bill on Thurs. afternoon, Apr. 20,
that allocates just more than $5.9 billion
in FY 1996 and FY 1997 for K-12 educa
tion. The measure, S.F. 944 authored by
Pogemiller, was referred to the full
Education Committee.

The omnibus funding bill appropriates
$4.4 billion in general education aid for
the next biennium. In addition to the aid
allocation, another $171 million is set
aside fOf school transportation programs
and $165 million is allocated for capital
expenditures categories, Starting in FY
1997, those three funding categories will
be combined and distributed through a
single formula.

Also included in the general education
program is a $57.4 million in debt service
equalization aid, $33 million over the
next two years to lessen the impact of
property tax abatements on districts, and
another $31.7 million for non-public
school aid.

An additional $162 million is wrapped
into the general education package to
continue to reduce class sizes in grades K
6. The measure maintains the per-pupil
general education formula amount at
$3,150 for FY 1996, and increases it to
$3,441 for FY 1997 as a result of combin
ing the general education, transportation
and capital expenditure funding programs.

The omnibus bill creates a targeted
needs formula by linking the appropria
tions for special education, integration
grants, and the Limited English Profi
ciency (LEP) program. More than $387
million is to be allocated through the
formula when 'it takes effect in FY 1997.
For the biennium, $298.6 million is
allocated for special education in addition
to the appropriations for targeted needs
aid. For FY 1996, $18.8 million is pro
vided for integration grants, and $8.2
million for the LEP program.

The other appropriations approved by
the division include $27.7 million for
Early Childhood Family Education, $26.3
million for the Assurance of Mastery
program, and $19 million in the Learning
Readiness program. Another $16.7
million is budgeted for Adult Basic
Education and $5.6 million is for Adult
Graduation Aid. Another $13 million is
provided to support the school lunch
program in the next biennium.

The members approved more than $35
million in spending for a number of
technology initiatives. A $16.5 appro-
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priation is designated to develop regional
telecommunications linkages and $8.1
million is earmarked for technology
grants. Another $6.4 million will be
distributed to districts as interactive
television levy equalization aid and $3
million is awarded for the Minnesota
Science and Mathematics Foundation to
distribute as grants to school districts.

The omnibus bill also includes $15.6
million for basic grants to libraries. The
division approved appropriations of $44.3
million for the operations of Dept. of
Education, $16.2 million to the Faribault
residential academies, and another $10.5
million to the Center for Arts Education.

K~12 funding bill advances
The $5.9 billion education funding

omnibus bill was amended and approved,
Thurs. evening, Apr. 20, by the Education
Commit,tee, co-chaired by Sen. LeRoy
Stumpf (DFL-ThiefRiver Falls) and Sen.
Lawrence Pogemiller (DFL-Mpls.). The
measure, S.F. 944 sponsored by
Pogemiller, was re-referred to the Taxes
and Tax Laws Committee.

The lion's share of the funding provided
in the bill, $4.4 binion, is allocated to
school districts as general education aid.
The aid is distributed using a per-pupil
formula and the bill sets the formula
allowance at $3,150 per pupil for FY
1996.

The bill changes the general education
funding mechanism for FY 1997, increas
ing the formula to $3,440 per pupil by
combining and distributing the alloca
tions for general education, transportation
and capital expenditures through a single
formula. For the biennium, the bill
provides $171 million for school transpor
tation and $165 million for capital
expenditures.

As part of the bill, more than $398
million is provided for special education
programs, $379 million in FY 1997 for
distribution through a new targeted needs
formula, and $123 million for community
and family education programs.

The measure also includes $35.6
million for a number of technology
related initiatives, and $71 million for
education administration costs, including
$44 million to support the Dept. of
Education.

The committee approved an amend
ment offered by Sen. Jane Ranum (DFL
Mpls.), preventing no single school
district from receiving more than one
third of the funds under the First Grade
Preparedness Grant program. Under the
program, Metro-Area school districts will
receive funds from taxes assessed on
businesses at the International Airport.

The funding is to be used to set up
programs that will enable kindergarten
students to be prepared for first grade.

Sen. Cal Larson (IR-Fergus Falls)
presented an amendment raising the
amount a district may receive per teacher
under a Teacher Compensation Restruc
turing Grant program. Under the
program, districts may apply for grants if
the school board and the teacher's
bargaining unit agrees to develop a
compensation plan based on performance
or non-performance, responsibilities, and
other factors including student perfor
mance. The amendment, allowing
participating districts to receive up to
$800 per teacher as an incentive to
participate in the program, was approved.

The members also approved an amend
ment proposed by Sen. Thomas Neuville
OR-Northfield), allowing the New Prague
School District to transfer funds from the
general fund to the capital expenditure
account in FY 1996.

Family Services

Commissioner recommended
The appointment of Maria Gomez,

commissioner of the, Dept. of Human
Services, received approval by the Family
Services Committee at a hearing Weds., '
Apr. 26. Chair~d by Sen. Pat Piper (DFL
Austin), the committee heard Gomez's
initiatives for the department. Gomez
outlined the programs, which include
improving family support and the health
of children, encouraging self-sufficiency
for the elderly and disabled, and increas
ing economic self-sufficiency. The
initiatives offer support for Minnesotans
to help improve their social and economic
conditions, Gomez explained.

Sen. Don Betzold (DFL-Fridley) asked
the commissioner whether the publication
of names of deadbeat dads, an initiative
that met with difficulties earlier in the
year, would be better executed in the
future. The inattentiveness caused harm
to several people, he noted. Gomez
explained that human error ,occurred due
to the extremely complicated, fragmented
system in the state, and that the depart
ment will improve the centralization and
evaluation of the program.

Environment and Natural
Resources

Environment bonding bill okayed.
Members of the Environment and

Natural Resources Finance Division
approved a $15 million emergency
bonding package during a meeting Weds.,
Apr. 25. Of the total, $6.47 million was



funding for new initiatives; other propos
als had been authorized in previous
'essions.
) Sen. Steven Morse (DFL-Dakota),

division chair, reviewed the eight bonding
requests, including a request for $9.4
million to purchase land surrounding
Eagle Creek in Scott County. The
proposal, carried in abill authored by Sen.
Terry Johnston (IR-Prior Lake), autho
rizes the Dept. of Natural Resources to
acquire more than 300 acres of property
that is targeted for commercial/industrial
development.

Several environmental groups requested
the state acquisition to protect the trout
stream and'other unique geological
features in the area. According to
Johnston, the stream and wetlands areas
would be at risk if the land was allowed to
be developed. Becaulie the property values
have increased in recent years, Johnston
said, manyof the owners are lookingto
sell their land.

The division heard testimony from
Steve King, the city administrator for the
city of Savage, who opposes the proposal.
He said the city has been working with a
variety of interested parties to come up' .
with an environmental protection plan. :
State acquisition, King said, would '

,
'lndermine the local plan and greatly limit
(he city's commercial development, which
would bring in $2.5 million a year in
property taxes. He added that he believed
there were better uses for the money.

The division eventually agreed to
appropriate $5.25 million for the acquisi
tion of the land within the watershed
area.

Other new bonding inltiatiyes are $1
million for the DNR to development and
improvement of fisheries habitat and
hatchery rehabilitation" $103,000 for
completion of a seed potato inspection
facility in East Grand Forks, $175,000 for
repair of erosion damage to the Cannon
Valley Trail, $750,000 for the city of Red
Wing's combined sewer overflow project,
and $200,000 tothe DNR for a dam safety
and improvement program.

The division approved $8.5 million that
was authorized in 1994 for construction of
several environmental learning centers.
The division removed $3 million that was
targeted for a non-residential environ
mental learning center proposed to be
built in Fergus Falls.

The division also spent considerable
time discussing a request by the Minne
fota Science Museum for $200,000 that
was authorized in 1992. The museum was
seeking authority to spend the money on
plans for the proposed riverfront museum.
Sen. GeneMerriam (DFL-Coon Rapids),
opposed the request, pointing out that the

museum received $1 million in 1994 for
plans for the new riverfront building.
Merriam proposed an amendment to
remove the funding but the amendment
failed. The division approved the request,
contingent upon the 1994 laws regarding
the museum project. The bonding
package advances to the Finance Com
mittee for further consideration.

Finance
Health and Human Services bill

Members of the Finance Committee,
chaired by Sen. Gene Merriam (DFL- '
Coon Rapids), made some changes to the
health and human services omnibus bill
before sending it to thefloor Thurs., Apr.
20. The bill, S.F. 1110, is sponsored by
Sen. Don Samuelson (DFL-Brainerd) and
includes over 30 initiatives. Changes
made under the bill affect the personal
care attendant program, the TEFRA (Tax
Equity andFiscal Responsibility Act)
program, nursing h.ome reimbursement
rates and efficiency incentives, and
alternative care services. .

The bill appropriates $76 million to the
Dept. ofHealth for systems development,
health protection and management and
support services. The bulk of the bill,
$4.8 billion, is allocated to the Dept. of
Human Services. The greatest portion of
this funding, over $3.Q billion, is devoted
to the health care programs. The pro
grams include long term care facilities and
alternative care grants, home care
adjustments (PCA), managed care and
GAMC grants. Additional allocations
include the economic self-sufficiency
programs, which include STRIDE, AFDC,
work readiness and the child care fund,
totaling $647 million. Other self- .
sufficiency programs, such as developmen
tal disabilities family support grants and
administration, total $185 million for the
biennium.' "

Committee members reviewed TEFRA
program changes. Helen Yates, of the
Dept. of Huma,n Services, explained that
the program will still serve disabled
children at risk of institutionalization,
while some others will go into waivered
services. Yates said that of children not
served, 93 percent are covered by private
insurance. Samuelson noted thauhe bill
takes a slower approach to study TEFRA
issues and evaluate the effect on services.

Sen. LeRoy Stumpf (DFL-Thief River
Falls) presented an amendment to limit
the Dept. of Human Services' general
fund appropriations increase to no more
than $500 million from one biennium to
another. The cap applies to the 1998-99
biennium budget. The amendment was
adopted.

Sen. Richard Cohen (DFL-St. Paul)
presented an amendment that increases
the license fee for child safety centers to
fund the establishment of additiomil
safety centers. The original bill, spon
sored by Sen. Ember Reichgott Junge
(DEL-New Hope), increases the marriage
license fee to fund the centers. Cohen
said that increasing the marriage license
fee is out of context and inappropriate.
The amendment failed to gain approval.

Compensation bill approved
The Finance Committee, chaired by

Sen. Gene Merriam (DFL-CQon Rapids),
amended and approved a proposal, Thurs.
evening, Apr. 20, ratifying the contracts
for state university faculty and other
groups of higher education employees.

S.P. 577, sponsored by Sen. Carol Flynn
(DFL-Mpls.), ratifies a contract settle
ment, providing a 2.4 percent salary and
benefit increase for about 2,500 faclllty
members of the State University System.
The settlement, which is in effect for FY
1994 and FY 1995, was reachedlastyear.
The measure also ratifies contracts .
reached with groups representing state
university and community college
administrators, and employees of the .
State Board of Technical Colleges. Each
of the agreements were given interim
approval by the members of the Legisla
tive Commission on Employee Relations.

Sen. LeRoy Stumpf (DFL-Thief River
Falls) offered an amendment, freezing the
salary levels of those administrators from
the State University, Community College
and Technical College Systems who are
appointed to positions in the Minnesota
State College and University System
(MnSCU). His amendment also requires
those salaries to be frozen until the
system's board of trustees a~signs the
positions to a salary range plan. The
amendment was adopted.

An amendment setting the contribu-.
tion rate for dependents of some technical
college employees was presented by Sen.
Gary Laidig (IR-Stillwater) and adopted.
Sen. Randy Kelly (DFL-St.Paul} spon
sored an amendment allowing the Board
of Mediation Services to maintain a list of
qualified arbitrators. The amendment,
which also prevents an arbitrator from
requesting that the parties involved in a
dispute waive their right for a decision to
be reached within 30 days, was adopted.
The bill was sent to the Senate floor.

In other business, the committee also
approved S.F. 47, Authored by Sen, Don
Samuelson (DFL-Brainerd), the bill
clarifies state policy on programs adminis
tered by the Dept. of Health and the
Dept. of Human Services (DHS).
Samuelson offered an amendment
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eliminating a reimbursement to counties
for costs associated with the STRIDE
program. The amendment also removes a
provision allowing DHS to charge a fee
for users of an assistance transaction card.
The amendment was adopted. The bill
was then approved and sent to the floor.

The higher education omnibus funding
bill was also presented. S.P. 1234,
authored by Stumpf, allocates more than
$2.1 billion in support of higher education
over the next bieimium. The measure
provides $966 million for the University
of Minnesota, $927.7 million to the
newly-forming MnSCU, and $243.7
millionto the Higher Education Coordi
nating Board. The bill, Stumpf said, also
establishes a new funding mechanism for
higher education and requires all public
post-secondary institutions· to implement
a semester scheduling system by the 1998
99 school year. The measure was set aside
for continued discussion.

Funding bills approved
A bill providing funding for higher

education and another measure contain
ing allocations for state government were
approved, Fri., Apr. 21, by the Finance
Committee, chaired by Sen. Gene
Merriam (DFL-Coon Rapids). Both bills
were sent to the Senate floor.

S.P. 1234, sponsored by Sen. LeRoy
Stumpf (DFL-ThiefRiver Falls), appropri
ates more than $2.1 billion in support of
post-secondary education for the next
biennium. The bill provides $966 million
to the University of Minnesota and
$927;7 million to the Minnesota State
College and University System
(MnSCU), the combined State Univer
sity, Community College and Technical
College Systems.

Another $243.7 million is appropriated
to the Higher Education Coordinating
Board (HECB) largely to support state~

operated financial aid programs. The bill
also establishes a new higher education
funding mechanism and requires all public
post-secondary institutions to implement
a semester scheduling system by the 1998
99 school year.

After some discussion on the role of
HECB after the merger occurs, Sen.
Steven Morse (DFL-Dakota) moved to
shift $1 million from HECB to MnSCU as
part of the new system's instructional
costs. The motion was approved, but Sen.
Thomas Neuville OR-Northfield) would
later move to reconsider the reallocation.
Neuville's motion was approved. On the
second attempt, Morse' motion failed ona
9-9 voted.

Several other amendments were offered.
Three amendments presented by Stumpf
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were adopted. The first makes a technical
correction to the bill and the second
amendment requires designates $50,000 a
yearfrom the MnSCU appropriations for
the Fond du Lac Community College
Center. The third amendment allows the
Board of Regents and the MnSCU Board
of Trustees to declare a financial emer
gency if the systems receive less than 95
percent of their anticipated revenues.

An amendment offered by Sen. Randy
Kelly (DFL-St. Paul), designating
$500,000 of the biennial appropriations to
MnSCU for Metropolitan State Univer
sity, was not adopted. Another amend
ment, from Sen. Don Samuelson (DFL
Brainerd), was approved. The Samuelson
amendment requires MnSCU to prepare a
plan to limit their budget increase
requests for FY 1998 and FY 1999 to 90
percent of any forecasted increase.

Sen. Cal Larson OR-Fergus Falls) also
offered an amendment, allowing college
and university administrators to meet
with faculty outside of the meet and
confer process contained in the state's
collective batgaining laws. The amend
ment was approved on a 10-6 vote.

The committee also approved the State
Government Omnibus Funding bill. The
measure, authored by Sen. Richard Cohen
(DFL-St. Paul), appropriates more than
$553 million to several state agencies.

Detailing the allocations, Cohensaid
the bill provides $150.3 million inFY
1996 and FY 1997 for the Dept. of
Revenue. The department's allocation
includes $1.3 million to finance the sale
of revenue bonds that will be used to pay
the settlement for the Cambridge bank
case.

The bill also includes $57.5 million for
the Dept. of Administration and $37.7
million for the Dept. of Finance. Another
$97.3 million is appropriated for both
bodies of the Legislature and its associated
offices. The appropriation for the Office
of the Attorney General totals $46.4
million for the biennium, another $15.5
million is allocated to the Dept. of
Employee Relations, and $18.8 million is
earmarked for the Dept. of Military
Affairs. The bill provides more than $9
million to support public broadcasting and
$14.1 million to the State Arts Board.

Cohen offered an amendment clarifying
a reporting provision of the Capitol Area
Architectural and Planning Board: The
amendment was adopted and the bill was
approved.

The members also began consideration
of S.P. 1653, the crime prevention
omnibus package. The bill, presented by
Sen. Tracy Beckman (DFL-Bricelyn),
contains $878.3 million in appropriations

for the operations of the state's correc
tional institutions, court system and law
enforcement agencies.

Beckman said the bill provides $540.6
million to the Dept. of Corrections for FY
1996 and FY 1997, and of that total, more
than $340 million will support the state's
correctional institutions. Another $188.7
million is appropriated to the state court
system in the bill, and a $28.2 million
allocations is given to the Dept. of Public
Safety (DPS). Beckman said the measure
also separates the Bureau of Criminal
Apprehension from the DPS and provides
the bureau with a biennial appropriation
of $33.9 million.

The bill provides $10.6 million to the
Dept. of Corrections to reduce the
caseload of probation officers. Beckman
offered and the committee approved an
amendment specifying those funds are to
be distributed according to the
department's plan. Several other techni
cal amendments were also approved.

An a.dditional amendment, presehted
by Sen. Jane Ranum (DFL-Mpls.) and
adopted, corrects the appropriated
amounts for the Dept. of Corrections.
The measure was then set aside for further
discussion:

Crime, K~12 bills gain
The crime prevention omnibus bill and

the K-12 funding proposal both gained
the approval of the Finance Committee,
Sat. Apr. 22.

The committee, chaired by Sen. Gene
Merriam, approved S.F. 1653, the crime
prevention omnibus funding package, and
sent it to the Senate floor.. Authored by
Sen. Tracy Beckman (DFL-Bricelyn), the
bill provides $878.3 million to operate the
state's judicial and law enforcement .
systems in the next biennium.

The bill includes FY 1996 and FY 1997·
allocations of $540.6 million for the Dept.
of CorrectiOhs, $188.7 million to the state
court system and $28.2 million for the
Dept. of Public Safety (DPS). The
measure also separates the Bureau of
Criminal Apprehension fromthe DPS,
and provides the bureau with a biennial
appropriation of $33.9 million.

The members adopted an amendment,
presented by Sen. Randy Kelly (DFL-St.
Paul), containing provisions aimed at
combating truancy and creating a safe
school environment. The amendment,
containing the components of Kelly's bill,
S.P. 418, requires that schools notify
parents of a child's continuing truant.
The proposal also allows the courts to
suspend a habitual truant's driving
privileges or prevent a truant, under age
16, from receiving a license.



The Kelly amendment also permits
districts to adopt a school uniform policy
~nd requires school districts to run
lriminal background checks on new
employees. Another provision requires
the Board of Teaching to run background
checks before issuing teaching licenses.

The committee also amended and
approved S.F. 944, a $5.9 billion ~duca
tion funding omnibus bill authored by .
Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller (DFL-Mpls.).

Pogemiller said·· the measure contains
$4.4 billion in general education aid for
FY 1996 and FY 1997. He also discussed
the changes in the general education
funding mechanism for FY 1997 con
tained in the bill. Under the proposal,
the allocations for general education,
transportation and capital expenditures
are distribu1:ed through a single formula
starting in FY 1997. By combining the
categories of funding, he said the per
pupil formula will increase to $3,440.
The bill also provides $171 million for
school transportation and $165 million
for capital expenditures over the next
biennium.

Pogemiller also presented the targeted
needs formula and said more than $379
million will be distributed through the
formula when it takes effect in FY1997.

.
\fhe measure also provides $398 million
lor special education programs and $123
million for community and.family
education programs.

S.F. 944 also includes $35.6 million for
a number of technology-related initia
tives, and $71 million for e~ucation
administration costs, including $44
million to support the Dept. of Education.

The members adopted an amendment
offered by Sen. LeRoy Stumpf (DFL-Thief
River Falls), clarifying the membership
and duties of the Minnesota Education
Telecommunications Council, which is
established in the bill. The Stumpf
amendment requires the council's
membership to include an equal number
of representatives from both K-12 and
post-secondary education and that the
council recommend which groups will
receive regional coordination grants.

The committee also discussed the teen
pregnancy prevention and male responsi
bility program included in the bill. Kelly
proposed to add another $500,000 to the
$1 million allocated for the program in
the bill. After some discussion, the
amendment was adopted. S.F. 944 was

lPproved and sent to the floor.

MCTa bonding bill advances
A measure increasing the Metropolitan

Council's bonding authority by $50
million was amended and approved, Mon.
evening, Apr. 24, by the Finance Com-

mittee, chaired by Sen. Gene Merriam
(DFL-Coon Rapids).

S.F. 835, sponsored by Sen. Sandra
Pappas (DFL-St. Pau!), allows the
Metropolitan Council to issue up to $50
million in bonds, in addition to the $32
million in authority the council now has,
to use in replacing transit and paratransit
vehicles, facilities and capital equipment.
The measure also permits the council to
use the bond proceeds for metro mobility
capital costs above any other limitations
on funding that may be placed in law.

Sen. Terry Johnston (IR-Prior Lake)
offered two amendments limiting the
council's use of any proceeds from the
bond sale. The first amendment prevents
the council from using the funds to
purchase uniforms and the second
amendmentprohibits the use of the
proceeds for planning, designing or
building any phase of the light rail transit
project. Both amendments were adopted.

Athird amendment, presented by
Johnston requires 20 percent of the bond
proceeds be used to support the transit
programs in communities that have opted
out of the Met Council's transit opera
tion. Johnston said those communities
receive no state or federal funds to
support their transit programs and that
the amendment would make sure funds
for those programs "don't get lost."
Pappas argued against the amendment
and said the opt out communities cur
rently represent only three percent of the
ridership in the Metro Area. The
amendment was not adopted.

The measure was approved and re
referred to the Taxes and Tax Laws
Committee.

A number of other bills were also
approved by the committee and sent to
the Senate floor. S.F. 1078, sponsored by
Sen. Dennis Frederickson OR-New Ulm),
changes several of the accounting
procedures used by the Dept. of Finance.
The bill allows the state treasurer to
determine whether to accept gifts to the
state that are valued less than $10,000.
The measure also allows agencies to
cancel encumbrances for the last fiscal
year on Oct. 15, gives agencies the
authority to charge interest on past-due
accounts, and requires the commissioner
of Finance to set the rate of interest to be
used. Frederickson offered an amendment
making technical corrections to the bill
and allowing appropriations for perma
nent improvements to be used for all or
part of a land acquisition or construction
project. The amendment was adopted
and the bill was approved.

Frederickson also presented S.F. 1310,
providing for the development of long
range state spending plans. The measure

requires the Dept. of Finance to annually
prepare a four-year plan that specifies
expenditure targets for the major areas of
the state budget. Under the proposal, the
first plan is to be presented to the Legisla
ture by Feb. 16, 1996. The bill was
approved.

Members also approved was S.P. 1l20,
authored by Sen. Charles Berg (DFL
Chokio), creating a special account for
Gambling Control Board funds used as
reimbursements for testing pull-tab
dispensers, and S.F. 1395, introduced by
Sen. Roy Terwilliger OR-Edina), allowing
the Dept. of Finance to list state bonds on
a stock exchange to facilitate the sale of
those bonds on a secondary market.

The members approved H.P. 1008,
sponsored by Sen. Sheila Kiscaden. The ,.
bill allows the court to require parties
seeking a divorce involving children to
participate in ,an orientation program on
the proceedings. The measure allows the
court to charge participants a fee for the
costs of the program.

H.F. 1194 requires a portion of the
appropriations to the State Arts Board be
distributed through the Regional Arts
Council. The bill, carried by Sen. Jane
Krentz (DFL-May Township), was
approved.

Other bills approved included S.P.
1037, authored by Sen. Florian
Chmielewski (DFL-Sturgeon Lake). The
measure allows a loggers' workers compen
sation program to continue after June 30,
1995. S.F. 1l27, sponsored by Sen. Gen
Olson OR-Minnetrista) authorizing the
sale of state land on Lake Minnetonka for
development of lake access was approved.

Serio Sam Solon (DFL-Duluth) pre
sented H.P. 217, regulating living benefit
settlements, was amended and approved.
The bilhequires brokers of viatical
settlement contracts to be licensed. Sen.
Gary Laidig OR-Stillwater) offered an
amendment to create a special fund in the
Dept. of Commerce for the fees generated
by the licensing provisions. The amend
ment was adopted and the bill was
approved.

Confirmation reconsidered
A lengthy and, at times, heated debate

occurred, Tues. evening, Apr. 25 when
the Finance Committee reconsidered an
earlier recommendation that the Senate
confirm Laura King as commissioner of
finance.

The committee, chaired by Sen. Gene
Merriam (DFL-Coon Rapids), had
recommended King's confirmation to the
full Senate earlier this session. The
recommendation was returned to the
committee, at Merriam's request, to allow
the members to discuss the confirmation
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in light of recently-announced error in
the budget forecasts.

King said revised projections indicate
an additional $91 million in revenue is
available for the next biennium. She said
the error in the forecast was the result of
miscalculations in the state's interest
earnings for the next two fiscal years, and
that steps are being taken to prevent the
error from recurring.

The governor was informed of the error
and forecast adjustment, she explained,
because "it is attributable to the budget."
King said that she felt her responsibilities
reqUired she present the information to
the governor as an adjustment to the
supplemental budget. That adjustment
was then announced by the governor on
Apr. II.

Merriam said he did not learn of the
adjustment until just before it was
announced to the media and expressed
concerns on how the information was'
being used. "I have never had a commis
sioner pull a stunt like this," he said,
"Other commissioners come to me and
tell me of problems immediately after they
have talked to the governor."

"It wasn't just the fact that a mistake
was made," he added. "It would seem the
release of this information was done in a
way to best suit the governor and least
suit the Legislature."

Sen. Phil Riveness (DFL-Bloomington)
said, "If there is a point to be made, it's
that we have just as much right to be
informed simultaneously as the governor."

Sen. Dean Johnson OR-Willmar) made
a motion that the committee recommend
King's confirmation. "She has demon
strated much willingness to work with the
Legislature," he said. "We have been able
to make tough choices with her advice."
The motion was set aside for further
consideration.

In other business, the committee
amended and approved a measure
reducing state agency allocations for FY
1995 by $10.8 million. S.F. 1079,
authored by Sen. Dennis Frederickson
(IR-New Ulm), was sent to the Senate
floor.

The bill reduces the budget for the
Dept. of Human Services by $2 million
and the allocations to the Dept. of
Corrections by $2.5 million. The bill also
includes an $820,000 reduction in the
Dept. of Natural Resources, $665,000
from the Legislature, and $600,000 in
reductions by both the Dept. of Revenue
and the Dept. of Employee Relations.

Frederickson offered an amendment to
provide $835,000 for FY 1995 to cover
legal fees incurred by the Ethical Practices
Board, the Board of Architecture, and the
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Dept. of Labor and Industry. The
amendment was adopted.

S.F. 399, presented by Sen. David
Knutson OR-Burnsville), was also
approved and sent to the floor. Under the
bill, individuals convicted of driving a
snowmobile, all-terrain vehicle or a .
motorboat while intoxicaredmay forfeit
those vehicles. Knutson said the funds
generated from the sale of the vehicles
will be deposited into special accounts.
Sen. Pat Pier (DFL-Austin) offered an
amendment specifying the sale proceeds
be placed into Dept. of Natural Resources
accounts. The amendment was approved.

A proposal creating a fireworks display
operators certification process was also
amended and approved. S.P. 1503,
sponsored by Sen. Dan Stevens OR
Mora), requires fireworks display operators
to be certified by the State Fire Marshall
every four years. An amendment, offered
by Sen. Roy Terwilliger (IR-Edina) and
adopted by the members, setsa $100
license fee and appropriates $14,000 to
the Dept. of Public Safety to begin the
program.

Sen. Leonard Price (DFL-Woodbury)
presented S.F. 273. The bill allows the
Dept. of Health and the Pollution
Control Agency to license operators of
water supply systems and wastewater
treatment facilities. Under the proposal,
the fees generated by the licenses will be
placed in a special account. The bill was
approved and sent to the floor.

S.F. 677, authored by Sen. John Marty
(DFL-Roseville), was also amended and
approved. The bill authorizes the
suspension of vehicle registrations in
certain circumstances. Under the bill, the
Dept. of Public Safety is to attach a card
to a vehicle title that may be sent to the
department when that title is transferred
to another individual. The members
adopted Piper's amendment to appropri
ate $343,000 to the department for the
program.

Taxes and Tax Laws
Ed funding bill advances

The Taxes and Tax Laws Committee
met Fri., Apr. 21, to consider the tax
pr{lvisions contained in S.F. 944, the
oII\nibus K-12 education funding bill.
The committee, chaired by Sen. Douglas
Johnson (DFL-Cook), heard an explana
tion of the measure and considered
several amendments.

Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller (DFL-Mpls.)
said that the bill reorganizes the heavily
categorical fqrmulas and collapses the
many formulas into just three formulas.
The general formula contains general _

education aid, transportation aid, equal
ization aid, training and experience aId,
secondary vocational education aid,
capital and facilities aid and equipment
aid. The targeted needs formula, based on
the cohort of children, contains special
education aid, compensatory aid and
desegregation aid. The community and
family support formula, based on per
pupil, contains community education aid,
early childhood and family education aid,
learning readiness aid, part H aid and
school-to-work aid.

Pogemiller also provided members with'
computer runs indicating the revenue
each district in the state will receive
under the bill.

Sen. Linda Runbeck (IR-Circle Pines)
offered an amendment to require school
district employees to contribute at least
ten percent of the premium for individual
or dependent hospital, medical or dental
insurance coverage. The amendment
failed to gain adoption. An amendment,
offered by Sen. Gen Olson OR
Minnestrista), providing grants for four
school districts with declining general
education revenue also failed to gain
approval. An amendment, offered by
Sen. Linda Berglin (DFL-Mpls.), requiting
training to enable instructors to identify
and refer for services children with
attention deficit or attention deficit
hyperactivity disorders, was adopted. The
bill was approved and re-referred to the
Committee on Finance.

Reform proposals heard
Reforming Minnesota's property

taxation and education funding systems
topped the agenda of the Weds., Apr. 26,
meeting of the Taxes and Tax Laws
Committee. The committee, chaired by
Sen. Douglas Johnson (DFL-Cook),
discussed three bills containing three
different approaches to systemic change in
the current property tax system.

S.F. 1568, authored by Sen. Steven
Novak (DFL-New Brighton), cuts major
tax rates--income, sales, and property-
and provides increased education funding
through expansion of the sales tax base.
Novak said that the proposal provides for
correcting past budget shifts and reestab
lishes education as the primary budget
focus. Under the bill, the sales tax base is
expanded to include most consumer
services but the sales tax rate is reduced,
over time, to 5.5 percent. In addition, the
income tax system is modified to require
universal filing and greater progressivity.
Novak said that the changes to the
income tax system provide for credits for
low income individuals and keeps the top
rate at the current 8.5 percent. The



biggest reforms are in the property tax
system, according to Novak. The measure
eliminates the current property classifica
.hon system and establishes a new full
market value tax base structure. The bill
provides for a freeze or cut in property
taxes on homes and farms and specifies
that homeowners pay the lesser of the
1995 tax or 1.5 percent of the pay 1996
value. Under the measure, local property
taxes would no longer be relied upon for
funding K-12 education except for
referendum levies and capital levies. The
measure also cuts the rate for commercial
industrial property taxes.

S.F. 1556 and S.F. 1557, authored by
Sen. John Hottinger (DFL-Mankato), also
provide for major property tax reform.
Under the Hottinger measures, citizens
would vote on a constitutional amend
ment to establish a permanent property
taxpayers' trust fund in the state treasury.
Under the bill, the fund is to be used
solely for property tax relief and would
consist of revenues from a sales and use
tax of 1.25 percent of the sales tax on all
taxable sales. The proposed constitu
tional amendment would also include a
provision authorizing a state tax on
property, not to exceed .75 percent,to
provide funding for K-12 education.
\Under the measure, local property taxes
/would be eliminated. In addition, the
measure expands the sales tax to include
services. Hottinger said that the bills
permanently reduce the reliance on
property taxes to pay for schools, reduce
tax rate disparities among local taxing
jurisdictions and provide better targeting
of homeowner relief.

S.P. 1605, authored by Sen. Ember
Reichgott Junge (DFL-New Hope), also
provides for a constitutional amendment.
Under the bill the constitutional amend
ment would require the state to provide
70 percent of the funding for core
educational services. The measure also
provides for Aid Distribution Councils to
distribute aids among local governments.
The measure also provides for a property
tax freeze for taxes payable in 1996.
According to Reichgott, the philosophy
guiding the bill is that the state is obli
gated to fund core services equitably while
local governments and school districts
fund non-core services.

All three bills were discussed and laid
aside for further consideration.

Members did approve one measure and
advance the bill to the full Senate. S.P.

) 1543, authored by Sen. Lawrence
Pogemiller, is the annual bond allocation
measure. The bill provides procedures for
allocating bonding authority between the
small issues pool, the housing pool, and
the public facilities pool.

Thursday, April 20
Jobs omnibus bill approved

The Senate approved its version of the
jobs, energy and community development
omnibus funding bill during a floor session
Thurs., Apr. 20.

S.F. 1670, carried by Sen. Carl
Kroening (DFL-Mpls.), appropriates $365
million for agencies related to jobs,
housing and community development.

Kroening explained the various budgets,
including $51 million in funding for the
Dept. of Trade and Economic Develop
ment (DTED). The DTED budget covers
a $28.8 million appropriation for business
and community development, of which
$6.6 million is designated for contami
nated land cleanup, $4 million for
economic recovery grants, and $2 million
for the community resources program.
Also included in the DTED budget is $4.2
million for the Trade Office, and $16
million for the Tourism Office.

The bill appropriates more than $102.4
million for the Dept. of Economic
Security's Rehabilitation Services, State
Services for the Blind, and Community
Based Services. The Housing Finance
Agency is allocated over $68 million for
housing rehabilitation, community
rehabilitation, affordable rental invest
ment, the tribal Indian housing program,
and various other initiatives.

Other major appropriations include $28
million for the Dept. of Commerce, $17.8
million to the Dept. of Public Service,
and $37.4 million for the Minnesota
Historical Society.

The omnibus bill also includes an
appropriations provision for $7.7 million
from the general fund and $36 million
from the workers' compensation fund for
several initiatives. Some $2.5 million goes
to the Daedelus computer imaging system,
$90,000 goes toward preventing violence
in the workplace, $408,000 is for labor
education and advancement program
grants, and $200,000 covers grants to the
Vinland Rehabilitation Center.

Several amendments were added to the
bill. The Senate spent some time discuss
ing an amendment, offered by Sen.
Arlene Lesewski OR-Marshall), that
removed a provision referred to as the
corporate welfare bill.

Lesewski's amendment r~moved a
section of the bill that sets performance
standards for large businesses that receive
state economic development grants or
loans. The provision includes require
ments that businesses produce a net job
increase or net retention of jobs within
two years of receiving state aid, and pay
new employees a liveable wage at least
equal to poverty-level income for a family

of four. Lesewski said the provision is
"completely counterproductive" for
businesses trying to be efficient and
competitive in a tough market.

Sen. John Hottinger (DFL-Mankato),
who sponsored the original bill, opposed
the amendment, saying the provision
forces businesses to be accountable while
receiving taxpayers' money.

After some debate on the matter, the
Senate adopted the amendment on a 34
33 roll-call vote.

Hottinger then responded with an
amendment requiring businesses that have
received economic recovery grants to
report campaign contributions of more
than $100 to the Ethical Practices Board.
The measure was adopted.

Environment bill tabled
Senate members spent much of the

afternoon session Thurs., Apr. 20,
debating amendments to the omnibus
environment and natural resources bill
before the author, Sen. Steven Morse
(DFL-Dakota), tabled the measure.

The bill, S.P. 106, appropriates more
than $534 million for the biennium to a
variety of environment-related initiatives
and agencies. The bill's allocations
include $312.5 million to the Dept. of
Natural Resources, $78.1 million to the
Pollution Control Agency, $49 million to
the Dept. of Agriculture, and $28 million
to the Board of Water and Soil Resources.
Nearly $33 million is appropriated for
projects of the Legislative Commission on
Minnesota Resources (LCMR).

Morse highlighted some of the bill's
policy provisions, including changes to
the Ethanol Producer Payments Program.
The proposal limits payments to all
producers to $30 million per fiscal year.
The bill also replaces the requirement of
the Minnesota Zoo to provide two free
days a month with a requirement that free
passes be distributed to disadvantaged
residents. State oversight qf the manage
ment of county-administered tax-forfeited
lands is eliminated, as are state payments
in lieu of taxes to counties' tax-forfeited
land.

In addition, the bill creates an inte
grated resource management pilot project
in the Dept. of Natural Resources. The
project, which uses existing funds, is used
for initiatives that use local problem
solving and collaboration. Sen. Roger D.
Moe (DFL-Erskine) said that the amend
ment is a modest approach to addressing
local concerns.

Several amendments were added to the
bill, including two offered by Sen. Leroy
Stumpf (DFL-ThiefRiver Falls). One
amendment requires a cost estimate of
proposed wastewater projects and the
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impact on local sewer fees. The estimate
will help citizens to understand the
proposals better, Stumpf said. Morse
countered that the amendment "mucks up
the process" and is "not wel1 thought out."
The amendment was approved by avote
of 33-31. Stumpfs other amendment
states that new wastewater regulations
cannot be more stringent than federal
requirements, unless approved by the
Pollution Control Agency. Morse
opposed the amendment, stating that it
lowers standards and "stoops to the lowest
common denominator." The measure was
also approved by a vote of 33-31.

Sen. Charles Berg (DFL-Chokio)
offered an amendment that states that the
water fees paid by a municipality may not
increase more than 6 percent over the
next two years. In the bill, the payment
mechanism is changed from a volume
based system to a load-based one. Morse
opposed the amendment, stating that the
payment changes in the bill assure that
municipalities pay their fair share. The
amendment was approved. Due to several
other hostile amendments, Morse tabled
the bill.

Friday, April 21
Human services bill passed

With scant discussion and few amend
ments, the Senate passed the health and
human services omnibus appropriations
bil1, S.F. 1110, Fri., Apr. 21. Chief author,
Sen. Don Samuelson (DFL-Brainerd) told
members that the Senate increase totals
$63 mil1ion less than the governor's
proposed increase. "There were hard
choices to make, but many of the cuts are
actually reductions to proposed increases,
rather than cuts from the budget," he said.
The $5 billion total "is stil1 a 14.5 percent
increase," above the previous biennium's
budget, Samuelson pointed out.

The measure tightens eligibility criteria
for the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibil
ity Act (TEFRA), the state's program that
provides home care to severely disabled
children. It also includes a provision that
amends the residency requirements for
Minnesota Supplemental Aid (MSA)
eligibility, making it consistent with the
Supplemental Security Income (SSI)
criteria. Furthermore, the bill decreases
payments made to pharmacies for pre
scription drugreimbursement, and
changes the funding al1ocation for
counties' sliding fee child care programs.

Sen. Sheila Kiscaden (IR-Rochester)
offered an amendment to create "a system
to establish a statement of general policy."
Kiscaden said that anticipated cuts in the
federal budget, coupled with increased
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demand for human services, makes long
range planning imperative. "We need
principles to guide us in the upcoming
years," Kiscaden said, "to help us develop
an overal1 plan." The amendment also
contained a provision to establish a
spending reform council, comprised of
appointed members from both bodies.

Several Senators objected to the
amendment, including Sen. Linda Berglin
(DFL-Mpls.) She asked, "Why develop a
council with just a few members from the
Senate, when we already have a commit
tee comprised of many?"

Sen. Carl Kroening (DFL-Mpls.) also
argued that the amendment "takes away
my responsibility as a Senator. My .
constituents won't stand for it."

The amendment failed, and the bill was
given final passage, 63-2.

Environment omnibus bill okayed
After several houtsof debate, amend

ments and amendment attempts, the
omnibus environment bill was granted
final passage by the Senate Fri., Apr. 21.

S.F. 106, sponsored by Sen. Steven
Morse (DFL-Dakota), appropriates $313.9
mil1ion to the Dept. of Natural Resources
and $79 million to for the Pollution
Control Agency (PUC) for the 1996-97
biennium. It includes $40.9 mil1ion for .
the Office of Environmental Assistance;
$10.3 mil1ion for the Minnesota Zoologi
cal Board; $28 million for the Board of
Water and Soil Resources; and $48.5
million to the Dept. of Agriculture. It also
appropriates $32.7 million for Minnesota
resources projects; $85.6 mil1ion to the
Agricultural Utilization Research Insti
tute; $332,000 for the Minnesota
Wisconsin Boundary Area Commission;
$120,000 to the Citizen's Council on
Voyageurs National Park; $2.2 mil1ion for
the Science Museum of Minnesota;
$72,000 for the Minnesota Academy of .
Science; and $144,000 for the Minnesota
Horticultural Society.

The bill appropriates $40,00Q to the
attorney general for the voluntary
insurance liability buy-out program; and
$50,000 to the commissioner of public
safety for the costs of providing critical
habitat license plates. It alsbprovides
$1.44 million for state parks and recre
ation area acquisition and metropolitan
regional parks and trails acquisition.

Programs funded under the bil1 include
acceleration of the county biological
survey for col1ecting information on the
distribution and ecology of rare plants,
animals, and natural communities
($900,000); accelerating acquisition of
land in North American waterfowl

management plan project areas
($650,000); and expanding the boundary
of the Minnesota Landscape Arboretum
($650,000).

Also receiving fu~ding are a Metropoli
tan Council program for capital improve
ments to the regional park system ($4.5
mil1ion); and a DNR program to acceler
ate statewide fisheries habitat develop
ment and hatchery rehabilitation.

The policy portion of the bil1 contains
several provisions clarifying the authority
of the commissioner of agriculture to
make loans to local units of government
and others who in turn provide loans to
landowners and businesses under the
agricultural BMP loan program. It sets a
production goal of 220 million gallons for
the state's ethanol production plants and
sets conditions for the state's payments to
ethanol producers. The bill also estab
lishes the small business environmental
loan program. Under the program, loans
may be made for between $1,000 and
$50,000. The bill establishes the Passing
on the Farm Center at Southwest Techni
cal College in Granite Falls, a center for
assisting beginning farmers and family
farm operations. It also increases the
maximum amount of participation by the
authority for a loan in the agricultural .
improvement loan program from $50,000
to $100,000.

S.P. 106 abolishes the Harmful Sub
stance Comperlsation Board and transfers
its powers to the PCA. The measure also
replaces the current requirement that the
Minnesota zoo be open at least two free
days per month with the requirement that
the zoo distribute free passes equal to ten
percent of the average annual attendance
to economical1y disadvantaged residents.

Members approved a motion by Sen.
Carol Flynn (DFL-Mpls.), to reconsider
an amendment that was adopted the
previous day. The amendment, offered by
Sen. LeRoy Stumpf (DFL-Thief River
Fal1s), specifies that the PUC must obtain
Legislative approval before adopting a
water quality standard that is more
stringent than required by federal law.

On a 35-31 vote, the Stumpf amend
ment was again adopted.

The Senators also approved an amend
ment offered by Morse clarifying that the
commissioner of the Public Utilities
Commission is required to comply with
the bill's requirements to obtain Legisla
tive approval only to the extent that
additional funding is provided to perform
the additional tasks needed to carry out
the bill's mandate.

Members approved an amendment
offered by Sen. Steve Dille (IR-Dassel),



specifying that $10,000 of the bill's
$150,000 appropriation for grants to
I/-griculture information centers may be
ased for farm safety programs.

An amendment, offered by Sen. Roger
Moe (DFL-Erskine) modifies a portion of
the bill that funds a pilot project for
implementing an integrated,
multidisciplinary approach to natural
resources management. The amendment
specifies that the program must include in
the planning process hunting and fishing,
outdoor recreation, agricultural, and other
interested groups. The amendment was
adopted..

Also receiving approval was an amend
ment offered by Sen. Harold "Skip" Finn
(DFL-Cass Lake), providing that fish that
are la~fully taken in Canada may be
brought into Minnesota and transported
within or out of the state. Members failed
to approve an amendment offered by Sen.
Gary Laidig (IR-Stillwater), prohibiting
importation and sale of game fish taken by
gillnet in border waters.

An amendment authored by Sen. Ellen
Anderson (DFL-St. Paul), adds a require
ment to the portion of the bill establish
ing a task force to examine the point
source permitting program in the water
quality division. Under the amendment
)he task force must also report on ways to
"Improve public access to information
concerning toxic pollutants in permitted
discharges.

The Senate failed to approve an
amendment, offered by Dille, removing
$150,000 that the bill earmarks for a
community gardening program and adding
it to a university-based program aimed at
enhancing the productive potential and
financial management of the state's dairy
farms.

Senators also voted down an amend
ment offered by Sen. Terry Johnston (IR
Prior Lake), appropriating $9.4 million
from the general fund for acquisition and
protection of the Eagle Creek trout stream
in the Minnesota River valley.

S.F. 106 was passed on a 60-5 vote.

Monday, April 24
Higher ed omnibus debated

A bill that changes the funding formula
for higher education to be based on
outcomes rather than the number of
students enrolled at an institution was
approved by the full Senate during floor
session Mon., Apr. 24.

) S.F. 1234, the omnibus higher educa
tion funding bill, appropriates $2.14
billion for the biennium for the state's
four higher education systems. The total
budget is $20inillion higher than the
governor's proposal.

The University of Minnesota was
granted the highest appropriation of $966
million. The Minnesota State Colleges
and Universities (MnSCU), made upof
nearly 60 campuses of technical colleges,
community colleges and state universities,
was appropriated almost $928 million.
The Higher Education Coordinating
Board received $243.7 million and the
Mayo Medical Foundation received $1.65
million.

Sen. LeRoy Stumpf (DFL-ThiefRiver
Falls), chief author of the omnibus bill,
explained many of the bill's provisions,
including the proposal to change the basic
higher education funding mechanism.
The proposal bases state payment to
colleges and universities on the number of
degrees, diplomas or certificates handed
out to students instead of on student
enrollment. The changes, which go into
effect in FY 97, force campuses to focus on
student preparation and achievement,
Stumpf said. The proposal includes a
provision that allows students to obtain
additional training in their career area at
no cost if their employer determines they
do not have adequate job skills.

According to Stumpf, a provision
requiring high schools to pay for students'
remedial courses if they did not achieve a
10th-grade level on college assessments
was removed by the committee.

Several provisions of the omnibus bill
deal with employee relations. One
delineates conditions under which the
University of Minnesota and MnSCU
boards can layoff employees without
notice. Another outlines goals for
negotiating labor agreements, including
defining a reasonable work week and work
year for full-time employees, and reassess
ing layoff procedures, tuition waivers, and
employee transfers and evaluations.

The omnibus also directs all post
secondary institutions to convert to the
semester system by the 1998-99 academic
year, redefines responsibilities of the
Higher Education Coordinating Board,
modifies grant and loan programs, and
clarifies the authority of technical colleges
to acquire and sell property. The final
article of the bill deals with the reorgani
zation and recodification of statutes
relating to the three higher education
systems that 'will formally unite under
MnSCU in July.

Sen. Steven Morse (DFL-Dakota)
successfully offered an amendment that
shifts approximately $750,000 a year from
the administrative Higher Education
Board to MnSCU's instructional activi
ties. The amendment essentially "moves
money from bureaucracy to students,"
Morse said. Since much of the planning
for the consolidation of the three systems

of MnSCU is done, he said, the adminis
tration does not need as much funding.

Stumpf opposed the amendment, saying
the impact of less administration may
have negative consequences. The amend
ment passed on a 35-29 roll-call vote.

The Senate rejected another Morse
amendment that would have shifted $2.5
million a year from the University of
Minnesota budget to MnSCU to help the
state system deal with the changes of
reorganization.

Much discussion centered on an
amendment, offered by Sen. Gene
Merriam (DFL-Coon Rapids), that would
have limited financial grants to a student
attending a private college to the award
that would be made if that student
attended a public college. Merriam said
that the public system is subsidizing the
private colleges by granting higher
financial aid awards students attending
private institutions.

But other Senators argued that state
costs would increase significantly if
students attending private colleges could
no long afford to and began attending
public colleges. The dollars the state
grants to students attending private
schools through financial aid is worth it,
they said.

The Merriam amendment failed;
however, Sen. Deanna Wiener (DFL
Eagan) successfully offered an amendment
as a compromise that deleted much of the
section of the bill dealing with the
Legislature's authority to set maximum
financial aid awards. The provision

. specifies that maximum awards shall be
set for each year by the Legislature.

Two other amendments adopted by the
Senate included one offered by Sen.
Warren Limmer (IR-Maple Grove)
specifying that an intercollegiate sport
funded fully or in part with nontuition
funds cannot be terminated unless agreed
to by a majority of the college's full-time
students. Another amendment, success
fully offered by Sen. Douglas Johnson
(DFL-Cook), directs higher education
systems to layoff an equal percentage of
management or supervisory positions as
support or staff positions if lay-offs are
necessary.

State government bill passes
In a move to "get a real handle on state

government and what it's doing''; Sen.
Richard Cohen (DFL-St. Paul) sponsored
the state government appropriations bill,
S.F. 1678. The bill gained final passage
on the floor Mon., Apr. 24. Over $553
million is appropriated for the operation
of administrative state departments,
constitutional officers and the Legislat[J.fe.
The amount appropriated from the
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general fund, almost $529 million, is
$15.7 million less than recommended by
the governor.

Cohen explained that the largest
reductions come from not funding systems
and infrastructure programs in several
departments and the Lawful Gambling
Control Board. The bill increases public
broadcasting support by over $1 million
for the biennium. He said that Minnesota
ranks near the bottom in the nation for
per capita funding, and federal changes
jeopardize programming, particularly in
Greater Minnesota. Cohen said it was
"ironic" that, given Minnesota's
committment to community action and
the arts, this area is historically
underfunded. Sen. Thomas Neuville OR
Northfield) offered an amendment to
return the Gambling Control Board base
to $2.08 million to fund computer systems
and decrease the funding to the State Arts
Board. Sen. Ted Mondale (DFL-St. Louis
Park) spoke against the amendment,
stating that public arts and broadcasting
are investment in children's minds. "Let's
make investments in our people that pay
off," encouraged Mondale. Neuville's
amendment failed.

Added to the bill was an amendment
authored by Sen. Don Kramer OR
Brooklyn Center) that forbids related
organizations to participate separately in a
state charitable funding campaign. The
amendment assures clarity and simplicity
and does not allow an unfair advantage to
federations. Sen. Phil Riveness (DFL
Bloomington) supported the amendment,
stating that permitting several federated
programs, such as the United Way, to
register separately is just "a marketing
tool". Opposing the amendment, Ember
Reichgott Junge (DFL-New Hope) said
that the separation is more responsive to
contributors and allows clearer choices as
to where donations would go. The
amendment was adopted.

Tuesday, April 25
Crime bill approved

With almost unanimous support, the
omnibus crime bill was passed out of the
Senate Tues., Apr. 25. Just six members
voted against S.F. 1653. Included in the
bill are provisions that close two violent
juvenile detention centers, establish the
Bureau of Criminal Apprehension as a
free-standing agency, and decrease
funding to the liquor control board.

Chief author Tracy Beckman (DFL
Bricelyn) waved the 105 page measure in
front of members and said, "this is an
invoice of what's due." The total appro
priation of $865 million is the result of
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last year's tough crime legislation, he said,
"and it is still $25 million dollars less than
the governor's recommendation."

Beckman explained the major changes
saying, "we put more money into preven
tion, and took it out of the institutions."
Acknowledging that certain provisions
are controversial, he said, "we have to put
preventative programs in place if we're
ever going to stop the out of control crime
spiral we're seeing in Minnesota."
Beckman added that funding for crime
control is the fastest growing budget in
the Legislature.

After lengthy debate, Sen. Steve
Murphy's (DFL-Red Wing) amendment
to retain the juvenile detention centers,
one in Red Wing and the other in Sauk
Centre, was defeated. Murphy told
members that the facilities provide
programs that meet special needs. Sen.
Joe Bertram, Sr. (DFL-Paynesville)
agreed, saying "these institution are
recognized nationwide as innovative
models."

But Sen. Allan Spear (DFL-Mpls.)
pointed to the program's high price tag
and low levels of efficacy--recidivism is 70
percent-- saying, "they're not really doing
their job." He added that the $111 dollar
per diem rate is one of the highest in the
country. "We probably could do this
cheaper," Spear said. "Let's look at the
alternatives."

An attempt to prevent the separation of
the BCA from the Dept. of Public Safety,
made by Sen. Thomas Neuville OR
Northfield), failed. Supporters of the
separation said that the department is
riddled with personnel problems that
could be remedied by establishing a free
standing BCA. Neuville objected to the
action, and added, "it's unlikely that we
can create an agency without incurring
costs."

Sen. Gary Laidig OR-Stillwater) agreed.
"There are hidden costs in this initiative,"
he said, "especially those costs associated
with computers."

Another Neuville amendment, requir
ing the commissioner to maximize the use
of inmate labor by entering into agree
ments with state and local governments,
sparked discussion. Sen. Harold "Skip"
Finn (DFL-Cass Lake) objected to the
measure, calling it a thinly disguised
attempt to replace workers with cheap
labor. "Why do we want to take away
employment from law-abiding citizens?"
Finn asked.

N~uville said that the change does not
displace or replace anyone who is cur
rently employed, but rather specifies
replacing workers as they retire, resign, or

transfer. Finn successfully offered an oral
amendment to delete language, referring
to state and local units of government,
before members adopted Neuville's
amendment, 56-8

Sen. James Metzen's '(DFL-Soui:h St.
Paul) amendment to reinstate funding to
the liquor control board prompted debate,
but was defeated. A third party is needed
to oversee'the activities of establishments
selling liquor, Metzen said. "Especially in
rural Minnesota, it's important to have an
outside group do an honest and objective
review."

Several senators disagreed with
Metzen's amendment. Sen. Gene Merriam
(DFL-CoonRapids) called the board an
"anachronism" that should be eliminated
completely. "It's a waste of taxpayers
money."

The measure also contains $9 million
for the Peace Officer Standards and
Training Board, $2 million for crime
victim prevention programs, and funding
for judges and additional probation
officers.

K~ 12 funding bill passed
By a 51-16 margin, the Senate passed a

$5.9 billion K-12 education funding
package, Tues. afternoon, Apr. 25.

Deliberations began when the Senate'
education funding omnibus bill, sponsored
by Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller (DFL
Mpls.j, was amended onto H.F. 1000.
Pogemiller, while presenting the bill,
called it "a major reform bill." Highlight
ing the changes to the education funding
mechanisms, the technology initiatives,
and a number of grant programs,
Pogemiller said the bill gives school
districts more flexibility in the decisions
they make.

He said the measure also maintains a
commitment to the development of
higher educational standards "that are fair
and understandable," and continues to
support school districts' efforts to reduce
class sizes.

Final approval of the omnibus bill did
not come easily. After the author
presented the bill, more than 20 amend
ments were offered during more than four
hours of deliberations.

The Senate narrowly approved an
amendment, offered by Sen. David
Knutson OR-Burnsville), allowing
districts with referendum revenue to levy
up to $100 per pupil in 1997. Knutson
said the equalization initiatives passed in
1993 reduced the amount of revenue
school districts received from referendum
levies. He said the amendment provides
those districts with the ability to recap
ture the amounts that were reduced.



But Sen. Steven Morse (DFL-Dakota)
argued the amendment will provide a
\;>enefit to districts that have an excess
}eferendum levy. "What we're saying is
that we're going to bailout the districts
that had excess referendum levy," he said,
"This is just targeted assistance to those
districts."

The amendment was adopted on a roll
call vote, 34-33. Sen. Ember Reichgott
Junge (DFL-New Hope) would later move
the Senate reconsider the amendment,
but that motion failed. .

An amendment prohibiting educational
programs that advocate sexual activity by
minors, presented by Sen. Thomas
Neuville OR-Northfield), was adopted
after the members approved two additions
to the provision.

Sen. Pat Pariseau OR-Farmington)
sponsored an amendment, extending the
prohibition to programs that advocate an
acceptance of hO,mosexuality as a positive
lifestyle alternative. "There are attempts
through the [Dept. of Education] to .
encourage that children accept that idea,"
Pariseau said. Sen. Florian Chmielewski
(DFL-Sturgeon Lake), in sharing his
support for the amendment, said, "The
public does not want that lifestyle in their
schools."
I Sen. Allan Spear (DFL-Mpls.) took
.issue with the assertion that the depart
ment was promoting homosexuality. He
said the department did produce a
guidebook to assist educators in dealing
with issues raised by students who are
homosexual. "There is nothing in it that
is advocating homosexuality as a lifestyle,"
Spear said, "People don't become homo
sexuals because someone advocates that
they do so." Sen. Linda Berglin argued
the amendment was too broad. "If there
is some particular activity that the
department is doing, then we should
eliminate it," she said. The Pariseau
amendment to the Neuville provision was
adopted,34-30.

Berglin also proposed to amend the
Neuville amendment, specifying that the
prohibition does not prevent schools from
providing counselling, curriculum or
services related to pregnancy and disease
prevention, suicide prevention or vio
lence prevention. Berglin's amendment
to the Neuville provision was also
approved, 44-22.

The members approved another
Neuville amendment, by a 55-11 margin,
reducing the Dept. of Education's appro

)priation by $5 million each year and
reallocating the amount to general
education aid. He argued the allocations
for the department amounts to a signifi
cant increase over the previous biennium.
"It's only reasonable to roll back the

number of bureaucrats and move that
money to serve the children," he said.

Pogemiller said the department's
allocation appears larger than.in previous
years because the bill does not fund
particular activities. He said the appro
priation is made as a block grant to the
commissioner, who will then decide how
those funds are spent. "We have cut the
department from what they were given
last biennium in this bill," Pogemiller
said, "It is just vindictive to cut this much
more."

Sen. Kenric Scheevel OR-Preston)
proposed an amendment maintaining the
amount of the education formula set aside
for staff development at two percent. An
increase in the formula combined with an
increase in the amounts for staff develop
ment now required by law, he said, "seems
excessive when we're not providing
additional revenue for staff development."
Pogemiller, who opposed the amendment,
said the revenue was important ro help
"speed us on our way to reform."

The amendment was adopted, 40-26,
but Sen. John Hottinger (DFL-Mankato)
would later move for reconsideration. The
motion to reconsider was approved, 30
24, and the Senate then narrowly rejected
the Scheevel amendment, 32-33.
- An amendment to remove a First Grade

Preparedness Program and its funding
mechanism from the bill, offered by Sen.
William Belanger OR-Bloomington), was
rejected, 29-34. Belanger said assessing
the businesses at the International
Airport to support the program is contrary
to federal law and that it is a tax increase.
Sen. Jane Ranum (DFL-Mpls.) said the
airport is the only one in the Metropoli
tan Area that does not pay city or school
taxes and businesses in the surrounding
communities are subsidizing those at the
airport.

Pogemiller responded to the concerns of
some members by offering an amendment
to allow districts statewide to participate
in the First Grade Preparedness Program.
His amendment was approved on a voice
vote.

Sen. Sam Solon (DFL-Duluth) moved
to eliminate a provision in the bill
allowing the consolidating school districts
of Greenbush and Middle River to start
school before Labor Day. His motion was
adopted. An amendment, from Sen.
Linda Runbeck (IR-Circle Pines), setting
a general statement of policy fot funding
decisions, was also approved.

A number of other amendments were
offered but not approved. Knutson's
amendment, preventing the State Board
of Education from implementing any new
rules until the Legislature gives them the
authority to do so, was defeated, 32-34.

On a 30-34 vote, members rejected an
amendment, offered by Sen. Sheila
Kiscaden OR-Rochester) to permit
districts to hold a tax referendum for
capital facilities in the coming year.
Kiscaden's amendment, allowing all
schools to start classes before Labor Day,
also failed on a voice vote.

Pariseau's proposal, allowing for a
moment of silence in each public school
class at the start of the day, was defeated,
33-34. Scheevel's amendment, repealing
the Jan. 15 contract settlement deadline,
was also rejected, 19-42.

Narrowly defeated, on a 32-34 vote, was
an amendment offered by Sen. Dan
Stevens (IR-Mora), giving districts the
discretion of not implementing a program
that has a statewide cost exceeding
$500,000 unless the Legislature provides
reimbursement of those costs. Sen. Don
Kramer OR-Brooklyn Center), offered an
amendment, requiring a teen pregnancy
prevention initiative to promote no
sexual involvement until marriage, that
was not adopted on a 29-33 vote.

The Senate also rejected, by voice
votes, amendments submitted by Sen.
Arlene Lesewski OR-Marshall) and Sen.
Edward Oliver OR-Deephaven). Lesewski
proposed to not repeal current law
defining how districts may negotiate
certain transportation contracts. The
Oliver amendment eliminates a change in
the bill's referendum allowance limit.

Wednesday, April 26
Child abuse investigation protocol

The Senate devoted the Weds., Apr.
26, floor session to considering bills on
Special Orders. Members granted final
passage to more than 60 bills during the
course of the daylong session. Many of
the measures were granted final passage
with little or no debate.

The Senate granted final passage to S.F.
342, a bill modifying liability provisions
for child abuse investigations, at the
Weds., Apr. 26, floor session.

Under the bill, sponsored by Sen. Allan
Spear (DFL-Mpls.), persons who are
acting in good faith and who follow the
information collection protocol estab
lished in the bill are immune from civil
and criminal liability stemming from the
investigation. The protocol outlined in
the bill includes face-to-face interviews
with the child reported to be maltreated
and with the alleged offender. To meet
the requirements of the bill, whenever
possible, the local welfare agency must
make audio tapes of interviews with
witnesses and collateral sources and, in
cases of alleged sexual abuse, audio-video
recordings of interviews with the alleged
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1180 explaining that it did not contain
controversial language on turtle trapping,
hunting doves or trapping great horned
owls. Among its provisions are several
dealing with the definition and manage~

ment of harmful exotic species, including
increases in some penalties for transport
ing Eurasian water milfoil or zebra
mussels.

Other proposals specify that conserva
tion offiCers have the same authority and
power as licensed peace officers, clarify
responsibilities for rehabilitating injured
wild animals, and allow people with
disabilities to obtain permits to hunt from
their vehicles.

Sen. Jim Vickerman (DFL-Tracy)
offered an amendment that clarifies the
rights of existing shooting range facilities.
He explained that as towns and cities
develop, residential areas are encroaching
on e~istingshootingranges. The provi
sion prevents a municipality from chang
ing zoning laws or ordinances in order to
force a shooting range to move unless the
safety of the public is compromised.

Sen. Jane Krentz (DFL-May Township)
and other Senators were concerned the
amendment would prohibit municipalities
from having any say about how shooting
range facilities are run. .

After some discussion, Berg agreed to
table the bill for further discussion on the
amendment.

Thursday, April 27, 1995
Tax freeze added, adopted

The proposal to freeze property taxes for
1996 at 1995 levels was offered and once
again adopted during action taken on the
Senate floor, Thurs. morning, Apr. 27.

Taking up bills placed on Special
Orders, the members considered H.F. 603,
authored by Sen. Leonard Price (DFL
Woodbury), making technical changes
and corrections to the state's tax laws.

Sen. Roger Moe (DFL-Erskine) offered
an amendment to freeze all property taxes
for those payable in 1996. The language
contained in the amendment is identical
to other tax freeze proposals approved by
the Senate, Moe said. As to why he
would offer the amendment again, the
Majority Leader said, "This is just another
indication that we're sincere [about the
freeze]."

He said that while the tax freeze
proposal has attracted some negative
comments, "it has accomplished some
thing -- it has begun the debate on how
we should reform property taxes and
education funding."

Once again in urging opposition to the
amendment, Sen, Dean Johnson (IR-

Fish and game bill tabled
Members tabled an omnibus game and

fish bill carried by Sen. Charles Berg
(DFL;Chokio) after· considerable discus
sion on an amendment during the Weds.,
Apr. 26, floor session.

Berg began his presentation of S.F.

victim and child witnesses. The measure
requires the person conducting the
investigation to provide a notice within
ten days of the conclusion of the investi
gation to the child's parents, the person
determined to be maltreating the child,
and, if applicable, the director of the
facility involved. The notice must also
contain an explanation stating the right
of a person who was investigated as part of
the inquiry to obtain access to other data
collected about them. The bill provides
no immunity for committing child abuse
or failing to make a req4ired report
regarding child abuse. S.F. 342 was passed
on a 63-1 vote.

The Senate also granted final approval
to S.F. 936, the omnibus liquor bilL

The measure provides that a brew pub
owner may hold more than one retail on
sale license, and may manufacture up to
3,500 barrels of malt liquor at each
licensed premises. It adds importers to the
list of entities that may not be issued a
license if a retailer has a director indirect
interest in the entity. It provides that an
owner of a brew-an-premises store, a store
that provides the ingredients and equip
ment for a customer to brew malt liquor at
the store, is not considered a brewer,
manufacturer, wholesaler, or retailer of
intoxicating liquor if the owner complies
with provisions set out in the bill and
with certain federal regulations relating to
home brewers. The measure also requires
that a business that directly or indirectly
permits consumption or display of
alcoholic beverages must have an on-sale
license.

The bill also permits the Clay County
Board to issue one on-sale liquor license;
permits the city of Minneapolis to issue
one on-sale wine license, permits the St.
Louis County Board to issue one on-sale
wine license; and permits the city of
Minneapolis to issue an on-sale intoxicat
ing liquor license to the American
Association of University Women.

Solon offered an amendment to the bill
that eliminates the controversial primary
source requirement. The amendment
strikes the requirement that liquor be
imported directly from the manufacturer
to the wholesaler. The amendment also
directs the House Research and Senate
Counsel and Research departments to
study the issue of whether the primary
source requirement should be extended to
apply to all alcoholic beverages. The
amendment was approved.

Water rights discussed
In other floor action Weds., Apr. 26,

members passed H.F. 54, a bill sponsored
in the Senate by Sen. Doug Johnson

Committee update
(DFL-Cook). The bill clarifies the
ownership of water rights in the state,
stating that waters in areas such as the
Boundary Waters Canoe Area and
Voyageurs National Park are under state
domain. The bill does not reverse any
past or present actions, Johnson said,
simply maintains the state's water rights.

Sen. Steven Morse (DFL;Dakota) spoke
against the bill, saying that it may not be
in the best interest of the state to assert
property rights in this area. The cost of
defending this bill against the federal
government is "opening up a can of
worms", he said. "We need to rethink the
idea of asserting the state's rights in this
area and make sure that it makes practical
sense," continued Morse. Sen. Tracy
Beckman (DFL-Bricelyn) agreed with
Morse's objections, and said that the
resources, which belong to the entire
nation, would be dismantled under the
bill. Because the measure hadn't had a
proper public hearing and Was controver
sial, Beckman explained, he moved to
table the bilL The motion failed. John
son re-emphasized that the bill is a move
to avert changes in federal bureaucracy
and decisions, not an attempt to develop
the wildernesses. The bill passed by a
vote of 44-22.

A bill relating to the petroleum tank
release cleanup fund (petro fund) was
passed by the Senate. S.F. 507, authored
by Sen. Steven Novak (DFL-New
Brighton) provides for the payment for a
site assessment prior to tank removal and
adds requirements for tank monitoring.
Sen. Don Samuelson (DFL-Brainerd)
offered an amendment specifying the
compliance criteria that must be followed
by consultants and contractors. It also
outlines that a discharge must be cleaned
up immediately. The amendment was
adopted.

Sen. Pat Pariseau (IR-Farmington)
presented an amendment that establishes
a cost accounting system for state clean
up reimbursements and an equipment
inventory system. The measures will
track state dollars and may make the
program more cost effective, Pariseau said.
Novak opposed the amendment, noting
that it requires significant funding,
complicates the system, and may not be
warranted. The amendment failed by a
tie vote of 30-30.
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Willmar}, asked if members were willing
to pay a cost for the freeze. "Are you
yilling to concede that you will need to
.aise taxes by $400 million in 1997?" he
asked.

Sen. Gary Laidig OR-Stillwater} said
the public wants to know \Yhat will
happen with tax reform. ''It appears [the
freeze] is just one-third of the solution,"
he said. "What the public wants to know
is what are the other two-thirds of the
solution?"

"I'm not wise enough to know what's
going to emerge from this," Moe an
swered, "That's why we want to engage
the business community, local govern
ments and the public in this discussion."
The Moe amendment was passed, 36-28.

H.F. 603 was then passed on a 37-28
roll call vote.

In other action, the Senate passed H.P.
1105, authored by Sen. Jane Krentz (DFL
May Township), providing an out-of
court process of determining paternity, on
a 58-7 vote.

An amendment, offered by Sen. Bob

Lessard (DFL-Int'l. Falls), allows a father
to seek a court order on non-parentage, if
he has taken a blood test and the test
shows he is not the child's biological
parent. Under the amendment, an
individual would have up to six months
from the time the blood teSt is taken to
seek the court order.

"All we are trying to say is that a father
can dissolve a relationship if it is shown
that he is not the biological parent,"
Lessard said. Krentz added her support for
the amendment. "The father can only go
on faith that a child is his," she said, "It
would not be fair to make a person be
obligated to support a child if tests show
he isn't a parent."

But the amendment raises more than
just a matter of support, argued Sen. Jane
Ranum (DFL-Mpls.). She said the
amendment could destroy the bond
between a child and the person who has
been the child's parent. "We should stop
looking at the law to see what's good for
adults and instead see what's in the best
interest of the child," she said. "Parent-

hood is more than just blood, it is a bond.
The willingness to make that commit
ment is what being a parent is all about."

On a 49-15 roll call vote, the Lessard
amendment was adopted.

Omnibus bills to conference
Senators completed floor action on all

the major elements of the budget during
the week. The bills now proceed to

conference committees to work out
differences with bills passed by the other
body. Conference committees will also
begin work on numerous other bills that
received final passage this week. Because
of the difficulty scheduling conference
committees, this edition of Briefly does
not contain an advance schedule for the
week of May 3 - 7. Please call the Senate
Hotline at 296-808801' the Senate
Information Office at 296-0504 for
schedule information. Schedule informa
tion is also updated regularly on the
Legislative Gopher, available through the
Internet. '

Floor action
Bills granted concurrence and repassage April 20, 1995
S.F. I I 44-Flynn: Authorizes the Minneapolis City Council to delegate to the city engineer authority over traffic and parking. 50-0
S.F. 839-Dille: Modifies pesticide posting requirements and changing pesticide dealer requirements. 49-3

Bills granted final passage on Special Orders April 20, 1995
S.F. 1670-Kroening: Omnibus jobs, energy and community development funding.57-8
S.F. I06-Morse: Omnibus environmental, natural resources and agriculture funding. Temporarily laid on the table.

Bills granted final passage on Special Orders April 21, 1995
S.F. IIIO-Samuelson: Omnibus health and human services funding. 63-2
S.F. 47-Samuelson: Policy provisions for omnibus health and human services funding. 65-0
H.F. 853-Betzold: Exempts the national guard and the Dept. of Military Affairs from prohibitions concerning weapons. 65-0
H.F. 377-Cohen: Extends vehicle forfeiture penalties to include failure to appear at trial for designated driving while intoxicated offenses.

62-2
H.F. 1468-Belanger: Provides that the governor may declare an inability to discharge duties of the office or may be declared unable to do

so and clarifies the transfer of powers.63-0,
S.F. I033-0liver: Makes changes to provisions relating to insurance solvency, regulates disclosures, reinsurance, capital stock, managing

general agents and contracts issued on a variable basis. 66-0
H.F. 821-Murphy: A resolution memorializing Congress to fund the Amtrak system and to enable it to continue to serve Minnesota. 52-10
H.F. 866-Murphy: Authorizes home rule charter and statutory cities to make grants to nonprofit community food shelves. 64-0
H.F. 383-0urada: Clarifies conditions when covering motor vehicles head lamps, tail lamps, or reflectors is unlawful, provides that only

trailers required to have brakes are also required to have break-away brakes, requires inspector of commercial motor vehicles to retain
reports for at least 14 months and prohibits the covering of a license plate with any material or substance. 63-0

H.F. 464-0urada: Limits license plate impoundment provisions to self-propelled motor vehicles. 59-0
S.F. 435-Kelly: Classifies name changes of protected witnesses as private data and expands the crime of witness tampering. 63-0
H.F. 1645-0urada: Specifying kinds of wood for certain exterior construction applications. 62-0
H.F. 533-Bertram: Authorizes the Paynesville area hospital district to annex the city of Eden Valley to the district. 60-0
)i.F. 1153-Bertram: Authorizes cities, counties, and transit commissions and authorities outside the metropolitan Area to provide

paratransit outside their service areas and requires such service to be under contract. 59-0
H.F. 323-Johnson, J.B.: Makes the landlord the bill payer and customer of record on utility accounts in single-metered multi-unit

residential buildings. 55-7
H.F. 838-Kiscaden: Authorizes Olmsted County to create a nonprofit corporation to own and operate a hospital and medical center. 59-0
S.F. I06-Morse: Omnibus environment, natural resources and agriculture funding. 60-5
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.•1S granted final passage on Special Orders April 24, 1995
S.F. 1234-Stumpf: Omnibus higher education appropriations. 55-6
S.F. 992-Kiscaden: Reinstates specific advisory councils and a task force. 63-1
H.F. 702-Stumpf: Allows school authorities to appoint nonpupil adults to sch?ol safety patrols. 59-0
H.F. 273-Runbeck: Allows license plates for collector vehicles to be transferred and reissued. 58-0
H.F. 901-Runbeck: Requires additional information in drivers education programs, the drivers license examination and the drivers manual

regarding the legal and financial consequences of violating DWI-related laws. 58-1
S.F. 651-Knutson: Increases the age for curfew under countywide curfew ordinances, eXfands the scopeof the dangerous and career

offender sentencing law and expands the crimes of second degree murder, crimina sexual conduct in the fifth degree, and harassment
and stalking. 59-0

H.F. 1641-Knutson: Requires a local governmental unit to furnish copies of any ordinances adopted to the county law library. 59-0
S.F. 870-Hanson: Changes responsibility for administrative and enforcement activities relating to elevator safety. 60-0
S.F. nO-Laidig: Modifies the appearance of special license plates issued to amateur radio station licensees. 59-0
H.F. 399-Finn: Secretary of State's housekeeping provisions, regulating filing and related matters and providing for service of process. 60-0
H.F. 651-Finn: Clarifies and corrects provisions of the Uniform Probate Code, expands authority for safe deposit box searches and provides

for granting of power-of-attorney to spouses in certain cases. 58-0
H.F. 32-Solon: Authorizes retired court administrators to solemnize marriages. 46-10
H.F. 1399-S010n: Imposes penalties for assaulting a police horse while it is being used for law enforcement purposes. 58-0
H.F. 529-Reichgott Junge: Makes changes in provisions relating to eminent domain proceedings. 61-0
S.F. ISO-Merriam: Removes specific requirements relating to fish taken in Canada. 62-0
H.F. 340-Chandler: Regulates the establishment and relocation off motor vehicle dealerships. 61-0
S.F. 1402-Anderson: Asks state employees to submit suggestions to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of state government. 45-13
H.F. 990-Anderson: Provides warranties for new assistive devices and provides enforcement procedures. 61-2
S.F. 1678-Cohen: Omnibus state government appropriations. 41-25

Bills granted concurrence and repassage April 24, 1995 ..
S.F. 830-Finn: Allows the. sale of state forest lands and requires the commissioner of natural resources to convey land to the city of Akeley

for public purposes. 66-0

Bills granted final passage on Special Orders April 25, 1995
S.F. 1653-Beckman: Omnibus crime prevention appropriations. 61-6
H.F. 1000-Pogemiller: Omnibus education funding. 51-16

Conference committee report adoption and repassage April 26, 1995
H.F. 487-Morse: Merges two conflicting amendments to the solid waste act. 56-0

Bills granted final passage on Special Orders April 26, 1995
S.F. 799-Ranum: Clarifies the reasonable person standard for manslaughter in the first degree and clarifies acts that constitute murder in .

the first degree. 64-0
H.F. 565-Pappas: Authorizes the Metropolitan Council to operate a federal section 8 housing program within the Metropolitan Area

pursuant to joint exercise of powers agreements. 56-0
S.F. 738-Scheevel: Provides for uniformity with federal food standards. 60-0
S.F. 135-Neuville: Eliminates the written declaration of intent filing requirement for persons with a master's degree who are seeking

licensure as a licensed psychologist. 62-0 ;
H.F. 266-Reichgott Junge: Authorizes expenditures by a surviving spouse from a dependent child's share of a peace officer's survivor

benefits. 64-0
S.F. 1404-S010n: Regulates reinsurance intermediaries and provides for the investment of funds held by reinsurance intermediaries. 65-0
S.F. 1092-Neuville: Clarifies duties of the Crime Victim Ombudsman. 64-0
S.F. 342-Spear: Modifies liability provisions for child abuse investigations, proVides for the establishment of protocols for investigations and

provides for access to data regarding determinations of maltreatment. 63-1
H.F. 536-Limmer: Clarifies regulations relating to residential building contractors licensees. 57-0
H.F. 1132-Solon: Omnibus alcoholic beverages bill. Provides restriction on brewers who have retail on-sale licenses, imposes licensing and

permitting requirements and authorizes additional licenses. 59-0
H.F. 1060-Metzen: Excludes city of South St. Paul data entry and secretarial fire and police department employees from civil service.
H.F. 1460-Marty: Delays city budget reports to the Legislative Auditor for one month and eliminates certain budget publication

requirements. 57-0
H.F. 813-Berg: Establishes a temporary payment rate for a recently purchased intermediate care facility for persons with mental retardation

or related conditions. 58-0
H.F. 1602-Piper: Establishes provisions for mobile health care providers. 59-0
S.F. 973-Metzen: Permits users of rental vehicles to benefit from lower price rental periods without losing insurance coverage..56-0
H.F. 927-Kiscaden: Eliminates a hearing requirement in certain domestic abuse cases and provides for notices. 57-0
H.F. 1052-Betzold: Makes changes to the federal lien registration act, imposes duties on filing officers, provides for filing ofnotices and of

certificates of discharge ana designates an official index. 50-0
H.F. 624-Hottinger: Provides a leave of absence for public employees who are candidates for elective office. 52-6
H.F. 877-Solon: Provides for an insurance premium reduction for private passenger vehicles having antitheft alarms or devices. 55.-2
H.F. 68-S010n: Requires insurers to offer alternative methods for the payment of group life policy proceeds. 58-1 . .
H.F. 778-Riveness: Modifies tertain asset and income requirements for medical assistance and modifies the verification requirements for

Minnesota supplemental aid. 60-0 . .
H.F. 1402-Belanger: Authorizes issuance of original license plates 20 or more years old to a registered passenger automobile and authorizes

the registrarto charge a fee. 60-0
H.F. 1485-Vickerman: Permits protective agents to perform traffic control duties. 62-0
H.F. lOll-Neuville: Prohibits the use of radar jamming devices. 63-0
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H.F. 1048-Neuville: Regulates videotape distributions, sales and rentals and requires certain videotapes to contain captioning for deaf or
-. hearing-impaired persons. 60-0

H.F. 586-Bertram: Authorizes the sale and disposal of unauthorized, abandoned, and junk vehicles by impound lots. 59-1
S.F. 801-Berglin: Recodifies and modifies provisions relating to lead abatement. Laid on the table.
H.F. 694-Solon: Modifies county contributions to the sliding fee child care programs. 57-0
H.F. 331-Berglin: Modifies provisions relating to access to patients and residents. 58-0
S.F. 708-Lesewski: Raises the interest rate on the shared saving loan program. 58-0
S.F. 1188-Lesewski: Exempts breast-feeding from indecent exposure laws. 58-0
S.F. 1199-Belanger: Requires vehicle buyers to notify the registrar of motor vehicles of vehicle transfers within ten days and imposes fees

and penalties. 63-0
H.F. 1159-Kroening: Authorizes municipalities to establish trust or escrow accounts for proceeds from losses arising from fire or explosion

of insured real property, authorizes municipalities to utilize escrowed funds to secure, repair, or demolish damaged or destroyed
structures. 60-0

H.F. 1320-Chandler: Establishes a private cause of action for abandonment of hazardous waste. 54-0
H.F. 10m-Piper: Modifies provisions relating to X-ray operators and inspections and establishes an advisory committee. 57-0
H.F. 1442-Vickerman: Modifies provisions relating to the office mental health practice, modifies provisions relating to the licensing of

chemical dependency counselors and of hearing instrument dispensers and establishes an advisory council. 61-0
H.F. 1425-Johnson, D.J.: Modifies the terms of payment for tax-forfeited timber. 57-0
H.F. 1626-Riveness: Prohibits investment of public funds in certain assets. 59-0
H.F. 733-Lesewski: Modifies provisions relating to high pressure piping installation. 59-0
H.F. 54-Johnson, D.J.: Directs the .,governor, attorney general, and other public officers to assert and defend state's jurisdiction over waters

and lands managed by the federal government. 44-22
H.F. 354-Novak: Allows small gas utility franchises an exemption from rate regulation for incidental utility service. 61-0
S.F. 1051-Frederickson: Requires providers of cellular telephone services to include in the bills a notice explaining the need to give

directions when making 911 calls. 56-2
H.F. lOSS-Price: Eliminates the position of board of water and soil resources secretary, increases board members' compensation, specifies

duties of advisory committees, specifies rule approval procedures and specifies guidelines for management plans. 58-0
H.F. 96-Hottinger: Prohibits health plan provisions that grant the health carrier a subrogation right, except where the covered person has

been fully compensated from another source. 54-0
H.F. 1082-Hottinger: Permits optional voting systems for cooperatives that have other cooperatives as members. 55-0
S.F. 1444-Solon: Provides for the sale of tax-forfeited land in St. Louis County. 56-0
S.F. 507-Novak: Updates the petroleum tank release cleanup fund, provides for payment for a site assessment prior to tank removal,

modifies reimbursement provisions and adds requirements for tank monitoring. 60-0
H.F. 1018-Laidig: Conforms state regulation of chlorofluorocarbons to federal law. 59-0

"S.F. 243-Wiener: Authorizes the sale of tax-forfeited lands in Dakota County to the city of Eagan. 57-0y.F. l204-Betzold: Regulates rental vehicle insurance coverages, determines when a vehicle is rented, modifies the right to compensation
for loss of use of a damaged rented motor vehicle and provides for limits of liability for motor vehicle lessors. 56-1

S.F. 347-Mondale: Regulates tenant screening practices. 56-0
S.F. 732-Betzold: Enacts the revised article 8 of the Uniform Commercial Code proposed by the national conference of commissioners on

uniform state laws. 55-0
H.F. 1174-Kramer: Expands the authority of the commissioner of transportation to regulate providers of special transportation service. 55-0
H.F. 1437-Anderson: Requires meat and poultry processors to provide disclosure to recruited employees regarding working conditions. 50-7
S.F. 557-Flynn: Authorizes the Legislative Commission on Employee Relations to modify compensation for managerial positions in the

higher education board and ratifies certain labor agreements. 58-2 .
S.F. 910-Marty: Eliminates the Telecommunication Access for Communication-Impaired Persons Board, creates telecommunication access

duties for the Departments of Public Service and Human Services, and specifies the membership of regional service for deaf and hard
of hearing advisory committees. 53-1

H.F. 751-Chandler: Prohibits life insurance agent quotas. 39-21
S.F. 1l20-Berg: Creates a special account for mon,ey received by the Gambling Control Board as reimbursement for the costs of testing

pull-tab dispensing devices. 55-0
S.F. 1395-Terwilliger: Authorizes the listing of state obligations or certificates of indebtedness on an exchange to facilitate sale. 54-0
H.F. 1194-Krentz: Defines and clarifies the relationship between the State Arts Board and the regional arts councils. 54-0
H.F. 1008-Kiscaden: Authorizes courts to require parties involved in divorce proceedings to participate in orientation and education

programs when the proceedings involve chilaren. 56-0
H.F. 217-Solon: Regulates living benefits settlements, adopts the National Association of Insurance Commissions viatical settlements

model act, and prescribes powers and duties .. 59-0
S.F. 1180-Berg: Makes numerous changes to laws relating to off-highway motorcycles, all-terrain vehicles, reciprocal agreements, migratory

game birds, fish house identification, fish taken in Canada, exotic species, powers of enforcement officers and collector snowmobiles.
Laid on the table.

Bills granted final passage on Special Orders morning session April 27, 1995
S.F. 258-Piper: Provides for the registration of physician assistants by the Board of Medical Practice, provides for rulesmaking and provides

penalties. 55-4
H.F. 1709-0liver: Authorizes certain bid specifications for playground equipment for the city of Chanhassen on an experimental basis. 60-1
S.F. 1037-Chmielewski: Repeals the sunset of the targeted industry fund for loggers. 61-0
H.F. 244-Lesewski: Establishes the governor's workforce development council to replace three other councils. 63-0
H.F. 1105-Krentz: Eliminates a presumption for husbands in certain paternity procedures, allows husbands to join in recognition of

)
parentage and changes the time limitation for bringing a law suit to declare the nonexistence of the parent and child relationship in
cases wnere the parents have executed a declaration or recognition of parentage. 58-7

• H.F. 1207-Murphy: Increases the maximum length of combinations of vehicles from 65-70 feet. Laid on the table.
H.F. 365-Chandler: Regulates priorities of insurance coverage for taxis. 34-31
S.F. 273-Price: Provides for the classification of water supply systems and wastewater treatment facilities, and provides for certification of

operators by the Dept. of Health and the pollution Control Agency. 62-0
H.F. 603-Price: Makes technical and administrative changes, corrections, and clarifications in laws relating to taxation., and provides for a

property tax freeze. 37-28
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generated through that reallocated levy
will be used to support development of
low-income housing in the Metro Area.

The panel adopted an amendment,
offered by Sen. Dennis Frederickson OR
New Ulm), establishing an Economic
Vitality and Housing Initiative. Under the
initiative, the Housing Finance Agency
will provide funds for affordable housing
projects that are linked to local
communities' economic development
efforts in both the Metro Area and in
Greater Minnesota. The measure now goes
to the floor.

Frederickson also presented S.F. 875,
increasing the amount of bonds that may
be sold by the Public Finance Authority
from $350 million to $450 million. He
also offered an amendment excluding
bonds sold to finance refunds on previous
sold bonds from the limit. The
amendment was adopted and the bill was
:pproved. The measure was sent to the
floor.

S.P. 1562, authored by Sen. Roy
Terwilliger OR-Edina), was also approved
by the committee. Under the measure,
once the sale of state bonds is authorized,
those bonds must be sold within seven
years. If they are not sold within that
period of time, the authorization expires.
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Senate Information 296~0504

TDD 296~0250

Committee hotline 296~8088

U of M Regents chosen
The Senate met in a joint session with

the House of Representatives to vote on
candidates for four six-year seats on the
University of Minnesota Board of Regents.
Warren Larson of Bagley and Patricia
Brandt Spence of Willmar were chosen for
the two at-large positions at the Weds.,
May 3, session.

Incumbent and Board Chair Jean
Keffeler was selected for the Fi(th
Congressional District seat. Jessica Phillips,
a student at the University of Minnesota
Morris, was chosen for the Student At
large seat on the board.

Both Keffeler and Phillips were
nominated by the Senate and House
Education Committees earlier in the week.
The joint committee had nominated
Spence and Richard McNamara of Edina
for the two at-large positions.

Spence received the most votes with 121
out of 200. Larson received 102 votes and
McNamara received 100.

Week in Review
The members also adopted another

maximum effort loan request, presented by
Sen. Tracy Beckman (DFL-Bricelyn). The
amendment authorizes a $6.9 million loan
to the Kelliher School District for the
construction of a new school.

The appropriation to the Dept. of
Transportation included $500,000 for
bridge work in addition to the Wabasha
Bridge project, and Sen. Keith Langseth
(DFL-Glyndon) proposed increasing that
amount to $5 million. He said the funding
would help the department respond to
additional bridge repair projects, and his
motion was adopted.

Sen. Cal Larson OR-Fergus Falls)
sponsored an amendment to provide the
City of Parkers Prairie with a $1 million
grant. The funds will be used to replace
the buildings damaged by a propane gas
explosion earlier this year. The
amendment was approved.

An amendment, providing $900,000 for
the purchase ofland adjacent to the
Metropolitan State University campus in
St. Paul, was offered by Sen. Randy Kelly
(DFL-St. Paul} and also approved.

Sen. LeRoy Stumpf (DFL-Thief River
Falls) presented an amendment, removing
one parcel from the Eagle Creek land
acquisition proposal and reducing the total
allocation to $2 million. Officials from the
City of Savage testified in favor of the
proposal, arguing that the public
acquisition will remove land from the tax
rolls. Sen. Terry Johnston, author of the
original proposal, opposed the amendment,
saying it would go against a compromise
that was reached by all the concerned
parties. The amendment was rejected.

A number of other amendments,
clarifying provisions contained in the 1994
capital budget bill, were also adopted
before the measure was approved.

In other business, the members approved
a bill providing for increases in the state's
tort liability limits. S.P. 230, authored by
Kelly, raises the amount an individual can
receive from a claim against the state or a
local unit of governments to $300,000.
The maximum award for any number of
claims stemming from a single incident is
set at $750,000 after Jan. 1, 1996, and that
limit is increased to $1 million on Jan. 1,
2000. The measure now goes to the Senate
floor.

A bill creating the Metropolitan Livable
Communities Fund was amended and
approved. Under S.P. 1019, presented by
Sen. Ted Mondale (DFL-St. Louis Park),
the fund is created by reallocating the levy
authority held by the Metropolitan
Mosquito Control Commission. The funds

Brie
The Minnesota Senate
Bonding bill approved

A $37.8 million emergency capital
budget bill was assembled and approved
Weds., May 3, by the Finance Committee,
chaired by Sen. Gene Merriam (DFL-Coon
Rapids). The measure, to be introduced as
a committee bill, was sent to the Senate
floor.

Merriam presented a draft of the capital
budget proposal, authorizing the sale of
$12.8 million in bonds for capital projects.
He said the projects contained in the
proposal are either emergency needs or
respond to "windows of opportunity" for
particular projects.

The proposal includes an allocation of
$5.2 million to the Dept. of Natural
Resources for acquisition of the land
around Eagle Creek in Scott County.
Merriam said the land acquisition proposal
will preserve the last remaining natural
trout stream in the Metro Area.

Among the other projects provided in
the measure is a $3 million appropriation

)to the Dept. of Transportation for repair of
the Wabasha Street bridge in St. Paul and
another $2 million for renovation of office
space in the State Capitol. Additional
bond allocations, ranging in size from just
over $100,000 to $700,000, are provided to
complete projects authorized in previous
capital budget bills.

The total appropriations in the bill grew
in size as members considered a number of

. amendments to the proposal.
Sen. Thomas Neuville OR-Northfield)

offered an amendment to awarded a $9.7
million maximum effort school loan to the
Big Lake School District. Sen. Mark

. Ourada OR-Buffalo), in presenting the
request, said the district's loan request has
been presented to the Legislature in each of
the last three years.

Even though the district has built the
school that was proposed when their loan
request was first submitted, Ourada said the
need for the loan remains. Joined by Big
Lake school officials, he explained that a
balloon payment on the short-term loan
used to finance the construction of a new
school will be due this fall. The maximum
effort allocation, Ourada said, would
permit the district to repay the short-term
loans while refinancing the new school.

Merriam said he said the proposal raised
two issues. The first issue was whether the

)
request requires legislative action. The

"second issue, he said, is whether the
members should feel encumbered by
recommendations made in previous years.
The committee agreed with Ourada's
arguments and adopted the Neuville
amendment.

1



Committee update
Crime Prevention
Parkers Prairie emergency

Members of the Crime Prevention
Finance Division met Tues., May 2, to
consider an emergency bonding request for
Parkers Prairie. The city suffered millions of
dollars in damages from an explosion caused
by vandalism and is seeking state help to
replace some of the city's buildings.

Sen. Cal Larson (IR-Fergus Falls),
carrying the request in S.F. 1676, outlined
some of the city's needs, including replace
ment of the fire hall, the city hall, ana
possibly the water tower. A total of 13
buildings have been razed since the Apr. 2
incident. All of the city's fire equipment
and trucks were destroyed. No one was
injured in the blast.

Gary Anderson, mayor of Parkers Prairie,
described the incident as overwhelming for
the city of 900 residents. He said that
despite help from neighboring communities
and other cities across the country, the city
cannot rebuild itself on its own.

John Molinaro of the West Central
Initiative Organization, which is helping
the businesses rebuild with low-interest
loans, also testified at the meeting.
Molinaro said the city's insurance was not
enough to cover replacement of the
buildings; mainly because of their age,
coverage was for the buildings' market value
only. The fire equipment also was "grossly
under-insured" oecause much of it was used
or rebuilt, he said.

Judy Rude of the Dept. of Public Safety
Emergency Management Division said the
city also does not qualify for federal disaster
assistance. The definitions of disaster have
changed, she said, and the community
needs to show it has exhausted state
resources as well as its own.

Molinaro said if the state would help the
city through emergency bonding the total
would be $1.2 million, which includes
$310,000 for the fire hall replacement,
$40,000 for land acquisition, $250,000 for
the water tower, and $540,000 for the city
hall.

Larson said the request is unique but
reminded the division that the state helped
two high schools after they had suffered
severe damage from vandals.

After minimal discussion, the division
passed the request to the full Finance
Committee for consideration with the
bonding bill.

Education
Regents nominated

Four candidates were nominated for
positions on the Board of Regents of the
University of Minnesota at a joint meeting
of the Senate and House Education
Committees, Mon. evening, May 1. The
recommendations will be placed before
legislators when they meet in joint session
May 3.

Jean Keffeler, the current chair of the
Board of Regents and the only incumbent
seeking reappointment to the board, won
the committee's nomination for the Fifth

2

Congressional District seat. Members
selected Keffeler on the first ballot over
Michael Vekich.

Jessica Phillips, a student at the Univer
sity of Minnesota-Morris, was nominated by
the committee for the Student At-Large
seat on the board. Cecil Smith, a student at
the Minneapolis campus, was also consid
ered for the seat.

Two other At-Large positions were open
and the members nominated Richard
McNamara of Edina and Patricia Brandt
Spence of Willmar for those posts.
McNamara won the nomination on the first
ballot while Spence received the second
endorsement on the fourth ballot.

Also considered for the At-Large seats
were Warren Larson of Bagley, Emily
Staples Tuttle from Wayzata and Bilone
Whiting Young of St. Paul.

Finance
MinnesotaCare bill amended

A $270 million appropriation was added,
but the penalties for not carrying health
insurance were removed, when the Finance
Committee took up a MinnesotaCare
program bill on Thurs. evening, Apr. 27.

The committee, chaired by Sen. Gene
Merriam (DFL-Coon Rapids), also recom
mended the confirmation of Laura King as
Commissioner of Finance and approved two
bills, both of which require state agencies to
refund license fees if the licenses are not
issued within six weeks.

S.F. 845, presented to the members by its
authors, Sen. Linda Berglin (DFL-Mpls.)
and Sen. Sheila Kiscaden OR-Rochester),
modifies a number of provisions of the
MinnesotaCare program. The measure
expands the eligibility requirements, to
include individuals from households
without children and who are below 150
percent of the federal poverty level.

The bill also establishes a prescription
drug benefits program for low-income
Medicare beneficiaries and a program to
help senior citizens receive reasonably
priced prescriptions. As an incentive to get
insurance, the bill allows the Dept. of
Health to issue a $100 fine to individuals
for failing to buy health insurance. The
proposal also raises the fine to $200 in FY
1998 and $400 in FY 1999.

The members adopted an amendment,
offered by Sen. Pat Piper (DFL-Austin), to
appropriate $89.9 million in FY 1996 and
$156.2 million for FY 1997 from the Health
Care Access Fund (HCAF) to the Dept. of
Human Services for MinnesotaCare.
Another $13.9 million is allocated over the
biennium to the Dept. of Health from the
HCAF and a special revenue fund to
support integrated service networks.

The amendment also includes biennial
appropriations of $4.7 million to the
University of Minnesota for rural and
primary care physician programs, $2.7
million to the Dept. of Revenue to monitor
the provider tax, $1. 7 million to the Higher
Education Coordinating Board for a loan
forgiveness program.

Sen. Roy Terwilliger (IR-Edina) pre-

sented an amendment reducing the
eligibility level for households without
children to 125 percent of the poverty
level. He maintained that expanding the
eligibility may force MinnesotaCare into a
deficit over the next biennium. "The law
requires the program stay in the black," he
saia, "It is irresponsible to raise the expecta
tions of those who would qualify when the
funds may not be there."

But Sen. Tracy Beckman (DFL-Bricelyn)
raised a concern that the amendment could
have an impact on other funds in the state
budget. "Couldn't the costs for caring for
those individuals show up elsewhere in the
budget if they end up on Medical Assis
tance?" he asked. The committee rejected
the amendment.

Another amendment, also offered by
Terwilliger, eliminates the penalty on
individuals who can afford, but do not buy,
health insurance. He argued that the state
should not be requiring people to buy
insurance. But both Berglin and Kiscaden
disagreed. "We're trying to make the world
a more responsible one by encouraging
[those who could be penalized] to do the
right thing," said Berglin. "If we are saying
that a person has a right to health insur
ance," Kiscaden added, "then we are also
saying they have a responsibility to obtain
insurance." On a roll call vote, the
amendment was adopted, 9-7.

Members also adopted an amendment,
offered by Sen. Phil Riveness (DFL
Bloomington), requiring third party
regulators to itemize the charges being
billed. He said the amendment will provide
information that companies were not
otherwise receiving. But Berglin opposed
the provision, saying it would add adminis
trative costs.

S.F. 845 was approved and sent to the
Senate floor.

For the second time this session, the
committee recommended the Senate
confirm the appointment of Laura King as
Commissioner of Finance.

King's appointment was reconsidered
earlier in the week as the panel discussed an
adjustment to the revenue forecast for the
coming biennium. On Apr. 11, the
governor announced an $91 million upward
adjustment in the forecast. Members had
questioned King about the cause for that
adjustment and how information on that
adjustment was released. ,

Merriam apologized to King for "some
intemperate remarks" and King, in turn,
told tne committee "had I to do it over
again, I would do several things differently."
She said that she remains "absolutely"
committed to maintaining the accuracy and
9uality of the ~orecast and budget figures. ':1
mtend to contmue to carry out my responsI
bilities in good faith," she said. Sen. Dean
Johnson (IR-Willmar) moved the commit
tee recommend King be confirmed as
commissioner, and the members voted to
place the recommendation before the full
Senate.

Members also approved two measures
requiring applicants for state licenses to
receive a refund of their fees if those



licenses are not issued within six weeks.
Under S.F. 537, the Dept. of Public

Safety has six weeks to issue driver's
licenses. S.F. 538, requires other state

)agencies to issue their licenses within six
.weeks. Sen. Steve Murphy (DFL-Red
Wing), author of both measures, said they
are the state's money-back guarantee to its
residents.

The members adopted two amendments
to S.F. 538, offered by Sen. Phil Riveness
(DFL-Bloomington). The first exempts
licenses that are processed according to a
timetable prescribed in law. The second
amendment exempts licenses that require
an inspection of an open body of water
before approval.

A third amendment to S.F. 538, repre
sented by Sen. Steven Morse (DFL
Dakota), was also adopted. In the amend
ment, an agency issuing a refund must still
issue a license. Both measures were
approved and sent to the Senate floor.

Several other bills were approved and
sent to the Senate floor. The committee
amended and approved S.F. 579, a measure
providing for additional regulation of small
charitable organizations.

The panel adopted an amendment,
sponsored by Sen. Randy Kelly (DFL-St.
Pau!), appropriating $150,000 in FY 1996
and FY 1997 to the Office of the Attorney
General, which is responsible for oversight
of charitable organizations.

H. F. 1037, sponsored by Sen. Don
Betzold (DFL-Fridley), gives the Dept. of
Health the authority to adopt rules on the
maintenance, design and installation of

)public swimming pools. The bill also allows
the department to prepare rules on fee
collections. Sen. Terry Johnston OR-Prior
Lake) presented an amendment permitting
the department to collect fees every two
years instead of on an annual basis.. The
amendment was adopted and the bill was
approved.

Amendments to the state's Data Prac
tices Act, contained in S.F. 1279, were
presented to the committee by Sen. Harold
"Skip" Finn (DFL-Cass Lake). The
Senators, on a motion by Beckman,
removed provisions requiring appropriations
and approved the bill. .

Two other environmental bills were
given the committee's approval. S.F. 462,
authored by Sen. Janet Johnson (DFL
North Branch), provides a cost-sharing
program for the clean-up of motor vehicle
salvage yards. The bill also requires the
Pollution Control Agency to collect and
dispose of mercury switches taken from
motor vehicles. .

S.F. 1362, sponsored by Sen. Bob Lessard
(DFL-Int'l. Falls) and presented to the
committee by Morse, enacts the recommen
dations of the Forestry Generic Environ
mental Impact Statement Roundtable. The
sustainable agriculture programs in the bill,
said Morse, are funded by appropriations
provided in the previously-adopted

.) environmental and natural resources

. omnibus funding bill.

Workers comp bill approved
A proposal modifying the state's workers

compensation program was amended and

approved, Fri., Apr. 28, by the Finance
Committee, chaired by Sen. Gene Merriam
(DFL-Coon Rapids). The measure, S.F.
1020, was sent to the Senate floor.

The workers compensation proposal "will
end a lot of the debate that has saturated us
for a decade," said Sen. Steven Novak
(DFL-New Brighton), the bill's author. He
said the measure provides litigation reform,
eliminates the two-tier compensation
system, and strengthens fraud prevention.
The measure also begins compressing the
costs of workers compensation, "but we're
not doing it exclusively in benefits," Novak
said.

Sen. Don Samuelson (DFL-Brainerd)
offered an amendment adding appropria
tions to the measure. The amendment
includes biennial allocations of $2.18
million from a special compensation fund to
the Dept. of Commerce. Novak said the
appropriation will be used to support a
system of prior approval managed by the
department.

Another $300,000 for the biennium is
earmarked to support a Small Business
Workers Compensation Safety Pilot
Project. An additional appropriation of
$210,000 is given to the Attorney General's
Office for fraud prevention activities and
$200,000 is awarded for a Small Business
Injury and Illness Prevention Survey to be
conducted by the University of Minnesota.
The Dept. of Labor and Industry also
receives a $287,000 appropriation to
support its responsibilities under the bill.
TFie amendment was adopted and S.F. 1020
was approved.

A second bill authored by Novak was laid
over for further discussion. S.F. 1186
modifies the eligibility requirements for
programs managed by the Housing Finance
Agency. The bill changes the age limits for
participation in the family homeless
prevention and assistance program.

The bill also adjusts the income level
required for participation in the rental
housing program. Families will be eligible
for the program if their income is 80
percent of the state median income level.
Under the new requirement, Tonja Orr of
the Housing Finance Agency said about
13,000 families will be eligible for the
program. Novak said the allocations to
support the program are included in a
previously-adopted community develop
ment omnibus bill.

While S.F. 1186 does not include any
additional appropriations for the program,
Merriam raised concerns about the costs
associated with the change. "These are the
kinds of changes that drive social services
costs," he said. The measure was set aside
until the fiscal impacts could be deter
mined.

A proposal exempting late-model
automobiles from the Metropolitan Area
auto emissions testing program was
amended and adopted. H.F. 2, sponsored by
Sen. James Metzen (DFL-South St. Paul),
exempts vehicles for up to five years after
their model year from the emissions testing
program. Metzen said the bill will exempt
more than 400,000 Metro Area vehicles
from the testing requirement when the

measure takes effect on Aug. 1. "Some
would like to eliminate the program all
together," said Metzen, "but I think this is a
reasonable compromise."

Sen. Steven Morse (DFL-Dakota) offered
two amendments to the bill that the
committee adopted. The first amendment
calls on the Pollution Control Agency to
ensure that by July 1, 1998, the Metro Area
is in compliance with the Clean Air Act.
The amendment also requires the agency to
recommend if the emissions program should
continue once compliance is achieved. The
second amendment clarifies that a vehicle
need not be inspected until its registration
five years after the vehicles' model year.

H.F. 2 was approved and sent to the
Senate floor.

Also approved was S.F. 1089, authored by
Sen. Arlene Lesewski OR-Marshall),
exempting certain highways, freewaY$ and
expressways from noise limits. The measure
also requires the Dept. of Transportation to
conduct a noise abatement study, contin
gent on the availability of funds, and allows
the fines handed out for speeding in a
construction zone to be deposited in the
trunk highway fund. Sen. Pat Piper (DFL
Austin) sponsored an amendment allOWing
the fines to continue to be placed in the
general fund. The amendment was adopted
and the bill was approved. S.F. 1089 was
sent to the floor for further consideration.

Sen. John Marty (DFL-Roseville)
presented S.F. 339 to the committee. The
measure requires the Board of Ethical
Practices to provide advisory opinions to
local governments on their conformance to
the state's ethics laws. After discussing the
financial impact of the proposal, the bill
was approved and sent to the floor.

Several bills advance
The Finance Committee, chaired by Sen.

Gene Merriam (DFL-Coon Rapids),
approved several bills at its Sat., Apr. 29
meeting. The first of two bills carried by
Sen. Ted Mondale (DFL-St. Louis Park),
S.F. 467, was approved and re-referred to
the Taxes and Tax Laws Committee. The
measure provides for coordination and
consolidation of public safety radio commu
nications system.

"This will create an infrastructure, a
shared backbone sy:stem that will enable
communities to talk to one another,"
Mondale said. With increasing demand,
and just 90 channels left in the Twin Cities,
he added "this is really the last chance we
have here to do this."

Sen. Carl Kroening (DFL-Mpls.) objected
to the bill, saying, "we just don't need this
system." Kroening added that a common
communication system for local authorities
would be not only unnecessary, but also
expensive. The bill authorizes temporary
funding through the use of 911 emergency
telephone service fees, a total of $293,000
for FY 1996.

S.F. 1314, a bill that modifies provisions
relating to the voluntary investigation and
cleanup of contaminated sites, was ap
proved by members and sent to the full
Senate. Also authored by Mondale, the
pilot project encourages businesses to
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and challenges the group faces under the
new reorganization. "Now, more than ever,
it's important for us to work effectively and
smoothly with a lot of different agencies
and communities, to build relationships and
work together," Johnson said. "You have
our commitment to do so," he said.

Sen. Carol Flynn (DFL-Mpls.) asked how
the reorganization has effected the Met
Council's operation thus far. "It's working
very, very well," Johnson answered, "better
than I would have expected."

Appointee Bill Schreiber responded to
Committee chair Jim Vickerman's (DFL
Tracy) question concerning the direction of
the Met Council. Schreiber said that
"excellent progress" has been made,
especially in environmental areas. "There is
a new direction which didn't exist two years
ago, a cooperative direction."

In the area of transit, however, Schreiber
acknowledged "we have a ways to go."
Appointee Mary Smith added that phase I
of the transit redesign program has been
completed, and that pnase II is just about to
begin.

Vickerman expressed concern about
giving approval to the five gubernatorial
appointments who were absent from the
meeting. "This is a very important posi
tion," Vickerman said, "and I don't want to
send a message that indicates it's not."

Sen. Carol Flynn (DFL-Mpls.) agreed
with Vickerman. "I think they owe us an
hour of their time to seek our support," she
said.

After lengthy discussion, members agreed
to confirm all of the appointments, on the
condition that those not present contact
Vickerman. In the event that appointees
fail to comply with the condition, their
names will not be presented to the full
Senate for confirmation.

Taxes and Tax Laws
Metro livability bill okayed

A compromise metro livability bill gained
the approval of the Taxes and Tax Laws
Committee at a hearing Fri., Apr. 28. The
panel, chaired by Sen. Douglas Johnson
(DFL-Cook), also advanced several
additional bills.

The metro livability.bill, S.F. 1019,
authored by Sen. Ted Mondale (DFL-St.
Louis Park), is the product of negotiations
between various local governments and
state agencies to meet regional housing and
job needs. Mondale said the bill, agreed to
by more than 30 Metro Area mayors
provides a mechanism of the state and local
governments to work together to clean up
polluted lands in developed areas, fund
innovative alternative development
projects and provide for the creation of
affordable and life cycle housing throughout
the Metro Area. Sen. Edward Oliver OR
Deephaven), helped present the bill and
offered an amendment-- the Metropolitan
Anti-poverty Plan--that had been con
tained in a separate bill. Johnson, though,
said that the amendment might upset the
budget process already in progress. Accord
ingly, Oliver withdrew the amendment.

St. Paul Mayor Norm Coleman and

Metropolitan and Local
Government
Metropolitan Council confirmations

Members of the Metropolitan and Local
Government Committee met Thurs.
evening, Apr. 27, to confirm Metropolitan
Council appointees. The 17 names submit
ted by the governor include Charles
Amason, Terrence Flower, David Hartley,
Martha Head, Kevin Howe, Curtis Johnson,
Carol Kummer, Patrick Leung, Esther
Newcome, Neil Peterson, Roger Scherer,
Bill Schreiber, Julius Smith, Mary Smith,
Sterhen Wellington, Jr., Barbara Butts
Williams, and Diane Wolfson.

Johnson, the new chair of the Met
Council commented briefly on the goals

Committee update
Johnson's (DFL-North Branch) bill
concerning agriculture resource develop
ment grants.

Other bills approved and sent to the floor
include S.F. 217, authored by Sen. Richard
Cohen (DFL-St. Paul). The measure
clarifies child surport payments. Aiended
onto Cohen's bill was Sen. Ember
Reichgott Junge's (DFL-New Hope)
measure, S.F. 604, a bill related to super
vised visitation facilities.

Two bills authored by Sen. Phil Riveness
(DFL-Bloomington), S.F. 503, a bill related
to the accounts receivable project, and S.F.
1246, a government reform bill, were
okayed by members and sent to the full
Senate.

A number of other bills were also sent to
the Senate floor. S.F. 900, authored by Sen.
Pat Piper (DFL-Austin), changes licensing
requirements for foster care, adds provisions
for drop-in child care programs adds
provisions for the Minnesota Family
Preservation Act and expands eligibility for
Indian child welfare grants. S.F. 512,
authored by Sen. Allan Spear (DFL-Mpls.),
makes a number of changes to the Vulner
able Adults Reporting Act. S.F.1103,
authored by Sen. Jane Ranum (DFL-Mpls.),
folds a number of existing programs into a
new Children, Families ana Learning
Department. S.F. 1136, sponsored by Sen.
Don Betzold (DFL-Fridley), a Dept. of
Human Services technical bill makes a
variety of changes to laws dealing with
mental health services, paternity and child
support.

S.F. 1406, carried by Sen. Roy Terwilliger
OR-Edina), is the compensation council
salary recommendations bill. S.F. 871,
carried by Sen. John Hottinger (DFL
Mankato), revisees the procedures for the
adoption and review of state agency rules.
H.F. 617, sponsored by Sen. Leroy Stumpf
(DFL-ThiefRiver Falls), is one of the
omnibus pension bills and relates primarily
to higher education pension plans. H.F.
493, authored by Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller
(DFL-Mpls.), is another omnibus pension
plan bill and relates to various public
employee pension plans. H.F. 446, spon
sored by Sen. Dallas Sams (DFL-Staples),
provides for licensure for acupuncture
practitioners by the Board of Medical
Practice.

voluntarily review their practices and
imrlement necessary changes before the
Pollution Control Board becomes involved
in a clean-up project. "This bill sets up a
bridge between the agency (PCA) and the
regulated community," Mondale said.

Gordon Weber, a representative from the
PCA testified in support of the measure. He
told members that since the project is
completely voluntary, the agency doesn't
know how many businesses will participate.
Mondale said, "most want to comply, but
it's complicated, especially for small and
medium sized businesses."

S.F. 1122, a bill that establishes a
program for funding response actions to
address environmental contamination from
drycleaning facilities, was approved by the
committee. Authored by Sen. Bob Lessard
(DFL-Int'l. Falls), the measure does not
apply to a number of businesses including
coin-operated drycleaning outlets, facilities
on military bases, uniform services or linen
supply operations, penal institutions, or
facilities on the national priorities list that
was established under the Federal
Superfund Act.

Lessard outlined the fee schedule
contained in the bill. An owner or operator
of a facility with up to four employees is
required to pay $500 to the commissioner of
revenue, those with five to 10 employees
must pay $1000, and facilities with more
than 10 employees are required to pay
$1500. Lessard pointed out that individuals
or entities that sell drycleaning solvents are
also required to pay fees of $3.50 for each
gallon of perchloroethylene sold, and 70
cents for each gallon of hydrocarbon-based
drycleaning solvent sold.

An amendment offered by Merriam,
appropriating $29,000 from the general
fund to cover administrative costs, was
adopted. The bill now goes to the floor.

Sen. Sheila Kiscaden OR-Rochester)
presented H.F. 1246, a bill that requires
child care for school age children, operated
by someone other than a school, be
licensed. An amendment appropriating
$60,000 for 1996, and $50,000 for 1997 was
adopted before the committee approved the
measure and sent it to the full Senate.

Sen. Deanna Wiener (DFL-Eagan)
presented S.F. 877, a bill that clarifies laws
relating to building codes and zoning laws.
"The purpose of the bill is the establish
ment of a special revenue fund in statute,"
Wiener said. "This is so we can have
consistent enforcement and interpretation
through-out the state." Merriam expressed
concerns about setting fees in statute, but
Wiener told members that the measure
allows for a review every two years. "We
still have some flexibility," Wiener added.

S.F. 255, a bill that regulates elevator
mechanics, was approved and re-referred to
the Rules Committee. Sen. Paula Hansen
(DFL-Ham Lake), the bill's author, told
members that inspectors pay $1000 in fees,
yet receive no services for that money.

A bill that extends the sunset date on the
farmer-lender mediation act, S.F. 429,
authored by Sen. Steven Morse (DFL
Dakota) was approved and sent to the full
Senate, as was S.F. 1551, Sen. Janet
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Hennepin County Commissioner Mike
Opat spoke in favor of the bill. Coleman
said that although "30 mayors have come to

\agreement, unless we get a partnership with
!the state, it is not enough. We have a
window of opportunity and this bill is the
best vehicle."

Opposition to the bill arose because the
funding for the programs comes from
appropriation cuts to the Metropolitan
Mosquito Control Board. Members of the
board argued against the decrease in
funding because of the threat to public
health posed by mosquitoes. Opponents
argued that services would have to be cut if
funding is decreased.

The measure was approved and re
referred to the Committee on Finance.

In other action, Senators failed to give
approval to a bill raising the cigarette tax.
S.F. 1080, authored by Sen. Sheila Kiscaden
OR-Rochester), raises the cigarette tax by
25 cents per pack and dedicates most of the
increase to the Health Care Access Fund.
At the same time, the bill lowers the health
care provider tax from 2 percent to 1
percent. Members adopted an amendment
specifying that after July 1, 1999, the
provider tax would again be set at 2
percent. Debate on the bill centered on the
argument that the bill represented an
increase in taxes. Supporters of the bill
argued that the bill was revenue neutral in
that no new revenues were raised under the
measure. However, the bill failed to gain
approval on a voice vote.

)
Four additional bills gained committee

approval and were advanced to the full
Senate. S.F. 1393, authored by Sen.
Lawrence Pogemiller (DFL-Mpls.), is the
annual public finance bill. The measure
provides the conditions and requirements
for the issuance of debt and the use of the
proceeds. Much of the debate on the bill
centered on a provision authorizing the use
of capital improvement bonds for indoor ice
arenas. Opponents argued that the state
faces more pressing needs for scarce
resources. Proponents countered that there
was increasing pressure to build more ice
sheets because of actions taken by the
Legislature over the course of previous
sessions. An amendment to require a
referendum before issuing bonds for ice
arenas was adopted.

S.F. 1425, authored by Sen. Dallas Sams
(DFL-Staples), provides for assessment of
platted land located in a home rule charter
or a statutory city that has a population of
less than 5,000. S.F. 1303, carried by Sen.
Phil Riveness (DFL-Bloomington),
authorizes the formation of nonprofit
corporations for the purpose of owning low
and moderate income housing develop
ments. S.F. 1451, sl?onsored by Sen. Linda
Berglin {DFL-Mpls.}, authorizes the city of
Minneapolis to establish three additional
special service districts within the city.

Three bills were heard but laid over. S.F.
277, carried by Sen. Steven Novak (DFL

)New Brighton), provides for the equaliza-
/ tion of tax bases for governmental units

throughout the Metropolitan Area. S.F.
211, carried by Sen. Janet Johnson (DFL
North Branch), provides a reduced class
rate for certain commercial-industrial

property. S.F. 1419, sponsored by Novak,
moaifies the sales factor for leases of mobile
equipment that is used in more than one
state.

Bills advance to floor
Members of the Taxes and Tax Laws

Committee, chaired by Sen. Douglas J.
Johnson (DFL-Cook), convened and
forwarded several bills to the floor Weds.,
May 3.

One such bill was S.F. 277, authored by
Sen. Steven Novak (DFL-New Brighton).
The bill changes the Metropolitan Revenue
Distribution Act contribution net tax
formula to raise the contribution value of
market values over $150,000. The amount
is then redistributed among the metro
municipalities. Novak explained that it
"narrows the gap and reduces disparities
between communities" in the Twin Cities.
The proposal, which will benefit 83 percent
of the Metropolitan Area, does not
mandate increased property taxes. Al
Hinkenberg, mayor of Blaine, supported the
bill and explained that there is a growing
mismatch between resource growth and
problem growth - such as crime and poverty
- in the suburbs. The bill addresses the
need for better regional planning, he said.

Sen. Edward Oliver OR-Deephaven)
opposed the bill, stating that it will have
the effect of driving low-income residents
out of middle- upper-class areas. The
increase in taxes in these areas will force
residents to move to areas with lower
property taxes, he explained. The bill has
serious policy imrlications, Oliver said.
Glen Dorfman 0 the Minnesota Associa
tion of Realtors, seconded Oliver's con
cerns, stating that the bill will hasten the
exodus of poorer people in certain suburbs.
The bill gained approval on a voice vote.

Novak offered another bill that was
approved. S.F. 1419 changes the sales
factor formula in movable property (such as
airplanes) to require that the receipts from
leases of the property be assigned to
Minnesota "pro rata according to the
portion of use in the state." The bill
codifies language adopted by the Multistate
Tax Commission. By assigning receipts to·
the location of the services, a more
consistent apportionment is reached,
Novak said. Currently, he explained, the
factor formula is based on where the
equipment is located. The bill simplifies
and makes a more fair and sustainable
formula, said Novak. The proposal derives
from the experience of companies such, as
Northwest Airlines, that lease airplanes to
smaller lines, Novak continued. The state
will see a revenue gain of $5.5 million
annually due to the additional taxable
income of financial institutions, he added.

At the meeting, discussion continued on
Novak's property tax proposal. S.F. 1505
changes property class rates to a seven-class
system by keeping residential homestead
rates static but adjusting farm homestead,
rental residential, commercial and indus
trial property rates upward. A basic tax rate
is established for each taxing jurisdiction,
which is set equal to the percentage share
that each authority's local tax rate repre
sents of the total local tax rate within each

unique taxing jursidiction (UTJ) for 1995
taxes. Novak reminded members that
currently a 140 percent differential exists
between class rates and effective rates. This
dramatic problem would be reformed by the
proposal, said Novak. He continued,
noting that reforming the system to
effective rates would result in a $880
million tax cut per year.

In other action, the committee sent H.F.
1567 to the floor. The bill, sponsored by
Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller (DFL-Mpls.),
establishes investment restrictions for local
governments. The bill reorganizes and
recodifies current language and tightens
investment powers regarding derivatives.
Pogemiller explained that die impetus for
the bill is the recent difficulties and
bankruptcy of Orange County due to risky
investments. Larger, more sophisticated
investors are still permitted to make these
investments, he noted, while requirements
forjublic investors and disclosure of gains
an losses serves to provide stop-gaps.

Po~emiller offered an amendment
specitying the oversight process and
repurchase agreements required of cities
and counties. Peter McLaughlin, Hennepin
County Commissioner, said that the
provision does not expand current authority
and provides the county with additional
returns from sound investment practices.
The amendment was adopted.

Earlier in the meeting, the committee
sent S.F. 467 to the floor. Addressing the
need for units of local governments to
communicate, the bill funds a public safety
radio system in the Twin Cities area. Sen.
Ted Mondale (DFL-St. Louis Park), author
of the bill, explained that existing channels
are at full capacity and local governments
need to pool together for better informa
tion-sharing. The proposals authorizes the
Metropolitan Council to issue revenue
bonds for the first phase of the plan, levies
funds from participating governments, and
requires $3 million in general obligation
funds. .

Sen. Richard Cohen (DFL-St. Paul)
received approval of his bill relating to tax
exemptions. The bill, S.F. 10, exempts
cottages on federal lands from local
property taxes.

Thursday, April 27
Rules resolution approved

Senators approved changes to the
Permanent Rules of the Senate during the
afternoon floor session, Thurs., Apr. 27.
Members debated 16 amendments before
the final passage of the resolution.

Sen. Ember Reichgott Junge (DFL-New
Hope) presented the Senate resolution,
outlining the changes dealing with Senate
committees, bills and resolutions, and the
conduct of Senators and staff.

Among the proposals is a new rule
specifying that a Dill prepared by a depart
ment or agency must be given its first
reading three weeks before committee
deadline in odd numbered years and two
weeks before deadline in even years.
Reichgott Junge outlined additional
changes, including provisions limiting
committee chair terms to two consecutive
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Floor action
Senate terms beginning in the 80th
Legislative Session, requiring adjournment
of committees by 11 p.m. unless suspended
by a two-thirds vote of members, and
reorganizing a section of the rules dealing
with ethical conduct of Senators and
lobbyists.

Changes made to a section dealing with
appointment of committees received
considerable debate. The proposal specifies
that the Chair of the Committee on Rules
and Administration may add members to or
delete members from standing committees
after consultation and advice from the
minority leader.

Several attempts to remove or otherwise
alter the new language were rejected by the
full Senate. Sen. David Knutson (IR
Burnsville) offered an amendment deleting
the provision altogether but the amend
ment failed on a 25-36 vote.

Two other amendments failed as well.
One, offered by S~n. Martha Robertson
OR-Minnetonka), would have made
committee assignments temporary during
the interim. Another, offereCl by Sen..
Sheila Kiscaden OR-Rochester), would
have required the notification of affected
members if committee assignments are
changed.

Sen. Linda Berglin (DFL-Mpls.), success
fully offered an amendment specifying that
a fiscal note must travel along with a bill.

Sen. Dean Johnson (IR-Willmar),
attempted to change the date when the
provision limiting the term of a committee
chair goes into effect to next session.
Reichgott Junge successfully amended the
Johnson amenClment to make the provision
effective after the 78th Legislature.

Sen. Roy Terwilliger OR-Edina) at
tempted to amend the resolution by
requiring a three-fifths vote of the full
Senate if a bill, amendment or committee
report provides for an income tax or sales
tax increase; however, Sen. Jane Krentz
(DFL-May Township), who was presiding
over the Senate, ruled that the amendment
was out of order.

Friday, April 28
Insurance bill approved

The Senate unanimously approved S.F.
440, the insurance omnibus bill, Fri., Apr.
28. Chief author, Sen. John Hottinger
(DFL-Mankato) summarized the measure
for members, highlighting certain provi
sions. Besides authorizing the sale of
policies that combine long term care
benefits and life insurance policies, the bill
requires subscriber groups to comply with
cancellation requirements, while setting a
maximum liability period of 120 days for
the insurer, regardless of notice. Addition
ally, insurers and HMO's are required to
provide coverage for newborns under a
grandparent's policy, if the baby is depen
dent upon the grandparent.

Sen. Pat Piper (DFL-Austin) offered an
amendment that requires insurers to cover
bone marrow transplants (BMT) in patients
with breast cancer. The controversial
amendment passed, 54-11, but only after
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lengthy debate concerning the treatment's
efficacy, as well as the procedure's inherent
risks.

Sen. Sheila Kiscaden (IR-Rochester)
opposed the amendment saying that to
require payment for a treatment that carries
significant risks, high costs, and question
able results is irresponsible. "Let's wait until
we have completeCl the studies," said
Kiscaden, referring to clinical trials
currently conducted by the National
Cancer Institute.

"These women and their families can't
wait," Piper said, "they don't have time in
their favor."

Piper also pointed out that a Hennepin
County Court recently ruled in favor of a
patient who brought suit against an insurer
for payment of BMT. She told members
that in light of the recent ruling, a "no"
vote would incur unnecessary costs in terms
of human suffering, time, and money.

An amendment that raises the lifetime
benefit paid out by the Minnesota Compre
hensive Health Association to $1.5 million,
offered by Sen. Steve Murphy (DFL-Red
Wing), was adopted, and members granted
final passage to S.F. 440.

Sen. Ember ReichgottJunge (DFL-New
Hope) presented S.F. 1052, a bill aimed at
reducing domestic abuse. Reichgott Junge
told members that the goal of the measure
is to get swift help to families needing
treatment.

The bill includes a provision that allows
minors, who are victims of abuse, to
petition on their own behalf for an order of
protection. Reichgott Junge offered an
amendment that further broadened the
scope of those allowed to petition, to
include a family or household member, a
guardian or other representative.

Sen. Thomas Neuville OR-Northfield)
objected to the move, saying that it would
set a precedent of allowing minors to bring
actions against their parents.

Reichgott Junge argued that violence
against a minor should carry the same
consequences as does violence against an
adult. "We're trying to make it a little easier
for these very scared and vulnerable victims
to get help."

The amendment failed on a roll call vote,
33-33, prompting Reichgott Junge to lay
the bill on the table.

Wetlands protection bill
The Senate passed a bill revising the

1991 Wetlands Conservation Act at the
Fri., Apr. 28, session. Sponsored by Sen.
LeRoy Stumpf (DFL-ThiefRiver Falls), S.F.
483 provides greater flexibility to local units
of government by giving counties enforce
ment power over wetlands regulations,
expanding exemptions from wetland
replacement plans, and increasing the total
area of wetlands that triggers regulatory
action.

Stumpfpointed to the "tremendously
unworkable nature" of the 1991 Act as the
impetus for the bill. The existing system is
overly restrictive, duplicative and not
coordinated, said Stumpf. In addition to
the mass of red tape and regulations, he

said, private citizens have incurred huge
costs for compliance and litigation, as well
as loss of property value. The bill provides
"local flexibility while preserving the
philosophy of the Wetlands Conservation
Act," he continued.

An amendment, presented by Stumpf,
provides for more restrictive standards for
drainage systems, sets a minimum replace
ment requirement for transportation
projects at a 1 to 1 ratio, and redefines
agricultural land. It also eliminates the de
minimis exemption (triggering regulatory
action) for type 4 and 5 wetlands. The
amendment includes more local participa
tion and finds middle ground between
regulation and practicality, Stumpf said.
The amendment was adopted.

Sen. Gene Merriam (DFL-Coon Rapids)
opposed the bill by offering an amendment
returning the bill to the version approved
by the Environment and Natural Resources
Committee. The version balances local
decision-making and agency oversight, he
said. Merriam explained that the amend
ment represents a thoughtful compromise
that reduces administration for smaller
projects while retaining protection in
critical wetland areas of the state. Support
ing the amendment, Sen. Steven Morse
(DFL-Dakota) said that the Stumpf version
exempts small areas near wetlands and
opens them up for destruction. This would
turn the Wetlands Conservation Act into
the "Wetlands Construction Act," Morse
argued, and encouraged members to retain
protection by approving Merriam's amend
ment.

Opp-osing the amendment, Sen. Charles
Berg (DFL-Chokio) said that the current
legislation and the Merriam amendment are
"totally unworkable" and support a ridicu
lous bureaucracy. Citizens want local
control and decision-making in wetlands,
Berg stated. After extensive discussion,
Merriam's amendment failed by a tie vote of
33-33.

Another amendment was offered by Sen.
Harold "Skip" Finn (DFL-Cass Lake). The
proposal provides continued protection for
type 1 wetlands and expands the definition
to prohibit the draining and filling of the
wetlands. Contesting the amendment, Sen.
Steve Dille OR-Dassel) explained that type
1 wetlands are little more than seasonal
pools, and that Finn's amendment is an
example of "regulatory overkill." The
amendment gained approval by a vote of
34-32.

Monday, May 1
Commissions bill okayed

A bill that abolishes eight legislative
commissions was granted final passage at
the Mon., May 1, floor session.

Acting on Special Orders, the Senators
passed S.F. 1290, sl?onsored by Sen. Roger
Moe (DFL-Erskine). The measure elimi
nates the Legislative Commission on
Children, Youth and their Families, the
Legislative Water Commission, the
Legislative Commission on the Economic
Status of Women, the Legislative Commis-



sion on Child Protection, the Legislative
Commission on Health Care Access, the
Legislative Commission on Long-term
)Iealth Care, the Legislative Commission
on Waste Management, and the Legislative
Tax Study Commission. The bill transfers
functions of the Legislative Commission on
Minnesota Resources to the Office of
Strategic and Long-range Planning.

Moe said that the Legislative Coordinat
ing Commission (LCC), the agency that
oversees the commissions, was originally
established to perform tasks that would not
make sense for the House and Senate to do
separately, and the bill restores it to that
function. He said that the Legislature must
do its share of cost-cutting along with other
government agencies. "We are asking
others to downsize, and I believe we also
have to look at ourselves," Moe said.

As originally written, the bill would have
also eliminated the Legislative Commission
to Review Administrative Rules. The
Senators, however approved an author's
amendment retaining that commission.

Several other members presented
amendments, each of which would retain
one of the commissions. The amendments,
however, failed to gain aP2roval, and the
measure was passed on a 56-10 vote.

The Senate also voted unanimously to
grant final passage to a bill that expands the
scope of the patterned sex offender sentenc
ing law. S.F. 882, carried by Sen. Jane
Ranum (DFL-Mpls.), requires training for
judges, prosecutors, peace officers, and sex

)offender assessors on sentencing laws
applicable to repeat and patterned sex
offenders. It makes several other changes,
including expanding the interference with
privacy crime to include persons who
intrude on the privacy of occupants of hotel
sleeping rooms and tanning booths, and
increasing penalties for committing the
crime of indecent exposure in the presence
of a child under the age of 16.

Members approved an amendment,
offered by Ranum, that makes it a gross
misdemeanor for a person who has been
committed as a sexual psychopathic
personality, a sexually dangerous person, or
as mentally ill and dangerous to escape from
the facility to which they were committed.
The bill was then passed on a 59-0 vote.

S.F. 537 was also granted final passage.
The measure, sponsored by Sen. Steve
Murphy (DFL-Red Wing), requires the
refund of license fees to applicants who do
not receive their licenses within six weeks.
The bill also requests an evaluation of the
new driver's license system by the Legisla
tive Audit Commission. Murphy said the
bill grew out of the frustration surrounding
the new system, which has left 40,000
Minnesotans waiting for licenses.· He said
that when the Legislature granted original
approval for the system, the Division of
Driver and Vehicle Services said that the
system would have a lO-day turnaround

) time. Instead, Murphy said, the wait in
. many cases is six months. The bill was

passed, 54-7.
Members also voted to pass another bill

relating to license processing. S.F. 538, also
sponsored by Murphy, applies the refund

requirement to other types of licenses if the
licenses are not issued within six weeks.
The bill was approved on a 60-0 vote.

In other business, S.F. 399, a bill provid
ing for forfeiture of snowmobiles, all-terrain
vehicles, and motorboats for DWI-related
offenses, was also granted final passage. The
bill, sponsored by Sen. David Knutson OR
Burnsville), passed on a 38-22 vote.

The Senate also passed S.F. 1127, a bill
authorizing the sale of a public access site
on Lake Minnetonka. The bill, authored by
Sen. Gen Olson OR-Minnetrista), was
approved on a 60-0 vote. S.F. 1451,
authorizing the city of Minneapolis to
establish three new srecial service districts,
was also granted fina passage on a 59-0
vote.

Primary election maintained
A bill maintaining Minnesota's presiden

tial primary and moving the state's primary
election into June won approval of the full
Senate during the Mon. afternoon, May 1,
floor session.

S.F. 115, sponsored by Sen. Carol Flynn
(DFL-Mpls.), modifies the endorsement
process for the state's constitutional officers.
Under the proposal, candidates for one of
the state's constitutional offices must
demonstrate they have a certain level of
support within their party in order to appear
on the ballot. To appear on the ballot,
candidates must have received at least 20
percent of the votes on any ballot during
the endorsing convention. Candidates may
also appear on the ballot if they file a
petition that has been signed by a number
of voters equal to at least one percent of the
total number of votes cast in the last state
primary.

The bill also changes the name of the
primary election to the "state party
nominating election" and allows a candi
date endorsed by a major party to have the
word "endorsed" by their name on the
ballot, unless they request it not appear.
Candidates also have one day, instead of
the three days now in law, after the final
filing date to withdraw their name from a
primary election ballot.

In its original form, the bill repeals the
state preSidential primary but Flynn offered
an amendment removing the provision and
setting the primary for the third Tuesday in
June. That amendment sparked a lengthy
debate on the merits of a presidential
primary. Opponents of the amendment
argued the primary is a costly enterprise
that has no impact on the major parties'
delegation selection. Sen. John Marty
(DFL-Roseville) called the primary "a
mandate on local governments."

Sen. Gene Merriam (DFL-Coon Rapids),
questioned whether the primary was a good
use of taxpayer dollars. "If we're going to
use taxpayers' dollars, let's make it count [in
the delegate selection process]," he said.

But proponents of the presidential
primary responded it does involve the
voters in the process. Sen. Douglas Johnson
(DFL-Cook) said the state parties are
working to make the presidential primary a
binding one. "Minnesotans have a right to
be participants in that process," he said.

Describing his own experiences in
national elections, Sen. Ted Mondale
(DFL-St. Louis Park) argued the presiden
tial primary does matter to candidates. "For
someone to say it is meaningless doesn't
understand the process," he said, "There's
momentum to be gained in these primaries.
People do care how it comes out."

By a 39-27 margin, the Senate adopted
the portion of the amendment maintaining
the presidential primary. On a voice vote,
members also adopted moving the primary
to the third Tuesday in June.

A number of other efforts were made to
amend the bill but none were successful.
Marty proposed setting the presidential
primary on the firstTuesday in August, but
his amendment was rejected, 22-40.

Sen. Roy Terwilliger OR-Edina) proposed
removing the sections of the bill that set
the requirements for a candidate to appear
on a nominating election ballot. His
amendment was defeated, 18-45.
Terwilliger's proposal to retain the name of
the election as a primary election, rather
than as the "state party nominating
election", failed on a 26-26 vote.

Also rejected by an 18-45 margin was an
amendment, sponsored by Sen. Cal Larson
OR-Fergus Falls), calling for a repeal of the
party caucus system. Sen. Sheila Kiscaden
OR-Rochester) offered an amendment to
remove provisions that allow candidates on
the primary ballot to have the word
"endorsed" next to their name. The
amendment was defeated, 21-44.

S.F. 115 was given final passage by a 50
16 margin.

MinnesotaCare bill tabled
With an amendment to prohibit elective

abortions under the state's health plan
pending, the Senate's consideration of a bill
modifying the MinnesotaCare program was
ended late Mon. afternoon, May 1, when
the measure was tabled.

S.F. 845, sponsored by Sen. Linda Berglin
(DFL-Mpls.), modifies many provisions of
the MinnesotaCare program. Under the
proposal, the eligibility requirements are
expanded to include individuals from
households without children and who are
below 150 percent of the federal poverty
level.

The bill also creates a prescription drug
benefits program for low-income Medicare
beneficiaries and a program to help senior
citizens receive reasonably-priced prescrip
tions. The measure also removes the
requirement that universal coverage will be
achieved by July 1, 1997 and modifies the
definition of universal coverage. Changes
in the requirements on health plan compa
nies are also included.

An amendment prohibiting elective
abortion as a covered medical expense
under the MinnesotaCare program was
presented by Sen. Thomas Neuville (IR
Northfield). Berglin offered an amendment
to the Neuville proposal that prohibits the
use of state funds for payment of the
procedures. The Senate narrowly defeated
the Berglin amendment, 32-34.

With the Neuville amendment pending,
the author moved to table the bill and the
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Floor action
Senate approved the motion. That action
ended nearly four hours of debate. Over the
course of that debate, more than 25
amendments were placed before the
members for consideration.

Earlier in the debate, Neuville authored
an amendment that removes elective
abortions from the definition of "appropri
ate and necessary care" under health plans.
The procedure would be permitted,
Neuville explained, but not paid for by
insurance. A provision of die amendment
forbids courts from selectively striking
portions of the amendments. This measure,
he explained, makes sure "courts are not
setting our policy."

Strongly opposed to the amendment,
Sen. Deanna Weiner (DFL-Eagan) said that
it "treads in dangerous waters". We are
tying the hands of physicians who may want
to prescribe medications such as the
morning after pill, and not allowing
flexibility, she offered. The amendment
was attached to the bill.

Among additional amendments was a
proposal presented by Berglin, allowing that
no holder of a health insurance plan be
required to purchase a plan that offers
elective abortion coverage. The amend
ment was adopted on a voice vote.

Several other amendments, sponsored by
the bill's chief author, were approved.
Among them was a proposal permitting
reimbursement for treatment by marriage
and family therapists if those services are
part of a managed care program. Another
amendment defines the average
manufacturer's price in order to determine
the discount levels that will be used under
the prescription drug programs.

An amendment allowing the Dept. of
Health to issue a fine on individuals who
are uninsured was offered by Sen. Edward
Oliver OR-Deephaven). The proposal
institutes a $100 penalty on individuals
whose income is 275 percent above the
federal poverty line but who are not
enrolled in a health plan starting Jan. I,
1997. Under the amendment, the penalty
increases to $200 in 1998 and $400 in 1999.

Oliver said the fines will provide an
incentive for uninsured individuals to
obtain medical coverage. "If someone is
voluntarily uninsured and they are injured,
we all are going to pay for their medical
care," Oliver said. He said the provision
had been a part of the bill until it was
removed in the Finance Committee.

Berglin said the proposal extends the
intent of MinnesotaCare to those who do
not need subsidies to pay for health
insurance. "If we say we will subsidize
people up to a certain level," she said, "it is
reasonable to say to those above that level
that they should have health care coverage."

But the amendment ran into considerable
opposition. Sen. Phil Riveness (DFL
Bloomington) said the amendment adds to
the bureaucracy of the Dept. of Health,
creating a group responsible for pursuing
"scofflaws" who do not carry insurance. "I
don't know anyone, of reasonable intelli
gence, who will not enroll in a health plan,"
he said.
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Sen. Roy Terwilliger OR-Edina) joined in
the opposition. "No other state does this,"
he said, "We are giving insurance compa
nies a mandated place in the market." "If
we start here, are we going to require people
to have life insurance or flood insurance?"
Sen. Dennis Frederickson OR-New Ulm)
said. The amendment is an example of
"intrusive, big-brother government," he
said, "and I don't think that's a path we
want to go down."

The Oliver amendment was defeated on a
21-42 roll call vote.

Sen. Sheila Kiscaden OR-Rochester)
presented an amendment providing
exceptions to the retrospective review and
approval process. Under the amendment,
major health care providers will not need to
go through the review and approval process
when committing their resources for
equipment purchases, the maintenance or
remodeling of facilities, or to support
activities that do not relate health care
service delivery. The amendment was
adopted.

Riveness offered an amendment to
equalize the 2 percent provider tax paid by
pnarmacies and health care providers.
Currently, the tax becomes counted as part
of the providers' gross receipts; therefore,
Riveness explained, providers are taxed
twice on the amount. Berglin opposed the
amendment, saying that this revenue source
should not be jeopardized. Questions were
also raised about a possible conflict with
federal regulations. The amendment failed
by a vote of 33-32.

Another defeated amendment was
offered by Terwilliger that keeps
MinnesotaCare eligibility for single persons
with no children at 125 percent of the
poverty level. In the bill, the level is raised
to 150 percent. Terwilliger pleaded with
the members to consider cost projections
and federal uncertainty by adopting the
amendment. The change represents $134
million in savings, he explained, and would
give the fund a $106 million surplus.
Berglin opposed the measure, saying that
people at the 150 percent level cannot
afford insurance and MinnesotaCare will
encourage them to participate in the
workforce. It is "irresponsible" to impose a
freeloader penalty while not providing
affordable insurance to the poor, she said.
The amendment failed by a 28-37 margin.

Tuesday, May 2
Children's department approved

At the Tues., May 2, floor session of the
Senate, members approved a bill that
combines a varietr of programs dealing with
children and fami ies and creates the
Children, Families and Learning Depart
ment.

Calling it a "government restructuring
plan whose time has come," author Sen.
Jane Ranum (DFL-Mpls.) outlined the goals
of S.P. 1103, the bill carrying the provisions
creating the new department.

Ranum said currently the state provides
fragmented services for children and
families that channel money to the

bureaucracy instead of to the children. The
new department focuses resources and
energy into an integrated, seamless system
to better help kids in need, from infants
through high school, Ranum said.

She explained that the new agency would
be half the size of the five agencies from
which programs are transferred, or 590
employees with a $2.9 billion budget for FY
97. No new funds are appropriated; costs
are either transferred from current agencies
or absorbed by the affected departments.

The new agency will be phased in over
the next year, with the Department of
Education abolished Sept. 30, 1995.
Programs from other agencies will be
transferred by July 1, 1996.

Senators spent considerable time
discussing an amendment, offered by
Ranum, that adds 16 programs dealing with
children and families that had been
contained in the original bill but removed
in subsequent committee hearings.

Sen. Don Samuelson (DFL-Brainard)
objected to the amendment and then
moved to separate four provisions from the
amendment for further discussion. Sen.
Linda Berglin (DFL-Mpls.) also opposed the
inclusion of the additional programs,
specifically provisions relating to the
children's mental health program.

The entire amendment was eventually
adopted after three votes on the separate
provisions.

Sen. Charles Berg (DFL-Chokio) failed
in an attempt to amend the bill by remov
ing the state's Head Start Program from the '
umbrella of the Children, Families and
Learning Department. Berg said he feared
the successful program would get "buried in
bureaucracy." But Ranum said the program
had been added to the department at the
urging of Head Start representatives. The
Senate approved the bill 48-15.

The Senate also approved a bill, carried
by Sen. Harold "Skip" Finn (DFL-Cass
Lake), dealing with Clata practices, financial
assistance data, child abuse victim video
tapes, and health data.

Several amendments were added to the
omnibus data privacy bill, S.P. 1279,
including one successfully offered by Sen.
David Knutson OR-Burnsville). The
amendment makes information related to
legislative or budget proposals of any state
agency under the direct control of the
governor protected, nonpublic data. The
bill only covered proposals of the state
administration, specifically the Governor's
Office and the Dept. of Finance. The
amendment specifies that the data can be
released "if disclosure would aid the
administration [or agency] in considering
and preparing its proposals."

Finn opposed the amendment saying he
didn't think "the bureaucracy should be
denied that scrutiny."

Two amendments dealing with student
data and what data are available from
schools also were considered. Sen. Linda
Runbeck OR-Circle Pines) offered one
amendment that would have made informa
tion on students private, including any
information contained in a school directory.



Several Senators opposed the provision.
Sen. Kevin Chandler (DFL-White Bear
Lake) said he supported the goal of the
amendment but he could see ridiculous

)results if schools are not given flexibility to
determine how best to use student informa
tion. He specificaIly noted the use of
programs during sporting events or the high
school year book would be prohibited under
the Runbeck amendment. Runbeck
withdrew the amendment.

Sen. Leonard Price (DFL.Woodbury)
attempted to amend the biIl with a provi
sion that would make student addresses and
telephone numbers private unless the
student or student's parents gives consent to
use the information in a public directory.
The amendment failed on a 29-36 vote.

Government reform bill okayed
In an effort to stream line government,

the Senate granted final passage to S.F.
1246, the omnibus government reform biIl,
during an afternoon floor session Tues.,
May 2. "This is an attempt to make state
government more user friendly," said chief
author, Sen. Phil Riveness (DFL
Bloomington). He told members that the
measure wiIl "change the culture of state
government, and improve customer
service."

The bill, which Riveness said was the
result of a bi-partisan effort of the Govern
ment Operations Committee, abolishes
more than 400 annual reports written by
the agencies for the legislature, repeals 457

\rules, eliminates and reorganizes a number
pf agencies, and establishes a citizen
advocacy program within the Dept. of
Administration. AdditionaIly, S.F. 1246
requires government units to respond to
applications for land-use permits within 60
days and clarifies statutory waiver require
ments with respect to the housing finance
agency for the civil service pilot project.
"The purpose of all this is to put the citizens
first," Riveness said.

An amendment to abolish several
legislative commissions, offered by
Riveness, was adopted. Riveness told
members that the amendment consists of
Sen. Roger Moe's (DFL-Erskine) initiative
to improve productivity, by trimming costs
and commissions.

A second Riveness amendment, to
establish the Dept. of Children, Families
and Learning, prompted debate among
members.

Sen. Linda Berglin (DFL-MpIs.) objected
to folding the department's establishment
into the omnibus government reform
package. "This should be done on it's own,
as a separate bill," Berglin said. Sen. Jane
Ranum (DFL-Mpls.) countered, saying that
the incorporation of S.F. 1103 as an
amendment to S.F. 1246 "is completely
appropriate--they're both about restructur
ing government."

Sen. Charles Berg (DFL-Chokio)

)
.objected to the amendment saying that it
was not germane. "If this bill is about
stream-lining government, then why are we
creating a whole new department here?" he
asked. However Sen. Allan Spear (DFL
Mpls.), President of the Senate, ruled the

amendment germane.
Sen. Gary Laidig (IR-Stillwater) also

opposed the creation of the department.
"I'm afraid this bill has gotten so wide it's
going to coIlapse under it's own weight," he
added. Nonetheless, the amendment was
adopted,30-9.

An amendment that establishes a pilot
project to review and improve the state's
civil service system, was approved by
Senators. Riveness said that the project's
intent is to ensure the continuation of
merit-based principles, while removing rules
and procedures that cause unnecessary
inefficiencies in the state human resources
system. "It's important to establish incen
tives for employees to act in a way that
ensures the best service to the public,"
Riveness said.

Sen. Dean Johnson (IR-WiIlmar) raised
concerns about the scope of the bill's
reorganization plan, ana cautioned members
about its far reaching provisions. "Do we
fully understand that this bill abolishes the
Dept. of Natural Resources? That it
eliminates certain responsibilities of the
Departments of Agriculture and Transpor
tation?" he asked. Johnson told members
that the bill represents a "major, major
change in the way state government
operates."

Waste management bill passed
The latter portion of the Tues., May 2,

floor session was devoted to discussion of
amendments to the Waste Management
Act and to debate over a bill aimed at
curbing militia activity in Minnesota.

S.F. 462, authored by Sen. Janet Johnson
(DFL-North Branch), makes primarily
technical changes to the state's waste
management statutes. However, amend
ments offered to the bill sparked consider
able debate. An amendment, offered by
Sen. Kevin Chandler (DFL-White Bear
Lake), specifies that it is a deceptive trade
practice to make false environmental
marketing claims. Opponents of the
amendment argued that the amendment
adds more re.sponsibilities to the Attorney
General's Office without providing addi
tional funding. Chandler countered that
the Attorney General's Office already is
charged with investigating similar cases and
that the office supports the amendment.
Sen. Linda Runbeck (IR-Circle Pines), said
that the amendment places an unfair
burden on businesses. Chandler success
fuIly argued that the businesses who make
truthful environmental claims are the
entities most damaged by the deceptive
practices of competitors. The amendment
was adopted on a 35-25 roIl caIl vote.

Another amendment, offered by Chan
dler, also touched off debate. The amend
ment prohibits the disposal of corrugated
cardboard in landfiIls. Opponents of the
amendment argued that no other recyclable
product is prohibited from disposal in
landfiIls and that an exception should not
be made for cardboard. Chandler coun
tered that the market demand is very high
for recycling cardboard and that the
prohibition would help satisfy the demand.
Johnson spoke against the amendment,

urging members to "let market forces" work
in recycling corrugated paper products.
The amendment failed on a voice vote.
The bill was then granted final passage on a
vote of 59-0.

Members also granted preliminary
approval to a bill making a number of
changes to the criminal statues. S.F. 1564,
authored by Sen. EIlen Anderson (DFL-St.
Pau!), amends the definitions of manslaugh
ter in the first degree, manslaughter in the
second degree and receiving profits from
prostitution. The measure also requires
reRorts on gunshot wounds. In addition, the
bill expands the definition of electronic
incapacitation devices and increases the
penalty for its unauthorized use. The biIl
also authorizes the use of drivers' license
photographs to investigate or prosecute
crimes, authorizes sentencing courts to
order the payment of restitution to victim
assistance programs and adds a fine
provision to the terroristic threats crime.

Debate on the measure centered on an
amendment, offered by Sen. Richard Cohen
(DFL-St. Pau!), that makes it a gross
misdemeanor to teach or demonstrate to
any other person how to use or make any
firearm, explosive or incendiary device
knowing or having reason to know that it
will be unlawfuIly used in a civil disorder.
Cohen said the amendment is aimed at
cuubing paramilitary groups' activities.
Some members questioned the proposal
because it has not gone through the
committee process. Cohen responded that
the amendment is a response to the tragedy
in Oklahoma City and, because the
bombing occured after the deadlines for
committee work, offering the proposal as an
amendment was the only avenue available.
Members approved the amendment on a
roIl call vote of 53-0. The bill was then
given preliminary approval on a voice vote.

Wednesday, May 3
Dove season shot down

The Senate passed the omnibus game and
fish bill during the Wed., May 3, floor
session, but not before a provision designat
ing the mourning dove as a game bird was
voted out the measure.

S.F~ 621, authored by Sen. Bob Lessard
(DFL-Int'!. FaIls), makes changes to a
variety or the state's fish and game regula
tions. Included in the biIl are provisions
establishing a hunting heritage week, and
requiring a plan for a firearms safety
program. The measure modifies other
hunting requierments, expands the require
ment for possession of a trout and salmon
stamp, and changes that statewide length
limit for northern pike. The measure, after
some debate, won approval on a 58-0 vote.

It was the provision naming the mourn
ing dove as a game bird that generated the
most discussion and attacted several
amendments. Sen. Charles Berg (DFL
Chokio) offered an amendment authorizing
a two-year mourning dove hunting season
in the southern and western portions of the
state. The amendment also called upon the
Dept. of Natural Resources (DNR) to
report on the temporary season and
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recommend if the season should be allowed
to continue.

Berg said Minnesota and Iowa are the
only two states west of the Mississippi River
that do not have a dove hunting season.
The amendment, Berg said, "seems like a
reasonable compromise" between propo
nents and opponents of the season because
it sets up a two year experiment and
requires the DNR to report on the tempo
rary season.

Sen. Pat Pariseau OR- Farmington} said
the Berg amendment represents "a serious
attempt" to determine if a season should be
established. "Wild game is a fine kind of
food," she said, "We should take a serious
look at whether this season is reasonable."

Sen. Allen Spear (DFL-Mpls.) said the
proposal to establish a mourning dove
hunting season was "a familiar ritual,"
noting that measure was the 17th proposal
calling for a mourning dove season that has

been considered by the Legislature since
1946. "There is no need to have an
experiment on the hunting of mourning
doves," he said, "Either you want to shoot
those little songbirds or you don't want to
shoot little songbirds."

Spear said the state has "a lot of game
bird species" and that another one was not
needed. He said that only about one ounce
of meat would come from each dove and
that it would be "a little like trying to eat a
robin or a parakeet."

"Let's get rid of this continual ritual of
trying to establish a mourning dove season,"
he urged.
The Senate rejected Berg's amendment by
an 18-37 margin.

The discussion on the mourning dove
season reached its peak when Sen. Steve
Murphy (DFL7Red Wing) offered an
amendment to remove the provision from
the bill. Berg, speaking in opposition

to die amendment, said, "Why should we
deny hunters the opportunity to hunt the
bird of choice!" But Murphy said the "bird of
choice" in Minnesota among hunters hardly
would be the mourning dove. "Of all the
people that I hunt with, the birds of choice
have always been waterfowl," Murphy said.
Murphy's amendment was approved on a
vote of 38-20.

Two other amendments, both offered by
Sen. Harold "Skip" Finn (DFL-Cass Lake),
were added to the bill.

The first amendment clairifies the
requirements, for the disposition of seized
property, other than boats or other sports
craft, after a conviction has been handed
down for violation of game and fish laws.

The second amendment requires that a
provision, repealing the restrictions placed
on Minnesota anglers who fish in Ontario,
may not be superseded by any other action
of the Legislature.

Floor action
Bills granted final passage on Special Orders afternoon April 27, 1995
S.F. 1ISO-Berg: Makes numerous changes to laws relating to off-highway motorcycles, all-terrain vehicles, reciprocal agreements, migratory

game birds, fish house identification, fish taken in Canada, exotic species, powers of enforcement officers and collectorsnowmobiles and
provides for regulation of shooting ranges. 50-14

Bills granted final passage on Special Orders April 28, 1995
S.F. 440-Hottinger: Omnibus insurance bill, regulates coverages, notice provisions, enforcement provisions, fees, licensees and makes

technical changes. 61-0
H.F. 787-Stumpf: Makes changes to laws regulating wetland protection and management. 46-20
S.F. l052-Reichgott Junge: Conforms domestic abuse definitions, includes persons with significant relationships, allows minors to petiition

on their own behalf for orders for protection, modifies petition requirements and clarifies portions of the assault in the fifth degree statute
which concern domestic assault. Laid on the table.

Bills granted final passage on Special Orders May 1, 1995
S.F. 537-Murphy: Requires the refund of license fees to applicants who do not receive drivers licenses, duplicate drivers licenses, permits, or

Minnesota identificatioQ. cards within six weeks and requests a Legislative Audit Commission evaluation ofthe dirvers license and
identification card program. 54-7

S.F. 538-Murphy: Reuqires the refund of license fees to applicants if licenses are not issued within six weeks. 60-0
S.F. 399-Knutson: Provides for forfeiture of snowmobiles, all-terrain vehicles and motorboats for designated, DWI-related offenses and

extends the vehicle forfeiture law by expanding the definition of prior conviction to include other types of vehicles.
S.F. 882-Ranum: Expands the scope of the patterned sex offender sentencing law, requires training for judges, prosecutors, peace officers

and sex offender assessors on sentencing laws applicable to repeat and patterned sex offenders, and expands the interference with privacy
crime to include persons who intrude on the privacy of occupants of hotel sleeping rooms and tanning booths. 59-0

S.F. l127-0Ison: Authorizes the public sale of state land in Hennepin County. 60-0
S.F. l45l-Berglin: Authorizes the city of Minneapolis to establish three additional specical service districts within the city. 59-0
S.F. l290-Moe: Abolishes several legislative commissions under the jurisdiction of the Legislative Coordinating Commission. 56-10
S.F. l15-Flynn: Changes the name of the state partisan primary to the state party nominating election, moves the state party nominating

election and primary from September to June and repeals the presidential primary election. 50-16
S.F. 865-Berglin: MinnesotaCare bill. Expands provisions of health care, establishes requirements for integrated service networks, modifies

requirements for health plan companies, establishes the standard health coverage, repeals the regulated all-payer option and establishes a
drug purchasing benefit program for senior citizens. Laid on the table.

Bills granted preliminary passage on General Orders May 2, 1995
H.F. l67S-Stumpf: Allows an outlet fee to be charged for use of an established drainage system in Red Lake County as an outlet for

drainage originating in Polk County.
S.F. 877-Wiener: Changes and clarifies laws relating to the building code and zoning law and amends the interstate compact on

industrialized/modular buildings.
S.F. 1362-Lessard: Provides for the coordination of efforts of public and private sectors in the sustainable management, use, development

and protection of Minnesota's forest resources and establishes a forest resources council and regional forest resource committees.
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H.F. 1371-Metzen: Makes changes to laws relating to securities by regulating disclosure of payment received for directing order flow.
S.F. 1079-Frederickson: Reduces 1995 appropriations to various state government agencies and departments and makes deficiency

appropriations to other government agencies and departments.
~.F. 1503-Stevens: Requires fireworks display operators to be certified by the state fire marshal and sets fees.

j.F.979-Johnston: Regulates hazardous material transporters, requires fingerprints of motor carrier managers for criminal background
, checks, makes technical changes related to calculating proportional mileage under the international registration plan, specifies violations

that may result in suspension or revocation of permits and provides for disposition of fees collected for hazardous material registration,
licensing and permitting.

S.F. 1122-Lessard: Establishes a program for funding response actions to address environmental contamination from drycleaning facilities.
S.F. 1173-Chandler: Regulates the sale of local exchange service
territory.
S.F. 1564-Anderson: Makes numerous changes to criminal laws and changes a variety of definitions and provides that it is a gross

misdemeanor to teach or demonstrate to any other person how to use or make any firearm, explosive, or incendiary device knowing or
having reason to know that it will be unlawfully employed for use in, or in furtherance of, a civil disorder.

Conference committee reports adopted and repassed May 2, 1995
S.F. 308-Marty: Authorizes special registration plates for persons subject to an impoundment order and clarifies the definition of prior

license revocation. 58-0

Bills granted final passage on Special Orders May 2, 1995
H.F. 1207-Murphy: Increases the maximum length of combinations of vehicles from 65-70 feet. 54-3
S.F. 1310-Frederickson: Provides for the development of along-range expenditure plan for state expenditures. 56-0
H.F. 617-Stumpf: Makes changes in laws relating to various public pension plans, makes various individual and small group pension

accommodations and makes various pension plan adminsitrative changes. 57-0
S.F. 1303-Riveness: Authorizes the formation of nonprofit corporations for the purpose owning low and moderate income housing

developments. 58-1
H.F. 358-Johnson, J.B.: Clarifies that the Public Utilities Commission may extend the deadline for rate suspension period by 20 days when

necessary to first make final determination on another, previously filed rate case, allows exemption from rate regulation for a small
electric utility franchise, and allows a longer review time for granting petition for rehearing by the Public Utilities Commission. 63-0

H.F. 1256-Johnson, J.B.: Adops federal energy standards for air conditions, certain gas-burning equipment, lamps, showerheads, and
faucets. 64-0

H.F. 1246-Kiscaden: Requires child care for school age children not operated by a school to be licensed and changes the definition of
toddler and preschooler for family day care programs serving siblings. 59-3

H.F. 265-Berg: Makes technical amendments to eliminate references to telracing facilities, regulates testing facilities for the testing of
gambling devices, regulates bingo and lawful purpose expenditures, regulates credit and sales to delinquent organizations and provides for

\ contributions to compulsive gambling programs. 64-0
J.F. 1136-Betzold: Department of Human Services technical bill. Brings child support laws into conformity with federal law. 58-0
S.F. 1078-Frederickson: Changes accounting procedures, changes the dollar threshold for approval of gifts to the state, changes procedures

for collection of debt by the state, and changes terminology for the petroleum tank release cleanup account. 62-0
S.F. l103-Ranum: Establishes the Dept. of Children, Families and Learning and makes related changes. 48-15
S.F. 1279-Finn: Provides for the classification of and access to government data, clarifies data provisions, provides for survival of actions

under the Data Practices Act, provides for the classification and release of booking photographs, conforms provisions dealing with
financial assistance data and limits the release of copies of videotapes of child abuse victims. 58-3

S.F. 1246-Riveness: Abolishes 400 obsolete reports, abolishes obsolete rules, Requires legislative review of agency reorganization efforts,
clarifies statutory waiver requirements with respect to the Housing Finance Agency for the civil service pilot project, establishes the
Office of Citizen Advocate in the Dept. of Administration, establishes a task force to recommend a governmental structure for
environmental and natural resource functions and services, requires establishment of an employee participation committee before agency
restructuring and abolishes the Dept. of Natural Resources, the Board of Water and Soil Resources, the Office of Environmental
Assistance, the Pollution Control Agency, the Environmental Quality Board, the Harmful Substances Compensation Board, the
Petroleum Tank Response Board and the Transportation Regulation Board. 41-24

S.F. 462-Johnson, J.B.: Waste Management Act amendments. 59-0

Bills granted final passage on the Senate Calendar May 3, 1995
H.F. 1678-Stumpf: Allows an outlet fee to be charged for use of an established drainage system in Red Lake County as an outlet for

drainage originating in Polk County. 56-0
S.F. 877-Wiener: Changes and clarifies laws relating to the building code and zoning law and amends the interstate compact on

industrialized/modular buildings. 64-1
S.F. 1362-Lessard: Provides for the coordination of efforts of public and private sectors in the sustainable management, use, development

and protection of Minnesota's forest resources and establishes a forest resources council and regional forest resource committees. 61-0
H.F. 1371-Metzen: Makes changes to laws relating to securities by regulating disclosure of payment received for directing order flow. 57-1
S.F. 1079-Frederickson: Reduces 1995 appropriations to various state government agencies and departments and makes deficiency

appropriations to other government agencies and departments. 63-0
S.F. 1503-Stevens: Requires fireworks display operators to be certified by the state fire marshal and sets fees. 60-0
S.F.979-Johnston: Regulates hazardous material transporters, requires fingerprints of motor carrier managers for criminal background

checks, makes technical changes related to calculating proportional mileage under the international registration plan, specifies violations
that may result in suspension or revocation of permits and provides for disposition of fees collected for hazardous material registration,
licensing and permitting. 64-0

1-F. 1122-Lessard: Establishes a program for funding response actions to address environmental contamination from drycleaning facilities.
, 65-0
S.F. 1173-Chandler: Regulates the sale of local exchange service
territory. 56-4
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Bills granted concurrence and repassage May 3, 1995
S.F. 752-Novak: Allows for alternative regulation of telephone companies for a limited period and authorizes rulemaking to promote fair

and reasonable competition for local exchange service. 62-0
S.F. l05l-Frederickson: Requires providers of cellular telephone services to include in billings a notice regarding 911 calls. 61-2

Bills final passage on Special Orders May 3, 1995
S.F. 62l-Lessard: Establishes Hunting Heritage week, designates mourning doves aas game birds and mute swans as unprotected birds,

clarifies terms of short-term angling licenses, removes requirements relating to fish taken in Canada, changes the date by which fish
houses and dark houses must be removed from the ice and authorizes the use of floating turtle traps.

H.F. l037-Betzold: Technical Dept. of Health bill, provides rulemaking authority, modifies enforcemtn and fee provisions and modifies the
hearing instrument dispenser trainee period. 57-0

S.F. l55l-Johnson, J.B.: Provides loans and incentive for agricultural energy resources development for family farms and cooperatives. 55
o

S.F. 1393-Pogemiller: Provides the conditions and requirements for issuance of debt and use of the proceeds, authorizes use of capital
improvement bonds for indoor ice arenas, authorizes home rule charter cities to issue tax anticipation certificates, and provides for the
issuance of temporary obligations and modifies issuance procedures. 54-2

S.F. l543-Pogemiller: Changes procedures for allocating bonding authority and changes provisions relating housing programs and plans.
56-0

S.F. 429-Morse: Extends the sunset date for the Farmer-Lender Mediation Act two years and provides for a study of expansion of the
mediation program. 47-6

S.F. 255-Hanson: Regulates persons who may do elevator work. 48-9
S.F. 734-Chandler: Regulates the 911 emergency telephone system, imposes requirements on private switch telephone service and imposes

a civil penalty. 47-11
S.F. 80l-Berglin: Recodifies and modifies statutes relating to lead abatement. 58-0

Bills granted final passage on the Senate Calendar May 4, 1995
S.F. l564-Anderson: Makes numerous changes to criminal laws and changes a variety of definitions and provides that it is a gross

misdemeanor to teach or demonstrate to any other person how to use or make any firearm, explosive, or incendiary device knowing or
having reason to know that it will be unlawfully employed for use in, or in furtherance of, a civil disorder. 44-0

Bills granted preliminary passage on General Orders morning session May 4, 1995
S.F. 871-Hottinger: Revises the procedures for the adoption and review of agency rules. Progressed for purposes of amendment.
S.F. 1365-Solon: Modifies the definition of the term fireworks and preempts local regulation of fireworks.
H.F. 628-Kiscaden: Creates a presumption of refusal or neglect of parental duties in certain termination of parental rights cases. Progressed

for purposes of amendment. .
H.F. llOl-Frederickson: Makes miscellaneous technical corrections to water laws, provides for delegation of permit authority, provides for

minimal impact permits and provides for removal of hazardous dams.
H.F. 2-Metzen: Provides that an emissions test need not be done until a vehicle is five years old, changes the inspection fee and provides a

contingent expiration date for the inspection program.
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unless the body was created in either the bill
or the amendment that was sent to the
conference committee.

Tax plan reconsidered, passed
One day after a proposal establishing a

Metropolitan Area tax-sharing plan was
narrowly defeated, the Senate reconsidered
its action and aflproved the measure during
floor action on Weds., May 10.

Under H.P. 431, authored by Sen. Steven
Novak (DFL-New Brighton), a portion of the
property tax revenues from the communities
with the highest assessed property values is
pooled and redistributed to other
communities in the Metro Area. The pool
will be created by taking a share of the
revenues generated from homes with an
assessed value of more than $200,000 in
those suburban communities that find
themselve~ranked among the top 17 percent
of Metro Area property valuations.

The bill was narrowly defeated during the
Senate's Tues. session, but Sen. Paula
Hanson (DFL-Ham Lake) moved to
reconsider. The motion was adopted, 36-28.

A motion and several amendments were
offered in the debate that followed. Sen.
Edward Oliver OR-Deephaven} moved to
refer the bill to the Metropolitan and Local
Government Committee. He said the bill
has policy impacts on the Metro Area that.
had not been addressed. Riveness added his
support for the motion, saying "To
characterize this bill as solely being a tax bill
is misdirected." The motion was not
approved by a 28-37 margin.

The bill specifies how the pooled revenue
is to be split and Sen. Deanna Wiener (DFL
Eagan) presented an amendment eliminating
that split and directing the revenue to
property tax relief. Her amendment was also
defeated,31-35.

Runbeck presented an amendment to
make the tax-sharing apply statewide. She
argued the bill does not address the fiscal
disparities that exist between the Metro Area
and Greater Minnesota. Novak spoke
against the proposal, saying the measure
would not reduce the disparity in values. The
amendment was rejected, 32-34. The
measure was granted final passage on a
36-30 vote.

Correction
In last week's Briefly, a statement

attributed to Sen. Jane Ranum in connection
with the addition of the Head Start program
to the bill creating the new Children,
Families and Learning Department was
incorrect. Ranum did not say that Head Start
programs wanted to be in the new
oepartment. Briefly regrets the error.

services from the two percent provider tax.
Her amendment failed on a 32-32 vote. The
bill was granted final passage on a 52-13 vote.

Joint rules approved
The Rules and Administration Committee

met three times over the course of the last
two weeks to consider changes to the joint
rules that cover combined activities of the
Senate and the HouseofRepresentatives.
The joint rules were approved by the
committee and forwaroed on to the full
Senate. Members adopted the joint rules at
the Thurs., May 11, floor session.

The committee, chaired by Sen. Roger D.
Moe (DFL-Erskine) considered several
changes to the joint rules and a number of
amenoments to those changes. The joint
rules were developed by a subcommittee
chaired by Sen. Ember Reichgott Junge
(DFL-New Hope). One of the changes
included in the proposed joint rules is
language designed to clear up confusion over
the legislative deadlines. Members of each
body had been interpreting the deadlines
differently and the new language is designed
to more clearly designate the time by which
bills must be passed out of policy committees.

One change that sparkeo considerable
discussion involves anattempt to limit the
agenda to be considered in even year
legislative sessions. Reichgott Junge said that
the proposed language is a response to
concerns raised by members of both parties
that the even year sessions--originally
designed to be limited in scope--had become
full blown sessions within a more limited time
period. The proposed rule limits the agenda
in the even-numbered years to adjustments to
the budget to maintain a balanced budge,
adjustments to policy bills passed the year
before, housekeeping and technical bills,
bonding bills, constitutional amendments,
emergency bills and bills introduced the year
before but requiring further study.

Members adopted two amendments to the
proposed rule. The first added local bills as
items that may also be considered during the
even year session. The second amendment
specifies that agenda for the even year session
may also include bills addressing issues of
major public concern that have arisen since
the regular session in the year before.

A third major change in the rules is a
provision prohibiting conference committees
from delegating rulemaking to a department
or agency or from exempting a department or
agency from rulemaking unless the delegation
or exemption was incluoed in either the bill
or the amendment referred to the conference
committee. In addition, the provision also
prohibits the creation of new commissions,
councils, task forces, or boards to which a
member of the legislature will be appointed

The Minnesota Senate Week in Review
MinnesotaCare bill okayed

Members resumed debate on the
MinnesotaCare bill, S.P. 845, at the Thurs.,
May 11, floor session. Among the provisions
of the bill is the establishment of a
prescription drug benefits program for senior
citizens, and the expansion of eligibility
requirements to include individuals from
households without children and who are
below 150 percent of the poverty level.
Chief author Sen. Linda Berglin (DFL
Mpls.), moved that the bill be taken from the
table. The bill had been tabled with an
amendment, offered by Sen. Thomas
Neuville OR-Northfield}, pending. The
amendment specified that no public funds
may be used for elective abortions and that
standard private insurance policies do not
have to include coverage of abortion
procedures.

Berglin offered an amendment to the
amendment specifying that if a person, at the
time of enrollment in MinnesotaCare, elects

,to have coverage for elective abortions, the
,person must pay an additional premium for
the coverage. The provision will make clear
that no public funds will be used for this
benefit, Berglin said, but will not prohibit the
Constitutional right to have an abortion.
Neuville opposed the amendment and said
that the amendment was not clear enough on
the porhibition of the use of public funds for
abortions. The amendment to the
amendment failed on a vote of 30-33. The
Neuville amendment was defeated on a
32-32 vote.

Sen. Roger Moe (DFL-Erskine) offered an
amendment to remove references to abortion
and to delete sections that deal with the
uniform benefit set that may be germane to
abortion language. Moe distributed a list of
34 organizations calling for passage of the bill
without the controversial abortion related
provisions. Berglin supported the motion and
said that deleting those portions of the bill
would not harm the bill. Neuville, however,
opposed the motion because the amendment
deletes language Neuville had successfully
attached to the bill during an earlier floor
session. Defeating Moe's proposal will send a
"clear and unequivocal" message on the
Senate's position, Neuville said. The Moe
amendment was adopted on a 36-27 vote.

An amendment, offered by Sen. Tohn
Marty (DFL-Roseville), providing (or lower
prescription drug prices sparked considerable
oebate. Berglin opposed the amendment on
~he grounds that the amendment would result

Jin greatly increased costs for MinnesotaCare.
Marty countered that the amendment was
attempt to make prescription drugs more
affordable. The amendment was adopted 34
28. Sen. Pat Pariseau OR-Farmington)
offered an amendment exempting dental

Brie
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Floor action
Thursday, April 4
Emissions bill approved

A bill exempting vehicles that are five
years old or less, from the annual emissions
inspection, was given preliminary passage by
the Senate, Thurs., May 4. Authored by
Sen. James Metzen (DFL-South St. Paul)
the measure limits the fee to $8 dollars per
vehicle.

Metzen told members that both the
Environmental Protection Agency and the
Pollution Control Agency support the five
year standard. "The bill received a lot of
scrutiny in committees," Metzen said, "and
what you have before you is good compro
mise that will put an end to some of this
burdensome and unnecessary testing."

An attempt to eliminate the program was
made by Sen. Pat Pariseau OR-Farmington).
Pariseau's amendment would have elimi
nated the testing program at the contract's
expiration date, July 1,1998. "Your
constituents have already let you know how
they feel about this program," she said, "and
it's time to end it."

Several Senators voiced opposition to the
amendment, including Sen. Steven Morse
(DFL-Dakota). "The only way we can end
this program is by demonstrating that we
can meet the air quality standards of the
EPA without it," Morse said, "and we can't
demonstrate that."

Morse told members that eliminating the
program would not only worsen air quality,
but also produce serious backlash from the
federal government. To avoid jeopardizing
federal funding that the state receives for
highway projects, he said that an emission
testing program is imperative.

Sen. Ember Reichgott Junge also opposed
the Pariseau amendment. "The very reason
we're here today to make certain exemptions
is because the program worked," she said.
"It's precisely because of this program that
we have cleaner air in Minnesota today."
Reichgott Junge also pointed to the $22
million in federal funding that the state
receives for meeting the EPA standard, and
cautioned against taking action that would
threaten the funding. The amendment
failed, 32-32.

An amendment to exempt premium
gasoline from oxygenate requirements,
offered by Sen. Randy Kelly (DFL-St. Pau!) ,
also prompted heated debate. Kelly argued
that consumers are tired of having the
government limit their choices. He said that
granting an exemption to the ethanol
mandate for premium gasolines is a "modest
amendment" that provides the public with
choice.

Morse quickly rose to question whether or
not the amendment was germane. Sen.
Dennis Frederickson OR-New Ulm) said
that the amendment deals with a different
chapter of the law and "is for a substantially
different purpose." However, Senate
President Allan Spear (DFL-Mpls.), ruled
that the amendment was germane.

"This is about big oil," Morse said. "They
want to undercut the very successful ethanol
program that we've established here in
Minnesota and slice off a segment of the
market for 'pure gasoline,' he continued.

Sen. Janet Johnson (DFL-North Branch)
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agreed with Morse, and told members that
small Minnesota corn growers face insur
mountable competition from the oil
industry.

Sen. Kevin Chandler (DFL-White Bear
Lake) pointed out that the ethanol industry
is already substantially subsidized through
state programs.

"If ethanol is so great, then let it stand on
it's own merits," added Sen. Phil Riveness
(DFL-Bloomington). "But if someone wants
to burn something other than ethanol, let
them."

After more than an hour of debate, Kelly's
amendment was finally defeated, 32-32.

Vulnerable Adults Act additions
Updating provisions of the Vulnerable

Adults Act, the Senate passed S.F. 512 in
other floor action on Thurs., May 4. The
bill, sl?onsored by Sen. Allan Spear (DFL
Mpls.) changes definitions of abuse,
reporting and response, investigations and
consequences. The modifications are
designed to improve the efficiency of the
reporting and investigation process and
assure the system is fair to all, according to
Spear. The bill establishes a felony penalty
for persons guilty of criminal negligence of a
vulnerable adult.

Sen. John Hottinger (DFL-Mankato)
offered an amendment to reduce the
negligence penalty to a gross misdemeanor.
The severe charge will create fear and
second guessing among caregivers, Hottinger
said, resulting in increased use of unneces
sary medical care and treatments. The
penalty may have unintended consequences
by punishing someone for not doing
something, Hottinger said.

Spear responded that the standards for
criminal negligence are very strict and
narrow. The penalty, he said, is aimed at
conscious, careless treatment and is acti
vated as a result of "reckless indifference."
The Hottinger amendment was approved by
a vote of43-18.

Attempting to protect spiritual means or
I?rayer for treatment, Sen. Jane Ranum
(DFL-Mpls.) offered an amendment to the
bill that clarifies that an adult's religious
wishes are considered, not only the. ,
caregiver s.

Although Spear supported the goal
behind the amendment, he expressed
concern that Ranum's proposal exposes
family members to liability issues. It is
difficult to show that an adult, even though
they have lived their life according to
religious tenets, wants a particular kind of
care if it is not stated, Spear said. Ranum's
amendment failed to gain approval.

Other attempts to amend the bill were
unsuccessful, and the bill was passed.

In other action, a bill relating to traffic
regulations, noise abatement and noise
limits was passed by the full Senate. Sen.
Arlene Lesewski OR-Marshall), author of
the bill, explained that the bill contains
exemptions of highways, freeways, and
expressways from noise limits.

The exemption caused debate among
Senators. Sen. Ellen Anderson (DFL-St.
Pau!) advocated defeat of the provision.
"We need to have statewide standards to
protect the urban, as well as rural, quality of

life," Anderson said. The no-noise limit
impact on urban. communities would have a
detrimental effect on communities, property
values and decision-making, Anderson
continued.

Sen. Dan Stevens OR-Mora), supported
Lesewski's efforts, encouraging decision
making at the local level. Minnesota's
standards are already stricter than the federal
noise limit level, he noted. The state does
not need the additional requirements, said
Stevens. The bill was approved as pre
sented.

A bill relating to administrative
rulemaking was carried by Sen. John
Hottinger (DFL-Mankato). The bill revises
procedures for the adoption and review of
agency rules. Sen. David Knutson OR
Burnsville) offered an amendment that
repeals numerous administrative rules.
Supporting the amendment, Hottinger said
it "cleans up the process." The authority to
make rules is a strong power, he said, and
the Legislature should grant the power
thoughtfully.

Sen. Gene Merriam (DFL-Coon Rapids)
expressed concern about the amendment,
noting that Senators had no idea what each
provision in the extensive proposal actually
did. Despite his objections, the amendment
was adopted.

Tobacco regulations bill okayed
Senators approved during the Thurs., May

4, floor session, a bill requiring inspections,
reporting and training for tobacco retailers.
Members also considered several additional
bills.

Sen. Dallas Sams (DFL-Staples), author of
S.F. 558, explained that the bill provides for
penalties to hell? deter tobacco use by the
state's minors. "lThe provisions] go a long
ways toward reducing the use of tobacco
among the youth," he said.

The bill allows towns and cities to
regulate retail sale of tobacco and establish a
license fee for sales. The bill also provides
for state penalties to retailers and individuals
in cases where local ordinances have not
been enacted. Sams emphasized that the bill
does not pre-empt local ordinances that may
provide for more restrictive regulation of
retail tobacco sales.

Cities and counties also are required to
conduct random, unannounced inspections
of tobacco retail locations at least once
every two years. The bill also outlines
requirements for employers to provide a
training program for employees who sell
tobacco products. The bill's measures go
into effect}an. 1,1996.

Sen. Kevin Chandler (DFL-White Bear
Lake) presented S.F. 579, a housekeeping
bill related to reporting and registration
practices of charitable organizations.

Sen. John Hottinger (DFL-Mankato)
successfully offered an amendment reinsert
ing language that had been deleted in
committee regarding disclosure practices for
non-profit organizations. The amendment )
requires charitable organizations to disclose
the salaries of the top five employees
including compensation from any for-profit
affiliated organization only if the affiliated
organization "receives funds from the
charitable organization in excess of total



payments made by the related organization
to the charitable organization."

') The bill was approved by the Senate.

Friday, May 5
Bonding bill approved

A bill providing funds for school con
struction and acquisition of the land next to
the last naturally-occurring trout stream in
the Metropolitan Area won the Senate's
approval during the Fri., May 5, floor
session.

Taking up bills on Special Orders, the
members considered S.F. 1688, the capital
budget bill sponsored by Sen. Gene Merriam
(DFL-Coon Rapids). The bill provides
about $43 million in bond allocations to be
used for construction or renovation ofrublic
facilities, or land acquisitions. The bil was
amended and then passed, 63-2, before
being tabled to await the arrival of the
companion House File.

Merriam said the bill contains funding in
response to emergency situations or for
opportunities that cannot wait until the
Legislature's normal capital budgeting
session. The Legislature normally prepares
the capital budget bill in the even-num
bered year.

Among the projects funded in the bill is a
$9.7 million maximum effort school loan to
the Big Lake School District and another
$6.9 million maximum effort loan to the
Kelliher School District. The Dept. of
\fransportation is allocated $8 million for
bridge repairs, which includes a $3.5 million
project to repair the Wabasha Street bridge
in St. Paul.

Other allocations include $1 million for
the City of Parkers Prairie to use replace the
city facilities damaged in a propane gas
explosion earlier this year. Another
$900,000 is provided to Metropolitan State
University to buy land adjacent to the St.
Paul campus. Additional bond allocations,
ranging in size from just over $100,000 to
$700,000, are provided to complete projects
authorized in previous capital budget bills.

Two projects included in the bill sparked
considerable debate. The first provides $5.2
million to the Dept. of Natural Resources for
the purchase of land around Eagle Creek in
Scott County. "Development is imminent,"
Merriam said, "This is an opportunity for us
to preserve a unique natural area, and if we
don't do it this year, we won't be able to do
it at alL"

Sen. Charles Berg (DFL-Chokio)
questioned the appropriation. "It seems that
we are all ready protecting a ZOO-foot strip
[along the creek]," he said. "At what price
to stop trying to save a few fish?"

Merriam suggested that the allocation is
provided because a commitment has been
made by one of the landowners who wants
to preserve the area. "I think that there's
also room for development without doing
iamage to Eagle Creek," he said, "Its hard
b put a price on trout streams because they

just don't make them any more."
Berg then offered an amendment to

remove the Eagle Creek proposal from the
bill. "I think spending $5.25 million [for the
project] is extravagant," he said. "Times are
not good, and I don't think we should be

spending this when there are other needs."
Sen. Terry Johnston OR-Prior Lake), who

had presented a $9 million proposal to the
Legislature for the Eagle Creek project, said
the issue was clear. "All that's left is for
members to decide if they want to save Eagle
Creek," she said.

The Berg amendment to remove the
project was defeated, 1-49.

The second appropriation to attract
discussion was a proposal calling for $2
million to renovate spaces within the State
Capitol. Merriam said the allocation "is
intended to deal with the most delicate of
negotiations" to resolve the office space
disagreements between the House and the
governor's office.

Sen. Linda Berglin (DFL-Mpls.) offered
an amendment to delete the appropriation
from the bill. She argued that the proposal
should be considered as part of the capital
budget next session. "In a year of when we
are cutting programs, it seems to me that
this is not the year when we should be
spending $2 million on the Capitol," she
said. Her amendment failed to win adop
tion on a 19-38 vote.

On a voice vote, the members adopted an
amendment, sRonsored by Sen. Bob Lessard
(DFL-Int'l. Falls), appropriating $7 million
for a maximum effort sdioolloan to the
Littlefork-Big Falls School District.
Johnston's amendment, allowing the Eagle
Creek land acquisition to proceed without
approval of the Scott County Board was also
adopted.

Sen. Steven Morse (DFL-Dakota)
presented an amendment transferring the
Public Facilities Authority from the Dept. of
Trade and Economic Development to the
Pollution Control Agency. His amendment
was also approved on a voice vote.

Meeting as the Committee of the Whole
to take up bills on General Orders, the
Senate also approved S.F. 1019, the
Metropolitan Livable Communities Act, on
a 59-3 roll call vote.

The measure, authored by Sen. Ted
Mondale (DFL-St. Louis Park), creates a
Livable Community Fund, set up to provide
an incentive to suburban communities to
develop low-income housing and to assist
communities with high concentrations of
poverty. The fund is to be managed by the
Metropolitan Council.

Mondale said the bill is an effort to
respond to the issues of urban sprawl while
addressing the concerns caused by the
"extreme pockets of poverty" that are found
in the seven-county Metro Area. He said
past attempts to address all of the issues have
caused "a divisive debate". But Mondale
said this bill represents a bipartisan effort to
end the debate by setting targets for
communities to achieve and providing
incentives to encourage them to do so.

Merriam offered an amendment removing
a provision that reduces the City of
Bloomington's repayment obligations on a
1987 highway improvement bond authoriza
tion. Approved in 1986, the improvement
bonds were used by the city to fund the '
highway development around the Mall of
America site.

Merriam said the original proposal
required the city to repay the principle of
the highway improvements bonds at a rate

of 10 percent per year beginning in the year
2000. He said the new rrovision exempts
the city from that initia repayment sched
ule. Merriam said that when the highway
improvement bonds were first requested, city
officials assured members the repayment
schedule would be met. "I wonder now if
[the city] ever intended to repay [the loan],
or if we were snookered," he said.

Sen. William Belanger OR-Bloomington)
opposed the amendment. "The citizens of
Bloomington have seen us give money to
Northwest Airlines and the Target Center,"
he said, "All we are doing is giving the
citizens a share." Sen. Phil Riveness, a
Bloomington DFLer, spoke against the
amendment. He said the highway improve
ments contribute to the success of the Mall
of America. He said the revenue generated
in taxes by the mall exceeds the amounts
the city would repay and that "the entire
Metro Area has been a big gainer."

The Merriam amendment was defeated,
23-37, before the bill was approved.

Metro land plan bill adopted
During the Fri., May 5, afternoon floor

session, the Senate approved a bill updating
the Metropolitan Land Planning Act, passed
a bill creating a public radio system for
Metro Area municipalities, and approved
changes to the state park system. Senators
approved several other bills as well.

Sen. Ted Mondale (DFL-St. Louis Park)
explained that H.F. 833 is the culmination
of recommendations made by the Metropoli
tan Council regarding the comprehensive
planning of Metro Area communities.
Comprehensive plans contain objectives
and policies that guide public and private
land use, development and preservation
within a local governmental unit. The plans
also describe possible effects on adjacent
communities or school districts.

The bill specifies that the plans may
contain provisions to guide joint planning
and decision-making between municipalities
and surrounding communities, and provi
sions dealing with economic development
within a community. The bill also specifies
that comprehensive plans must include a
water management plan that will be
reviewed, along with the rest of the plan, by
the Metropolitan Council.

One particular provision, dealing with
Metro Area cities' plans, drew debate among
Senators. Sen. Roy Terwilliger OR-Edina)
offered an amendment to delete two sections
of the bill. The sections relate to land-use
planning and a local government's ability to
amend a zoning ordinance. The bill specifies
that if a comprehensive plan developed by a
metro local government is in conflict with
the zoning ordinance, the zoning ordinance
shall be brought into conformance with the
plan. Terwilliger said the provisions took
away local zoning control.

Mondale, however, said nothing in the
bill gives the Met Council any more power
over local zoning. What it does, he said, is
require zoning ordinances to mirror compre
hensive plans to better direct regional
planning and assist citizens' right to know a
city's development plans.

After some discussion, Terwilliger
amended his amendment by just deleting
one section relating to amending a zoning
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Floor action
ordinance with a majority vote of the local
governing body.

Mondale also presented S.F. 467, a bill
developing the first phase of a shared public
radio system for Metro Area communities
and government units. Among the advan
tages, Mondale explained, is substantial
savings from sharing towers, transmission
lines and computer controllers on the
network. The system also would provide
adequate transmission capacity for the area's
needs, the ability to communicate among
jurisdictions in criminal cases, and the
ability of ambulances to communicate with
hospitals throughout the Metro Area. After
limited discussion, the Senate passed the
bill.

Sen. Steven Morse (DFL-Dakota)
presented H.F. 479, a bill changing the
boundaries of several state parks and
changing a Winona County state wayside to
a state park. -- -- ""-

Sen. Gene Merriam (DFL-Coon Rapids)
offered an amendment creating a new
Erlandson State Park in Anoka County,
currently the Erlandson Nature Center.
Merriam explained, slightly tongue-in
cheek, that the state currently does not have
enough state parks and that the park system
is "flush with money."

After minimal discussion, Merriam
withdrew the amendment, but immediately
offered an amendment deleting the provi
sion in the bill that designates the John A.
Latsch State Wayside as the John A. Latsch
State Park. Merriam said he thought the
area did not deserve the distinction as a
state park, noting that the park offered
minimal parking and few public facilities.

In response, Morse said he was "more than
a little surprised to hear Sen. Merriam judge
a park by its parking lot." He defended the
park's change in status, saying it was
originally designated a state park, that the
area has many natural resource characteris
tics that warrant state protection, and that
the 1,500-acre blufflands area overlooking
the Mississippi River is more in line with a
state park than a wayside. The Merriam
amenament to delete the state park
reference prevailed on a voice vote.

Monday, May 8
Child support bill approved

Senators spent much of the Mon., May 8,
floor session aebating provisions and
amendments to a bill dealing with child
support obligations and enforcement
measures. The body eventually approved the
bill 55-7.

Sen. Richard Cohen (DFL-St. Pau!), chief
author of the bill, said the bill was a
culmination of three years of effort to
enforce the payment of child support. Each
year the state loses $551 million in
uncollected child support, he said, because
of the 186,000 families obligated to pay,
about 65,000 are in arrears.

Cohen outlined many of the bill's
provisions designed to enforce the payment
of child support. Among the new provisions
are language providing for driver's license
suspension without a hearing and liens on
motor vehicles owned by persons who fail to
make regular child support payments. The
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bill also delays until January 1997 the state
publication of names of people who are
behind on their support payments. Cohen
said the bill requires the Dept. of Human
Services to report on the progress of the
various collection enforcement programs.

Cohen said the bill's appropriations saves
the state money in areas and generates some
revenue. One provision generates $100,000
a year for children's supervised visitation
facilities in rural areas through a $3 increase
in the marriage license fee.

Several amendments were added to the
bill, including one, sponsored by Sen. Bob
Lessard (DFL-Int'l. Falls), specifying that
the court shall consider the custodial
parent's cooperation with visitation rights
with the non-custodial parent's failure to
make timely support payments. The
provision encourages courts or administra
tive lawjudges to make parents work out
their differences, Lessard said.

Cohen and other Senators opposed the
amendment. Sen. Pat Piper (DFL-Austin)
said child support is just that, support for the
child. The Lessard amendment would cloud
the issue with relationship issues, she said.

The amendment was adopted on a 46-20
roll-call vote.

In response, Sen. Don Betzold (DFL
Fridley) offered an amendment that directs
the courts to consider the impact of any
failure of the non-custodial parent to pay
timely support in any motion to modity
visitation rights. The courts always have
tried to keep the issues separate, he said, but
the Senate voted to combine them.

Sen. Kevin Chandler (DFL-White Bear
Lake), who voted for the Lessard amend
ment, also supported the Betzold provision.
Both pieces of legislation are needed, he
said. Payments are just as important as the
relationships when rent, heat and food are
considered, he said. The amendment failed
on a 22-42 vote.

Lessard successfully offered another
amendment allowing the courts to deviate
downward from payment guidelines if it is
found to be in the best interest of the child.
Sen. Linda Berglin (DFL-Mpls.) amended
the amendment to exempt AFDC cases from
the provision.

Sen. Gene Merriam offered an amend
ment to delete sections of bill requiring
businesses to file with the Dept. of Human
Services W4 forms within 15 days of hiring
a new employee. Businesses currently have
to file to other state agencies annually or
quarterly but filing to another agency is
burdensome to smaller businesses, Merriam
said. The amendment also deletes a section
of the bill containing penalties for businesses
that fail to comply with reporting measures.

Cohen and Chandler, co-authors of the
bill, opposed Merriam's amendment. Cohen
said the employment community supports
the reporting provision and the measure
most likely will be required at the federal
level eventually. Chandler said requiring
businesses to file within weeks of hiring an
employee targets those people who may
avoid child support payments by jumping
from short-term job to short-term job.

The amendment was adopted but later
reconsidered and rejected with a 28-38 roll
call vote.

Sen. Arlene Lesewski OR-Marshall)
offered an amendment giving counties the
option of establishing an alternative
support-determination process. She said by
requiring all county court systems to have an
alternative process, the state is imposing
unnecessary additional costs. "Granted, the
alternative process is less costly for those
courts that are already overburdened," she
said, "but we should give the counties the
authority to decide if they want to spend
their resources in setting up the alternative
process."

Cohen opposed the amendment. He said
that, since die state has taken over the costs
of running the court system, there would not
be much that the counties would save by
not setting up the alternative process.
The Lesewski amendment was adopted on a
38-22 vote.

The members also narrowly rejected an
amendment, sponsored by Sen. Sheila
Kiscaden OR-Rochester), to remove a
provision creating the Cooperate for
Children Program. Under the program,
parents involved in a child support proceed
ing will receive information on that
proceeding and offer a non-judicial forum to
begin resolving custodial and visitation
matters. Kiscaden said the program should
be considered with others that give informa
tion to individuals involved in divorce
proceedings. "We should be looking at what
the best ways are to use our state dollars,"
she said.

Cohen said, "We hear, time and time
again, that we have to get away from
confrontation in the support determination
process." He said the program will be run as
a pilot project to see if such an approach is
feasible. The provision failed, 31-33.

Tuesday, May 9
Gift ban modified

After quickly processing several smaller
bills at the Tues., May 9, floor session,
Senators turned to S.F. 339, a bill making
changes in the law that prohibits public
officials from accepting gifts.

Acting on Special Orders, the Senators
granted final passage to the bill, sponsored
by Sen. John Marty (DFL-Roseville),
modifying the gift ban legislation passed last
year. As originally written, the bill provides
that a public official may accept a cup of
coffee or other refreshment not to exceed $3
in value, and reasonable travel and lodging
expanses within the state when the recipient
makes a speech or answers questions as part
of a program. The measure also provides that
an official who accepts a gift in a good faith
belief that it is lawful may return itf.romptly
upon learning that it was not lawfu ,
without being subject to a penalty. Gifts
from a national or multistate organization as
part of a conference, seminar, or meeting are
not subject to the bill's provisions if an
equivalent gift is given to all other partici
pants. The civil penalty for violating the
ethics regulations is determined by the
Ethical Practices Board and may not exceed
$1,000.

The measure adds elected school district
officials to the list of public officials who are
subject to the gift limit. Sen. Roger Moe



(DFL-Erskine), offered an amendment
removing school officials from the bill.

\ Marty objected to the amendment, saying
) that "the largest share of our property tax

dollars is going to schools," and that school
boards deal with more money than anyone
else. The amendment failed on a 23-43 vote.

The Senators approved two other Moe
amendments. The first raises the refresh
ment limit from $3 to"$5. The second allows
a lobbyist to contribute a prize for a benefit
event if the organization qualifies under IRS
50l(c)(3). The amendments were approved
on voice votes.

Sen. Arlene Lesewski (IR-Marshall),
offered an amendment permitting officials to
accept a meal or other hospitality valued at
no more than $25 at a wedding, graduation,
or similar family event. Sen. Terry Johnston
OR-Prior Lake), objected to the amOl,lnt,
saying that the amendment would be unfair
to officials in the Metro Area, where
catering costs for such events are higher.
The Senators then changed the amount to
$40 and approved the amendment on a
voice vote.

Sen. Charles Berg (DFL-Chokio) offered
two amendments. The first, prohibiting the
use of state funds by state agencies to
influence legislators, failed. The second
requires that each state agency must report
to the board each year how much money it
spent on expenditures for any staff members
who are not registered lobbyists and spend
more than 25 percent of their time during
the legislative session on legislative matters.

) The amendment was approved.
Three other amendments were defeated.

The first, offered by Sen. Carl Kroening
(DFL-Mpls.), permits occasional acceptance
of admissions, food, or beverages exceeding
the $5 limit and requires reporting of the gift
to the Ethical Practices Board. The second,
authored by Sen. Richard Cohen (DFL-St.
PauO, permits sponsors of events at publicly
owned facilities to give tickets to events to
officers and employees of the facility for the
purpose of providing access in performing
their duties. The third, offered by Sen. Gen
Olson OR-Minnetrista), requires back
ground checks on candidates for public
office.

Members also engaged in a heated debate
before defeating a bill that redistributes a
portion of tax revenues on homes over
:ji200,000 among Metro Area communities.

Under current law, tax dollars resulting
from the growth of commercial and indus
trial development is pooled, then distributed
among Metro Area communities.

The bill adds to the pool tax dollars from
residential property levied on the portion of
a home that exceeds $200,000. Under the
measure, the taxes on $100,000 of a
$300,000 home would go into the EOol. The
bill's sponsor, Sen. Steven Novak (DFL
New Brighton), said it mandates a tax cut
for 83 percent of people in the Metro Area.
Novak said, "This bill is about the new

)
growth suburbs who have benefited from the
largesse of the rest of the Metro Area to fund
their infrastructures," and who have then
used the wealth to attract businesses away
from the inner cities.

Novak said that for 20 years, the region
has spent nearly all Metro Region infrastruc
ture dollars building freeways and sewers for

southern and western developing suburbs,
and that the windfall of tax dollars from the
resulting development should be shared
among the communities whose citizens
financed the development.

Sen. Edward Oliver (IR-Deephaven),
spoke at length against the bill. "It's a
redistribution policy," Oliver said. "The
purpose of this provision is redistribution of
wealth. What we're saying is, if a municipal
ity has higher valued homes, we are going to
take that away and redistribute it to
municipalities with lower valued homes."

Members approved an amendment offered
by Sen. Phil Riveness (DFL-Bloomington),
that prevents communities that exclude
commercial and industrial development
from receiving a portion of the distribution.

The Senators then voted on the bill,
defeating it on a 32-34 margin.

One of the last bills to be considered
during the Tues., May 9, floor session was a
measure, S.F. 1052, dealing with the laws
relating to domestic abuse. The measure
conforms domestic abuse defintions,
includes persons with significant relation
ships, modifies the requirements for an order
for protections and extends the time period
for domestic abuse arrests. The bill,
sponsored by Sen. Ember Reichgott Junge
(DFL-New Hope), had been tabled a few
days earlier after members adopted an
amendment, over ReichgottJunge's
opposition, altering a provision relating to
tne ability of a minor to obtain an order for
protection.

After the bill was taken from the table,
Reichgott Junge offered an amendment
specifying that a minor may make a petition
for an order for protection if the minor is
accompanied by a family or household
member, a guardian or, if the court finds
that is in the best interests of the minor, by a
reputable adult age 25 or older. In addition,
the amendment provides that a minor age
16 or older may make a petition on the
minor's own behalf against a spouse or
former spouse, a person with who the minor
has achild in common, or a person with
whom the minor is or has been involved in a
significant romantic or sexual relationship, if
the court determines that the minor has
sufficient maturity and judgment and that it
is in the best interest of the minor.

Sen. Thomas Neuville (IR-Northfield)
argued against the amendment and re
quested that the amendment be divided and
each part be voted on separately. Both
portions of the amendment were adopted
and the bill was granted final passage on a
vote of 38-25.

Wednesday, May 10
Pay raise bill falls

A bill providing pay increases for consti
tutional officers, judges and legislators was
rejected by the Senate during the Weds.,
May 10, floor session.

On a 22-44 vote, the Senate rejected S.F.
1406, authored by Sen. Roy Terwilliger OR
Edina). The bill sets salary increases of
three percent for court judges, effective on
Jan. 1, 1996, and for constitutional officers
and legislators on Jan. 1, 1997. Terwilliger
said the bill, which is based on the recom
mendations of the State Compensation

Council, also sets the salary ranges for state
agency commissioners and higher education
system heads as a percentage of the
governor's salary.

The Senate's action followed debate on
several amendments to the bill. Terwilliger
offered an amendment limiting the increases
to the lesser of three percent or to the
average percentage increase awarded in state
employee contracts. The amendment was
adopted.

Thejroposed pay hike for legislators
sparke a great deal of discussion. Sen.
Linda Runbeck OR-Circle Pines) sponsored
an amendment to remove the increase for
legislators from the bill. She said the
proposal runs against the notion that the
body is a "Citizen Legislature". Runbeck
argued that the increase serves as an
incentive that encourages members to spend
more time as legislators and less as private
citizens. "This is public service and it
should not be considered as a full-time job,"
she said, "If you don't like the salary, you
have an option -- you can find other work."

Sen. David Knutson OR-Burnsville),
speaking in favor of the amendment, said
"Many people in our communities don't get
a three percent increase." He argued that
more members are making the Legislature
their full-time position, which "is not
serving the desires of our citizens."

Sen. Phil Riveness (DFL-Bloomington),
said the increase represents a cost-of-living
adjustment and not a base increase. "At
[legislator's] current salary, we're receiving
less than half the salary of any other elected
state official," he said. "I think that it is
reasonable for all public servants, including
ourselves, to get a cost-of living adjustment."

Sen. William Belanger (IR-Bloomington)
said there were other costs that members
pay, recounting the loss of a position he held
when his company reduced its size. Calling
for members to defeat the amendment, he
said the increase is small compensation for
the "price to public service."

The Runbeck amendment failed on a
voice vote.

The Senate also defeated an amendment,
offered by Sen. Thomas Neuville OR
Northfield), removing the pay increase
recommendations from the bill. His
amendment fell, 26-37.

Members adopted an amendment,
presented by Sen. Carol Flynn (DFL-Mpls.),
removing the chair and members of the
Metropolitan Council from salary ranges.
She said the board members should be
allowed to decide their own scale because
they are a local government organization.
Also approved was an amendment,
offered by Sen. Sandra Pappas (DFL-St.
PauO, removing the Transportation
Regulatory Board chair from the salary
range requirement.

Tribal compacts bill approved
A bill terminating the state's gaming

agreements with Native American tribes was
amended and passed by the Senate, Weds.,
May 10.

After adopting a motion by Sen. Charles
Berg (DFL-Chokio) to take S.F. 1044 from
the table, the Senate continued its consider
ation of the proposal, which ends the state's
gaming agreements with Native American
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Frequently called numbers

state constitution] from vetoing actions
taken by the executive branch," he said.

But Berg said the Legislature should be
informed of the terms of those compacts and
how they were reached. "It's of such
importance, we should know what's going
on," he said.

The Neuville amendment was adopted
and S.F. 1044 was passed, 41-24.

Indian tribes in 1998.
Neuville presented an amendment

eliminating the language of the original bill
and replacing it with a provision calling on
the governor to renegotiate the tribal
compacts. The amendment requires that all
agreements must be approved by both bodies
of the Legislature. Tne Legislature's intent
that the state request negotiations to amend
or replace all tribal-state gaming compacts is
also expressed.

"There were strong objections to declar
ing the compacts to be terminated on a
certain date," Neuville said. He added that
the amendment is offered as a compromise
to that proposal.-

Berg said the result of the amendment will

be that some of the conditions of the
compacts now in effect will be modified.
Arguing that "90 percent" of compulsive
gambling is caused by the tribal-operated
casinos, Berg said "We ought to reach some
agreement to have the Native American
tribes contribute to the compulsive gam
bling fund."

While the tribal governments could still
refuse to renegotiate the compacts, Berg
said, "they would be refusing a legislative
request and I don't think they want to do
that."

Sen. Dennis Frederickson OR-New Ulm)
questioned the provision calling for the
Legislature's approval of the compacts. "My
concern is that we are prohibited [by the
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Floor action
Bills granted preliminary approval on General Orders afternoon session May 4, 1995
S.F. 1314-Mondale: Modifies provisions relating to the voluntary investigation and clean.up program and establishes the environmental

improvement pilotprogram.
S.F. 1089-Lesewski: Exempts highways, freeways and expressways from noise limits, requires a noise abatement study and measures for

freeways and eXQfessways contingent on available funding, and requires an annual noise abatement report.
S.F. 1319-Cohen: Extends the availability of valuation exclusions for certain improvements made to property in 1992.
S.F. 512-Spear: Vulnerable Adults Reporting Act changes.
S.F. 558-Sams: Requires inspections of, reports on, and training for tobacco retailers and employees, establishes administrative

penalties, defines display allowance, prohibits payment of display allowance and establishes penalties.
S.F. 579-Chandler: Regulates charitable organizations and regulates filing statements.
S.F. 503-Riveness: Provides for the Minnesota Collection Enterprise, imposes duties, provides powers, imposes a collection penalty, and

provides for venue of Conciliation Court Actions. .
S.F. 1170-Mondale: Requires licensur~ or certification ofgeoscientists, adds geoscientists to the Board of Architecture, Engineering,

Land Surveying, Landscape Architecture, and Interior Design and provides for duties for the board.
H.F. 1478-Sams: Requires notice to commissioner of agriculture and a public hearing before an agen<;y adopts or repeals rules that

affect farming operations.
S.F. 1076-Johnson, J.B.: ExemEts wind energy conversion systems siting from the power plant siting act and authorizes rulemaking. 47-13
S.F. 230-Kelly: Increasing tort iability limits for claims against governmental units.

Bills granted concurrence and repassage May 5, 1995
S.F. 1402-Anderson: Asks state employees to submit suggestions to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of state government. 48-15

Bills granted final passage on the Calendar May 5, 1995
H.F. 1478-Sams: Requires notice to the commissioner of agriculture and a public hearing before an agency adopts or repeals rules that

affect farming operations. 60-0
S.F. 1365-S010n: Regulates fireworks, modifies the definition of the term fireworks, pre-empts local regulation of fireworks and

prohibits sales to minors. 62-0
S.F. 1170-Mondale: Requires licensure or certification of geoscientists, adds geoscientists to the Board of Architecture, Engineering,

Land Surveying, Landscape Architecture, and Interior Design and provides for duties for the board. 39-21
S.F. 1076-Johnson, J.B.: Exempts wind energy conversion systems siting from the power plant siting act and authorizes rulemaking. 47

13
H.F. 1101-Frederickson: Making miscellaneous technical corrections to water laws, delegates permit authority and provides for

minimal impact permits and the removal of hazardous dams. 63-0
S.F. 558-Sams: Requires inspections of, reports on, and training for tobacco retailers and employees, establishes administrative

penalties, defines display allowance, prohibits payment of display allowance and establishes penalties. 62-0
S.F. 579-Chandler: Regulates charitable organizations and regulates filing statements. 62-1
H.F. 2-Metzen: Provides that a vehicle need not be inspected until the year of its registration is five years more than its model year,

changes the inspection fee, and provides a contingent expiration date for the inspection program. 66-0
S.F. 503-Riveness: Provides for the Minnesota Collection Enterprise, imposes duties, provides powers, imposes a collection penalty, and

provides for venue of Conciliation Court Actions. 64-2
S.F. 1089-Lesewski: Exempts highways, freeways and expressways from noise limits, requires a noise abatement study and measures for

freeways and expressways contingent on available funding, and requires an annual noise abatement report. 48-18
S.F. 512-§pear: Vulnerable Adults Reporting Act changes. 64-1
S.F. 871-Hottinger: Revises the procedures for the adoption and review of agency rules and requires fees to cover costs. 65-0
S.F. 230-Kelly: Increasing tort liability limits for claims against governmental units. 45-21

Bills granted final passage on Special Orders May 5, 1995
S.F. 1688-Merriam: Authorizes spending to acquire and better public land and buildings and other public improvements of a capital

nature, authorizes the sale of state bonds, requires periodic reports on the status of authorized and outstanding state bonds and
provides for cancellation of unused bond authorizations. 63-2
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Bills granted preliminary passage on General Orders May 5, 1995
S.F. 1019-Mondale: Establishes the Metropolitan Livable Communities fund and provides for fund distribution, reduces the levy

) authority of the Metropolitan Mosquito Control Commission, and authorizes an economic vitality and housing initiative. 59-3
S.F. 885-Ranum: Modifies the grounds and procedure for proving a public nuisance.
H.F. 493-Pogemiller: Omnibus pension bill that provides for various benefit modifications and related changes that require local

governing body approval.
H.F. 1567-Pogemiller: Regulates the deposit and investment of public funds and regulates agreements related to the funds.
S.F. 900-Piper: Relates to state family preservation programs, changes licensing requirements and reconsideration for foster care, adds

provisions for drop-in child care programs, adds provisions for the Minnesota Family Preservation Act, and expands eligibility for
Indian Child Welfare grants.

H.F. 1238-Price: Provides for planning, development, review, coordination of Metropolitan Area surface and groundwater
management.

H.F. 479-Morse: Provides for additions to and deletions from state parks, establishes a new state park and deletes two state waysides.
S.F. 1270-Dille: Clarifies procedures for agricultural chemical response reimbursement.
S.F. 467-Mondale: Provides for coordination and consolidation of public safety radio communications systems, provides for governance

and finance of the state and regional elements of a regionwide public safety radio communication system, extends the public safety
channel moratorium and authorizes the use of 911 emergency telephone service fees for costs of the regionwide public safety radio
communication system.

H.F. 833-Mondale: Modifies provisions relating to comprehensive municipal planning in the Metropolitan Area.
H.F. 493-Pogemiller: Makes changes to various local public employee pension plans and provides for various benefit modifications and

related changes that require local governing body approval.
S.F. 371-0Ison: Abolishes restrictions relating to the number oflanes on a specific portion ofl-394.

Bills granted concurrence and repassage May 8, 1995
S.F. 1404-SoI00: Regulates reinsurance intermediaries and provides for the investment of funds held by reinsurance intermediaries. 60-0

Bills granted final passage on the Calendar May 8, 1995
S.F. 1319-Cohen: Extends the availability of valuation exclusions for certain improvements made to property in 1992. 61-0
H.F. 479-Morse: Provides for additions to and deletions from state parks, establishes a new state park and deletes two state waysides. 62-0
S.F. 371-0Ison: Abolishes restrictions relating to the number of lanes on a specific portion of 1-394.61-0
H.F. 1238-Price: Provides for planning, development, review, coordination of Metropolitan Area surface and groundwater

management. 62-0
S.F. 885-Ranum: Modifies the grounds and procedure for proving a public nuisance. 62-0

)
S.F. 900-Piper: Relates to state family preservation programs, changes licensing requirements and reconsideration for foster care, adds

provisions for drop-in child care programs, adds provisions for the Minnesota Family Preservation Act and expands eligibility for
Indian Child Welfare grants. 59-0

H.F. 493-Pozemiller: Regulates various local public employee pension plans and provides for various benefit modifications and related
changes that require local governing body approval. 51-11

S.F. 467-Mondale: Provides for coordination and consolidation of public safety radio communications systems, provides for governance
and finance of the state and regional elements of a regionwide public safety radio communication system, extends the public safety
channel moratorium and authorizes the use of 911 emergency telephone service fees for costs of the regionwide public safety radio
communication system. 63-1

H.F. 833-Mondale: Modifies provisions relating to comprehensive municipal planning in the Metropolitan Area. 62-1
S.F. 1019-Mondale: Establishes the Metropolitan Livable Communities fund and provides for fund distribution, reduces the levy

authority of the Metropolitan Mosquito Control Commission, and authorizes an economic vitality and housing initiative. 57-8

Bills granted final passage on Special Orders May 8, 1995
S.F. 217-Cohen: Provides for enforcement of child support obligations, expands enforcement remedies for child support, authorizes

programs, provides for resolution of custody and visitation disputes, modifies data collection and publication and imposes penalties.
57-7

Bills granted final passage on the Calendar May 9, 1995
H.F. 1479-Mondale: Establishes an environmental improvement pilot program to promote voluntary compliance with environmental

requirements and modifies provisions relating to the voluntary investigation and cleanup program. 64-0

Bills granted final passage on Special Orders May 9, 1995
H.F. 446-Sams: Establishes licensure for acupuncture practitioners by the Board of Medical Practice, requires continuing education and

provides penalties. 57-4
H.F. 1573-Metzen: Regulates savings banks, modifies and clarifies statutory provisions relating to the structure and function of savings

banks and makes technical changes. 57-0 .
H.F. 628-Kiscaden: Creates a presumption of refusal or neglect of parental duties in specific termination of parental rights cases. 59-3
S.F. 339- Marty: Makes changes in laws relating to ethics, makes advisory opinions public data, authorizes civil penalties, clarifies

definitions and authorizes exceptions to the Dan on gifts. 46-20
S.F. 1562-Terwilliger: Limits the time within which authorized bonds may be issued. 64-0
S.F. 1052-Reichgott lunge: Makes changes to laws relating to domestic abuse, conforms domestic abuse definitions, includes persons

) with significant re ationships, allows certain minors to petition on their own behalf for orders for protections, provides for subsequent
petitions and extends time period for domestic abuse arrests. 38-25

S.F. 1233-Pappas: Establishes housing as a metropolitan system. 44-17

Bills that failed to pass on Special Orders May 9, 1995
H.F. 431-Novak: Includes certain homestead property value in the areawide tax base and subjects certain homestead property value to

the areawide tax rate. 32-34
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Conference committee reports adopted and repassed May 9, 1995
S.F. 965-Langseth: Authorizes issuance of permits for 12 foot wide loads of baled straw and changes classification and endorsement

requirements to operate a vehicle carrying liquid fertilizer. 62-0
H.F. 536-Limmer: Regulates residential building contractor licensees and provides a clarification. 63-0
H.F. 1159-Kroening: Authorizes municipalities to establish trust or escrow accounts for proceeds from losses arising from fire or

explosion of insured real property and authorizes municipalities to utilize escrowed funds to secure, repair, or demolish damages or
destroyed structures. 63-0

S.F. 375-Lessard: Directs the electric energy task force to consider new preferred alternativeenergy sources and provides for incentive
payments to closed system pumped hydropower facilities. 55-3

Conference committee reports failing to be repassed May 9, 199
S.F. 155-Stumpf: Authorizes poultry farmers to trap great horned owls. 32-29

Bills reconsidered and repassed May 10, 1995
H.F. 1573-Metzen: Regulates savings banks, modifies and clarifies statutory provisions relating to the structure and function of savings

banks and makes technical changes. 59-0

Bills granted final passage on Special Orders May 10, 1995
H.F. 1742-Piper: Provides for insurance coverage of bone marrow transplants for breast cancer treatment. 60-0
S.F. I044-Berg: Provides for renegotiation and legislative approval of tribal-state gaming compacts. 41-24
S.F. 1112-0urada: Authorizes Sherburne County to convey certain county ditches to tne city of Elk River. 62-0

Bills that failed to pass on Special Orders May 10, 1995
S.F. 1406-Terwilliger: Establishes and modifies salary limits for public officials. 22-44

Bills reconsidered and passed on Special Orders May 10, 1995
H.F. 431-Novak: Includes certain homestead property value in the areawide tax base and subjects certain homestead property value to

the areawide tax rate. 36-30

Bills granted final passage on the Calendar May 10, 1995
H.F. 1377-Dille: Clarifies procedures for agricultural chemical response reimbursement. 65-0

Bills granted final passage on Special Orders May 11, 1995
S.F. 529-Kroening: Requires installation of automatic sprinkler systems in existing high-rise buildings. 45-11
S.F. 845-Berglin: MinnesotaCare bill. 52-13

Conference committee reports reconsidered and passed May 11, 1995
S.F. 155-Stumpf: Authorizes poultry farmers to trap great horned owls. 39-22

Conference committee reports adopted and repassed May 11, 1995
H.F. 5-Samuelson: Welfare reform bill. 62-0 .
H.F. 1399-S010n: Imposes penalties for crimes involving assault on a police horse. 60-0
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Special Session held
With the intention ofcompleting some

unfmished business, the Senate opened a
three-day Special Session on Tues., May 24.

When the Senate adjourned the previous
day, several measures were left undone. Most
notably, time ran out on the regular session
before a fma! compromise agreement could be
reached on a K-12 education omnibus
appropriation bill. Conference committee
discussions on the education package had
stalled when members were unable to resolve
how those funds were to be distributed and
how long-term obligations created by proposals
under consideration could be limited.

That compromise was reached and approved
on Thurs., May 25 when the Senate passed
,.F. 4, the K-12 omnibus finance bill, 54-5.

o The bill, authored by Sen. Lawrence
Pogemiller (DFL-Mpls.), appropriates a total of
just under $5.77 billion for K-12 education
programs over the next biennium. Under the
proposal, the general education formula is

The Minnesota Senate Week in Review

Regular session adjourns increased from its currentlevel of$3,150 per
Two minutes before midnight, Mon.,May pupil to $3,205 for FY 1996. InFY 1997, the

22, Majority Leader Roger Moe (DFL-Erskine) formula will go to $3,505 and then be reduced
made the motion that "the Senate do now to $3,430 in FY 1998 as a cost control measure.
adjourn until 12 noon Tues., Jan. 16, 1996." The bill also combines the general
But, before the president of the Senate, Sen. education, transportation, training and
Allan Spear (DFL-Mpls.), could gavel the experience, and capital expenditure revenues
session to a close, the Minority Leader Dean into one formula. The new formula is slated for
Johnson (IR-Willmar) annOlmced that he had repeal at the start ofFY 1998 unless the
just been informed that the governor had Legislature acts to continue the formula
called a Special Session of the Legislature for 9 mechanism.
a.m. the next morning. Other provisions in the bill eliminate th~

Although the Senate completed work on all Dept. ofEducation and replaces it with aDept.
major components of the budget, the tax bill, ofChildren, Families and Learning on Oct. 1,
an emergency bonding bill and numerous 1995. A number of related programs will be
other pieces oflegislation, disagreement still transferred to the new department onJuly 1,
existed on the $6 billion education bill. 1996. A processto phase out the use oflevies

The Mon., May 22, day-long floor session to support special education while phasing in
culminated in the passage ofseveral major the use ofHACA aid, amounting to $30
pieces oflegislation in the closing hours. The million, replacing the levy revenue that is lost
'1enate adopted amendments from the other is also included.
Jody to the MinnesotaCare bill and repassed Other highlights of the bill include creation
the measure. The omnibus state government ofa Targeted Needs funding formula, a $12.5
funding bill, the omnibus transportation million appropriation for development of the
funding bill, the omnibus tax bill and an graduation rule, an additional $12 million to
emergency bonding bill were all approved create Family Services Collaborative, and
during the evening hours. Members also another $22.5 million for various technology
approved the child support enforcement bill, initiatives.
the Metropolitan Livable Communities bill, Also included in the bill is a $200 million
the "minibus" crime package and a appropriation to be placed into a budget
governmental reorganization bill. reserve, and a provision that caps total K-12

education spending for FY 1998 and FY 1999
at just more than $6 billion.

The bill, Pogemiller said, gives school
districts "new flexibility" in determining how
their funds are used. But by not providing
additional compensatory aid or giving
additional support to alternative learning
programs, he said the bill "does nothing to
close the learning gap among those students
that need it the most." "I think that we will
regret [not providing additional funds] in the
long run," Pogemiller said, "That's a battle we'll
need to fight again."

On a 53-6 vote, the Senate also passed a
$34.3 million emergency capital bonding bill.
Included in HE 1, sponsored by Sen. Gene
Merriam (DFL-Coon Rapids), is more than
$23 million for maximum effort school loans to
three school districts. Another $4.5 million is
earmarked for bridge repairs, while $400,000 is
provided to assist the City ofParkers Prairie
which lost much of its public facilities in an
explosion last April.

An appropriation of$1.5 million to acquire
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land around Eagle Creek, the last naturally
occurring trout stream in the Metro Area, is
also in the bill. Merriam said the Senate
proposed allocating $5 million for the land
acquisition. "Hopefully, we'll be able to
preserve part ofEagle Creek," he said, "but I'm
not very optimistic."

Sen. Steven Morse (DFL-Dakota) said he
was disappointed that additional funding was
not provided. "This a classic confrontation
between bulldozers and, in this case, brown
trout, and the bulldozers won," he said.

A motion to suspend the constitutional
requirements on bill introductions, so that the
Senate could consider HF. 5, failed to win the
two-third's majority needed to bring up the
proposal.

HF. 5, sponsored by Sen. leRoy Stumpf
(DFL-ThiefRiver Falls), modifies the state's
wetlands protection laws. Merriam objected to
the motion to suspend the rules and allow the
full Senate to consider the bill. After a lengthy
debate, the motion, which had been made by
Sen. Ember ReichgottJunge (DFL-New
Hope), failed when it did not gain 45 votes.

Several other bills were also considered
during the Special Session and members
approved two of those measures on Tues. S.F.
1, authored by Sen. Bob Lessard (DFL-Int'l.
Falls), an omnibus game and fish bill, was
introduced and passed, 60-0. The bill was
approved by a conference committee but was
not given fmal passage in the House before the
session ended.

Under the measure, the governor may issue
an executive order allowing Minnesota anglers
to transport fish caught in Canada into the
state. The bill also makes other modifications
to hunting and fishing seasons.

The Senate also passed S.F. 2, introduced by
Sen. John Marty (DFL-Roseville). The bill,
also considered during the regular session,
slightly modifies the ban on gifts to elected
officials. With little discussion, the bill was
passed, 49-12.

Subscription renewal
The last page of this edition of Briefly

contains a subscription renewal form for the
Senate Publications Office mailing list. Ifyou
wish to continue receiving Briefly and
Perspectives next session, please take a few
moments to look over the form, make the
necessary changes, and return the form to the
Senate Publications Office by June 10, 1995.
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Committee update
Education
Appointments recommended "

The Education Committee, co-chaired by _
Sen. Lawrence Pogemil1er (DFL-Mpls) ana
Sen. LeRoy Stumpf (DFL-ThiefRiver
Falls), met Tues., May 16, to considered the
governor's appointments for the position of
Commissioner of Education and to several
education boards.

The members recommended the Senate .
confirm the appointment of Linda Powell as
the Commissioner of Education. Powell's
nomination now goes to the full Senate for
further consideration.

The committee also recommended the
confirmation ofJeanne Kling, Thomas
Lindquist, Thomas Peacock, Georgina
Stephens and Nedra Wicks as members on
the State Board of Education.

The governor's eight nominees to the
board of Minnesota Center for Arts
Education were also considered and the
committee recommended the Senate
confirm their appointment. The eight
members are Terry Anderson, James
Bowlus, Ellen Doll, John Kim, Gary Chin
Fong Liew, Gale Mitchell, Ellen Palmer and
Patricia Surrat.

The committee also recommended
confirmation of the governor's appointees
to the Higher Education Board and the
Higher Education Facilities Authority.
Nominated for seats on the Higher Educa
tion Board are Irene Bertram, Steve
McElroy, Fannie Marshall Primm, Rachel
Scherer and Marty Seifert. The appointees
to the Higher Education Facilities Author
ity include Jack Amundson, Kathryn
Balstad Brewer, Earl Herring, John Hoyt,
Tom Martinson, James R. Miller, Christo
pher Nelson and Mollie Thibodeau.

Finance
Prompt~pay measure approved

A bill making the Dept. of Human
Services subject to the state's prompt
payment laws was amended and approved
by the Finance Committee, chaired by Sen.
Gene Merriam (DFL-Coon Rapids), on
Weds., May 17.

S.F. 999, sponsored by Sen. Phil Riveness
(DFL-Bloomington), obligates the Dept. of
Human Services (DHS) to make payments
for the costs of health care services provided
through the Medical Assistance, General
Assistance, or MinnesotaCare programs
within 30 days of when a claim is submit
ted.

Riveness offered an amendment that
modifies his original proposal. Under the
amendment, which the committee adopted,
DHS will have 30 days to payor deny
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payment for the costs of medical care
'services provided to a client in a state
program when a correct and complete claim
is submitted. The amendment also gives
the department 90 days to decide if
payments will be made on adjustment
claims or on second- and third-party
payment claims.

Larry Woods, of the DHS, said the
department supports the bill and that he
believes no additional costs would be
associated with the bill. Woods said federal
law already requires the department to pay
90 percent of its claims within 30 days.

S.F. 999 was approved and sent to the
Senate floor.

In other action, the committee also
approved a bill providing for payment of
various claims against the state. S.F. 1701,
authored by Sen. Randy Kelly (DFL-St.
Paul), appropriates $164,600 for payment of
claims. Kelly said the bill provides
$121 ,300 for claims filed by inmates who
were injured while carrying out duties at
state correctional institutions.

The bill also provides another $43,300, in
varying amounts, to individuals who
claimed veteran's bonuses because of their
service in World War 1, World War II, the
Korean War, and the Vietnam War. He
noted that the bill pays a claim from the
benficiary of a World War I veteran and
provides provides more than 140 bonuses to
veterans of World War II and their
beneficiaries.

Kelly said the commission has decided to
no longer pay the veteran's bonuses after
Dec. 30, 1995. "These bonuses have been
available for a long time," he said.

After adopting a technical amendment,
the bill was approved and sent to the floor.

The committee also approved S.F. 1186,
presented by Sen. Steven Novak (DFL
New Brighton). The bill increases the
income eligibility requirements for partici
pants in the Affordable Rental Investmeht
Fund. The measure also increases the
amount of rental assistance available to
Metro Area AFDC families. Both programs
are administered by the Housing Finance
Authority.

S.F. 806, authored by Sen. Steven Morse
(DFL-Dakota), modifies or increases a
number of retirement benefit programs.
The measure reactivates an early retirement
incentive program for employees of the
State Historical Society, the Metropolitan
Council and other Metro agencies. The
grant of additional service credit to
legislators elected in special elections is
repealed.

The bill also requires any future reduction
in local employer or state contributions to

the Minneapolis Employees Retirement
Fund (MERF) be redirected to the Minne
apolis Teachers' Retirement Fund Associa
tion. Other provisions allow the Higher
Education System to offer employer-paid
health insurance as an early retirement
incentive, and permits state employees to
regain a portion of their service credit, if
they left and then returned to public
service.

A number of amendments were offered
and adopted. The committee adopted a
motion by Morse to delete a provision
allowing any excess police and fire amorti
zation aid to be taken from the general fund
and re~llocated to police and fire relief
associations.

Members also adopted another Morse
amendment, allowing Technical College
System faculty to participate in an early,
retirement incentive program. The
incentive is presently available to the
faculty of the State University and Commu
nity College systems.

Riveness sponsored an amendment,
which was also adopted, making an
insurance carrier liable for failing to

properly credit the health insurance
payments made by MERF on behalf of
retirees.

The bill was approved and sent to the
floor.

Jobs, Energy and
Community Development
Confirmations recommended

The Jobs, Energy and Community
Development Committee met Thurs., May
11, to consider several gubernatorial
appointees for confirmation. Recommended
for confirmation were Kris Sanda commis
sioner, Dept. of Public Service; Peter
Gillette, commissioner, Dept. of Trade and
Economic Development; Joel Jacobs,
commissioner, Public Utilities Commission;
Katherine Hadley, commissioner, Minne
sota Housing Finance Agency; and Jane
Brown, commissioner, Dept. of Economic
Security.

Appointees recommended
Members of the Jobs, Energy and

Community Development Committee
recommended two appointees for confirma
tion by the full Senate at the Thurs., May
18, meeting.

The committee recommended the
confirmations ofJames Gustafson as
commissioner, Iron Range Resources and
Rehabilitation Board; and Thomas L.
Johnson, judge, Workers Compensation
Court of Appeals.
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Metropolitan and Local
Government
:Hockey funding bill advances

A bill allowing public funds to be used as
part of a local bid for a professional hockey
team was heard Tues. evening, May 16, by
the Metropolitan and Local Government
Committee.

The committee, chaired by Sen.. Jim
Vickerman (DFL-Tracy), re-referred the
measure to the Finance Committee without
recommendation.

Sponsored by Sen. James Metzen (DFL
South St. Paul), S.P. 1704 allows the
Metropolitan Sports Facilities Commission
(MSFC) to include the proceeds of special
revenue bonds as part of a local effort to buy
a professional hockey team. Metzen said
the amount of funding raised by the bonds
would be about $15 million.

Because the MSFC does not have the
authority to issue bonds, the revenue bonds
are to be issued by the Metropolitan
Council. The funds generated by the bond
sale may be transferred to the MSFC so that
the commission may attract a National
Hockey League team. The bill also requires
the commission seek a long-term commit
ment from the team to play its games at the
Target Center in Minneapolis. The bonds
)ill be paid off through the use of an
admission tax or surcharge on tickets to
hockey games or other professional hockey
league events.

Along with authorizing the use of public
funding to attract a professional hockey
team, the measure has connections to
amateur hockey programs in the state. A
provision in the bill requires the University
of Minnesota to enter into an agreement
that will allow the professional team to
practice at Mariucci Arena at no cost.

Another part of the bill provides an
appropriation to the Minnesota Amateur
Sports Commission (MASC). Metzen said
the commission will use the funds for grants
to communities that are planning to build
local ice arenas.

An amendment, offered by Vickerman
on the author's behalf, requires the Univer
sity to build an addition to or expand its
existing indoor ice facility to accommodate
the professional team's use of Mariucci
Arena while meeting other demands for ice
skating activities. The amendment, which
also clarifies the bonding provisions in the
bill, was adopted.

Henry Savelkoul, MSFC chair, said the
pmmission has been involved in efforts to
6ring a hockey team back to Minnesota.
While a local buyer has put an offer
together in an attempt to buy the Winnipeg
team, Savelkoul said the public funds will
help increase that offer.

He explained that the amount of revenue
that could be generated by a hockey team
in the Target Center - through ticket sales,
advertising revenues, etc. - would be ample
enough to support a team that is valued at
$40 million to $50 million.

"If [the price] goes higher than that, it
would not make economic sense to bring a
team here," Savelkoul said. "The price of
all professional teams are elevated above
the economic value, and that is the
situation we see here."

Adding public funds to the purchase
price of a team, Savelkoul said, provides "a
window of opportunity" for the professional
hockey to return to Minnesota. "Once the
session is over, we've lost that opportunity,"
he said.

Savelkoul said a analysis of the impact a
team would have in the state indicates that
about $4 million each year in new revenue
would be generated by the team through
various income and sales taxes. That
amount, he said, would be ample enough to
offset the sale of the bonds.

He added that the intent of the MSFC
was to negotiate with the team so that they
will play their games at the Target Center,
at least until the debt on the revenue bonds
is paid off.

But several members expressed concerns
about committing public dollars towards
the ownership of a professional sports
franchise. "1 don't think that government
should be involved in sports," Sen. Bob
Lessard (DFL-Int'1. Falls) said, "Teams
should either sink or swim on their own."

Sen. Don Betzold (DFL-Fridley) agreed.
"If we approve this, you can be sure that the
Twins and the Vikings will be in here
next," he said. Arguing that the state
should not be involved in a "stealing-the
team game," Sen. Sandra Pappas (DFL-St.
Paul) said the state was being used as a
partner to take away another city's team.

Savelkoul responded that the public has
been involved with professional sports in
the past, through local taxes and land
donations for the construction of other
facilities. "If we don't do anything, the
[Winnipeg] team won't be coming here," he
said, "It won't be the end of the world if
they don't, but the Metropolitan Sports
Facilities Commission is charged with
bringing a National Hockey League team
here and this is part of what we need to do
that."

When asked about the MSFC's intent to
tie a team to a long-term lease, Savelkoul
said the commission had no specific agenda
as to a course of action. He discussed the
possibility that public shares could be sold
to ensure that local interests are represented
in the team's ownership.

Paul Erickson, executive director of the

Minnesota Amateur Sports Commission,
called the bill "an unprecedented way to tie
professional sports to amateur sports'
needs." Citing a report issued earlier this
year, Erickson said there is a growing
demand for ice time at local arenas around
the state. He attributed the demand to the
increasing interest in girls' hockey, as well
as the continued demand for public skating
time at local arenas.

Erickson said the the appropriation to the
MASC will come from revenue generated
by a professional hockey team. Those funds
will be used to support development of up
to 90 new arenas throughout the state.

The proposed allocation to the MASC,
Sen. Pat Pariseau (IR-Farmington) said,
causes "some discomfort." She said that
there are some ice arenas in the Metro Area
that are under-used. She also questioned
whether some communities should be given
funds to build arenas while others will not
be funded. Erickson said the funds are not
intended to cover the entire cost of new
arenas, but to provide local communities
with an incentive. "The $100,000 grant we
would provide will be the last amount of
money [communities] will need to fund the
project," Erickson said, "Local public and
private funds will have to be put together
first."

Sen. Terry Johnston (IR-Prior Lake)
offered a motion to remove a provision
stating that the state's supp~rt for the
funding proposed in the measure was
necessary for public health and welfare.
"The more I think about it, the more it
makes me angry," she said, "Our constitu
ents are going to think we're a lot of fools if
we say it is in the public's interest to
approve this bill."

Metzen said the provision was added to
the bill as a constitutional protection. He
said that should the bill be enacted into law
and then challenged in court, the courts
will determine if the Legislature's intent was
related to the public interest, as the State
Constitution requires. The Johnston
motion was not adopted. The bill was
advanced to the Finance Committee.

Friday, May 12
Conference report rejected

One of the final acts of Friday's session
was the Senate's decision to re-refer back to
conference committee S.P. 188, a bill
related to appropriations for the redesign of
athletic field and facilities at Brainerd
Technical College. Authored by Sen. Don
Samuelson (DFL-Brainerd), the measure
also authorizes additional design and
constructionof space at certain community
college campuses.

Sen. Gene Merriam (DFL-Coon Rapids)
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Floor action
objected to concurrence because of an
additional $9 million dollar appropriation.
Merriam said that the funding, intended for
the remodeling of adolescent treatment
facilities in Brainerd and Willmar, was
never discussed in a Senate committee. "To
tack a big bonding appropriation onto the
measure in conference committee is
inappropriate," Merriam argued.

Sen. Dean Johnson (IR-Willmar)
encouraged members to vote against
Merriam's motion. He told Senators that
the facilities at Willmar and Brainerd were
full, and because of the "merit of the issue,"
members should concur with the report.
But on a roll-call vote, 39-24, members
approved the Merriam motion and re
referred S.P. 188 back to conference
committee.

Tuesday, May 16
Appropriations bill rejected

Members of the Senate spent part of the
Tues., May 16, floor session discussing the
conference committee report on the state
department omnibus bill. The bill appro
priates $508 million to a number of state
government agencies and programs. Much
of the debate was not on the actual report,
but rather on whether the Senate should
return the bill to conference committee.
That motion, approved by the Senate, was
made by Sen. LeRoy Stumpf (DFL-Thief
River Falls), who argued that a proposed
delay in a University of Minnesota steam
plant is inappropriate. The plant delay
in the report reverses the University's
previous planning and waste~ their time and
money, Stumpf said. The cost to the
University may run between $20 million
and $70 million, he added. Opposing
Stumpf's motion, Sen Phil Riveness (DFL
Bloomington) noted that the decision
making process had included extensive
community involvement and discussion
and had resulted in an "environmentally
and economically superior" provision.

"Conference committees are about the
art of compromise," said Sen. Steven Morse
(DFL-Dakota), encouraging members to
respect this compromise and reject Stumpf's
motion. Despite objections, the motion
passed by a vote of 38-27.

In other action on the floor, the Senate
confirmed numerous department commis
sioners, including Laura King as Commis
sioner of the Dept. of Finance. The other
confirmations are: James Ulland, Dept. of
Commerce commissioner; Patricia Fischer,
Allan Fonfara, Peggy Moon and Howard
Register to the Gambling Control Board;
Diane Kroupa, Tax Court; James Denn,
Dept. of Transportation commissioner;
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Elaine Hansen, Dept. of Administration;
Bruce Johnson, Dept. of Employee Rela
tions commissioner; Bernard R. Melter,
Dept. of Veterans Affairs commissioner;
James Main and Wayne Sletten to the
Minnesota Veterans Homes Board of
Directors; Frank Wood, Dept. of Correc
tions commissioner; Robert Johnson and
Veran Kelly, to the Board on Judicial
Standards; David Beaulieu, Dept. of Human
Rights commissioner; Maria Gomez, Dept.
of Human Services commissioner; and Bob
Deem and Debra McBride to the Harmful
Substance Compensation Board.

Members also confirmed the appoint
ment of Curtis Johnson as chair of the
Metropolitan Council. In addition, the
appointments of Charles Amason,
Terrrence Flower, David Hartley,Martha
Head, Kevin Howe, Carol Kummer, Patrick
Leung, Ester Newcome, Neil Peterson,
Roger Scherer, Bill Schreiber, Julius Smith,
Mary Smith, Stephen Wellington, Barbara
Williams and Diane Wolfson to the
Metropolitan Council were all approved.
Approval was also given to R. Jane Brown
as Dept. of Economic Security commis
sioner; Krista Sanda as Dept. of Public
Service commissioner; E. Peter Gillette as
Dept. of Trade and Economic Development
commissionerj·Katherine Hadley as
Minnesota Housing Finance Agency
commissioner and Joel Jacobs to the Public
Utilities Commission.

Wednesday, May 17
HHS conference report okayed

At a Weds., May 17, floor session, the
Senate gave final approval to S.P. 1110, the
Health and Human Services Omnibus
Appropriations bill.

Sen. Don Samuelson (DFL-Brainerd)
presented the changes outlined in the
conference committee report. The final
compromise does not differ much from the
Senate version, Samuelson said. Both
bodies passed many of the same provisions,
he said, and the total funding for both
versions of the bill were within $2 million
of each other:

Samuelson said the process was a difficult
one because the goal was to realize a
substantial reduction in the growth of the
departments of Health and Human
Services. The final budget is $65 million
less than the governor's proposal, he said, or
a total of$5.105 billion. Making the cuts
were difficult, he said, but when the
committee was finished members felt they
had done as "fair a job as could be done."

Of the $4.8 billion appropriated to the
Dept. of Human Services for the coming
biennium, $3.4 billion is allocated to health

care services, including medical assistance
long-term care facilities, General Assistanc1

Medical Care, and medical assistance '
managed care and fee-for-service. Some
$638 million is dedicated to economic self
sufficiency programs, such as STRIDE
grants, AFDC grants, work readiness grants,
and Minnesota Family Investment Plan
grants. Another $40 million is allocated to
children's programs for the biennium.

The bill also appropriates $111.5 million
to the Dept. of Health.

According to Samuelson, the greatest
changes made in conference committee
discussions were in two areas. The commit
tee accepted the Senate changes in nursing
home reimbursement rates and efficiency
incentives. The major change is the
establishment of a system to allow the Dept.
of Human Services to enter into contracts
that will offer better care and more flexibil
ity, he explained.

The committee accepted the House
version of restructuring of the Tax Equity
and Fiscal Responsibility Act (TEFRA) and
Personal Care Attendant (PCA) programs.
TEFRA allows a child's income to be
considered separately from their parents'
income in determining Medical Assistance
eligibility. While the program faced
elimination early on inSenate committee
discussions, the bill specifies that TEFRA
will serve disabled children at risk of
institutionalization. Other children will go
into waivered services.

Samuelson said some of the changes
made to the programs include stricter
definitions to qualify, an 18-month time
period before anyone can be removed from
the programs, and a built-in safety net for
those children cut from programs. He
explained that a screening process will be
utilized to determine who will be removed
from TEFRA, and that more funding will be
funneled to mental health and advisory
services.

After minimal discussion, the Senate
passed the final version of the bill in a 56
11 roll-call vote.

Thursday, May 18
Higher Ed funding bill passes

The higher education funding conference
committee report, S.P. 1856, was granted
final approval at the Thurs., May 18, floor
session on a 67-0 vote.

The $2.144 billion measure is sponsored
by Sen. LeRoy Stumpf (DFL-Thief River '
Falls). Stumpfsaid the other body's bill haL.
basically eliminated the Higher Education
Coordinating Board (HECB). The confer
ence committee report, however, reassigns
many of the responsibilities formerly



handled by the HECB into the new Higher
Education Services Offices (HESO). The
'measure includes $236 million for that
bffice, as well as $937 million for the
Minnesota State Colleges and University
system (MnSCU), $969 million for the
University of Minnesota, and $1.8 million
for the Mayo Medical Foundation.

Stumpf said the bill will result in a tuition
increase of approximately 3 percent per year
in the next biennium. Accordingly, the
measure includes corresponding adjust
ments to the state's financial aid program.
The measure allocates $4.5 million for
increasing grants to cover the tuition raise
and $2.6 million is allocated for living and
maintenance expense inflation.

The HESO portion of the bill also
includes one-time expenditures of $430,000
for moving the summer scholarship program
from the Dept. of Education and $90,000
for the MINITEX library system.

The measure's allocations to MnSCU
includes $19.2 million to restore the fiscal
base to the level it was previous to the cap
set by the governor in 1993.

The merged system also receives
$800,000 for infrastructure expenses related
to establishing co-located campuses; and
$750,000 for automated library access.

The University of Minnesota portion of
)e budget bill includes $16.2 million for
restoring the base to the pre-cap level. It
also allocates $30.7 million for critical issues
identified in the U2000 planning process.
The measure allocates $7.7 million for
implementing recommendations that were
vetoed by the governor last year. Those
recommendations include establishing an
indigent dental care program at the U ofM
and automating the registration and class
scheduling system.

The measure also earmarks $120,000 for
establishing a Mayo Clinic residency
program at St. Cloud Hospital.

The measure calls for the commissioner
of finance to hold in reserve $5 million
each for MnSCU and the U of M, to be
released only if the schools meet several
performance standards outlined in the bill.
Among those standards are increasing both
student retention rates and graduation rates
by 2 percent a year, increasing the number
of courses offered on television, and
increasing the portion of school budgets
that are devoted to instruction.

Commissioner Jordan confirmed
After extensive discussion and contro

)ersy, the Senate confirmed Michael Jordan
as Commissioner of Public Safety in floor
action on Thurs., May 18. Despite the
initial - and failed - recommendation not
to approve the appointment, Sen. Allan
Spear (DFL-Mpls.) moved to confirm

Jordan. That motion passed, 59-6.
The commissioner's confirmation

continued to spark debate even after several
hearings in the Crime Prevention Commit
tee. Several Senators, including Sen. John
Marty (DFL-Roseville) opposed the
confirmation, stating that a combination of
several incidents painted a portrait of "poor
judgement" and "lack of candor and
honesty" on the part ofJordan. The
incidents alluded to include Jordan's refusal
to discuss a St. Paul gun permit with the
committee.

Agreeing with Marty, Spear said that
although the information is private data
and Jordan did not knowingly violate the
law, the commissioner's actions portray him
as distant and aloof. Spear went on to
discuss the "rumblings of discontent" within
the department prior to the hearings.

Favoring confirmation, Sen. Ellen
Anderson (DFL-St. Paul) said that the
discussions had been full of "misinformation
and insinuation" regarding the gun permit
and other actions. Don't tum this confir
mation into a divisive, partisan battle, she
said. When the motion not to confirm
Jordan failed by a vote of 8-56, the opposite
motion quickly passed.

In other floor action, the Senate passed
S.F. 1670, the omnibus jobs, energy and
community development conference
committee report. Carried by Sen. Carl
Kroening (DFL-Mpls.), the bill appropriates
$347 million to state agencies, including
$55 million to the Dept. of Trade and
Economic Development, $47 million to the
Housing Finance Agency and $100 million
to the Dept. of Economic Security.
Kroening noted that the bill increases the
appropriations to job skills training by 48
percent.

A recently added provision relating to
the presidential primary received discussion
on the floor. Sen. Douglas Johnson (DFL
Cook) opposed the change that does not
require a presidential primary to be held
until April 1999. Johnson said that the
measure is not fair to Minnesota citizens by
delaying participation. "Don't deny the
citizens of Minnesota the right to fully
participate in presidential elections" urged
Johnson. Kroening explained that the bill
does not change current law. The bill
passed by a vote of 40-17.

Environmental funding bill passed
The final portion of the Thurs., May 18,

floor session was devoted to discussion and
repassage of S.F. 106, the omnibus environ
ment and natural resources funding bill.
Sen. Steven Morse (DFL-Dakota), sponsor
of the measure, outlined the provisions of
the bill as developed by the conference
committee. "I will say that it is a good

compromise, though I'm not entirely happy
with the bill," Morse said. "We do have a
number of provisions in here that try to
change the direction of our environmental
agencies," he added. Morse said that the
change in direction emphasizes integrated
or eco-based management to try to break
down the walls in the various agencies.

"As the bill left the Senate, we had cuts
of $4.3 million but we are bringing back a
bill with 3/4 of a million in cuts as a
compromise," Morse said. The compromise
is a very manageable reduction, he said.
The measure appropriates $3.6 million
more than the original Senate bill, Morse
said, but the difference is offset by increases
in revenue.

The bill appropriates a total of $575.3
million in direct appropriations to various
environmental agencies. Under the
measure, $78.1 million is appropriated to
the Pollution Control Agency, $41 million
is appropriated to the Office of Environ
ment Assistance, $10.3 million is appropri
ated to the Minnesota Zoological Board,
$317.9 million is appropriated to the Dept.
of Natural Resources, $27.7 million is
appropriated to the Board of Water and
Soil Resources, and $48.5 million is
appropriated to the Dept. of Agriculture.
Appropriations to a variety of other smaller
agencies complete the budget package for
environmental programs.

Morse said that the bill eliminates the
free days at the Minnesota Zoo but provides
for admission passes for low income
individuals. The bill also repeals the
Canadian fish importing law and retains the
Senate position on the Passing on the Farm
Center to assist beginning farmers and
family farm operations. The bill includes
House language for programs encouraging
the use of native vegetation, and for
increases in registrar's fees for all-terrain
vehicles, off-highway vehciles, snowmobiles
and watercraft.

Morse also said that the bill contains
compromise language on ethanol. Under
the compromise the gas tax credit on
ethanol blended with gasoline will be
reduced to eight cents per gallon from Oct.
1, 1995 to Oct. 1, 1996, reduced to five
cents per gallon from Oct. 1, 1996 to Oct.
1, 1997, and eliminated altogether after
Oct. 1, 1997. In addition, the payment to
producers will stop at the year 2000 or 10
years after the start of production whichever
is later.

There was little debate on the measure
and the compromise bill was repassed on a
vote of 44-22.

Members also acted on the confirmation
of several gubernatorial appointments in
the education area. Members approved the
appointments of Linda Powell as commis-
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sioner of the Dept. of Education, and of
Irene Bertram, Steve McElroy, Fannie
Marshall Primm, Rachel M. Scherer and
Marty Seifert to the Higher Education
Board. In addition, members approved the
appointments of Terry Anderson, James
Bowlus, Ellen Doll, John C. Kim, Gary
Chin-Fong Liew, Gale R. Mitchell, Ellen
Pamer and Patricia Surrat to the Board of
the Minnesota Center for Arts Education.
The appointments ofJack Amundson,
Kathryn Balstad Brewer, Earl Herring, John
Hoyt, Tom Martinson, James R. Mtller,
Christopher A. Nelson and Mollie
Thibodeau to the Minnesota Higher
Education Facilities Authority also were
approved. The appointments ofJeanne
Kling, Thomas Lindquist, Thomas Peacock,
Nedra M. Wicks and Georgina Y. Stephens
to the State Board of Education also gained
Senate confirmation.

Friday, May 19
Workers' comp bill worked out

Senators worked throughout the day and
into the night Fri., May 19, before finally
approving a version of the workers compen
sation bill with a 37-28 final vote that allied
conservative DFLers with Independent
Republicans.

After six hours of procedural maneuver
ing and, often contentious, debate, the
Senate eventually approved the House
version of a workers comp package but not
before rejecting another version of the bill
and 20-some amendments decided by
narrow margins.

Sen. Steve Novak (DFL-New Brighton),
author of S.F. 1020, began the marathon
session by presenting a delete-everything
amendment to H.F. 642. The amendment
"is the solution of a long-standing debate in
the state," Novak said in his explanation.
The bi-partisan supported amendment
offers a set of solutions to redesign the
system of workers compensation, he said.
The amendment appropriately reduces
benefits but also provides a balance so no
one element of the system gains, he said.

His description of the delete-all amend
ment was followed by comments from some
Senators who said they disagreed with
portions of the bill but were willing to
concede to the proposals. Both Sen. Don
Samuelson (DFL-Brainerd) and Sen. Kevin
Chandler (DFL-White Bear Lake) said they
would support the amendment as "the lesser
of two evils." Chandler pointed out that the
Senate galleries were not filled with
ordinary working folks because none of the
workers compensation packages take into
consideration the legitimately injured
workers.
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After further debate, the Novak amend
ment failed on a 31-35 vote.

Sen. Dallas Sams (DFL-Staples) immedi
ately followed with a motion that reinstated
language from the House version of the bill.

Sams outlined some of the major
provisions in the bill, saying it made
Minnesota competitive with neighboring
states while still decreasing premiums. One
provision allowing workers compensation
insurance rates to be increased up to 25
percent drew fire from some Senators who
argued that the whole premise of reform
should be to lower costs to employers.

Other provisions are the elimination of
the two-tier system, new maximum and
minimum wage replacement benefits, a 2
percent cap of the escalator adjustment, and
a penalty in cases where an injured worker
is not rehired even though employment is
available and the employee can work within
the physical limitations of the injury.

The bill also makes changes to the
assigned-risk plan; employers not eligible for
experience rating have a credit of up to 33
percent while employers with experience
rating have credits up to 10 percent.

Several amendments were attempted.
Sen. Janet]ohnson (DFL-North Branch)
successfully offered an amendment deleting
a provision creating a Workers Compensa
tion Advisory Commission to over-see and
review workers compensation insurance
rates.

Sen. Steve Murphy (DFL-Red Wing) also
gained approval for an amendment
directing the legislative auditor to conduct
an evaluation of the assigned-risk plan and
report back to the Legislature by Jan. 15,
1996. Many small businesses are in the plan
because of their size, not because of their
safety records, Murphy explained, and
consequently they pay some of the highest
insurance rates. The provision was adopted
on a voice vote.

Leading up to the final vote, supporters
hailed the proposal while opponents
minced few words. The bill ensures
"Minnesota will continue to have one of
the most generous workers compensation
systems in the nation," said Sen. Linda
Runbeck (IR-Circle Pines).

The reductions in workers compensation
costs that the bill provides will allow
Minnesota to maintain its economy and
compete for new business, said Sen. Dean
Johnson (IR-Willmar). "This bill sends a
strong signal, that we want jobs," he said.

But Novak said passing the bill will mark
"a sad day for Minnesota and for the
workers of this state." He said the bill is
taking workers compensation and "slanting
it all one way." "I would hope that we
would have had a compromise bill," said

Sen. Roger Moe (DFL-Erskine). "Instead, we
can call this the workers compensation
insurance company excess profit act of 1995."

Sen. Carl Kroening (DFL-Mpls.) said the
benefit reductions are "all going to insur
ance companies." "Yes, you did a job on
the workers of Minnesota," he said.

The final vote followed a number of
attempts to add several provisions of
Novak's bill onto the House file. Only two
of 20 amendments were approved, includ
ing an amendment, sponsored by Sams,
making technical corrections and adding
several effective dates for parts of the bill.

Moe offered an amendment to the small
business merit rating plan, requiring that
employers receive a full 33 percent credit
against the amount of the workers compen
sation premiums. The credit will be given
to employers that have had no lost time
claims filed against them in the previous
three years. "This is a clear opportunity to
guarantee that some employers will pay
less," said Moe. The amendment was
adopted, 55-1.

On a 30-35 vote, the Senate defeated an
amendment, presented by Murphy, to

modify the determination of maximum
medical improvement. Under the amend
ment, maximum improvement would not
be reached until an injured worker is free 01

pain. "This is vital to people with back
injuries," Murphy argued. "You can't say
that someone has reached their maximum
medical improvement if they are still in pain."

Another Murphy amendment, requiring
employees whose permanent partial
disability rating is less than 15 percent to
demonstrate they are totally and perma
nently incapable of returning to work, also
was defeated, 28-35.

Among the other amendments that were
not adopted was a proposal, offered by Sen.
Randy Kelly (DFL-St. Paul), requiring that
if rehabilitation consultation services are
needed, those services may only be pro
vided by a qualified consultant. The
amendment was defeated, 24-39.

An amendment, sponsored by Novak,
calling for a workers compensation insur
ance rate freeze until Jan. 1, 1997, also
failed, 29-35.

Members narrowly defeated an amend
ment, from Sen. Harold "Skip" Finn (DFL
Cass Lake), to remove a provision that
limits the length of time that individuals
receiving compensation may file for
retraining. On a 32-34 vote, the Finn
amendment was not adopted.

Chandler made two attempts to amend the
bill. The first amendment, requiring insurance
companies to reduce their rates by 11 percent
for all policies in effect between Ocr. 1, 1995
and Mar. 1,1996, was rejected 28-36.



Chandler's second amendment proposed
to repeal all of the state's workers compen

'Sation laws and to allow compensation
~ettlements to be governed by common law.
The amendment failed, 20-44.

Minimum wage hike passed
By a 35-30 margin, the Senate passed a

bill, Fri. night; May 19, to raise the state's
minimum wage by 25-cents-an-hour.

S.F. 302, authored by Sen. Randy Kelly
(DFL-St. Paul), raises the minimum wage
from $4.25 to $4.50 an hour for employers
whose annual gross sales volume is more
than $500,000 per year, effective Oct. 1.
1995. The bill also sets a minimum wage of
$4.75 per hour for employees at large firms
who have worked for more than 90 days
after Oct. 1. The minimum wage goes to
$5-an-hour for employees who work at large
firmsfor more than 180 days after that date.

Employees of businesses that have a gross
sales volume of less than $500,000 annually
will get comparable increases under the bill.
Effective Oct. 1, the minimum wage will go
from $4 to $4.25, with a 25-cent increase
fOf employees who work for 90 days after
that date. For employees of a small
company who work for 180 days after Oct.
1, the minimum wage is set at $4.75.
\ The bill was taken from the table on the
}eels of the Senate's approval of the
worker's compensation proposal. The two
bills had become wedded when the
minimum wage bill was first taken up in the
Senate on Mar. 23. Several members had
objected to taking action on the measure
until a workers' compensation bill had also
.been considered, and the minimum wage
bill was tabled at that time.

After the Kelly's motion to take S.F. 302
from the table was adopted, he encouraged
members to approve the bill and provide
the first increase in the minimum wage
since 1991. Kelly said that two-thirds of the
workers who now earn minimum wage are
over age 21 and contribute their earnings to
support a family. "We passed a worker's
compensation bill that reduces employer's
costs," he said, "We should now pass a bill
increasing the minimum wage for those
workers who need it the most."

Sen. Linda Runbeck OR-Circle Pines)
said the minimum wage increase "isn't the
kind of tool we really need." She said that
80 percent of minimum wage workers are
members of middle-income families and live
at home. Runbeck also argued that the
government should allow competition for
)mployees to drive wage levels.
. "It's sheer folly for us to be telling retailers
what they should pay," Runbeck said. "This
bill would put Minnesota in the unique
position of [having a higher minimum wage]
than the surrounding states."

Sen. Steven Novak (DFL-New Brighton)
said, when the bill was heard in the Jobs,
Energy and Community Development
Committee, members "heard a lot of
testimony that the issue on this bill is
income." "In order to allow people to make
enough to support a family, we need to
increase the minimum wage," he said.

Sen. Steve Dille (IR-Dassel) also shared
his support for the minimum wage increase.
"Free market forces have raised the mini
mum wage above the level in this bill," he
said, "But it just doesn't make sense not to
have the minimum wage be higher."

Before approving the bill, the Senate
narrowly rejected an amendment, spon
sored by Dille, allowing restaurants to
include a credit for tips that waiters and
waitresses receive as part of their wage. He
said the amendment would allow restau
rants to balance the amount spent on wages
among those employees who will receive
tips and those who will not.

Sen. Sam Solon (DFL-Duluth) recom
mended members approve the tip credit
proposal. He said credit had been in effect
until the mid-1980s. Many restaurants "are
operating on avery narrow margin," he
said. "I've seen many businesses close
because we repealed the tip credit," said
Solon.

But Sen. Pat Piper (DFL-Austin),
speaking in opposition the amendment, said
"it would be tragic" to support the amend
ment. "Very few waitresses would get
enough tips every hour to make up the
difference between their hourly wage and
the minimum wage," she said.

The Dille amendment fell on a 30-31 roll
call vote.

Crime omnibus bill passed
An $862 million crime prevention omnibus

package, assembled by a committee ofSenate
and House conferees, was passed by the full
Senate, Fri. night, May 19.

Authored by Sen. Tracy Beckman (DFL
Bricelyn), H.F. 1700 provides the biennial
appropriations for the state's judicial and
public defense system, as well as for the
Dept. of Corrections and other criminal
justice agencies.

Beckman said the bill "strikes a balance
between the need to protect public safety
and things that make a difference in
communities." He said the measure
includes a $70 million increase for correc
tional institutions over the previous
biennial budget while raising the amount of
funding made available for community
services to "levels that are unprecedented in
the state's history."

The bill includes a $545.6 million
appropriation to the Dept. of Corrections
for FY 1996 and FY 1997. The majority of

the department's funding, $360 million, is
earmarked for the operation of the state's
correctional institutions. Another $142.5
million is designated for community service
programs managed by the department.

Another $55.5 million is allocated for the
next biennium to support the operations
and services of the Dept. of Public Safety
(DPS). Of that amount, $29.1 million is
provided for the Bureau of Criminal
Apprehension in FY 1996 and FY 1997,
and $6.2 million is provided for drug policy
and violence prevention programs run by
DPS.

An appropriation of $133.8 million is
provided to operate the state's District
Court System, and another $39.7 million is
provided for the operations and programs of
the Supreme Court. The state's Court of
Appeals is specified to receive $11.6 million
in FY 1996 and FY 1997, and $76.3 million
will go to the Public Defense Board in the
next two fiscal years.

Along with the allocations provided in
the bill, Beckman said the measure also
includes habitual truancy and safe school
programs. Beckman said the Senate bill
also had called for closing the Red Wing
and Sauk Centre correctional institutions,
but that provision was replaced by a
feasibility study.

Additional crime-related provisions
lengthen the maximum sentence of a
person convicted of predatory crime, in
which sexual contact is involved, to 40
years in prison. The definition of violent
crimes, which are a felony, is expanded to
include crimes that are committed for the
benefit of a gang or in which an individual
has a bullet-proof vest in their possession.
Also included in the definition are the
crimes of harassment and stalking, and
shooting at a public transit vehicle or
facility. A felony violation of malicious
punishment of a child, and child neglect or
endangerment are added to the crimes-of
violence definition.

Under the bill, counties are given the
authority to establish a county-wide curfew.
A misdemeanor conviction is also required
for individuals who are found guilty of
peeping into hotel rooms, tanning booths or
other places where privacy is normally
expected.

Other provisions require apartment
building owners to cond\.1ct criminal
background checks before hiring a building
manager and create a fireworks operator
certification process.

Sen. Gene Merriam (DFL-Coon Rapids)
questioned the appropriation the conferees
adopted to run the state's correctional
institutions. Commenting that the FY
1997 appropriation is $8 million below the
FY 1996 amount, he said it was unusual to
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see an operating budget decrease in the
second year of a biennium.

Beckman said the conferees could not
agree to close the Red Wing and Sauk
Centre facilities, which is why a study was
established. He added that the reduction
was made in anticipation that the facilities
would be closed in FY 1997.

But Merriam said the conference
committee report is "smoke and mirrors"
because of the decrease in operational
funding. He said it is true that the state's
correctional expenditures, per capita, are
lower than the national average. "That's
true because we have fewer inmates per
capita," Merriam said, "but we're also
spending more per inmate than the
national average."

''What we're saying is that we will need to
put $8 million into the corrections budget next
year," he said. ''Whatever needs there are next
year, they will just need to getin line."

But Beckman argued that this year marked
the first occasion that the budget request for
the Dept. ofCorrections had been scrutinized.
"For some reason, we have never been timid
about increasing the amounts in this budget,"
he said, "We have been afraid to ask if it was all
really necessary."

Several members expressed a concern
that funding for community service
programs was not increased by $70 million
as was provided for correctional institutions.
Sen. Allan Spear (DFL-Mpls.) said mem
bers should not be surprised that funding for
community service programs was not
increased by a like amount. "As we have
passed stricter sentencing guidelines in the
past years, some of us warned that [higher
correctional institution funding] would
happen," he said. After the conference
committee's report was adopted on a voice
vote, H.F. 1700 was passed, 53-10.

In other business, the Senate also passed
the conference committee report on S.F.
512. The bill, which modifies provisions of
the Vulnerable Adults Act, was given the
Senate's approval on a 62-0 vote.

The bill, authored by Spear, establishes
criminal penalties for persons who are
convicted of abusing vulnerable adults.
Individuals convicted of abusing a vulner
able adult, resulting in death, will be subject
to a sentence of up to 15 years of imprison
ment and a fine of up to $30,000. Lesser
penalties also are established, depending on
the degree of intent.

The bill also appropriates $2.2 million in
the next biennium for related vulnerable
adult programs operated by the Dept. of
Health, the Dept. of Human Services, the
Attorney General's Office and the Dept. of
Public Safety.

Spear said the only difference in the bill
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from the version approved by the Senate
and the measure as it came from conference
committee is tied to a provision that
requires abuse to be reported. He said a
person who knew a vulnerable adult was
being abused but failed to report that abuse
may be subject to a gross misdemeanor.

Pay raise measure okayed
A bill providing salary increases for the

state's constitutional officers, judges and
legislators was given a second life during the
Senate's Fri., May 19, night floor session
and narrowly won approval, 35-30.

S.F. 1406, authored by Sen. Roy
Terwilliger OR-Edina), sets salary increases
forcourt judges, effective on Jan. 1, 1996,
and for constitutional officers and legislators
on Jan. 1, 1997. Thebill requires the
increase to be the lesser of either three
percent or the average of the across-the
board increases provided in the collective
bargaining agreements for state employees.

The measure also sets the salary ranges for
state agency commissioners and higher
education system heads as a percentage of
the governor's salary.

The Senate had rejected the bill earlier in
the session, but the measure was subse
quently reconsidered and then tabled.
Terwilliger moved to take the bill from the
table and his motion was adopted. The
members then adoptedTerwilliger's
amendment to remove a provision in the
bill that requires the salary increases
recommended by the state's Compensation
Council to take effect on Jan. 1, 1996.
Those recommendations.call for a 3 percent
increase for elected officials and judges.

Sen. John Marty (DFL-Roseville) offered
an amendment to cap the governor's salary
at 10 times what a full-time worker earning
the minimum wage would receive annually.
"Doing this affects a lot more than the
governor's salary," said Sen. Allan Spear
(DFL-Mpls.). He argued that limiting the
governor's salary would also place signifi
cantly reduce the salaries that can be
awarded to commissioners and higher
education heads. "It is hard for us to be
competitive in attracting qualified people
for these positions," he said, "This could
make it more difficult to do so."

Marty countered that his intent in offering
the amendment was not to reduce the
governor's salary, "but to raise the minimum
wage." The amendment failed, 8-52.

Monday, May 22
Session countdown

The final day of the 1995 legislative
session, Mon. May 22, began with concur
rence and repassage of a number of bills.

However Sen. Janet Johnson's (DFL
North Branch) measure, S.F. 462, a bill tha
transfers solid waste management duties of
the Metropolitan Council to the Office of
Environmental Assistance, was rejected by
members and re-referred back to Confer
ence Committee. The contentious provi
sion that prompted Senators' action related
to use of chromated copper arsenate
(CCA), a chemical used to treat lumber.
Under Johnson's measure, the sale and use
of CCA in Minnesota is prohibited.

Several Senators rose to speak against the
prohibition, saying that it penalizes
Minnesota businesses. "It just doesn't make
sense to prohibit Minnesota companies
from selling treated wood, when companies
right across the border in Wisconsin can sell
it," said Sen. Bob Lessard (DFL-Int'l. Falls).
He added that Minnesota is the only state
nationwide that does not allow the sale of
CCA-treated wood.

Sen. Kevin Chandler (DFL-White Bear
Lake) also objected tothe provision. "This
puts extraordinary hardship on Minnesota
companies," Chandler said, "and further
more, it (CCA) doesn't hurt the environ
ment."

Johnson argued, however, that there are
several studies which have examined the
environmental effects of CCA, and that
interpretations vary. "I've read reports with
exactly the opposite results," Johnson said.

Sen. Dan Stevens OR-Mora) pointed out
that CCA.is a restricted product, regulated
by the Environmental Pollution Agency
and the Dept. of Agriculture. In light of
CCA's long-standing safety record, Stevens
called the prohibition "unnecessary."

Sen. Deanna Wiener (DFL-Mendota
Heights) and Sen. Steven Morse (DFL
Dakota) urged members to support the
provision, while calling for further investi
gation of CCA's effects during the interim.

Nonetheless, Lessard's motion to not concur
prevailed, and on a roll-call vote of43-23,
members sent S.F. 462 back to Conference
Committee. Later in the day, the measure was
brought back to the Senate floor with the
CCA provision removed, and Senators
granted the bill final passage, 52-14.

Crime "minibus" approved
The Senate granted final passage to the

conference committee report on H.F. 980, a
bill modifying several crime statutes, at the
Mon., May 22, afternoon floor session.

The measure, which was referred to in
committee as the "crime minibus" bill, is
sponsored by Sen. Ellen Anderson (DFL-St.
Paul).

The measure contains three provisions
aimed at penalizing terrorists. The provi
sions are a response to the April bombing of



the federal building in Oklahoma City,
according to Sen. Richard Cohen, who
~ffered them as an amendment in an earlier
floor session. The bill creates a misde
meanor for conducting training or assem
bling to receive training about how to use
or make any firearm, explosive or incendi
ary device if the person knows or has reason
to know that it will be unlawfully used in a
civil disorder. It also adds a $10,000
maximum fine to the penalty that can be
imposed for making terroristic threats. The
current penalty is a 5-year maximum jail
sentence. A related provision adds a $3,000
fine to the current penalty of a 3-year
maximum sentence for communicating to
another person, with purpose to terrorize,
that explosives are present at a named
location, whether or not explosives are in
fact present. .

The bill removes a provision in current
statute that exempts relatives or spouses
from a felony offense for knowingly
receiving profits from a prostitute. This
change drew criticism from Sen. Allan
Spear (DFL-Mpls.), who said the wording of
the provision, while aimed at punishing
pimps, also criminalizes more innocent
recipients of funds from prostitution. Spear
said that, for example, an elderly parent
'rho is supported by a prostitute would be a
.1riminal under the bill.

The bill directs the commissioner of
public safety, in cooperation with the
commissioner of administration, to establish
an integrated criminal alert network to
facilitate the communication of crime
prevention information among state
agencies, law enforcement officials and the
private sector. The network is to dissemi
nate data about the commission of crimes,
including information on missing and
endangered children, and attempt to reduce
theft and other crime by the use of elec
tronic transmission of information. The bill
also makes it a misdemeanor to use the
criminal alert network to disseminate false
or misleading information.

S.P. 980 also provides for an agency
releasing an arrested or detained person
from pretrial detention to inform local law
enforcement agencies regarding the release.
Under the bill, the definitions of first- and
second- degree manslaughter are expanded
to include causing the death of another
while committing malicious punishment of
a child, or neglect or endangerment of a
child.

The bill also sets criteria for forfeiture of a
yehicle that has been used to flee a peace
officer.

It also directs the commissioner of health
to maintain a statewide, computerized
record tallying the number of firearms
injuries, and requires sheriffs and chiefs of

police to forward information about wounds
caused by firearms to the Health Depart
ment. It also sets new guidelines for seizing
or disposing of animals.

MinnesotaCare changes approved
In its final hours of the session, the

Senate concurred with amendments
proposed by the House and repassed the
MinnesotaCare bill, S.P. 845. Carried by
Sen. Linda Berglin (DFL-Mpls.), the bill
contains numerous provisions, including
the establishment of a prescription drug
benefits program for senior citizens and the
expansion of eligibility requirements to
include individuals from households
without children and who are below 150
percent of the poverty level. In a past floor
session, the bill had received extensive
debate resulting in an amendment that
deletes references to abortion coverage
under MinnesotaCare.

Berglin explained the compromise
worked out with the other body to mem
bers, that prohibits public funds from being
used for abortion coverage, except where
the life of the female would be endangered
or substantially impaired. The report also
states that no provider is required to include
abortion providers in health plan services.

Both Sen. Tom Neuville OR-Northfield)
and Sen. Pat Pariseau OR-Farmington)
opposed the compromise. Neu~ille said
that the compromise does not contain
sufficient provisions to ensure that abortion
is prohibited in the health plans. Concur
ring with her colleague, Pariseau expressed
concern about the terms "endangerment"
and "impairment" in the report.

Responding to Pariseau's concerns, Sen.
Sheila Kiscaden OR-Rochester) noted that
the bill uses language from current statutes,
and that members aren't in the right place
in the process to be changing the bill, after
a compromise has been reached. "Don't
jeopardize this health care reform effort"
with a pro-life agenda, she urged. Berglin
supported Kiscaden's sentiment, noting that
this bill is "too important" to get bogged
down by this divisive issue. The bill gained
final passage by a vote of 45-18.

In other action, the Senate passed the
child support bill, S.P. 217. Sponsored by
Sen. Richard Cohen (DFL-St. Paul) the bill
gained approval on a vote of 42-23.
Opponents of the conference committee
report expressed concern that the changes
weakened the Senate's version of the bill.
Kiscaden opposed the report, particularly
the change in the grounds for a license
suspension. The report requires a person to
be in arrears on child support for three
months before a license suspension. The
version that had left the Senate called for a

f?ur mo~th period of arrears before suspen
sIon. Klscaden said that three months is
too short a period of time and too punitive
to have a severe restriction of this type kick
in. In addition, she opposed the mandatory
county administrative process in child
supportreporting. Cohen said that the bill
encourages accountability and responsibility
and will result in increased support to
families and children.

Another bill sponsored by Cohen gained
approval. The state department omnibus
funding bill, S.P. 1678, had been sent back
to conference committee due to concern
about a University of Minnesota steam
plant funding proposal. After committee
discussion, the provision remained in the
bill. Other provisions include a decrease in
funding to the Dept. of Administration for
the statewide systems project, now totaling
$29 million. The bill appropriates $271
million annually for state government,
including $76 million to the Dept. of
Revenue, $24 million to the Attorney
General, and $3 million to public broad
casting. In addition, the bill limits the
amount of fees and penalties that are
collected by the state. Despite concern
about thesteam plant, the final version was
approved by a vote of 37-25.

S.P. 1246, authored by Sen. Phil Riveness
(DFL-Bloomington) also gained approval.
The bill, a government restructuring
measure, makes government more acces
sible, efficient, and less costly, Riveness
said. Moving toward reform and innova
tion, he continued, the bill downsizes some
bureaucracy and cuts out $540,000 in
legislative commissions. Among the
commissions eliminated are the commis
sions on Employee Relations, Child
Protection, and Long Term Care. We will
have to prioritize and decide what is really
critical, said Riveness. The bill also
abolishes more than 400 annual reports for
the Legislature, repeals 457 rules, eliminates
and reorganizes a number of agencies, and
establishes a citizen advocacy program
within the Dept. of Administration. "We're
moving towards better services for less
money," Riveness stated. The bill passed
58-6. '

K,12, tax bills adopted
During the waning hours of the official

last day of the 1995 Legislative Session, the
Senate approved both the omnibus tax and
the K-12 funding bills. The education
funding bill, however, stalled out in the
House of Representatives and is under
further consideration during a scheduled
Special Session.

In the last hour before adjournment
Mon., May 22, Sen. Lawrence Pogemiller
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Floor action~~~~~~~~
(DFL-Mpls.) presented H.P. 1562, the $5.8
billion K-12 education funding bill. He
explained that the conference committee
reached an impasse in negotiations when
the House conferees refused to meet a final
time. The Senate conferees proceeded to
draw up a complete bill containing provi
sions already agreed upon by the commit
tee. Pogemiller said that the committee
"made extremely reasonable compromises"
to develop a bill that contained the best
provisions of the Senate bill and fine-tuned
House provisions. .

"This bill is a better bill" than the one the
Senate passed before conference committee,
he said. "The governor will sign this bill if it
is adopted tonight."

Pogemiller outlined the major provisions
of the bill, which provides $1.95 billion for
FY 96, $2.36 billion for F¥97, and $430
million for special education for the
biennium. Pogemiller explained that the
bill also collapses the funding formula in FY
97 as part of the reform "measures.

The property tax levy recognition shift is
set at 48 percent as a compromise provision
from conference discussions, representing
an increase from the current 37 percent.
The Senate originally set the shift at 44
percent.

The bill also contains several provisions
supported by the governor, including a
$220 million budget reserve, or the so
called "rainy day" fund. Another article of
the bill reduces the pupil unit weighting for
secondary students for the 98-99 biennium,
and caps K-12 appropriations at $2.9 billion
and $3.07 billion for FY 98 and FY 99
respectively.

Sen. Jane Ranum (DFL-Mpls.) success
fully offered an amendment to the bill
creating a new Dept. of Children, Families
and Learning. The amendment is a scaled
back version of a bill previously approved
by the Senate, she explained. The amend
ment consolidates a variety of programs
related to children and child care currently
overseen by different agencies. The Dept. of
Education is officially abolished on Sept. 30
and replaced by the new department. Child
care programs and the Children's Trust
Fund will be transferred from the Dept. of
Human Services; the teen pregnancy
prevention program will be transferred from
Office ofStrategic and Long-Range
Planning; child abuse and child victims
services will be transferred from the Dept. of
Corrections; and the drug policy and
violence prevention programs will be
transferred from the Dept. of Public Safety.
The Head Start program also will be
contained in the new department.

After minimal discussion by some
members who said the Senate was not fully
aware of all of the provisions contained in
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the massive funding bill, the Senate
approved the bill on a 42-18 vote.

Sen. Douglas Johnson (DFL-Cook) and
Sen. John Hottinger (DFL-Mankato)
alternatively explained the omnibus tax
bill, H.F. 1864, and noted some changes
made in conference committee.

Within the sales and excise tax section,
the committee agreed to a House provision
removing the sales tax on the sale of race
horses. Other provisions include the
application of the gas tax to ethanol blends,
modifications to the boundaries of the
Minneapolis downtown taxing area, and
exempts from sales .taxes a certain percent
age of purchases of materials used in
construction of agricultural processing
facilities, correctional facilities, and indoor
ice arenas.

Hottinger reviewed the property tax
section of the bill which included a
reduction in the tax rate for recreational
property. The so-called cabin tax does not
take affect until FY 98 and represents a $24
million loss in tax revenue beginning the
98-99 biennium.

The committee made some changes in
taxes on wind energy property. Wind
energy facilities constructed between
January 1991 and '95 are exempted from
some taxes. The committee also refined and
compromised the provisions for taxes on
the wind turbines, Hottinger said.

Johnson briefly outlined the bill's article
on state finance authorizing the commis
sioner of finance to issue up to $400 million
in state revenue bonds to pay for the
Cambridge State Bank judgement. And the
bill sets the state's cash flow account at
$350 million.

Hottinger also outlined major provisions
in the economic development section,
specifically regarding tax increment
financing provisions. The bill specifies that
new businesses receiving tax incentives
must include measurable goals for jobs and
wages and requires biennial review by the
Dept. of Trade and Economic Develop
ment. Provisions requiring more stringent
"but-for" tests before a TIF district is created
also was included in the bill.

The Senate passed the bill with a 61-1
roll-call vote.

Members also passed the $2.58 billion
transportation funding bill, S.P. 371, with
little discussion and a final vote of 47-19.

Sen. Gen Olson (IR-Minnetrista) briefly
described one of the bill's provisions which
allows the construction of one additional
lane on each roadway of 1-394 near the
Penn A venue interchange, preservation of
the additional lane on the eastbound lane
between Penn Avenue and Dunwoody
Boulevard, and the erection of continuous
noise barriers between Wirth Parkway and

Penn Avenue on the westbound lanes, and
between Madeira Avenue and Wirth
Parkway on the eastbound lanes.

The House amendments essentially
contained the funding for the entire
transportation and transit operations. The
bill did not contain a gas-tax provision,
coveted by many Senators from Greater
Minnesota.

One of the omnibus game and fish bills,
S.P. 621, also received approval from the
Senate after a provision relating to shooting
ranges was deleted.

Sen. Bob Lessard (DFL-Int'!' Falls)
presented the bill, explaining that the
conference committee report contained
some changes to the provision allowing
continued operationof established shooting
ranges despite encroaching development.
Sen. Jane Krentz (DFL-May Township)
objected to the provision, saying that it was
not included in either bill before the
conference committee. She moved that the
report be rejected; the Senate adopted the
motion 36-31.

Later in the evening, Lessard moved that
the Senate accept the report with the
shooting range article removed. The Senate
passed the bill 64-1.

Legislative gopher
Now there is a new way to get informa

tion about the Minnesota Legislature. In a
joint effort, the Legislative Reference
Library, the Office of the Revisor of
Statutes, the Senate and the House of
Representatives have established a i'gopher"
information server.

Information about weekly meeting
schedules, member biographies, the full text
of bills, House Journals and information on
the legislative process may all be found on
the Legislative Gopher.

There are several ways to access the
Legislative Gopher. For gopher administra
tors: Point your gopher to
URL:gopher://gopher.revisor.leg.state.mn.us
(Port 70).
This is the rootserver for the House and
Senate Legislative Gopher. For individuals
or systems with gopher client software:
Point your gopher client to
gopher.revisor.leg.state.mn.us (Port 70).
For users without gopher client software:
Telnet to consultant.micro.umn.edu (the
University of Minnesota Gopher), login:
gopher. Or, via dial access, 612-626-2400
(also the U ofM gopher),
access>consultant.micro.umn.edu, login:
gopher. Follow this path through the
menus: Other Gopher and Information
Servers/North America/U.S./Minnesota/
Minnesota Legislature.



Floor action
The Minnesota Senate Week at a Glance

Bills granted concurrence and repassage May 12, 1995
S.F. 273-Price: Provides for the classification of water supply systems and wastewater treatment facilities and certification of

operators by the Department of Health and the Pollution Control Agency. 58-0
S.F. 526-Lessard: Modifies the local approval requirements for the Nashwauk area ambulance district law. 60-1

Conference committee reports adopted and repassed May 12, 1995
S.F. 16-BetzoId: Modifies provisions relating to the administration and prescription of neuroleptic medications. 61-0

Bills granted concurrence and repassage May 15, 1995
S.F. 9l0-Marty: Eliminates the Telecommunication Access for Communication-Impaired Persons Board, creates

telecommunication access duties for the Dept. of Public Service and Dept. of Human Services and specifies the memberships of
regional service for deaf and hard of hearing advisory committees. 57-0

S.F. 1173-ChandIer: Regulates the sale of local telecommunications exchange service territory. 56-6

Conference committee reports adopted and repassed May 15, 1995
H.F. 323-Johnson, J.B: Makes landlords the bill payer and customer of record for single meter multi-unit residential buildings. 61-3
H.F. 990-Anderson: Provides warranties for new assistive devices. 60-4

Bills granted final passage on Special Orders May 15, 1995
\I).F. 1450-Reichgott Junge: Amends the living will form to include provisions for organ donations and allows a durable power of

attorney for health care to include provisions for organ donations. Laid on the table.
H.F. 528-Wiener: Restricts eligibility for communication devices for communication-impaired person in a residential care facility

when the facility already provides or is require to provide comparable telephone service. 62-0

Bills granted concurrence and repassage May 16, 1995
S.F. 732-BetzoId: Enacts the Revised Article 8 of the Uniform Commercial Code proposed by the National Conference of

Commissioners on Uniform State Laws and regulates investment securities. 57-0 .
S.F. 467-Mondale: Provides for coordination and consolidation of public safety radio communications systems, provides governance

and finance of the state and regional elements of a regionwide public safety radio communication system, extends the public
safety channel moratorium, authorizes the use of 911 emergency telephone service fees for costs of the regionwide public safety
radio communication system and authorizes the issuance of bonds by the Metropolitan Council. 63-1

S.F. 537-Murphy: Provides conditions for validity of state contracts, requires refund of the drivers license fee if a qualified applicant
does not receive a license within six weeks of application, provides for issuance of license without regard to whether the fee has
been refunded and requires the Legislative Audit Commission to study drivers license and identification card programs. 57-5

Bills granted final passage on Special Orders May 16, 1995
H.F. 1450-Reichgott Junge: Amends the living will form to include provisions for organ donations and allows a durable power of

attorney for health care to include provisions for organ donations. 60-2 .

Conference committee reports adopted and repassed May 16, 1995
H.F. 1132-SoIon: Omnibus liquor bill. Provides restrictions on brewers who have retail on-sale licenses, imposes licensing and

permitting requirements, requires a license for charging for possession of alcoholic beverages, requires a permit to allow
consumption and display of all alcoholic beverages, authorizes additional licenses in Minneapolis, authorizes Clay and St. Louis
Counties to issue on-sale licenses, defines home brewing equipment, lists items that may be sold in exclusive liquor stores and
repeals the requirement for a permit for transportation of alcoholic beverages. 63-1

rtF. l055-Price: Eliminates the position of Board of Water and Soil Resources secretary, increases board members' compensation,
) sets forth duties of advisory committees, sets forth rule approval procedure, sets guidelines for management plans, provides for

exemptions from review, appeals from rules and permits decisions and orders, and provides for informal dispute resolution. 58-3
S.F. 1134-S010n: Financial institutions bill. Regulates notices, electronic financial terminals, and mergers with subsidiaries, sets

forth the powers and duties of the commissioner of commerce, sets reporting and records requirements, regulates lending powers
and the powers and duties of institutions, detached facilities and interstate banking, makes technical changes, regulates mortgage
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prepayments, allows written waivers of the right to prepay without penalty under certain circumstances, clarifies the definition of
franchise and permits a delinquency and collections charge. 64-0

Conference committee reports rejected May 16, 1995
S.F. l678-Cohen: Appropriates money for the general legislative and administrative expenses of state government, provides for the

transfer of money in the state treasury, and fixes and limits the amount of fees, penalties and other costs to be collected.

Bills granted final passage on Special Orders May 17, 1995
H.F. l2ll-Moe: Exempts certain public transit bus manufacturers from requirements for posting public contractors' performance

bonds. 44-1

Bills granted concurrence and repassage May 17, 1995
S.F. 258-Piper: Relates to the board of medical practice and regulates physician assistants. 54-2
S.F. l170-Mondale: Requires licensure or certification of geoscientists, adds geoscientists to the Board of Architecture, Engineering

Land Surveying, Landscape Architecture and Interior Design and provides duties for the board.

Conference committee reports adopted and repassed May 17, 1995
S.F. 38l-Betzold: Provides greater flexibility in the appointment of members to the armory building commission, authorizes the

state armory building commission to use funds for construction, clarifies which municipalities may provides sites for armories,
changes provisions for disposal of unused armory sites, clarifies the authority for levying taxes for armory construction and
clarifies the authority for conveyance of armories to the state. 49-0

S.F. 734-Chandler: Telecommunications, regulates the 911 system, imposes requirements on private switch telephone service and
imposes a civil penalty. 45-6

S.F. l88-Samuelson: Permits use of an appropriation to relocate athletic fields and facilities at Brainerd Technical College. 48-1
H.F. 2-Metzen: Provides that vehicle emissions testing need not be done until a vehicle is five years older than its model year. 65-0
S.F. Ill0-Samuelson: Omnibus health and human services funding bill. 56-11

Bills granted concurrence and repassage May 18, 1995
S.F. 80l-Berglin: Recodifies and modifies provisions relating to lead abatement law. 51-0

Conference committee reports adopted and repassed May 18, 1995
S.F. 257-Morse: Provides that the office of soil and water conservation district supervisor is compatible with city and township

offices in a district not located in whole or in part in Anoka, Hennepin, Ramsey or Washington County. 54-5
S.F. 255-Hanson: Regulates persons who may do elevator work. 61-0
H.F. l856-Stumpf: Omnibus higher education funding bill. Appropriates money for education and related purposes to the higher

education services office, the State Board of Technical Colleges, the State Board for Community Colleges, the State University
Board, the Board of Regents of the University ofMinnesota and the Mayo Medical Foundation. 67-0

H.F. 479-Morse: Makes additions and deletions to state parks, establishes a new state park and deletes two state waysides. 56-0
H.F. 1105-Krentz: Changes certain presumptions in paternity cases and allows husbands to join in a recognition of parentage. 52-3
S.F. 1033-0liver: Makes changes relating to insurance solvency, regulates disclosure, reinsurance, capital stock, managing general

agents and contracts issued on a variable basis. 52-0
S.F. 1670- Jobs, Energy and Community Development omnibus funding bill. 40-22
S.F. 106-Morse: Environment and natural resources omnibus funding bill. 44-22
H.F. 96-Hottinger: Prohibits provisions that grant the health carrier a subrogation right, except where the covered person has been

fully compensated from another source. 53-0

Bills failing to gain final passage on Special Orders May 18, 1995
S.F. 836-S010n: Regulates rent to own purchase agreements, regulates cash price and finance charges and provides for the

application of other law. 26-37 Reconsidered. Laid on the table.

Bills granted final passage on Special Orders May 18, 1995
S.F. 999-Riveness: Adds certain human services obligations to the requirement that state agencies promptly pay their bills. 62-0
S.F. l70l-Kelly: Provides for payment of claims against the state. 47-0

Conference committee reports adopted and repassed May 19, 1995
S.F. l204-Betzold: Regulates rental vehicle no-fault auto insurance coverages, determines when a vehicle is rented, modifies the

right to compensation for loss of use of a damaged rented motor vehicle and provides for limits of liability for motor vehicle
lessors. 52-2
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H.F. 1207,Murphy: Increases the maximum length allowed for operation of certain vehicle combinations. 43-7
H.F. 1700,Beckman: Appropriates money for the judicial branch, public safety, public defense, corrections and for other criminal
) justice agencies and purposes, changes various criminal laws and penalties and modifies juvenile justice provisions. 53-10
s.F. 512,Spear: Makes changes to the Vulnerable Adults Reporting Act, imposes penalties, increases licensing fees for certain

facilities, requires reports of convictions to the commissioner and requires areport to the Legislature. 62-0

Bills granted final passage on Special Orders May 19, 1995
H.F. 1040,Morse: Provides various retirement benefit increases and related modifications, requires collateralization and requires a

investment authority statement. 42-12
H.F. 642,Novak: Workers' compensation bill. Modifies provisions relating to insurance, procedures and benefits, and provides

penalties. 37-28
S.F. 1406,Terwilliger: Establishes and modifies salary limits for public officials and requires an evaluation of agency head

responsibilities. 35-30
S.F. 302,KeIIy: Increases the minimum wage. 35-29

Bills granted concurrence and repassage May 22, 1995
S.F. 845,Berglin: MinnesotaCare bill. Expands provisions of health care, establishes requirements for integrated service networks,

modifies requirements for health plan companies, repeals the regulated all-payer option, modifies universal coverage and
insurance reform provisions, revises the research and data initiatives, expands eligibility for the MinnesotaCare program, creates
the prescription drug purchasing authority, establishes a drug purchasing benefit program for senior citizens, extends the health
care commission and regional coordinating boards, makes technical changes, provides penalties and appropriates money. 45-18

S.F. 259,Merriam: Regulates the use of genetic testing by insurers. 62-0
S.F. 1122,Lessard: Establishes a program for funding response actions to address environmental contamination from drycleaning

facilities. 63-0
S.F. 371,Olson: Omnibus transportation funding bill. 47-19

Conference committee reports adopted and repassed May 22, 1995
').F. 399,Knutson: Provides for forfeiture of snowmobile, all-terrain vehicles and motorboats for designated, DWI-related offenses,
) extends vehicle forfeiture law by expanding the definition of prior conviction to include other types of vehicles, restricts

issuance of limited driver's license and imposes penalties. 51-7
H.F. 365,Chandler: Regulating priorities of no-fault auto insurance coverage for taxis. 35-28
H.F. 1478,Sams: Requires notice to the commissioner of agriculture and other actions before an agency adopts or repeals rules that

affect farming operations, provides for development of best management practices for feedlots, changes requires for animal
feedlot permits and sewage treatment system licenses, allow composting of sheep carcasses, regulates administrative rulemaking,
revises the procedures for the adoption and review of agency rules, requires fees to cover costs and makes technical changes. 61-0

S.F. 579,Chandler: Regulates charitable organizations and regulates filing statements. 55-8
S.F. 281,Flynn: Clarifies language and changes obsolete references relating to metropolitan governance. 55-9
S.F. 538,Murphy: Requires the refund of license fees to applicants if licenses are not issued within six weeks. 63-0
S.F. 1444,Solon: Provides for the sale of tax forfeited land in St. Louis, Koochiching, Hennepin and Fillmore Counties, authorizes

conveyance of state lands to the city of Eveleth, authorizes conveyance of lots within the Mississippi headwaters corridor and
authorizes the sale of land to the city of Mankato. 56-7

S.F. 507,Novak: Modifies the petroleum tank release cleanup program, provides for payment for a site assessment prior to tank
removal, modifies reimbursement provisions, adds requirements for tank monitoring, establishes registration requirements,
modifies program and liability provisions and clarifies liability for oil discharges. 65-0

S.F. 557,Flynn: Authorizes the Legislative Commission on Employee relations to modify compensation for managerial positions in
the Higher Education Board, modifies provisions relating to arbitrators and ratifies certain labor agreements. 66-0

H.F. 628,Kiscaden: Creates a presumption of refusal or neglect in certain termination of parental rights cases. 60-0
S.F. 1551,Johnson, J.B.: Provides loans and incentives for agricultural energy resources development for family farms and

cooperatives. 61-1
H.F. 980,Anderson: Clarifies language relating to controlled substance and other crimes, clarifies the elements of murder in the first

degree, witness tampering and burglary in the first degree, provides that a motor vehicle is subject to forfeiture if it was used to

flee a peace officer in violation of law, provides procedures for prosecuting attorneys to follow when filing complaints against
owners whose buildings are alleged nuisances, amendment the elements of manslaughter in the first degree, manslaughter in the
second degree, and receiving profits from prostitution, requires reports on wounds received from gunshots, expands the

)
definition of electronic incapacitation device and increases the penalty for its unauthorized use, authorizes sentencing courts to
order the payment of restitution to victim assistance programs, provides penalties for engaging in acts relating to civil disorders,
clarifies the definition of "theft," clarifies the prerequisites for obtaining a search warrant, adds a fine provisions to the terroristic
threats crime, authorizes peace officers to detain probationers based on an order from the chief executive officer of a community
corrections agency, requires certain information to be gathered from crime victims and presented at bail hearings, requires
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notification to victims of bail hearings, requires notification to local law enforcement agencies of the pretrial release of certain
defendants, codifies the establishment of a criminal alert network, prohibits the dissemination of false or misleading information
on the criminal alert network and clarifies the procedures governing disposition of seized animals. 39-26

S.F. 992-Kiscaden: Reinstates certain advisory councils and a task force and requires a report. 56-0
S.F. 462-}ohnson, J.B.: Waste management amendments. Implements the transfer of solid waste management duties of the

Metropolitan Council to the Office of Environmental Assistance, and provides for the management of waste. 52-14
S.F. 1246-Riveness: Abolishes periodic reports, repeals obsolete rules of the Dept. of Agriculture, Dept. of Commerce, Dept. of

Health, Dept. of Public Safety, Dept. of Public Service, Dept. of Revenue and the Pollution Control Agency, removes internal
references to repealed rules, provides a deadline for actions by state and local government agencies, clarifies statutory waiver
requirements with respect to the Housing Finance Agency for the civil service pilot project, requires legislative review of agency
reorganization efforts, modifies provisions relating to data classification, modifies provisions relating to workers compensation
premium collection, modifies provisions relating to employment classifications, procedures and benefits, provides penalties,
establishes a task force to recommend a governmental structure for environmental and natural resource functions and services,
requires the establishment of an employee participation committee before agency restructuring, provides for appointments,
abolishes the Transportation Regulation Board, transfers TRB functions to other agencies, establishes pilot projects to improve
the efficiency and effectiveness of state agencies, and authorizes waivers of rules and policies. 58-6

S.F. 1393-Pogemiller: Provides conditions and requirements for the issuance of debt and use 6f proceeds, authorizes the use of
capital improvement bonds for indoor ice arenas, and exempts issuance of certain debt from election requirements, modifies
loans to political subdivisions for fire or rescue purposes, authorizes operation of recreational facilities, authorizes continuing
disclosure agreements, provides for funding of self-insurance by political subdivisions provides for the issuance of temporary
obligations, modifies issuance and lease procedures, renames and modifies technical provisions relating to incentives in
enterprise zones. 53-8

S.F. 1678-Cohen: Appropriates money for the general legislative and administrative expenses of state government, provides for the
transfer of money in the state treasury, fixes and limits the amount of fees, penalties and other costs to be collected. 37-25

S.F. 1019-Mondale: Establishes the Metropolitan Livable CommunitiesFund and provides for fund distribution, reduces the levy
authority of the Metro Mosquito Control Commission, provides for revenue sharing, regulates employee layoffs by the
Metropolitan Mosquito Control District and authorizes an economic vitality and housing initiative. 57-1

S.F. 127-Terwilliger: Provides conveyance of tax-forfeited lands in Eden Prairie, Champlin and Corcoran, and provides for sale of
state land in Minnetonka. 59-0

S.F. 217-Cohen: Provides for enforcement of child support obligations, expands enforcement remedies for child support, authorizes
programs, provides for resolution of custody and visitation disputes, creates a central child support payment center, modifies
child support data collection and publication, imposes penalties, changes provisions relating to recognition of parentage, adds
provisions for administrative proceedings, modifies children's supervised visitation facilities, and provides for studies. 43-23

S.F. 1520-Lessard: Extends the notification requirements for land farming contaminated soil to unorganized townships. 62-0
S.F. 440-Hottinger: Regulates insurance coverages, regulates notice and enforcement provisions, regulates licensees, regulates the

comprehensive health association, increases the lifetime benefit limit, makes technical changes, provides for certain breast
cancer coverage, and prohibits rate differentials within the same town or city. 61-0

S.F. 1279-Finn: Omnibus data practices provisions, provides for the classification of and access to government data, clarifies data
provisions, recodifies statutes on crime of domestic assault, provides for an information policy training program, indexes statutes
that restrict data access and are located outside Chap. 13, prescribes penalties and appropriates money. 56-0

H.F. 1864-Johnson, D.J.: Omnibus tax bill, adopts federal income tax law changes,modifies tax rates, credits, refunds, bases, and
exemptions, modifies property tax exemption, valuation and classification provisions, provides for deduction of property tax
refunds from property taxes, modifies or restricts certain requirements or uses of tax increment financing, modifies certain motor
vehicle registration taxes, establishes a sales tax advisory council, authorizes certain local taxes, special districts and other local
authority, modifies provisions relating to local excise taxes, modifies duties imposed on local units of government and the Dept.
of Revenue, authorizes issuance of bonds and tax anticipation certificates, modifies taconite occupation and production
provisions; modifies the duties of the Board of Government Innovation and Cooperation, changes aids to local governments,
modifies revenue recapture rules, changes the property tax treatment of wind property, adjusts the amount of the budget reserve,
provides for dedication of certain revenues, makes technical changes, corrections and clarifications, makes tax policy, collection
and administrative changes and imposes penalties. 53-13

S.F. 979-Johnston: Regulates hazardous material transporters, requires fingerprints of motor carrier managers for criminal
background checks, makes technical changes related to calculating proportional mileage under the international registration
plan, specifies violations that may result in suspension or revocation of permit, makes technical changes relating to hazardous
waste transporter licenses, provides for disposition of fees collected for hazardous material registration, licensing and permitting,
regulates security and fare policies for metropolitan transit buses and requires a sound abatement study. 60-1

H.F. 265-Berg: Makes technical amendments to eliminate references to teleracing facilities, regulates testing facilities for the testing
of gambling devices, regulates bingo and lawful purpose expenditures, regulates credit and sales to delinquent organizations, and
provides for contributions to compulsive gambling programs. 60-1

H.F. 1040-Morse: Provides various benefit increases and related modifications and requires collateralization and investment
authority statements. 65-0

S.F. 621-Lessard: Omnibus game and fish bill, establishes a hunting heritage week, provides procedures for seizure and confiscation
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of property, clarifies terms of short-term angling licenses, removes certain requirements relating to fish taken in Canada,
modifies reporting requirements, modifies hours for taking certain animals, modifies provisions relating to trapping, provides for
posting of waters to prohibit fishing or motorboat operation, adjusts opening an closing dates of various seasons for taking fish,
expands the requirement to possess a trout and salmon stamp, modifies northern pike length limits, changes the date by which
fish houses and dark houses must be removed from the ice in specific parts of the state, authorizes the use of floating turtle traps,
removes time limits on sale of fish by commercial licensees, requires a plan for a firearms safety program, authorizes stocking
activities, provides snowmobile licensing exemptions, specifies fishing contest regulation, modifies provisions relating to
ecologically harmful species, modifies provisions relating to collector snowmobiles and all terrain vehicle weight, provides for
reciprocity in game and fish violations, specifies enforcement officer powers, provides for disabled hunter permits, require
information from licensees, specifies big game hunting hours, regulates checking traps, requires fish house identification, and
regulates snowmobile transit. 64-1

Bills granted final passage on Special Orders May 22, 1995
H.F. 673-0liver: Regulates risk-based capital for insurers and enacts the model act of the National Association of Insurance

Commissioners. 60-0
H.F. 697-Solon: Permits the sale of long-term care insurance with longer waiting periods with disclosure to purchasers. 53-2
H.F. 1837-Merriam: Authorizing spending to acquire and better public land and buildings, authorizes spending for other public

improvements of a capital nature, authorizes the sale of state bonds, requires periodic reports on the status of authorized state
bonds and reduces 1995 appropriations. 61-1

H.F. 1567-Pogemiller: Omnibus K-12 education funding bill, provides appropriations for education and creates a Dept. of Children.
42-18

S.F. 1705-Flynn: Cor~ectsmiscellaneous noncontroversial oversights, inconsistencies, ambiguities, unintended results and technical
errors in legislative enactments. 58-1

Special Session Tuesday, May 23
Bills granted final passage on Special Orders
S.F. I-Lessard: Omnibus game and fish bill, establishes a hunting heritage week, provides procedures for seizure and confiscation of

)
property, clarifies terms of short-term angling licenses, removes certain requirements relating to fish taken in Canada, modifies
reporting requirements, modifies hours for taking certain animals, modifies provisions relating to trapping, provides for posting of
waters to prohibit fishing or motorboat operation, adjusts opening an closing dates of various seasons for taking fish, expands the
requirement to possess a trout and salmon stamp, modifies northern pike length limits, changes the date by which fish houses
and dark houses must be removed from the ice in specific parts of the state, authorizes the use of floating turtle traps, removes
time limits on sale of fish by commercial licensees, requires a plan for a firearms safety program, authorizes stocking activities,
provides snowmobile licensing exemptions, specifies fishing contest regulation, modifies provisions relating to ecologically
harmful species, modifies provisions relating to collector snowmobiles and all terrain vehicle weight, provides for reciprocity in
game and fish violations, specifies enforcement officer powers, provides for disabled hunter permits, require information from
licensees, specifies big game hunting hours, regulates checking traps, requires fish house identification, and regulates snowmobile
transit. 60-0

S.F. 2-Marty: Makes changes in provisions relating to ethics in government, makes advisory opinions public data, clarifies
definitions and prohibitions, clarifies and authorizes exceptions to the ban on gifts, requires a report by state agencies regarding
salary and expenses paid for legislative matters and authorizes civil and criminal penalties. 49-12

Special Session Thursday, May 25
H.F. I-Merriam: Authorizes spending to acquire and better public land and buildings and other public improvements of a capital

nature, authorizes the sale of state bonds, requires reports on the status of authorized and outstanding state bonds.
H.F. 4-Pogemiller: Omnibus K-12 education funding, provides for education general and uniform revenue, provides for

transportation, special programs, community programs, facilities, organization and cooperation, excellence and other education
programs, provides for libraries, establishes a Dept. of Children, families and Learning, specifies a budget reserve and provides for
cost management and provides for education targeted needs revenue.

)
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